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INTRODUCTION. 

In a special report submitted to the Surgeon-General of the Army in 

May, 1906, and published in the American Journal of the Medical 

Sciences in September of that year, we described a new blood filaria of 

man, to which we gave the name Filaria philippinensis sp. noy. because of 

its occurrence in a native of the Philippine Islands. 

We considered that this filaria represented a new species, and that it 

was probably the only one indigenous to these Islands; a new species, 

because of its morphology, lack of periodicity and ine rarity of fila- 

riasis in the Philippines; the only indigenous one, because the previous 

descriptions of the filariz observed in natives of these Islands contained 
nothing which would exclude the possibility that the observers might have 

been dealing with Filaria philippinensis. 
When our preliminary communication regarding this parasite was 
written we had seen but one case of infection with it, but since then we 

have had the opportunity of studying four additional cases, all in natives 

of the Philippine Islands. To Doctor Albert L. Miller, contract surgeon, 

gs M. Ashburn, captain and assistant surgeon, United States Army, and 

, Cas F. Sigs first lieutenant and assistant surgeon, United States et con- 
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United States Army, we are indebted for the additional cases which he 

found while examining the blood of a company of Philippine Scouts at 

Imus, Cavite Province, with the view of determining how many of this 

company were infected with Filaria philippinensis. These men, who 

were transferred to us for observation, belonged to one company of Scouts 

and all were born upon the Island of Luzon, in the Province of Ambos 

Camarines. : 
From a study of these cases we have been able to confirm our original 

description of this filaria and to make additional observations upon its 

morphology and life history, especially as regards its developmental changes 

within a mosquito, Culex fatigans Wied. 

RESUME OF THE ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION. 

Jn order that the observations which follow may clearly be understood 

the following brief résumé of our original description is necessary : 

Filaria philippinensis is a small blood filaria found in natives of the Philippine 

Islands; it presents no periodicity, occurring in practically equal, but small num- 

bers, at all hours of the day and night; it is actively motile, possessing both 

lashing and progressive motion and presents for description a sheath, an anterior 

extremity, a body and a posterior extremity. The average length of the living 

filaria is 0.32 millimeter, but variations occur between 0.29 and 0.335 millimeter. 

The sheath is visible at either extremity, being invisible along the rest of the 

body; it has the appearance of a fine thread, as thin as the flagellum of a trypa- 

nosoma; along the body the sheath is transparent and very tightly fitting, thus 

preventing the filaria from slipping backward and forward within it, as in the case 

of Filaria nocturna Manson and Filaria diurna Manson. 

The anterior extremity or head consists of a hemispherical base, in the center 

of which is placed a small spicule which retracts within this base; surrounding 

this portion of the head is a serrated prepuce which, when closed, covers it, when 

retracted, exposes it; the number of serrations or lips can not be determined. The 

prepuce is constantly drawn back and forth, as is likewise the spicule, but the 

motion of the two is not always synchronous. 

The body is graceful and sinuous, consisting of an outer, radially striated, 

musculo-cutaneous coat and an inner portion or body cavity; the latter is clear and 

refractile and contains the following constant viscera: 

(a) Anterior V spot—A bright, refractile, triangular area, placed at one side 

of the worm, about 0.105 millimeter from the anterior margin of the head, and 

opening by its apex upon the surface, piercing the musculo-cutaneous coat. 

(b) Central viseus—In the posterior portion of the central third of the body 

is situated a convoluted or spiral tube or cylinder, resembling a vine tendril, and 

presenting five or six spiral turns which progressively grow smaller, ending in a 

fine, curved or straight extremity. This central viscus is placed in the same 

portion of the worm as is the “granular mass” in Filaria nocturna. 

(c) Posterior V spot and papilla.—aAt the center of the posterior third of the 

body there is situated a triangular spot, its apex opening upon the surface, piere- 

ing the musculo-cutaneous coat, where it marks the site of a distinct papilla which 

bulges beyond the body line and may represent the anus or cloaca of the adult 

worm. 

The posterior extremity or tail, at a point midway between the posterior V 
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spot and the tip becomes suddenly attenuated to three quarters of its former diam- 

eter, thus forming a distinct offset upon each side; from this point the tail dimin- 

ishes progressively and uniformly to a very fine, thread-like point. Because of 

its situation in relation to the embryonic anus and its apparently less vital char- 

acteristics, the portion of the tail beyond the attenuation probably dies or is 

sloughed off during the later development of the filaria. 

In stained specimens, a column of deeply stained nuclei is observed running the 

entire leneth of the worm, broken here and there by unstained areas, which vary 

in position in individual specimens; the only “gap” in the stained column that is 

at all constant is situated at a point 20 per cent of the total length of the 

worm from the head; however, many specimens do not show this “gap,” and there 

is also much variation in its situation in individual filaria. We do not regard it 

as of any diagnostic importance. In the stained specimen the anterior V spot, the 

central viseus, and the posterior V spot are not seen. 

Pilaria philippinensis is very actively motile, the movements being of a wrig- 

gling, lashing character and not progressive, as a rule, but at times a marked 

progressive motion is observed. (See figs. 1 and 18.) 

LATER OBSERVATIONS. 

The study of four more cases of infection with Filaria philippinensis 

has enabled us to add somewhat to the above description as regards the 

morphology, motility, and periodicity of this filaria. 

Morphology—wWe can add but little to our original description as 

regards the morphology of Filaria philippinensis. We have examined a 

very large number of filariz in the blood with special reference to the 

armature of the head, but we have been unable to distinguish any definite 

number of lips; the spicule, mounted upon a smooth, hemispherical base, 

_into which it retracts, is easily distinguished, but the retractile prepuce 

which incloses it can not be separated into definite lips, its margin 

being so very finely serrated. The serrations can easily be seen in the 

fresh specimen, but their number can not be determined, while in the 

stained specimen they are not visible. 

In a certain proportion of stained filariz in blood obtained from the 

mosquito’s stomach shortly after the insect has bitten, and in which 

the sheath has been lost, what appears to be two lips can be seen, an upper 

one, broad and fleshy, and a lower, more slender and delicate. However, 

we are not convinced that these represent true lips, for the appearance 

may be due to the staining method, but their presence in a comparatively 

large number of the filariz is suggestive. 

The sheath, as we have already stated, is tight and generally only seen 

as a thread-like flagellum at the extremities of the worm. When the 

filaria is moving forward, the anterior end of the sheath bends backward 

along the side of the body, while the posterior end is lashed about by the 

movement of the tail; when the movements of the worm are lashing and 

not progressive, both ends of the sheath are whipped freely about. The 

filaria is never seen to slide forward and backward within the sheath, 
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this being impossible because of the closeness with which it envelops the 

body. In very rare instances in the fresh specimen, the sheath may be 

seen to be flattened out, having a ribbon-like appearance, but even when 

this occurs the filaria does not enter the flattened portion projecting at 

either extremity. 

We are not able to add anything to our previous description of the 

anterior V spot, the central viscus, the posterior V spot or the tail of 

the worm as observed in the blood of man; the same is true of the meas- 

urements of the filaria as given by us and the morphology of the stained 

specimen. 

Motility.—In our original description we stated that Pilaria philippi- 

nensis possessed two forms of motility, one lashing but not progressive, 

which is most frequently observed;_the other, a marked progressive 

motion occurring but rarely. In our examinations of the filariz in our 

additional cases we have given special attention to the character of the 

movements exhibited by them and have found that progressive motion 

is much more common in fresh blood specimens than we at first supposed 

to be the case. We have found that in thick blood smears progressive 

motion occurs very frequently, if not as a rule, and we have also observed 

it in very thin smears; when it takes place the movement is serpentine in 

character, the head advancing through the surrounding masses of blood 

corpuscles with considerable rapidity. In a fairly thick smear, in one 

instance, a filaria in three minutes crossed four 18-millimeter (#-ich) 

microscopic fields in almost a straight line; in another case, eight 18-mil- 

limeter (32-inch) fields were traversed in half a minute; in a blood smear 

in which the cells were arranged in a single layer a filaria crossed a 

18-millimeter (%-inch) field in one minute and six 4.25-millimeter (4- 

inch) fields in three minutes. Even when a portion of the specimen was 

reached in which the blood cells were in very small numbers, or indeed 

absent, the filaria did not show entire loss of progressive motion, although 

such clear spaces caused a temporary cessation; 1m such instances, after a 

few moments of twisting and turning, the head of the parasite would shoot 

forward and the progressive motion be resumed; in this way we have 

seen a filaria traverse four such open spaces in a specimen of blood and 

in each instance as soon as it reached the intervening clumps of blood 

corpuscles the progressive motion became more rapid and regular in 

character. At times the tail end advanced but this was invariably followed 
almost immediately by a propulsive effort of the tail which pushed the 

head and body forward for a considerable distance, after which the head 

continued its advance. In one specimen we observed progressive motion 

of filariz for two hours after the blood was collected. 

It should be remembered that the movements, both lashing and progres- 

sive, which have been described oceur while the filaria is still inclosed 

within its sheath, progressive motion being unimpeded by the latter. 
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Periodicity. Filaria philippinensis presents no periodicity as regards 

the time of its appearance in the peripheral blood or the number of 

embryos present at any one time. We have made extensive observations 

regarding periodicity in all five cases of infection with this filaria and can 

state conclusively that it can be found in the peripheral blood at all 

hours of the day and night and in practically the same numbers at all 

hours. The following table, which gives the results of examinations made 

every three hours during the twenty-four, demonstrates the lack of 

periodicity in Pilaria philippinensis : 

Case number 7. 

Number in individual counts. — Average per day and night. 

7 a. m., 3 filarie in 3 blood smears. 

10 a. m., 2 filariz in 3 blood smears. 

1 p. m., 2 filariz in_3 blood smears. 7 a.m. to7 p. m., 8 filaria 

4 p. m., | filaria in 3 blood smears. in 12 smears. 

7 p. m., 2 filariz in 3 blood smears. 7 p.m. to 7 a. m., 8 filariz 

10 p. m., 1 filaria in 3 blood smears. in 13 smears. 

la. m., 3 filarie in 4 blood smears. 

4 a. m., 2 filarize in 3 blood smears. 

Case number 2. 

Number in indwidual counts. Average per day and night. 

7 a. m., 5 filariz in 3 blood smears. 

10 a. m., 1 filaria in 4 blood smears. 

1 p. m., 1 filaria in 3 blood smears. 7 a.m. to 7 p. m., 8 filarize 

4 p. m., 1 filaria in 3 blood smears. in 13 smears. 

7 p. m., 2 filariz in 3 blood smears. 7 p. m. to 7 a. m., 8 filariz 

10 p. m., 3 filariz in 3 blood smears. in 13 smears. 

la. m., 0 filaria in 3 blood smears. 

4 a.m., 3 filarie in 4 blood smears. 

Case number 3. 

Number in individual counts. Average per day and night. 

7 a. m., 2 filarie in 3 blood smears. 

10 a. m., 1 filaria in 4 blood smears. 

1 p. m., 3 filariz in 3 blood smears. 7 a.m. to7 p.m., 8 filarie 

4 p. m., 2 filariz in 3 blood smears. in 3 smears. 

7 p. m., 4 filariz in 3 blood smears. 7 p.m. to7 a.m., 10 filariz 

10 p. m., 0 filaria in 3 blood smears. in 13 smears. 

la. m., 5 filariz in 4 blood smears. 

4 a.m., 1 filaria in 3 blood smears. 

A study of the above table will show that at no definite time during the 

twenty-four hours can the filariz be said to be numerous enough to be 

characteristic of that time, and that no difference exists in the number 

observed in the peripheral blood during day and night. This fact, 

together with the presence of a sheath in Filaria philippinensis, serves to 

differentiate it from any other filaria which has been described as infecting 
man. It should be noted that it occurs in small numbers at all times 
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and this has been a prominent feature in all of our observations. It ap- 

pears to us that this is a point of considerable diagnostic importance, for 

in all five of the cases practically the same number of filariz was observed 

and that number was always a small one when compared with the immense 

quantities of Filaria nocturna, Filaria diurna, and Filaria perstans Manson 

which are commonly found in cases infected by the last three organisms. 

Pathogenicity.—In none of the cases did we observe any symptoms or 

pathological lesions which we could feel justified in considering as bemg 

due to the presence of the filaria. As stated in our original communica- 

tion, one patient had a history of having suffered from chyluria, but 

during the time he was under our observation he presented no symptoms ; 

one man had a periostitis while under observation and one, ameebic 

dysentery. An examination of the feces of three of the four Scouts 

demonstrated an interesting series of combined infections due to animal 

parasites. Of the three men, one had a combined infection with Filaria 

philippinensis, Anchylostoma duodenalis and Trichocephalus dispar; the 

second, with Filaria philippinensis, Entameba dysenterie, Anchylostoma 

duodenalis and Trichocephalus dispar, and the third with Filaria philippi- 

nensis and Anchylostoma duodenalis.” 

THE DEPELOPMENT OF FILARIA PHILIPPINENSIS WITHIN CULEX 

FATIGANS. 

We have made numerous examinations of mosquitoes which were in- 

fected by biting patients who harbored embryos of Filaria philippinensis. 

most of the insects so infected being Culex fatigans Wied, some few being 

Stegomyie. In our examinations we have not found that the filarize 

undergo any development in Stegomyie, and think it probable that they 

do not, for, while our observations on this point are not sufficiently 

numerous to justify us in making positive statements, it is asserted by 

Daniels that Filaria nocturna will not develop in Stegomyia. 

However, in Culea fatigans Wied, we have been able to trace the com- 

plete development of the filaria up to the time that it becomes lodged in 

the mosquito’s labium and is ready to infect the next person bitten by the 

insect. The stages of this development are well shown in the accompany- 

ing photomicrographs and in numerous camera-lucida drawings, and may 

be quite as well, or better, studied from them as from the written deserip- 

tion which here follows: 

One of the earliest observations to be made in studying infected mos- 

quitoes is one relating to the number of filariz ingested. In some manner, 

concerning which it is possible to construct interesting hypotheses, the 

mosquito manages to get from the body of the patient 40 to 50 or more 

>In view of the recent finding by Lieutenant Clarence Ll. Cole, Medical Depart- 

ment, United States Army, of Necator americanus, in natives of these Islands, it 

is possible that our cases were infected with it, as the ova were not measured. 
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times as many filariz as it is possible for us to obtain in a similar amount 

of blood from a needle prick. Thus, in good thick smears under 22- 

millimeter (Z-inch) cover-glasses, we will usually find but one or two, and 

oftentimes no filariz. In the blood from the stomach of a mosquito which 

has recently bitten, the amount of blood usually appears to be less than in 

these thick cover-slip preparations, but it is nearly always possible to find 

from 40 to 80 filarize, and it has occurred to us that this fact might have 

a practical value in examining cases of suspected filariasis in which the 

parasites are so few in number as readily to be missed. It might be of 

use in reyealing embryos in the blood of cases of elephantiasis, where the 

filarie, though believed to be present, are seldom found. We have not 

had an opportunity to put our suggestion into practice except on our 

last four cases of known filariasis, in all of which the result has been 

as stated. - 

Once. in the stomach of the mosquito, the filarize continue their active 

motion, which is more uniformly progressive than in the fresh blood, 

for several hours (the exact length of time we are unable to state) until 

they discard their sheaths and pierce the stomach wall, entering the body 

cavity. 

Stages of growth of Filania philippinensis within Culex fatigans Wied.— 

It is necessary to state here that the various stages of growth are not 

passed through in uniform intervals of time but that the periods mentioned 

below, as well as the measurements given, are thought merely to represent 

averages. Thus, embryos free from their sheaths may be found in the 

tissues outside of the stomach, while others ingested at the same time are 

still struggling in the stomach to free themselves. Likewise, at the eighth 

day we have, in a heavily infected mosquito, seen some filariz which ap- 

peared to have undergone fully twice as great a degree of development as 

others, although we knew that they had all been ingested at one feeding. 

This -preliminary being understood, we may say that in twenty-four 

hours after ingestion by the mosquito the filariz have escaped from their - 

sheaths and pierced the stomach wall, being found free in the abdominal 

cavity. Here they are sluggish in motion, unchanged as to size, but 

have a more granular appearance. The V spots may often still be 

distinguished, but the central viscus can not. It is not uncommon to find 

some of these worms dead and we think that the mortality among them 

is high at all stages of their development, but more particularly so during 

the early ones. It is unusual to find more than four or six filariz which 

undergo the complete cycle of development within the mosquito at one 

time, while on the other hand only one may remain, and most frequently 

‘none are to be observed in the mosquito at the end of ten days or two weeks. 

Once we encountered fifty-one filariza in a mosquito’s thorax on the 

eighth day, but we have in no other instance found anything like these 

numbers after the second. 
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By the third day, possibly earlier at times, the filarize have left the 

abdominal cavity and are to be seen among the thoracic muscles of the 

mosquito, where they show very sluggish motion and are observed to have 

undergone a very marked change in morphology. 

The length has decreased from 0.32 to 0.21 millimeter; the breadth has 

increased from 0.0065 to 0.01 millimeter; all parts of the body have 

participated in the increase in width except the tip of the tail—that is, 

the part of the tail back of the sudden diminution described in our first 
paper. This part has not enlarged in size, and, as will be seen, it — 

disappears at a later period, thus fulfilling the prediction concerning it 

which we made in our first publication. The posterior V spot is still 

visible and is manifestly increased in size. The body presents a granular 

appearance and the central viscus has disappeared. (See figs. 2, 3, 19, 
and 20.) 

At the end of six days the filarie are still as short as at three days, 

but they have undergone a further increase in breadth which at this stage 

varies from 0.014 millimeter near the anterior end to 0.027 millimeter 

near the posterior, the average being about 0.02 millimeter. The tip 

of the tail is still present and still unenlarged and now presents a “pigtail- 

like” appearance in its attachment to the more bulky body. The latter 

still has a granular aspect but some cell structure can be made out and 

the alimentary canal outlined. The posterior V spot, as such, has disap- 

peared, but its place is occupied by a rudimentary anus. The motion of 

the worm is still sluggish, beg about the same as it is at the third 
day. (See figs. 4, 5, and 21.) 

On the eighth day we find the filaria increased in length and in breadth ; 

the “pigtail” portion of the tail in most instances, though not in all, 

has disappeared; the alimentary canal can be traced the whole length 

of the worm. The length averages about 0.6 millimeter, the breadth 

0.035 millimeter; motion is sluggish but the filaria is possibly a little 

more active than it was at the sixth day. (See fig. 22.) 

From the eighth to the eleventh day the worm undergoes a more rapid 

development than in any other similar period and at the expiration of 

this time is found to have attained a length of from 1.2 to 1.6 millimeters 

and a width varying from 0.04 down to 0.02 millimeter, the width being 

less in the longer worms. (See figs. 6, 7, 8, and 23.) 

Some worms at this time show as complete a development as we haye 

ever seen and apparently have no other change to undergo except the 

lengthening and narrowing, a change of form rather than of size, neces- 

sary to enable them to enter the labium. The head is truncated, the 

mouth a terminal, crater-like, circular opening, forming the base of a 

conical cavity; no lips are visible. Nothing recognizable as the analogue 

of the anterior V spot is distinguishable. The intestinal canal is well 
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developed, the cesophagus straight and broad, the intestine narrower and 

much coiled, particularly at a point corresponding in situation to that of 

the spiral viscus in the blood embryo. The anus is a slit, directed from 

within outward and backward (see fig. 17); the intestine, apparently, 

does not terminate at the anus but continues to the end of the body. The 

tail is tipped with three well-defined papille; this number is probably 

constant, although only two are usually visible in profile. 

By the eleventh or twelfth day some of the filariz may be found in 

the mosquito’s head, by the fourteenth or fifteenth they are encountered 

in the labium, having completed their development in the insect, so 

far as we have been able to observe. At this stage the filariz are found 

within the labium, the fleshy underlip of the insect, where they lie side 

by side, with their heads directed toward the labella. We have observed 
as many as four within the labium, and it is probable that as a rule they 

occur in this situation in pairs. (See figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16.) 

As our work has been done by teasing preparations and not by section- 

ing, we are unable to state exactly where the filariz lie in the head or 

how they get into the labium. However, the fact that they do reach 

that situation is beautifully illustrated in the photomicrographs, which 

show a fragment of the labium with the tails of the filarie protruding 

‘from the proximal end. This preparation was made on the sixteenth 

day after the mosquito had bitten the filariasis patient. 

/ “The worm, at this stage, has diminished markedly in breadth, the average meas- 

urement for this dimension being not more than 0.02 millimeter, while individuals 

have been measured in which it was only 0.015 millimeter. The former figure, 

however, applies in most instances. The length varies greatly and we have 

measured specimens which range from 1.236 to 2.20 millimeters. We can say 

from our observations that the worm when found in the mosquito’s labium may 

average 1.8 millimeters in length, but that others in the same situation and in the 

same mosquito, actively motile and apparently ready to pass to another host, may 

be as short as 1.24 or 1.27 millimeters. Two worms taken from the mosquito’s 

head upon the eleventh day gave 1.496 and 1.630 millimeters, respectively, and this 

variation in length is noticed in individual worms after the very earliest stages in 

the mosquito. We have thought that the long and short groups may represent the 

sexes, but have no other evidence to offer in support of such a supposition. (See 
figs. 10, 11, 24, and 25.) 

At this stage of development the alimentary tract is well defined and 

extends from the mouth to the anus, which is well marked; it possesses 

some strength, as is shown in fig. 9, which represents a worm broken 

by the attempts made to dissect it from the labium. Here the fragments 

are held together by the intact cellular tube forming the intestinal canal. 

The anus is well developed and is easily seen, presenting the same 

appearance as it does at the eleventh day of development. 

Another point easily determined at this time is that the post-anal 

papille are three in number. Annett, Dutton, and Elliot state that 
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Filaria nocturna has four of these papille and we have carefully looked 

for four on this filaria. There is no difficulty in making out three 

in Filaria philippinensis, but in no instance have we seen four. When 

the end of the tail is facing the observer it will be seen that the three 

papille are arranged in a triangular manner and are apparently curved 

inward. (See figs. 12 and 26.) 

In most spicimens an appearance suggestive of two narrow tubes, run- 

ning in general parallel with the alimentary canal, one on either side, 

may be seen. These tubes we think probably represent the future gener- 

ative organs, but we are unwilling to make positive statement either as 

to their constant presence or their significance. They, or certain masses 

of cells extend posteriorly to the anus, apparently clear back to the 

terminal knobs or papilla, and in at least one specimen their terminations 

appeared to constitute the papille. 

Some of the filariz from the head and labium are very actively motile; 

others show no motion, but as these presented no evidence of degeneration 

we think that they were probably killed by the chloroform used in 

destroying the mosquitoes. 

The following table gives the principal differential features between 

the embryos of Filaria philippinensis and of other known filariz, as they 

occur In the blood of man: 

thicker than 

any of the 

| above. 
| 

Name. Length. | Breadth.| Sheath. Head. Tail. Apne 

mm. mm, 3 

F. philippinensis 0.32 | 0.0065 | Present, | Serrated retrac- | Pointed, abrup- | Present. 

sp. noy. tight. tile band and tly attenuat- 

| spicule. ed. 

F. nocturna Man- 0.30 | 0.0075 | Present, 1eSix ipsa Pointed =a ie Do. 

son. | loose. | | 

F. diurna Man- 0.30 ONG re) |aaaa= (oye | (5 (oj eee doe Do. 

son. 

F. perstans Man-| 0.20 | 0.0045 | Absent ___| Retractile fang_| Blunt___________ Do. 

son. | 

F. demarquayi | 0. 20 OCOD eae do-5s) Spine ==eeee Pointed == Do. 

Manson. | 

F. ozzardi Man- | O20), Os005 1s 2a ee dot] i pe, er dos 24422 Absent. 

son. 

F. magalhaesi R. | 0.33 OF005=)|=2e== do=_= | Unarmed==—— 2422 = do === Do. 

Blanchard. 

F. volvulus Leue- 0.30 OXG05 a = do2=]}}Round ed)= === <—|saeee dozer | Present. 

kart. 

F. tanaguchii | 05295) Se OS007 =aees doS SSB luanit= 2 oss a eae do ess | Absent 

Tan. 

F.? ( Tanaguchii) 0.164 0.008 | Present_—-|_---- does Sa Coniea == Do. 

F. gigas Prout____| Much Ienger and | Absent ___ (2) Blume are se (2) 
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Name. Central viseus. eas Movement. Periodicity. Adult. 

F. philippinensis | A spiral tube | Present; | Lashing and | None _--_--- Not found. 

sp. nov. or cylinder. also a pa- progressive. 

pilla. 

F. nocturna Man- | Granular mass_| Present_---- Lashing ------- Nocturnal __| F. bancrofti. 

son. 

F. diurna Man- | Absent ___-----|----- (0 (0) Sos Oeaesess=., Diurnal____- Not found. 

son. 

F. perstans Man- |__--- (Oye ene Absent ----- Lashing and | None _------ F. perstans. 

son. progressive. 

FF. demarquayt (?) 5 (?) Progressive --__|_-___ Goeaeaan F. demarquay?. 

Manson. 

F. ozzardi Man- | Absent ____--_- Absent === 422-23 (0 (oj eeenesemee (eae idovsae2s F. ozzardi. 

son. 

F. magathaesi R. \----- (CKO) oe See ae ae doseie=: (?) (?) F. magathaesi. 

Blanchard. 

F. volvolus Leuc- |----- (GXo) See es dozes-_= (?) (?) F. volvolus. 

kart. 

F. tanaguchii| Granular |_____ dozes=2- Progressive ----! None ______- F. taniguechii. 

Tan. streak from 

mouth to 

tail. 

F.? (Tanaguchii) | Absent ____---_-|_-___ doe==—= Lashing ---_-_- (?) Not found. 

F. gigas Prout____ (2) (?) (?) (?) Do. 

CONCLUSION. 

Briefly summarized, the history of the development of Filaria philip- 

pinensis within the mosquito, Culea fatigans Wied., is as follows: In from 

fourteen to fifteen days the development is complete and the filaria has 

passed into the labium of the mosquito; the sheath of the embryo is lost 

in the stomach, and the worm then penetrates the stomach wall and 

reaches the muscles of the thorax where most of the developmental changes 

oceur; during this period of time the filaria has increased in length from 

0.32 millimeter to as much as 2.20 millimeters, and in breadth from 

0.0065 to 0.02 millimeter; it has developed a well-marked intestinal 

canal, divided into oesophagus and intestine, a well-defined anus and 

three papille which are situated at the end of the tail; the mouth 

appears to be simply a circular cavity having no distinct lips. Develop- 

ment so far as the morphology of the worm indicates, appears to be 

complete at about the eleventh day, the only changes occurring after 

that being a lengthening and narrowing of the filaria, which enables it 

to enter the labium of the mosquito. 

In concluding, we desire to express our appreciation of the assistance 

given us by Mr. Charles 8. Banks, entomologist of the Biological Labora- 

tory, Bureau of Science, and Mr. Charles Martin, photographer of the 

Bureau of Science. 





Fig. 1. 

. Filaria philippinensis three days in C. fatigans. X 115. 
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. Broken Filaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in OC. fatigans. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

PLATE I. © 

Filaria philippinensis in freshly drawn blood. 

Filaria philippinensis three days in C. fatigans. X 229. 

Puate II. 

. Flavia plilippinensis six days in C. fatigans. X 92. 

Filaria philippinensis six days in C. fatigans. X 206. 

. Filaria philippmensis eleven days in C. fatigans. X 76. 

. Tail of Filaria philippinensis eleven days in C. fatigans. X 183. 

Prate IIT. 

Head of Milaria philippinensis eleven days in OC. fatigans. X 275. 

x 115. Showing strength of alimentary canal. 

. Pilaria plilippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. X 115. 

Showing elongation and narrowing in labium. 

PLATE IV. 

Pilaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. X 220. 

Showing alimentary canal. A portion of the alimentary canal has been 

extruded by pressure. 

. Tail of Pilaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. 

xX 275. Showing three papille. 

. Mlaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. X 92. 

In labium. 

Filaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. X 220. 

In labium. 

Filaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. XX S86. 

In labium. 

PLATE V. 

. Pilaria philippinensis fifteen and one-half days in C. fatigans. X 240. 

In labium. 

. Pilaria phitippinensis eleven days in C. fatigans, showing anus. 

PLATE VI. 

. Filaria philippinensis in freshly drawn blood. Jilled and drawn by the 

aid of camera-lucida at once. X 330. 

Filaria philippinensis in stomach of C. fatigans six to twelve hours after 

ingestion. Sheath discarded. X 330. 

13 
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Fig. : 

Note. 

the head at C. 

ILLUSTRATIONS. 

. Filaria philippinensis in thorax of C. fatigans three days after ingestion. 

Note size of worm and size of post V spot. X 330. 

. Filaria philippinensis in thorax of C. fatigans six days after ingestion. I PI : 8 

Note part of contents extruded through V spot. X 330. 

. Filaria philippinensis in thorax eight days after ingestion. XX 63 and 

<< B30. 

PLatTe VII. 

3. Filaria philippinensis in thorax eleven days after ingestion. XX 63 and — 

x 330. 

. Filaria philippinensis in labium fifteen and one-half days after ingestion. 

xX 63 and 330. 

. Filaria philippinensis in labium fifteen and one-half days after ingestion. 

X 63 and- 330. 

. Filaria philippinensis in labium fifteen and one-half days after ingestion. 

<X 63 and 330. 

In Figs. 22 to 26, the entire filaria is represented at A, the tail at B and 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

Trematode infections, next to the protozoan diseases, are the most 

important parasitic conditions which must be met by medical men in 

the Philippine Islands. 

The order Malacocotylea is a very large one, containing many species, 

but of these only a comparatively small number are known to infect 
man; those which are parasitic for human beings, compiled from Stiles’s 

publication, are shown in Table No. 1, page 31. They represent 4 

families, 10 genera or collective groups, and 15 species. Of this number 

only about 8 species are sufficiently common in man to be of great 
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unportance. All flukes are considered to be disease producers, regard- 

less of the stage of the life cycle of the parasite or of the nature of the 

host in which they are found. The adult parasites with a very few 

exceptions, whether in man or other animals, are found only in diseased 

tissues, and the miracidia and cercaria may produce disease of snails 

and other hosts in which they may be living. 
So far as I have been able to determine, only two cases of trematode 

infection haye previously been reported from the Philippine Islands. 

One of these was a case of infection with Opisthorchis sinensis Cobbold, 

reported by Dr. Mallory at the last annual meeting of the Philippine 

Islands Medical Association, in which the diagnosis of the egg was 

made by Dr. Strong; the other was one of schistosomiasis by Dr. Woolley. 

The following paper is the first of a series to be published during the 

year on material which is already available, as follows: 

One case of infection with Opisthorchis noverca (?) Braun, in a 

Chinaman; 2 cases with autopsies, in which the infecting flukes, though 

not thoroughly identified, are probably Fasciola gigantica Cobbold and 

F. hepatica Linn., respectively; 8 cases infected with Schistosoma ja- 

ponicum WKatsurada, with 2 autopsies; 18 with Opisthorchis sinensis 

Cobbold, with 1 autopsy, and 17 with Paragonimus westermanii Kerb., 

with 8 autopsies; the total being 46 cases in human beings. I have also 

studied quite a large series of infections in the lower animals. 

These reports appear in monographic form because the observations 

have included too many points, not only about the parasites but also 

particularly about the diseases caused by them, to allow of a satisfactory 

presentation of the findings in any other manner. 

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Edwin C. Shattuck, resident 

physician to Bilibid Prison, for many courtesies and much assistance 

in the observations on the clinical material, much of which is from his 

service. 
II. DEFINITION. 

Paragonimiasis is a chronic or subacute, general or local infection, 

with a species of the genus Paragonimus, only one species of which 

genus, P. westermanii, is known to infect man. The disease is charac- 

terized anatomically by the production of peculiar, bluish, slate-colored, 

necrotic, cystic lesions with rather dense, fibrous walls which contain 

a material resembling anchovy sauce and usually, but not always, the eggs 

or adult Paragonimus. Other types of lesions are often present and 

many different organs may be involved. The most frequent are bron- 

chopneumonia and bronchiectasis; cystic abscess of the brain, spleen, 

omentum, pancreas, muscles, lymphatic glands, and skin; and infiltra- 

tion, ulceration, and abscess formation in the intestine. 

The symptomatology in general is that of a chronic inflammatory 
51756——2 
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process, and special clinical manifestations are due to the involvement of 

special organs which give rise to such symptoms as cough, hemoptysis, 

pleuritic pains, diarrhoea and abdominal soreness. The life history of 

the parasite and the exact mode of infection by it are not known. 

Ill. NOMENCLATURE. 

A. SYNONYMS. 

The following may be mentioned among the many names by which this 

disease has been known: Parasitical hemoptysis, parasitic hemoptysis 

gregarinosis pulmonis, pulmonary distomatosis, pulmonary distomiasis. 

endemic hemoptysis, and paragonimiasis. Parasitical hemoptysis is the 

most extensively used of these terms and at the time of its introduction it 

answered very well, since formerly the distribution of the parasites through- 

out the body was regarded as limited and it was not known that such 

extensive infection existed as has recently been described. 

All of these names, except paragonimiasis, are objectionable because 

none of them are accurate, specific or definite, and their number leads to 

a confusion which can only be overcome by the adoption of a term which 

fulfills all the requirements of nomenclature. Paragonimiasis is such a 

name. It is in line with modern nomenclature in parasitic infections 

and is applicable to all types of the diseases, whether they are found in 

man or in animals. 

This term was introduced by Stiles and Hassall and has been adopted 

by Mense in his new Handbook of Tropical Medicine. It is the only 

name for the infection which will be used in this report and, owing to 

the extensive distribution of the parasite in man and the consequent 

logical variation in symptomatology, I shall recognize the following 

types of the disease in their appropriate places: General paragonimiasis, 

thoracic or pulmonary paragonimiasis, cerebral paragonimiasis, and ab- 

dominal paragonimiasis. 

IV. BRIEF HISTORY. 

* A. GENERAL. 

Paragonimus westermanit was discovered by Kerbert in 1878 in the 

lungs of a royal Bengal tiger and was by him named Distoma wester- 

mantt. In 1879 Ringer found the parasites in a native of Formosa. 

Cobbold (1880) named the parasite Distoma ringeri. - 

Baelz (1880), who was working in Japan, introduced the name para- 

sitic hemoptysis (parasitire hiimoptoé) for the disease and discussed the 

parasite under the designations Gregarina pulmonum and Gregarina 

fusca; he further used gregarinosis pulmonum as a synonym for the 

disease. Baelz gave further valuable contributions. on the subject in 1883 

and 1901. In 1883 he adopted the name Distoma pulmonale for the 
parasite 
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Suga (1881) found the infection in man in Japan, and in 1883 

described the parasite as Distonvum pulmonis. 

Manson made yaluable original contributions to the subject in 1881, 

1883, 1889, and 1893. He proposed parasitical hemoptysis and endemic 
hemoptysis as names for the disease and designated the parasite as Dis- 

toma ringert and Distoma pulmonale. Further information of value 

has been furnished by Taylor (1884), Leuckart (1889), Yamagiwa (1890 

and 1892), Stiles (1894, 1901, and 1904), Stiles and Hassall (1900), 

Ward (1893 and 1895), Katsurada (1898 and 1900), Miura (1889), 

and by a number of Japanese writers whose articles are not available. 

Prominent among these are Otani, Taniguchi, Majima, Miyake, and 

Matsui. | 

The landmarks in the history of this parasite and the diseases caused 

by it are as follows: 

The discovery of the parasite by Kerbert (1878) ; the discovery of the 

parasite in human beings by Ringer (1879); the establishment of the 

relation of the parasite to the disease in man by Suga, Baelz, and Manson ; 

the discovery of the more extensive distribution of the parasite and its 

location in the brain, producing Jacksonian epilepsy, by Otani and 

Yamagiwa; its discovery in the eye and lids by Taniguchi, Miyake, 

and Matsui; the establishment of the zodlogical position of the parasite 

by Stiles and Looss; the discovery of the infection in various animals, 

1. e., In the tiger by Kerbert; 1878; the cat by Ward, 1894; the dog by 

Railliet, 1890, and the hog by Stiles, 1899; the discovery of the parasite 
in the United States by Ward, and the elucidation of the pathology and 

symptomatology of the disease by Manson, Baelz, Miura, and Katsurada. 

B. IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

Because of the geographic position of the Archipelago and the close 

commercial and social intercourse between these Islands and Japan and 

China, it has repeatedly been predicted that fluke infections would be 

found here. Notwithstanding this expectation and the large amount 

of clinical and anatomical work which has been done in the Philippines, 

this is the first report of infections with P. westermani Kerb. in the Ar- 

chipelago, either occurring in natives or foreigners. As was mentioned 

in the introduction, there haye been but two previous reports, of infection 

by trematodes of any species in the Philippine Islands, these being of 

single cases, one of opisthorchiasis and the other of schistosomiasis. 

I encountered my first case of paragonimiasis early in 1906 and since 

that time have seen 16 others. The discovery of this number of cases 

in less than one year by one observer does not, in my opinion, indicate 

any exacerbation of the infection nor any change in the class of avail- 

able material, but is due to a closer observation and study of that which 

is at hand. Since becoming interested in this class of diseases and 
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familiar with the appearance of the various lesions, I am confident that 

similar material has passed through my hands unrecognized many times 

during the last seven years, and identical experiences have probably oc- 

cured with others. It may safely be stated, to judge from the wide local 

distribution of my cases, that trematode infections are fairly common 

among the natives of these Islands and that the imfection has been 

endemic here for many years. 

V. MATERIAL. 

The material upon which this report is based consists of 17 cases with 

8 autopsies. Abstracts from the protocols follow and the summaries 

of the findings and the analyses of the lesions and symptoms will be 

taken up under the appropriate headings furnished in the outline. 

Case No. 1 (30918). —Paragonimiasis and amebiasis of the lungs, pleure, 

diaphragm, omentum, peritoneum, spleen, liver, intestine, lymphatics, prostate, 

bladder and abdominal wall; death; autopsy. : 

The patient, a Filipino prisoner, was under observation in hospital for one 

week, suffering with high fever, 30° to 40°, severe cough, pains in the chest, 

and some dyspnea. There was severe head-ache, mild delirium at times and 

insomnia. The bowels were constipated, the abdominal wall rigid, and tenderness 

was complained of over the entire abdomen. A blood examination showed nothing 

abnormal except a moderate polymorphonuclear leucocytosis: The sputum was 

negative for tubercle bacilli, but on the morning before death a few trematode 

eges were found. The stool contained many ameebe, blood cells, and mucus and 

a few eggs similar to those in the sputum. 7 

Autopsy two hours after death: Emaciation and anemia marked, severe con- 

junctivitis of left eye; old, bluish-colored ulcer in the right axilla, which on 

section connects with broken-down lymphatic glands. The eggs of P. westermanii 

are found in this ulcer. The superficial lymphatics are all moderately enlarged 

and those in the groins markedly so, and this enlarged chain extends down into 

Scearpa’s triangle. The scrotum is enlarged and on section the epididymis contains 

Paragonimus cysts which apparently are continuous through the inguinal canal 

to the abdominal cavity. 

The subcutaneous tissue is scanty and dry, the muscles soft, pale and coarse. 

A small Paragonimus cyst is observed in the left pectoralis major and another in 

the abdominal wall just above the symphisis. Upon opening the chest a number 

of the small bluish Paragonimus cysts are found on the under surface of the 

sternum and on the exposed pleure and pericardial membranes. Both pleural 

cavities contain a considerable quantity of fluid, filled with stringy masses and 

flocculi which settle to the bottom upon standing. The pleure, particularly the 

visceral layers, are much thickened. The pleural surfaces are covered with many 

of the cysts and even external to the parietal pleure these lesions are found. There 

are several small areas of chronic obliterative pleuritis and Paragonimus lesions 

are numerous in the fibrous tissue forming the adhesions. Both lungs show a 

moderate bronchitis, particularly of the larger tubes, but no eggs or parasites are 

found in the bronchi and no definite bronchiectatice cavities can be located. There 

are numerous areas of bronchopneumonia throughout both lungs, the largest near 
the pleural surfaces; many of these pneumonic areas are not to be distinguished 
from such lesions in other diseases of bacterial origin, while others, on section, 

have a necrotic center containing material like anchovy sauce and often, but not 

| 
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always, adult parasites or eggs of P. westermanii. In addition to these pneumonic 

areas, both lungs contain many of the typical bluish Paragonimus cysts from 0.005 

to 0.01 in diameter. 

The pericardial cavity contains a small amount of a slightly cloudy fluid. The 

serous surface is dull in appearance and slightly adherent over the right heart; 

showing through the visceral pericardium are a number of irregular, slightly 

brownish, granular appearing areas similar to those described in ease No. 2 (see 

Pl. 1). Eggs are found in these areas but none in the pericardial fluid. The 

heart is of normal size and free from valvulitis or other marked organic change. 

The muscle is a little brown and coarse, but except just under the pericardium no 

gross lesions are seen. 

The abdominal cavity presents a most striking picture, all visible tissues being 

matted together and studded with the bluish-colored Paragonimus eystie ab- 

seesses. In places where adhesions have been separated, for instance, between the 

bowel surfaces or omentum and the abdominal wall, an area of bluish color of 

equal size to the adhesions is left, and often small, necrotic areas with eggs and 

parasites are exposed. KHverywhere there is a moderate, subacute peritonitis, 

light, dry, dirty-colored adhesions binding all the organs. Both the abdominal 

and pleural surfaces of the diaphragm contain many abscesses. Similar lesions 

are also found in the deeper structures of this organ. 

The spleen shows some perisplenitis and at the points where this occurs 

superficial areas of infection with the parasites or eggs are visible. On section, a 

moderate increase in the soft pulp is seen but no other change can be observed. 

The liver is of normal size but adherent to the abdominal wall, diaphragm, 

intestine and other structures; the perihepatitis being due to the action of 

Paragonimus. On section, the organ is soft and pale and contains many small 

abscesses from 2 millimeters to 10 millimeters in diameter. These abscesses 

closely resemble the multiple amcebie ones which are so often seen, but in others 

the color and contents more closely resemble the Paragonimus cysts. Microscop- 

ically, both amcebe and paragonimus eges are found in some of these abscesses. 

The gall bladder and ducts are large and distended with normal-appearing bile; 

no parasites or eggs found. 

The kidneys are surrounded by many adhesions containing very many ab- 

scesses of the Paragonimus type. Some of the lesions are subcapsular and others 

are in the pelves of the kidneys and in the ureters. Both organs are somewhat 

increased in size, soft and cdematous. 

The bladder wall contains numerous cysts and the prostate gland is also 

involved. 

The pancreas shows a few eysts near its head, these being a direct infection 

from the adherent structures. 

The appendix is bound down in a mass of adhesions and abscesses and its wall 

is involved in the parasitic processes. The abdominal lymphatics are mostly 

enlarged and soft, many containing characteristic abscesses with parasites and 

eggs. 

The omentum is plastered to all the abdominal structures; it is thickened, 

cedematous, and studded with the typical bluish abscesses. 

The stomach is not involved excepting at points of adhesion on its outer 

surface. The walls are free from abscesses, and nothing abnormal is noted on 

the mucous surface. 
The small intestine, from near its upper end to the cecum, is severely infected. 

The Paragonimus lesions involve all of its coats, and are most severe in the 

ileum and lower jejunum. The mucous surface shows typical cysts of various 

sizes, some standing out well into the lumen of the bowel; ulcers resulting from 
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broken down lesions are also present. The Peyer’s patches are slighty swollen 

but appear to be free from the parasitic infection. 

The large bowel in general presents a very similar picture to the small in- 

testine, but in addition there is quite extensive ameebic ulceration extending from 

the cecum to the rectum. 

The cerebro-spinal canal was not opened. , 

Case No. 2 (31508) —Paragonimiasis, acute general infection, with death 

after eight days in the hospital; autopsy. 

Nothing is known of the previous history of this patient beyond his statement 

that he had never been ill before. He was sick in hospital for about eight days 

before death with high fever, cough, and rapid, shallow respiration, abdominal 

pains and severe diarrhea; he constantly complained of headache. The abdomen 

was moderately distended and exquisitely tender in the region of the gall bladder 

and over the descending colon. There was considerable difficulty in urination. 

Expectoration was abundant, and sometimes tinged with blood, but upon micro- 

scopic examination no tubercle bacilli or eggs were found in the sputum. 

Autopsy four hours after death: The general nutrition is very good and slight 

jaundice of the conjunctive is visible. A macular skin eruption is noted over the 

lower extremities, abdomen, and flexor surfaces of arms. The muscles are soft and 

exceedingly pale. The pectoralis major muscles are very coarse, pale, and contain 

a number of small, dark spots about 1 to 3 millimeters in diameter. From 

one of these spots an adult P. westermanti was extracted. The lymphatics in the 

axilla are moderately enlarged and some of them congested. 

The left pleural cavity contains about 750 cubic centimeters of a yellow, 

floceulent fluid with long, tenacious shreds of tissue. Both the visceral and parietal 

pleure are studded with raised, soft, dark-bluish colored, cystic abscess-like bodies 

which, on section, contain a reddish-brown granular matter. Scattered through 

the left lung are a number of areas of bronchopneumonia; on section most of these 

show one of the above-described cysts, surrounded by pneumonic areas, but in other 

instances the areas resemble those of ordinary bronchopneumonia. On the right 

side the general condition is similar to that on the left, but the lesions are much 

more extensive the entire lung being so completely filled with these pneumonic areas 

that it appears to be almost solid. There is marked bronchitis. Ova, but no 

parasites are found free in the bronchial secretion. 

The pericardial cavity contains a small amount of normal-appearing fluid and 

both the visceral and parietal serous surfaces show bodies similar to those found 

in the pleural cavities. Over the surface of the heart itself (Pl. I) are many: 

little, raised, brownish, granular bodies varying from 1 to 3 or 4 millimeters in 

diameter; these are somewhat hard, surrounded by congested zones and follow 

closely in their distribution that of the vessels. On section, the heart muscle is 

found to be very friable and pale, but it contains none of the bodies already men- 

tioned. Both the upper and the lower surfaces of the diaphragm are studded with 

these small, dark, cyst-like bodies. The diaphragm itself is very much thickened 

and contains a number of abscesses within its substance. 

The entire abdominal cavity is almost obliterated by a mass of adhesions, and 

dark, bluish cystic abscesses, varying in size from 1 millimeter to 15 or 20 mil- 

limeters in diameter, are seen in great profusion. The surfaces of the intestine are 

everywhere adherent. The omentum is thickened and filled with abscesses. The or- 

gans of the pelvic cavity are so bound by adhesions and contain so many abscesses 

that they can only be removed with a knife. 

The spleen is enlarged, soft, and studded both on the surface and internally with 

small cystic abscesses similar to those found in the other organs. The pulp is 

exceedingly soft, dark-red in color, and there are numerous small areas of intense 

congestion corresponding to the Malpighian bodies. 
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The pancreas contains a number of the abscesses and is hemorrhagic for a 

distance of about 5 centimeters from its splenic end. 

The liver is enlarged, firmly adherent to all surrounding structures, very soft, 

friable and studded with little, grayish, hard areas, particularly along the con- 

nective tissue bands. A number of abscesses, mostly subcapsular, are found in 

this organ. 

The gall bladder contains about 15 eubie centimeters of almost colorless bile 

and the duets are open. Its wall is much thickened, firmly bound down by adhe- 

sion and surrounded and impregnated with abscesses. The scrotum, epididymis 

and left testicle contain a number of these small abscesses and the prostate gland 

is similarly involved. 

The wall of the large intestine is very much thickened and is surrounded and 

infiltrated with abscesses. The mucous surface is free from ulceration, but shows 

a number of the previously described cystic abscesses just under its surface. 

This condition is most marked low down in the rectum and around the opening 

into the appendix. The appendix itself is involved in its walls and also externally, 

but not on its mucous surface. The entire small intestine shows the condition 

found in the large one, excepting that the changes are much more extensive and 

im several places in the ileum the abscesses in the wall have ruptured on the 

mucosa, leaving ulcers with ragged margins. The fibrous adhesive bands asso- 

ciated with broken-down cysts and abscesses in the mucosa of the bowel are very 

extensive and in some places they apparently almost obliterate the lumen of the 

bowel. The stomach is surrounded by a number of abscesses, but both its internal 

surface and wall are apparently free from the infection. The abdominal wall 

below the liver, on the right side, covitains a knotty mass of abscesses several 

centimeters in diameter and extending well down behind the kidney. 

Both kidneys are bound to a mass of proliferated tissue, abscesses and adhe- 

sions, and both of these organs contain a number of abscesses like the ones which 

have been deseribed and which are most numerous just under the capsule. 

The muscles of the calves of both legs and those of the thigh show abscesses 

which are from 3 to 5 millimeters in diameter. 

The cerebro-spinal canal was not opened. 

A microscopic examination shows parasites and eggs in the contents of many 

of the abscesses, but not in all. The former are found in the heart, lung, kidney, 

intestine, spleen and abdominal wall. Living parasites were extracted from the 

pectoralis major muscle and some were found free in the abdominal cavity; these 

were probably liberated by the rupture of some of the cysts during autopsy. 

Case No. 8 (32625).—Paragonimiasis, extensive infection with P. westermanii ; 

ameebiasis of the colon; death; autopsy. 

The patient a Filipino, 50 years of age, has the following hospital record: 

Admitted to hospital October 21, 1905, with a diagnosis of acute beriberi; on 

October 23 he was transferred to the beriberi hospital; on February 23,1906, he 

returned to the prison hospital with a diagnosis of chronic diarrhea. From 

February 17 to 28 his temperature was 36°.5 to 36°.8, pulse 99 to. 100, 

stools 2 to 11 in twenty-four hours. No cough was noted. From March 1 

to 31 his temperature was 36°.5 to 37°.3, pulse 98 to 101, stools 6 to 13 in 

twenty-four hours. The diarrhea was very persistent and not to be controlled 

by astringents or enemas. From April 1 to 30 his temperature was 36°.8 to 37°.2, 

pulse 98 to 100; the severe diarrhea continued during the month and microscopic 

examination of the feces, on April 9, showed ameebee and red blood corpuscles. 

- From May 1 to 31 the temperature was 36°.4 to 39°. The diarrhea continued 

and there was moderate cough, which was worse at night. A urine examination 
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on May 3 showed nothing abnormal and a sputum examination on May 29 was 

negative for tubercle bacilli and for parasites or eggs. From June 1 to 30 the 

temperature was 36° to 39°, the lowest point usually being during the early morn- 

ing hours, but on a few occasions this relation was reversed. The cough became 

much worse during this month and on June 6 there was a hemorrhage of about 

100 cubie centimeters from the lungs. Examinations of the blood from this 

hemorrhage and of the sputum between June 21 and 29 were negative for tubercle 

bacilli and for parasites and eggs. On June 29 the stool still contained ameebe 

and considerable blood and mucus was also noted therein. From July 1 to 4 the 

temperature was 36° to 37°.2. Hemoptysis of about 500 cubic centimeters 

occurred again on July 3, and an examination of this specimen was again negative. 

Following this last hemorrhage the patient sank slowly and he died on the morn- 

ing of July 4 with a clinical diagnosis of amebiasis and sprue. 

Autopsy twelve hours after death: The body is extremely emaciated, the skin 

normal, the subcutaneous fat very scanty, the muscles wasted and very pale and 

friable. The superficial lymphatics are all enlarged. One, in the left groin, and 

two in the right axilla are partially broken down and contain eggs of P. wes- 

termanii. A small, subcutaneous abscess at the back of the neck and another in 

the left mammary region are noted. Both contain fluke eggs. Upon opening the 

chest a number of dark, slate-colored, broken-down glands are found on the under 

surface of the sternum; a similar condition extends throughout over the parietal 

pleure on both sides. Both pleural cavities are obliterated by old adhesions, 

and all tissues, including the lung, pleural and extra pleural structures contain 

abscesses from 5 millimeters to 2 or 3 centimeters in diameter. Both lungs contain 

numerous congested areas which on section resemble bronchopneumonia. In most 

of these areas numerous parasites and ova are to be found. A number of the 

bronchial glands are broken down and have the general appearance of the other 

infected tissues. 

The diaphragm is thickened, adherent to all adjacent structures and contains 

numerous abscesses of various sizes. 

The pericardial cavity contains a small amount of serous fluid and numerous 

adhesions are present. Both the parietal and visceral serous surfaces are covered 

with small, raised, dark-bluish or brownish congested spots which on section are 

shown to contain ova; furthermore, there are at least two adult trematodes just 

beneath the visceral. pericardium, in the region of the right auricle. The heart 

muscle is very brown, but no ova are found in its substance. 

The abdominal cavity contains large numbers of adhesions between the omentum 

and the other structures. In several places large areas of the omentum are puck- 

ered and brought to a central point of adhesion in the abdominal wall, and at 

these places parasites or eggs are invariably found. The omentum in general is 

thickened and contains numerous abscesses similar to those in other parts of the 
body. 

The spleen is enlarged and adherent to the diaphragm and abdominal wall. It 

contains a number of superficial abscesses, which show both parasites: and ova. 

On segtion it is rather firm, bloodless and without increase of pulp. No abscesses 

or parasites are found in the deeper portions of the organ. 

The liver is of normal size, adherent to the diaphragm, abdominal wall and 
intestine and contains numerous subcapsular abscesses. The organ is rather 
firm and on section shows some increase in the interstitial tissue, from which 
ova are to be isolated, but no abesess exists within the parenchyma of this 
viscus. 

ae a 
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The gall bladder is large; it contains a considerable quantity of light-colored, 

fluid bile, no parasites or eggs are seen either in the gall bladder or ducts. 

Nothing abnormal is found in the portal vessels. 

Both kidneys are of normal size. They are very pale and soft, with nonadherent 

capsules. The left kidney contains two subcapsular abscesses and one is seen in 

the pelvis. The adrenals appear to be normal. 

The left psoas muscle contains an abscess with about 100 cubic centimeters of 

matter having the appearance of anchovy sauce, in which hundreds of parasites 

and eggs are encountered. There are a number of smaller abscesses in the pos- 

terior abdominal wall, on both the right and left sides. 

The prostate gland and epididymis contain a few abscesses. 

The bladder appears to be normal. 

The entire large intestine is thickened, of a dark-slate color, and it shows a 

number of hard nodules beneath its peritoneal surface. On section, numerous 

ulcerations extending from the rectum to the cecum are found. These ulcers vary 

in size from 2 millimeters to 10 millimeters. They bear no relation to the mesen- 

terie border or to any other definite anatomic structure. Their margins are raised, 

appear as if they were punched out, are rather hard, granular and sometimes 

intensely congested; in other instances they are without congestion. The floor of 

these ulcers is either in the submucosa or it extends down to the muscular layer. 

They vary much in size, contain a dark-colored, thickened matter, together with 

numerous ova and in one instance a parasite. 

The lower portions of the small intestine and appendix are similar to that of 

the large, but the upper two-thirds of the small bowel is apparently free from 

parasitic infection. 

The stomach and pancreas appear to be normal. 

A most striking general picture of this autopsy, as well as in the two preceding 

ones, is found in the peculiar, dull-slate color of all the tissues involved in the 

infection. This is particularly noticeable in the omentum, intestinal wall, and in 

the other tissues of the abdomen. 

The abscesses referred to are of a peculiar appearance and are characteristic. 

They vary very much in size, but the general appearance in every instance is the 

same. There is a rather definite limiting cystic wall, of a dull-blue slate color, and 

on section a dark material like anchovy sauce is found. In most instances these 

abscesses contain either parasites or ova, or both. 

Case No. 4 (37995). —Jacksonian epilepsy, paragonimiasis of the brain, lungs 

and abdominal organs ; death, autopsy. 

The patient, a male Filipino, 30 years of age, was admitted to the hospital 

with an epileptic seizure and lived about twenty-four hours, during which time 

the attacks were repeated two or three times. Nothing is known of the previous 

history of this patient except that he was in the hospital on two occasions during 

the present year suffering from acute coryza. During his last illness there was 

no fever, and the epileptic attacks were typical in every way of epilepsy major. 

Autopsy four hours after death: Body of a well-developed, well-nourished Fili- 

pino man. Skin and mucous membranes appear normal. Two small, bleeding 

surfaces on the tongue, evidently from injury during his epileptic seizures. There 

is some cedema of the lower eyelids and a very marked, chronic conjunctivitis. 

The mucous membrane of the nose is also hypertrophied and edematous. The 

subeutaneous tissues contain a moderate amount of fat and are normal in appear- 

ance; the subeutaneous lymphatics are not enlarged, except in the right axilla, 

where there is moderate hypertrophy without any evidence of an acute process. 
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The muscular tissues are rather coarse and quite pale in color. Both pleural 

cavities contain a small amount of cloudy, serous fluid and a number of chronic 

adhesions, these adhesions being diffuse over the visceral surface and collected in 

points of attachment on the parietal surface. At these points of attachment, along 

the ribs, are found a number of slate-colored, cystic abscesses which, on section, 

are typical of those already described for paragonimiasis. Both lwnigs are rather 

voluminous and there is a marked bronchitis of all of the larger and medium sized 

tubes. In the left lung there are several areas of bronchial pneumonia due to 

P. westermanti. No parasitic areas are found in the right lung. 

The visceral and parietal layers of the pericardium are adherent in several 

places and, on separation of these adhesions, there are a number of raised, 

brownish, granular patches which contain eggs of the parasite in question. The 

heart muscle itself is firm and normal in color and no lesions of the endocardium 

are found. 3 

The abdominal cavity is free from adhesions, except around the duodenum, where 

there is a mass of old adhesions surrounding a post-peritoneal abscess which 

leads well above and behind the left kidney; this contains about 50 cubic 

centimeters of material resembling anchovy sauce and a number of adult parasites 

and eggs. No direct connection between this abscess and any of the organs 

can be established. 

The spleen is of normal size and consistency and no evidence of disease im 

it was discovered on section. 

The liver is slightly cirrhotic and the gall bladder and bile ducts are moder- 

ately distended with fluid, which microscopically is free from any abnormal 

elements. No abnormal changes were found in the kidneys, bladder, or other 

of the pelvic or abdominal organs. 

The intestine unfortunately was not opened. 

The membranes of the brain are thickened and adherent in many places; 

bound in these adhesive masses are cystic parasitic abscesses similar to those 

of the pleural cavity. The choroid plexus is coarse and granular, slightly 

bluish, and a few eggs are found in its substance. The brain substance itself 

appears to be normal, with the exception of moderate congestion near the cortical 

surface. No distinct abscess cavity was found in this organ. 

Case No. 5.—Pulmonary tuberculosis; pulmonary pleuritic, diaphragmatic, 

omental, intestinal and lymphatic paragommiasis ; death; autopsy. 

Practically nothing is known of the clinical history of this case; the patient 

continued to perform his duties to within about twenty-four hours of death, at 

which time he first came under observation; no microscopic examinations were 

made during life. When admitted to the hospital he was very weak, moderately 

emaciated, was coughing considerably and complained of pains in his left chest 

and abdomen. There was an active diarrhea and a slight elevation in temper- 

ature. 

Autopsy eight hours after death: Pulmonary tuberculosis and a rather 

extensive infection with P. westermanii are found. The tuberculosis involves 

the bronchial glands and the upper lobes of both lungs. Some of the lesions 

consist of caseous areas, from 2 to 5 millimeters in diameter, and there are also 

several tuberculous cavities of about equal size, and one 10 millimeters in 

diameter is found in the apex of the left lung. Very few miliary tubercles 

are encountered. 

The Paragonimus lesions of the lungs are very much scattered, as are 

the tuberculous ones, and they so closely resemble the cavities of tuberculosis 

that had it not been for the more extensive distribution of the Paragonimus 
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eysts in other organs, the double infection in the lungs would probably not have 

been discovered. Many of the tuberculous lesions show a bluish color, similar 

to that constantly observed in those due to Paragonimus infection and it is 

worthy of note that one cavity contains both tubercle bacilli and an adult 

P. westermanii. 2 
The Paragonimus lesions in the plewre, diaphragm and abdominal organs 

are similar to those described in the previous cases. 

Case No. 6—Paragonimiasis of intestine, omentum, pancreas, diaphragm, 

abdominal lymphatics, and left pleura; chronic beriberv; death; autopsy. 

The patient, a native male about 40 years of age, was admitted to hospital for 

chronic diarrhoea, which he stated was of long standing; he also said that he 

had suffered from acute beriberi about eight months before the time of his 

admission and that he was still suffering from this disease. Death from 

exhaustion and intestinal hemorrhage occurred five days after he came under 

observation. On admission, the patient complained of great weakness, diarrhea, 

and partial paralysis, principally involving the lower extremities. There was no 

cough and no pain in the chest. HEmaciation was very great and anemia pro- 

nounced. There was moderate atrophy of the lower extremities and all the 

reflexes were absent. 

Autopsy nine hours after death: Paragonimus lesions similar to those 

already described under the other cases are found in the intestinal wall, 

the peritoneum, omentwm, mesenteric lymphatics, diaphragm, small intestine 

and left plewra. No such lesions are observed in the lungs, although a most 

careful search was made, and these organs are normal, excepting a moderate 

congestion and cdema. The left plewra, particularly on its parietal layer, is 

moderately infected and this condition is more marked toward the base of the 

chest, this infection apparently being continuous with the lesions along the 

diaphragm. The most advanced lesions are found in the abdominal cavity, 

and particularly in the omentum, where some of the slate-blue eysts 10 to 15 

millimeters in diameter are observed. 

Lesions other than the specific and definite cysts due to Paragonimus infec- 

tion are as follows: Moderate, fatty degeneration and passive congestion of the 

liver; slight increase in the size of.the spleen with some fibrosis and perisplenitis ; 

moderate cirrhosis of the kidneys and old, healing amebic ulcerations of the 

colon. 

As is true of the other cases studied, parasites or eggs are found in many, 

but not in all the cysts. 

Case No. 7.—Intestinal, omental, and lymphatic paragonimiasis, acute dysen- 

tery and chronic parenchymatous nephritis ; death; autopsy. 

Practically nothing is known of the clinical history of this patient. The most 

interesting feature of the case is the complete absence of lung or other thoracic 

“lesion, in the presence of a well-defined Paragonimus infection of some of the 

abdominal organs. There are two typical lesions due to P. westermanii on the 

under surface of the diaphragm, on the left side. 

Case No. 8.—Paragonimiasis of the left lung, pleura and superior surface of 

diaphragm; acute generalized tuberculosis ; death; autopsy. 

The interesting features of this case are as follows: The parasitic lesions are 

confined to the thoracic cavity; they are associated with tuberculosis and the 

similarity between some of the tuberculous and the Paragonimus lesions is 

striking. The bluish color of the parasitic abscesses is less marked than in the 
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other cases and a similar appearance of the abscesses of tubercular origin is more 

decided than it is usually. Tubercle bacilli and the eggs of P. westermanii were 

found together in some of the lesions. 

Cases Nos. 9 to 17.—These are all cases which have only been observed clin- 

ically, in which the diagnosis has been made by the finding of the eggs, either 

in the sputum or stool. These cases will not be reported in detail but the 

more or less careful clinical findings will be embodied in their appropriate places 

in this paper. 

VI. ETIOLOGY. 

A. CONTRIBUTING CAUSES. 

The contributing causes which bring about infection with this or- 

ganism, of course, can not completely be elucidated until the life cycle 

of the parasite has been fully worked out. However, a number of points 

deserve consideration. 

(a) GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.—In the opinion of some of the best 

zoologists, not all of the parasites which have been reported as Paragon- 

imus are of the species westermani, but until such time as this confusion 

is made more clear, it seems advisable to consider the geographical distri- 
bution of this disease as including all points from which the parasites haye 

been reported either for man or other animals. Considered in this 

broad sense, the geographical distribution would include practically all 

of Japan, points in Korea, Formosa, China, Holland (Amsterdam), 

Germany (Hamburg), Sumatra and the United States, and to this list 

the Philippine Islands must now be added. It is almost certain that 

the increased interest which the importance of this subject demands will 

result in the finding of the infection in many places where it has hitherto 

been unsuspected. 

(b) AGE, SEX, RACE, OCCUPATION, CLIMATE, AND PERSONAL HABITS.— 

Age is probably not a factor in the etiology of the disease, excepting to 

the extent that, as in many other infections, the exposure is greater and 

the infection correspondingly more frequent during the more active years 

of life. Stiles from the statistics up to 1900, compiled 59 cases, 45 of 

which were between the ages of 11 and 30 years. Four cases were in 

children under 10 years of age and one in an individual over 50 years 

old. My 17 patients ranged from 20 to 62 years of age. Eleven of 

them were between 25 and 35. . 

Sea.—The disease is much more frequent in males than in females. 

This has been noted by several Japanese observers and in a recent con- 

yersation with me, Professor Tokishige again emphasized this fact, at 

least in so far as Japan is concerned. Stiles and Hassall’s statistics 

show 58 males out of 66 cases. My cases have all been in males, but it 

must be understood that in compiling this series my opportunities for 

observation have not been such as to allow me to judge in regard to 

females. 

a 
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Occupation—The majority of writers attribute very little importance 

to occupation as a factor in the etiology of the disease. Many of the 

reported cases have been among those whose vocation brought them in 

contact with soil and water. My cases have all been among people of 

the lower classes, where many of the different occupations offer similar 

types of exposure and where the vocation is often changed from day to 

day. Of 9 patients in my series where the occupation was given, 6 were 

fishermen, 2 were cooks and 1 a laborer. So far as I know, fishermen 

have not been considered especially susceptible in Japan. 

Climate—Katsurada states that the disease is more common in the 

mountainous region of Japan. 

Physical condition and personal habits—Some writers have con- 

sidered cold and other infections to be predisposing factors, while others 

state that healthy persons are equally susceptible. 

An examination of my cases does not indicate any especial suscep- 

tibility due to the personal habits or to the physical condition of the 

patient. As may be noticed from the protocols, other diseases, which 

probably antedated the fluke infection, were present in some instances, 

while in others the parasitic disease was apparently the only contributing 

cause of death. The association of tuberculosis, amoebiasis and other 

diseases with paragonimiasis will be discussed in another part of this 

paper. 

B. SPECIFIC ETIOLOGY. 

TREMATODES IN GENERAL.—The zodlogical position of parasitic flukes 

is shown in Table No. 1, and the principal diagnostic points of the para- 

sites and ova are given in Tables Nos. 2 and 3. In addition to this, 

howeyer, it seems advisable to enter somewhat more into the zoological 

details, because of the very great importance of the infections to which 

trematodes may give rise. 

There are two classes of the Platyhelminthes or flat worms of interest 
to medical men. These are the Cestoda, which have no digestive tube, 

and the Trematoda, which have a more or less well-developed digestive 

apparatus without an anus. The order Malacocotylea of the class Trem- 

‘atoda contains 4 families and 10 genera or collective groups, with 15 

species which interest us as medical men. There are certain more or 

less general characteristics of the members of the order which here may 

briefly be noticed, because they tend to simplify the study of the species 

which directly concerns us. 
Nearly all parasitic flukes are hermaphroditic, with two important 

exceptions, namely, the two species of the genus Schistosoma (S. hema- 

tobium Bilharz and S. japonicum Katsurada), in both of which male 

and female adult parasites develop. They are all rather small, nonseg- 
mented worms of various shapes, but for the greater part they are of an 
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indefinite oval form. There are one or more suckers and in a few in- 

stances one of these is armed with hooklets. The mouth or oral sucker 

also performs the function of the anus. The cuticle in most species is in 

part covered with scales or spines, but these are entirely absent in others. 

The muscular system is rather poorly developed, it consists of a series of 

fibers just beneath the cuticle and what is known as the parenchymatous 

muscle, which sends branches throughout the body. A nervous system, 

also poorly developed, consists chiefly of two or three ganglionic masses 

near the head, with their corresponding trunks and branches to various 

portions of the body. The digestive tract consists of a mouth (oral 

sucker), pharynx, and cesophagus, which divides into two intestinal 

ceca, Which in turn, in a more or less winding manner, reach to the 

posterior portion of the parasite and terminate as blind sacs. In the genus 

Schistosoma there are one or more unions and separations of these in- 

testinal caca before they end in the posterior portion of the parasite 

The excretory system is primitive, but fairly well developed. It begins 

in excretory cells located in various parts of the body which lead by 

channels with the usual anastomoses, to an opening in the posterior 

portion of the parasite, called the excretory pore. The reproductive 

system is well developed and shows considerable variation in different 

species. In the main, the prominent features are about as follows: 

The two testicles are usually situated in the posterior portion of the 
worm, and are of various shapes. Tach one is connected by a seminal 

duct with the vas deferns, which in turn passes forward and ends 

in the cirrus pouch which is on the ventral surface and closely con- 

nected with the genital pore. This pouch also contains the cirrus or 

penis. From the vulvar opening the vaginal tube is continuous with 

a well-developed uterus which usually has many folds and terminates 

in the shell gland at the cotype. It is indirectly continuous through 

the cotype with other tubes which also enter the latter as follows: The 

oviduct which connects directly with the ovary, the vitelline duct which 

is formed by tubes connecting with the yolk glands or vitelline follicles 
and Laurer’s canal, which is a small canal of unknown function opening 

on the back of the worm and often distended at its inner end into a recep- 

taculum seminis. Ova pass out through the vaginal outlet and at the 

time of oviposition may or may not contain a ciliated embryo. In either 

case, under proper environment, a ciliated miracidium escapes from the 

egg and after a time enters an intermediate host. The parasite is 

again taken into an animal host from some one of these unknown inter- 

mediate ones and the adult parasite once more developes. 

The entire life cycle of any of these flukes with the exception of that 

of F. hepatica Linn. is not known, but it is probable that the intermediate 
hosts will be found among the same class of mollusks as the ones which 

harbor F. hepatica. 
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Taare No. 2.—Showing the principal diagnostic points in the diagnosis of flukes. 

Size. Color. Oral sucker, Ventral acetabulum, Skin, Pharynx. Esophagus. Intestine. Genital pore. Male organs. Female organs, Habitat. Geographi, 
distribution. 

Mf. lentis Gescheidt 

A. ophthaimobium Diesing -__ 

0. felineus Rivolta-- 

0. noverca Braun 

0, sinensis Cobbold__ 

FP. buskii Lankester — 

PF, rathouisi Poirier -_________ 

HH. heterophyes Siebold 

westermanti Kerb. — 

F. hepatica Linn. -— 

F. gigantica Cobbold 

D. lanceotatum Rudolphi -—_ 

G. hominis L. and McC. _ 

8S. haematobium Bilharz 

S. japonicum Katsurada — 

0.00022 long. 

{to} line x } line 

0.008-0.013-0.018%0.00125- 
10,0025, 

0.009-0.0125 > 0.0025 

0.010-0,020 > 0.002-0.005___ 

0.024-0,037 > 0.0055-0,012 
or 0.014 >< 0.0015-0.002 
thick; ‘maximum 
breadth in equatorial 
portion. 

0.025 >< 0.016 

0.001—0.0017 <0.0003-0.0007_ 

Stiles, 0,008-0,016 x 0.001- 
0,008 >< 0.002-0.005; Kel- 
licott, 0,015-0)020 long. 

0.018-0.051 >< 0.004-0,013 
broad, 

0.025-0.1 75  0.003-0,012___ 

0.00 1-0.009 >< 0.002-0,0025 __ 

0.005-0,008 > 0,003-0,004_ 

Male, 0,004-0.015 x 0,001; 
female, 0.015-0,020, 

Male, 0,007-0.0125<0,00053; 
female, — 0,008-0,012 >< 
0.0004, 

Oyate-lanceolate; yarin- 
ble. 

Broad, flat, lanceolate, 
‘anterior end conical, | 
posterior end rounded, 
partial constriction at 
anterior }. 

Tanceolate, more atten- 
uate anteriorly. 

Flat, lanceolate to oblong 
oval, attenuate ante- 
riorly, rounded poste- 
riorly 

Ventral surface flat, dor- 
sal slightly convex, 
margins thin. 

Oblong oyal, obtuse; 
anterior end has ce- 
phalic cone 0.003 to 
0,005 broad. 

Elongate, oval 

Plump, yariable, anterior 
end bluntly rounded, 
posteriorend less blunt. 

Conical anterior end on 
an elongate-oval leaf 
like body. 

Flat, oblong, lanceolate _ 

‘Thin, lanceolate 

Slender___ 

Slender, cylindrical 

| Reddish, transparent. 

| 

Reddish, 
transparent. 

nearly 

Whitish, tinted 
brown on marg 

Reddish 

to reddish Pinkish 
brown, 

Pale brown to slate _ 

Reddish ____ 

Whitish; female may 
be reddish brown. 

Male, light brown 
yellow; female, 

-| 0.0009 in diameter, termi- 

Orbiewlar, terminal 
subterminal. 

to 

0.00028 to terminal tosub- 
terminal. 

Size (?) terminal 

Larger than ventral 

0.0005 in dinmeter, 0.00033 
deep, yentro-subtermi- 
nal. 

(°) 

nial to subterminal, 

Lewikart, 0.00058-0,00075 
or more; Stiles and H., 
0.0008-0,00112  0.0008- 
0.00083; Kerbert, 
0.00075 to terminal to 
subterminal. 

0.001 in diameter, round 
and terminal. 

0.00112 in diameter .-____; 

Slightly subterminal 

Same size as acetabulum 

Terminal about 0.00029in 
diameter. 

dirty color and 
darker, 

} larger than oralsucker, sub- 
terminal, circular aperture. 

Size, 0.00028 at constriction 
between anterior } and 
posterior ? of body. 

Size much smaller than oral 
sucker, distant about } 
body ‘length from oral 
sucker near bifurcation of 
intestine. 

At junction of first and sec- 
ond fourths of body. 

0.0016-0.002 in diameter, elon- 
gated caudally under yen- 
tral surface in a sack 0,002— 
0.008 long; center is 0,0018- 
0,002 from anterior end of 
body. 

0,002 in diameter, 0.002 from 
oral sucker. 

0.00023 in diameterabout the 
middle of the body. 

Leukart, 0.0006-0.00075; Ker- 
bert, 0.00078; Ward, 0.000; 
0.003017; Stiles and H., 
0.00088-0.0012 >< —-0.00086— 
0.00144; slightly larger 
than oral sucker; situated 
0.002-0.004 back of oral 
sucker. 

0.0016 in diameter, 0,003-0,004 
behind oral/sudker. 

Larger than oral sucker... 

Slightly larger than oral 
sucke one-fifth length 
of body distance between: 
two suckers, 

Just caudad of bifurcation of 
intestine. 

A little larger than oral 
sucker, pedunculate, 

No spines___ 

Many spines 

Quadrate 
0.006 >< 0.004; 
Margins serrate with 6 
to 9 points. 

scales _0.005— 
distal 

Broad, scale-like spines; 
Lenkurt, largest in mid- 

dle of body; Kerbert, 
largest on anterior por- 
tion; Stiles and H., 
smallest around mouth. 

Numerous; placed side 
by side in alternating 

No spines. 

Male, numerous small 
Warts; female, minute 
spines. 

None, except small area 
on anterior extremity 
of both sexes where 
there are minute 
spines. 

| Small, 0.000204 long x 
0.000161 broad. 

Large. 

0.00022 in diameter, 
globular. 

Prepharynx, 0.00028; 
pharynx, 0.0007. 

() 

Prepharynx may 
reach 0.000080; 
Pharynx, 0,000030— 
0.000070 long and 
0.000040. to 0.000050 
in diameter 

Elongate 

Elongate, 0.0007 

(2) 

Small, globular, 
0.00025. 

Apparently absent | 

0.00017 long; bifurca- 
tion nearer oral 
sucker, 

y short; bifurca- 
tion about on ante- 
rior plane of ace- 
tabulum, 

(2) 

Extends to a point 
about midway be- 
tween oral sucker 
and center of ace- 
tabulum. 

Very short; bifurca-_ 
tion considerably 
anterior to yentral 
acetabulum. 

0.0004 broad, 1 to 14 
times as long as 
pharynx; bifurca- 
tion anterior to 
genital pore, 

Extends nearly to 
acetabulom. 

Tio or three times 
as long as phar: 5 
bifurcation 

pore. 

Strong, muscular, 
0.00029; bifurcates 
just anterior to 
acetabulum. 

Extends to posterior end 
of body. 

xtends to posterior one- 
eighth of body. 

Slender, extending to. 
posterior end of body. 

‘TDwocharacteristic curves 
toward median line, 
one at equator, other 
between testicles. 

(?) 

Thin: 
toe 

extend posteriorly 
cretory bladder. 

Somewhat zigzag to 
posterior end. 

extends to 
nd of worm. 

More profusely branched 
than in Al lepatica. 

Extend to posterior quar- 
ter of body, 

Reunite caudad of tes- | 
ticle in the male and 
caudad of ovary in fe- 
male. 

Unite and form terminal 
ampulla as in hiemn- 
toblum, Ceca may 
separate and reunite 
‘one or more times. 

Just anterior to yentral 
acetabulum, 

Often indistinct; close to 
caudal margin of ace- 
tabulam; may 
median line or to right 
or left of it. 

Median; 

acetabulum, 

Median; halfway be- 
f\yeen oral sucker and 
acetabulum. 

Halfway betweensuckers_ 

Middle of anterior por- 
bifurcation tion at 

of intestine. 

Just behind acetabulum | 

halfway 
tween oral sucker and 

‘Testicles apparently round 
Ge ase in posterior } of 
ody. 

In posterior one-third of body 
and branched, 

Cirrus pouch cylindrical, 
median, nearly + 
bod: 0.00025 to 0.00033. 
thick, straight, contains 
long vesicula seminalis 
with a long blind sack; 
testicles, one posterior to 
other. 

asticles side: 

Cirrus and cirrus pouch ab- 
Sent; ductus ejaculatorius: 
straight; testicles tabular, 
one slightly posterior to the 
other on either side of 
median line. 

be in 

be; | Cirrus often extended from 
pore; cirrus pouch present; 
testicles profusely bran- 
ched. 

Testicles more profusely 
branched than in /epatica, 
and do not extend so for 
caudad. 

Cirrus pouch extends from 
genital pore to ventral 
acetabulum; testicles ir- 
regularly lobate, one poste- 
rior to other, 

‘Two lobate testicles — 

4 to 6 glandular testicular 
bulbs. 

Usually 6 testicular bulbs; 
usually lobate. 

Uterus, moderately developed: 
ovary, slightly lobate; shell gland 
diffuse, composed of unicellular 
gland: receptacnlum  semmis, 
post lateral of ovary; vitellaria la- 
teral in mid one-third of body and 
composed of 7 to 9 groups of acini 
on each side. 

Uterus apparently poorly developed; 
Vitellaria apparently extend from 
ventral acetabulum to posterior 
testicle. 

Uterus, moderately developed; 
ovary trilobate just anterior to 
large, elongate vesicula seminalis: 
vitellaria moderately developed 
1nd occupy about middle } of body. 

Vitelline reservoir, small shell gland 
0.001-0.0015 in diameter. 

y caudad of transverse vitello- 

Lateral ends of yitellaria extend be- 
yond intestinal cieca, 

Ovary branched, on right or left of 
median line, somewhat posterior of 
acetabulum; shell gland lobate 
‘And opposite ovary; uterus massed, 
opposite ovary, but may par- 
tially cover that organ; yitellaria 
marginal, highly developed, ex- 
tend from anterior to posterior ex- 
tremities; Lunrer’s canal present, 

Vulva at side of cirrus; uterus ro- 
sette, often visible to naked eye; 
ovary branched. - 

Similar to hepatica, but in general 
imore profusely branched, 

Ovary small, directly behind poste- 
rior testicle; uterus between intes- 
tinal cca, yitellaria moderately 
developed. 

Uterus rather stright, ending in 
bulb-like odtype; ovary sacular, 
elongate. 

Well developed 

Crystaline lens of man ___| 

Between crystaline lens 
and capsule of man. 

Gall ducts of cat, dog, 
glutton, and man. 

Gall ducts of man and 
pariah dogs. 

Gall ducts, pancreatic 
ducts, duodenum and 
stomach of man and 
cats. 

Small intestine of man___ 

Intestine or gall ducts of 
man. 

Small intestine of man, 
cat, and fox. 

Organs of tiger, cat, dog, 
hog, and man. 

Gall ducts, lung (occa- 
sionally) of cattle, 
sheep swine, and other 
mammals; rire in man, 

Liver of giraffe, cattle, 
buifalo, sheers gouts; 

un, f one case in lungs ol 
man, 

Gall duets of cattle, 
sheep, ass, and man, 

Crecum and colon of man. 

Veins of man and certain 
monkeys. 

Blood and organs ofman, | 
cats, 

Russia (Odessa), 
1reported case. 

Germany (Dres- 
den): 

Germany, Hol- 
land, Italy, 
France, Rus- 
sia. 

Tndia, 

Asia, sporadic 
imported cases 
elsewhere, 

Asia. 

Do, 

Egypt and 
Japan, 

China, Japan, 
Formosa, Eu 

and Tope 
United States. 

Europe and 
United States. 

Africa, 

ery extended 
in Europe. 

Asia. 

Africa (chiefly). 

Japan and 
China. 
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Tas_E No. 1.—Trematodes infecting man, showing the zodlogical position of flukes. 

(Genus, or 
(Order.) (Family.) collective group. ) (Species. ) 

Monostomidae ______ Monostomulum -_-_ W. lentis Gescheidt. 

Agamodistomum __ A. ophthalmobium Diesing 

O. felineus Rivolta. 

Opisthorchis____-_- i noverca Braun. 

O. sinensis Cobbold. 

RES OTolODSt a buskii Lankester. 
SC1O. Shea 

| Fasciolidae —-_---=-- iy F. yathouisi Poirier. 

Malacocoty seat Heterophyes_______ H. heterophyes Siebold. 

Paragonimus _---_- P. westermanii Kerbert. 

F. hepatica Linn. 
HaSClOl ape asse = { 

F. gigantica Cobbola. 

\Dicrocoelium ______ D. lanceolatum Rudolphi. 

Paramphistomidae._ Gastrodiscus_-_---_ G. hominis L and McC. 

F ? d S. haematobium Bilharz. 
Schistosomidae ___-- Schistosoma —__-__- ‘ ee : 

S. japonicum Katsurada. 

P. WESTERMANIE KERB.—P. westermaniw belongs to the family Fas- 

ciolidae and is the type species of the genus Paragonimus. It was dis- 

covered by Kerbert in 1878. 

(a) Synonyms.—The synonyms for this parasite as given by Stiles 

are in the foot note.* 

(b) General description and specific diagnosis of the parasites—Size: 

There are considerable variations in the measurements of the this worm 

as they are given by various writers. These are shown in Table No. 2. 

The personal equation must be considerable in trying to measure the 

lying organism but, even after eliminating this and as much as possible 

all other sources of error, the differences in measurements are very large 

and they are often noticeable in mature specimens from different locations 

in the same host. The limits of variation are probably included in the 

following measurements : 0.008—0.020 « 0.004—0.009 & 0.002-0.006. On 

one occassion several parasites found in an abscess in the abdominal cavity 

1 (a) SyNoNYMS.—Distoma westermanii Kerbert, 1878; Distoma ringeri Cob- 

bold, 1880; Gregarinw pulmonum Baelz, 1880; Gregarina fusca Baelz, 1880; 

Distomum westermani Kerbert, 1881; Distoma pulmonis Wiyona, Suga, and 

Yamagate (1881); Distomwm pulmonis Kiyona, Suga, and Yamagate (1881) ; 

Distoma pulmonale Baelz, 1883; Distoma pulmonar La Clinica de Malaga, 1883; 

Distoma purmonum (Baelz) Tomono Hidekata, 1883; “Distoma hepaticum Linn.” 

of Miura, 1889; Distomum ringeri (Cobbold, 1880) yon Linstow, 1889; Disto- 

mum westermanni Leuckart, 1889; Distomum pulmonale (Baelz) Leuckart, 1889; 

Distomum cerebrale Yamagiwa, 1890; Distoma ringers Rey. Sci., 1890; “Meso- 

gonimus westermanni (Kerbert, 1878)” Railliet, 1890; Mesogonimus pulmonalis 

(Baelz, 1883) Railliet, 1890; Mesogonimus ringeri (Cobbold, 1880) Railliet, 

1890; Distoma westermanni (Kerbert, 1881) Weber, 1891; “Distoma iwestermanni 

(Leuckart) Blanchard, 1891; “MWesogonimus pulmonale (Baelz, 1878)” Stossich, 

1892; “Distoma (Mesogonimus) westermani Ierbert, 1878,” of Stiles, 1894; 

Distomum sp. of Kellicott, 1894; Distomi ringert (Cobbold, 1880) Simon, 1897 ; 

Paragonimus westermanii (Kerbert, 1878) Stiles & Hassall, 1900. 
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were quite large, averaging 0.015—0.018 in length, whereas those taken 

from the lung in the same case were only 0.010—0.015. The worms con- 

tract under the influence of all preservatives, and measurements made 

with specimens which have been subjected to this influence give still 

more uncertain results. 

Color: The color, when the trematode is first removed from the ani- 

mal host, varies from a dark reddish-brown to a light slate. After it has 

been exposed to the air for a short time, the surface takes on a dull- 

grayish appearance, similar to that seen in the preserved specimens. 

Shape: When the parasite is alive its shape is somewhat variable, but 

on the whole it is fairly constant; it is oval, the more acute pole being 

the caudal extremity. The ventral surface is more flattened than the 

dorsal one and at times it is even concave, except at the extreme cephalic 

end, where the-more spherical shape is maintained. Specimens are 

always altered while in preparation; this is probably due to the more 

rapid absorption of the chemicals by certain portions of the body and 

the consequent uneven contraction. 

Motility: There does not appear to be much in the literature concern- 

ing the motility of these worms. The parasites do not appear to have 

more than a slight power of active locomotion when they are removed 

from the host, but motions of different portions of the body may be seen. 

The most interesting of these gives the trematode the ability to pro- 

trude and retract its head by stretching or contracting that part of the 

body cephalad of the acetabulum, and again it has the power of altering 

the plane of the oral sucker in a like manner, so that at times the latter 

may appear to be directly terminal and again almost completely sub- 

terminal. These two motions may be observed in a much more striking 

degree in members of the genus Opisthorchis. 

Cuticle: A rather thick, dense skin envelopes the entire parasite, but 

when it is carefully studied in serial sections cut longitudinally and trans- 

versely (see Plates V, VI, VII, and VIII) it is seen that this cuticle is 

not of equal thickness throughout, it being heavier on the dorsal and lat- 

eral surfaces than it is on the ventral one. Even in some places on the 

dorsum it is thicker than it is in others. At the cephalic end, the struc- 

ture of the cuticle is more closely interwoven with that of the deeper 

tissues, 

Spines: Almost the entire body of this worm is covered with scale-like 

spines, which are of different sizes in different locations, and in certain 

places, such as the ventral surface from the acetabulum to the oral sucker, 

they are almost entirely absent. The spines in this situation, wherever 

they occur, are smaller than the others; they gradually increase in size 

on the lateral borders and they reach a maximum on the dorsum. This 

seems to be true whatever transverse plane of the body is studied, but it 
is particularly marked about the region of the acetabulum. Again, in 
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longitudinal sections, it is observed that the spines at the extreme cephalic 

extremity are smaller and that they become larger toward the equa- 

torial portion and again slightly smaller at the caudal extremity. In 

places, such as on the dorsum, these spines seem to extend above the sur- 

face more than they do in other situations, whereas along the caudal por- 
tion of the ventral surface their projection above the surface is hardly 

noticeable in sections. The varying direction of these spines as they are 

seen in sections from different worms would suggest that, during life, the 

animals may have the power of moving them and, perhaps, of using them 

in locomotion or in holding themselves in position for other purposes. 

This hypothesis of motion is further born out by the unique arrangement 

and setting of the spines in the skin. They rise from the inner surface of 

this organ, penetrate it at fairly constant and parallel angles, and are 

very closely held in place. Alternate layers arise from a slightly more 

superficial layer of the skin, but these pass out, as do those from the deeper 

tissues. 

Oral sucker: This is spherical or slightly oval in shape, the largest 

diameter always being ventro-dorsal, it is terminal to subterminal, and in 

the living parasite it may change from one to the other of these positions. 

Measurements have only been possible.in preserved specimens, and here 

accurate work with a Zeiss photomicrographic apparatus gives 0.86 milli- 

meter as an average of 10 specimens, the smallest being 0.63 and the 

largest 0.97 millimeter. The sucker is composed of outer and inner, rather 

definite, membranes which are connected by radiating fibers interspersed 

with small, granular cells. The outer membrane apparently connects 

directly with the parenchymatous muscle fibers of the parasite. The 

lateral lips of the sucker are heavier than the ventral and dorsal ones. 

Ventral acetabulum: This is slightly larger than the oral sucker. ‘The 

average measurements in the parasites used in measuring the oral sucker 

gave 0.92 millimeter, the smallest being 0.76 and the largest 1.31. It is 

slightly oval or spherical in shape, and in structure it closely resembles 

the oral sucker. It is situated in the cephalic half of the body, on the 

ventral surface. At times its surface seems to be parallel with the ventral 

surface of the parasite and again it appears to form quite an angle with 

the latter. The distance of the acetabulum from the oral sucker is a 

changing one during the life of the parasite; this is due to contractions 

and protrusions of .the cephalic portion of the worm. 

Pharynz: This is a constricted portion of the oro-cesophageal tube and 

it does not differ in structure from the cesophagus. 

(sophagus: This organ is short and finally divides into the two intes- 

tinal cxca. Together with the pharynx, it arches somewhat dorsally from 

the oral sucker to its bifurcation; in structure it resembles the oral 

sucker. 
.  51756-——3 
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Intestinal ceca: These, two in number, rise from the bifurcation of 

the cesophagus and run out in a zig-zag course on either side, very nearly 

to the caudal end of the parasite. Sections through these organs show 

what appears to be a primitive mucous membrane consisting of a base- 

ment membrane with superimposed cells 

Genital pore: This is small and often indistinct. In 3 out of 5 speci- 

mens it was to the left of the median line, close to the ventral acetabulum. 

Male organs: These are not very well developed; the testicles he one 

on each side of the median line, the one slightly more caudad than the 

other, and both just posterior to the uterus, however; the latter organ 

sometimes so overlaps one of the testicles as to render its detection dif- 

ficult. The cirrus and cirrus pouch are absent. 

Female organs: The rather short, compact, closely coiled uterus may 

le on either side of the median line just caudad of the ventral acetabulum. 

The ovary is distinct, branched, and usually almost opposite and slightly 

posterior to the uterus. 

Excretory pore: This is prominent and situated at the caudal extremity. 

Vitellaria: These are numerous and well developed, covering almost 

the entire parasite. lLaurer’s canal is present. 

TasB_E No. 3.—Showing the principal diagnostic points of fluke eggs. 

Size. Shape. Color. Operculum. 

M. lentis Gescheidt —_|---- 

A. ophthalmobium 

Diesing. 

O. felineus Rivolta___| Styles, 26-30 < 11-15 ______ Oval____ (?) Well defined on the 

more acute pole. 

O: nover.ca Braun: "34 419-9 ee ee 0) | Sasa (2) 

0. sinensis Cobbold__| 27-80 X 15-17 _____------_-|---- do -__| Dark brown __| Sharply defined. 

Fo buskit lan kester==|120=130'< 77-80 = ee ee |e 

iF rathhopisi: Poirier®|150;3<30- = OVvold 54): eae 

H. heterophyes Sie- | 20-30 x 15-17__---____------ Oval-___-| Light brown__| (?) 

bold. 

P. westermanii Ker- | Leuckart, 80-100 x 56; |__--do___| Yellow shell__| Present. 

bert. Ward, 96-118 < 48-53; 

Stiles and Hassall, 

68-96 X 48-60. 
F. hepatica Linn_____ 130=14519K17 0-90 Eee ee eee doe el ea 

F. gigantica: Cobbold=} 150-190 75-90 2 = = ee ee ee 

D. tanceolatum:. Ru=5| 38-49 >< 22-30 eee ee 

dolphi. 

|) G. hominis’ Whewis|/505¢722 22s eee Ovalli=22 ee ae Do. 

and McConnell. 

S. haematobium Bil- | 135-160 x 55-66___-________ 22210 O 20 ase eee Not present;  us- 

harz. ually terminal 

or subterminal 

| | spine. 

S. japonicum Katsu- | 58-90 x 30-72.5; Woolley, |__-__do snl Y e110 w| Nospine or opercu- 

rada. 62.4-72.8 & 43.648. brown. lum. 

_ 
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Taste No. 3.—Showing the principal diagnostic points of fluke eggs—Continued. 

Miricidum. Sporocyst. Redia. Cercaria. Tilermediaie 

Atk, URES COONS CU, oa as ee (ee eee | es P| [er ee peers ee 

PANE OD LULU OULU e |e aetna eee eos ao | eee es Ses oes cy 

Diesing. 

O. felineus Rivolta___| Contains ciliated | Notknown| Notknown| Not known_| Unknown. 

embryo at oviposi- 

tion. 

O. noverca Braun --.-| (?) Unknown_________|----_ don 2/2 = does S22 doe Do. 

0. sinensis Cobbold__| Contains emiateds |aaa== Goes | Es 2s (61@) es (dosas2ee Do. 

embryo at oviposi- 

tion. 

HAD USK UP ATKCSUCLo8| =a saan on eee | Ol) 2 ea CO) el aa oe Do. 

F. rathhouisi Poirier_ Do. 

H. heterophyes Sie- | Thickshell; contains |----- Gop aan zeae doa = do=aas Do. 

bold. ciliated embryo at f 

oviposition. 

P. westermanii Ker- | Ciliated; developes |----- doe see Go ===s|Eaaan does" Do. 

bert. after egg leaves the : 

host. 

F. hepatica Linn_---- Conical, ciliated, | Found in small snails | W hitish |} Snails. 

with one papilla, of genus Linnae. and found 

two cup-shaped eye encysted 

spots and rudimen- on plants. 

tary intestine. 

mC TG ATUL CH CODDOLGs| aaa aak= he eee se ee esheets | ee 

D. lanceolatum Ru- | Contains STENT .O), ene alee od Ta Bh 

dolphi. when oviposited. 

GMULONUL Sen WUC WISh eae see es eee re [Laie Be See a ee ee See ce 

and McConnell. 

S. haematobiwm Bil- | Develops after ovipo- |------------|-----------_|------------_- 

harz. sition. 

Se AvOnRicun alsin |) HlOn SALE: Ovals Cll= |Baea. eal ee mee (|e eee 

rada. ated on anterior 

portion. 

Ova: The eggs are oval in shape and vary in color from a reddish-brown 

to light-yellow, the color depending somewhat upon the stage of their 

development and the source from which they are obtained and perhaps, 

also, upon other conditions which are not fully understood. Again, their 

size varies considerably, and a glance at Table No. 3 will show the 

marked differences in the measurement given by some of the principal 

observers. I have carefully measured several specimens with the Zeiss 

photomicrographic apparatus with the following results: 

Length, 0.0062 to 0.0098; average, 0.0074. 

Breadth, 0.0047 to 0.0063; average, 0.0057. 

Eggs in sections of tissues and those preserved in any other manner 

contract somewhat and these are not considered in the measurements 

given above. A well-marked operculum is probably present in all 
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mature specimens, but in many instances this is indistinct and at times 

it can not be made out at all. This operculum has quite a distinctive 

appearance which is noticeably different from that of some of the other 

fluke eggs. The operculum in the ova under consideration appears to 

fit into an opening very much in the manner of a cork into a bottle, 

whereas in some of the other trematodes, particularly Opisthorchis, the 

opercula appear to be placed over openings more in the fashion of a cap. 

The ovic cell in many specimens is quite distinct, and several yolk cells 

are then also present, but in others, even if they are taken from the 

same abscess, no such structure can be made out. 

 (c) Life cycle.—The life cycle of this worm is unknown; this fact is 

brought out by Table No. 3. When the eggs are oviposited they do not 

contain an embryo, but Manson and a few other observers have succeeded 

in hatching free swimming, ciliated miracidia from these eggs by placing 

them in water for given lengths of time. I have repeated these experi- 

ments many times, but so far have not succeeded in obtaining the mira- 

cidia. The sporocyst, redia, cercaria and intermediate host or hosts are 

absolutely unknown, but reasoning from analogy it is probable that the 

intermediate host will be found to be some form of edible snail. 

(d) Habitat—The habitat is in man (all tissues and organs) the 

dog, cat, hog, cow and tiger. In the Philippine Islands it has been found 

in man and the cat. The men under my observation were one Chinaman 

and two Japanese, the others being native Filipinos. Thirty-two autopsies 

on cats were performed and although fluke infections were present in oyer 

60 per cent of the animals, P. westermanti was found but once. It has 

not been encountered, even after careful search in rats, dogs, or monkeys. 

(e) Distribution in the body—The parasites or eggs haye been re- 

ported according to previous literature in the following places: The lung, 

brain, eyelids, liver, intestinal wall, omentum, diaphragm, cervical glands, 

in Poupart’s ligament, the perineum, appendix, rectum, peritoneum, cir- 

rhotic liver, and free in the abdominal cavity. 

Looss and other careful workers doubt the diagnosis in some of these 

cases. However that may be, I now wish to confirm every one of the 

above-mentioned sites of infection and to add to them practically every 

other tissue and organ in the body. Particular attention may be called 

to the spleen, skin (ulcers), lymphatics, pancreas, heart and pericar- 

dium, the epididymis, urinary bladder, psoas and other muscles, and 

many other places. In fact, in some of my cases which have been de- 

scribed above the distribution of the parasites, eggs and lesions was 

sufficiently universal to justify the term of general infection. : 

(f) Primary points of infection and manner of spread in the body-+ 

The exact mode of infection can not, of course, be determined until the 
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life cycle of the parasite is further elucidated. Considering the facts 

which are available, it has generally been supposed that the infection is 

taken into the gastro-intestinal canal through food or drink. However, 

it has been difficult to reconcile this conclusion with the next, quite 

generally accepted, statement that the lungs are the primary seat of 

lesions and, indeed, are the only organs involved in many of the cases. 

Several observers believe that the worms reach the lungs by wandering 

from the cesophagus into the trachea and then through the bronchial 

tubes. Katsurada considered that the young worms could bore through 

the intestinal wall and reach the lungs by the lymphatics and Yama- 

giwa thought that they could enter them by penetrating directly through 

organs and tissues. All have agreed that the brain lesions which are 

often encountered are secondary to the pulmonary ones, and that the 

infection reached this organ through the blood vessels. 

Considering our present knowledge of the subject, infection through 

the gastro-intestinal canal must be accepted but the possibility of infec- 

tion through the sound or broken skin can not be excluded, Further- 

more, from the facts brought out in this report, the lungs can not be 

considered as the primary seat of lesions nor even in many cases as the 

most important organs involved. 

The observations made in Manila further convince me that the spread 

of the infection, when it is once established, is chiefly by the lymphatics, 

as was originally pointed out by Katsurada. Many facts tend to sup- 

port these statements. In the first place, in at least one of my cases the 

lungs were not at all involved and in one instance, they were the 
only organs infected. All the findings are compatible with the theory 

of gastro-intestinal infection, spread by lymphatics. Even the lung 

lesions often bear out this view, for, as we shall presently see, the major- 

ity of the lesions are not of the bronchiectatic type as it is generally 

considered, but they bear a closer relation to the lymphatic system. 

VII. PATHOLOGY. 

The articles dealing with the pathology of this infection prior to 1899 

have been well summarized by Stiles and Hassall; the most important 

ones since that time have been those of Katsurada, Scheube and of Looss. 

Taken together, these discussions hardly present an adequate picture of 

the pathology of the disease as it has been seen in Manila. 
In general in my cases, the distribution and severity of the lesions have 

been greater than is usually recognized to be the case by other writers, 
and the lung lesions are not as predominant as they have been accredited 

with being in other localities where the disease is endemic. 
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A. MATERIAL. 

The character and the amount of material for this report has already 

been extensively reviewed in Chapter V. 

B. METHODS. 

Museum specimens have been prepared by the Kaiserling method and 

a fairly complete collection of specimens deposited in the Museum of the 

Biological Laboratory of the Bureau of Science in Manila. Another 

smaller selection has been forwarded to the Army Medical Museum in 

Washington, and still others furnished the Naval School of Tropical 

Medicine in Washington and other interested persons. Tissues for histo- 

logic study were fixed in Zenker’s solution and in alcohol and ultimately - 

imbedded in paraffin. 

A large variety of stains has been used, including Van Gieson’s, 

Heidenhain’s iron and other hematoxylins, Borrel’s and the safranin 

stains. Many stains are satisfactory for the reason that fine differentia- 

tion is hardly necessary for the study in sections of the organisms or eggs. 

On the whole, the Van Gieson has proved the most useful stam, and it 

is by far the most satisfactory for the study of the cuticle and spines 

of the parasites. Eosin and methylene-blue give a sharp and clear 

picture, particularly of the eggs, although these, as well as the parasites, 

are easily recognized even in unstained sections. 

a 
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Taste No. 4.—Showing pathologic summary 

Il. Ill. 

| 

External find- | 
| 

{ 
| ings 

| 

| 
| 
| 

| 1 
1 

ity. 

Rieure os 

}\, aun es en Soe Moderate bronchitis. 

Emaciation and anemia, 
marked chronic con- | 
junctivitis. 
ulcer right axilla con- 
taining ova P. wester- 
manii. 

Bluish | 

| 
Lymphaties___. Necrotie in right axilla 

and contain ova P. wes- | 
termanit. 
all moderately 
larged. 

en- 
Inguinal and | 

Superficial, | 

femoral, markedly en- | 
larged. 
enlarged, some nec- 

Abdominal | 

rotic and contain eggs | 
of P. westermanii. 

Muscles ______- Soft, pale and coarse. 
Adult P. westermanii 
in left pectoralis major 
and another in cyst 
cavity in abdominal 
wall. 

Thoracic cay- ; Manyadhesions. Bluish 
P. westermanii eyst on 
under surface of ster- 
num. 

Considerable fluid with 
floceuliandstringy ma- | 
terial in both. Many 
adhesions, both vis- 
ceral and parietal, con- 
tain many bluish P. 
westermanii eysts with 
eggs. Some are in 
chest wall outside pleu- 
ra. 

No 
bronchiectatie cavities 
and no eggs or para- 
sites free in bronchi. 
Numerous areas of 
bronchopneumonia, 
largest near surface. 
Many of these areas 
contain cysts with P. 
westermanti, and others 
contain ova. Many 
bluish cysts with eggs 
or parasites not in the 
pneumonia areas. 

Pericardium __| Small amount of cloudy 
fluid but no eggs. Se- 
rous surfaces dull and 
adherent over right au- 
ricle. Eggs and para- 
sites in adhesions in | 
brownish patches. 

Muscle brown and coarse; 
Paragonimus lesions 
extend a short distance 
from pericardium. 

General nutrition good 

Soft and pale. 

moderate jaundice; 
macular skin eruption. | 

Axillary moderately en- 
larged and congested. 

toralis major muscles 
contained cystic ab- | 

Both pec-— 

scesses with adult P. | 
westermanii. A chain 
of abscesses in abdom- 
inal wall on right side 
extending down 
hind the kidney. A 
few small abscesses in 
the calf muscles of both 
legs. 

A few small, bluish, cys- 
tie abscesses on under 
surface of sternum. 

Both eavities contain 
yellow, flocculent fluid 

be- | 

; | Emaciation extreme. 
Small, subcutaneous 
abscesses at back of 
neck and leit mam- 
mary region and in 
left groin containing 
ova. 

Superficial, all enlarged, 
one in left groin and 
two in right axilla 
broken down and con- 
tain. ova. Bronchial 
glands bluish and con- 
tain abscesses. 

Wasted. Large left psoas 
abscess containing over 
50 adult parasites; 
othersmall abscesses in 
posterior abdominal 
wall on both sides. 

; Dark, slate-colored cys- 
| 

} 
| 

with long shreds of | 
necrotic tissue. Both 
visceral and parietal | 
pleurz and even exter- 
nal to the pleure are | 
yery numerous, bluish | 
eystie abscesses 
taining ova or para- 
sites. 

Moderate bronchitis with 
ova but no parasites 
freein the tubes. Both 
organs contain many 
areas of broncho-peu- 
monia, the largest one 
being 
Some of these areas ap- 
pear as those of ordi- 
Nary pneumonia while 
others surround cystic 
abscesses. There are 
also numerous bluish 
eystie abscesses, more 
numerous subpleural, 
which are not sur- 
rounded by pneumonic 
areas. 

Normal amount of clear 
fluid, a few adhesions 
between the epi- and 
pericardium. Both 
membranesshowsmall, 
brownish areas con- 
taining ova. Several 
bluish cystic abscesses 
on outer surface of pa- 
rietal membrane. 

Surface shows many little 
brownish raised areas 
which contain ova and 
follow the vessels in dis- 
tribution. Musclepale 
and friable. 

superficial. | 

con- | 

Extensive 

Extensive 

tie abscesses on under 
surface of sternum. 

obliterative 
pleuritis. All _ tissues 
and even extra pleural 
structures infiltrated 
with typical abscesses. 

Extensively involved; 
areas of bronchopneu- 
monia and abscess for- 
mation as in Cases I 
and IT. 

obliterative 
pericarditis. Both 
parietal and visceral 
surfaces covered with | 
dark, brownish, raised 
areas containing ova. | 
Two adult parasites 
under visceral 
eardium. (See Pl I.) 

Muscle very brown. For 
surface see above and 
Plate I. 

peri- | 
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in eight fatal cases of paragonimus infection. 
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IV. Vv. VI. 

Well developed and nour- 
ished. Some cedema of 
eyelids and marked 
ehronie conjunctivitis. 
Mucosa of nose hyper- 
trophied. 

Superficial, normal except 
in right axilla where 
there was moderate con- 
gestion. 

Appear normal 

Moderate obliterative; 
pleuritis. Moderate 
number of the Paragoni- 
mus abscesses in left side 
and a few in the right 

Marked bronchitis of the 
larger tubes but no eggs 
or parasites. A few 
meumonie areas in the 
eft lung and a few blu- 
ishabscesses. Theright 
lung apparently free 
from the fluke infection 
except in areas imme- 
diately beneath the 
pleura. 

Adhesions in several 
places which, when sep- 
arated, have brownish 
areas containing ova. 

Appears normal 

Moderate ema- 
ciation. 

Not involved 
except in the 
abdominal 
cavity. 

Pale and soft ___ 

Very extensive 
Paragonimus 
infection sim- 
ilar to Case I. 

Extensive dou- 
ble infection 
of tubereulo- 
sis and Para- 
gontimus. 
One abscess 
eontains 
both tubercle 
bacilli and 
adult Para- 
gonimus. 

Not involved ___ 

Not involved ___ 

Extreme ema- 
ciation and 

. aneemia, 

Superficial, 
normal; mes- 
enteric and 
other abdom- 
inal enlarged 
and may con- 
tain Para- 
gonimus ab- 
secesses and | 
eggs. 

Pale and 
wasted. 

Right normal, 
left contains 
a few Para- 
gonimus ab- 
seesses and 
adhesions. 

Moderate con- 
gestion butno 
Paragoninus 
lesionsor eggs 
found after a 
most careful 
search. 

Appears  nor- 
mal. 

Appears nor- 
mal, 

Moderate Para- 
gonimus  in- 
fection of the 
abdominal 
lymphaties. 

Absolutely free 
from Parago- 
nimus lesions. 

Appear normal_ 

Appear normal_ 

Appears nor- 
mal. 

Appears nor- 
mal, 

Par agonimus 
lesions of 
left side. 

Par agonimus 
lesions of 
left. Tub- | 
ereculosis 
both lungs. | 



Abdominal 
cavity. 

Diaphragm ___ 

Panereas= = 

Appendix_____ 

Stomach 

Small intes- 
tine. 

Large intes- 
tine, 

MUSGRAVE. 

TaBLE No. 4.—Showing pathologic summary in 

Il. Ii. 

All tissues matted to- 
gether and numerous 
bluish Paragonimus 
eysts everywhere. 
These are most nume- 
rous at various points of 
adhesions, as between 
omentum and intestine 
or abdominal wall. 

On the left side much 
thickened and adher- 
ent above and below; 
contains many Para- 
gonimus lesions on both 
surfaces. 

Some perisplenitis with 
Paragonimus lesions at | 
points of adhesion. 
Moderate increase of 
soft splenic pulp. 

Adherent to abdominal 
wall, diaphragm, intes- 
tine and omentum. 
Bluish Paragonimus 
lesions at points of ad- 
hesion. Multiple ab- 
scesses very small, 
many of which contain 
both amcebe and Para- 
gonimuseggs. Nothing 
abnormal in gall blad- 
der or ducts. 

A few small, bluish eys- 
tie abscesses near the 
head, mostly peripan- 
creatic, but some 
invading the paren- 
chyma of the organ. 

Bound in a mass of adhe- 
sions with several typ- 
ical lesions involving 
the mesoappendix, 
wallsandmucousmem- 
brane of the organ. 

Not involved except in 
adhesions on the serous 
surface. 

Severely involved in its 
entirelength. Typical 
cystic abscesses invad- 
ing all its coats and 
ulceration of the mu- 
cosa. 

In general very similar to 
small intestine and in 
addition showsameebic | 
ulceration of the mu- | 
cosa throughout. 

A 

Ni 

Very 

mass of adhesions and 
dark, bluish eystie ab- 
scesses from 0.001 to 
0.020 in diameter. 
Omentum thickened 
and simply studded 
with Paragonimus le- 
sions. The pelvic cay- 
ity so massed with 
adhesions and absces- 
ses that contents can 
only be removed with 
the knife. 

much thickened 
and contains abscesses 
on the left side. Both 
surfaces studded with 
small, bluish cystie ab- 
scesses. 

Enlarged and soft, con- 
tains both on _ the 
surface and in the par- 
enchyma many bluish | 
cystic abscesses 
taining ova. 

con- 

Enlarged and rather soft, 
marked perihepatitis. 
Glisson’s_ capsule 
increased and contains 
a few small abscesses. 
Numerous subcapsular 
abscesses. Gall blad- 
der wall thickened and 
pale, surrounded and 
infiltrated with ab- 
scesses and one parasite 
found in common duct. 

Contains a number of 
small abscesses und is 
hemorragic for 0.05 on 
its splenic end. 

Walls and mesoappendix 
contain abscesses but 
mucosa intact except 
around the opening in 
the cecum where there 
are several abscesses. 

ot involved except by 
adhesions on the serous 
surface. 

Involved throughout. 
The walls contain 
many abscesses some of 
which protrude into 
the lumen of the bowel 
and others have broken 
down leaving ragged 
ulcers of the mucosa. 
There are a number of 
adhesive bands partly 
occluding the lumen. 

Walls much thickened 
and contain many cys- 
tie abscesses, some of 
which protrude into 
the lumen of the bowel. 
There is no ulceration 
of the mucosa. 

Similar to Cases I and II__! 

=| 

Similar to Case II________ 

Marked perisplenitis; or- 
gan hard and bloodless. 
Numerous subcapsular 
abscesass; deeper struc- 
ture free from lesions. 

Chronic _ perihepatitis. 
Some increase of con- 
nective tissue with ova 
in places but no ab- 
scesses in deeper por- 
tionsoforgan. Numer- 
ous subcapsular ab- 
sceses containing eggs. 

«Gall bladder and 
ducts appear normal 
and are free from para- 
sites or eggs. 

Appears normal _---______ 

Walls and miesoappenits 
contain nodules and 
abscesses and mucosa 
ulcerated with ova in 
the scrapings. 

Appears normal __________ 

Upper two-thirds appears 
normal; lower  one- 
third similar to large 
intestine. 

Walls thickened and 
hard, dull, slate color, 
and contain many hard 
nodules and a few 
cystic abscesses. Mu- 
cosa ulcerated through- 
out. The ulcers are 
punched out and sur- 
rounded by zones of 
congestion. The con- 
tents dark in color and 
contain ova. Inonean 
adult parasite was 
found. 
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eight fatal cases of paragoninus infection—Continued. 

IV. Vv. VI. 

43 

VII. VIII. 

Free from adhesions ex- 
cept around the duo- 
denum where there is a 
mass of old adhesions 
covering a_ post-peri- 
tonial Paragonimus ab- 
scess leading down 
behind the left kidney. 

Moderate thickening of 
the left side and a few 
cystic abscesses on the 
surfaces. 

Appears normal __-_-----__ 

Moderately cirrhotic. 
Gall bladder and ducts 
appear normal. 

Appears normal] ______-____ 

Appears normal _____---_-_- 

Appears norma] ___________ 

Appears normal except 
duodenum which is 
bound down with adhe- 
sions. 

Appears normal externally 

Extensive Par- 
agontimus 
infection sim- 
ilar to Case IT. 

Extensive Par- 
agonimus 
infection sim- 
ilar to Case II. 

Not involved ___ 

Moderately 
firm and few 
subcapsular 
eystic ab- 
scesses. 

Appears  nor- 
mal. 

Similar to Case 
Ill. 

Appears 
mal, 

nor- 

Severe Para- 
gonimus in- 
fection of 
lower 
half. 

one 

Rather exten- 

Adhesions 
andratherex- 
tensive Par- 
agonimus in- 
fection of 
omentum 
and mesen- 
tery. 

Moderate num- 
ber of ab- 
scesses on left 
side on both 
upper and 
lower sur- 
faces. 

Appears 
mal 

nor- 

Moderate fatty 
degeneration. 
No Paragoni- 
mus lesions. 

Appears  nor- 
mal, 

Appears 
mal 

nor- 

Appears  nor- 
mal. 

In lower por- 
tion a small 
area of blu- 
ish eystie ab- 
scessesin wall. 

Healing amce- 
bie uleera- 
tion. 

Moderate num- 
ber of adhe- 
sions with 
rather exten- 
sive Paragon- 
imus lesions 
particularly 
in omentum. 

Two bluish cys- 
tie abscesses 
on under sur- 
face left side. 

Slightly en- 
larged and 
soft, 

Appears nor- 
mal, 

. 

Acute catarrh__ 

Paragonimus 
infection 
throughout. 
Acute dysen- 
teric lesions 
in lower ?. 

Parag onimus 
infection 
throughout, 
lesions of 
acute dysen- 
tery through- 
out. 

T u berculosis. 
No Paragon- 
imus  les- 
ions found. 

Par agonimus 
lesions left 
up per sur- 
face. 

Tuberculosis. 

Tuberculosis. 

Tuberculosis. 
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TasLE No. 4.—Showing pathological summary in 

Il. Ill. 

Kidneys ------ | 

Bladder__-_---- 

Serotum _-__-- 

PirZoOrssb aw ie 
| gland. 

Cerebro spi- | 
nal canal. 

Miscellaneous_ 

Walls 

Epididymis 

Both organs large, soft 
and cedematous. Ad- 
hesions and Paragoni- 
mus lesions around the 
kidneys. Lesions un- 
der the capsule and in 
pelvis and _ ureters. 
Adrenals appear nor- 
mal. 

contain several 
eystic abscesses. 

and contains typical 
lesions which extend 
through the inguinal 
canal to lymphatics 
in abdominal cavity. 

Enlarged and on section 
contains several cystic 
abscesses. 

INotiopencd==== == 

| Ova or parasites found in 
| most of the lesions 

mentioned but in some 
otherwise typical ones 
neither eggs nor worms 
were found. Amcebze 
found in intestinal ul- 
cers, liver, abscesses, in 
the prostate and in 
some of the lymphatic 
abscesses in the abdo- 
men. 

is swollen | 

| Numerous adhesions and 
subcapsular abscesses. 
Adrenals seem normal. 

Wall thickened and con- 
tains several abscesses, 
some extending into 
the lumen of the organ. 
The mucosa intact. 

Epididymis contains sev- 
eral small abscesses. 

Contains a few small, blu- 
ish, cystic abscesses. 

Not opemed==2-—4---= 22-4 | 

Ova and parasites in most 
of the lesions examined 
but not in all. This 
Was apparently an 
acute case and no eti- 
ologic agent except P. 
westermanii was found. | 
Death apparently 
entirely due to the 
fluke infection. i 

Pale and soft; two small 
subcapsular abscesses 
and one pelvic abscess 
in left kidney. Ad- 
renals seem normal. 

Appears normal 

Epididymis contains a) 
few small abscesses. 

Contains a few small ab- 
scesses, | 

Not opened. = == 

Many ova found exten- 
sively distributed. One 
psoas abscess contained 
more than 100 adult 
parasites. 
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Membranes of brain thick- 
ened and adherent in 
many places and haye 
many cystic abscesses, 
containing ova in the 
masses of adhesions. 
Choroid plexus coarse 
and granular, slightly 
bluish and contains ova. 
No abscesses in the brain 
substance. 

The post-peritoneal ab- 
seess was evidently the 
oldest lesion in this case. 

Scess. 

Nothing abnor- 
mal found. 

The double in- 
fection of tu- 
bereulosis 
and P. wester- 
manii is the 
notable fea- 
ture of this 
case. 

Not opened_-_-__ 

The interesting 
feature of 
this case was 
the freedom 
from infee- 
tion of the 
lungs. 

The interesting 
point of this 
ease is the 
complete ab- 
sence of in- 
vyolyement of 
the chest 
organs by the 
Paragonimus 
infection. 

iD V. VI. VII. Vill 

Appear normal ______-_____ Appear normal_| Moderate cir- | Cloudy -----____|-----_____-_______ 
rhosis. 

Appears normal _-___--___- APPESTSH eeUOL AP DeAtS)s | MON=) |e one oo n-ne eee 
mal. . mal. 

Appears normal __-________ ANON AMOR || TOONS 5 aaoy st) ee ee 
- mal. mal. 

Appears normal ___________ (Oka: SiaMAllll (AGUS | ONTO CERNE WoO (BE | eee 
ic bluish ab- mal. 

Combined tu- 
bereu losis 
and para- 
gonimiasis. 
The fluke in- 
fection con- 
fined to the 
ehest or- 
gans. 
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C. GROSS LESIONS. 

Rather liberal abstracts from the autopsy protocols in my eight fatal 

cases are given in Chapter V of this report, and these findings are epito- 

mized in Table No. 4. 

All the previously described lesions, as may be seen from a study of 

these cases and of the literature on the subject, are found in these eight 

and in addition new distributions and pathological processes caused by 

the parasite are recorded. In three of these cases the distribution is 

extensive enough to justify the term general infection; in two it is so 

markedly predominant in the lungs that thoracic or pulmonary paragon- 

imiasis would seem a proper designation in these instances; in one case 

of epilepsy the term cerebral paragonimiasis would more clearly indicate 

the nature and most active location of the processes. Whatever the loca- 

tion or distribution of the lessions, there is always a great similarity 

between them. 

These Paragonimus lessions have certain characteristics in general, 

which are sufficient to make it possible usually to identify the mature 

ones even without finding the parasites or without using the microscope. 

These characteristics are the color, general structure, contents and the 

absence of evidence of active inflammation. 

The color of the lesions is a peculiar dull, bluish-slate, without evidence 

of pigmentation, and it seems to be in part due to reflection from the 

contents through the walls of the cyst, but this is not entirely the case 

for, after opening and cleaning a lesion, some of this color remains in 

the wall. 
The general structure of the mature lesion is that of a necrotic abscess 

with a definite and more or less dense wall, which appears to be made 

up of layers. The outer surface is intimately connected with the sur- 

rounding tissues and the inner one is usually a smooth appearing 

membrane, but it may give evidence of being granular. 

The contents vary but little. In addition to adult parasites, and eggs 

which may or may not be present, there is a material resembling anchovy 

sauce filling the entire cavity. At times (probably in mixed infections) 

the contents may appear more like ordinary pus and again it may be 

caseous and hardly distinguishable from a tuberculous lesion. It must 

be remembered that such a double infection may be present. As a rule 

there is an almost complete absence of the usual evidences of inflamma- 

tion in or around these lesions. 

While lesions answering to the description given above are charac- 

teristic, and while some of them may be found in every case of the disease, 

there are several important exceptions. These exceptions are so prom- 
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inent that for convenience in discussion I will somewhat arbitrarily 

give the following classification : 

a) The non-suppurating lesion. (@) 
(b) The tuberele-like lesion. 

(ec) The suppurating (abscess) lesion. 

(d) Ulcerative lesion. 

Skin. 

Mucosa. 

Bronchial. \ 

Intestinal. 

(a) The non-suppurating lesion may or may not be an early one. It 

has three subtypes. 

1. Those found on serous surfaces such as the pleure and, less fre- 

quently, the pericardium or meninges. ‘These lesions are nearly always 

located at some point of adhesion between serous surfaces and consist in 

raised, brownish-colored, sightly roughened areas, which are moderately 

firm and which often contain ova. (See Pl. I.) 

2. Those found in the loose connective tissue, for example in the 

subserous tissues of the intestine, and less frequently in the lung, liver 

and elsewhere. They consist in a simple infiltration of the tissue with 

eggs, without to any extent alterating the normal histological picture 

(see Pl. IX, fig. 1) ; sometimes there is seem moderate inflammatory 

reaction and in more adyanced ones some increase in connective-tissue 

formation. These lesions are almost certainly early ones and immedi- 

ately precede the ones about to be described. 

3. Those which consist in a simple hyperplasia of connective tissue, 
containing ova. ‘They are sometimes located in the cirrhotic liver and 

more often in the submucous and subserous coats of the intestine, and 

in the lung. 

4. The pneumonic areas often encountered in the lung. These pneu- 

monic areas closely resemble similar lesions from other causes and may 

or may not contain parasites or ova. They probably, at least in part, 

follow lesions of types 2 and 3. 

b. Tubercule-like lesions most often are found in the lung, but 

occasionally are also observed in other organs. 

Miura and other observers described such lesions as closely resembling 

miliary tubercles, but I have not found such exceedingly small and defi- 

nite ones of this type. However, in the lungs and elsewhere caseating 

nodules are encountered which are from 2 to 10 millimeters in diameter 

and which are almost or quite indistinguishable from similar ones of 

tuberculous etiology. 
c. The suppurating lesions —TVhese are of two kinds, the first showing 

early formation of abscesses, which in appearance resemble ordinary 
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pyogenic ones, probably followed at times by the second kind which is 

characterized by the development of a cyst wall. However, this is not 

the universal course of these lesions, for sometimes, particularly in the 

prostate gland and in the lymphatic glands, the ordinary type of abscess 

formation is more nearly maintained during the course of the infection 

and the cyst wall, with the bluish coloration, does not develop. Again, 

we find the more cystic type of development shown in some of the 

smallest and earliest lesions. While the ordinary lesions which appear 

like abscesses often contain ova, their presence can hardly be said to be 

characteristic of the disease, and this type of lesion is probably due, in 

part at least, to other etiologic influences. The bluish-slate colored, 

cystic, abscess-like lesions are more or less frequent in every case. They 

are characteristic of the disease and have already been described. 

d. Ulcerative lesions are found both in the skin and mucous mem- 

branes. In both cases they are the result of perforation of lesions from 

the lymphatics and other underlying structures and are probably never 

the result of direct infection of the skin or mucosa. They are somewhat 

distinctive, of a slow chronic type without much acute inflammatory 

reaction. Their edges are often of a bluish color, and are overhanging. 

Their contents is of a granular nature and the opening leads to the 

underlying tissues. The skin ulcers most often are found in regions rich 

in superficial lymphatics such as the groin or axilla, and the ulcers 

generally communicate with infected and broken down glands. In one 

of my cases, two ulcers in the groin had been diagnosed and treated as 

“tropical ulcer.” Microscopic examination of the contents of the lesions 

at autopsy showed the eggs of the fluke under discussion. 

The ulcers of the mucous membrane are most often seen in the 

bronchi and in the intestine, less frequently im the bile ducts. When 

they are in the bronchial tubes they usually communicate with bron- 

chiectatic abscesses and the primary lesion is in the deeper structures, 

as has already been described. 

In the intestine, also, the primary lesion is in the deeper layers, and 

the breaking down of the mucous membrane with ulcer formation is a 

secondary result. I have not often been able to find eggs in the mucosa, 

but the deeper structures concerned in the ulcer may have many eggs 

and sometimes adult parasites. This is in marked contrast to the Schis- 

tosoma infection, where, for example, the mucous membrane suffers most 

actively and the eggs are numerous in this part of the bowel. 

The intestinal ulcers are usually of irregular shape and do not bear 

a definite relation to the mesenteric border or other anatomical struc- 
tures of the bowel. In well-advanced cases they may quite closely re- 

semble tuberculous or amcebic ulceration, particularly when bismuth 

salts have been administered in the latter cases and the edges of the 

ulcers have been darkened by impregnation with these chemicals; this 
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I have pointed out in previous papers in respect to tuberculosis and 

amoebic dysentery. 

Course and termination of the lesion.—The several types of departure 

from the earliest point of infection have been described, and all of these 

may be found in a case of extensive infection at the same time. The 

secondarily infected, or mixed lesions, and the process of healing which 

is sometimes seen may also be considered here. 

Mixed lesions—These probably occur quite frequently and they may 

be of several kinds. In one of my cases many of the abscesses in the 

liver and other organs contain amcebee and Paragonimus and in two others 

the intestinal lesions were of this double infection. In addition to this, 

bacteria have been found, and while this subject has not been sufficiently 

investigated, it is probable that this type of mixed infection is of great 

importance. In case 2, which apparently pursued a very rapid course, 

numerous bacteria were found in the Paragonimus lesions and in one other 

the abscesses of the prostate were more of a pyemic nature than they were 

of a parasitic type, although the trematodes and the bacteria were present. 

It would seem that what at first appeared to be a single infection and 

which seemed to establish for the parasites the capability of inaugurating 

an acute process, probably constituted in reality a double one, and that 

the evidences of the more acute inflammatory changes were due to the 

bacteria present. 

Healing to the extent of complete disappearance of all evidence of the 

former infection probably does not take place, but by encapsulation and 

other connective-tissue hyperplasia the lesions may become inactive so 

as to produce no further disturbance. I have several times seen areas of 

old, bluish sear tissue which, from the amount of contraction present, 

probably resulted from what formerly constituted rather extensive, 

Paragonimus lesions. 

D. SPECIAL GROSS PATHOLOGY. 

It seems advisable at this point, after discussing the general patho- 

logical anatomy and the lesions of this infection, to introduce a brief 

explanatory résumé of the pathological findings which are shown in 

Table No. 4. 

The conjunctivitis noted in 2 of the 8 cases was probably not due to the 

fluke infection. In one of these, a careful microscopic examination was not 

made and in the other such examination did not show ova. Similar types of 

severe conjunctivitis, largely of the Koch-Weeks variety, are of very frequent 

occurrence among the prisoners from which much this material was obtained. 

Skin lesions, consisting of ulceration, were present in 2 out of 6 of the fatal © 

eases. These ulcers in each instance communicated with diseased lymphatics 

and their characteristics have already been given. 

Lymphatics.—Both the subcutaneous and deeper lymphatic glands suffered 

in at least 5 out of 7 of the 8 fatal cases. Their involvement is much more 

extensive and important than is indicated in the literature of the subject. In 

. 5L7T56——_4 
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one case (Pl. 2, fig. 2) an adult parasite was found in an abdominal gland. 

All types of lesions are observed in the glands and in some, where there are 

no distinctive abnormal features, ova may occasionally be found. The lymphatic 

disturbance is usually so extensive as strongly to point to the lymphatic system 

as the distributing agent of the disease in the body. 

Muscles—Adult P. westermanii were found in the pectoralis major muscles 

in 2 of the 8 cases and in 3 the psoas or other muscles contained abscesses. : 

Pleure.—tThe pleure were infected in 7 of the 8 cases, and in most of them 

the infection was rather severe and extensive. Both hydrothorax and extensive 

obliterative pleuritis were encountered. 

Lungs—The lungs were absolutely free from Paragonimus infection in one 

of the 8 cases and in 1 it was confined to the Jungs and pleure, and in still 

another the pleure was involved without invasion of the lungs. The lung 

lesions, consisting of pneumonic areas, abscess formation, infiltration of tissue, 

and bronchiectatic cavities, have already been described. 

Pericardium.—Pericarditis, with eggs of the Paragonimus in the pericardium 

was present in 4 of the 8 cases. 

Heart.—Brown, coarse and friable .muscle was present 3 times and Para- 

gommus involvement extending a short distance beneath the epicardium was 

encountered in the same cases. 

Abdominal cavity——The tissues and organs of the abdominal cavity usually 

suffer severely in this disease. 

The omentum was involved in 6 of the 8 cases and in most of these the 

distribution of the lesions was extensive. 

Chroni¢ peritonitis, consisting of adhesions between adherent adjacent organs, 

was usually a marked feature. The serous capsules covering the various organs 

also seemed to suffer extensively. 

Diaphragm.—This organ was more or less involved in every case and in 

some it was fairly studded with lesions. In one instance only the pleural surface 

on the left side was involved and in another only the abdominal surface showed 

lesions. 

Spleen.—Paragonimus lesions were scattered throughout the organ in one 

case; the capsule was similarly involved in two more and in one there was 

tuberculosis of the organ. 

Iiwer.—There were changes for which the Paragonimus infection was at least 

partially responsible in 6 of the 8 cases. The most general disturbance was 

perihepatitis, with abscesses just beneath the capsule. In one, there were 

multiple abscesses containing both amcebe and ova of P. westermanii. There 

were abscesses containing eggs in Glisson’s capsule in one other case and in 

2 more there was some cirrhosis with eggs in the hyperplastic connective tissue. 

Pancreas.—In 2 cases there were Paragonimus abscess lesions in the pancreas. 

Appendiz.—There were parasitic lesions of the appendix in 4 cases. The 

meso-appendix suffered most, but in 3 the entire organ was affected and in 2 

there was ulceration of the mucosa. : 

Stomach.—This organ was not involved in any instance with the exception of a 

few ahesions on the serous surfaces in 2 cases. 

Small intestine—There was infection of this organ in 6 of the 8 ceases. 

In 3 the infection was severe and extended the full length of the gut. In 1 

only the duodenum was concerned and in 3 others only the lower portion was 

affected. 

Large wmtestine—This organ was affected in 5 of the 8 cases. Tuberculosis 

was present in one instance. Amebic and Paragonimus ulceration existed 

together in case 1 and there were ameebic lesions alone in another. 
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Kidneys—The kidneys were included in the infection three times; the 

lesions were mostly closely connected with the capsule, but in 2 there were 

abscesses of the pelvis and in 1 the ureters were included in the affection. 

Urinary bladder.—This organ had Paragonimus abscesses in the walls in 

2 cases. 

Scrotum.—The epididymis contained parasitic lesions in 3 instances; in 1 

the infection extended through the inguinal canal to the abdominal lymphatics. 

Prostate gland.—The prostate was involved four times. The lesions were of 

the abscess type and contained ova. 

Brain and spinal cord—These organs were only examined twice. In one 

instance there were Paragonimus lesions of the membranes of the brain, and 

eges were found in the choroid plexus. 

E. HISTOLOGY. 

The literature bearing upon the microscopic study of the disease 

principally consists in the description of two types of lesion—the tubercle 

and the bluish-colored necrotic abscess. 

The older literature is well summarized by Stiles and Hassall; since 

that summary was compiled, some original observations have been made, 

particularly by Katsurada. lLooss has recently given another brief sum- 

mary in Mense’s handbook. 

I shall discuss the lesions under the same classification as that already 

used in describing the gross pathology. They have certain points in 

common. In all the strictly parasitic types of infection there is the 
evidence of a slowly developing, low grade of chronic inflammation, with 

constant effort at repair which is chiefly manifested in the extensive 

proliferation of the connective-tissue framework, the new tissue being 

deposited about the original lesion, gradually encapsulating it or in 

some other manner tending to prevent its further spread. 

This is made most manifest in the fully developed cystic abscess 

lesion, where the limiting wall is often very firm and thick. In other 
types it is less evident and in some of the very early infiltrations of the 

loose connective tissue with eggs it is entirely absent. 
Eggs or parasites are by no means constantly present in any variety of 

the lesions. In the earlier forms the diagnosis can only be made by dis- 

covering the presence of these bodies, for there is nothing else charac- 

teristic about the lesions. The older ones and particularly those of the 

abscess variety take on characteristics which should be diagnostic even 

in the absence of eggs or parasites. Again, the greatest variation often 

exists in the number of eggs or parasites in a given lesion, sometimes 

the eggs are very numerous, and on the other hand, in an otherwise 

exactly similar lesion they may be very scarce. Parasites when present 

may range from one to many. More than 100 adult parasites were found 

im a psoas abscess. 
The nonsuppurative lesions are of several types; however, some of 

these are but later stages of others, but there are certain ones which 

differ in formation as well as in their entire course. 
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The loose connective tissues, particularly in the subserous coat of the 

bowel, and less frequently elsewhere, may sometimes be found infiltrated 

with eggs without any decided change in the histology of the tissues 

themselves (Pl. X, fig. 1); however, in a later phase of this condition 

two changes begin to take place—a proliferation of connective tissue and 

beginning round cell infiltration. As the connective tissue wall developes 

in quantity, eggs may be surrounded by it, the proliferated cells increase 

in numbers and eventually the next stage is recognized—cirrhosis—or 

the lesion begins to break down and an abscess is formed. The early 

changes above referred to are rarely seen in the liver, but the second 
stage, with moderate cirrhosis by increase, particularly in the larger 

bands of Glisson’s capsule, was present in one of my cases. After an 

examination of many specimens I have found a few eggs in apparently 

nonproliferating tissue of the liver. 

The histology of broncho-pneumonia, another nonsuppurative type 

of lesion, does not differ materially from similar lesions due to other 
etiology. The exact method of formation is difficult to explain, but 

inasmuch as the two first stages of infiltration mentioned above are also 

seen in the lung, and bearing in mind the part played by the lymphatics 

in the distribution of the eggs, it would seem that the pneumonic areas, 

at least in part, may follow some of the other lesions. 

Pneumonic areas sometimes become converted into the abscess type. 

The amount of embolism and thrombosis in this disease is exceedingly 

small. Lesions of the serous surfaces may be of the ordinary type, but 

often they have certain distinctions. They are most numerous about old 

adhesions, which may or may not be of Paragonimus origin. The adher- 

ent surfaces when separated are rough, raised, often of a brownish color, 

and contain eggs; sometimes these lesions break down and abscesses are 

formed. The histologic picture in these types shows a fibrosis, with very 

moderate round cell infiltration. Here, as in the other types discussed 

above, there is sometimes, but not often, a marked eosinophilia present. 

Tubercle-like lesions, particularly those very much lke milary 

tubercles, have been mentioned by several writers. Miura states that they 

correspond histologically with Virchow’s “fibrous tubercles,” the centers 

containing eggs and often giant cells. These lesions have been consid- 

ered the primary ones and all others the result of coalescence and 

changes in the tubercles. 

Although lesions closely resembling more advanced tuberculosis are . ~ 

often encountered in these cases, I have not seen the type of miliary 

tubercle except mm one case, and here the lesions were of true tuberculous 

origin. ‘To judge from the descriptions of some of the cases in litera- 

ture, it would seem that mixed infections such as were present in this case 

had been described. As has already been stated, eggs and tubercle bacilli 

have been found together in more advanced types of lesions and, as is 
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true in some other parasitic diseases, the infection seems to become more 

active in an already established lesion, let us say of tuberculous origin. 

The abscesses are the characteristic lesions and they have been de- 

scribed in almost every article dealing with the disease. In brief they con- 

sist of three zones, the central one made up of necrotic tissue, degenerated 

cells and often of eggs or fragments of eggs; the middle coat consists of 

a more or less thick and dense fibrous capsule, formed of proliferated 

connective tissue, infiltrated to a moderate degree with round cells and 

sometimes with eggs. Its inner wall may be smooth and lined with 

epithelial cells, but it is often granular. The outer zone is one of 

moderate congestion, with proliferation of blood vessels and it is contin- 

uous with the surrounding tissues. 

However, there is another type of abscess encountered most often in 

organs such as the prostate, epididymis, and the lymphatic glands, which 

histologically as well as in gross appearance more closely resembles an 

ordinary pyogenic abscess, and were it not for the presence of eggs or 

parasites such would surely be the diagnosis in many of these cases. 

Ulcerative lesions are formed by the breaking through the mucosa or 

skin of any of the types already discussed, as a result of pressure, necrosis, 

thrombosis, or otherwise. This most often happens when the underlying 

lesion is an abscess, but it may take place with other types. In the 
intestine, the striking fact about these lesions is the usual absence of 

eges or parasites in the mucosa, whereas the submucosa and deeper 

structures often contain them in large numbers and discharge them 

through the opening into the lumen of the bowel. This relative im- 

munity of the mucous membranes to Paragonimus infection has already 

been mentioned, and it is in striking contrast to that with Schistosoma 

for example, where the mucosa is often infiltrated with eggs. 

In the lungs this ulcerative process is probably the mode of formation 

of the bronchiectatic cavities. This is more probable than the belief 

. that they result from a direct attack on the mucosa, or that they follow 

occlusion of a bronchus. In either case, the bronchial wall can and 

sometimes does take part in the formation of the abscess wall, but this, 

as has been emphasized by some writers, is not the rule. A moderate 

peribronchitis of quite general distribution in the smaller tubes is quite 

common in extensive lung involvement, but is more the result of the 

chronic bronchitis than of a direct influence by P. westermanu. 

In the intestine, just as in the lung, the deeper structures and coats 

seem to be primarily involved, and the infection spreads through the 

subperitoneal muscular and submucous coats, often finding an outlet by 

ulceration of the mucosa. Frequently, however, ulceration does not take 

place even when tumors of the mucosa are pushed into the lumen of the 

bowel. Sections of one of this variety of lesion show a thickening of 

the connective-tissue layers, with proliferation of the fixed cells and 
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sometimes a marked eosinophilia. Mixed infection in any type of lesion 

may alter its histology very much, this alteration depending upon the 

nature of the secondary invader. 

VIII. SYMPTOMATOLOGY. 

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

The clinical observations upon this disease have been largely confined 

to the symptoms of the pulmonary and cerebral types of the infection, 

and for these a summary of the literature gives a satisfactory picture 

of the disease as I have seen it. However, a study of the material upon 

which this report is based shows the disease to be much more generally 

distributed in the body than formerly it has been recognized to be, and 

therefore it necessitates a more comprehensive clinical picture than any 

which has previously been given. However, before taking up a con- 

sideration of these special types more in detail, it is necessary to discuss 

the general type of the disease in regard to its acuteness. Heretofore, 

it has been considered as being almost wholly a chronic infection, but 

some of my cases have shown a most acute and rapid course. 

ACUTE AND CHRONIC PROCESSES.—It is probably a fact that the true 

and uncomplicated Paragonimus disease is always a chronic one, and 

that the more acute processes are the result of some concomitant infec- 

tion or complication. This has already been pointed out as probably 

accounting for the rapid course of some of my cases and it is a condition 

which needs more study based upon a larger material. However, it is 

a fact that we must consider from a clinical standpoint at least some of 

these cases as acute, and while this condition obviously would be more 

likely to occur in a general infection, it surely may take place and in- 

fluence the course and termination in some of the more restricted types. 

B. CLINICAL TYPES. 

After a careful study of the literature and of my own material, as» 

well as I have had opportunity to do so, it seems advisable to consider 

the symptomatology under the following arbitrary clinical classification : 

) Generalized paragonimiasis. 

) Thoracic paragonimiasis. 

) Abdominal paragonimiasis. 

) Cerebral paragonimiasis. 

(a) GENERALIZED PARAGONIMIASIS.—A full consideration of the gen- 

eral infection would produce a composite picture of the other more local 

varieties, which I have already given in the classification and therefore, 

in order to avoid repetition, only those points in the clinical symptoms 

which are not directly covered in the discussion of the other clinical 

types will be noticed here. Some of the most interesting of these symp- 

toms are produced by involvement of the superficial lymphatics and the 

skin. Enlarged lymph glands are quite common among the people of 
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this country, and cases of so-called ‘‘glandular fever” and of “climatic 

bubo” are not uncommon; some of these, as well as certain of the so- 

called “tropical ulcers,” may have their etiology in trematode infections. 

The symptoms produced by glands infected with trematodes are not dif- 

ferent from those of similar lesions of other etiology, and an exploratory 

incision may or may not reveal the presence of eggs. 

The skin ulcerations have nothing characteristic. They are probably 

secondary to the infected lymphatics beneath. I found eggs in the con- 

tents of the ulcers in two of my cases, and the older and more advanced 

ulcers have a slate-colored, overhanging margin. The lack of evidence 
of acute inflammation about such ulcers is important. 

One of my fatal cases, while in the hospital, complained of muscular 

rheumatic pains, and similar symptoms have been pointed out by other 

writers; this is at least partially explained by the distribution of the 

lesions, parasites and eggs in the muscular tissue. 

Fever, which has not previously been considered an important symp- 

tom in these cases, was high in 4 out of 9 of mine and it probably will 

be found to be a somewhat constant symptom in extensive infections 

and in mixed ones which run a rapid course. 

(b) THORACIC OR PULMONARY PARAGONIMIASIS.—According to the 

literature this is by far the most frequent type of the disease and loca- 

tions of the infection other than in the thoracic cavity are considered to 

be secondary to this primary focus. 

In two of my fatal cases and in two more of the clinical ones, the 

lungs were not involved and in several others the older and more severe 

lesions were surely present in the other organs. The pleure, diaphragm 

and other chest structures are so commonly, indeed almost constantly, 

involved with the lungs that thoracic paragonimiasis seems to be the more 

satisfactory term for this class of infection. 

The most prominent symptoms ascribed to this type comprise: Pains 

in the chest; cough with occasional small hemorrhages, the sputum 

containing eggs and according to Taylor and others sometimes an adult 

parasite. ‘The physical signs are usually considered as being slight. 

Cough is a prominent symptom in most of these cases, but in one of 

mine it was so slight as to attract but little notice. The nature of the 

cough is as variable as that observed in tuberculosis, and the character 

and appearance of the sputum has an equally wide divergence; both 

depending largely upon the stage or nature of the underlying patho- 
logical change and the amount of lung tissue involved, together with 

the condition of the pleurze and heart membranes, this condition depend- 

ing upon the presence or absence of fluid, adhesions, etc. I have also 

convinced myself that the finding of eggs in the sputum in the average 

case requires more time and care than is usually supposed to be the case. 

Indeed, in one instance eggs were not found after several careful ex- 

aminations made for this specific purpose, and yet at autopsy the lungs 
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and pleure were found to be involved. The number of eggs in the 

sputum depends upon the extent and particularly upon the character 

of the lesions. Just as is the case in tuberculosis, it is obvious that 

more of the eggs will be discharged from bronchiectatic cavities than 

from the equally important pneumonic areas. With this in view it. 

seems hardly lkely that early diagnoses are probable in this disease, 
and the need of repeated and careful search for eggs in the sputum of 

suspected cases is also emphasized. Hmoptysis has not been a constant 

symptom in my cases, at least while they were under observation, but in 

one instance it was repeated and quite severe. In a country where 

tuberculosis is so very general, hemoptysis would call attention to the 

disease under discussion only in the absence of other tubercular symp- 

toms. Charcot-Leyden crystals are at times quite numerous in the 

sputum or again may not be observed at all. Other types of crystals, 

such as those of creatinin are also sometimes present. When the pleu- 

re are extensively involved, with but slight or no extension of the disease 
into the lungs, the chances of finding eggs in the sputum will be very 

small and the diagnosis will then have to be made largely from physical 

signs. The fluid from a Paragonimus empyema contains very few eggs 

and therefore, when this is the case, aspiration of the pleural cavities 

would often fail in furnishing a diagnosis. 

In two cases under my observation which had pericarditis, the mani- 

festations were similar to those encountered where this disease is of other 

etiology. 

The physical signs in thoracic paragonimiasis have a greater importance 

than is usually ascribed to them. Bronchopneumonia, empyema, hydro- 

thorax, etc., due to this infection show the same accurate physical signs as 

they do in the similar conditions produced by other causes. In one clin- 

ical case the presence of an empyema with pericarditis led to a careful 

examination of the sputum, and this determined the diagnosis. It must 

not be forgotten that, particularly in Manila, tuberculosis will be found 

associated with Paragonimus. 

(c) ABDOMINAL PARAGONIMIASIS.—This term is used by me to include 
the infection of any or all of the abdominal organs. 

The abdominal infection is usually a rather extensive one and will 

hardly admit of a positive diagnosis without an exploratory operation 

or the finding of the eggs in the feces. Eggs are probably only found 

in the feces in the presence of ulcerative lesions in the bowel. In the 

several cases which I have had the opportunjty of studying there was 

abdominal pain, mostly of a dull, aching character; in such instances 

the abdominal walls may be rather hard and may show some tenderness 

on pressure. In areas where the infection is endemic, hypertrophy of 

the prostate, cirrhosis of the liver, chronic epididymitis or lymphadenitis 

of doubtful etiology, should always lead to a careful study in which 

fluke infections are taken into consideration. If there is ulceration of 

a 
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the intestinal mucosa, the eggs may be found in the feeces and there may 

or may not be diarrhoea. This fluke may possible at times be the 

etiologic factor in chronic appendicitis, but the infection will hardly be 

found confined to this organ. 

(d) CEREBRAL PARAGONIMIASIS.—This important type of paragonimus 

infection was first recognized by Otoni and Inouye and since that time 

has received considerable discussion, particularly in its relation to 

Jacksonian epilepsy, of which it is one of the causes. Other prominent 

nervous symptoms consist in various forms of neuritis and even paralyses 

have been observed in this infection. Unfortunately, the brain and cord 

were removed in only two of my cases—in one because epilepsy was a 

prominent symptom during the short time the patient was under ob- 

servation. 
C. PARAGONIMIASIS OF THE LOWER ANIMALS. 

P. westermanu is known to infect the tiger, cat, dog and hog, but as 

has been pointed out by Stiles and Hassall, very little is known of the 

symptomatology and pathology of the disease in these animals. Since 

the discovery about one year ago of the first case of this infection in man 

in the Philippine Islands, the followimg animals have been carefully 

examined for fluke infection: 

Thirty-two cats with 1 positive result for P. westermanii and in 17 others 

O. felineus was encountered; 23 dogs with no case of infection with P. wester- 

mon; 10 rats and mice with no case of fluke mfection of any kind. 

Paragonimiasis of the cat—The case of one animal in which this 

infection was encountered in the Philippines is interesting. The animal 

was purchased from a native and was placed in a large cage with several 

others and left for about one week. When received it was rather thin, 

but otherwise apparently healthy. At the end of a week it was brought 

to me by the animal care-taker in a dying condition. HKmaciation was 

marked, food was refused, there was diarrhoea and partial paralysis of 

the hind quarters. ‘The animal was chloroformed and autopsy performed 

at once. Paragonimus lesions with eggs and parasites were found in the 

lungs, intestines and omentum. ‘The lesions were not extensive and 

both these and the parasites were apparently identical with those found 

in man. 

IX. DIAGNOSIS. 

A direct, positive diagnosis of paragonimiasis can only be made by 

the finding of parasites or eggs. Under favorable conditions the eggs 

may be encountered in the sputum, feces, scraping from ulcers, and in 

fluids and tissues removed by operation. 

The sputum should be examined as a cover-glass preparation of a 

fresh specimen and, in suspected cases, the examinations should be fre- 

quently and carefully made during considerable periods of time. The 

eggs are easily recognized under the lower powers of the microscope; 
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their outlines may be made sharper and clearer and the operculum may 

be rendered more distinct by adding a small quantity of dilute sulphuric 

acid to the specimen, or by running a drop or two of a 0.1 per cent 

solution under the cover glass. The ordinary munipulations used in pre- 

paring a specimen of sputum for examination for tubercle bacilli either 

destroy the eggs or reduce them to an unrecognizable condition. Once, 

in examining a slide for tubercle bacilli, peculiar appearing bodies were 

noticed, which led to the examination of a fresh specimen and to the 

recognition: of a case of paragonimiasis which had previously been unsus- 

pected. This patient also had tubercle bacilli in his sputum. While in 

several conditions Charcot-Leyden crystals are found in the sputum, they 

are in this disease more numerous and constant than the eggs of the 

parasite, and when seen in considerable numbers in a sputum from a 

patient in regions where the infection is endemic, their presence should 

lead to a closer investigation for Paragonimus disease. In the Philip- 

pine Islands, and other endemic zones, examinations of fresh specimens 

of sputum should be as much a part of routine as is the examination of 
stained ones. 

Feces.—Several times duirng the past year the presence of Paragoni- 

mis infection has been discovered by finding the eggs in the feces. In 

one case the diagnosis was confirmed by an autopsy. In two of these 

instances no eggs could be discovered in the sputum. Only a simple 

cover-glass preparation is needed for the examination of the feces and ° 

the eggs are most quickly located with an AA objective and a number 

4 occular. The eggs are less numerous in the feces than they are in the 

sputum, and they usually are found only after persistent search. 

The primary lesions in the intestine are usually in the deeper layers 

and the eggs probably do not appear in the feeces unless there are ulcera- 

tions of the mucosa; this fact has been pointed out in the discussion of 

the pathology of this disease. 

Ulcers.—Ulceration of the skin of a chronic type leading into deeper 

tissues should indicate careful examination of the scrapings for eggs of 

P. westermanu. 

Fluids and tissues removed by surgical operation in obscure cases 

should be carefully scrutinized for eggs and parasites in zones where the 

disease is endemic. This is particularly true in operations which require 

the opening of the abdominal or pleural cavities. 

In exploratory, diagnostic operations in the Philippine Islands, par- 

ticularly upon the chest, abdomen, liver, scrotum or prostate, fluke infec- 

tions should be kept in mind. The difficulty of distinguishing the ege 

of P. westermani from some of the other fluke eggs has already been 

noticed in another part of this paper and need not be repeated here. 

While, as stated above, positive diagnosis can only rarely be made in the 

living subject except by finding parasites or eggs, there are several subjec- 

—— 
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tive symptoms and physical signs which furnish strong supporting data. 

Of these the following, occurring singly or together, may be noticed: Un- 

explained epilepsy or other evidence of localized brain lesions; cough 

with occasional small amounts of blood, particularly with but slight or 

no constitutional disturbance and with broncho pneumonia and empyema. 

Evidences of chronic peritonitis, enlarged prostate, epididymitis, or 

cirrhosis of the lver, and chronic skin ulceration with enlargement of 
the lymphatic glands. 

Owing to the slow progress of the disease in many cases and to the 

probable late appearance of ova in the excreta, many of these infections 

will continue first to be diagnosed at autopsy, until other accurate diag- 

nostic data are available. 

X. COURSE, DURATION AND PROGNOSIS. 

The course is usually chronic, the disease lasting for years; however 

in some cases, and particularly in mixed infections, it may be acute, 

and death may result in a few days from the time the symptoms are first 

noticed. Several writers have stated that patients may live for fifteen 

or even twenty years. 

The prognosis, if the patient remains in the region where the infection 

is endemic, is usually bad as to recovery, although several writers say 

that this may take place. After a study of the pathology of the disease, 

this statement seems difficult to believe. Evidence is sometimes found 
indicating that there may be an arrest of the progress of the disease, 

and were this to occur in the early stages of the infection, the patient 

might remain in good condition for many years. However, with the 

usual types of the disease it is doubtful if complete healing of the 

pathologic process ever takes place. 

Death probably most often is caused by intercurrent diseases, but in 

at least two of my fatal cases no evidence of such a condition was found 

at autopsy. : 

XI. COMPLICATIONS. 

While it is probable that a great variety of diseases may be found 

associated with paragonimiasis and while other diseases often develop 

during the course of this infection and hasten its outcome, there are but 

two which, because of their special importance, will be noticed here. 

These are tuberculosis and amcebiasis. 

Tuberculosis, either local or general, may complicate either a local or 

more general distribution of the parasitic disease. The two diseases 

existed together in 2 of my 8 fatal cases and such’a combination has in 

addition been found 3 times clinically. There are several reasons why 

this particular complication should receive close attention. The symp- 

tomatology of the two diseases is. often very similar. The lesions are 
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sometimes rather difficult to distinguish, and the two infections may be 

found co-existent in the same lesion. 

Amebiasis complicated 3 of my fatal cases, and the two diseases have 

been found together twice clinically. The association is particularly 

interesting in case 1, where both etiologic agents were found together 

in the multiple abscesses of the liver and in lesions in several other 

parts of the body. 
It is probable that in intestinal paragonimiasis eggs would more readily 

be found in a bowel already ulcerated by amcebe. The symptom- 

atology of the two diseases, when the abdominal organs are particularly 
involved by the Paragonimus, may be very similar and the double in- 

fection easily overlooked. 

XII. PROPHYLAXIS. 

As has been pointed out by Stiles and Hassall, Looss and many other 

writers, no satisfactory prophylaxis against this disease can be estab- 

lished until the life cycle of the parasite has been elucidated. General 

hygienic usages are recommended by most authors, these measures, for 

example, being the use of cooked food and sterilized water and the 

disinfection of the sputa of infected hosts. In addition to the lack of 

knowledge of the complete life cycle of the parasite, successful prophy- 

laxis is further inhibited by an ignorance of the complete list of the 

hosts of the adult fluke in zones where the parasite is endemic and its 

prevalence in these different species of animals. 
Practically all writers have assumed that the infection takes place 

through the gastro-intestinal canal, and this is probably true, but it 

seems that the question of possible infection through the skin should 
also receive careful consideration. ‘The frequent, extensive involvement 

of the lymphatics and the role played by this system in the distribution 

of the infection in the body of the animal host make it very important 

that skin infection be excluded in considering the manner of entrance 

of the parasite. The probable similarity between the life cycle of this 

fluke and that of some others with known life histories, adds another 

good reason for forbidding the use of uncooked food, particularly vege- - 

tables and water, in countries where the disease is endemic. For similar 

reasons it seems justifiable particularly to warn against the consump- 

tion of uncooked fish, clams, crabs, oysters and other shellfish obtained 

from local waters. From data brought out in this report it seems wise 

to recommend not only the destruction of the sputum of infected human 

hosts, but an equally careful disposition of the feces and, in cases 

where ulceration of the skin exists, careful disinfection or destruction of 

the dressings should be a routine procedure. Finally, it seems that the 

spread of the disease might be somewhat limited by the destruction of 

as many of the lower animal hosts as can be discovered. In this country 
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eats, dogs and pigs are very numerous; they enjoy unusually close rela- 
tions with members of the community, and in the absence of a satis- 

factory means of the disposal of their excreta these must always prove 

a menace in infecting the probable harborers of the other phases of the 

life cycle of the parasite. 

. XIII. TREATMENT. 

No form of treatment so far established is specific against the infec- 

tion. Many different types of therapeutics have been used and some of 

them, such as inhalations of antiseptic substances for the pulmonary 

type, have been thought to benefit the patient. 

Taylor recommends rest in bed during times where there is hemoptysis 

or when the cough is very severe. 

A general, tonic treatment, consisting both of good hygienic measures 

and drugs, is recommended by all observers and a change of climate 

to noninfected regions urged by some. 

In one of my cases the cough disappeared and the general condition 

of the patient improved very much under large doses of potassium 

iodide. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

PuaAtE I. Heart showing adult parasite (at a) and the raised brownish colored 

areas infiltrated with eggs described in the text. 

II. Fig. 1. Lung showing pneumonic areas, one early abscess lesion, sec- 

tion of adult parasite in a bronchus and another in a pneumonic 

area. 

Fig. 2. Lymphatic gland, showing necrotic lesion from which adult 

parasite was removed. 

II. Adult P. westermanii, showing subterminal oral sucker, acetabulum, 

. genital pore, excretory pore and intestinal ceca. 

IV. Fig. 1. Egg of P. westermanri, showing cellular contents; operculum not 

in good focus. 
Fig. 2. Fresh smear from Paragonimus abscess of spleen, showing eggs. 

V, figs. 1-9, and Plate VI, figs. 1-9, represent 18 selected specimens from 

serial settions of the adult parasite cut longitudinally. Sections 

of all the important structures may be seen in these figures. 

VII, figs. 1-9, and Plate VIII, figs. 1-9, are similar to Plates V and VI, 

except that in the former the sections are cut transversely. 

TX. Fig. 1. From the subserous coat of the intestine, showing numerous 

eges; otherwise but slight change in the tissues. X 35. 

Fig. 2. From intestinal wall, tissue containing eggs, with cellular 

infiltration. X 35. 

X. Fig. 1. From the intestinal wall, showing connective-tissue hyperplasia, 

cellular infiltration and necrosis, with many eggs. 

Fig. 2. Typical, small necrotic lesion removed from lymphatic gland. 

xX 46. 
XI. Figs. 1 and 2. Both figures show sections through large abscess lesions 

containing adult parasites. 
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REVIEWS. 

A Compend of Genito-Urinary Diseases and Syphilis, Including Their Surgery 

and Treatment. By Charles S$. Hirsch, M. D. Cloth; 70 illustrations in 

the text; 1 plate. Pp.,xvi-++ 351. Price, $1.00. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s 

Son & Co., 1906. 

The abortive treatment of gonorrhcea is given a place in this book, 

though it does not enter into the medern treatment of the disease. 

The metric systm is not used, nor are the metric equivalents of the 
apothecaries’ weights and measures, which latter are used throughout, 

given. It is much to be desired that all American text-books on scien- 

tifie subjects either be printed in the metric system or give metric 
equivalents for other terms used. 

In the treatment of the seminal duct and vesicle no mention of 

the very valuable treatment of chronic affections of these organs by 

irrigation and drainage of the seminal ducts and vesicles through the 

vas deferens is made, although Belfield’s first paper on this subject was 

published in the Journal of the American Medical Association in April, 

1905. 
In the article on circumcision silk sutures are recommended. Silk, 

as either a suture or ligature material, has scarcely any place in modern 

surgery and especially not in operations upon parts of the body much 

exposed to contamination by the excretions. 
Under the treatment of the infection of the bladder, vesical amecebiasis 

is not mentioned. é 
The statement that suprapubic cystotomy is contraindicated in children 

is contrary to the best modern surgical practice. The suprapubic method 

is preferred by surgeons to the perineal operation in children, especially 

young children, if the calculus is too small or too hard to be easily 

removed by crushing. The article on suprapubic cystotomy tells us 

that the bladder must be tightly sutured about the drainage tube for 
fear of infecting the prevesical space by the escaping urine. This is 

not necessary. There need be no fear of infection of the prevesical 

space so long as there is free drainage. 

We are told that a floating kidney may be retained in position by a 

pad placed over the cecum. Assuming that this treatment is intended 
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for the right kidney we are left in the dark as to where the pad is to be 

placed in case the left kidney be displaced. 

The table of differential diagnosis between epithelioma and chancre 

states that the microscopical examination of the latter is negative, yet 

we are told in the foregoing that the Spirochaeta pallida is the most prob- 

able infecting agent causing the manifestations termed syphylis and that 

it may be demonstrated in the initial lesion of the disease. 

The intramuscular injection of mercury as a means of treatment in 

syphilis is not given as much prominence as its increasing popularity 

among syphilographers would seems to warrant. Bichloride of mercury 

is given first place. It is well known that this is the most irritating of 

all salts of mercury when so used. ; 

The book contains about 150 typographical errors. An example of 

some of the most glaring is the use of the term “nephrectomy” for 

“nephrotomy” under “Cysts of the kidney,” page 193. 

We never approved of medical compends. They must necessarily 

omit much that is essential and can not take the place of more thorough 

reading when they fall into the hands of students, as they usually do. 

When carelessly printed they are a real evil. 

BY We D: 

A Compend of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Prescription Writing, with 

Especial Reference to the Physiological Action of Drugs. Based on the 

eighth revision of the United States Phamacopeia. By Samuel O. L. Potter, 

M. D., M. R. C. P., Lond. Seventh edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth. Pp., 

xii + 292. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s Son & Co., 1906. 

The book fulfills the objects of a quiz-compend in that a large amount 

of information is presented in a systematised and greatly condensed 

form. Discussions are avoided, and the style is one of short, dogmatic 

assertion, which is possibly more suitable for a student cramming for 

examination and memorizing automatically. It is difficult to share the 

optimism evidenced by the author as to the therapeutic value of certain 

drugs, and greater discrimination in this regard would increase the 
accuracy of the book. Thus, the thyroid gland or its extract is described 

as specific against psoriasis, obesity and certain forms of insanity; anti- 

diphtheric serum is noted to have benefited typhoid fever, pertussis and 

asthma. 

The printing and binding conform to the rest of the series. The 

dosage is given according to apothecaries’ measure, without metric 

equivalents. 
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The American Illustrated Medical Dictionary. A new and complete dictionary 

of the terms used in medicine, surgery, dentistry, pharmacy, chemistry and 

the kindred branches, with their pronunciation, derivation, and definition, 

including much collateral information of an encyclopedic character. Fourth 

edition, revised and enlarged. Limp morocco. Pp., 836; 18 illustrations 

in the text and 29 plates, 28 of which are colored. Price, $4.50. Philadel- 

phia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1906. 

The present revised edition of this work is, like its predecessors, 

thoroughly up to date. It furnishes to the student in portable form just 

what he needs and saves the busy practitioner much valuable time. So 

far as we have been able to ascertain all the new terms have been included 

and the semi-encyclopeedic character of the work combined with its com- 

pactness leaves little to be desired. The author’s wide experience both 

as teacher and physician has enabled him to appreciate what is most 

needed, and with infinite labor he has condensed the information usually 

only available in an encyclopedia of medicine into 836 octavo pages. 

The tables and illustrations are such as are of practical value, and printing 

and binding are in accordance with the general excellence of the work. 

i CaS: 

Stohr’s Histology Arranged upon an Embryological Basis. By Dr. Frederick T. 

Lewis. From the twelfth Germane edition by Dr. Philipp Stéhr. Sixth 

American edition. Cloth; 450 illustrations in the text, 45 of which are 

colored. Pp., ix+ 434. Price, $3.00. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s Son & 

Co., 1906. 

Dr. Lewis has proved very successful in continuing Dr. Shaper’s Amer- 

ican edition of Stohr’s Histology. 

The arrangement of the book is good. Following a brief but clear 

description of the structure and vital phenomena of the cell, 134 pages 

are devoted to general histology and 248 pages to the special systems. 

A chapter on technique and an excellent index complete the volume. The 

distinctive feature of the book is the arrangement upon an embryological 

basis. The description of the adult tissue, or organ, is preceded by a 

review of the embryogeny, thus enabling the student to gain a compre- 
hensive grasp of the subject and to form a logical conception of the 

significance of the part studied. The value of the book has been further 

enhanced by the adoption of the newer anatomical nomenclature. The 

illustrations, of which there are 450, are in general satisfactory, many 

presenting early stages in development. It may be suggested that the 

study of the brain would be simplified by adding a few illustrations at 

different levels through the medulla, pons, and crura cerebri. 

The printing is clear, the size of the volume convenient, and the book 

can be highly recommended to the student. 
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PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF GOVERNMENT 
LABORATORIES—Concluded. 

(Concluded from second page of cover.) 

No. 32, 1905.—Biological Laboratory: I. Intestinal Hemorrhage as a Fatal Complica- 
tion in Amebie Dysentery and Its Association with Liver Abscess. By Richard P. Strong, 
M.D. II. The Action of Various Chemical Substances upon Cultures of Amebe. By J. B. 
Thomas, M. D., Baguio, Benguet. Biological and Serum Laboratories: III. The Pathology 
of Intestinal Amebiasis. By Paul G. Woolley, M. D., and W. EH. Musgrave, M. D. 

83, 1905, Biological Laboratory.—Further Obseryations on Fibrin Thrombosis in 
the Glomerular and in Other Renal Vessels in Bubonic Plague, By Maximilian Herzog, 

No. 34, 1905.—1. Birds from Mindoro and Small Adjacent Islands. II. Notes on Three 
Rare Luzon Birds. By Richard C. McGregor, 

No. 35, 1905.—I. New or Noteworthy Philippine Plants, IV. II. Notes on Cuming’s 
Philippine Plants in the Herbarium of the Bureau of Government Laboratories. III. 
Hackel, ‘“‘Notes on Philippine Grasses.” IV. Ridley, “Scitiminez Philippinenses.”’ V. 
ares, “Philippine Acanthacee.”’ By Elmer D. Merrill, Botanist. 

86, 1905.—A Hand-List of the Birds of the Philippine Islands. By Richard C. 
mceeecor ‘and Dean C. Worcester. 

The previous publications of the Bureau were given out as bulletins in serial number 
pertaining to the entire Bureau. These publications, if they are desired, can be /obtained 
by applying to the librarian of the Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I., or to the Director of 
the Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I. Correspondents will confer a favor by returning to 
the Bureau any previous publications which they may have in duplicate, as a number of 
bulletins are now out of print. 

LIST OF PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS OF THE MINING BUREAU (NOW DIVISION 
OF MINES OF THE BUREAU OF SCIENCE), 

1890.—Descripcién fisica, geol6gica y minera en bosquejo de la Isla de Panay por 
D. Enrique Abella y Casariego, Inspector General de Minas del Archipiélago. 

1890.—Memoria descriptiva de los manantiales minero-medicinales de la Isla de Luzon, 
estudiados por la comision compuesta de los Sefiores D. José Centano, Ingeniero de Minas 
y Vocal Presidente, D. Anacleto del Rosario y Sales, Vocal Farmacéutico, y D. José de 
Vera y Gomez, Vocal Médico. 

1893.—Estudio Descriptivo de algunas manantiales minerales de Filipinas ejecutado 
por la comisién formada por D. Enrique Abella y Casariego, Inspector General de Minas, 
D. José de Vera y G6mez, Médico, y D. Anacleto del Rosario y Sales, Farmacéutico ; 
precidido de un pr6élogo escrito por el Excmo. Sr. D. Angel de Avilés, Director General 
de Administracién Civil. 

1893.—Terremotos experimentados en la Isla de Luzon durante los meses de Marzo y 
Abril de 1892, especialmente desastrosos en Pangasinan, Uni6n y Benguet. Estudio ejecu- 
tado por D. Enrique Abella y Casariego, Inspector General de Minas del Archipiélago. 

1901.—The Coal Measures of the Philippines. Charles H. Burritt 
8 lek —Abstract of the Mining Laws (in force in the Philippines, | 1902). Charles H. 
urri 
1902, Bulletin No. 1—Platinum and Associated Rare Metals in Placer Formations. 

H, D. McCaskey, B. S. 
1903.—Report of the Chief of the Mining Bureau of the Philippine Islands, Charles H. 

Burritt. 
1903, Bulletin No. 2.—Complete List of Spanish Mining Claims Recorded in the Mining 

Bureau. Charles H. Burritt. 
1903, Bulletin No. 8.—Report on a Geological Reconnoissance of the Iron Region of 

Bae Bulacan. H. D. McCaskey, B. S. 
1904.—Fifth Annual Report of the Mining Bureau. H. D. McCaskey. 
1905.—Sixth Annual Report of the Chief of the Mining Bureau. H. D. McCaskey. 
1905, Bulletin No. 4.—A Preliminary Reconnoissance of the Mancayan- -Suyoc Mineral 

Region, ‘Lepanto, P. I. A, J. Eveland, Geologist. 
1905, Bulletin No. 5.—The Coal Deposits of Batan Island, Warren D. Smith, B. S., 

M. A., Geologist. 

LIST OF PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS OF THE ETHNOLOGICAL SURVEY (NOW 
DIVISION OF ETHNOLOGY, BUREAU OF SCIENCE), 

(For sale at Bureau of Printing.) 

Vol. I.—The Bontoc Igorot, by Albert Ernest Jenks. Paper, ®4.50; half Morocco, P7. 
Vol, II, Part 1.—Negritos of Zambales, by William Allen Reed. Paper, P1.25; half 

Morocco, $3.75. 
Vol. II, Part 2 and Part 3.—The Nabaloi Dialect, by Otto Scheerer. The Bataks of 

Palawan, by Edward Y. Miller. (Bound also in one volume with Part 1, Negritos of 
Zambales.) Paper, #1.25; half Morocco, ?3.75. Combined half Morocco, BD. 

Vol, IJI.—Relaciones Agustinianas de las razas del Norte de Luzon, by Perez. Not 
listed by Bureau of Printing. 

Vol. IV, Part 1.—Studies in Moro History, Law, and Religion, by Najeeb M. Saleeby. 
Paper, PO. 7 5; half Morocco, ®3.25. 

i The first four bulletins in the ornithological series were published by The Ethnological 
Survey under the title “Bulletins of the Philippine Museum.” The other ornithological 
Bet cations of the Government -appeared as publications of the Bureau of Government 
Laboratories. 
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A CONSIDERATION OF SOME OF THE MODERN THEORIES 

IN RELATION TO IMMUNITY. 

By Paun C. FReEER.* 

In opening the past annual meetings of the Association it has been 

customary for the president to call attention to the advances which have 

been made in matters relating to the medical sciences in the Philippine 

Islands during the year just completed, and while my purpose is to 

discuss considerations relating more closely to scientific studies which 

may serve to increase the efficiency of prophylaxis in the future, it is 

not out of place briefly to review what has been accomplished since the 

last reunion of the members of this association. 
The outbreak of cholera which was accompanied by the fear that it 

would once more take on the dimensions of the ones that have swept 

the Islands in the past, has disappeared; cases of plague are no longer 

encountered ; smallpox is reduced to a minimum and by reason of efficient 

vaccination any future serious occurrences of this disease need not be 

feared ; improved individual hygiene among a certain proportion of the 

population has lessened the frequency of dysentery. Hygienically, there- 

fore, we are in a better condition than we were a year ago. The discovery 

of the prevalence of trematode infections is another advance which event- 

ually will lead to the adoption of measures destined to bring about at 

least a partial curtailment of the number of persons affected; studies in 

the habits and breeding places of the mosquitoes, which have been 

“ 17The address of the president : Read at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the 

Philippine Islands Medical Association, Manila, February 27, 1907. 
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rapidly advanced, will serve as a foundation for plans to combat malaria; 

and the work done in the study of immunity can not fail to bring 

with it far-reaching results in the preparation of serums and vaccines. 

The activity of the veterinary physicians has been such that violent out- 

breaks of rinderpest, which in certain sections of the Islands threatened 

a complete destruction of the horned animals, have been prevented by the 

use of anti-rinderpestic serum, and the methods of preparation of the 

latter have been markedly improved, so as to increase its efficiency. Work 

in medical science has also been advanced by the formation of the Army 
Board for the Study of Tropical Diseases, and by the union of its 

interests with those of the Bureau of Science. The results of this hearty 

codperation are already evident in a series of interesting publications. 

Work in medical zodlogy has also been undertaken and we expect most 

fundamental advances in this important branch of tropical medicine 

during the year to come. The plans for a medical school founded upon 

modern laboratory instruction and clinics are about completed and we 

hope, at no distant date, to have an institution which will be as capable 

as any which may be found in America or Europe of thoroughly training 

medical students along the lines universally approved to-day. 

No doubt then, but that the past year has shown a great advance, and 

no doubt also but that the next one will be equally prolific of results. We 

can not stand still, for that m all countries and ages has meant re- 

trogression. 

In tropical countries medical studies most peculiarly concern them- 

selyes with the diseases of infectious origin. The white man coming 

here runs the lability of contracting certain of them, the native again 

is exposed to others, and the best means of limiting and combating 

the outbreaks which occur have been topics for study in all parts of the 

world. So seriously do America and Europe take the question of limiting 

infectious diseases that specially endowed institutions have been estab- — 

lished for work in methods of prevention and cure. Great masters in 

this direction of work have arisen, and far-reaching theories as to the 

causes of natural immunity to certain diseases in individual races and 

species and as to the production of artificial immunity have been estab- 

lished as the result of difficult experimental work. The advancement 

of these theories, their discussion, and the laboratory investigations neces- 

sary to prove or disprove the various views has served to advance the 

cause of the study of immunity in the past few years with a rapidity 

perhaps equaled by no other branch of science, unless it be that of the 

physical study of the phenomena of radioactivity: It has been the great 

service of Ehrlich, of Frankfurt, to explain the existing phenomena by 

a fundamental view of the causes of immunity which is founded upon 

chemical considerations and which, to-day, is accepted by the majority 

of workers in this field and, although it has opponents, even the latter 
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have been obliged to bring into their considerations conceptions which, 

while using different terms, still in many respects conform to the position 

assumed by Ehrlich. 

It is with much diffidence that I approach this subject as a chemist. 

I had hoped when IJ selected this topic to have some experimental material 

to bring before the association, but unfortunately my time has been 

so occupied in other directions that I have been unable to accomplish 

what I wished. It will therefore be necessary for you to take such discus- 

sion as I have to give, for what it is worth. 

A merely casual consideration of the phenomena of immunity to 

disease develops the fact that we encounter specialized resistance to 

certain types not only in races, but in families, orders, genera, species 

and even in individuals. By some processes in the development of various 

groups of animals, some have become resistant to the change in their 

condition brought about by the introduction of certain foreign cells, 

others haye become immune to other infections, and so on. This re- 

sistance may manifest itself either in a destruction of the introduced 

cells, in an impairment of their functions, or it may appear as a simple 

tolerance to their presence without deleterious results. Of course, in 

this connection we must also consider the cell which is introduced, this 

too can by ages of development have become resistant or tolerant to the 

influences of certain of its hosts, and in this way may be capable 

of resisting destruction in their bodies. The main question to be 

considered is, How is this destruction or tolerance brought about? In 

the case of the destruction of an introduced cell, this must either take 

place by the action of some chemical groups or individuals present in 

the host, by the aid of which the introduced cell is disintegrated and 

dissolved, or it must be by physical means, by the action of some form 

of energy by which chemical changes leading to the disintegration of the 

cell are inaugurated in the latter. That a proper modification of energy 

ean bring about chemical reaction is too well known for discussion, but it 

is difficult to conceive how an organism which has been produced while 

subject to all various manifestations of energy which surround us, should, 

upon being merely transferred to another organism which has also been 

produced under the same general conditions, be destroyed by such means 

only. It is true that in the phenomenon of agglutination we may have, at 

first sight, some indications of the action of polarity, but here also, to 

produce the change, certain specific chemical bodies must be present. A 

change in energy undoubtedly takes place during the processes of cell des- 

truction or agglutination and this change in energy must have further, 

far-reaching results, but as yet the study of immunity has not advanced to 

a sufficient degree to render a consideration of this phase possible. There 
remains then as the most probable, a priori hypothesis the one which 

assumes that the examples of cell destruction or agglutination which 
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we observe are brought about by chemical substances present in the host, 

or by what is still more likely, a combination between certain definite 

substances in the introduced cell and of others in the host. If now we 

consider the development of various races from their simplest beginning, 

we are forced to the conclusion that, in the struggle for existence and in 

the adaption of individuals to environment, a great variety of substances 

of gradually increasing complexity must be formed which take part not 

only in assimilating food but in resisting the encroachments of parasitic 

organisms. In proportion as, through the ages, the conditions surround- 
ing the race have been altered, as the attacks have multiplied, and the 

means of resisting them have been applied, there has sprung up the vastly 

complex chemical system of the higher organisms, and, as the materials 

which these organisms must assimilate are varied and the means which 

they must take to resist destruction are also of great variety, it follows 

that those chemical bodies which in the host are capable of the destruction 

of the invader must also be great in number. It is not possible, consider- 

ing the specific character of the destruction of certain cells, that one chem- 
ical individual should bring about the various types of immunity, indeed, 

if immunity were due to one chemical individual we would expect it 

to be universal, and universal immunity would imply the destruction 

within the body itself of its own tissues, namely, autolysis. Furthermore, 

the cell which is introduced is in itself resistant in some organisms, non- 

resistant in others, it may itself therefore have developed immune bodies 

which must differ from the immune body in the host. We must therefore 

come to the conclusion that a multitude of chemical groups or individuals 

must exist in any one organism, which are calculated to resist the invasion 

of foreign cells. Another question, entirely, is that of the chemical 

complex or possibly the transferrence of energy which renders the attack- 

ing chemical body active. This factor in the destruction of the foreign 
cell might be uniform throughout, for its action is through the chemical 

complex which is only one of the destroying factors. If it is simply a © 

method of producing a change of energy it is difficult to conceive why 

it should act at one time and not at another or, if it is a uniform chemical 

body, why it should in the sera of certain cases be destroyed at a low 

temperature and in others at a higher one. 
From what has gone before we must conclude.that the development 

of race immunity is a process of heredity, that the substances which confer 

certain types of immunity on the individuals of a given race have been 

produced by a course of development concomitant with the other mani- 

festations of evolution and that the chemical bodies which confer the 

immunity in individuals must be vast in number. In reaching this 

conclusion we must not lose sight of another means by which immunity 

can be conferred, namely by the absence of groups capable of uniting 

with introduced cells or toxins—but this phenomenon also must be the 

result of heredity. 
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Exactly the same view applies to conferred immunity. A natural 

immunity may be increased or one which is scarcely existent may be 

rendered apparent and protective by the introduction of cells, or the 

products of those cells. In these cases we produce a more or less specific 

type which manifests itself either only against the particular cell in 

question or at least only against those also with which it is closely 

related. This conferred immunity, in principle, does not differ from the 

hereditary one; we have only added to the host another set of chemical 

substances which in themselves were not present before, or at least 

were present only in small amotnt. However, bodies related to the 
introduced substances, or at any rate bodies having similar chemical 

characteristics must have existed in the host owing to the principles of 

heredity which haye just been discussed and it must be by reason of this 

similarity or identity that the increased immunity is conferred. The 

introduced cell then, by reason of its introduction into a host, causes a 

disturbance of equilibrium in certain cells of the latter, these cells, ac- 

cording to the law by which a chemical system tends to produce a change 

in the surrounding conditions by which the disturbance can be counter- 
acted, give off or produce chemical substances which tend to destroy or 

eliminate the invader and in so doing they, responding to the stimulus, go 

far beyond the point of original equilibrium and so produce the immune 

substances which find their way into the blood. However, the laws of 

chemical equilibrium will prevent too great a proliferation of these im- 

mune bodies, for there must come a point, if we consider physical laws, 

when the reaction which produced the immune bodies takes place in the 

opposite direction, and at this point as many of the immune bodies will be 

destroyed as created. To speak in the language of chemistry, the reaction 
must be a reversible one. This condition must arise, or otherwise we could 

go on in any given case to a condition of infinite immunity. How this 

reversal is brought about is a matter of indifference. It may be by the 

formation of anti-immune bodies, it may be by a process destructive 

to immune bodies which is constantly going on within the cells of the 

host; in any event the end of the equilibrium must be reached. This new 

end equilibrium, however, in the case of the conferred immunity, is only 

an unstable one, the organism must gradually tend to return to its 

original condition; that is, the conferred immunity must gradually be 
lost, the rapidity of the change depending upon the nature of the 

immunity which has been given. Conferred immunity, therefore, differs 

from natural or hereditary immunity by not being permanent, for in the 

hereditary type the equilibria have been established through the ages 

during which the permanent condition has gradually been brought 
about—the system has adjusted itself to the new equilibrium. It would 

be interesting to study the production of hereditary immunity in animals, 

but I fear the task would be a great one, for, as we know, hereditary 

variations in type are only produced by many generations. 
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General considerations of the broader phenomena of immunity and 

some more special analysis of the production of immunity lead us to 

a chemical view of the question, and we are then brought to the con- 

clusion that there must exist certain types or groups of complex sub- 

stances which, coming in contact with the introduced cells, cause their 

destruction. All investigators are agreed that, no matter how these 

chemical substances have their origin, whether in the conglomerate of cells 

which go to make up the body, or in certain special ones, such as the 

leucocytes, once they are free in the circulation they can unite with the 

introduced cell and can be removed by it. That this is not a phenomenon 

of adsorption is proved by the fact that there is selective absorption of 

the immune bodies or of the toxins by a cell, where two or more of the 

former are present. Al] investigators also are agreed that, once the 

immune substance is fixed by the cell, then the additional action of 

another body or in the case of the toxin, a chemical group therein present, 

is necessary to cause the final destruction of the foreign organic complex. 

As to the nature of this last mode of action, opinions differ. 

If we come to consider the actual relative mass of a toxin which 

suffices to cause the death of an individual, or the actual relative mass of 

a hemolytic immune body as compared with that of the corpuscles which 

it destroys, we are forced to the conclusion that the masses of the 

reactive bodies are extremely small as compared with those of the cells 

which they destroy. In an immune serum we haye water, salts, fibrin, 

globulin and in short a great proportion of substances which can not be 
immune bodies, and this fact must be taken into consideration when we 

regard the actual quantities of these substances present, but, on the 

other hand, the cell to be destroyed must act as a whole; that is, for 

example, if the process of destruction is one of hydrolysis, then the 

hydrolytic action must disintegrate the whole cell. A guinea pig of 

300 grams is killed by 0.0025 cubic centimeter or by approximately 10” 

times its mass of diphtheria toxin, a horse by 0.3 cubic centimeter of 

tetanus and a mouse by 11°" gram; 2.8!°° cram of tarantula can com- 
pletely dissolve 200,000,000 red blood corpuscles of the rat. It is true 

that we can not actually determine, in a given case, just what mass of 

cells is thrown out of function by a given amount of reagent and just 
how many cells it is necessary profoundly to disturb before serious 

consequences result to an organism, and in this respect reactions im vitro 

give us little aid, as here we are not acting under normal conditions 
of life, and we are also ignorant of the relation between the actual 

weights of reagents employed. These studies are radically different from 
the ordinary chemical ones, where the stcechiometric relations can ac- 

curately be followed. 

However, the apparent disproportion between the mass of the reagent 

which causes the disintegration of the cells and the probable mass of the 
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cells destroyed should draw our attention to the phenomenon of catalysis. 

The study of catalysis and of catalytic reactions has been advanced most 

markedly within the past few years, and we have come to have a much 

clearer conception of the principles underlying the changes brought about 

by catalytic agents than we formerly had. One fundamental fact must 

always clearly be borne in mind, and that is the catalyzer can not change 

the end equilibrium of a reaction, it can only alter its rate. A simple 

example will suffice. If we have a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, 

the two gases apparently do not unite at ordinary temperatures, some 

infinitesimal union however does take place with the formation of water, 

but the rate of reaction is too slow.to be measured and it must be derived 

by interpolation after a study of the change at higher temperatures. 

However, if the mixture of gases were to remain for a sufficient length 

of time, centuries in this instance, a final end equilibrium, in which nearly 

all had been changed to water and but infinitesimal traces of hydrogen 

and oxygen would remain, would finally be realized. The introduction 

of a catalyzer, in this case let us say platinum sponge, will so alter the 

rate of reaction that it may even proceed with explosive violence, a few 

seconds sufficing to accomplish that which would take ages under ordi- 

nary circumstances. The catalyzer itself, however, is not altered. The 

recent work of Bredig on the colloidal metals has furnished us with 

a series of inorganic catalyzers which have the remarkable property of 

being “poisoned” by chemical reagents similar to those which attack 

the organic enzymes, and even without such a hint as to a possible 

resemblance between the inorganic colloids and the organic enzymes, 

it is quite generally believed that the enzymes are specific organic cata- 

lyzers with the power of accelerating the rate of normal reactions which 

otherwise might be infinitely slow. 

The theory of Ehrlich, very briefly stated, is as follows: A cell, having 

certain chemical groups, is introduced into a body. If, in any of the 

multitudinous cells of that body there is one which has chemical groups 

capable of uniting with those of the introduced cell, then, on contact, 

such union takes place. The attacked cell in the living organism, having 

its equilibrium disturbed by the occupation of one of its chemical groups, 

proliferates others which, as | will show further on, may or may not 

be of the same nature and which are thrown off into the circulation. The 

proliferated chemical substance must be capable of attaching itself to 
an albuminous molecule of the introduced cell, for it contains the 

chemical grouping which assumed the original function of binding 

the introduced cell. But, in itself, this detached group is not able to 

bring about the destruction of the foreign invader, it must be rendered 

capable of so doing by uniting with a chemical substance present in the 

blood plasma, which is termed the complement. The immune body which 

is proliferated therefore is an amboceptor, with one group it is capable of 
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union with the cell, with the other with the complement, and the latter 

causes the reaction rapidly to take place. 

The immune body (or in the case of toxins the haptophore group) has 

therefore been termed the “sensitizer” which renders the cell capable of 
destruction by the enzyme-like complement (or toxophore group), and it 

has been compared to a mordant. This comparison does not seem to me 

to be aptly chosen, for the fiber and mordant behave toward each other as 

two colloids of opposite polarity,* the mordant is absorbed by the fiber 

without apparent chemical union, the fiber itself is not thereby rendered 

more reactive. ‘The mordant acts independently toward the dye and here 

also we probably have colloidal absorption. The relations between fiber, 

mordant and dye are therefore largely governed by physical causes. 

However, in the case of immune body, complement (or toxophore group) 

and cell the latter is profoundly altered or destroyed—the destruction 

appearing closely to resemble the processes of hydrolysis, the immune body 
apparently serving to bring the enzyme-like complement or toxophore 

group in closer space relation to the cell, so that one should scarcely speak 

of either as the sensitizer, but should rather term the complement the 

accelerator. The change somewhat reminds one of the different stereo- 

chemical relations present in the formation of lactones from the halogen- 

substituted fatty acids and some years ago* I demonstrated that in these 

reactions we can have the chemical reactivity influenced by two factors, 

one taking place through the carbon chain, the other through space. In 

connection with this view of catalytic action it is interesting to note that 

Kyes and Sachs* in studying the acceleration of the hemolytic action 

of cobra venom by lecithin have shown that the more snake yenom is 

used, the less lecithin is necessary to effect complete hemolysis and vice 

versa, the more lecithin, the less venom need be used for the minimal 

completely solvent dose. j 
It will be seen from the above that the proliferation of immune bodies 

according to this view is brought about by a disturbance of equilibrium 

within the cell, that, therefore the production of immune bodies is a 

normal process accelerated by the introduction of the foreign cell. Under 

undisturbed conditions of equilibrium these or similar immune bodies are 

also most certainly being given off, but owing to their gradual prolifera- 
tion, they undoubtedly disappear without causing a change in the normal 

equilibrium. By the introduction of the foreign cell, however, the rate 

of the reaction is altered so as to throw a large amount of these immune 

bodies into the circulation at one time. This production of immune 

bodies, therefore, has much the appearance of catalysis, where the cataly- 

zer which proliferates the immune body is generated within the body cell 
itself. 

°W. Biltz: Ber. d. chem. Ges. (1904) 37, 1766. 

“Ann. Chem. (Liebig) (1901) 319, 345. 

“Berl. Klin. Wehnsch. (1903), 40, 21. 
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I have mentioned above that, under undisturbed conditions of equilib- 

rium the immune bodies or similar substances are undoubtedly con- 

stantly beg given off. J had in mind some of the phenomena of organic 

chemistry in which the change of one stereochemical form into another 

is brought about, or perhaps more aptly, the alterations which we observe 

from the keto- to the enol-form and vice versa. We have bodies, for 

example, which when prepared under certain circumstances, react like 

ketones or aldehydes, these same bodies may spontaneously or under 

shght stimulus, become altered to unsaturated alcohols and again under 

others they may at times appear as ketones and at others as alcohols. The 

same condition may apply when the equilibrium of the lhving body cell 

is disturbed by the introduction of the foreign one—the immune bodies 

which are normally proliferated may be changed in this manner in their 

chemical structure by the imtroduced cell so that now they become 

capable of independent existence and possibly also of firmer union with 

other cells and so that they are also able to fix the complement. This view 

does not seem improbable when we consider that we have immune bodies 

of apparently similar origin, some of which are capable of firm fixation 

to the imtroduced cell, others of which are but loosely bound and still 

others which have their avidity increased by union with the complement. 

While I have shown above that the immune bodies may be produced by 

catalysis of normal processes, it does not follow that they are themselves 

catalyzers when they unite with the introduced cell, with the toxin, or 

in the case of toxins themselves, with the body cell, for it has conclusively 

been shown that such union does take place and that then these bodies 

are either removed from the serum or that they unite with the toxin. 

But, if the view of catalysis is correct, them these bodies, when so 

attached should, at a very slow rate of reaction, accomplish that which 

they do rapidly under the influence of the complement, for the catalyzer 

simply accelerates an otherwise normal reaction; in other words, to select 

an example from the phenomena of hemolysis, the lysis of a red blood 

cell to which an immune body is attached, should take place very slowly 

as a normal reaction, which would proceed very rapidly to an end equi- 

librium by the addition of the complement. Individual test-tube experi- 

ments in hemolysis have not extended over a sufficient period of time 

to prove or disprove this view, and it would be interesting to follow out 

this subject if the experimental difficulties are not too great. 

On the other hand the complement which is attached to the ambo- 

ceptor, either permanently, as in the case of the toxins, or which is 

taken up from the blood serum, as with the hemolysins, seems much more 

closely to resemble the catalyzers, but if it is a catalytic agent it must 

accelerate a reaction which otherwise would take place with extreme 

slowness, with such slowness, indeed, that without such a catalyzer no 

noticeable difference of the normal equilibrium would take place. Dr. 

Strong, acting on this view, has conducted a series of experiments with 
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diphtheria toxin in guinea pigs which were simultaneously injected 

with minimal doses of pure hydrocyanic acid, acting on the theory that 

this substance, which so markedly “poisoned” Bredig’s colloidal inorganic 
catalyzers, would do the same with the organic ones, and that hence the 

action of the diphtheria toxin should be delayed, with a gradual recovery 

of virulence as the hydrocyanic acid disappeared. The results were 

entirely negative. However, this one series proves nothing excepting 

that other means of experimentation must be resorted to. The work 

could probably be more successfully carried out in vitro. 

The process of cell destruction by aid of the complements which are 

present in the serum has one interesting phase which causes it to differ 

from that where the catalytic agent, if I may use the term, is a chemical 

individual which can be isolated, such as lecithin. Im the case of the 

serum complement there is a time of incubation—that is, the reaction 

proceeds with an increment of increase in unit time—which can only be 

brought about by the relatively increasing amount of catalyzer present, 

in other words, the complement must either be formed during the reaction 

or it must be liberated as soon as its work is done, but in the latter event, 

in vitro; we must also have a steadily diminishing amount of substance 

in unit volume to be acted upon, and a consequent gradual retardation. 

The study of the rate of these reactions and the resulting curves is 

therefore of fundamental importance, and in the case of hemolysis 

the experimental difficulties would not seem to be too great to overcome. 

It would certainly be well to determine the proportion of complement 

and immune body as compared with that originally present remaining 

in hemolyzed blood after the reaction is complete, although in this 

connection care must be exercised not to confuse the possible effects of 

substances like lecithin, which could be separated from the stroma, with 

the true serum complements. 

In closing I wish to call attention to one phase of the researches on 

immunity which would repay further investigation. Ehrlich has said: 

I accept the existence of haptophore groups exclusively in compounds such as 

the food stuffs which can enter into the composition of the protoplasm or which, 

such as the great series of poisonous or not poisonous products of the metabolic 

changes of living cells, can enter into a combination similar to that of the food 

stuffs. 

The deep-seated difference between the alkaloids, glucosides or medicinal agents 

of known chemical constitution and those substances which possess haptophore 

groups and which are therefore capable of liberating antibodies during the process 

of immunization is shown by the fact that none of the former class have ever 

been able to give rise to any antibody production of consequence, 

However, I believe that this seemingly impassible gulf can be crossed. 

Undoubtedly, we can place on one side poisons from which no trace of 
an immunity reaction can be secured and on the other substances, the 

products of life action, which give all the typical phenomena which 
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we are accustomed to associate with what we term immunity, but surely 

the line can not be an abrupt one and hence, in this investigation we 

must seek chemical individuals of known constitution which, under 

proper conditions, are capable as synthetic bodies of entering into 

metabolic reactions. ‘The recent work of Emil Fischer on the amino-acids 

and the synthetic formation of the polypeptids is suggestive and it is 

with similar synthetic substances that we may hope to see our next great 

advance in the study of immunity. 

The problems to be encountered in immunization are difficult, they 

involve painstaking experimental work and close reasoning and thought 

but, as I have endeavored to show, the modern views of chemistry and 

physics are all on the side of the worker in immunity; he has but to 

reason closely to untangle one more skein of the web, and his reward 

is great. In place of the constant fear of recurring serious epidemics 

of devastating diseases with their accompanying vast expenses, and in 

place of the constant vigilance necessary to prevent serious outbreaks of 

infectious diseases, the worker in immunity may possibly as a result of his 

studies in the future be able to render a community practically safe from 

all but negligible sporadic cases. We could then dispense with the rigors 

of quarantine and its interruption of commerce, or with the enormous loss 

of life consequent upon the occurrence of epidemics. True, the prejudice 

against methods of immunization is as yet great, much more of a 

scientific nature needs to be done, much of a missionary character under- 

taken, but then not many years ago the very fact of the causation of 

disease by microérganisms was the subject of the bitterest dispute and 

many members of the medical profession itself were sceptical as to the 

results which were to follow. However, the opposition of the profession 

has practically disappeared, that of the laity will of necessity follow, and 

our successors will find the way for future advance cleared for them 

by the pioneers of to-day. 
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF A BOVINE PIROPLASMA: 

- _ A PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION. 

By M. Mryasma. 

(From the Imperial Institute for the Research of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, 

Japan: Director, Prof. S. Kitasato.)* 

One of the most interesting subjects in medical science, especially in 

tropical medicine, is an investigation of the parasitic protozoa. So many 

valuable discoveries have been made in the study of these organisms 

that it is not necessary here to mention them, but nevertheless at present 

the knowledge of protozodlogy is not so far advanced as that of bac- 

teriology. This condition may be ascribed to the fact that on the one 

hand, the life history of the class protozoa is most complicated and on the 

other, the protozoan parasites can not be cultivated so easily as those of 

bacterial origin. However, the efforts of several workers have made the 

study of the pathogenic protozoa more accessible. The mode of trans- 

mission of Piroplasma bigemimum was clearly demonstrated by Smith 

and Kailborne;? later the relation of mosquitoes to the malarial parasites 

was discovered. The pure culture of the pathogenic protozoa outside 

of the living body was first accomplished by Novy and McNeal * in the 

case of Trypanosoma -lewist. These fundamental studies have thrown 

much light upon the methods of investigation in modern protozodlogy. 

It is my belief that we owe so much to your countrymen in the progress 

of this science that I have mentioned their admirable investigations in 

this field before entering upon the discussion of my own subject. 

Among the problems in modern protozodlogy which have greatly 

attracted the attention of scientific men, that one connected with the 

view of the late Professor Schaudinn * with respect to the relation of 

the hamocytozoa to trypanosomata may be mentioned. Schaudinn an- 

nounced that the hamocytozoan known as /Zalteridiwm develops into a 

trypanosoma in the body of the mosquito; furthermore, he believes that 

* Read at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Philippine Islands Medical Associa- 

tion, March 1, 1907. 

* Bull. Bureau of An. Industry, U. 8. Dept. of Agr. (1899). 

®’ Novy and McNeal: Contrib. to Med. Research (1903), 549. 

*Arb. a. d. k. Gsndhtsamte (1903-04) 20, 387. 
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piroplasma may similarly assume a trypanosoma form in the course of 

its development. However, Novy and McNeal® reached a different 

conclusion from the above observer, for they affirmed definitely that the 

trypanosomata of birds are not related. entirely to hiimocytozoa such as 

Halteridium and Leucocytozoa. 

Again, Rogers ° succeeded in securing a culture of the small, intracell- 

ular parasites of Kala-azar known as the Leishman-Donovan bodies, 

in which the organisms developed into large, motile flagellates, most 

closely resembling young trypanosomata which had not yet developed 

an undulating membrane. 

Thus, our problem on the relation of hamocytozoa to trypanosomata 

becomes more complicated and must be settled by further observations. 

For this reason [ took as my material for this investigation a form of 

bovine piroplasma which is readily accessible in Japan, and made some 

observations in codperation with my assistant Dr. Irikura. 

Observation 1.—In a paper * “On the Piroplasma Found in Japanese 

Cattle,” I have, with Dr. Shibayama, shown that a large percentage 

of Japanese cattle is infected with a species of piroplasma which seems 

to be similar to the parasite of coast fever (Piroplasma parvum). In the 

course of an extended study we were able fairly often to demonstrate the 

same parasites in the blood of the native cattle of Korea. These parasites, 

found in apparently healthy animals, have been mostly of the small 
bacillary type, the large pyriform or ring-shaped bodies only beimg seen 

occasionally. R. Koch® in one of his latest publications, described a 

pecuhar cross-form which distinguishes Piroplasma parvum from its allied 

parasites. After a prolonged search this form was also encountered in 

the blood smears prepared from our native cattle, although only in small 

numbers (Pl. I, fig. 1). However, we have not as yet observed any 

symptoms characteristic of coast fever in our infected Japanese cattle, 

although the parasites found therein might morphologically be identical 

with Piroplasma parvum Theiler. There are diverse views in regard to 

the pyriform body of this species. Some observers believe that the pyri- 

form body occasionaly met with in the blood of an animal suffering from 

coast fever rather represents a mixed infection with “Texas fever,’ while 

others consider it to be a distinct form occurring in the life cycle of 
Piroplasma parvum, as is the case in the other varieties of this group. 

In support of the latter view it may be stated that we have observed the 

large pyriform body occurring regularly, although in small numbers, in 

the circulating blood of every infected animal, and in Japan an infection 

with Texas fever is out of the question. 

°Am. Med. (1904), 8, 932. 

®° Quart. J: Mier. Se. Lond. (1905), 48, 367. 

"“Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1906) 54, 189. 

* Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1905), 47, 1865. 
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As is already known, the parasite Piroplasma parvum is also char- 

acterized by the fact that the infection can not-be transferred by the 

inoculation of the blood itself, and in this respect we have observed that 

it differs greatly from its allied organisms, P. bigeminum, P. carus, ete. ; 

however, on the other it shows a great similarity to “Hemoprotens” 

which is a common parasite in the blood of birds. 

Observation 2.—Since the discovery of the important réle taken by 

ticks in infections with piroplasmata, many observers have in vain endea- 

vored to prove the existence of the developmental forms in the bodies 

of the ticks which lve on infected animals. Very recently an actual 

demonstration of a developmental change of the piroplasma was given 

for the first time by R. Koch.? He described certain developmental 

forms of Piroplasma bigenunum and P. parvum, the final stages of which 

are as yet unknown. After his work was published, we endeavored to 

repeat his experiments by feeding the cattle tick Rhipicephalus australis, 

which is found abundantly on the native cattle of Japan and is regarded 

as being a probable carrier of Piroplasma parvum. After several unsuc- 

cessful trials, my efforts were directed toward the cultural method by 
which Rogers and other observers were able successfully to demonstrate 

the flagellate stage of the Leishman-Donovan bodies. 

The following different culture media were tested in our preliminary 

experiments on the cultivation of the piroplasma; blood agar, sodium 

citrate, both acidulated and nonacidulated; beef extract, peptone water ; 

calf’s serum; physiologic salt solution; common bouillon, etc. On the 

4th of July, 1906, we first observed a few motile organisms in one test tube 

which contained a small amount of infected blood mixed with acidulated 

sodium citrate solution, prepared according to the method of Rogers. 

The entire series of cultures was then carefully examined but no evidence 

of development of any motile organism was obtained except in the 

bouillon ones.. This medium was apparently the most favorable, large 

flagellates having abundantly developed therein after four days’ incuba- 

tion at a room temperature. Only a shght multiplication of the or- 

ganisms took place in the first culture which we obtained in acidulated 

sodium citrate. 

The length of the organism at its full-grown stage, as it is observed 

in cultures, is about five times the diameter of an erythrocyte. It, at 

this time, possesses a well-defined undulating membrane and a long 

flagellum. The position of a nucleus and blepharoplast in the body of 

the flagellate renders it impossible to distinguish it from a typical try- 

panosoma developed in a culture. (PI. ITI, fig. 2.) 

The method which we have employed is a simple one, and is practically 

° Ibid (1905) 47, 1865, and Zitschr. f. Hyg. uw. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1906) 

54, 1. 
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the same as that used by Rogers. *° The blood containing intracellular 

parasites, is drawn from the jugular vein and then quickly defibrinated 

under strict precautions so as to avoid bacterial contamination; it is 

then directly mixed with ordinary nutrient bouillon in proportions vary- 

ing from one-fifth to one-tenth, and placed aseptically in sterile test- 

tubes which thereafter are maintained at a temperature of 20° to 30° ©. 

The development of the parasites in a successful culture takes place in 

the following manner: On the first day no motile form is seen; on the 

second, there can be observed a certain number of peculiar cells which 

occupy the upper layer of sedimented corpuscles and which macro- 

scopically appear as a series of whitish dots. Very few motile forms 

resembling typical trypanosomata are visible in these cells on the third . 

day after incubation, but thereafter the trypanosomata multiply vigor- 

ously and reach the maximum number between the tenth and fourteenth 

day, (Blo Ws tig25) 

In a culture kept at room temperature, the trypanosomata remain 

motile until forty-five days later, at this time most of them have under- 

gone degeneration and globular cells with irregular granulations result. 

In a culture preserved at a lower temperature, ranging from 10° to 20° 

C., the organism on the contrary remains alive until three months 

after the maximum number has been reached. It is noteworthy that sub- 

cultures are also readily obtained by inoculating from the original strain 

into a new blood bouillon, as in the case of Trypanosoma lewist. 

The most important factor in securing the multiplication of the para- 

sites essentially consists in great precautions in avoiding the slightest 

contamination with bacteria, as is the case with other cultures of protozoa. 

We have already made miscroscopical examinations of the blood in 

over 200 cattle and among them not one has proved to be infected with 

trypanosomata; moreover, all varieties of bovine trypanosomiasis are 

entirely unknown in our country, at least up to the present time no 

one has demonstrated a case of such infection. 

As is well known, there are many protozoan parasites which infect a 

living host without the latter manifesting any pathological symptoms; 

it is also a fact that microscopic examination is not as delicate a means 

for the detection of a small number of parasites as is the cultural method, 

which is essentially used in the study of bacteria. From a consideration 

of these conditions it seems more natural at once to consider the tryp- 

anosoma-like flagellates found in our cultures to be true trypanosomata, 

which, owing to their extremely small number in the original blood, 

would fail of detection by means of the microscopical examination alone. 

However, the relation between piroplasma and trypanosoma, although 

supported by the views of Schaudinn and other observers, is still a question 

“ Lancet (1905) 1, 1684. , 
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of much interest and one which needs further investigation and therefore 

our observations on the parasites were extended further. The results of 

this study are here presented in as brief a manner as possible. 

Observation 3.—TIwenty-one native cattle were carefully examined 
both by microscopic and cultural methods at the same time. Of this 

number, nine were shown by microscopic examination to be infected with 

Piroplasma parvum; im only seven of these cases were the flagellate 

organisms found in the cultures; in the remaining two, the cultures 

gave no growth of flagellates. Microscopic tests failed to detect any 

parasite in the other twelve cases and, similarly, the cultural method 

gave a negative result. Therefore, the almost constant occurrence of 

piroplasma in the blood and of flagellates in the culture renders the 

existence of certain relations between them very probable and we can 

hardly regard this occurrence as a merely accidental phenomenon. 

I have also ascertained the minimum doses of infected blood which 

would give a growth of the flagellates in cultures. For this purpose a 

freshly prepared culture medium was used, which consisted of the blood 

of an uninfected calf or rabbit and common bouillon. Hach tube 

of the blood-bouillon was inoculated with a different amount of the 

infected blood which harbored a fair number of intraglobular parasites. 

I have obtained some interesting results from a series of experiments 

along this line, namely, that the quantity of the incubated material is 

a matter of indifference in respect to the development of trypanosomata 

in the cultures, since one platinum-loop full of the blood gave exactly 

the same result as if one cubic centimeter of the same material was used. 
In other words, the germ which gives rise to trypanosomata in the 

culture exists even in so small an amount of the blood as one platinum 

loop-full, or one drop. These facts suggested a possible means of 

detecting the flagellates by direct blood examination, if they exist origi- 

nally in the blood of an infected calf. However, a large number of blood 

preparations, both fresh and stained, were thoroughly investigated, but 

no flagellates were observed. This mode of observation was repeated 

several times, but every series gave negative results. Furthermore, we 

have centrifugated a mixture of the infected blood and salt-solution at 

a low temperature, to prevent a possible development of the parasites. 

The sediment was than removed drop by drop from the upper layer of 

the centrifugated material and subjected to careful microscopic examina- 

tion. It was expected by this procedure to obtain direct evidence of the 

existence of trypanosomata in the blood, but our trials failed to detect 

any motile or flagellated organism. 

Observation 4.—The most effective evidence in favor of the view that 

the flagellates originate in the culture may be secured by a morphologic 
study of each developmental stage of the parasites, but many difficulties 

are encountered in such investigations. On the one hand the scanty 
535602 
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number of the pyriform bodies in the material treated renders the work 

most difficult and on the other, when a flagellate once starts to develop 

in the culture, it multiplies so quickly as very much to interfere with the 

work of tracing each developmental stage. After extensive researches, 

certain interesting forms of the parasites were found in the stained 
films prepared from young cultures, which afterwards gave a growth of 

numerous trypanosomata. Soon after the culture was made, a few round 

cells, which morphologically were identical with the free pyriform bodies, 

were seen in stained preparations. (Pl. I, fig. 2.) Within the first 

twenty-four hours after incubation, the diameter of the round cells 

(Pl. I, fig. 3) imereased, and it finally became twice that of an erythro- 

cyte. Associated with the enlarged cells there also were irregular amee- 

boid forms (Pl. I, fig. 4) similar to the former in nature. In this stage 

the chromatin of the cells was distributed more or less irregularly in 

the cytoplasm; in some it was diffused throughout, while in others, dis- 

tinct chromatin granules were demonstrable. A further advanced stage 
of the parasites which occurred in cultures was a vacuolated, globular 

form which retained its staining property just as nonvacuolated cells do. 

(Pl. II, fig. 5.) As a result of the distension of the vacuole, the parasite 

gradually assumed the shape of a large ring, of which the thickest part 

contained some chromatic dust. (Pl. IJ, fig. 6.) In addition to these, 

there were many degenerated cells of an allied nature, which were prin- 

cipally characterized by the numerous vacuoles and hypertrophic chroma- 

tin. (PI. II, fig. 7.) The change which took place within the next 

twenty-four hours was very interesting. The ring-shaped cells (Pl. I. 

fig. 8) in which the chromatic dust had already become rearranged so as 

to form a large nucleus and a small blepharoblast, transformed themselves 

into spindle-shaped organisms in which no visible flagella were present. 

Associated with this form was observed the flagellated motile parasite 

(Pl. III, fig. 9) which morphologically was almost identical with the 

former. 

Finally, in the 72-hour culture we obtained a flagellated form showing . 

the development of an undulating membrane. The size of this form, 

which was that of a typical trypanosoma, increased and afterwards it 

multiplied in the manner usual for true trypanosomata—that is, by long- 

itudinal fission (Pl. III, figs. 10 and 11)—thereafter, as has already 

been mentioned, the fullgrown and divisional forms increased in number.** 

The recent observation of R. Koch ** in regard to the developmental 

changes of piroplasma are of great interest, for he described several forms 

encountered in the body of ticks which in some respects resemble those 

obtained by us in culture. In the first place, his most predominating 

1A detailed account of these developmental forms of Piroplasma parvum 

must be left for our more complete paper on the subject. 

2 Deutsche Med. Wehnsch. (1905), 47, 1865. 
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forms are peculiar cells, provided with numerous fine, protoplasmic proc- 

esses; furthermore, he described a large, rounded form and a club- 

shaped parasite which closely resembled the odkinetes of Plasmodium and 

Halteridium. These important observations were later confirmed by 

Kleime** who used a different method of investigation. He secured a 

culture of canine piroplasma by diluting the infected blood with salt 
solution and was also able to demonstrate the peculiar, star-shaped cells 

and globular forms in his cultures. The further developmental forms, 

after the majority of the cells had undergone degenerative change, did 

not appear in cultures of Piroplasma canis. 

In comparing the results obtained by both of these authors with our 

own, we find many points of resemblance in respect to the morphological 

features of the parasites. The star-shaped forms described by Koch 

and Kleine probably correspond to the amceboid cells (Pl. I, fig. 4) 

found in the early developmental stage of our parasite, though the latter 

does not possess such a fine plasmic process as the former. The globular 

eells (Pl. I, fig. 3; Pl. IT, figs. 5 and 6) are a common form occurring 

in the development of all cases, and the club-shaped ones figured by 

Koch seem to correspond to the first stage of the motile flagellate observed 

with our parasite. On the other hand, the successful culture of the 

intracellular parasite was first accomplished by Rogers with the Leishman- 

Donovan bodies. The facts demonstrated by the above-mentioned authors 

therefore greatly support our own observations. It may be well here to 

add that the mode of formation of a flagellated form in the case of our 

parasite is apparently different from that of others; especially does it 

differ from that of the Leishmania donovam, which transforms to the | 

flagellate by direct elongation of an enlarged globular form, whereas the 

piroplasma, according to our observations, develops in the unusual man- 

ner described above. 

Observation 5.—The final means by which we are able to reach a 

definite conclusion in respect to the trypanosomata consists of animal 

experiments with the cultures. It is a well-known fact that with the 

parasite of coast fever (Piroplasma parvum) the direct inoculation of the 

blood into cattle, even in a large amount, always fails to give rise to in- 

fection with the appearance of parasites in the animal so inoculated, and 

as regards this point the parasites investigated by us were already proved 

to be identical with Piroplasma parvum. We selected three calves which, 

after repeated examinations by microscopic and cultural methods, were 

demonstrated to be free from parasites. The animals were then in- 

oculated with a culture containing motile trypanosomata in abundance 

and as a necessary prerequisite to the successful completion of the 

experiment, they were kept under such conditions that danger of infec- 

tion from any source, especially from ticks, was avoided. The blood 

8 Ztschr. f. Hyg. w. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1906), 54, 10. 
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of the calves, after the injection, was microscopically and culturally ex- 

amined from time to time. One of the animals proved itself to be 

refractive, as is observed in the case of the direct inoculation of the 

infected blood. However, the others were infected with parasites, which 

fact was first proved by the cultural method and later demonstrated to 

be the case microscopically. In one instance, eight days after imocula- 

tion, the blood of the susceptible animal began to give a growth of the 

flagellated parasite in culture, whereas seventeen days later by the aid of 

the microscope alone, the intracellular parasites were visible in the same 

animal. (PI. III, fig. 12.) The number of our experiments on animals 

is not as yet sufficiently large for us definitely to give the duration of 

incubation of the infection and other details. 

The foregoing discussion brings us to the following conclusions: 

1. A variety of hamocytozoa known as Piroplasma parvum can readily 

be cultivated outside of the living body. 

2. The parasites undergo the developmental change in blood-bouillon 

and finally take the form of a typical trypanosoma. This trypanosoma 

can not be detected in the blood of infected animals. 

3. A simple mixture of blood and bouillon is the most suitable medium 

for the cultivation of protozoa such as Piroplasma parvum and Trypan- 

osoma lewist. 
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Large, globular parasite with two small vacuoles developed in twenty 

hours’ culture at 25° to 30° C. Mag. 1570. 

. Large globular forms with one large vacuole developed in twenty hours’ 

eulture at 25° C. Mag. 1570. 

. Irregular, large, vacuolated forms occurring in forty-eight hours’ culture 

at 25° C. Mag. 1100. 
. More advanced stage in the development of the globular parasite. Body 

erescentic. Forty-eight hours’ culture at 25° C. Mag. 1305. 

Prate III. 

Flagellated form occurring in a forty-eight hours’ culture at 25° to 30° C. 

Mag. 1570. 

Enlarged flagellate possessing two blepharoplasts and flagella with but 

a single nucleus; preliminary divisional form occurring in three days’ 

culture at 25°. Mag. 1305. 

Smear from a four days’ culture grown at room temperature (20° to 27° C.), 

showing (@) typical, dividing trypanosoma; (0) a slender flagellated 

form. Mag. 1305. 

Smear from seven days’ culture incubated at room temperature (20° to 

27° ©.) Showing numerous trypanosomata. Mag. 820. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

Having been instructed by the Surgeon-General of the Army to in- 

vestigate the cause of dengue and to determine the possibility of the 

transmission of the disease by mosquitoes, we undertook the experiments 

to be detailed below when the opportunity was afforded us by the occur- 

rence of the disease in epidemic form at Fort William McKinley, Province 

of Rizal, Luzon, P. I., 5 miles out of Manila. 

The incidental investigation of available literature on the subject in- ~ 

dicated to our minds that a brief discussion of all the features and phases 

of the disease would not be out of place, as there are discrepancies to be 

reconciled and certain doubts to be settled, some of which may possibly 

be ended by our conclusions, while on the other hand some points on 

which our experiments leave us in doubt seem to be strengthened by the 

history of the disease as recorded in the literature. 

The literature has not been nearly as accessible to us as we could 

wish, and several articles, both old and new, which we desired to consult, 

were not available. 
The first question that merits discussion in the consideration of this 

disease concerns its existence as a disease entity. At times the question 
of identity with influenza has been raised. 

However, in our opinion, the study of the writings of those men who 

have had experience with dengue should promptly and finally settle the 

question. The agreement in the descriptions from 1827 and 1828, when 

Dickson, Squaer, Osgood, Dumaresq and others wrote of the disease, down 

to the latest articles accessible, such as those of Guiteras and Cartaya, is 

remarkable, while the almost simultaneous appearance from opposite sides 

of the world of two reports agreeing so closely throughout as do those of 

the Australian committee and of Guiteras and Cartaya, is even more 

striking, and the clinical picture drawn from these writings from almost 

a century of literature and from every part of the tropical and sub- 

tropical world is quite distinct and unique. It has very little in common 

with the picture of influenza, and many points of difference, and in our 

opinion it would be only the exceptional case that would give rise to 

confusion. 
II. EPIDEMIOLOGY. 

1. HISTORY. 

The written history of dengue extends back clearly as far as 1827, while it 

is quite probable that it was recognized and described much earlier: By Rush (1), 

in 1780, as “bilious remittent fever;” by Boylon, in Jaya, in 1779, while 

Thomas (3), speaks of Pazzio describing an epidemic in Seville, in 1764-68, which 

was traced to Africa. Dickson’s (2) writings, however, first brought the question 

into prominence, at least with Americans, and his observations and descriptions 

are applicable to the disease as it occurs to-day. 

The number of writers, from the earliest down to the present, who have 

likened the disease, in its causation and spread, to yellow fever, is very striking. 
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Foster says that most of them have considered it a modified yellow fever. We 

do not so infer from such literature as we have seen. They speak of it as 

having a common cause, but as these statements were made before the specific 

causes of any of the fevers were known, we take it that the writers meant merely 

that the cause of both was a “miasm,” an atmospheric condition, the state of the 

ground water, etc. We have not found any author who states that the one 

disease may arise from the other. 

The disease has occurred in most widespread epidemics in the tropical and 

subtropical world, not only covering large areas of country, but attacking a 

greater proportion of the inhabitants than probably any other known disease, and 

‘usually also affecting most of the other members of a family after one has been 

attacked. That being the case, it is rather surprising that a belief in its 

contagiousness has not been practically universal. 

As a matter of fact, only a minority of the authorities whose writings are 

accessible to us have expressed an unqualified belief in its contagiousness, while 

many have rejected it entirely. 

Dickson considered it very highly contagious, while many of his contemporaries 

liken it to yellow fever in its manner of progression. Most writers express them- 

selves as in doubt on the subject. Wragg denied contagiousness, as did Horlbeck 

(4). 

Holliday (6) wrote to sixty practitioners who had large experience with the 

disease, asking their opinions as to its contagiousness. Torty-five replied that 

it was simply epidemic, four that it was contagious, two were in doubt, and the 

rest did not answer. 

One point on which the writers, from first to last, almost unanimously agree 

_is the influence of atmospheric conditions. Hot, sultry weather, with abundant 

rains, is by all thought to favor the occurrence of epidemics. Nearly all also agree 

in stating that lowlands, seaports, the deltas of rivers and the neighborhood of 

marshes, are favorable places for the occurrence of the disease, while it seldom 

prevails extensively inland, and almost never at high altitudes. 

If, in addition to this, we consider that it is a tropical disease, only extending 

as far north as our Gulf States and Charleston in the summer, usually about 

August, and dying out with the coming of frost (6), we have one of the reasons 

for likening it to yellow fever. Epidemics have possibly occurred in Philadelphia 

in 1780, and Ohio, in 1828, though we have not had access to the original accounts 

of these outbreaks, but it was only in the hottest part of the year in each instance. 

Guiteras and Cartaya (7) say: “Dengue presents in its epidemiology a great 

resemblance to mosquito-borne disease, especially yellow fever. Hpidemics appear 

in the hot season, even in the Tropics. It selects by preference the great seaports, 

the coast, and avoids the interior highlands. We meet places in which infection 

persists, epidemics which develop slowly in the beginning. If it then spreads 

rapidly it is because of the shortness of the incubation and the presence of many 

susceptible people. * * * Everything indicates that its transmission is not 

direct from sick to well. * * * It is common for a sick person to be taken to 

a place where dengue does not exist, and no harm result. * * * In Havana 

itself, and at the very height of the epidemic, there was a place in which the disease 

did not spread, simply because of freedom from insects. In Las Animas (Hos- 

pital) we have treated a good number of cases in the same rooms with other 

patients * * * without any contracting dengue. We have treated the greater 

part of our cases in the pavilion used for infectious diseases of known means of 

transmission, a pavilion protected against insects by metallic screening and 

frequent fumigation to kill mosquitoes, but where other disinfection was not 
practiced, and still dengue has not been transmitted to anyone.” 
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They also speak of some experiments they made on mosquito transmission, 

but they do not publish the work, and state that they attach little value to it. 

Cazamain (8), in reporting an epidemic on the French ship Kersaint, suggests 

the possibility of the mosquito acting as a “carrier.” 

The Australian committee (Robertson) report (9) says: “It is undoubtedly 

highly infectious, but clinical observation does not enable us to form any definite 

opinion as to the mode in which the infection is carried from person to person. In 

some respects the spread of the disease suggests some peculiarity in the method of 

propagation differing from that of the well-known diseases, influenza, scarlet 

fever, measles, etc. It appeared to spread particularly to contiguous houses, 

whole streets being attacked seriatim. One observation appears to have some’ 

bearing on the method of propagation. That is, the medical men have, in many 

instances, appeared immune to the disease, although exposed to it daily, indeed 

hourly, until cases appeared in their own households, when they fell victims, 

being usually among the last members of the households to be attacked.” 

Hirsch (10) says that its infectiousness is certain, its contagiousness doubtful, 

but he gives some significant quotations that suggest mosquito transmission. Thus 

he quotes Waring (North Amer. M. & S. Jour., 1830) as saying of the epidemic 

of 1826, “the breakbone fever has been suppressed by the frost,” and of that 

of 1828, “it terminates under the effect of frost.” Arnold (11) he quotes as 

follows: “This disease is undoubtedly affected by frost. The diminution of cases 

last fall was as marked as the diminution in our endemic climate [yellow] fever 

usually is.” 

Speaking of the Madras epidemic of 1872 Hirsch says that it ended in the 
middle of October with the onset of strong winds and colder weather. He also 

cites instances to show that freedom from epidemics is conferred by altitude. 

Leichtenstern (12), although regarding the disease as contagious, makes the 

following suggestive observations concerning it: 

1. It is a disease of tropical and subtropical zones, and in these zones it has 

a marked preference for the hot season, and almost always ends, as if suddenly 

cut off, on the recurrence of cold weather or the beginning of the cool season. 

2. It is a disease of sea coasts and ports, and coast cities, and may go up large 

navigable streams, as the Mississippi. It rarely occurs inland or at high altitudes. 

When it went 4,000 feet high on Lebanon in 1889 the season was exceptionally 

hot. 

3. He considers it a “highly contagious” disease, carried by ships, pilgrims 

and emigrants; nevertheless, contagion alone, in the strict sense of the term, 

can not satisfactorily explain its occurrence and spread. 

4. He calls it contagious-miasmatic; that is, it is contagious from person to 

person, but only under certain conditions of time and place. 

5. He likens its manner of spread (he wrote prior to the work of Reed, Carroll, 

et al.) to that of yellow fever. 

Sandwith (13), writing of the disease in Egypt, says it always begins in 

August and September, with the rains, and ends in December, when colder weather 

begins. In speaking of its relation to surface water he says: “The conclusion 

would seem to be that dengue, with its unexplained affection for coasts, rainy 

seasons and large rivers, only appears in Egypt when the Nile is in its annual 

flood.” He believed the disease to be contagious but cites instances that appear 

to point to some other method of diffusion. 

Smart (14) likened the disease in some ways to yellow fever but said: “There 

is sufficient evidence of its infectious, if not of its contagious properties.” 

Fayrer (15) says: “The degree of communicability as well as the work of 

communication can, howeyer, hardly be regarded as a settled question.” He 

quotes Charles as expressing “his belief that when the eruption is out the danger 
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of communicability is greatest and that on or about the tenth day, when the 

eruption has disappeared and after carbolic-acid baths, the danger of communica- 

tion ceases.” We think that this observation is probably correct, but explainable 

quite apart from any belief in direct contagion. 

Fayrer quotes many Indian medical officers who express most diverse views 

concerning the epidemiology of the disease, yet nearly all seem to be readily 

accounted for under a theory of mosquito transmission. 

Manson (16) does not express himself as believing in any special method of 

propagation, though he quotes Graham’s work. 

Van der Burg (17) says that epidemics are most common in the hot, moist 

‘season, and cease when the weather grows cooler, especially if very heavy rains 

oceur, accompanied by cool winds. He thinks that dengue is very probably 

contagious, but that the contagious principle is different in character from that 

of smallpox, epidemic influenza and like diseases. He states that unknown 

exogenous conditions are necessary for its spread, wherefore many regard it as 

a “contagious-miasmatic disease.” 

Scheube (18) says that the question of contagion is still undecided, but he 

considers the disease one requiring unusual conditions for its spread. 

Agramonte (19) expresses the belief that the disease may exist in a latent 

state for weeks, under conditions not as yet well recognized. ; 

Stitt (20) says that the disease is not infectious in the same sense as is 

influenza. 

Harris Graham (21) in 1903 expressed his definite belief that the disease is 

transmitted by mosquitoes, and cited some interesting experiments in support of 

his belief. This belief seemed well founded, and the experiments in support of it 

almost conclusive, but the value of his work was impaired by the fact that in 

the same paper he described as the etiologic factor an intracorpuscular “organism 

with ameboid movement, and in many ways resembling the Plasmodium malarie.” 

It is probable that many workers, having satisfied themselves that such an 

organism did not exist in the blood of dengue, concluded that Graham had worked 

with some other disease, and so did_not recognize the real importance of his work. 

We are unable to believe that the disease is characterized by the presence of any 

organism microscopically resembling that of malaria, but we think that our 

observations do lend support to Graham’s conclusions as to mosquito transmission. 

Carpenter and Sutton (22) failed to transmit the disease by means of mosquito 

bites, but we think that we can explain their failure more readily than we can 

the negative results which we obtained in some of our own experiments. 

2. THE FORT WILLIAM M’KINLEY EPIDEMIC. 

The epidemic from which we drew our cases is of great interest, as 

we think that its history fully supports our belief that the disease is 

mosquito-borne. Fort William McKinley is situated about 5 miles from 

the city of Manila, upon rolling land consisting of slight elevations 

interspersed with low, damp country. There are stationed at this post 

two regiments of infantry, two squadrons of cavalry, one battery of field 
artillery and one company of engineers. 

The infantry barracks are situated near a emeil stream which drains 
the lowest part of the post in their vicinity. This stream is overgrown 

with a rank tropical vegetation and is an ideal breeding-place for 

mosquitoes. The epidemic began in the barracks of the Sixteenth In- 
fantry, which is situated nearer this stream than any of the other barracks 
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of the post. From the Sixteenth Infantry the infection spread to the 

Thirteenth, and from the Thirteenth to the contiguous barracks of the 

Eighth Cavalry. It is significant that the battery of Field Artillery and 

the company of United States Engineers almost entirely escaped the 
infection, and that their barracks are situated at least 2 miles from this 

stream, upon high, well-drained land. 

The tables, and map which follow show the manner in which the disease 

spread from barrack to barrack and through the post. 

mentioned is indicated upon the map in red. 

The stream . 

Table illustrating the spread of dengue fever at Fort Wilham McKinley from July 1, 1906, 

to November 1, 1906. 
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Table illustrating the spread of dengue fever at Fort William McKinley from July 1, 1906, 

to November 1, 1906—Continued. 
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Table illustrating the spread of dengue fever at Fort William McKinley from July 1, 1906, 

to November 1, 1906—Continued. 

EIGHTH CAVALRY. 
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Table showing the strength of each company, the number of cases of dengue fever, and the 

percentage infected in the Sixteenth and Thirteenth Regiments of Infantry. 

j 1 
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Table ahogiing the strength of each company, the number of cases of dengue fever, and the 

percentage infected in the Highth Cavalry. 

= 

Eighth U.S. Cavalry. 
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From the above tables it will be seen that the greatest ratio of infec- 

tions in any one company was in Company H of the Thirteenth Infantry 

where 58 per cent of the men were infected, while in Company E of 

the Sixteenth Infantry only one man was infected, but this company left 
the post during the early days of the epidemic and thus can not be 

considered in this relation. It should also be remembered that Com- 

panies A, B, C, D of the Thirteenth and EH, F, G, H of the Sixteenth 

were absent from the post after August 12, 1906. 

In considering this table it will be noticed that the epidemic of 

dengue began in the Sixteenth Infantry upon July 1, reached the 

Thirteenth Infantry July 7, and the Eighth Cavalry not until July 29. 

It should be stated that the barracks of the Eighth Cavalry are at 

a considerable distance, at least 1 mile, from those of the Sixteenth 

Infantry, which, if we consider the disease to be mosquito-borne, will 

account for the long period of time elapsing between the infection of 

the two organizations. ; 
On August 1, 1906, the First Battalion of the Thirteenth Infantry 

and the Second Battalion of the Sixteenth were ordered for field service 
in Leyte, P. I., and were still absent on this duty on November 1, 1906. 

At the time the First Battalion of the Thirteenth Infantry left Fort 

McKinley, 58 men had been sent to the post hospital suffering from 

dengue. No cases developed in this battalion on its voyage by boat to 

Leyte, nor have any cases developed in the battalion in Leyte. If dengue 

were a contagious disease this certainly would not have been the case, 

but removal from the focus of infection and from the disseminator of 

the infection—that is, the mosquito—resulted. in a complete disappearance 

of dengue from this battalion. 
At the time the Second Battalion of the Sixteenth Infantry left 

Fort McKinley, on August 12, dengue had just appeared, this battalion 
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only having sent about 20 cases to the post hospital suffering from the 

disease ; three days before leaving it sent 5 more, but no cases developed 

upon the voyage to Leyte, nor have any cases appeared in this battalion 

since arriving in Leyte. It seems to us that the almost instant disap- 

pearance of dengue from these battalions upon their removal from Fort 

McKinley and their voyage by sea to Leyte is almost positive proof of the 

relation of the mosquito to the transmission of the disease. It is obvious 

that no mosquitoes were present upon the boat, and that, as probably no 

cases were infected previously to embarking, the mosquitoes in Leyte did 

not become infected, and therefore dengue did not continue in these 

troops. ; 
Another fact of importance in considering the transmission of this 

disease is the manner in which it spread from barrack to barrack. If 

the disease were purely contagious we would expect contiguous barracks 

to become infected in order. As a matter of fact, as shown by the map, 

in which the barracks are numbered in the order in which they became 

infected, contiguous barracks did not always become infected in the 

order one would suppose; thus, of two barracks standing side by side, 

one might be infected two or three weeks before the other, whereas 

another several hundred yards distant from the first might be the 

second one to become infected. A careful study of the map will show 

that this is true in a great many instances, and it can be explained, 

we think, by the erratic flight of an infected insect, such as the mosquito. 

Lack of contagion is strongly suggested by the fact that although over 

400 cases of dengue were treated in the general medical wards of the 
post hospital, and although no special means were employed to prevent 

contagion, no cases developed in the wards except in three attendants 

who were on night duty. 

In our own camp, where the patients under our observation were 

treated, we have had 128 cases. Here no person developed the disease, 

except after inoculation and in consequence thereof, though attendants 

and patients mingled freely, and we made every effort, as will be seen 

in the detailed report of cases, to convey the disease by fomites, or air. 

We had dengue patients and well men sleep together, eat together and 

wear one another’s clothing; both sick and well meanwhile abstained from 

bathing, and used a common close-stool kept in the tent with them. All 
the sick recovered and none of the well men developed the disease through- 

out the experiments, unless they were inoculated later. 

We therefore feel justified in stating that dengue is not contagious, 

and think that the history and epidemiology, taken in connection with 

Graham’s work and what we later detail, justify the correlative state- 

ment that the disease is mosquito-borne. 
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Til. ETIOLOGY. 

1. HISTORICAL. 

The etiological factor concerned in the causation of dengue has been long and 

patiently sought for by almost every investigator who has studied the disease; 

thus, nearly every fluid, secretion and excretion of the body has been examined, 

and, as might be expected, not a few observers have announced, from time 

to time, the discovery of a causative organism. Many of these so-called “discov- 

eries’” were made during the dawn of bacteriological science, and a perusal of 

the methods adopted in isolating the organisms described, as well-as the deserip- 

tion of their morphology is sufficient to prove their absolute lack of scientific 

accuracy. Therefore, we have not deemed it necessary to review such contri- 

butions, but among the many who have investigated the etiology of this disease 

there are a few whose observations demand consideration. Among these may be 

mentioned McLaughlin, Graham, Carpenter and Sutton, Guiteras and Agramonte. 

The early investigations regarding the etiology of dengue were directed toward 

a bacterial cause, but within the past few years the increasing importance of the 

protozoa in the etiology of disease has turned the current of investigation, and 

almost all of the work which has been done upon this subject by recent investi- 

gators has been founded upon the belief that the disease is caused by some 

protozoén, probably by one inhabiting the blood. 

However, despite the fact that a great amount of labor has been expended in 

the search for a bacterial or protozoal organism, it is surprising how few records 

of this work there are and, upon analysis, how unsatisfactory the conclusions 

arrived at. Perhaps, in no other disease, as common and as thoroughly studied 

clinically as dengue, is there so limited a literature concerning its parasitic 

etiology and it must be admitted that this is one of the infections of man which, 

up to the present, has baffled all attempts at a solution of its etiology. 

The earliest attempt, based upon bacteriological methods, to discover the 

organism causing dengue was that of McLaughlin (23). The descriptions of his 

experiments are detailed and the results obtained are of interest, but, viewed in 

the light of the approved bacteriological methods of to-day, are open to very severe 

criticism and have not been confirmed by late observers. 

McLaughlin, whose observations were published in 1886, Neeteas in the directly 

contagious character of the disease and that organisms of a bacterial nature, 

existed in the blood of the infected individual. He examined both fresh and 

stained specimens of blood, and cultures from blood made upon nutrient gelatine. 

He also made microscopical examinations of the vomitus and urine and endeavored 

to secure cultures of the organism by partially filling sterilized glass bulbs with 

blood from a vein and allowing the blood so obtained to incubate for weeks and 

even months. By this method he examined but one case, but by the methods 

previously given he studied forty. In the blood of every case he found 

spherical micrococci measuring one-twentieth to one-thirtieth the diameter of a 

red blood corpuscle, and red or purplish in color; in preparations made from 

cultures grown upon nutrient gelatine, the cocci; when in masses, appeared black 

- or brown, but when seen singly the red color was always distinct and character- 

istic. In the bulbs mentioned, which contained only blood (no bouillon) , the same 

organisms were found in pure culture after an incubation period of from six weeks 

to three months. 

While the researches of McLaughlin appear to have been partially accepted, 

or at least considered seriously by some writers, we regard them as only of 

purely historical interest, for reasons which are obyious. 

53560——3 
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Klein investigated very carefully the report of the presence of a short bacillus 

in the blood of dengue cases and concluded that there was not sufficient evidence 

to prove the constant association of this or any other organism with the disease. 

Wright was unable to demonstrate any organism as concerned in the etiology of 

dengue, and similar results followed the investigations of Crookshank and Mac- 

Fadyen. 

The observations of Graham (21) of Beirut. published in 1903, awakened in- 

creased interest in the etiology of this puzzling disease, and a considerable amount 

of work has since been done with the object of confirming or disproving his results. 

Graham’s investigations were carried out in Beirut; Syria, and resulted in the 

announcement by him that dengue is due to a protozoén inhabiting the red blood 

corpuscles and closely resembling the plasmodia of malaria, except for the absence 

of pigment. He examined the blood of over one hundred cases, but in his com- 

munication regarding the subject he does not state in how many of these he 

found the parasite, but admits that he was unable to demonstrate it in stained 

smears of the blood. As described by Graham, the parasite first appears as a 

small, hyaline rod or dot within the red blood corpuscle, constantly changing its 

position, the motility in some instances being very marked; later, the parasite 

increases in size, appears to present typical amceboid motion, and finally almost 

fills the red corpuscle, or rupturing it becomes free in the plasma, where it very 

soon degenerates. No sporulating forms are described, nor any other method of 

reproduction in man. The organism is never observed to contain any pigment. 

He states that he has found the same bodies in the blood of patients suffering from 

second and third attacks of the disease. 

From the results which this investigator obtained in transmission experiments 

to be mentioned later, he believed that the organism described underwent a develop- 

mental stage within the mosquito, and he therefore endeavored to trace such a 

cycle, using mosquitoes of the genus Culex fatigans Wied. for the purpose. By 

dissecting insects which had bitten dengue patients and examining the blood con- 

tained in the stomach, he claims to have demonstrated his piroplasma-like bodies 

in the mosquito up to the fifth day after the biting, and states that they undergo 

developmental changes similar to those occurring in the blood corpuscles in man. 

He did not succeed in finding any zygotes or any evidence of sexual forms within 

the mosquito. He also claims to have observed the spores of this organfsm “in 

among the cells of the salivary glands” after forty-eight hours in mosquitoes 

which have bitten a dengue patient upon the fourth day of the disease; he further 

claims that the spores could be demonstrated in the salivary glands of mosquitoes 

which had been kept a month. 

Graham produced a very severe case of fever resembling dengue by inoculating 

a man subcutaneously with peptonized normal salt solution containing the salivary 

glands of a mosquito which had bitten a dengue patient twenty-four hours before. 

He was deterred from further experimentation along this line by reason of the 

very severe symptoms produced in this case. 

Because of the positive character of Graham’s statements his work attracted 

widespread attention and encouraged many investigators to study with renewed 

energy the etiology of dengue, but although many experienced microscopists have 

endeavored to confirm his results none have done so as regards the presence 

of a parasite within the blood corpuscles. With the exception of Eberle, whose 

description of a plasmocba obviously applied to vacuoles, artefacts, ete., which 

are so common in the blood of fever patients, no investigator claims to have been 

able to demonstrate in dengue blood in nature, any constant parasite, bacterial or 

protozoiil. 

Carpenter and Sutton (22) studied 200 cases of dengue upon the Isthmus of 
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Panama, and examined both fresh and stained specimens of blood, using Wright’s, 

Ehrlich’s, the Romanowsky and Nocht’s methods, as well as bacterial stains. 

They were unable to demonstrate McLaughlin’s micrococcus or any other mi- 

crobrganisms in the blood. They found the nonpigmented bodies of Graham in 

unstained specimens, but not in stained ones. They also found the same bodies 

in the blood in other diseases; and regarded them as being due to necrobiotic 

changes in the red cells. They also examined mosquitoes which had bitten dengue 

patients, but found no parasites present in the insects. 

Guiteras (7), as the result of a very careful investigation in Habana in 1905, 

believes that Graham is mistaken regarding his organism and concludes, after 

examining a large series of blood specimens taken during all days of the disease, at 

various hours and stained by various methods, that the blood contains no structure 

resembling a parasite. 

The investigations by the staff of the Government Laboratories (24) at 

Manila, P. I., in 1960 into the etiology of dengue, resulted negatively as to the 

presence of a parasite. Their conclusions were as follows: (1) In dengue fever 

there is no leucocytosis; (2) the differential count of the white corpuscles in this 

disease show normal proportions of the several varieties; (3) the haematozoén 

deseribed by Graham has not been found present in the circulating blood of our 

cases; (4) the micrococeus described by McLaughlin has not been encountered. 

Agramonte (19), studying the disease in Habana in 1906, was unable to 

demonstrate any parasite in the blood, and the recent researches of Kieweit de 

Jonge and de Haan (25), in Java, which were most thorough, were also without 

result. Stitt (20), working upon the subject in Cavite, P. I., was unable to 

demonstrate any organism in the blood. 

Method of transmission.—Until the publication of Graham’s work practically 

nothing had been done in the way of experimental research directed toward the 

discovery of the method of transmission of dengue fever. We have already 

touched upon the theories regarding this question in considering the epidemiology 

of the disease, but so far as we have been able to determine, after consulting 

all the literature available, to Graham belongs the credit of first attacking this 

problem in a practical and scientific manner. His work aroused much interest, 

and however he may have erred in his interpretation of the bodies described by 

him as the cause of the disease, we believe that his experiments regarding the 

method of transmission are most valuable and his conclusion that dengue is 

transmitted by the mosquito is well founded and has been experimentally con- 

firmed. 

Graham’s experiments regarding mosquito transmission were briefly as follows: 

Four men in good health were selected and slept night after night beneath 

mosquito bars containing mosquitoes that had bitten dengue patients. In one 

case the disease developed four days from the date of the first exposure, in one 

in five days, and in one in six days. In one case the result was negative. 

During the time the experiment lasted the men remained in their homes, where 

there had been no other cases of the disease, and where none developed later. 

In order to obviate the possibility that these men might have contracted the 

disease in some other way, there being a very severe epidemic in the city at 

that time, Graham took mosquitoes that had bitten dengue patients to a 

village situated in the mountains, where no cases of the disease had occurred. 

At this village he liberated the mosquitoes under the nets of two young men, 

living in different localities, and orders were given that the men were not to 

leave the nets until permitted. One of these men developed a very severe attack 

of dengue in four days after exposure, the other in five days. The mosquitoes 

were destroyed and the men continued to sleep under the mosquito bars for some 
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time after recovery. No other cases of the disease occurred in this village. The 

mosquitoes used in these experiments are stated by Graham to be Culex fatigans 

Wied., and the insects were used within a short time after biting infected patients. 

Graham further states that in Beirut no Anopheles are to be found, but that 

during the dengue epidemic the city was infested with great numbers of Culez 

fatigans Wied. It will be seen that of six healthy men bitten by infected 

mosquitoes, five developed dengue, two in four days, two in five days, and one in 

six days. 

Since Graham’s experiments and results were published, a few observers have 

endeavored to confirm them, but without success. Carpenter and Sutton (22) 

experimented with various mosquitoes, viz: Oulex stimulans Walk., C. tarsalis 

Coq., Stegomyia fasciata Fbr., ete., but not with Culex fatigans Wied. The mos- 

quitoes used were young, well-grown insects, reared by them and kept for from 

five to fourteen days after biting, when they were dissected and very carefully 

examined. No protozoa were demonstrated, nor any other organism which they 

regarded as of etiologic importance. The authors regard their mosquito inocula- 

tion experiments as untrustworthy, and state that no definite statements can 

be made concerning them. They give but four experimental cases of mosquito 

inoculation, two of which were negative, one positive after six days and one 

after two weeks from the date of mosquito bites; the latter case is obviously of no 

value, as the incubation period is too long. The authors state that “the volunteer 

subjects were not only exposed to the bites of other moquitoes at all times 

but they were also brought into almost daily contact with dengue cases. 

Agramonte (19), in Habana, attempted to transmit the disease by mosquitoes, 

trying various species at various intervals after the insects had fed upon dengue 

patients, but was unsuccessful in producing the disease in this way. He believes, 

however, that dengue is transmitted by some species of mosquito, and that the 

reason for failure in experimental infection lies in some undiscovered fault in 

technique. The epidemic he studied was accompanied by a plague of Culex 

fatigans Wied. 

In Habana, Guiteras and Finlay (7) endeavored to transmit the disease with 

Culex pipiens Linn., but with negative results. Guiteras states, regarding these 

experiments, that their small number and lack of variety deprive the negative 

results of a claim to conclusive character, and that their faith remains unshaken 

that the mosquito is the transmitter of dengue. 

It is rather surprising, in view of the scientific interest and importance 

of this question, that so little has been done to prove or disprove the 

results claimed by Graham from his mosquito experiments; it is not, 

however, surprising, that those who have attempted to solve the problem 

have met with so little success, for only those who have done so can realize 

the difficulties and disappointments which await the investigator in this 

particular field of research. In our work upon this phase of the subject, 

to be detailed later, the experimental results obtained, while to our own 

satisfaction proving that Culex fatigans Wied. transmits dengue fever, 

have been, at times, most disappointing and discouraging; unknown 

natural conditions appear to be necessary for the transmission of this 

disease by the mosquito, and because of our ignorance of the method of 

securing these we believe that experimental transmission by the mosquito 

is rendered most difficult and that negative results may be expected 

much more frequently than positive ones. 
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2. EXAMINATION OF THE BLOOD. 

In attempting to solve the etiology of dengue and its method of 

transmission, our attention was first directed to the microscopical exam- 

ination of the blood of patients suffering from the disease. We have 

already noted the failure of numerous observers to confirm the presence 

of Mchaughlin’s or Graham’s organisms, and also their negative results 

as to other blood parasites. Despite these we considered that our work 

would be incomplete without careful examination of both fresh and 

stained preparations of the blood, and accordingly we have studied 

thoroughly, in this respect, a large number of our cases; the blood was 

examined during every period of the disease, but especially during the 

first two days and during the terminal rise in the temperature; various 

staining methods were used, including Wright’s. stain and the methods 

used in demonstrating Treponema pallidum. The latter methods were 

used very carefully and in numerous cases, as at the time we began 

our work we were greatly inclined to believe that the organism concerned 

in the etiology of dengue might belong to the spirochetze. We have not 

been able to confirm the results of McLaughlin or Graham, nor have we 

been able to demonstrate any organism in the blood of dengue patients 
which we can consider as an etiological factor. 

There is but little in the literature concerning the changes in the 

blood in this disease, and even Graham’s claim that the disease is due 

to a hematozodn which destroys the red corpuscles does not seem to 

have stimulated research in this direction. We shall, therefore, in this 

portion of our report, detail the results of our study of the blood which 

demonstrate that, whatever the cause of dengue may be, it is not an 

organism that influences to any marked extent the essential characteris- 

tics of the blood, with the exception of the relative proportions of the 
various forms of leucocytes. 

(a) Hemoglobin.—In uncomplicated cases the hemoglobin and color 

index are normal. 

Hrythrocytes—Number: Dengue is not a disease in which anemia 

is present. We have made numerous blood counts in severe cases, and 

have never observed a count lower than 4,500,000 red cells per cubic 

millimeter, even when the count was made at the termination of the 

disease. This fact alone appears to us conclusively to disprove the 

existence of Graham’s heematozoon, which by destroying the red blood 

corpuscles during its development within them would certainly reduce 

their number. We have never seen a case of uncomplicated dengue in 

which the clinical symptoms suggested anemia. Our observations are 

borne out by those of Carpenter and Sutton (22), who found that the red 

blood count in dengue was generally over 5,000,000 per cubic millimeter. 

Morphology: In size the red blood corpuscles are unchanged. Poikilo- 

cytosis is not commonly observed, but in some cases, during the height 
of the fever, a moderate degree of poikilocytosis may be present. Crena- 
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tion does not occur more rapidly nor is it more marked in dengue than 

in other acute, febrile conditions. Vacuolation is common both in fresh 

and stained specimens of blood, and in many instances the shape and 

appearance of the vacuoles is very suggestive of a parasitic invasion of 

the red cell; artefacts, due to degeneration of the protoplasm and clear 

areas due to retraction of the hemoglobin, are common, especially in 

poorly prepared smears and are well calculated to lead to error because 

of their resemblance to bacterial or protozoal organisms. We have not ob- 

served that the appearance of the vacuoles occurring in the red corpuscles 

in dengue differs from that seen in many other febrile conditions, 

but it is certainly true that they frequently present an appearance very 

suggestive of amoeboid motion without change of position; the progres- 

sive motion referred to by some writers which we have observed in the case 

of rod-shaped artefacts, is probably due to protoplasmic currents within 

the degenerating red cell. 

It is not uncommon to observe in the blood of dengue, as well as in 
that of other febrile conditions, cocci or bacilli, either free in the blood 

plasma or attached to the red blood corpuscles; in the vast majority of 

instances these bacteria are due to external contamination and have no 

relation to the disease in which they are observed ; when they are attached 

to the red blood cell and still possess some motility their resemblance to a 

parasite is often striking, but it is possible by gentle pressure to dislodge 

them and thus demonstrate their real nature. 

We have not observed the presence of normoblasts or megaloblasts in 

the blood in dengue, and their absence, especially of normoblasts, indicates 

that anzmia even of a mild type, is not present. 

The staining reactions of the red corpuscles in dengue do not differ 

from those present in health. Polychromatophila or basophila we 

have not observed, but in poorly prepared specimens the staiming may be 

irregular, suggesting granular degeneration. 

From our observations we conclude that the morphology of the red 

cell in dengue shows no diagnostic changes. : 

(c) The leucocytes—Number: One of the most important blood 

changes in this disease is the presence in almost every case of a marked 

leucopenia. From our observations we are convinced that the leucopenia 

of dengue is almost constant throughout the attack, and that it is of 

considerable diagnostic importance. We have made leucocyte counts in 

a large number of cases and have invariably found a marked reduction in 

the total number with, as will be seen later, a quite characteristic change 

in the relative proportion of the various forms. The lowest leucocyte 

count was 1,200 per cubic millimeter, the highest 4,860, the average, 3,800. 

Carpenter and Sutton (22) found a constant leucopenia, the lowest 

count being 1,866, the highest 5,866, the average about 3,500, per cubic 

millimeter. Stitt (20) states that a leucopenia is always present, and his 

counts varied from 1,450 to 5,280 per cubic millimeter. We have found 
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that the leucopenia is progressive, beg most marked upon the fifth or 

sixth day of the disease. 

Morphology: We have observed no morphological changes in the leu- 

cocytes, nor any evidence of the presence of a leucocytozodn. 

Differential blood count: From the studies of Carpenter and Sutton, 

and later of Stitt, the differential leucocyte count in dengue has assumed 

considerable diagnostic importance, and taken together with the leu- 

copenia appears to us to be entitled to very careful consideration in the 

differential diagnosis of dengue, yellow fever, malaria, and the eruptive 

fevers. 

Carpenter and Sutton (22), from their examinations, conclude that in dengue 

there is always a leucopenia, and generally an increase in the small lymphocytes 

and in the eosinophiles, the latter occurring late in the disease. 

Stitt (20) made differential leucocyte counts at varying periods of the disease. 

He found that a marked variation occurred in the different forms of the leucocytes 

at different periods, there being at first a large increase in the small lymphocytes, 

succeeded by a greater increase in the large lymphocytes, and finally, during the 

terminal eruption, a most marked increase in the large mononuclears. 

Because of lack of time we have made comparatively few differential 

leucocyte counts, but our results have been supplemented by those of 

Lieutenant Vedder, Medical Department, United States Army, stationed 

at Fort Wiliam McKinley, who kindly volunteered to assist us in this 

direction, and whose tables and remarks are given below. From our 

own. observations we are loath to lay much stress upon the variation in 

the relative proportion of the large and small lymphocytes, as does Stitt, 

for in many instances we have not found a constant relationship between 

the variety of lymphocyte which is increased and the period of the disease, 

but we have found a constant leucopenia, a decrease in the polymorphonu- 

clears and an increase in small lymphocytes. In one of our experimental 

cases (Case 9) in whom we produced a severe attack of dengue by the 

intravenous inoculation of the filtered blood from another experimental 

case, the leucocyte counts made upon the first, third and sixth days of 

the disease, well illustrate the changes described by Stitt, as will be seen 

by the following record: 

First day of disease: 

AF olny fo OTA As ee we ee ere 50 

Sar ev Milivamapolv@ GWG@S) Seles eee ce see aces eee ten nearer es rane nes 4] 

Tee irereey Iliyany ol AKO ths) ae eee ses aces OS ean ie ee nee ee eee ie 

BEEY OS Tp aT ae a ae eee 1.5 

Third day of disease: 

AFG yarn corre oo YoU eae Sc nme 52 

Summ Thyra OOK EOS) oes ace rests one os teceee ge seat osce:eenec nec sedoremeceee oa 36 

Large lymphocytes -................ 8 

BESYOO 1002p ne a eee 4 

Sixth day of disease: 
PES oo Lavra Tg PON @ TO ULC eT Ses es ee 48 

Siameailill Tiyan OUNO CA WGS) See ce sece ce coe esee cece crete seceneeccrocr nce neee serscocca 14 

Warge lymphocytes ~-----2-<--n-. 2am nme en= 32 

PISNCOSS OM Np Mn ese senna 6 
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It will be observed that the eosinophiles showed a marked increase as 

the disease progressed, and this has been noticed in several of our cases. 

While the above differential count is typical of the results obtained by 

some observers, we have found, even in a limited number of examina- 

tions, that it is not of sufficiently frequent occurrence to be depended 

upon alone in reaching a diagnosis. In fact, in most of our counts we 

found that the small lymphocytes outnumbered the large in every stage 

of the disease. 

Vedder, as a result of his observations upon the white blood count 

in dengue, has submitted to us the following data. His blood counts 

were made on patients suffering from the disease occurring in the same 

epidemic which we have described above. Regarding his results he 

says: 

The polymorphonuclear leucocytes are greatly decreased and the small lympho- 

cytes are greatly increased, while the large lymphocytes are moderately increased 

during the latter days of the illness. These changes are, to a greater or less 

degree, characteristic of the disease throughout its duration. The decrease in 

polymorphonuclears and the increase in small lymphocytes takes place almost at 

once, being very noticeable on the second day of the illness. 

Vedder regards the differential leucocyte count as of great value in 
the diagnosis between this disease and yellow fever. 

The following table gives in percentages, the results obtained by Vedder 

in five cases in which a differential count was made on each day of the 
disease : 

| CASE 1. 

: : * | a | Day. | Leuco- | "Dhonu- | lympho- | 1ympho- | Monono- | Eosino- 
| 2 | clears. | cytes. cytes. 3 

| | | Number. | Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

5, 300 79.50 | 16. 00 2.50 | 0.50 1.50 
4, 100 50. 00 43. 00 5.50 | 1.50 0 
5, 900 i 45.00 48.25 ! 5.75 | 1.00 0 | 
4, 400 | 46.00 40.25 10.75 | 3.00 0 
4,700} 58.25 34.00 6.30 | 1.25 0 
5, 250 46. 33 43.33 | 8.66, 1.00 66 | 

| 4,700 | 29.50 | 56. 00 | 11.75 | 2.50 0 
| 4, 800 | 27.50} 60.00} 11.25 50 | 75 
| aes | 

| CASE 2 
| | 

| | 1 

{i ee ee 4,200 60.00 | 17.75 7.50 2.00 12.75 | 
| Ds ee 3, 800 40.50} 45.00 | 10. 00 3.00 1.50 

Bik 5 ee be ee 6, 500 25.00 | 54.33 | 8.00 2.00 10. 66 
4.2.) Re | 2.750 34.00 | 44.00 6.00 1.00 15. 00 

| he oe de a 2, 600, 45.00 | 45. 66 | 7. 66 1.00 1.66 
es SN ce em ig Al eo 4,550 23. 33 | 48.33 | 8.33 - 66 19.23 

ja Seog VES Oe ee eee 38.75 | 50.00 | 8.50 7s -50 
Seis es Se a a ee Oy Oe 5, 550 30.00 | 47,33 6.33 66 15.33 
tee eee eet clue 30.00 | 46. 66 11. 66 1.33 10.00 
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CASE 3. 

Day. ae ane. ene: enone: Epite 
clears. cytes. cytes. p pS 

| Number. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent 

Vee Mp a IE SR ae OH (en NE ee 67.50 25. 25 6, 24 1.00 0 > 

RE ee a NSE Cena. HOLD. 5 4 Eee eee 50. 66 43. 33 4. 66 1.00 30 

ee Ae ec ec LD re joewscsecce 29. 00 59. 25 |! 8. 25 2.50 Bo) 

7 Saeco A LOIS me sie eee Fok Seae 27.00 52. 00 16. 00 2.50 1.50 
a RN SS Ed ee | ET a 30.00 55. 00 10. 00 2.00 3.00 

Gee kg ee Et URES de es Ss call eee I eee el [ aE 

Tene ee ee eee ee jae Bl 37.00 36.50 14.00 9.50 3.00 

CASE 4. 

62.00 29.50 7,00 1.00 0. 50 

48.00 45, 66 4, 66 1.00 .33 

54.50 37. 00 5. 00 2.50 1.00 

56. 50 33. 50 3.50 1.00 5.50 

38. 00 50.00 | 8.00 1.00 3.00 

34. 50 47.00 11,50 2.00 5. 00 

(ooze Se ES ee ee eae eee 41.00 36. 75 11. 25 3.50 es 

Qi aa a al se AS Se el ee 28. 66 43, 33 12. 66 3.33 58333 

$ CASE 5. 

75.33 16. 66 6. 00 0. 33 1.33 

45. 66 46.00 5. 33 3. 00 0 

48.75 45, 25 4.50 1.00 . 90 

37. 00 51. 00 8.00 2.00 1.00 

29. 00 58. 50 8.50 3.50 0 

(Scie ae tans cre ei A are |e 27. 00 47.50 18.75 Bayi) 2.25 
pet eS ee ee Se Pella Sos ae. 35. 25 46. 00 13.75 1,50 Ba) 

The following table gives the average of ten differential counts made 

on each day of the disease for eight days: 

Table showing average of ten counts made on each day of disease for eight days. 

FIRST DAY. 

Count. S aes fea ne: ] wa site : Ponono: Bosin 2: 
clears. eytes. cytes. Bs [OLMIS 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

1 oe SS ee ee ee eee mea eee 79.50 16.00 2.50 0. 50 1.50 

PD a saphena e e 85. 25 10.75 | 2.75 1.00 .20 

60. 00 17.75 7.50 2.00 WB) 

78.00 17.338 3.00 1.33 .30 

58. 00 36. 33 4.00 1. 66 0 

55. 66 37. 66 6. 00 . 66 0 

68, 75 22.00 6. 75 225 .25 

66, 25 26, 25 5. 25 1.00 25 

72.75 23.00 3. 00 1.25 0 

67.50 25,25 6.25 1.00 0 

69. 16 23. 23 4.70 1, 26 1.53 
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Table showing average of ten counts made on each day of disease for eight days—Cont’d. 

| SECOND DAY. 
| z | | | 

Count. "phone: | Iympho- | Iympho- | Menone- | Eosino- 
clears. cytes. | cytes. | " | P S 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent, 

ler: ewer eee aed eS | 42.80 42.60} 6.80 1.00} 6.80 
46.50 5.50 | “50i|( 0 
65.75 | 5.00 | 75 | 25 
43. 00 5.50 | 1.50 0 

| 44.00 6.00 50 50 
45.00 10.00 | 3.00 | 1.50 
39.00 | 9.00 3.00 | 1.00 
59.00 | 6.00 2.33| 0 
43.33 | 4.66 | 1.00 33 
45.66 | 4. 66 | 1.00 | 33 

47.38 | 6.31 | 1.45) 1.07 

jee Naga ae 2 ee ee A eS 58.00! 34.50 6.50 1.00 0 
sales aig SEN ns OMe rca ae RR eT ee 48.75 | 45, 25 4.50 1.00 50 
ye eI Aca ay Al sees lad 54.50 37.00 5.00 | 2.50 1.00 

29.00 | 59. 25 8.25 2.50 25 
35.33 47.33 | 11. 66 3. 00 2. 66 
33.50) 46.00 | 18.56 6.00 50 
51.00 | 33. 66 12. 66 2.00 66 
37.00 | 50. 66 10.33 2.00 
29. 00 58. 33 10. 66 2.00 1.00 
25.00 54. 33 8.00 2.00 10. 66 

40. 10 46. 63 9.10 2. 40 1.72 

FOURTH DAY. 

| 38.75 54.75 | 5.50 0.25 0.50 
46. 66 34.33 | 8. 66 5.38 4.33 
59.75 33.00 | 2.50 25 4.25 
34. 66 57.33 5. 66 66 1.00 
46. 00 40. 25 10.75 3.00 0 
34. 00 44.00 6.00 1.00 15.00 
36. 66 55. 00 6. 66 1.00 66 
27.00 52.00 | 16.00 2.50 1.50 
32.25 54.75 10. 00 3.00 25 
37.00 51.00 8.00 2.00 1.00 

39.27 47. 64 7.97 1.89 2. 84 

FIFTH DAY. 

25. 66 47. 66 | 14.33 0. 66 11.00 
34.00 42.33 | 18. 66 2. 66 2.00 
38.00 | 50.00 8. 66 1.66 33 
59.75 33. 00 2.50 25 4.95 
58.25 34.00 | 6.50 1.25 0 
45. 00 45. 66 | 7. 66 1.00 1.66 
30. 00 55.00 10. 00 2.00 3.00 
38. 00 50.00 | 8.00 1.00 3.00 
29.00 58.50 | 8.50 3.50 0 
38. 00 46.60 10. 80 3.00 1.40 

AVCTa Re) e325 oN 6 a eel | 39. 56 46.27 9.56 1.69 2. 66 
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Table showing average of ten counts made on each day of disease for eight days—Cont’d. 

| SIXTH DAY. 

Polymor-} Small Large . 
Count. phonu- | lympho- | lympho- ron OnO; Hosin: 

clears. eytes. cytes. ACES: anes 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

17.60 70. 60 10. 00 1.80 0. 80 
33. 00 49. 00 12.75 3.75 1.00 
45.75 41.75 8.50 1.25 2. 50 
55. 00 35. 00 7.40 . 60 1. 60 
46.33 43.38 8. 66 1.00 . 66 
93, 33 48. 33 8.33 . 66 19. 33 
29. 33 57. 83 11.33 1.33 . 66 

| 

47. 00 11.50 2.00 5.00 
56.33 66 1.00 . 66 
34, 33 . 66 1.00 2. 66 

48.30 9.57 1.43 3.48 

SEVENTH DAY. 

ils Stee oe Se SRE ee eee 29.50 56. 00 11.75 2.50 0 
eee ate tice Sie Meera EE eee Se 38.75 50. 00 8.50 1.75 50 
Speen Ae GELS OMS ERE Ks Cheb TRAY? ENT 37.00 36. 50 14, 00 9. 50 3.00 
(Ue SISO ROME NSE OT reeds eee Oe, eee 41.00 36.75 i151, 25) 3.50 7.25 
Ej Se ee Oe AS A ce cae NS, 35.25 | 46. 00 13.75 1.50 3.25 
Giz atiak nh oben bere EI 5 in eee ar rs 41.50 52.00 4,50 75 1.25 
(pete ae 2 AL Ds Bea ore oS | 31.75 60. 75 6.75 78 0 
Co se hg eed eh pete 25.00 7.75 12.50 3.50 1.00 
eA UES Ss es a Bod ie ge See Cae Se 17.50 64,75 12. 00 1.50 4.00 

| 

iO See ee rote ars Sl Ra Ot Ft 51. 66 40. 66 5. 66 | 1.00 1.00 

PACTAR Cota Sen) UN Dias EL 34. 89 50. 11 10. 01 2. 62 | 2.12 

EIGHTH DAY. 

27.50 60.00 11.25 | 0.50 0.75 
44.00 35. 66 14.33 2. 66 | 3.00 
30. 00 47.33 6.33 | -66 |. 15.338 
38. 33 47.33 6.66 | 2. 66 4. 66 

28. 66 43.33 21. 66 | 3.33 | 2.33 
6 REO 21s Bn ee oe EASE SEK 41.75 47.50 8. 50 $505 | 9 1550 

42.33 37.33 | 13. 33 3. 66 2.00 
48. 66 35. 66 | 11. 66 | . 66 3.33 
51.33 36. 00 5.33 | 0 6. 66 
37.50 53.50 | 5.50 | 75 2.50 

39. 00 44.36 | 10. 45 | 1.53 4.20 | 
| 

Summary.—F rom our examinations of the blood in dengue we con- 

sider that the following conclusions are justified » 

1. There does not oceur in the blood of dengue any visible organism, 

either bacterial or protozoal in nature, which can be considered as the 

cause of the disease. We have not observed any protozo6n in the blood. 
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2. Dengue is not accompanied by anemia, the red blood count being 

normal in uncomplicated cases. There are no characteristic morpholo- 
gical changes in the red corpuscles, leucocytes, blood plates or blood 

plasma. 

3. Dengue is characterized by a leucopenia and in the vast majority 

of instances by a decrease in the polymorphonuclear leucocytes and a 

marked increase in the small lymphocytes; the increase in the small 

lymphocytes is constant throughout the disease. 

(d) Blood plates——We have observed no changes in the number or 

appearance of the blood plates in dengue. 
(e) Lhe blood plasma.—tIn neither fresh nor stained specimens of 

blood’ have we been able to demonstrate any organism of etiological 

significance in the blood plasma in dengue. In a few instances bacteria 

were noticed but from the ease with which blood cultures collected 

with the most careful attention and asepsis become contaminated in this 

climate, we believe that these bacteria were of external origin. The 

most common bacterium observed was a long, stout bacillus, actively 

motile, and commonly seen here in blood specimens from various 

sources. No organism resembling a protozodn was observed in the 

blood plasma. Yeast cells were frequent contaminations in stained 

specimens. 
3. BLOOD CULTURES. 

With the exception of McLaughlin’s researches, which haye been men- 
tioned and which, so far as cultural methods are concerned, were almost 

valueless, we have not been able to find in the literature any detailed 

descriptions of experiments having for their object the cultivation of 

bacteria or protozoa from the blood of dengue patients. We therefore 

approached this portion of our task with high hopes that by applying 

modern cultural methods we might be able to isolate and cultivate the 

organism causing the disease. In view of the success attained by Novy 

and others in the cultivation of trypanosomes, and by Rodgers in cul- 

tivating the Leishman-Donovan body (Herpetomonas donovani), we 

were especially hopeful that by applying similar methods in this disease, 

we might be able to secure growths of any protozoon which might be 

present. As we have stated, we were impressed with the idea that 

dengue might be caused by an organism belonging to the same group as 

those producing relapsing fever, or to some closely allied group, and we 

therefore endeavored, both by employing special staining methods and 

culture media, to demonstrate such an organism. 

(a) Methods.—In our experiments we have used citrated blood and 

acid and alkaline bouillon as culture media. In making cultures with 

citrated blood, the sterilized syringe was first filled with citrated solu- 
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tion, which was then ejected, a very little being allowed to remain in 

the needle; the syringe was then filled with blood by plunging the needle 

into a prominent vein of the forearm and withdrawing the blood very 

slowly until the barrel of the syringe was full; the blood was then ejected 

into small sterilized glass tubes and kept at room temperature in the 

incubator or in the lower compartment of an ice box, the latter in 

order to give any organism undergoing a part of its hfe cycle in a 

cold-blooded animal, surroundings congenial to its development. 

In making blood cultures in bouillon, 10 cubic centimeters of blood 

obtained from the median basilic vein were added to 250 cubic centi- 

meters of bouillon contained in 500 cubic centimeter flasks, and in- 

cubated at temperatures of from 26° to 36.05° C. “6 

In preparing our cultures the utmost care was taken to avoid infec- 

tion, everything being rendered sterile that could be, but despite all of 

our precautions the majority of our cultures sooner or later became con- 

taminated with various forms of bacteria or yeasts. 
(b) Citrated blood cultwres—In eight cases we have endeavored to 

secure cultures of the organism causing dengue by citrating blood ob- 

tained from dengue patients at various periods of the disease. In none of 

these have we been able to demonstrate any organism which we can 

consider to be of any etiologic significance; in none of the tubes of citrated 

blood did we encounter any organism resembling, in the least, a protozoon, 

and all of the bacteria observed were evidently contaminations. A small 

diplococeus oceurred in two cases, but in the light of our later work on 

filtered blood this obviously is of no significance. 

(c) Boudllon blood cultures ——In twelve cases we used bouillon blood 

cultures, allowing them to incubate for as long as eight weeks. The 

majority of the flasks became infected, but in four cases the blood cultures 

did not show any growth at the end of eight weeks, when they were 

destroyed. A staphylococcus grew in one in forty-eight hours, a diplo- 

coccus in three in seventy-two hours, accompanied by a large spore- 

bearing bacillus in two of the cases; a- short, thick, motile bacillus, 

together with a staphylococcus in one, in four days and various spore-bear- 

ing baccilli in the remainder. ‘These organisms we believed to be conta- 

minations and therefore we did not perform any experimental work with 

them. Our conclusions regarding them were confirmed by the result of 

our experiments with filtered blood 

As the result of our culture experiments we were forced to conclude 

that no organism was found constantly enough in the cultures to Warrant 

us in regarding it as having an etiological relationship to the disease, 
especially as a number of them remained sterile, although kept for as long 

as eight weeks. 
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INOCULATION EXPERIMENTS, 

Having thus failed to demonstrate any organism in either fresh or 

stained specimens of blood or in our blood cultures, we directed our 

attention to the possibility of producing the disease by the inoculation of 

blood from the dengue patient into the healthy man; fortunately for 

the success of our work we were dealing with a disease which, in the young 

and robust, is not dangerous to life, and for this reason we felt justified 

in making such experiments. We hoped in this way to determine the 

presence or absence of the infective agent in the blood, for should such 

experiments prove successful they would demonstrate that the cause of 
the disease is in the blood, and that therefore, insect transmission, 

is possible, whereas negative results would prove that the blood does 

not contain the organism unless it be one that first has to undergo a 

developmental cycle outside of the body, as in an insect, before it can 

produce the disease in man. 

In order to secure subjects for experiment a call for volunteers was 

issued to members of the Hospital Corps serving at the United States 

Army Division Hospital, and four men volunteered, in all of whom 

we succeeded in producing dengue by the intravenous inoculation of 

blood from cases of the disease. We desire to express our admiration of 

the courage and devotion to duty of these men, who, with no prospect of 

pecuniary reward, cheerfully placed themselves in our hands for experi- 

mentation. 

As more men were needed and as no more Hospital Corps men were 

available, we consulted Major General Leonard Wood, United States 

Army, commanding the Philippines Division, who authorized us to offer a 

reward for volunteering, as a result of which we secured many more 

volunteers than we needed and were forced to refuse a large number, as 

we were limited to sixteen, including the men we had already used. 

Unfortunately, of the fourteen men we have experimented upon, seven 

came from Fort William MclIginley having passed unharmed through the 

dengue epidemic,:and of these men we found two absolutely immune, 

three relatively immune, and one doubtful. Of the same number of 

Hospital Corps men who had not been exposed to dengue, we found 

only one immune. 

Of the fourteen soldiers who yolunteered for this work, seyen be- 

longed to the United States Army Hospital Corps, three to the Eighth 

United States Calvary, two to the Sixteenth United States Infantry, one 

to the Thirteenth United States Infantry, and one to Company B., 

Engineer Corps. 
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4. INTRAVENOUS INOCULATION WITH UNFILTERED DENGUE BLOOD. 

Eleven of our fourteen volunteers were given intravenous inoculations 

of unfiltered blood from dengue patients, and of these, seven developed 

the disease, while-in one case the result was doubtful. In three of the 

cases there existed, apparently, an absolute immunity to the disease. 

These cases will now be considered in detail. 

Haperiment No. 1, 

Case 1, Chart 1.—EK. U., private, Hospital Corps, United States Army. Had 

not been exposed to dengue. At 3.30 p. m., July 24, 1906, he was given an 

intravenous injection of 20 minims of unfiltered blood from Case 20 (see Chart 

A). The patient from whom the blood was taken for the inoculation had a 

mild attack of dengue and was probably nearly over the disease at this time. We 

believe that this accounts for the mild character of the experimental disease in 

this case, for while the symptoms which were present were typical, it will be seen 

on referring to the temperature chart that the fever was slight as compared with 

our other experimental cases, which were all inoculated with blood from more 

severe cases. faken at an earlier period of the disease. The following is a résumé 

of the clinical record in this case: 

July 24: At 3.30 p. m. inoculated intravenously with 20 minims of blood from 

Case 20. Subject in good health and temperature normal. 

July 25: Feels perfectly well. 

July 26: Feels well. No symptoms. 

July 27: Ditto. 

July 28: Has some fever and headache. Bowels constipated. 

July 29: Patient feels uncomfortable, complaining of vague muscular pain 

and burning and smarting of eyes; eats and sleeps fairly well. Bowels regular. 

July 30: Last night felt very uncomfortable, having severe headache and pain 

in eyes; also pain in the lumbar muscles, ankles, elbows and wrists. At present 

(11 a. m.) complains of dull headache and slight lumbar pain; the eyes are 

painful, the pain being ageravated by movement. Tongue moist and clean. 

Bowels constipated. 

July 31: Feels much better, the pains in the head and muscles having dis- 

appeared. A slight eruption is present upon the chest and back. 

August 2: Feels well. Eruption has faded. 

August 6: Returned to duty. 

Remarks.—Upon reference to the temperature chart (Chart 1) it will be 

observed that the temperature began to ascend about 9 a. m. on July 28, but 

the patient complained of no symptoms until nearly twenty-four hours later. 

The incubation period in this case, therefore, is about three days and eighteen 

hours, reckoning it from the 9 a. m. temperature on July 28. 

BHxperiment No. 2. « 

Case 2, Chart 2.—W. R. H., private, first class, Hospital Corps. Not previously 

exposed to dengue so far as known. In good health. At 11] a. m., July 31, 1906, 

was given an intravenous inoculation of 20 minims of blood from Case 30 (Chart 

B), who was suffering from a typical attack of dengue of four days’ duration 

at the time the blood was obtained. No symptoms appeared in Case 2 until 

early in the morning of August 3, as is shown by the following résumé of the 

clinical record: 

July 31: Inoculated with dengue blood as stated. 

August 1 and 2: Feels well. 
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August 3: At 2 a. m. patient awakened by pain in chest and some. difficulty 

in breathing. This soon passed away and patient slept until morning. Felt 

well upon awaking this morning but soon developed sharp pain in the head, 

muscles of the back and legs. Complains also of a slight cough and pain in 

the eyes. Had slight chill at 5.30 p. m. to-day. No appetite. 

August 4: Patient complains of severe pains in the lumbar region but has no 

headache. Diarrheea is present. the stool being watery in character. No appetite. 

His general appearence is typical of dengue. 

August 5: Still complains of the lumbar pain; at 9 p. m. complained of 

abdominal pain, accompanied by slight nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. No 

eruption has been observed. 

August 6: Patient feels well. 

August 7: Patient feels well. 

August 8: Has headache and pain in muscles and joints. Last night was 

very nervous, almost delirious. Otherwise feels well. 

August 9: Feeling well. Returned to duty August 14, 1906. 

Remarks.—In this case the incubation period, as shown by the accompanying 

chart, was approximately two days and nineteen hours. The temperature curve 

is typical of a moderately severe case of dengue and the symptoms corresponded ; 

the terminal rise and fall is well shown in this chart. No eruption occurred at 

any time, although otherwise the symptoms were typical, with the exception of 

the diarrhea, which was present for a short time, accompanied by nausea and 

vomiting, which we regard as rather the exception than the rule in dengue. 

Baperiment No. 3. 

Case 3, Chart 3.—E. W., private, first class, Hospital Corps, United States 

Army. At the time of inoculation this man was perfectly well and had not been 

exposed to dengue. He was given an intravenous inoculation at 2 p. m., August 

16, of 20 minims of blood from Case 36 (see Chart C). The latter case was 

typical of dengue, which, at the time the blood was taken had lasted a little 

over three days. The clinical record of Case 3 follows: : 

August 16: Inoculated with dengue blood at 2 p. m. to-day, the injection being 

made into a vein of the forearm. : 

August 17 and 18: Patient feels well. 

August 19: Slight temperature last night, but no headache, pain or other 

symptoms. 

August 20: Last night patient suffered from headache, pain in bones and 

muscles of back, and severe pain in the knee articulations. Slept poorly. This 

morning has headache, located in the temporal region, and general muscular 

pain. Eyeballs are tender to the touch and also pain. Stomach and bowels 

normal. No appetite. An eruption, which appeared this morning covers almost 

the entire body, but is especially marked over the trunk and arms; it consists 

of very fine, slightly elevated papules, dark-red in color, the color disappearing 

upon pressure. 

August 21: Feels somewhat better this morning. Has pain in eyes, shoulders, 

wrists and knees. The eruption is still present but is not so vivid in coloring 

as yesterday. Appetite poor. Bowels regular. Tongue clean and moist. 

August 23: Patient had more headache last night but feels much better this 

morning. Is having very little pain now. The eruption is still present and the 

itching is constant. The bowels are loose. Appetite good. 

August 24: Had headache last night which caused insomnia, also aching 

pain, severe in character, in muscles and joints. The eruption has greatly in- 
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ereased, covering the entire body, being especially marked over the trunk and 

limbs. 

August 25: Patient slept well and all symptoms have disappeared except 

slight headache and pain in the eyes. The eruption is fading and the itching 

is very annoying; there is considerable desquamation present in the form of 

small white scales. 

August 27: Eruption has disappeared. Patient feels well. 

August 31: Returned to duty. 

Remarks.—The incubation period in this case was about two days and eighteen 

hours. The temperature curve is not as characteristic as is generally observed, 

but the symptoms were very typical, and the fact that we were able to produce 

a very severe case of dengue by the injection of the filtered blood of this patient 

proves beyond doubt the nature of the disease (see Case 9, Chart 9). An 

interesting feature of this case is the early appearance of a well-marked erup- 

tion, which, after fading gradually, increased again during the crisis and finally 

disappeared, accompanied by considerable desquamation. It is also interesting 

to note that in the case of dengue referred to as being produced by the inocula- 

tion of filtered blood from this case, the eruption appeared early and presented 

the same characteristics. While the temperature was low the symptoms were 

more severe than in many others in which the fever was much greater, and the 

eruption was almost as well marked as in any case that we have observed. 

In the three cases just described the inoculations were made as soon as the 

subject volunteered, no previous experiment in the way of exposure to fomites or 

mosquitoes having been tried. In the case which follows, the inoculations were 

used as a final test of immunity, the men inoculated having been exposed to both 

fomites and infected mosquitoes. : 

Bauperiment No. 4. 

Case 4, Chart 4.—C. H. B., private, Troop A, Highth Cavalry. Had been 

exposed to dengue, his troop having had eighteen men on sick report with the 
disease. At time of volunteering he was in good health, and stated that he had 

never had any serious illness. The following is a brief résumé of the clinical 

record in this case: 

September 22: Exposed to fomites of dengue, being placed with three dengue 

cases in a mosquito-proof tent, sleeping in their beds and wearing their under- 

clothes. 

September 26: No result being obtained from fomites after four days, the 

patient is to sleep to-night under net with about forty mosquitoes which bit 

Case 38, who had a typical case of dengue (see Chart D) on the night of 

September 25. ; 

September 27: Feels well. Says he was not bitten by a single mosquito. 

September 28: Feels well. Says that he has not yet been bitten by the 

mosquitoes. 
September 28 to October 2: During this time the patient has slept under the 

net containing the infected mosquitoes, but claims that he has not been bitten 

at all, and his statement is confirmed by the fact that the mosquitoes all 

remained empty during this time, and made no attempt to bite, most of them 

dying while. within the mosquito net. He states that so far as he knows he has 
never been bitten by a mosquito, although he had campaigned in localities in Africa 

which were almost uninhabitable because of these insects. At first we were 

inclined to doubt his statements in this respect, but observation has convinced 

us that this man is really immune to mosquitoes. : 

53560——4 
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October 3: At 10 a. m. the patient was given intravenously 20 minims of 

blood from Case 44 (see Chart E), a very typical case of dengue of about three 

and one-half days’ duration. 

October 4 and 5: Feels well. 

October 6: Last night about 10.30 the patient complained of fever and mus- 

cular pains. This morning has severe pain in head, back and limbs. Face 

greatly flushed, conjunctive congested. Bowels constipated. Tongue moist with 

thin white coating. 

October 7: Vomited last night. Has less pain this morning, located mostly 

in the muscles of the loins and thighs. Has considerable headache and pain in 

the eyes upon movement. Tongue moist and entirely covered with a yellowish 

coat. Bowels normal. Feels much better but still has muscular pain and 

headache. 

October 9: Feeling well. 

October 10: Had headache and pain last night, but feels well this morning. 

October 15: Returned to duty. 

Remarks.—The temperature curve in this case is one often observed in naturally 

acquired dengue and the symptoms throughout were typical of the disease. 

The absence of an eruption is to be noted, not that it is unusual in many natural 

infections, but because in our experimental cases an-eruption was almost always 

present. Thus of the ten cases in which we were successful beyond doubt in 

producing dengue, eight presented well marked eruptions, while one was somewhat 

doubtful in this respect. 

Experiment No. 5. 

Case 5, Chart 5—C. R. D., second-class private, Company B, Engineer Corps, 

United States Army. This man at the time of volunteering was in good health, 

but had been exposed to dengue during the Fort William: McKinley epidemic. 

He was observed for a period of four days before any experiments were made. 

The following is the clinical record of this case: 

September 19: At 1 p. m. a small abrasion was made on the mucous membrane 

of his cheek, and the patient then rinsed his mouth with blood from a dengue 

case, diluted with salt solution. No results were obtained from this experiment. 

October 4: Patient slept last night under a mosquito-bar with mosquitoes that 

had bitten a typical case of dengue the night before. He was bitten several 

times during the next few nights, but dengue did not develop. 

October 22: At 3 p. m. to-day an intravenous inoculation of 20 minims of 

blood from a dengue case (Case 60, Chart F) was given the subject. 

October 23, 24, and 25: Patient is feeling well. 

October 26: At 7 p. m. to-day the patient complained of headache, pain in 

the lumbar region and the legs, and loss of appetite. 

October 27 and 28: Patient complains of severe headache, pain in the lumbar 

region and in the joints. His hands and wrists are slightly swollen, and the 

face, arms and hands greatly flushed. He is constipated and has no appetite. 

October 29: Feeling much better. An eruption has appeared upon the chest 

and abdomen, resembling more the eruptions due to heat than a dengue eruption. 

He is still constipated and has but little appetite. 

October 30 and 31: Patient feels well. There is a marked rash over the back 

and chest which upon the 31st had extended to the arms and legs. This rash 

is a typical dengue rash. : 

November 1: The rash is still well marked and is present over the entire 

body, including the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet. 
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November 2: Patient feeling well and the eruption has almost disappeared. 

November 5: Returned to duty. 

Remarks.—It will be observed that this patient did not contract dengue 

through the mucous membrane of the mouth nor from mosquito bites. As re- 

. gards the latter experiment, we can not be sure that he was bitten more than 

one or two times by mosquitoes. From the intravenous inoculation of dengue 

blood he developed a very typical case of the disease as will be seen by referring 

to the temperature chart. The incubation period in this case was longer than 

in any of our previous cases, being four days and four hours. 

HLaperiment No. 6. 

Case 6, Chart 6—J. H. S., private, Troop H, Highth Cavalry. At time of 

experiments this man was in good health, but had been exposed to dengue at 

Fort McKinley. The following is a record of the experiments performed in this 

case: 

September 22: Exposed last night to mosquitoes that bit Case 41 (Chart G) 

on September 13. Says that none bit him during the night. 

September 23: Exposed again last night to mosquitoes, and says he was bitten 

once. Dengue did not result from this experiment. - 

October 7: Patient was exposed to mosquitoes that bit Case 44 (Chart E) the 

night before. 

October 8 to 15:. Patient feeling well, and states that he does not know - 

whether he has been bitten. Dengue did not result from this experiment. 

October 25: Slept last night with mosquitoes that had bitten Case 60 (Chart 

F), and was bitten at least twice. 

October 26 to 28: Mosquitoes have disappeared and patient has not been 

bitten again. Dengue did not result from this experiment. 

October 31: Slept with mosquitoes that had bitten Case 65 (Chart J) last 

night. 

November |] to 3: Has been bitten several times by the mosquitoes. 

November 4: Patient feeling well and mosquitoes have all disappeared. Dengue 

did not result from this experiment. 

November 8: At 3 p. m. to-day the patient was inoculated intravenously with 

20 minims of blood from Case 70 (Chart K). The man from whom the blood was 

taken had a typical attack of dengue fever, and the inoculation was made upon 

the third day of the disease. 

November 10 to 14: Patient feeling well. 

November 15: In the afternoon the patient had a slight chill, headache and 

general pains in the muscles. 

November 16: Patient complains of severe headache, backache and pain in 
the limbs. Has no appetite. 

November 17 to 20: During this time the patient presented the usual symp- 

toms of dengue, which have already been indicated. 

Remarks.—tThe chief point of interest in this case is the long period of incuba- 

tion, exceeding that of any experimental case that we have observed. Inoculation 

was made at 3 p. m. on November 8, and the first symptoms appeared in the 

afternoon of November 15, making the incubation period about seven days. It 

should be remembered that this man had already passed through a severe 

epidemic of dengue, and it is probable that he possessed a relative immunity to 

the disease, although his clinical symptoms were typical and rather severe in 

character. : 
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Experiment No. 7. 

Case 7, Chart 7—W. J., private, Troop D, Eighth Cavalry. This case is of 

interest because the experimental dengue was complicated by an attack of 

malarial fever. He had been exposed to dengue at Fort McKinley but was in 

good health at the time of volunteering. The following is the clinical record of 

this case: 

September 19 to 26: Patient was exposed to fomites of dengue during this 

time in the usual manner. 

September 26: Exposed to mosquitoes that had bitten Case 80 (Chart L) the 

night before. This case was afterward found to be suffering from estivo-autumnal 

malaria. 

September 27 to October 8: Patient is feeling well. 

October 8: Slept last night under a bar with mosquitoes that bit Case 4 

(Chart 4), and upon the night of the 9th was bitten twice. Dengue did not result 

from this experiment. 

October 25: Slept last night under a bar with mosquitoes that bit Case 81 

(Chart M) the night before. Patient states that he did not feel well during 

the night, and complains of pain in the back of the head and in the lumbar 

region. : 

October 26 to October 28: Patient is feeling better. estivo-autumnal malarial 

parasites were found in his blood on the afternoon of October 27, and quinine at 

once administered. : 

October 30 to November 4: Patient is feeling well. No further experiments 

were instituted until November 17. 

November 17: Inoculated at 10.30 a. m. with 20 minims of blood from Case 

82 (Chart N), who was suffering from a typical attack of dengue, which had 

lasted about three days. 

November 18 to November 23: Patient feeling well. 

November 24: At 10 a. m. patient had a slight chill, followed by high fever. 

Upon November 22 an eruption had been noticed covering the entire body, which 

resembled the eruption of dengue. 

November 26: Patient is feeling well, and is free from pain. He states that 

he had had considerable pain for several days before his chill. He is covered 

with an abundant rash which presents all the characteristics observed in our 

other dengue cases. 

Remarks.—There are several points of interest in this case. Upon September 

26 he was exposed to the bites of mosquitoes that had bitten a case of exstivo- 

autumnal malaria. Upon October 25 he developed an attack of malarial fever, 

and the estivo-autumnal parasites were found in his blood. He denied that he 

had ever suffered from malaria previously, and while we have been careful to 

liberate only mosquitoes of the genus Culex fatigans Wied., beneath the bars of 

the men experimented upon, it may be that an Anopheles may have been present 

with the mosquitoes liberated. However, as the Anopheles mosquitoes are present 

here, it is much more probable that the infection occurred from mosquitoes 

which had bitten a malarial case at some other time. It is difficult in this 

case to determine just exactly the period of incubation, and the chart is also 

atypical because of the coneurrent malarial infection. However, the clinical 

symptoms, were very typical. and the presence of the rash removes all doubt as to 

the nature of the infection. 
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Haperiment No. 8. 

Case 8, Chart 8.—R. R., private, Company H, Thirteenth Infantry. ‘This 

man was in good health at the time of volunteering, but had been exposed to 

dengue during the epidemic at Fort William McKinley. The following is a 

clinical record of the case: 

September 12: Inoculated intravenously with one-half minim of blood from 

Case 83 (Chart O), who was suffering from a typical attack of dengue. 

September 15: Patient states that he had a severe headache last night, com- 

mencing at midnight. Still complains of headache and pain in the arms.- 

September 16: Still complains of headache, but has no other pain. Bowels 

constipated, appetite poor. 

September 17 to 19: Patient is feeling well. 

September 19: Inoculated intravenously at 1 p. m. with 1 cubic centimeter of 

filtered blood from Case 11 (Chart 11). No result. 

September 25: Inoculated intravenously at 1 p. m. with 20 minims of blood 

from Case 38 (Chart D). No result. 

Remarks.—We have regarded this case as doubtful, although we are inclined 

to believe that the rise of temperature upon September 15 was due to a slight 

attack of dengue produced by the inoculation of one-half minim of dengue blood. 

This is much less blood than we have used in our other experiments and it may 

be that the slight symptoms produced are due to this fact. If this man did not 

suffer from an attack of dengue during his first inoculation he must have been 

immune, as neither the subcutaneous inoculation of filtered blood or the intra- 

venous inoculation of unfiltered blood produced any result. s 

Summary.—The intravenous inoculation of unfiltered dengue blood 

into healthy men is capable of producing a typical dengue attack in such 

men. Thus, of eleven men so inoculated, seven suffered from dengue 

fever produced in this manner, while in one the result was doubtful. 

Three of the men were immune to the disease after inoculation. 

5. INTRAVENOUS INOCULATION OF FILTERED DENGUE BLOOD. 

Haying proven by our inoculation experiments with unfiltered blood 

from dengue patients that the disease could be thus transmitted and, 

furthermore, that while the cause must, therefore, be present in the 

blood, it is not possible to demonstrate it in either fresh or stained 

specimens by any known method of examination, we are forced to the 

conclusion that the causative organism must be ultramicroscopic, as in 

the case of yellow fever, rinderpest, etc. 

The most important diseases which have been proven to be due to a contagion 

which passes through porcelain or diatomaceous filters are foot-and-mouth dis- 

ease, pleuro-pneumonia of cattle, yellow fever, rabies, rinderpest, South African 

horse sickness, and hog cholera. 
Loeffler and Frosch (26), in 1898, discovered that the cause of foot-and-mouth 

disease in cattle passed through the pores of a Berkefeld filter which restrained 

other well-known bacteria; Nocard and Roux (27), in the same year, proved that 

the organism causing the pleuro-pneumonia of cattle passed through a Berkefeld 

and Chamberland F filter, but not through a Chamberland B; they were also 

successful in cultivating the organism by the collodion-sac method, but as they 
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demonstrated that it could be seen, though indistinctly, with a power of 2,000 

diaxseters, it can hardly be claimed that this organism is ultramicroscopic. In 

1902, Reed and Carroll (28) filtered the blood of yellow fever patients and 

proved that the virus passes through a Berkefeld filter by producing the disease 

by inoculating the filtrate; Rosenau and Francis (29), in 1903, found that the 

cause of yellow fever passes through a Chamberland B filter. The virus of 

rabies, according to Remlinger and Riffat Bey (30), passes through the most 

porous of the Berkefeld filters, but not through other porcelain or diatomaceous 

filters. In rinderpest, Nicolle and Adil Bey (31) have proven that the cause 

passes through the Berkefeld and Chamberland F filters; Nocard (32), in 1901, 

found that the virus of South African horse sickness passed through the Berke- 

feld filters, and in 1900, McFadyean (33) demonstrated that it also passed 

through the pores of a Chamberland F and Chamberland B filter. The recent 

investigations of Dorset, Bolton, and McBryde (34) prove that the organism 

causing hog cholera is filterable through Berkefeld, Chamberland F and Cham- 

berland B filters, and as easily through one as the other; they also prove that 

the organism so long regarded as the cause of the disease—that is, B. cholera 

suis—is not concerned in the etiology of hog cholera, the disease being produced 

by the filterable virus. Of the diseases mentioned, the causative organism has 

been demonstrated, with the highest power of the microscope, in but one—that is, 

pleuro-pneumonia—and in this instance no morphological details could be distin- 

guished, the organism appearing simply as a minute motile point. In all the 

others the parasites are ultramicroscopic. 

In order to determine if dengue belonged to this class of infections, 

we determined to try the effect of the intravenous inoculation of filtered 

blood from dengue patients into healthy men. We have experimented 
in this way upon two men in both of whom we have been successful in 

producing very typical attacks of dengue accompanied by rather severe 

symptoms. 
FILTERS USED AND CONTROL METHODS. 

In our filtration experiments we have employed a Lilliput diato- 

maceous filter, which was tested each time before it was used. Before 

using, the filter was sterilized and the filtration done under 730 milli- 

meters pressure. 

After filtermg the blood the following control test of the filter was 

made in each case: A suspension, in nutrient bouillon, was made of 

M. melitensis and S. cholere, and then filtered through the filter used in 

filtering the blood; the filtrate was then incubated for two weeks, daily 

examinations of it being made. The filter in use retained both these 

organisms, the filtrate remaining sterile for two weeks when it was 
thrown away. In the control filtrations the same filter was used, after 

careful sterilization, as was employed for the dengue blood, and the same 

pressure was maintained during filtration. 

Besides the control test of the filter, we kept in each case a portion 

of the filtered dengue blood for a period of ten days, making daily 

examinations, and in one case, several cultures in bouillon. No growth 

was obtained in either the filtered blood or the cultures. 
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Haperiment No. 9. 

Case 9, Chart 9.—H. J. D., private Hospital Corps, United States Army. On 

August 21, 1906, 10 cubic centimeters of blood was drawn from the median basilic 

vein of Case 2, an experimental case of dengue which has been described (see 

Case 2, Chart 2). The blood was taken on the third day of the disease, the 

symptoms of the patient at the time consisting of fever, headache, severe pain 

in the muscles of the shoulders, in the wrists and knees, while there was present 

a typical dengue eruption. 

The blood was rapidly defibrinated, diluted with an equal amount of normal 

salt solution, and filtered through a Lilliput filter, controlled as described. The 

filtration of a sufficient quantity for use was completed in about three-quarters 

of an hour. Of the filtrate, 50 minims, containing 20 minims of the filtered 

blood, was inoculated intravenously into Case 9 at 4.20 p. m., August 21. The 

patient at the time of inoculation had been in the hospital under observation 

for several weeks, and as no cases of dengue had occurred in the hospital, he had 

not been exposed to the disease. No symptoms of importance developed until 

August 25, the period of incubation being three days and eleven hours. Previous 

to the decided onset of the disease there had been slight fever and some pain in 

the back, symptoms which were probably due to a gonorrhea from which he had 

suffered for some time. The following is the clinical record of this case: 

August 21: Inoculated intravenously at 4.20 p. m. with 25 minims of filtered 

dengue blood from Case 2. 

August 22 and 23: Feeling well. 

August 24: Slight muscular pains. 

August 25, 9 a. m.: Patient complains of pain in muscles of neck, shoulders 

and knees. Has some headache. Bowels constipated. Tongue moist and clean. 

August 25, 4 p. m.: The symptoms have increased in severity. The headache 

is frontal and intense; there is severe pain located behind the eyeballs, which 

are painful on pressure. There is general muscular pain, especially in the muscles 

of the jaw, lumbar region, and in the calves of the leg. Patient states that his 

bones ache and that he is unable to rest comfortably in any position. He also 

complains of severe pain in the articulations. An eruption is present, covering 

the chest, abdomen and thighs, and is especially marked over the forearms and 

around the wrists; it is dull red in color, consisting of minute elevations sur- 

rounded by a vivid flush, which makes the rash appear confluent in character. 

August 26: Patient passed a very restless night, suffering from insomnia and 

severe pain in the back, chest, legs, head, and eyes. This morning still has severe 

pain in these regions. There has been no vomiting and the bowels are constipated. 

Tongue is moist, with a slight white coating. The eruption covers the entire body 

and is more marked than yesterday. ‘There is complete loss of appetite and the 

patient is very restless. 
August 27: Feels much more comfortable this morning. The steady ache in 

the muscles has disappeared but he still suffers from lancinating pains in the 

head, back, and legs. The eruption has almost disappeared. 

August 28: Passed another restless night and suffered a great deal from pain 

in the muscles. This morning he complains of severe headache and pain in the 

loins and legs. The eruption has faded from the trunk. Has no appetite. 

August 29: Feels better this morning. Still has headache and pain in the 

eyes, but the general muscular pain has disappeared. 

August 30: Still complains of pain in the head and eyes but slept well last 

night. 
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August 31: Patient states that he feels very well this morning. Flas no pain 

and appetite is returning. There is present a very profuse dengue eruption 

covering the entire body, especially marked upon the arms, legs, hands and feet. 

September 1: Feels well. The eruption is less distinct although it still 

covers the entire body. : 

September 2: Is feeling well in every away and eruption has disappeared. 

September 4: Discharged. é 

Remarks.—This case, as shown by the clinical record and the chart, is typical 

of severe dengue, but the initial eruption was more marked than in any of our ~ 

cases. The patient suffered greatly from the headache and the muscular pains. 

He repeatedly stated that he felt as though every bone in his body had been 

broken. 

The temperature chart presents a high range of fever, with not as marked a 

period of remission as is generally observed; it will be noted that morning remis- 

sions occurred regularly, but that in the afternoon the temperature ascended, 

reaching 104° F. on three consecutive days; a more permanent remission occurred 

upon the fifth day, succeeded upon the sixth by the final rise and the enisis, the 

temperature reaching normal upon the seventh day. 

An eruption appeared in this case upon the first day (the so-called initial 

eruption), extending over the chest, abdomen and thighs. The typical dengue 

eruption occurred, as is usual, during the crisis, and was very profuse, extending 

over the entire body, even the hands and feet being covered with it. The severe 

initial eruption in this case is very unusual, and it is most interesting to find, 

upon reference to the clinical history of Case 2, from whom this man was inocu- 

lated, that an eruption occurred in this case also upon the second day of the 

disease. 
Baperiment No. 10. 

Case 10, Chart 10.—B. S., first-class private, Hospital Corps, United States 

Army. On August 31, 1906, at 12.15 p. m., this man, who had been on duty at 

the Division Hospital for weeks and had not been exposed to dengue, was given 

an intravenous injection in the arm of 3.75 cubic centimeters of normal salt solu- 

tion containing 20 minims of dengue blood from Case 87 (Chart H). Ten cubic 

centimeters of blood was taken from the medium basilie vein of Case 87 at 10.30 

a. m., August 31, diluted with normal salt solution, and filtered through the 

same filters used in Case 9, the filter being controlled as has been described. This 

filtered blood was used for the inoculation. The patient from whom the blood 

was obtained was suffering from a rather severe attack of dengue, and the blood 

was taken on the fourth day of the disease. 

After inoculation with the filtered blood no symptoms appeared in Case 10 until 

midnight of September 3, but upon referring to the temperate chart it will be 

noticed that he had fever at least sixteen hours before he complained of any 

symptoms. If we assume that the first rise in temperature indicated the onset 

of dengue, the incubation period must have been about two and one-half days, 

while if the chill, which was the first symptom the patient noticed, is considered 

as marking the onset, the incubation period would be just three days. We con- 

sider that the incubation period in this case was two and one-half days. The 

following is a résumé of the clinical record of this case: 

August 31: Inoculated intravenously at 12.30 p. m. with 20 minims of filtered 

blood from Case 87. 

September 1: Was restless last night but at noon to-day feels well. 

September 2 and 3: Feeling well. 

September 4: Had chill last night about midnight. This morning complains of 

pain in the muscles and bones, especially of the arms. THis eyes ache and are 
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much congested and the face is flushed. Has slight frontal headache, and is very 

nervous. He complains of palpitation of the heart. Tongue moist and clean. 

Appetite poor. 

September 5: Is feeling very nervous this morning and was delirious last 

night. Has pain in head, back, arms and legs. No appetite. Tongue moist, with 

heavy, yellowish coating. Bowels loose. 

September 6: Spent a restless night, but is not so nervous this morning. 

Complains of severe pain in the back and legs. Tongue moist, with yellowish 

coating. There is a faint, slightly elevated, sparse, macular eruption over the 

chest and back. 

September 7: Patient had a comfortable night and this morning has but little 

pain. The eruption is well marked over the abdomen, chest, back and arms. 

September 8: Feeling very comfortable. The eruption is fading a little. 

Bowels constipated. Appetite good. 

September 9: Was delirious during the early morning hours and is nervous 

_ and restless this morning, but free from pain. The eruption has largely disap- 

peared. 

September 10: Began to feel better at 4 p. m. yesterday and now feels quite 

well. Slept well, but perspired very freely during the night. The eruption has 

almost disappeared from the body, but is marked upon the forearms and wrists. 

September 11: Feeling well. Eruption is fading slowly and very slight de- 

squamation is present in patches. 

September 13: Feeling well, except that appetite is still poor. The eruption 

has almost disappeared. 

September 15: Returned to duty. 

Remarks.—The symptoms in this case were very severe, especially those con- 

nected with the nervous system. The subject of the experiment was of a highly 

nervous temperament, and this fact accounts, in our opinion, for the severity of 

the nervous symptoms. 

The temperature curve in this case might be used as an illustration of an ideal 

dengue curve, so perfectly does it agree with the type described by every observer 

as characteristic of this disease. It should be noted, however, that the tempera- 

ture is higher in this case than it usually is in naturally acquired dengue, or in 

our other experimental cases, with the exception of Case 9, also produced by the 

intravenous inoculation of filtered blood. 

The eruption in this case appeared on the fourth day of the disease, and had 

disappeared on the third day following the crisis, lasting in all ten days. 

We regard these two cases of dengue produced by the intravenous injec- 

tion of filtered dengue blood as the most typical cases of the severe type 

of the disease which we have observed and we believe that these two ex- 

periments prove conclusively that dengue can be transmitted by blood 

which has been passed through a filter which retains organisms as small 

‘as 0.4 » in diameter (the measurement of M. melitensis). It also proves 
that in all probability the causative agent is ultramicroscopic in size, 

for the reason that neither in fresh nor stained blood smears nor in the 

filtrate obtained from dengue blood, can any organism be demonstrated 

with the microscope. It may be possible that in some other fluid or 

organ of the body, or in some phase of its life history in an insect, the 

organism may be visible, for Novy, in his work upon 7’. /ewisi, has proved 

that even so large a parasite as this trypanosoma may exist in a form so 
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small in cultures that it passes through a Berkefeld filter. While this 

may prove to be true as regards the dengue organism, we feel justified in 

stating, that, so far as present evidence goes, the organism causing dengue 

is ultramicroscopic in size. This conclusion explains the uniformly 

negative results obtained by nearly every trained observer in the search for 
a dengue parasite. 

We conclude that an organism is present in the filtrate, rather than 

a toxin, because of the length of the period intervening between inocula- 

tion and the appearance of clinical symptoms, and also because we have 

reproduced the disease by inoculation of the blood of experimental cases. 

There is one point of interest deserving of special consideration in 

these two cases of dengue produced by filtered blood; that is, the relatively 

greater severity of the symptoms. In both these cases the symptoms 

were more intense in almost every particular than in any of our exper- * 

imental cases, despite the fact that no greater amount of blood was 

inoculated in these cases. This fact is very difficult of explanation, and 

we must confess to our ignorance of the cause. It may be that the 

admixture with salt solution or the time consumed in filtration, or both, 

acts in some way to increase the virulence of the organism, or that condi- 
tions favorable to its extra-corporeal development are present during the 

process of preparing the filtrate which result in a more virulent form of 

the organism, though we have no evidence to offer in this respect. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION OF DENGUE BY THE MOSQUITO. 

We have already mentioned the experiments of Graham (21), regarding 

the transmission of dengue by the mosquito, in which he seems to have 

proven conclusively that such transmission occurs; we have also noted 

the negative results obtained by Carpenter and Sutton (22), Guiteras and 

Cartaya (7), and Agramonte (19), all of whom believe, however, that the 

mosquito is the active agent in the spread of the disease. To one who 

carefully studies the epidemiology of dengue, the conclusion is almost 

inevitable that this disease, which so closely resembles yellow fever and 

malaria in this respect, must also be transmitted by some species of 
mosquito. Its seasonal prevalence; its occurrence most frequently along 
low-lying, moist, coast regions and in the valleys of rivers; its rapid 

diffusion in certain localities, and its lack of diffusion in others; its 

relation to changes in temperature and moisture; its manner of spread 

from building to building in infected places; the presence of multitudes 

of mosquitoes wherever dengue occurs, and the absence of the disease in 

regions where mosquitoes are few in number or absent, and the cessa- 

tion of the epidemic in badly infected districts when conditions arise 
unfavorable to the propagation of mosquitoes, all point to some species 

of this insect as the transmitting agent. 

Accordingly, having demonstrated by the intravenous inoculation of 
unfiltered dengue blood that the cause of the disease is present in the 
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blood-of the infected individual, and that the parasite is probably 

ultramicroscopic in size, as proven by the positive results of our experi- 

ments with the filtered blood, we turned our attention to the problem 
of mosquito transmission. Unfortunately for the fullest success of 

our work in this direction, we were forced because of lack of other 

volunteers, to use a number of men who had already passed unharmed 

through the epidemic at Fort McKinley and the majority of whom were 

immune, as is proven by the negative result of intravenous inoculation of 

dengue blood. Thus, of the nine men in whom we endeavored to produce 

dengue by exposing them to the bites of infected mosquitoes, three were 

proven in this way to be absolutely immune, one may have had a slight 

attack of dengue previous to exposure, while three probably possessed 
a relative immunity, for while they developed dengue from the inocula- 

tion of a comparatively large amount of dengue blood, the symptoms were 

mild in character, and in one case the incubation period was greatly 

prolonged. In one instance already described (see Case 4) no immunity 

existed to the disease, but the mosquitoes refused to bite the man under 

any conditions we could devise. 

The mosquito used.—In looking over the geographical distribution of 

dengue and various species of mosquitoes, we found but one species 

(Culex fatigans Wied.,) of this insect that apparently occurred wherever 

dengue did. We do not wish to be understood as stating conclusively that 

this mosquito is the only one which may be present in all dengue- 

infected regions, but only that, so far as we have been able to determine 

from the literature available, this species is constantly found and is 

mentioned by almost every recent investigator as being very numerous 

during epidemics of this disease. In Theobald’s monograph the map 

illustrating the known distribution of Culex fatigans Wied. might al- 

most be used to illustrate the distribution of dengue fever, and if to 
this map be added the regions in which this mosquito has been demon- 

strated since it was published, the association of dengue and Culex 

fatigans Wied., is still more striking. 

For this reason, and because this mosquito was employed by Graham 

in his experiments, we decided to work with this species at first, and in 

the event of our results being negative, to extend our work to embrace 

other species. 

We have used mosquitoes reared in captivity, and also those caught in 

natural surroundings. However, in our successful case produced by 

the mosquito, we used mosquitoes reared by us from the egg, and thus 

we are sure that no infection occurred in these insects before they bit 

the dengue patients. 

Our mosquito experiments were conducted as follows: The patient 
suffering from dengue was placed in a bed beneath a mosquito net in 

a mosquito-proof tent. At night from twenty to thirty mosquitoes were 

liberated beneath the mosquito bar and collected in the morning; almost 
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invariably all the mosquitoes left alive had bitten and were full of 

blood. The subject to be experimented upon, having been placed in 

bed beneath a mosquito net in another mosquito-proof tent, the mos- 
quitoes which had bitten the dengue case the night before were liberated 

beneath his mosquito net, and orders given that the man remain beneath 
the net until the mosquitoes had disappeared; later we allowed the men 

to remain out of bed during the day, the mosquitoes being kept beneath 

the spread net. With one exception, which has been noted, all the men 

were bitten a few times, but in most instances the mosquitoes died before 

the men had been bitten severely. We also confined mosquitoes that 

had bitten dengue cases in glass jars, and kept them as long as from 

four to six days before allowing them to bite, but in the few instances in 

which we tried this method our results were all negative. 

We do not consider it necessary to give our negative results in-full, 

as they are all referred to in detailed experiments, and we will only 

describe the case in which we produced dengue by allowing the volunteer 

to be bitten by infected mosquitoes. 

Experiment No. 11. 

Case 11, Chart 11.—B. lL. W., private, Hospital Corps, United States Army. 

This man had been on duty at the Division Hospital for several weeks, and as no 

cases of dengue had occurred in the hospital, had not been exposed to the disease, 

so far as we could determine. On September 12, 1906, the man being in good health, 

he was placed under a mosquito net with mosquitoes that had bitten Case 88 

(Chart R) on the night of September 11. Case 88 was suffering at the time from 

a typical attack of dengue. Case 11 was not bitten by mosquitoes until the 

night of September 13, and developed no symptoms until the night of the 17th, 

but upon reference to his chart it will be seen that he had fever for nearly twenty- 

four hours before he noticed any symptoms. If we assume the period of incuba- 

tion to be the period intervening between the 13th, the night upon which he was 

first bitten, and the 16th, when he had his first rise in temperature, the incubation 

period would be about three days and one-half. However, if we assume the 

disease to have commenced when he first noticed symptoms—that is, upon the 

evening of the 17th—the incubation period would be a little over four days. The 

following is a summary of his clinical history: - 

September 12: Put under net with mosquitoes that bit Case 88 last night. 

September 13: Bitten by mosquitoes last night. 

September 18: Had headache and felt uncomfortable last evening. This 

morning complains of headache and a dull pain in the articulations. 

September 19: Still complains of headache and general muscular pain and 

soreness. His face and eyes are greatly congested. 

September 20: Last night had severe pain in the head, eyes and the muscles 

of the back, but feels much better this morning. 

September 21: Is feeling better. A faint rash is visible covering the chest 

and abdomen. 

September 22: Complains of soreness and stiffness in the muscles. The erup- 

tion is now plainly visible and typical of dengue. 

September 24: Feels well. The eruption has almost disappeared. 

October 1: Returned to duty. 
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Remarks.—This case was in every way typical of a moderately severe attack of 

dengue. The symptoms were those seen in the great majority of naturally 

acquired infections and the temperature chart is a very characteristic one. This 

man had not been exposed in our dengue camp before being bitten by the mosqui- 

toes, and did not leave the mosquito-proof camp until after the onset of the disease. 

For reasons which have been stated, of the nine men exposed to the 
bites of infected mosquitoes, only four can be considered in estimating 

the results obtained. Of these, one, or 25 per cent, developed a typical 

attack of dengue following the bites of infected mosquitoes; but we do not 

consider that the three negative cases are of much value, as the conditions 

were such as to cause some doubt as to whether the men were bitten. 

It is obvious that many factors have to be considered in considering 

mosquito experiments, and it is more than probable that in our negative 

experiments we were unsuccessful in reproducing the favorable conditions 

which must have been present in Experiment No. 11, or the mosquitoes, 

if they became infected, may have perished before biting again. Schau- 

dinn has recently called attention to some of the difficulties which may 

be met with in attempting the experimental transmission of a disease by 

mosquitoes. Thus, as he has shown, certain individuals of a species which 

has been proven to transmit a certain disease are not able to transmit it, 

and this may be due to the insect itself suffering from some other infec- 

tion, to an inability to digest the ingested blood, to an acquired or 

natural immunity resulting in the death of the specific parasite, or the 

mosquito may die before it has bitten again. 

It is evident from the result of Experiment No. 11 that the parasite 

causing dengue does not undergo any cycle of development within the 

Mosquito, unless it be a very short one; we are, therefore, of the belief 

that the parasite of dengue is one capable of living in the stomach of the 
mosquito for an unknown period of time, where it retains its virulence ; 

that infection may occur at any time after the insect has ingested blood 

containing the parasite, and that it is introduced into man when the 

insect bites, beg regurgitated through the cesophagus and proboscis with 

the fluid from the stomach. This theory is borne out by the results 

recently obtained by the Indian Plague Commission in its remarkable 

study of the transmission of plague from rat to rat by the flea, Pulex 
cheopis Rothsch., and by the excessive rapidity of the diffusion of dengue, 

which would be impossible were the parasite one which underwent a 

prolonged cycle of development in the tissues of the mosquito. We have 
dissected and examined a large number of mosquitoes that had bitten 

dengue patients, but have never found any organism either in the stomach 

or tissues suggestive of a stage in the hfe cycle of a protozoon. We can 

not confirm Graham’s results in this respect, and we believe that in the 

mosquito as well as in the blood of man, the dengue parasite is ultra- 

microscopic in size. 
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By reason of lack of suitable volunteers and the subsidence of the 

epidemic we have been forced to bring our mosquito experiments to a 

conclusion. We have been unable to investigate many interesting ques- 
tions regarding the transmission of dengue by the mosquito, such as the 

length of time the insect remains capable of transferring the infection, the 

most infective period of the disease as regards transmission in this way, 

and whether transmission is simply mechanical or depends upon the 

development or multiplication of the parasite within the mosquito; all of 

these questions are of great importance to a correct conception of the 

etiology of dengue and there would appear to be no good reason why, in 

regions where the disease is common, they should not be thoroughly in- 

vestigated. We realize that the work we have been able to do as regards 
mosquito transmission is very Incomplete and that much remains to be 

done before this feature of the etiology of dengue is fully elucidated, but 

we believe that we have confirmed Graham’s results in this respect and 

that we have proven experimentally that this disease may be transmitted 
by the mosquito Culex fatigans Wied. We also believe that mosquito 

transmission is the only natural method which has been proved by experi- 

ment and that all the epidemiological data confirm such a method of 

transmission. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD OF INCUBATION IN DENGUE. 

As will be seen from a résumé of the epidemiology of dengue, the 
incubation period has been stated as varying from twenty-four hours to 

ten days, the majority of observers regarding it to be from three to five 

days. The following table gives the period of incubation in nine of our 

experimental cases of the diseases: 

| | 
| No. of ! | case. How produced. | Incubation period. 

1 | Inoculation of unfiltered blood ______ 3 days 18 hours. 

2 sexz= (6 (0) See ete ae eee 2 days 19 hours. 

Qs 0) estan ke ke ea eee ee 2 days 18 hours. 
4 [ee O02. = 2 eS ee a eee 2 days 12 hours. 

bY ea dO (aie ee eae eee eee 4 days 4 hours. 

6) eee Oye a Ce tel 7 days | 

9 | Inoculation oi filtered blood _________ 3 days 11 hours. 

10 j-—--= Go 's22 2 ee ee See 2 days 12 hours. | 

TA Byam OS un Lope ee eee ree ee About 3 days 16 hours. 
| 

From the above table it will be seen that the incubation period of 

dengue in experimental cases of the disease varied from two and one-half 

days to seven days, the average being about three days and fourteen hours. 
This is practically the period of incubation stated as being most frequent 

by clinicians. We have observed no case in which the incubation period 

was as short as twenty-four hours, and from our experiments we very 

much doubt the occurrence of such a short period of incubation. 
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8. IMMUNITY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY. 

There is considerable confusion existing in regard to these points, the 

general trend of opinion being that almost everybody is susceptible, and. 

that an attack of dengue produces immunity for a short time only. As 

to the latter point—that is, the duration of acquired immunity—we can 

not express a very positive opinion, as we endeavored, except in one case, 

in our experiments to avoid the use of men who had previously had 

dengue. In the one case noted as an exception, dengue was induced 

although the patient said he had experienced three attacks, the last one 

two and a half years ago. We have also known a few other cases in which 

the disease developed naturally after a like period. The correctness of 

reports of cases in which attacks have occurred a month apart we very 

much doubt. We had about six patients sent back to us after such pe- 

riods supposed to be suffering from second attacks, but in no case was 

it so. The “second attack” was usually a malarial paroxysm. 

As to natural immunity, we know that it occurs, or at all events that 

it may be temporarily present. We think it altogether probable that 

it may be relative; that is, a small dose of virus may not be sufficient to 

overcome it, but a large one may. In one of our cases (Case 8) we were 

unable to decide positively whether an immunity which was present at the 

time of the discharge of the patient was natural or was acquired from a 

very light attack of the disease following inoculation with a half minim 

of blood, though we incline to the latter belief. In at least one instance 

immunity was apparent and not real; that is, the patient did not develop 

dengue when exposed to mosquitoes that had recently bitten other dengue 

cases, but this was due to the fact that the subject was immune to mos- 

quito bites. All the mosquitoes put in his net died after periods varying 

from one to five or six days, and not one of them bit him. Later, when he 

developed dengue from the intravenous injection of blood, mosquitoes bit 

him freely. Fortunately, this characteristic so valuable in the Tropics, 

was not permanently lost, for the patient now states that he is as free 

from mosquito bites as before. 
Our knowledge as to natural immunity cost us rather dear, as we were 

paying all our subjects of experiment, and did not relish exhausting the 

funds at our disposal in payments to men not capable of developing the 

disease. In the hght of subsequent events we think that we made a 

mistake in accepting volunteers from Fort McKinley, where an epidemic 

of dengue had been and was prevailing; because, while we did not begin 

experiments upon the men until they had been under our observation and 

free from exposure to dengue for periods varying from a week to three 

weeks, and thus avoided the error of thinking the disease due to our in- 

oculations when it was in reality due to other causes, we picked men, 

some of whom had probably escaped natural infection because of their 
natural immunity. 
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As we have stated, three of our subjects were absolutely immune to 

dengue. Our assumption, that failure to develop the disease after 

inoculation with 20 minims of blood from a dengue case constitutes 

absolute immunity, is arbitrary, but seems justified by the constancy and 

severity of the symptoms produced in the successful cases. 

Three of the men possibly showed a relative immunity; that is, the 

amount of virus transferred to them by mosquitoes was not sufficient 

to cause the disease, although the intravenous injection of 20 minims of 

dengue blood was sufficient to do so. Possibly this relative immunity 

was only apparent, because we know that these men were not severely 

bitten by the mosquitoes, and we do not know that the particular mos- 

quitoes that did bite them might not have been laboring under some 

disability that prevented their transmitting the disease. It is note- 

worthy that two of these cases were very mild, and that the third, 

while an ordinary one, presented an incubation period Jonger than the 

average. 
Six cases, and if we count the doubtful one already described, seven, 

presented no immunity; that is, they developed dengue following the 

first attempt at inoculation. One case, immune to mosquito bites, 

showed apparent immunity, but developed dengue after the first inoc- 

ulation. 

Natural immunity and the practice of sleeping under mosquito nets 

effectually protected a large proportion of healthy men against infection. 

Thus, in the Fort McKinley epidemic, the highest percentage of infec- 

tions occurring in any one company was 58, the next highest was 52, 

and in the other companies it was lower. It must be remembered that 

in this epidemic no special measures were adopted to prevent the spread 

of the disease, and the mosquito protection consisted merely of the 

ordinary routine use of nets during the sleeping hours. 

IMMUNITY AS SHOWN BY EXPERIMENTS. 

The following cases whose clinical records are here given were proved 

by experiment to be absolutely immune to dengue. The temperature 

charts are not reproduced, as they contain no data of interest. 

Case 12.—W. H. O., first-class private, Hospital Corps, United States Army. 

This man was on duty at the Division Hospital at the time of experiments, and 

had never had dengue. ; ; 

Experiment 1: On the night of September 12 the subject slept under a mos- 

quito net with mosquitoes that had bitten a dengue case the night before. No 

symptoms of dengue developed. 

Experiment 2: On the night of September 28 the subject was again exposed 
to mosquitoes that had bitten a dengue patient the night before. He was bitten 

repeatedly during the next few nights, but no symptoms of dengue developed. 

Experiment 3: On October 3 the subject was inoculated intravenously with 

unfiltered dengue blood from Case 44 (Chart E). No symptoms of dengue 

developed, and the man was returned to duty October 11, 1906. 
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Case 13.—J. G., private, Company I, Sixteenth Infantry. This soldier belonged 

to a company of the Sixteenth Infantry that had furnished twelve cases to the 

hospital with dengue before this man volunteered. He had therefore been 

exposed to the disease. 

Experiment 1: On September 12, 1906, the subject rinsed his mouth with 

normal salt solution containing 12 minims of dengue blood, our object being to 

determine if the dengue parasite could infect through an intact mucous mem- 

brance. The result of the experiment was negative. 

Experiment 2: On September 19 the subject was given an intravenous inocula- 

tion of filtered blood from Case 11 (Chart 11). No symptoms developed. 

Experiment 3: On the night of October 4 the subject was exposed to mosquitoes 

that had bitten Case 44 (Chart E) the night before, and was bitten at least twice. 

Dengue did not develop. , 

Experiment 4: On the night of October 15 he was bitten many times by 

mosquitoes that had bitten a dengue case two nights before. The result was 

negative. 

Experiment 5: On October 22 the subject was given an intravenous inoculation 

of 20 minims of unfiltered blood from Case 95 (Chart 8). No symptoms of 

dengue developed, and the man was returned to duty October 29, 1906. 

Case 14.—J. B. P., private, Company M, Sixteenth Infantry. At the time 

of volunteering the company to which this man belonged had furnished ten men 

suffering from dengue to the Forth McKinley Hospital. 

Experiment 1: On the night of September 24, 1906, the subject was exposed 

to mosquitoes that had bitten Case 11 (Chart 11) the night before. He was 

bitten several times and also many times during the next ten days. The result 

of the experiment was negative. 

Experiment 2: The subject was exposed October 26 and 27 to mosquitoes that 

had bitten a typical case of dengue on October 25. The result of the experiment 

was negative. 

Experiment 3: On November 17 the subject was given an intravenous inocula- 

tion of unfiltered blood from Case 82 (Chart N), who was suffering from a 

typical attack of dengue. No successful result was obtained in this experiment, 

and the man was returned to duty November 23, 1906. 

Remarks.—These men were all exposed to fomites, in addition to the experi- 

ments outlined, and we believe that the results of these experiments demonstrate 

that absolute immunity to dengue is present in certain individuals. 

9. CONTAGION IN DENGUE. 

We have already noted the theories regarding the contagious character 

of dengue. We have carefully studied this portion of our subject, and 

believe that the following facts conclusively prove that dengue is not 

contagious in the least degree. 

1. At the hospital at Fort William McKinley over 600 cases of dengue 

were treated in the general wards without a single case originating 

among the other patients in the wards. Only four men belonging to the 

Hospital Corps on duty at this hospital contracted the disease, three of 

them being nurses on night duty in the wards and the other a cook 

having no contact with the dengue patients. No precautions were used 

to prevent contagion other than the rigid use of mosquito nets at night, 

the dengue and other patients eating together, and being closely associated 
53560——5 
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throughout the day. It is noteworthy that the only men unprotected 

by the mosquito nets at night—that is, the three night nurses—all 

developed the disease. 
2. In our dengue hospital, where we treated over 120 cases, no in- 

stance of infection occurred among the attendants, although their associa- 

tion with the dengue patients was very intimate and continued for over 

four months. 

3. Our experiments with fomites were all negative. We endeavored 

to produce the disease by exposure of healthy men to fomites, the men 

experimented with living in mosquito-proof tents with patients suf- 

fering from dengue, throughout the entire course of the disease. ‘They 

slept in their beds, wore their underclothing and pajamas, and ate and 

drank from the same table furniture. In this way we experimented with 

eight men, none of whom developed the disease from such exposure. 

We conclude, therefore, that dengue is not a contagious disease, and 

that patients suffering from it may be placed in the general wards of a 

hospital without fear of infection, provided precautions are taken to 

protect the patients from mosquitoes. 

Conclusions regarding the etiology of dengue-—From our study of the 

etiology of dengue, we believe the following conclusions are justified : 

1. No organism, either bacterium or protozoén, can be demonstrated 

in either fresh or stained specimens of dengue blood with the mi- 

croscope. 
2. The red blood count in dengue is normal. 

3. There occur no characteristic morphological changes in the red o1 

white blood corpuscles in this disease. 

4. Dengue is characterized by a well-marked leucopenia, the polymor- 

phonuclear leucocytes being decreased, as a rule, while there is a marked 

increase in the small lymphocytes. 

5. The intravenous inoculation of unfiltered dengue blood into healthy 

men is followed by a typical attack of the disease. 

6. The intravenous inoculation of filtered dengue blood into healthy 

men is followed by a typical attack of the disease. 

7. The cause of the disease is, therefore, probably ultramicroscopic. 

8. Dengue can be transmitted by the mosquito, Culex fatigans Wied., 

and this is probably the most common method of transmission. 

9. No organism of etiological significance occurred in bouillon or 

citrated blood cultures. . 

10. The period of incubation in experimental dengue averages three 

days and fourteen hours. 

11. Certain individuals are absolutely immune to dengue, as proven 

by our experiments. 

12. Dengue is not a contagious disease, but is infectious in the same 

manner as is yellow fever and malaria. 
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IV. SYMPTOMATOLOGY. 

It is of cardinal importance in considering the symptoms and diagnosis 

of dengue to bear in mind the fact that it presents, in different epidemics 

and in different individuals in the same epidemic, a variety of clinical 

pictures; and that, while there is what may be called typical dengue, 

there are many variations from the type, and there is no one symptom 

that can be said to be pathognomonic, or even constant, if we except 

fever. We do not state positively that even fever is constant, but we 

are unable to satisfy ourselves that a given case is dengue unless it shows 

some fever, particularly at the onset. This doubtless accounts for the 

different descriptions of the disease that have been written. We agree 

with Guiteras and Cartaya in the belief that many cases can not be 

properly diagnosed except in the presence of an epidemic. We lke- 

wise agree with them that it is logical to differentiate subtypes of 

the disease according to the dominant symptom, so we shall content 

ourselves with outlining the typical attack, and commenting on the 

usual symptoms. In doing this we will use the plan of the writers 

mentioned, whose observations and descriptions we consider accurate, 

clear and well balanced. 
Invasion.—This is usually rather sudden, and, exceptionally in our 

experience, may be so sudden that the patient has to sit or he down, 

being unable to continue the employment in which he is engaged. One 

patient was a sentry on post at the time he was attacked, and so sudden 

and severe was the onset that he had to call for reef. However, many 

cases have a gradual onset, and it was not uncommon for men to 

report sick with a history of having felt ill for a day or two, or even 

three. The onset is usually manifested by pain in the loins, often also 

in the legs, with headache and fever. Frequently the sensation is one of 

extreme weariness, rather than of pain. Chilliness is at times, but not 

usually, complained of. The appetite is nearly always impaired, and 

vomiting or diarrhcea are occasional features. 

Catarrhal symptoms, such as coryza or bronchitis, are not present, unless 

as a complication, and are usually due to preéxisting causes. Sore throat 

is described as common in some epidemics. We observed it in very few 

cases, and consider it rare. The skin is usually. much injected, especially 

over the head and neck. Injection of the conjunctiva and lachrymation 

are common signs; photophobia is uncommon. We have not seen jaun- 

dice of either skin or mucous membranes. The early injection of the 

skin is deseribed by some authors as the primary eruption. We agree 

with Guiteras and Cartaya in thinking that this term should not be ap- 

plied to it. There is, in practically all cases, but one eruption, and it 

appears later, if at all. We have seen one case in which two eruptions 

appeared, but it was the rare exception which only served to emphasize 

the rule. 
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In a few cases the onset is so gradual and its manifestations so mild 

that it may not be noticed at all. Case 8 of our experimental series, 

who also had an estivo-autumnal malarial infection, is a case in point. 

The incubation period in this case and the date of the eruption indicate 

that he had had dengue for about four days, while a blood examination 

showed that his chill and high fever of November 25 were of malarial 

origin. 

Fever.—Fever is in practically all cases present from the beginning, 

and in the majority it reaches its maximum within twenty-four hours. 

This primary rise may exceptionally be to 40.5° C. (105° F.), or even 

41° C. (106° F.), usually it reaches to about 39.7° C. (103.5° F-.). 

In a minority of cases the ascent is gradual (see Case 2). 

By the end of twenty-four hours the temperature has usually fallen 

1° C. (2° F.) or more, and the period of intermission has begun. In 

some cases this drop in temperature is delayed until the beginning of the 

third day, quite exceptionally the same high point may be reached on 

four or five successive days (see Case 9). 

However, in the typical case the temperature has fallen as stated at 

the end of twenty-four hours. The fall may carry it to normal, or 

only as low as 37.8° C. (100° E.)> 38.39 C:-(l0t> ThE) or oro wae 

(102° F.). There it remains, usually until the fifth day, when it again 

rises to almost as high a point as its early maximum. On the sixth day 

there is generally a sudden fall, by crisis, to normal, and the disease is 

ended. Critical discharges do not, in our observation, usually attend 

this fall in temperature, though profuse perspiration may occur. 

When the chart is “typical” it is very characteristic of the disease, 

and enables one to pronounce a correct diagnosis at sight. Often it 
is not typical. The sharp rise on the first day and another on the fifth 

or sixth day, occur sufficiently often, however, to make the temperature 

chart at least as characteristic as In many other diseases in which much 

diagnostic significance is attached to it, as in typhoid fever. 

Guiteras and Cartaya (7) protest against the description of the 

disease as one characterized by two febrile paroxysms, and contend that 

the fever is one attack, usually lasting six days, and only exceptionally 

subsides to normal before the sixth day. We agree with them in this, 

though we see no more objection to speaking of two paroxysms in this 

disease, when the temperature does go to normal between them, than in 

speaking of paroxysms in malaria under similar conditions. 

The variations of this “typical” temperature record are manifold, 
as 1s shown in very many charts in our possession. However, in the 

majority of imstances the type may be recognized even through the 

variations. 

Hyperpyrexia, causing dangerous symptoms, is mentioned as a rare 

occurrence. We have not observed it. 
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Meningeal symptoms may, according to Guiteras and Cartaya, so 

alter the chart as to make it unrecognizable. We have not seen such 

cases. Our most severe case, and the one in which we observed the 

most marked nervous symptoms, showed an almost “typical” chart (see 

Case 10). 

Pulse——The resemblance between beginning dengue and beginning 

yellow fever, and the dissociation of pulse and fever in the latter disease, 

give to the pulse of dengue an importance it would not otherwise merit. 

Guiteras and Cartaya, who studied and wrote of the disease with its 

differential diagnosis from yellow fever as their main theme, summarize 

their observations on the pulse by saying that “in general it is not 

slow as in yellow fever, and especially not in the first days, but that 

dengue shows a tendency to slow pulse.” 

We haye seen in no case a markedly slow pulse, and think that in 

general the pulse follows the temperature fairly well, although the ten- 

dency to slowness is most apt to be manifested by a relatively small rise 

in pulse rate. Writing with little experience with yellow fever, we should 

consider the pulse a valuable diagnostic feature. 

Pain.—Pain is usually described as the earliest symptom. This is true 

in nearly all cases, so far as the patient knows, but as before stated, 

it is often preceded for seyeral hours by a rising temperature. ‘The pain 
is frequently severe, infrequently excruciating and immediately disabling. 

Also in a few instances it is trifling and very rarely it may be absent. It 

is Im nearly every case manifested as headache and almost as frequently as 

lumbar pain. In a smaller number, but still a large majority of all 

cases, it is also present in the limbs, especially in the calves of the legs; 

less often, but still not rarely there is abdominal pain. 

The headache may be frontal, vertical, temporal, occipital or post- 

orbital. Of these varieties we should place frontal headache as first in 

order of frequency, post-orbital second, temporal third, and vertical and 

occipital as least frequent. Movement of the eyeballs is often a cause of 

pain, particularly in patients complaining of post-orbital pain, 

The pains in the lumbar region, trunk and limbs are of varying severity, 
im many cases giving rise to most bitter complaint, in others only being 

mentioned in response to inquiry. Such inquiry will in the vast majority 

of instancés, practically all, elicit an account of pain. ‘This is described 

by Guiteras and Cartaya as being localized in the deep insertions of the 

muscles. This seems to be the condition at times, but almost as fre- 

quently the bodies of the muscles are affected, especially of those in 

the legs, where the fleshy calf is often very painful. In spite of the fact 

that the disease is called “break-bone fever,” we have seldom had patients 

complain of pains in the bones. 
Joint pains are not infrequently complained of, especially in the 

knees. In only one case did we see marked redness or swelling of the 
joints; in this one the wrists were involved. 
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Intercostal pain is very wnusual and pain in the abdominal muscles 

is even less so; Guiteras and Cartaya likened the latter to the sensation 

produced by pressing a large iron on the abdomen. ‘This description we 

have elicited a few times. 

Skin eruption.—As previously stated, the face is usually deeply flushed 

and the eyes injected and watery at the onset of the disease. This 

appearance we have found very characteristic, and, in the circumstances 

under which we have worked, an almost pathognomonic sign. A similar 

appearance may be produced by so many beginning diseases that we 

would not give it any such weight where there was danger of confusing it 

with such diseases. 

The redness may extend over the entire surface, but it is usually 

more marked on exposed parts, such as the face, neck, and hands. It is 

not a true eruption, but a general capillary dilatation and in appearance 

it resembles a mild sunburn, or the dilatation caused by a hot bath, rather 

than a scarlatinal rash. It may last for any length of time, from five or 

six hours to two or three days. It is not constantly observed and we have 

seen a few cases in which pallor was present instead. 

We have in no case seen jaundice, neither did Guiteras and Cartaya, 

who, of course, kept it constantly in mind. ‘These writers state that the 

skin is generally hyperesthetic. We have not noticed such a condition 

and have had no complaints of it, so that we assume that it may vary in 

different epidemics. 

The true rash undoubtedly varies greatly in the frequency of its 

occurrence, as well as in its duration and localization. We agree with 

Guiteras and Cartaya in regarding it as possibly present in all cases, 

though not noticed in all because it frequently is faint in appearance and 

of ephemeral duration. While we have not kept careful notes of all the 

patients we have examined, we think that we have seen the rash in about 

75 per cent of our cases. 

It most commonly appears about the fourth day, not infrequently with 

the terminal rise. At times we have seen it upon the third day, and 

at least twice in our experimental cases upon the second. As we received 

a majority of our cases, excepting those produced by inoculation, on the 

second, third, or fourth day, and as quite a number had the eruption 

when we first saw them, we could not determine accurately just when 

it did appear in some instances. We feel well satisfied, however, that the 

fourth or fifth day usually marks its first appearance. 

The localization of the eruption varies. It occurs with greatest 

frequency, in our experience, on the trunk, either the anterior or posterior 

surface, or both, being involved. With this it may also appear on the 

wrists, ankles, neck, thighs, palms, or generalized over the entire body. 

the occurrence in the different locations being about in the order named. 
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The appearance of the rash also varies. The most common eruption 

more nearly resembles that of measles than any other well-known eruption, 

but it is not so dark in color, neither are the macules usually so coarse nor 

aggregated into such large patches. Another type resembles scarlatina, 

consisting of close set or coalescent, bright, red points, while between 

these two are intermediate types. Very rarely is the rash so vivid and 

plain as in scarlatina, measles or rubella. The measles-like eruption may 

be, at times, appreciable to the touch. 

In some of the scarlatiniform eruptions the injection may be so intense 

as to produce capillary rupture and minute extravasations, which show 

on the bright-red background as small, purple dots. An eruption of this 

character is longer in fading than the others. These small extravasations 

are more commonly seen on the back and buttocks than elsewhere, 

possibly because of the greater heat and pressure to which these parts 

are subjected. In one patient (Case 10) these small extravasations ap- 

parently suppurated ; at all events, an abundant crop of miliary pustules, 

1 to 3 millimeters in diameter, appeared over the buttocks, where the extra- 

vasations were abundant. The pustules were not painful and gave 
rise to no symptoms. 

Occasionally, the eruption leaves small areas of skin, from 1 to 2 centi- 

meters in diameter, uninvolved, which then present somewhat the ap- 

pearance of wheals on a blushing surface. We have not seen an urticarial 

eruption. 

The duration of the rash usually varies with its intensity, the well- 

marked eruptions lasting longer than the others, and, as stated, the scar- 

latiniform rash with extravasations the longest. In one such case (Case 

2) the eruption lasted eight days. We have seen no other in which it 

lasted so long, though we have observed others in which it was visible for 

a week. In most cases it lasts about two days; that is, it appears on the 

fourth day, or the fifth and disappears by the time the temperature falls, 

on the sixth day. In many cases it lasts only one day, or possibly less, 

being well marked one morning and absent the next. In about one-fourth 

of our cases it was neyer seen at all, and possibly did not occur. 

The disappearance of the rash in a minority of cases is followed by 

a fine desquamation which will not be noticed unless watched for closely. 

In a very small minority the desquamation is easily observed as fine, 

bran-like, but abundant, scales. In one patient whom we saw but did 

not have under our care, the skin of the hands, arms and feet came off in 

large strips, many of them an inch square. 

Alimentary system.—TVhe tongue in nearly all cases presents a charac- 

teristic appearance. At first it is covered by a light, creamlike coat which 

rapidly thickens and darkens in the middle, disappearing from the edges ; 

during the rest of the attack the tongue usually presents a heavy, yellowish 
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central coat, with a red tip and edges. It remains moist throughout and 

shows no tendency to fissure. The breath is heavy and at times foul, 

especially in cases showing constipation. 

The appetite is practically always impaired or absent for the first few 

days. By the third or fourth day most of our patients were very hungry 

and asked for full diet, which all but two or three of them relished. 

Nausea and vomiting occurred in a few cases, as did diarrhea. This 

last was profuse and watery, but we never saw either mucus or blood in 

the stools, though both are said to occur at times. The vomitimg and 

diarrhoea which we observed always occurred at the onset of the disease, 

and not as manifestations of the crisis. 

As a rule, slight constipation is present, necessitating the administra- 

tion of laxatives. As our patients were all soldiers leading active lives 

and taking much exercise, it is not improbable that the imaction of 

hospital confinement had as much influence as the disease in producing 

the constipation. 

Nervous symptoms—The most constant of these, the pains, have 

already been discussed. In three cases we have had delirium, that in one 

was very mild, in another slightly more marked, and in the third at- 

tended with marked hysterical symptoms and hallucinations. In all 

three cases the delirium was observed only at night, and in two it occurred 

as the patient was falling to sleep and may have been merely the manifes- 

tation of troubled dreams. The other case, Case 10, was as severe a one 

as we saw, but even in it the symptoms pointed rather to hysteria than 

to meningitis, and we afterwards learned that the patient had for several 

years, been subject to nervous attacks, beginning when he was a small 

boy and continuing until about two years ago. He also had an attack, 

similar to the one he showed during his fever, a short time after 

his return to duty. In this attack he got out of bed, ran about the 

room, shouted, wept and talked to his mother, who was of course not 

present. He was quieted, and the next day was impressed with the folly 

of his conduct and the necessity for maintaining self-control. Since that 

time, now nearly three months, he has had no trouble, and has performed 

his full duty. 

We have not seen the “meningeal type” of the disease as it has been 

described by others, nor have we heard of any such cases occurring 

during this epidemic. We have not seen peripheral neuritis, unless some 

of the pains were due to such lesions, in which case the neuritis did 

not outlast the other symptoms and must have been trifling. 

Insomnia was frequently observed while the fever was high and the 

pain severe. It was so evidently dependent on these causes and dis- 

appeared so soon that it did not require treatment. 

Disturbances of the circulatory apparatus should probably be considered 

here. A considerable minority of patients complained of pain or dis- 
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comfort in the precordium or of a sense of suffocation, and one man 

had an attack of syneope while eating. In none of these cases were we 

able to discover any sign of heart, lung, or pericardial lesion. Not even 

the cardiac rhythm was disturbed during any of our examinations. 

However, the frequency of complaint, and the fact that one man 

actually fainted, show that the circulation is often disturbed in this 

disease, and. this disturbance prompts us to join with other writers in 

pointing out the necessity for guarding against accidents from such a 

cause. 
Hemorrhages.—Several writers speak of the tendency to hemorrhages, 

and Guiteras and Cartaya, whose cases were many of them sent to the 

hospital as yellow fever suspects, noted it in almost a fifth of the cases 

they studied. We did not observe hemorrhages in any instance, if we 

except the small capillary ruptures described as an occasional feature of 

the eruption. 

The possibility of the occurrence of hemorrhages from other parts 

should be kept in mind, especially in yellow fever countries, for though 

Guiteras and Cartaya observed none from the stomach or bowels, other 

writers say they may occur. 

Lymphatic glands.—lt is stated by some observers that the lymphatic 

glands show an enlargement during this disease. This observation we 

can not confirm, as we saw no lymphatic enlargements except in cases 

which had shown them prior to the onset of dengue, or who developed 

inguinal adenitis from coexisting venereal disease. 

Blood.—The results of the examination of the blood have already been 

considered. : 

Urine —Guiteras and Cartaya state that albumen may often be found 

in the urine if very delicate tests are used, they detecting it in 41 per cent 

of their cases. We have never seen any symptoms referable to the urinary 

system except in a few men who had a coexisting gonorrhcea, and we 

therefore did not have the urine examined in many instances. We had 

eight urines examined, and they were all normal but one. However, our 

experience indicates that in some epidemics the condition of the urine 
gives more valuable information for a differential diagnosis between 

dengue and yellow fever than Guiteras and Cartaya thought. 

Convalescence—Many writers state that convalescence is often pro- 

longed and tedious, and apt to be protracted by such-complications as 

boils, joint affections, muscular pains, or weakness in the knees. In all of 

our cases convalescence has been prompt, practically all patients expressing 

a desire to return to duty as soon as the temperature fell. 

Mortality—All observers agree in saying that the mortality in dengue 

is so low as to be almost nothing. During the Australian epidemic 

94 deaths occurred from the disease in Brisbane. The Robertson com- 

mittee estimated that this represented about one death in 1,000 cases; 
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the mortality was relatively greater in females than in males, and was 

highest at the extremes of life; patients under 5 years of age contributing 

37.6 per cent of all deaths, those over 60 years 35.5 per cent. 

We have seen no deaths, and have heard of none during the epidemic 

we have studied. The disease does its harm from a military standpoint 
by disabling such large numbers of men at one time. When 600 men out 

of 1,000 or 1,200 are disabled for a. period of at least a week each, the 

work of the command must, of course, suffer. 

Vv. DIAGNOSIS. 

As indicated in the consideration of the symptoms, the diagnosis of 

dengue will often not be made except in the presence of an epidmic, in 

which case the tendency would probably be to call any painful affection 

of sudden onset “dengue.” 

The fairly characteristic temperature chart, the sudden onset, severe 

pain, flushed face, the coated tongue, the eruption, and the leucopenia and 

lymphocytosis, unite to make the ordinary case easy of diagnosis, especially 

in the presence of an epidemic. 

Care is required, under various conditions, in differentiating dengue 
from yellow fever, malaria, influenza, scarlet fever, measles, syphilis, 

tonsilitis, rheumatism, smallpox, and meningitis. 

Yellow fever—The differential diagnosis between yellow fever and 

dengue is probably the most important we have to consider, as the two 

diseases occur side by side in America, and mistaken diagnosis might lead 

to the gravest consequences, as a supposed dengue case is not apt to be 

so carefully guarded from mosquitoes as is a known one of yellow fever. 

Guiteras and Cartaya, experienced in both diseases, say that the most 

valuable differential signs are the slower pulse, the jaundice and the 

haematemesis in yellow fever. None of these are apt to occur in dengue. 

Add to this the greater liability to albuminuria in yellow fever, the 

character of the prevailing epidemic, the mortality, the absence of the 

eruption and probably the blood examination, which in yellow fever does 

not show the characteristic leucopenia and lymphocytosis of dengue, and 

in the great majority of cases the diagnosis will be clear. Nevertheless, 

it would be the part of wisdom in all doubtful cases to act as though the 

disease were yellow fever. 

Malaria—The history and the microscope will usually make an early 

differentiation possible. In case they do-not do so, quinine will do little 

harm. 

Influenza.—The geographical and seasonal distribution of the two dis- 

eases do not correspond. Dengue occurs only with the mosquitoes, in- 

fluenza where mosquitoes are absent and oftenest in cold weather. In- 

fluenza is usually accompanied by catarrhal symptoms, dengue rarely so, 

and then only accidentally. Dengue usually shows an eruption of a 
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scarlatinal or rubeoloid type, influenza does not. Leucopenia and lym- 

phocytosis point more strongly to dengue. 

Scarlatina—TVhe occurrence or nature of the epidemic, the seasonal 

oceurrence, the almost entire absence of sore throat and cervical glandular 

swelling, the age of the patient, the less marked toxie symptoms, the 

temperature chart, the leucocyte count and the usually slight desquama- 

tion, will in nearly all instances set dengue apart from scarlatina. 

Measles—The more sudden onset of dengue, the greater pain, the 

absence of coryza, the appearance of the temperature chart, the epidemic 

and its season, usually makes this differentiation easy. 

_ Syphilis —Confusion with syphilis will occur but rarely, and only 

im individual cases. In such cases the history, the chart, the usually 

less violent onset of symptoms, the examination for chancre, mucous 

patches, ete., will practically always enable one to make a diagnosis. 

Tonsilitis—The onset of acute, follicular tonsilitis is at times, in its 

suddenness, its painfulness and fever, much like that of dengue. The 

examination of the throat is usually sufficient for the making of a correct 
diagnosis. 

Rheumatic fever—Aecute articular rheumatism is at times, but un- 

usually, simulated by dengue. In the latter disease the joint involve- 

ment, when present, is less marked and more ephemeral, while the other 

dengue symptoms, especially the eruption, make the diagnosis clear. 

Smallpox.—The sudden onset, the flushed face, the violent pain in the 

head and back, the high temperature, make the early stages of smallpox 

resemble those of dengue, and it is probable that smallpox developing 

during dengue epidemics will often be mistaken for it. The history of 

exposure to smallpox, the absence or great age of vaccination scars, would 
point to that disease, while the evolution of the pocks would soon put the 

case beyond the realm of doubt. 

Meningitis—Some of the cases of the “meningeal” type of dengue, as 

described by other writers, can probably only be differentiated from 

epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis by the presence of the dengue epidemic 

and the result of the bacteriological examinations of the fluid obtained by 

spinal puncture. 
VI. TREATMENT. 

Prophylaxis.—We believe that our observations and the total failure . 

of all our attempts to transmit the disease by fomites or contact indicate 

the character of the prophylactic measures. Protection from mosquitoes 

is probably all that is necessary, but there is the posibility that other 

transmission of infected blood may rarely occur, as for example through 

other insects, infected hypodermic needles, and in a few other possible but 

improbable ways. We believe that in the case of the military service the 

screening of barracks would prevent such epidemics as the one which oc- 

eurred at Fort William McKinley, and it would appear that economy 
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would be subserved by the screening of all barracks and quarters in coun- 

tries where malaria and dengue are prevalent. 

Medicinal.—Our cases did not receive treatment except in a few in- 
stances and for special symptoms, as we wished to obtain a picture of the 

unaltered disease. To judge from our observations on these untreated 

cases we think that other than symptomatic treatment, to promote the 
patient’s comfort, is not called for. 

Cold bathing, sponging, and the use of ice-caps are advisable to keep 

the temperature within bounds; for the pain and nervous symptoms, 

opium and bromides would probably be-safer routine measures than the 

use of the coal-tar products; because, first, in this disease they are more 

effective, and, second, they would be less apt to harm an already disturbed 

heart. 

VII. CONCLUSION. 

In concluding our report we desire to express our appreciation of the 

encouragement and aid rendered us by Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, com- 

manding the Philippines Division, without which it would have been. 

impossible for us to have made these researches. We also desire to 

thank Dr. R. P. Strong, the Director of the Biological Laboratory of 

the Bureau of Science, for the use of apparatus, and Mr. Charles §. 

Banks, Entomologist of the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, 

who rendered us assistance in the identification of mosquitoes. 
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MAP. 

Sketch map of Fort William McKinley, Rizal Province, P. I. 
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EXPLANATION OF MAP. 

The map is intended to illustrate the spread of the epidemic of dengue through 

the post of Fort William McKinley, Rizal Provinee, P. I. 

The letters placed opposite the barracks indicate the company occupying them, 

and the figures accompanying the letters indicate the order in which the barracks 

were infected. It will be observed that barracks widely separated became infected 

before others in apposition, and that the last barracks to become infected were 

those of the Eighth Cavalry. 

The red line indicates tle course of a smal] stream of water which is an ideal 

breeding place for mosquitoes. 
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REVIEWS. 

A Text-Book of Pathology. By Alfred Stengel, M. D. With 399 illustrations 

in the text, many of them in colors, and 7 full-page chromolithographic plates. 

Fifth edition, thoroughly revised. Cloth. Pp. 979. Price, $5.00 net; half 

morocco, $6.00 net. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 

1906. 

It is obvious that a work upon\pathology which has reached a fifth 

edition in a period of eight years must be possessed of more than ordinary 

merit, and have answered the needs of those who have consulted it. 

Written from the standpoint of the clinical pathologist, the subjects, in 
the work under review are presented in such a manner as to be of the 

greatest service to the practitioner and student of medicine, and taken as 

a whole, the work is one of the most valuable treatises upon pathology 

contributed by an American author. ‘This edition is well up to date 

and much recent work has been incorporated or summarized; however, 

we greatly miss references to the literature of the various subjects 

discussed, especially in that portion of the work devoted to the animal 

and vegetable parasites, where a few well-chosen references would have 

proven of great value to the student. 

The first six chapters of the work are devoted to general pathology, 

and are most excellent, especially the chapter upon progressive tissue 

changes, in which is given a beautifully illustrated and concise description 

of the histo-pathology of tumors. 
Chapters 7 and 8 are devoted to the bacteria and the diseases due to 

them and to the animal parasites. In the reviewer’s opinion the inclusion 

in a text-book of pathology of anything like an adequate consideration of 

the vegetable and animal parasites infecting man is impossible and might 

better be altogether omitted, but, unfortunately, it has become a custom 

to attempt to do so, and the chapters referred to are very satisfactory and 

the subjects are presented in an attractive manner ; the author has accepted 

the classification of amcebe as defined by Schaudinn, and includes the 

Spirochete under the bacteria. As regards the position of the Spiro- 

chete, it would have been better to have regarded their biological position 

as uncertain, especially as the recent work of Breinl appears to have 

disproven that of the adherents of the bacterial theory and again swung 

the pendulum toward the Protozoa. The illustrations in this section 

of the work are as a rule good, but many of them are reproductions of 
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old and imperfect woodcuts; the photomicrograph given of Treponema 

pallidum could much better have been used to represent “refringens’ for 

it is not at all typical of “pallidum.” 

The remainder of the work is devoted to special pathology, is well 

illustrated, and presents the subject in an interesting and instructive 

manner; owing, undoubtedly, to lack of space, many important subjects 

are merely mentioned, or the descriptions are so brief as to be of little 

practical value. The pathology of the diseases of the Tropics has 

suffered more in this way than any other branch of meuicine, as an 

instance of which may be mentioned the description of the pathology of 

dysentery; no distinction is ma‘e between the pathology of specific or 

bacillary dysentery and the amecehic variety, and the Shiga bacillus is 

not even mentioned by name, but referred to as “a bacillus resembling 

the typhoid bacillus.” It is unfortunate that so excellent a work as the 

one before us should be marred by so unsatisfactory a description of the 

pathology of this important group of infections. 2 

The book is carefully indexed and is well printed and bound. 

Conse 

The Elements of the Science of Nutrition. By Graham Lusk, Ph. D., M. A.. 

F. R. S. (Edin.) Illustrated. Cloth. Pp. 326. Price $2.50 net. Philadel- 

phia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1906. 

Professor Lusk has given a very clear and comprehensive review of the 

known facts about the very complex subject of nutrition, including the 

results of his own careful work. The book deals largely with the scientific 

side of the subject and contains little of the practical details usually 

prominent in books upon this subject. It is to be hoped that the study 

of such books as this one together with the works of Pawlaw, Atwater, 

Chittenden and others who are doing so much toward elucidating the 

problems of nutrition will lead to the more general practice of this 

subject upon a scientific basis. 

W. E. M. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The experimental work which constitutes the basis of this report was 

undertaken with the object of throwing further light upon certain prac- 

tical problems in relation to pest immunity, and particularly with the 

idea of determining the most efficacious method of protective inoculation 

against plague. The subject of immunization against pest is not only 

of general scientific interest, but at least to several tropical and sub- 

tropical countries is of great practical importance. One need only recall 

the mortality in India of nearly a million deaths from this disease during 

the past year (1905) to be impressed with the importance of the problem, 

and while it is true that at present no epidemic of plague exists in the 

Philippine Islands, yet sporadic cases occur from time to time and it 

must be recalled that only a few years ago (1903) it was thought by 

the Board of Health advisable and necessary to perform among the 

Chinese of the city of Manila general inoculations against this disease. 

It is true that the subject of protective inoculation against plague has 

received considerable attention during the past few years and that prophy- 

lactics have been recommended by several authors, but, while it is 

admitted that by their use a certain degree of pest immunity can be 

produced and demonstrated in a number of the more insusceptible animals 

and, occasionally, even in those very susceptible to this infection, never- 

theless, it has sometimes seemed questionable whether we were able, by 

the inocultion of these prophylactics, to obtain in man an immunity of 

such a degree as to be protective against the natural and usual methods 
of infection by the malady. Thus, Kolle called attention to the fact 

that since, by the use of even very large doses of the killed pest organisms 

only exceptionaly were we able to immunize against pest infection the 

animal which is most susceptible to plague, namely, the guinea pig, it 

seemed very doubtful if favorable results could be obtained in man, where 

relatively much smaller doses of the killed cultures were injected. Yet, 

from 1898, when protective inoculation was first introduced, up to the time 

of my first report on vaccination against plague in November, 1905, no 

other methods except those in which the killed cultures were employed 

had been used in the very extensive human inoculations performed against 

this disease in India and in other countries. 

In the latter part of the year 1903, when the Board of Health of 

Manila was practicing among the Chinese in this city protective inocula- 

tion against plague by the injection of the killed cultures of the pest 

bacillus, the method at that time carried on in Japan and consisting of 
157 
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the injection of 1 oese of a 24-hour slant agar culture of Bacillus pestis 

suspended and killed in 1 cubic centimeter of 0.085 saline solution, I 

decided to investigate whether any immune substances became developed 

in the serum of the inoculated individuals. It did not seem possible 

to me that any appreciable degree of immunity could be acquired from 

these inoculations, owing to the small size of the dose and the very mild 

local and general reaction which resulted from the injections. I therefore 

studied the agglutinative and bactericidal reactions of the blood serum of 

12 cases, 6 of whom had been inoculated two weeks and 6 three weeks 

previously with 1 oese of the killed pest culture. The agglutinative 

reactions were performed by the macroscopic method and the bactericidal 

reactions according to the one suggested by Neisser and Wechsberg. No 

traces of agglutinins or of bacteriolysins could be demonstrated in the 

sera of any of the individuals.? Obviously, these experiments in them- 

selves were not considered to be conclusive evidence of the fact that no im- 

munity was conferred upon the inoculated, since it was already recognized 

at this time that these antibodies were frequently and indeed, usually, 

not encountered even in the blood sera of individuals who had recovered 

from an attack of plague and were immune to this disease.* Therefore, 

experiments in animals were resorted to in order that more information 

on this subject might be obtained. Ten guinea pigs were inoculated 

subcutaneously, each with the same dose that was being employed in 

the general human inoculations in this city. After two weeks the im- 

munity of these animals was tested in the following manner. One oese 

of a virulent pest organism was suspended in 1 cubic centimeter of 0.085 

saline solution and 5 oesen of this suspension rubbed over a freshly shayed 

area on the abdomen of the guinea pig. All of the animals succumbed to 

acute pest infection, demonstrating conclusively that an immunity of 

appreciable degree had not been produced. A short time after, the 

important paper of Kolle and Otto * was published in which the unfa- 

vorable results from the immunization of guinea pigs with large doses 

of killed agar cultures of the pest bacillus or with Haffkine’s prophylactic 

were reported. It therefore seemed to me, at that time, more advisable 

to experiment further with other methods of immunization against 

plague, before insisting upon the use of larger amounts of more virulent 

* These experiments were undertaken at this time because the statement had 

previously been made that agglutinins, at least in some cases, had been demon- 

strated in the blood serum of human beings who had been inoculated against 

plague a short time before with Haffkine’s prophylactic, a conclusion which I 

have not been able in any manner to confirm. 

* Experiments demonstrating the fact that animals immune to pest infection 

may still show no traces of agglutinins in their blood, together with those 

demonstrating the absence of a true bacteriolytic action of plague immune serum, 

will be presented later in this paper. 

*Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 45, 507. 
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killed pest cultures in the human inoculations being pursued in this 
eity. Further results obtained by Kolle and his associates in Berlin, 

and the animal experiments made here, having demonstrated that in 

very susceptible animals at least, satisfactory immunization could only 

exceptionally be produced by the methods of human inoculation then in 

vogue, this laboratory recommended to the Commissioner of Health in 

Manila the suspension of the human inoculations with killed cultures 

of the pest bacillus, and has not since recommended to our Government 

any method of protective inoculation against plague as an efficient pro- 

cedure against the extension of this disease. However, further experi- 

mentation, which I have carried on as continuously as was practicable 

for the past year and a half, has demonstrated that a satisfactory im- 

munity can be obtained in the guinea pig, an animal even more susceptible 

to plague infection than is man, by the inoculation of living cultures 

of plague bacilli of such attenuation that they are no longer dangerous 

when injected into human beings. Therefore, this laboratory believes 

that by the method of vaccination ® against plague with suitable cultures, 

we have probably an efficient measure for the control of this infectious 

disease, and we recommend its adoption for this purpose. 

At present there is not sufficient plague in this city to warrant 

the employment of general vaccination against the malady, but it is hoped 

that the method may be given a thorough and careful trial in certain 

districts of India where plague is always present in sufficient amounts 

to justify its use. A preliminary report on the subject of vaccination 

against plague was presented to the Manila Medical Society in November, 

1905, and published in an earlier number of this Journau.® In the 

present article further evidence of the entire safety of vaccination in man 

against plague with suitable cultures will be presented, together with 

the experimental work which demonstrates conclusively the efficacy of 

this procedure and its superiority to other methods of protective imocula- 

tion, including those in which both natural and artificial plague aggressin, 

so recently described, are employed. 

*The term “vaccination” is employed in this article only in the sense in which 

it was primarily used by Jenner and Pasteur (immunization with the living, 

attenuated organism) and is not applied to forms of protective inoculation in 

which the killed organisms or their extracts are employed. See Kolle’s previous 

remarks on this subject. 

This Jowrnal (1906), 1, 181. 



II. DISCUSSION OF THE PROPHYLACTICS PREVIOUSLY 

EMPLOYED. 

Before proceeding directly to this discussion of the experimental work, 

it will be advantageous to mention the various prophylacties which have 

already been used in human beings, and briefly to review the methods 

of preparing them and the immunizing powers which they possess. 

1. METHODS OF PREPARATION. 

Haffkine’s* prophylactic against plague consists of the killed bouillon cultures 

of the pest bacillus. The organism is grown in 3-liter flasks of bouillon upon 

the surface of which clarified butter or coconut oil is distributed. The cultures 

are kept for six weeks at a temperature between 25° and 30° C. The bacteria 

form stalactite-like growths, which extend from beneath the surface of the oil 

downwards. The flasks are shaken every few days, when the organisms fall to the 

bottom of the vessel and a new growth takes place above. After five or six 

weeks’ growth, in order to be sure that the bouillon cultures are pure, subcultures 

are made from them upon agar slants. The bouillon cultures are then killed by 

heating for one hour at 65° to 70° C. and, after their sterility is proven, sufficient 

carbolic acid is added to form a 0.5 per cent solution. The prophylactic is 

placed in 30 cubic centimeter bottles and it must be shaken before use, since 

the killed bacteria naturally settle to the bottom of the vessel. The dose for 

men is from 3 to 3.5 cubic centimeters, for women from 2 to 2.5 cubie centimeters 

and for children from 0.5 to 1 cubie centimeter. Recently, Haffkine has in 

special cases recommended as high as 20 cubic centimeters for a single injection. 

He also frequently advises a second and even a third inoculation. 

Another form of prophylactic against plague is that which was recommended 

by the German Plague Commission* (Gaffky, Pfeiffer, Sticker and Dieudonné) 

and which consists of the killed agar cultures of the virulent pest bacillus. 

Forty-eight hour agar slants of the organism are suspended in saline solution 

or bouillon and killed by heating for one hour at 65° C. Carbolie acid is then 

added to 0.5 per cent. The dose for a grown man is one agar culture. This 

prophylactic has many advantages over that recommended by Haffkine since 

with it an accurate dose as well a fixed virulence for the organism employed 

can be obtained. Moreover, it is much less dangerous, since either the tetanus 

bacillus or the organism of malignant cedema may develop in the bouillon cultures. 

Such anaérobie organisms will naturally not multiply on the agar slants. 

Haffkine claimed as an advantage of his method that certain metabolic sub- 

stances of the plague bacillus were contained in the fluid media which rendered the 

prophylactic more effective. 

* Brit. Med. Journ. (1897), 1461; also Lancet (1899), 77, 1695. 

* Bericht. der deutsch. Pest Kommission. Arb. a. d. k. Gsndhtsamte, Berl. 

(1899), 16, 306. 
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However, both the German Plague Commission and Kolle have shown that 

the immunizing substances in Haffkine’s prophylactic are mainly contained in 

the sediment consisting of the killed organisms. Kolle® showed that the clear 

fluid drawn off above the dead bacteria possessed but little immunizing power and 

further demonstrated that the number of bacteria in the old bouillon cultures 

was very small in proportion to the number that could be obtained in the same 

volume of fluid if agar cultures were used. Thus, one agar culture contained 

about as many bacteria as from 80 to 100 cubic centimeters of an old bouillon 

eulture. Obviously whatever immunizing power the clear fluid above the sedi- 

ment possesses is due to the free receptors which have been separated from the 

dead bacilli. It therefore seems evident that killed agar cultures are superior 

for inoculation to the killed bouillon ones. 

Lustig and Galeotti in 1897 ® recommended the use of an extract of the plague 

bacillus obtained by chemical reagents. For its preparation three or four day 

agar cultures of the organism are thoroughly shaken with 1 per cent caustic 

potash solution. 

After two hours, a 0.5 per cent acetic acid solution is slowly added until the 

mixture becomes slightly acid, when a flocculent precipitate forms. This sedi- 

ment is collected on filter paper, washed to a neutral reaction and finally dried 

in vacuo. The powder when it is to be used is dissolved in 1 per cent sodium 

carbonate solution. The dose for man is from 2 to 3 milligrams. The Swiss 

serum institute in Bern recommends this prophylactic particularly because of 

the fact that an exact dose can be obtained and on account of the ease with 

which it can be transported. ; 

Another protective against plague has been recommended by Terni and Bandi 

in 1900. For the preparation of this prophylactic guinea pigs or rabbits are 

inoculated intraperitoneally with a small quantity of a suspension of the pest 

bacillus in bouillon. The animal usually dies in from thirty-six to forty-eight 

hours. At the time of its death, or a little before (in order to be sure that no 

migration into the peritoneal cavity of the intestinal bacteria has taken place) 

the abdominal cavity is opened, the peritoneal exudate collected and, if it is very 

thick, diluted with saline solution. The exudate is then placed in the incubator 

at 37° C. for twelve hours; it is next heated at from 50° to 52° C. for one hour 

on two successive days; in this way it becomes sterilized and the serum albumins 

present are not coagulated. A mixture of carbolic acid, 0.5 per cent, sodium 

carbonate 0.25 per cent, and sodium chloride 0.75 per cent is then added, in 

order to aid in the preservation and in the absorbability of the prophylactic when 

used. From 1.5 to 2.5 cubic centimeters are recommended for human injections. 

The method of inoculation against plague recommended by Shiga” is as 

follows: The growth from a three-day agar culture which contained about 3 oesen 

of plague organisms was placed in a mortar with 3 cubic centimeters of salt 

solution and thoroughly rubbed up. The suspension was then heated for 30 

minutes at 60° C. and later, carbolic acid to 0.5 per cent was mixed with 

it. After twenty-four hours an equal volume of a pest immune serum was 

added. Shiga recommended two injections; for the first one, 0.6 to 1 cubic 

centimeter of the mixture of serum and organisms and for the second, after the 

° Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1901), 36, 396. 

10 Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1897), 23, 227, 289. 

“ Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1900), 26, 463; also Rev. d. Hyg. Paris (1900), 

22, 62. 

% Ber. iiber die Pest in Kobe und Osaka, Tokyo (1900), 54. 
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reaction had subsided, the same amount of the suspension of the killed organisms 

alone. He also advised a third inoculation with a larger dose for those who 

are frequently exposed to plague infection. The addition of the plague serum is 

recommended in order to diminish the local and general reaction and to aid in 

absorption. 

The prophylactic recommended by Besredka™* in 1902 is prepared by adding 

a plague immune serum to a suspension of the kiiled pest bacillus in saline 

solution. By this means the bacteria become agglutinated and sink to the 

bottom of the vessel. The organisms are killed by heating for one hour at 60° C. 

The precipitate of bacteria is then washed thoroughly to free it from any excess 

of serum, and the agglutinated and washed bacteria are used for the injection. 

This prophylactic, Besredka maintained, produced an immunity in animals after 

forty-eight hours, which lasted for five months. Recently * he has recommended 

the addition of a normal horse’s serum in place of the immune serum, to the 

suspensions of the killed and dried bacteria in saline solution. The organisms 

after separation by centrifugation are then said to be “atoxique” and are used for 

the imoculations. 

Gosio” recently has described in detail a practical method of preparing plague 

prophylactic in large quantities. Pest bacilli were cultivated in thin layers of 

bouillon, in flasks such as are used for the preparation of diphtheria toxin. The 

bacteria were then precipitated by means of an agglutinating pest serum and 

separated from the latter; following this they were killed by heating at 65° C. 

for one hour, and the cea of the mixture proved by the addition to the 

inoculated bouillon tubes of a small amount of potassium telluride. 

Hueppe and Kikuchi* in October, 1905, announced that successful results had 

been obtained in guinea pigs by repeated inoculations of exudates containing 

plague aggressin. The experiments are very few in number-and but briefly 

related, but the authors mention that in this paper it is their intention merely 

to call attention to the priority of the use of this method of immunization of 

animals against plague. As yet they have not reported further upon the subject. 

_In November, 1905, I for the first time reported to the Manila Medical Society 

upon vaccination in man with attenuated living cultures of the pest bacillus, and 

later, in February, 1906, published in this JouRNAL”™. and afterwards with 

Professor Kolle,* further experiments relating to this subject. The details of 

all the work performed in vaccination with these cultures will be considered in 
the present paper. 

Finally, in January of this year (1906) Klein™® has described a method of 

plague inoculation which he has employed in white mice, rats and guinea pigs. 

The buboes, spleen, lungs and liver of a guinea pig which has succumbed to sub- 

acute pest infection were removed and finely minced aseptically, spread-out in 

thin layers in sterile glass dishes and dried over sulphuric acid at a temperature 

18 Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1902), 16, 918. 

4 Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1905), 19, 479. 

* Ztschr. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1905), 50, 519. 

* Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1905), 39, 610. 

“This Journal (1906), 1, 181. 

*8 Deutsche Med. Wehnsch. (1906), 32, 413. 

* “Preliminary Report to the Local Government Board on a New Plague Prophy- 

lactic,” 1906, London, Darling and Son; also Brit. Med. Jowrn. (1906), 155. 
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of 46° to 47° C. for three days. The exposure at this temperature devitalized 

all the pest bacilli in the organs and also prevented the growth and multiplication 

of other extraneous organisms. After three days.of desiccation the dried scales 

of the material were rubbed down to a fine powder in a sterile mortar. The 

material was finally dried for from two to three days, at 37° C., in a wide- 

mouthed bottle. 

When the prophylactic was to be used the desired amount was weighed out, 

well rubbed down in sterile warm distilled water and the turbid emulsion thus 

obtained injected subcutaneously. 

This material is said to contain not only “acutely active toxin but also the 

dead bodies of all the Bacilli pestis originally present in large numbers in the 

necrotic organs (buboes, spleen, liver and lungs) with the addition probably of 

other substances of an undetermined nature and action.” 

Klein states that 10 to 15 milligrams of the dried powder confers immunity 

on the adult» rat whereas 5 cubie centimeters of Haffkine’s prophylactic, strongly 

turbid with flakes and masses of bacilli, does not do so, 10 cubic centimeters 

being necessary. The above prophylactic, in doses of 1 to 5 milligrams, killed a 

large percentage of mice within twenty to twenty-four hours and from 12 to 25 

per cent of half-grown white rats in doses of from 5 to 8 milligrams, if the 

material was derived from acute cases. However, if obtained from the necrotic 

organs of guinea pigs dead of subacute plague (death in from five to nine days) 

as much as 10 to 12 milligrams were required to produce a fatal effect. Hven 

as large amounts as 20 milligrams failed to kill a guinea pig of 200 to 300 

grams weight. An adult rat weighing 120 to 200 grams, injected with 10 to 15 

milligrams of the prophylactic of medium virulence, or with two doses of 10 

milligrams each at an interval of nine to ten days, was given complete protection 

against even the most virulent Bacillus pestis when tested from one to thirteen 

weeks after immunization. A dose of 20 milligrams of the prophylactic in 

question in the case of guinea pigs, (which animals Klein regards as less suscep- 

tible to plague than white rats) twice injected at intervals of ten to fourteen days 

did not afford protection in more than 50 per cent of the animals, the remainder 

dying upon the subsequent injection of virulent plague material. However, the 

death of the animals was delayed several days and in the great majority of 

instances, they showed suppurating buboes. Klein argues that 10 cubic centi- 

meters of Haffkine’s prophylactic will protect an adult rat, an amount which 

according to the statistics in India and elsewhere represents at least double 

that required for the protection of an adult human being, so that 5 to 7 milli- 

grams of his dried prophylactic would suffice as the dose for the human subject. 

S. Wallannah “ has also described a somewhat similar method of obtaining an 

extract from plague organs he proposes for the treatment of plague cases, 

arguing that the lesions are probably the centers where the pest antibodies are 

manufactured in great quantity. 

Passive immunization with serum Yersin, Calmette and Borrell” will be con- 

sidered later in this article. While this method is particularly efficacious for a 

short period of time after the inoculation, the protection afforded by it persists 

only for a few days. Eight days after the injection its protective action becomes 

weaker, and after twelve it is almost entirely lost. 

°° Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1906), 42, 471, and Lancet (1907), 172, 222. 

"Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1895) 9, 589. 
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2. CONSIDERATION OF THE EXTENT EMPLOYED IN MAN AND THE RESULTS 

OBTAINED. 

The prophylactics described above constitute the methods of immuniza- 

tion against plague which have been recommended from the beginning 

of the nineteenth century up to the present time.** In regard to the 

extent to which they have been used in man it may be said that Besredka 

inoculated himself with his prophylactic but, so far as I am aware, it 

has not been further employed in human beings. The methods of Gosio, 

Hueppe and Kikuchi and Klein have not, to judge from the absence of 

reports, as yet been used in man. Forty-seven persons were imoculated 

by Shiga’s method in 1899 in Kobe and Osaka. The Terni-Bandi method 

was employed in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in the epidemic of 1889 to 1901. 

According to Havelburg several hundred people were inoculated in that 

city and no cases of plague occurred among them, with one exception, 

where the individual sickened on the day of inoculation and where the 

attack of pest was mild and resulted in the recovery of the patient. The 
inhabitnats of Rio de Janeiro number about 750,000, and only 589 cases 

of plague occurred in the entire city; therefore from these human 

statistics, we can not form a judgment of the value of the method. Dessy 

in the plague epidemic in 1900, in San Nicola, La Plata, inoculated 200 

persons with Lustig’s prophylactic. None of the vaccinated sickened with 

pest. The same remark applies to these statistics as to the ones collected 

from the cases in which the Terni-Bandi method was employed. The 

prophylactic recommended by the German Plague Commission has also not 

been very extensively employed in human beings, although Zupitza has used 

the method to some extent in East Africa. Over 127,000 cases in Japan 

have been inoculated with small quantities (2 milligrams to each case) 
of killed agar culture of the pest bacillus. 

The protective which has obviously most widely been used in man is 

that recommended by Haffkine, and this I believe chiefly to be due to 

the fact that Haffkine has resided in India and has had abundant oppor- 

tunity to employ his method. It is not my purpose here to enter into 

a discussion of the available statistics of the results of the human inocula- 

tions performed in India. They are to be found in the publications of 
the Indian Plague Commission, in other Indian government reports, 

and in Haffkine’s very recent article on the subject.2* From their study 

one becomes convinced that it is very difficult to decide just what the 

value of the inoculations performed by this method has been. However, 

In the eighteenth century some desultory attempts were made to secure 

immunity in man by exposing the individual to direct infection with plague pus. 

These methods were soon abandoned owing to the disastrous results following 

their employment. I have previously considered them elsewhere. This Jouwr- 

nal (1906) 1, 181. 

* Bull. de Vinst. Pasteur (1906), 4, 825. 
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it seems unquestionable that large and repeated doses of Haffkine’s prophy- 

lactic frequently protect individuals against plague infection, although 

it is well known that many of the inoculated persons, including even a 

number of those who received more than one injection of the prophylactic, 
have contracted the disease. Thus, the Indian Plague Commission found 

that some individuals who during two years had received four injections 

of the prophylactic, fell victims to pest; and, on the other hand, as many 
as 8 per cent of the inoculated in one district, Bulsar, contracted the 

disease. In 1902 it was the intention of the Indian government to 

inoculate the inhabitants of a province containing about six millions 

of people with this prophylactic. However, the work was discontinued 

owing to 18 deaths from tetanus which occurred among the inoculated 

shorty after the project was undertaken. 

Jt is important in discussing the value of Haffkine’s inoculations to 

consider the work of Kolle and Otto ** on the immunization of guinea 

pigs with Haffkine’s prophylactic. These authors conclusively showed 
that guinea pigs could not, except in rare instances, be immunized against 

pest infection by the use of this prophylactic and their experiments led 

them to emphasize the fact that if large and repeated doses of the killed 

pest organism failed to.immunize such small animals as guinea pigs, 
it seemed unreasonable to expect very favorable results in man from 

such a method, particularly since the amount of the bacteria imoculated 

in human beings is so much smaller in proportion to the body weight. 

However, the subject with which I was at first most concerned was 

work which would lead to a decision as to the most effective method 

of inoculation against pest and this it seemed could best be carried out 

by experimental studies on animals. 
It therefore was from this standpoint that I decided first to investigate 

the subject. 

*“ Zischr. f. Hyg. wv. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 45, 

e 



Ill. CULTURES EMPLOYED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The cultures of Bacillus pestis employed in the experimental work 

considered in this article consist of one virulent and three avirulent 
strains of the organism, which will be designated in the descriptions as 
“Pest Virulent,” “Pest Avirulent,’? “Maassen Alt,’ and “Avirulent 

Manila.” 

“Pest Virulent..—The strain “Pest Virulent” was obtained from a 

human case of plague which succumbed in October, 1905. It was isolated 

from the spleen, at autopsy, by plate cultures and was then grown upon 

an agar slant for one generation. From this culture it was inoculated 

into a guinea pig. Upon the death of this animal, a portion of its 

spleen was rubbed over a freshly shaved area on the abdomen of the 

second guinea pig and this process of inoculation from the spleen of 
one animal to the abdomen of a fresh one has successively been repeated 
from animal to animal without an interruption for more than a year 

and for over two hundred passages of the strain. (See Series of ino- 

culations, p. 296.) Whenever it was desirable to experiment with 

this strain, cultures were made upon agar from the heart’s blood of 

one of this series of guinea pigs on the day of the death of the animal, 

and twenty-four hours later the growth, if pure, was transferred to a 

second agar tube. A second transfer of this culture (never removed 

longer than three or four days and usually not longer than seventy-two 
hours from the animal body) was used in my experiments in testing 

the immunity of the animals inoculated by the different methods, except- 

ing in a few instances in which a first transfer was employed; in these 

cases it is so stated in the description of the experiments. Hence, the 

method of testing was uniform, a 48-hour slant agar culture of the first 

or second transfer invariably being employed. In the preparation of all 

the prophylactics with which I experimented, in the manufacture of 

which it was desired to use a virulent organism, a first or second transfer 

of this culture was also employed. The strain “Pest Virulent” kills 

guinea pigs, usually in from three to seven days after cutaneous ino- 

culation by massaging the shaved abdomen of the animal with a por- 

tion of a plague spleen from another one (see p. 296), and hence 
it represents a very virulent strain of Bacillus pestis. It may be seen 

from the experiments which will later be recorded in detail that, 
during the entire time of its passage through guinea pigs, the viru- 

lence of this strain for these animals and for rats and monkeys re- 
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mained unchanged. It is perhaps needless to add that its morphology 

and cultural characteristics are typical of other unquestionable strains 

of Bacillus pestis and that it is agglutinated by a standard pest serum. 

A small standard oese was employed throughout the work, of such a 

caliber that one 48-hour second-generation culture of this strain yielded 

about 10 oesen of growth. 
“Pest Avirulent.’-—This strain was obtained through the kindness 

of Prof. W. Kolle, at present Director of the Institut fiir Infektions- 

krankheiten, in Bern. It represents an attenuated strain of “Maassen 

Alt,” presently to be described. It forms colonies on agar typical of 

other strains of Bacillus pestis and in other ordinary media its growth 

resembles this organism. Its morphology on agar, while not perfectly 

typical of Bacillus pestis, is suggestive of this organism, since a number 

of bipolar staining bacilli may be distinguished in the cover ships made 

from the fresh culture. 

A 19-hour agar slant culture of this organism was suspended in 

bouillon and inoculated beneath the skin of the shaved abdomen of a 

monkey. Six hours later an incision was made near the point of inocula- 

tion and cover slip preparations and cultures secured from the drops of 

blood which escaped from the incision. No bacilli were found in the 

cover slips, but the cultures developed numerous colonies presenting the 

typical appearance of those of Bacillus pestis. Microscopical prepara- 

tions from these colonies revealed plump bacilli, a few involution forms, 

and others with typical bipolar staining. Some of the organisms occurred 

singly, others in pairs-or rarely in chains of three or four. Some of 

them appeared encapsulated. In other instances also in which very large 

amounts of this strain were inoculated intraperitoneally into guinea 

pigs and in which the animal succumbed to pest intoxication, organisms 

with the typical morphology of B. pestis have also been observed in 

microscopical preparations made from the abdominal cavity. (See Series 

32.) The strain “Pest Avirulent” is agglutinated by two standard pest 

sera. Its virulence is so reduced that from 1 to 2 whole agar slant 

cultures do not cause the death of guinea pigs when injected subcuta- 
neously. In small animals under 175 grams in weight, one agar slant 
injected imtraperitoneally has occasionally caused death from plague 

intoxication. (See Series 37, animal, number 20438, p. 207.) The un- 

_ questionable proof that the organism really represents an attenuated strain 

of the genuine pest bacillus is furnished by the fact that monkeys and 

guinea pigs vaccinated with this culture have later been shown to possess 

high and undoubted pest immunity, by subsequently inoculating them 

with multiple lethal doses of the strain “Pest Virulent” already described. 

(See Series 4, 11, 12, 18, etc., pp. 199 to 212.) 

Pest “Maassen Alt.”—This strain was also obtained by me from Pro- 

fessor Kolle, who originally received it from Dr. Maassen. Both it and 
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the previous strain have been described by Kolle and Otto,?° and exten- 

sively employed by them in the immunization of various laboratory 

animals. The cultural peculiarities and morphology of pest “Maassen 

Alt” are typical of Bacillus pestis and microscopical preparations from its 

cultures show the characteristic bipolar staining of the bacilli. Such 

forms are particularly noticeable after the bacillus has been inoculated 

into the subcutaneous tissues of an animal and several hours later re- 

claimed in cultures. This organism is also agglutinated by two standard 

pest sera; it likewise represents a much attenuated strain of Bacillus 

pestis, although its virulence is not so far reduced as is that of the strain 

“Pest Avirulent.” Guinea pigs of from 200 to 300 grams weight as a 

rule recover from subcutaneous injections of such large amounts as from 

one to two agar slant cultures, yet they sometimes succumb to such inoc- 

wlations. Evidences of a subacute pest infection are visible in the event 

of their death. In other experiments, when as much as a whole agar 

slant culture has been injected intraperitoneally, or more rarely subcuta- 

neously, the animal has died within twenty-four to forty-eight hours, 

apparently of a toxemia, the organisms not having multipled to any 

demonstrable extent, or at least they have certainly not invaded the 

circulation or the solid organs. This has been demonstrated by the 

sterility of cultures made from these locations. (See Series 38, animal 

number 2050, p. 219, and Series 40, animal number 2128, ete., p. 220.) 

In still other instances in which the guinea pigs have lived six or more days 

after inoculation and then succumbed and in which the injection has been 

made subcutaneously, pest bacilli may be demonstrated in cultures from 

the buboes which have developed but they may not be encountered in the 

blood of the heart or any of the other organs of the body. As in the 

case of the strain “Pest Avirulent,’ undoubted proof that the culture 

“Pest Maassen” represents an attenuated type of Bacillus pestis-has been 

given by the fact that numerous guinea pigs and monkeys have been 

vaccinated with it and have later-shown high and undoubted immunity 

against inoculations with the strain “Pest Virulent.” (See Series 17, 

21, etc., pp. 212 to 221.) 

Pest “Avirulent Manila.’-—The culture “Avirulent Manila” was ob- 

tained from an autopsy upon a typical case of human bubonic plague 

occurring in Manila in the autumn of 1903. Its exact virulence at the 

time of its isolation was not known. It was preserved in the laboratory 

as a stock laboratory plague culture by Mr. Hare, formerly of this 

Institute, and was transplanted from time to time on agar. It had not 

been passed through animals since its isolation up to the time these 
experiments were begun. In the summer of the year 1905, from 1 to 2 

* Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 45, 513. 
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oesen of this culture constituted a lethal dose for guinea pigs of 250 to 

300 grams weight, when inoculated subcutaneously, the animals usually 

dying from subacute plague infection. The virulence of this organism 

has still further been reduced by growing it at a temperature of from 
41° to 43° C. in flasks of alcoholic bouillon for three weeks at a 

time as recommended by Hetsch.2° (See p. 310, “Virulence of Pest 

Bacillus.”) By this means a considerable reduction in virulence has 

occurred, since at the present time guinea pigs of 250 to 300 grams 

weight are usually able to withstand the subcutaneous inoculation of 

one entire 24-hour agar slant culture of this organism. However, occa- 

sionally they succumb to pest infection from a such dose, although 

the course of the disease in these instances is always prolonged. This 

organism also shows the typical morphology of Bacillus pestis and 

agelutinates with a standard pest serum; animals vaccinated with it also 

acquire pest immunity. As this strain was known formerly to have 

possessed a greater virulence in nature and had been artificially attenuated, 

experiments were performed with it in monkeys to ascertain whether 

it would be possible to cause it to regain its original virulence. However, 

from this standpoint these experiments were unsuccessful. (See p. 301.) 

* Ztschr. f. Hyg. w. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1904), 48, 442. 



IV. ANIMALS EMPLOYED—THEIR SUSCEPTIBILITY . TO 

PEST INFECTION—LETHAL DOSE—TECH- 

NIQUE OF INFECTION. 

Rats and monkeys, in addition to guinea pigs and rabbits, mainly 

have been employed in the experimental work. 

Rats——The rats used in the majority of cases were the ordinary wild 

ones found in Manila belonging to the species Mus decumanus, and in 

a few instances to the species I. rattus. They contract pest infection 

naturally and have been known to be concerned in the spread of plague 

in Manila since 1902. During that year the pest bacillus was found 

in the organs of 0.34 per cent and in the following year in 0.0625 per 

cent of these rodents collected from various portions of the city of 

Manila and sent by the Board of Health to the laboratory for examination. 

The majority of the rats so infected had been found dead or were captured 

in the houses where cases of human plague had occurred. Since the 

decline of plague in Manila, only an occasional rat has been found to 

be infected. Wherry reported from this laboratory one such instance 

in 1905, and during the present year (1906) the pest bacillus has been 

isolated but twice from rats collected in Manila and sent to the laboratory 

for examination. These wild rats could be obtained alive in great abun- 

dance and on account of the frequent scarcity and the difficulty of breeding — 

white rats here in this city, the wild species was used in the majority of 

the plague experiments and they proved very satisfactory animals. The 

rats were always kept for some time after their capture before being 

employed for experimental purposes. hey were satisfactorily handled 

during the inoculations by two Filipino assistants, who protected them- 

selves from being bitten by wearing extra heavy leather gloves. Rat 

tongs or pincers were not employed because of the danger of traumatic 

injuries to the animals. As was expected, the species M. decumanus 

proved itself to be readily susceptible to plague infection. In the 

experimental subcutaneous inoculations of these rats a second transfer 

of a 48-hour culture of “Pest Virulent” was suspended in 5 cubic cen- 

timeters of bouillon or saline solution and a syringe needle from a 5 

cubic centimeter syringe dipped in this suspension and then thrust 

beneath the skin near the base of the tail of the rat. After such an 

inoculation the animal almost invariably succumbed to pest infection, 

usually in from three and one-half to five days, although life sometimes 

was prolonged to from the seventh to the fifteenth day after inoculation. 
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A single animal which evidently possessed unusual resistance or acquired 

immunity, lived for twenty-two days and finally died of chronic pest. 

Chronic forms of pest, such as have been described by Kolle and 

Martini,** in which the inoculated rats lived for months, have not been 

observed in any of the animals injected with the suspension of the strain 

“Pest Virulent” in the doses mentioned above. It seems not unlikely 

that less virulent strains of the organism have usually given rise to the 

chronic infections in rats. Whenever the death of the rat occurred 

from the infection, pest bacilli were always found at autopsy in the tissues 

near the point of inoculation and almost always in the spleen. However, 

in the spleen the organisms were frequently not so numerous as near the 

point of inoculation, and in the heart’s blood, while they usually were 

present in abundance, sometimes they were found only in small numbers 
and occasionally they even were absent. 

The Japanese variety of white rats which was used was probably the 

albino variety of Mus rattus. They also almost invariably succumbed to 

pest infection in a manner similar to the wild rats and they seemed to 

be equally or somewhat more susceptible to the same amount of the strain 

“Pest Virulent” than the species of wild rat (MZus decumanus). 

Whether the Manila wild rat through its progenitors has gradually 

acquired a slightly greater insusceptibility to pest, a disease to which it 

has been exposed from time to time, can not be stated. Albrecht and Gohn 

found gray rats shghtly more susceptible than white ones, although the 

experiments upon which they based their conclusions were not numerous. 

Monkeys.—Vhe study of pest infection in monkeys is particularly im- 

portant, since thes¢ animals suffer with forms of the infection analogous to 

those seen in man and, moreover, are said sometimes to contract the disease 

naturally. I have never observed a case of spontaneous infection in a 

monkey in Manila, but I have never systematically sought for such an 

infection. 

_ In the report of the Indian Plague Commission there is some evidence of the 

oceurrence of plague in monkeys. Most of it is not entirely conclusive, but in 

some instances the diagnosis was confirmed by bacteriological examination. 

Albrecht and Gohn* have also mentioned spontaneous infection in these animals 

and Simond * and Clemow * have reported epidemics among them. 

The latter author on three occasions observed that monkeys which were sup- 

posed to be of the species Macacus synicus, sickened spontaneously and died. 

Plague bacilli were isolated from a number of the animals at autopsy. 

* Deutsche med. Wchnschr. (1902), 28, 3. . 

*8 Uber die Beulenpest in Bombay: Denkschr. d..math.-naturw. Klasse d. Kais. 

Akad., Wien (1898-1900), 66, 726. 
* Ann. de Vinst. Pasteur (1898), 12, 664. 

° Brit. Med. Journ. (1900), 1141. 

55670——2 
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Statements in the lterature m regard to the lethal dose of pest bacilli 
for monkeys of different species vary somewhat and are not entirely 

definite. 

Albrecht and Gohn™ (Report of the Austrian Plague Commission) in their expe- 

riments with monkeys used the small, long-tailed, brown Indian species. Inocula- 

tions of living cultures in amounts of from 0.5 to 4 oesen were made. With some 

strains 0.5 oese killed animals after forty-eight hours and with others 2 oesen failed 

to kill. It is not possible from their experiments to arrive at a general deter- 

mination of a lethal dose for these animals, since strains of different virulence 

and in different amounts and with different methods of moculation were employed 

and no series of animals by any one method of experimentation is given. 

Wyssokowitz and Zabolotny * (Russian Plague Commission) in their experi- 

ments used three Indian species, described as the Macacus with the long tail, 

the Macacus with the short tail and the black ape with a long tail. The two 

latter were found to be more susceptible to pest infection, dying in from two 

and one-half to three days, while the former usually succumbed in from four to 

five days after inoculation. These monkeys proved to be very sensitive to small 

amounts of plague bacilli. A prick on the palm of the hand or sole of the 

foot of the animal with a needle which had been moistened with a plague culture, 

invariably produced death in from three to ten days. : 

In 1901 Zabolotny,* in further experiments, confirmed the fact that in the 

animals of both the species Macacus radiatus and Semnopithecus entellus a 

small amount of pest bacilli gave rise to fatal infection, but that the latter 

species was more susceptible and succumbed in a shorter time. 

The German Plague Commission used two varieties of monkeys in their 

experiments, Macacus radiatus and Semnopithecus entellus. The later species 

was extraordinarily sensitive to pest infection, succumbing in six days to the 

subcutaneous injection of 0.01 or 0.001 oese of the virulent plague bacillus and 

dying of larger inoculations after two days. These monkeys also succumbed to 

pest infection if small amounts of pest bouillon cultures were rubbed into 

superficial wounds of the skin. The species Macacus radiatus was much less 

susceptible. When the skin was scarified and a fresh agar culture rubbed over 

the wounded area, or 0.01 of an oese of an agar culture injected subcutaneously, 

the animals acquired a moderate pest infection, with fever, glandular swellings, 

etc., but usually survived. However, 1 oese of a two-day agar culture suspended 

in 1 cubic centimeter of bouillon and injected subcutaneously, always caused 

the death of this species in three or four days, and 3 or % of an oese always 

brought about the same result, although in a slightly longer time. 

In the report of the Indian Plague Commission mention is merely made of 

the fact that the gray Indian monkey is more susceptible to plague than the 

brown. 

Only the common Philippine species (Cynomolgus philippinensis 

Geoff.) was employed in my experiments with monkeys. The similarity 

of pest infection in these monkeys to that observed in human beings is very 

marked, and in the experimental work with them all forms of infection 

with plague have been encountered. This species of monkey appears to 

stand between Macacus radiatus Geoff. (Macacus sinicus Linn) and 

8° 0c. Cut, 113s 

“Ann. d. Vinst. Pastewr (1897), 11, 663. 

*% Arch. Sci. Biologiques (1901), 8, 390. 
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Semnopithecus entellus Cuvier in relation to susceptibility to plague 

infection. However, since all three of these species apparently belong 

to different genera, it is perhaps not strange that their susceptibility to 

the infection should vary to a certain extent. 

Obviously, in the beginning of this work it was important to determine 

the lethal dose with a pest culture of known virulence for the species 

Cynomolgus philippinensis with which the experiments were to be per- 

formed and this was done as accurately as possible. However, the 

susceptibility of the individual monkeys of this same species was found 

to vary considerably. Usually, the animal dies from pest infection in 

from three to seven days if the growth from a 48-hour agar slant culture 

of the strain “Pest Virulent” is suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of 

bouillon, and a 5 or 10 cubic centimeter syringe needle dipped in this 

suspension and then thrust beneath the skin near the root of the tail. 

Also, if the skin is shaved over a small area and slightly scarified and 

then a suspension in bowllon of the same culture is rubbed over this 

area, the animal usually succumbs. On the other hand, some of these 

monkeys will survive the inoculation of similar and of even much larger 

amounts of the virulent pest organism, certain of them remaining alive 

after the injection of even + and 4 oese of “Pest Virulent”. However, 

it has been found that $ oese of “Pest Virulent” suspended in 0.25 

eubie centimeter of bouillon always constitutes a fatal dose for mon- 

keys averaging about 2,000 to 3,000 grams in weight, and therefore, 

although usually this quantity of plague culture really represents many 

times the multiple lethal dose for the majority of these animals, it has 

been employed in testing the immunity of all the monkeys used in my 

experiments and weighing under 3,000 grams, excepting in the first 

series of experiments where the lethal dose had not been determined 

accurately and where it is then noted in the tables. For monkeys over 

this weight % oese of “Pest Virulent” suspended in 0.33 cubic centimeter 

of bouillon has been employed. In order that the size of dose used 

in testing all the animals might be as uniform as possible one 48-hour 

agar slant culture of the strain “Pest Virulent” was suspended in 5 cubic 
centimeters of bouillon or saline solution; 0.25 cubie centimeter of the 

suspension then contains + oese and 0.33 cubic centimeter } oese of this 

organism. 

The variations in susceptibility between different individuals of this 

species of monkey are evidently of considerable importance in the study 

of their immunization and, as will be seen from the experiments which 

will be related further on, this individual variation probably accounts 

largely for the different results in immunization which have been obtained 

- in animals of the same weight and inoculated with the same dose and by 

the same method. 

If, for example, each animal of a series is inoculated with a fixed 

amount of plague vaccine and, later, the immunity of each is tested by 
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the inoculation of equal amounts of the virulent pest bacillus, if the 

susceptibility of the different animals varies, then different results in 

mortality must occur both for the reason that different degrees of im- 

munity will arise in the different animals from the primary inoculation 

of the same dose of the vaccine and for the reason that in testing the 

immunity, the fixed amount of the virulent organism employed will 

represent in the more susceptible animals a greater multiple of the lethal 

dose than it does in the less susceptible ones. This variation in suscep- 

tibility to the action of the plague bacillus has been found to be much 

more marked in the monkeys I have used than it is with other laboratory 

animals, and it seems not unlikely that the conditions relating to sus- 

ceptibility in these animals approach nearer to those which exist In man 

than they do to those. which are present in such animals as guinea pigs, rats, 

mice, etc. During the past year we have had numerous opportunities to 

observe the differences in immunity obtained in different human beings by 

the inoculation of the same sized dose of our cholera prophylactic, by study- 

ing the blood serum from individuals vaccinated against Asiatic cholera. 

These variations in some instances have been very decided and have been 

much greater than those which have been observed in series of guinea 

pigs or of rabbits, all inoculated with an equal dose. Hence, the limit 

of value of a method for the immunization of man against plague can 

probably better be studied in monkeys than in any of the other lower 

animals. It is particularly for this reason and because of the fact that 

monkeys suffer with forms of plague analogous to those observed in 

human beings, that they have been extensively used In my experiments 

in testing the final value of methods of pest inoculation which have 

proved effective in the ordinary laboratory animals. Moreover, another 

reason for the extensive use of monkeys has been that it might be argued 

that the value of a method of immunization against plague in man should 

not be judged by its action in experiments upon such animals as guinea 

pigs and mice alone, an argument which has already been advanced. 

Guinea pigs and rabbits—Two methods of infection were employed in 

guinea pigs, for the purpose of testing their immunity following the 

prophylactic injections in the various experiments. The first consisted of 

the suspension of a 48-hour agar culture of the strain “Pest Virulent” 

in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon. Five large oesen of this suspension 

were then rubbed over a shaved area of the abdomen of the animal and 

the skin scarified with a scalpel. The other method of infection less 

commonly employed consisted of massaging over a shaved area of the 

abdomen of the guinea pig a portion of the spleen of a second one just 
dead from acute pest infection with the strain “Pest Virulent.” By 
either of these methods the guinea pig, unless previously immunized, 

invariably succumbed to acute infection. Rabbits were only employed in 
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certain of the agglutinative experiments and in the preparation of aggress- 

in exudates, under which subjects the technique of the inoculations is 

deseribed. 

In testing the immunity of all the animals care was taken to introduce 

the infection upon the opposite side of the body to that upon which 

the vaccination or prophylactic injection had first been made. This 

precaution was taken in order to avoid any chance of obtaining results 

which might have been influenced by the presence of a local immunity 

which had developed in the animal, particularly in the tissues about the 

point where the first imoculation had been made. Wassermann and 

Citron ** have recently called special attention to the local development 
of immune bodies. 

“ Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1905), 53, 331. 



V. IMMUNIZATION OF ANIMALS. 

1. WITH KILLED PEST BACILLI. 

Yersin, Calmette and Borrel*® in 1895 first called attention to the 

fact that rabbits, moculated subcutaneously on three or four occasions 

with gelatine cultures of the pest bacillus killed by heating for one hour 

at 58° C., were rendered immune to subsequent subcutaneous inoculations 
of virulent plague bacilli. Guinea pigs were much more difficult to 

immunize, and they rarely succeeded in thoroughly protecting one of 

these animals by such a method. 

Wyssokowitz and Zabolotny “ mention that monkeys can be immunized against 

pest by the inoculation of killed cultures of the organism, although they give no 

details showing the percentage of animals that were protected by the use of 

this method. 

The German Plague Commission“ found that all the monkeys of the species 

Macacus radiatus which received subcutaneously one carefully killed, two-day 

culture of the virulent pest organism were able later to resist almost without 

reaction the subcutaneous injection of one full oese of the living culture. How- 

ever, with this same amount they were not able to immunize gray monkeys of 

the species Semnopithecus entellus against plague infection, and the Commission 

did not have time to pursue the question further with this species of animal. 

However, they demonstrated in a series of rat inoculations that a large per- 

centage of the animals could be immunized with killed cultures of the pest 

organism against subsequent subcutaneous infection, if the dose was sufficiently 

large (2 killed agar cultures). One agar culture did not suffice to immunize 

the animal. The rats often succumbed from the effect of the large dose of the 

primary inoculation. 

Albrecht and Gohn*® state that they were able to immunize guinea pigs by 

repeated doses of killed agar cultures of the pest bacillus, although the immunity 

obtained was not great. In their experiments with these animals, described in 

their report, the guinea pigs all finally died of pest infection. 

Tavel, Krvumbein and Glucksmann *“ were able to obtain immunity in some 

instances in the course of a small number of experiments with rats, by the 

inoculation of large amounts of the killed cultures, but they were unable in 

many experiments to immunize a single guinea pig even by using repeated 

inoculations of the killed cultures. 

Beinarowitch® concluded that the injection of killed cultures of the pest 

bacillus conferred an immunity upon rodents, but that this was very slight, unless 

the inoculation was repeated several times. 

*% Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1895), 9, 589. 

“ [bid (1897), 11, 667. 

SBOCHGUE. 

*Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1902), 40, 239. 

® Arch. d. Sci. Biologiques (1903), 9, 343. 
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The most important and most convincing experiments in regard to the value 

of immunization with killed cultures of the plague bacillus in rats and -guinea 

pigs have been made by Kolle and Otto.*° In their experiments the loss during 

the process of immunization of the rats with Haffkine’s prophylactic was 38.5 

per cent and with the killed agar cultures 33.3 per cent. 

Later, on testing the immunity of the animals remaining alive, it was 

found that only 21.9 per cent of those which had been inoculated with the 

killed agar cultures, and but 22.2 per cent of those inoculated with Haffkine’s 

prophylactic, gave evidence of an acquired immunity by surviving the test. 

Attempts were made to immunize 26 guinea pigs with killed agar cultures, 

amounts as large as from 3 to 1 entire agar culture being injected subcutaneously. 

During the process of immunization four of the animals died. Of the remaining 

twenty-two, only two (7.7 per cent of the whole) appeared to be immune on 

subsequent testing. Hardly more favorable results were obtained in the experi- 

ments in which killed bouillon cultures were employed. Twenty animals were 

inoculated with Haffkine’s prophylactic. Two of these died from the effects of 

the immunization and of the remaining eighteen, only two (10 per cent) re- 

mained alive after reinoculation with the virulent organism. Other experiments 

on guinea pigs were also performed in which repeated inoculations were made 

with killed cultures of the plague organism. The animals were first injected 

with 1, then with 13 and finally with 2 killed agar cultures or with 1, 13 and 3 

eubie centimeters of Haffkine’s prophylactic. In the process of immunizing 

twenty guinea pigs by these methods, six of the animals died from the effects 

of such large doses of the killed bacteria. The immunity of the remaining 

fourteen was tested six weeks after the last injection with the living virulent 

plague bacillus when only one animal remained alive and proved to be immune. 

In my own experiments the value of inoculation with killed cultures 

of the pest bacillus was tested on monkeys and guinea pigs. 

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS. 

A. With monkeys.—It seemed desirable to experiment further with 

kalled cultures of the pest bacillus for two reasons, first, to compare 

the immunizing value of the dead organism with that of other methods 

of inoculation, such as those of vaccination, natural and artificial aggressin 

injections etc., and second to see whether sufficiently good results could 

be obtained by experiments on Manila monkeys to warrant advocating 

the use of this method in man. 

In Series 5, page 189 are given the results of the experiments on 

eight monkeys inoculated with killed bouillon cultures (Haffkine’s 

method) in varying amounts. On testing the immunity of these animals 

by thrusting a syringe needle infected with virulent pest bacilli beneath 

the skin, eleven days after the primary inoculation, only three were found 

to possess sufficient immunity to survive the infection. Of those which 

died, one had previously received 30 cubic centimeters and another 20 

cubic centimeters of the prophylactic. From what has been said under 

the discussion of the susceptibility of this species of monkey to pest 

infection, it will be seen that the method of testing the immunity of the 

” Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 45, 512; (1904), 48, 399. 
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animals employed in this series was not severe, since in some instances, 

monkeys which had not been protected at all, survived such a method of 
infection (for an example of this fact see Series 16, p. 188, animals num- 

bered 1357 and 1358). However, it is true that the two control animals 

inoculated in Series 5 died of pest infection. In Series 49 (p. 197), nine 

other monkeys were inoculated by the same method, from 10 to 15 eubie 

centimeters being injected in each instance. One month after the 

inoculation, the immunity of the animals was tested and only two were 

found to resist the infection (numbers 2699 and 2703). 

Because of the superiority of the killed agar cultures over the killed 

bouillon ones, the reasons for which have already been pointed out, only 

the former were employed in the remainder of the experiments of this 

nature. 

Three monkeys in Series 9 (p. 190) were inoculated, each with two 

48-hour killed agar cultures of the strain “Pest Virulent.” Ten days 

later, upon the injection of 2 oesen of the living virulent organism, all 

the animals succumbed to the resulting infection. The amount used in 

testing the immunity of these animals obviously was excessively large, 

as was shown by later experiments; therefore, the series does not repre- 

sent a fair test of the value of this method of immunization. 

The experiments recorded in Series 23 (p. 191) comprise 18 monkeys 

besides the control animals. ‘The pest organisms in the suspension were 

not all killed by heating before inoculation, and hence no accurate con- 

clusions can be drawn from these experiments in regard to the immunity 

-produced by the killed organism alone. The size- of the dose used in 

testing the immunity of the animals was also not sufficiently large. (See 

remark under Series 23.) 

In Series 25 (p. 192), twenty monkeys were inoculated with from one 

to two 48-hour agar cultures of the virulent, killed organism. Three of 

the animals succumbed from the effects of this inoculation. The immunity 

of the remaining seventeen was tested eighteen days after the primary 

inoculation, when but four (23 per cent) resisted the infection and 

remained alive. 

In Series 48 (p. 195), fifteen monkeys were inoculated with one 

48-hour agar slant of the killed virulent strain. One of these animals 

succumbed, its death being apparently caused by this inoculation. The 

immunity of the remaining fourteen was tested one month after the first 

injection when but four, or 28 per cent, remained alive. 

B. With guinea pigs.—In Series 50 (p. 197), fifteen guinea pigs were 

inoculated, each with one 48-hour agar culture of the killed virulent 

organism. Upon testing the immunity of these animals one month later, 

but four, or 26 per cent, resisted the infection and remained alive. 

No further attempts to immunize larger series of guinea pigs were 

made with killed culturés since, reasoning from the experiments of other 

observers as well as from my own, it appears that it is possible to immunize 
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only a small percentage of these animals by such a process. The guinea 

pigs comprising Series 50 were inoculated with the killed agar cul- 

tures, chiefly for the purpose of comparing this method with the other 

methods of inoculation which were being tested at the same time. 

In all, fifteen guinea pigs and seventy-three monkeys were inoculated 

with killed cultures of the pest bacillus; 26 per cent of the guinea pigs 

and 32 per cent of the monkeys subsequently proved to be immune. 

However, if Series 23 is excluded: as it should be, since probably both 

killed and living organisms were used in the immunization of the animals, 

the percentage of immunity in the remaining monkeys is but 25 per 

cent. 

2. INOCULATIONS IN ANIMALS WITH LIVING ATTENUATED CULTURES 
(VACCINATION ). 

I have recently ** reviewed the literature regarding the early experi- 

ments made to attenuate virulent strains of the pest bacillus and of the 

inoculations performed in animals with other avirulent strains of this 

organism, and it is not my intention here to enter into any lengthy dis- 

cussion of this subject but merely to mention these experiments. 

The German Plague Commission made some attempts at attenuating strains 

of the pest bacillus for use in immunization, by exposing the living cultures 

both to a temperature of 51° C. for varying periods of time and also to the 

action of carbolic acid. These experiments resulted unsuccessfully, the organisms 

retaining. their full virulence. Albrecht and Gohn*® and Yersin and Carré“ 

also performed experiments on guinea pigs, rats and monkeys with somewhat at- 

tenuated pest cultures. No extensive or convincing experiments in regard to the 

value of the living, attenuated cultures in the immunization of animals against 

plague had apparently been undertaken until Kolle and Otto investigated this 

subject. These authors, in numerous and careful experiments on rats and guinea 

pigs, showed that cultures of the pest bacillus so attenuated that they were no 

longer dangerous to these animals even in large amounts (2 agar cultures) were 

capable upon injection of giving rise in them to a much higher immunity than 

was produced by the killed cultures of the organism. Thus, in one series of 

fifty-nine guinea pigs which were immunized by a single inoculation of an 

attenuated living culture, thirteen died and two were killed for control purposes. 

On testing the immunity of the remaining forty-four from three to eight months 

after their vaccination, twenty-eight, or 63.6 per cent, remained alive. 

In another series of thirty-four guinea pigs immunized with an attenuated 

- pest culture (Maassen V), of which one died during the process of immunization, 

twenty-one were reinoculated with the virulent organism from one to four months 

after their vaccination, and of this number, sixteen (76 per cent) remained 

alive and five died. Nine other guinea pigs were inoculated with this. agar 

culture and at the same time with plague immune serum.- All proved to be 

immune upon reinoculation with the virulent pest bacillus. - 

“1This Journal (1906), 1, 182. 

* Loe. cit. : 

*8 Congress International de Méd. Section de Méd. et Chirug. Militaires. Sous 

section Coloniale Paris (1904), 54. 
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ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS. 

As with the killed pest organism, monkeys and guinea pigs were 

employed in my experiments on animals with attenuated cultures of the 

pest bacillus. 

Experiments on the immunization of monkeys with the strain “Pest 

Avirulent.”-—Six monkeys in Series 4 (p. 199) were inoculated subcuta- 

neously, each with one 24-hour agar culture of the strain “Pest Avirulent.” 

The immunity of the animals was tested ten days later, four being inocu- 
lated by thrusting beneath the skin a needle infected with virulent pest 

bacilli and two (numbers 1232 and 1233) by lightly scarifying the ab- 

domen with a scalpel infected with this same organism. Since two control 

animals (numbers 1286 and 1287) also inoculated at this time in the 

latter way did not die, the monkeys numbers 1232 and 1233 can not 
necessarily be considered immune. ‘Three of the four vaccinated animals 

wounded with the infected needle survived, while but one of four controls 

inoculated in the same manner recovered. The conditions encountered 

in this series are somewhat analogous to those met with in Series 5 

(p. 189), where the killed organisms were employed. 

Five monkeys in Series 11 (p. 200) were vaccinated, each with one 24- 

hour agar culture of “Pest Avirulent” and eleven days later their immu- 

nity was tested by the inoculation of 2 oesen of “Pest Virulent.” Four of 

the animals died and one survived. The course of the disease in three 

of those which died was prolonged to twice the length of that in the 

control animals. In two (numbers 1277 and 1280) the blood serum 

had evidently- acquired considerable anti-infectious power against the 

pest bacillus; this was presumed to be the case from the distribution of 

the bacteria at autopsy and from the fact that in one instance the heart’s 

blood was sterile and in the other but six colonies of this organism 

developed in cultures from the heart’s blood. Hence, these animals 

probably died rather from pest toxemia than of septicemia. Their blood 

may have acquired considerable anti-infectious power with but little anti- 

toxic action. Obviously, the dose (2 oesen) employed in testing the 

immunity was exceedingly large. This series of experiments may be 

compared with Series 9 (p. 190), in which the animals immunized with 

dead bacilli all succumbed upon reinoculation with 2 oesen of the virulent 

strain, 

In Series 12 (p. 201), nine monkeys were inoculated subcutaneously 

with from one to two 24-hour agar cultures of the strain “Pest Avirulent.” 

One of the animals (number 1299) died twelve hours after the vaccination, 

of a streptococcus and staphylococcus infection which had existed prior 

to the vaccination. The immunity of the remaining eight was tested ten 

days after the vaccination, either by the inoculation of 4 or of 1 oese of 

the strain “Pest Virulent.” Four of the animals remained alive and 

well, and four died. In those which died, the course of the infection 

was greatly prolonged beyond that in the control monkeys and the pest 
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bacilli had not as a rule invaded the circulation and other organs to 

the same extent as they had in the control animals. 

Ten monkeys in Series 18 (p. 202) were vaccinated, each with two 

agar cultures of the strain “Pest Avirulent.” Seventeen days later, upon 

testing the immunity of the animals, five died from the infection and five 

survived. Animal number 1379 evidently died of plague toxemia and 

not of septicaemia. 

In Series 51 (p. 203), fifteen monkeys were vaccinated subcutaneously 

with one or two 48-hour cultures of the strain “Pest Avirulent.” The 

immunity of the animals was tested one month after the vaccination by 

the subcutaneous inoculation of two-thirds of an oese of the strain “Pest 

Virulent.” Eight of the animals remained alive and seven died. 

In all, forty-four monkeys were vaccinated with the strain “Pest Aviru- 

lent” and reinoculated with the strain “Pest Virulent;” 52 per cent of 
these animals proved to be immune. 

Haperiments with the strain “Pest Avirulent” in guinea pigs.—Seventy- 

one guinea pigs in Series 32, 37, 39, 41, and 46 p. 204 were inoculated, 

either intraperitoneally or subcutaneously, with from 1 to 2 agar cultures 

of the strain “Pest Avirulent.” Such large doses as two 48-hour agar 

cultures, when injected intraperitoneally into the smaller guinea pigs 

(150 to 175 grams in weight), frequently gave rise to the death of 

the animals from toxemia with, however, no evidence that a general 

invasion by the organisms had taken place. In only one instance (guinea 

pig number 1985, p. 205) two colonies of “Pest Avirulent” developed in 

cultures made from the heart at autopsy. Even one agar culture injected 

intraperitoneally caused the death of one small animal from pest intox- 

ication, the animal dying in less than twenty-four hours after the 

vaccination. However, when the cultures were injected subcutaneously, 

even in small guinea pigs, death never occurred from the effect of the 

vaccination ; this was demonstrated by the inoculation of fifty-one animals. 

(See Series 39, 41, and 46, pp. 208 to 212.) Five of the entire number 

of seventy-one guinea pigs vaccinated with this strain died from the intra- 

peritoneal vaccination with 2 agar cultures, one from the intraperitoneal 

vaccination with 1 agar culture and one from an unknown cause. The 

remaining sixty-four were tested one and two months after the vaccination, 

whereupon forty-six (72 per cent) proved to be immune and twenty-five 

(38 per cent) died. The test of the immunity of the animals was 
severe and the skin was well scarified in each instance, two parallel 

incisions being made through the dermis with a scalpel and the suspension 

of the virulent organism rubbed into the incisions. Every one of 

115 control animals, which were inoculated in exactly the same manner 

and at the same time as the vaccinated animals, died of pest infection. 

Guinea pig number 2087 was pregnant at the time of its vaccination 

and gave birth to two healthy young, seven days after its reinoculation. 
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Experiments in the immunization of monkeys with the strain “Maassen 

Alt.”—Four monkeys in Series 17 (p. 212) were vaccinated, three with 

2 agar cultures and one with 1 culture of the strain “Maassen Alt.” 

Twenty days afterwards their immunity was tested by the inoculation of 

+ oese of the strain “Pest Virulent,’ when all which had been vaccinated 

with the two cultures proved to be thoroughly immune, while the animal 

which had received only one culture died of pest. Every one of ten 

control (nonyaccinated) monkeys inoculated in the same manner died 

of the infection. 

Twelve monkeys in Series 21 (p. 213) were vaccinated, each either 

with 1 or 2 cultures of this same strain, “Maassen Alt.” On testing their 

immunity two weeks later by the inoculation of $ oese of the strain “Pest 
Virulent” it was found that of the eight vaccinated with 2 cultures, 

two died after a somewhat prolonged infection and of the four vaccinated 

with 1 culture, two also died, one after a prolonged illness. Therefore, 

the mortality in this series was 33.3 per cent, 66.6 per cent of the 

monkeys having been immunized. Each of twelve control animals 

inoculated at the same time succumbed to pest infection. 

Eighteen monkeys in Series 24 (p. 215) were inoculated with agar 

cultures of this organism (“Maassen Alt”), one with $ a culture, and the 

remainder with 1 or 2 cultures. Four of these animals died after the 
vaccination. It seems clear that the animal numbered 1552 died from 

the effects of the vaccination and in the remaining three monkeys, death 

probably occurred both from the same cause and from that of infection 

with pyogenic cocci. ‘Two weeks later on testing the immunity of the 

nine which were inoculated with 2 agar cultures and which survived 

the vaccination, all but one (number 1545) were found to resist the 

infection. This one died of pest. On testing the immunity of the 

four animals which had been inoculated with 1 culture and of the one 

which had been given $ culture, all were found to be immune. Hence 

the entire mortality in this series was 28 per cent. However, as a 

number of the control animals inoculated at this time and in the same 

manner did not die, the remaining 72 per cent of the animals of this 

series can not be_regarded as being of necessity highly immunized. 
Fifteen other monkeys in Series 52 (p. 217) were inoculated subeuta- 

neously each with 1 agar culture of the strain “Maassen Alt.” One of the 
animals died thirteen days after vaccination. The cause of death could 

not be discovered at autopsy. One month after the vaccination, on testing 
the immunity of the remaining fourteen by the subcutaneous inoculation 

of 3 oese of the strain “Pest Virulent,’ seven died and seven survived the 

inoculation. 

Tn all, forty-nine monkeys were vaccinated with the strain “Maassen 

Alt ;” of these, four probably succumbed from the effects of the vaccina- 

tion and one from an unknown cause. On testing the immunity of the 
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remaining forty-four, thirteen died and thirty-one (70 per cent) were 
found to be immune. 

Hxperiments in the immunization of guinea pigs with the strain 

“Maassen Alt.”—Forty-seven guinea pigs in Series 33, 38, 40, and 

47 (pp. 218 to 221) were inoculated either intraperitoneally or subcuta- 

“neously with 1 agar culture of the strain “Maassent Alt.” In the experi- 

ments in which the inoculation was made intraperitoneally, a number 

of the animals died of pest mtoxication, namely, three in Series 33 and 

one in Series 38. In three of these instances the cultures made at autopsy 

from the heart’s blood of the animal remained sterile; in the fourth, no 

cultures were taken from the heart. Two of the animals died two days 

after the vaccination and, although in each instance cultures from the 

heart were sterile, in both cases cultures prepared from the abdominal 

cavity developed a rich growth of the strain “Maassen Alt.” The guinea 

pigs also occasionally died from the subcutaneous inoculation of only 1 

agar culture of the strain “Maassen Alt ;” this was true of one in Series 40 

and one in Series 47. In both instances the animals succumbed within 

twenty-four hours after the vaccination, evidently of plague toxemia. 

Therefore, the strain “Maassen Alt” is distinctly more virulent and more 

toxic than “Pest Avirulent.”. To sum up, six in all of the forty-seven 

guinea pigs died from the effect of the vaccination. The immunity of the 

remaining forty-one was tested from one to two months after the vaccina- 

tion, when only five (12 per cent) died and thirty-six (88 per cent) were 

shown to have been thoroughly immunized. One hundred and fifteen un- 

vaccinated control guinea pigs were tested in exactly the same manner 

and at the same time as the vaccinated ones. All of the control animals 

died of pest infection. 

3. IMMUNIZATION WITH FILTERED CULTURES AND EXTRACTS (FREE 

RECEPTORS ) OF THE ORGANISM. 

The German Plague Commission (Gaffky, Pfeiffer, Sticker, Dieu- 

donné) reports two experiments in the immunization of Macacus monkeys 

with filtered bouillon cultures of the plague organism. 

A ten day’s bouillon culture of the virulent bacillus was filtered through a 

Berkefeld filter, one portion of the filtrate was heated to 60° C. and another 

mixed with 0.5 per cent carbolic acid and put aside for twenty-four hours. One 

of the monkeys was inoculated with 5 cubie centimeters of the first portion and 

the other with 5 cubic centimeters of the second. On subsequently testing the 

immunity of these animals with 1 oese of the virulent, living pest bacillus, both 

succumbed to the infection. 

The Austrian Plague Commission (Albrecht and Gohn) found that a moderate 

degree of immunity could be obtained in rats with filtered bouillon cultures of 

the plague bacillus. The immunity which resulted from the use of the old 

bouillon cultures was higher than that which came from the young ones, but 

in neither instance did it equal that which was obtained with killed cultures of 

the organism. 
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Kossel and Overbeck * also stated that rats could sometimes be immunized 

with the filtrates of bouillon cultures which were killed by heating at from 56° 

to 60° C., although no details of the experiments are given. Markl * believed that 

a soluble pest toxin as well as some metabolic product was formed in the filtrate 

of young bouillon cultures and of those grown at a low temperature, with which 

antitoxie immunity could be obtained and an antitoxic serum produced in 

horses. The animals with which he experimented certainly acquired a tolerance 

against the injection of the filtered cultures, but the jmmunity against pest 

infection was not tested in any of them; moreover, Kolle “ was unable to produce 

a serum of any value with such cultures, although from repeated inoculations 

of filtrates of bouillon cultures from eight to ten weeks old he was able to obtain 

a serum of very low agglutinative and protective power. It would appear from 

these experiments, that the plague bacillus does not readily undergo autolysis 

and liberate free antigenetic receptors even in old bouillon cultures. 

Besredka “ found that a separation of the pest endotoxin from the bacilli 

occurred when dried pest bacilli, physiologic salt solution and normal serum 

of the horse were mixed and allowed to stand over night at the temperature of 

the ice box. 

Upon centrifuging this mixture and separating the bacteria, the clear fluid was 

found to contain most of the pest toxin. The precipitated bacteria were found 

to have lost their toxic action to a great extent, but not their immunizing power. 

Nine mice were each inoculated with 0.002 milligram of these bacilli “atoxique.” 

Five of the animals survived the inoculation and the course of the infection was 

prolonged in the remaining four. 

Owing to the success I had met with in immunizing both man and 

animals with the free receptors obtained from the cholera spirillum 

by autolysis, similar experiments were undertaken upon animals with 

the plague bacillus. 

In the first experiments, 48-hour agar slant cultures of the virulent 

strain were suspended in a small quantity of distilled water, heated 

during one to two hours at 60° C., and after bemg placed for several 

days in the incubator at 37° C., were filtered through a Berkefeld candle. 

Immunization of monkeys with the free receptors of the plague 

bacillus—Experiments with such filtrates are recorded in Series 7 and 

26 pp. 221 to 223. Nine monkeys were inoculated subcutaneously with 

various amounts of the free receptors. Only two were found to be immune 

and to survive the infection when their immunity was tested from ten to 

fourteen days after the first inoculation. The results of these experi- 

ments were so unfavorable that attempts to obtain the free receptors 

in a somewhat different manner were instituted. 

The further experiments of this nature with the free receptors of 

the organism of pest will be described in the next section of this paper 

devoted to the subject of immunization with plague aggressin, since, 

owing to the work of Bail and his associates, the term “aggressin” has 

now become well established in medical literature. 

“ Hyg. Rund. (1901), 11, 103. 

© Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1901), 37, 401. 

* Festschrift f. Robert Koch (1903), 352. 

“Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1905), 19, 479. 
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4. IMMUNIZATION WITH PLAGUE AGGRESSIN. 

Hueppe and Kikuchi were the first to perform experiments with 

natural plague aggressin in animals and to announce that a certain and 

not dangerous method had been discovered for immunization against 

pest. This work has already been referred to in the introduction to 

this article. Their experiments were few in number but the authors 

mention that it was their intention merely to call attention to the 

priority of the use of this method of immunization of animals against 

plague. The guinea pigs which were immunized had received several 

inoculations of the aggressin exudates. 

(@) IMMUNIZATION WITH ARTIFICIAL AGGRESSIN. 

Further attempts at immunization with the free receptors of the 

plague bacillus (artificial plague aggressin) were being performed in 

this laboratory at the time of the appearance of Hueppe and Kikuchi’s 

work, but no very favorable results could be obtained. After the publica- 

tion of their article the subject was investigated anew, although I had 

already made a preliminary report of the value of immunization with 

artificial plague aggressin on March 3, 1906.4 Further experiments 

made in immunization with artificial plague aggressin are given in detail 

in Series 29, 30, 31, 36, and 42 (pp. 223 to 229), together with the 

method of preparation of the extract of the organism. In all, twenty-six 

guinea pigs and thirty-two monkeys were inoculated with the extracts of 

the strain “Pest Virulent.” Only three of the guinea pigs (11 per cent) 

and but four of the monkeys (12.5 per cent) proved to be immune, when 

the immunity of the animals was tested from two to seven weeks after 

the first inoculation. These results were so unfavorable as compared. 

with those in which the living, attenuated cultures of the pest organism 

were used for inoculation, that this method was not pursued further, but 

experiments with natural plague aggressin were undertaken on guinea 

pigs for the purpose also of comparing the immunizing power of this 

substance with that of the living attenuated organism. 

(b) IMMUNIZATION IN GUINEA PIGS WITH EXUDATES FROM PLAGUE-INFECTED 

ANIMALS (NATURAL AGGRESSIN). 

The protocols of the animals employed are given in Series 34 and 43 

(p. 229), where the further details in the preparation of the aggressin 

exudates are also described. Fifteen of the guinea pigs of Series 35 (p. 

230), were inoculated with the exudates obtained from the animals com- 

prising Series 34, the guinea pigs each receiving, intraperitoneally from 

2 to 5 cubic centimeters of the exudates. All survived the inoculation of 

the aggressin. Their immunity was tested with the virulent organism 

about two months after the first inoculation, when all but four (26-++ per 

s This Journal (1906), 1, 501. 
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cent) succumbed to pest infection. Twenty-seven control animals were 

also inoculated at the same time in the same manner; these all died of pest. 
Twelve animals in Series 44 (p. 232) were imoculated with exudates 

obtained from the guinea pigs comprising Series 43. The immunity 

of the animals was tested about one month after the first inoculation ; 

eight (66.6 per cent) died and four (33.3 per cent) were found to 

be immune. 

5. IMMUNIZATION OF ANIMALS BY KLEIN’S METHOD. 

Only a few guinea pigs were inoculated with the prophylactic prepared 

after the method of Klein because it did not seem clear that it possessed 

any advantages over immunization with the aggressin exudates, while it 

appeared to cause more local irritation. Thirteen guinea pigs in Series 

54 (p. 232) and 56 (p. 233) were each inoculated with a portion of the 

powder dissolved in 2 cubic centimeters of saline solution and obtained 

from dying at 46° to 47° C. and then triturating in a mortar the buboes, 

spleen, liver and lungs of guinea pigs which had died of subacute pest 

infection. Sloughs of the skin followed the inoculations in five in- 

stances. The immunity of the animals was tested with the virulent 

pest strain about one month after the first imoculation, when all but 

four (30 per cent) succumbed to pest infection. 

Klein does not refer to a marked local reaction following the injection 

of his prophylactic, and perhaps such a reaction was in his experiments 

avoided by some details in the manufacture of the prophylactic not 

emphasized in his preliminary description of its preparation. 



VI. SERIES OF ANIMAL INOCULATIONS EMPLOYED IN 

TESTING THE IMMUNIZING VALUE OF THE 

DIFFERENT METHODS. 

EXPERIMENTS DEMONSTRATING SUSCEPTIBILITY OF MONKEYS 
= 5 

TO PLAGUE INFECTION. 

Series 1.— With monkeys. 

One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” was suspended in 5 cubic 

centimeters of bouillon. A 10 cubic centimeter syringe needle was dipped in such 

a suspension and the needle then thrust beneath the shaved skin of each animal 

in the region near the root of the tail, pushed in full length and then withdrawn. 

en Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1222 | Dead in 8 days -__| Pest septicemia. B. pestis from heart, liver and spleen and hemor- 

rhagie inguinal glands. 

1223 | Dead in 4 days ___| Pest septiceemia. Innumerable pest bacilli in blood of heart. 

269 py | eae domsee sass ae Pest septicaemia. B. pestis from heart, spleen and liver. 

2696 | Dead in 34 days _-| Pest septiceemia. B. pestis from heart, spleen and liver. 

SERIES 2.— With monkeys. 

. One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (second transplant from 

guinea pig number 1220) suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon. One 

cubic centimeter of the suspension equal to 2 oesen. Animals both inoculated 

subcutaneously near root of tail with 1 cubic centimeter. 

Animal Amount No. dmeranlenneel, Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1224 | 1 ec. (=2 oesen) | Deadin3 | Pest septicemia. Smears from the heart, spleen, 

subcutaneously. days. hemorrhagic glands and liver show numerous pest 

bacilli. 

TO (G0 pep eee Dead in 2 | Pest septicemia. Hzemorrhagic area about point of 

days. jnoculation. Left inguinal glands swollen and 

hemorrhagic. Spleen swollen. Innumerable pest 

bacilli from all organs. 

55670——3 187 
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SERIES 3.— With monkeys and guinea pigs. 

One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” suspended in 5 cubic centi- 

meters of bouillon. A scalpel was dipped several times in such a suspension 

and then rubbed over a shaved area on the abdomen, which was also slightly 

scarified with the knife. 

Animal Result. Noi Autopsy and remarks. 

Monkey | Dead in5| Found dead in the morning. On microscopical examination of 

1226. days. stained-blood films from heart’s blood, pest bacilli found present in 

very small numbers. Cultures from the heart developed colonies 

of the pest bacillus. A portion of the spleen of this animal was rubbed 

over the shaved abdomen of monkey No. 1244 (see below). 

Monkey | Dead in 4 | Plague septiceemia. Hemorrhagic glands. Cover slip specimens from 

1227. days. heart’s blood reveal innumerable pest bacilli. 

Monkey | Alive -___- 

1286. 

Monkey |_---- doe 

1287. 

The abdomen of each animal was shaved over a small area and searified lightly, 

then a portion of the spleen of another animal which had succumbed to acute 

pest infection was rubbed over this area. 

| 

Abdomen massaged | Animal No. with spleen of— | Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

Monkey 1244-| Monkey No. 1226 | Alive and well. 

(see above). : a 

Guinea pig | Monkey No. 1288 | Dead Oct. 30, | Buboes and multiple necrotic foci in 

1170. (see Series 5, Oct. after 5 days. spleen and liver. Pure cultures of 

25). Bacillus pestis from the heart. 

| Guinea pig |_---- 00222 ee do ae Buboes and multiple necrotie foci in 

1296. spleen and liver. Numerous pest ba- 

cilliin smears from spleen. 

| 

| 

| 

| 

Series 16.— With monkeys. 

On November 2, two 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pig number 1296, second transplant) were suspended in 10 cubic centi- 

meters of bouillon (5 cubic centimeters to each tube), a 10 cubie centimeter 

syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and thrust beneath the skin of 

monkeys numbers 1357 to 1360 inclusive. Monkeys numbers 1361 to 1364 in- 
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Serres 16—Continued. 

elusive each received subcutaneously 0.5 cubic centimeter of this same suspension 

(equal to 1 oese “Pest Virulent”) and monkeys numbered 1365 to 1368 each 

received subcutaneously 0.25 cubic centimeters, equal to 4 oese, 

Animal How inoculated. Result. Remarks and autopsy. 

1357 | Stuck with 10 cc. | Alive and well_| Animal suffered a mild infection and became 

needle dipped in immune, resisting the reinoculation of 2 whole 

suspension ‘‘Pest oesen ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ on Dec. 14. 

Virulent.” 

SHS u eer ojsts ot So=  es | See (clo) Seen ar Do. 

1359 Dead Noy. 7, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

; after 5 days. spleen. 

tS 60m pee CLO eae ees Dead Noy. 9, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

after 7 days. spleen. Pest septicemia. 

1361 | 1 oese “‘Pest Viru- | Dead Noy. 6, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

lent”? subeutane- after 4 days. spleen. 

ously. 

13620 OSes Se ee es Dead Noy. 5, Do. 

after 3 days. 

TBS |e Oars Ae eee ee does ese Do. 

1364 |----- (60) 22 eee oe oe ul ee dO ae Do. 

1365 | + oese ‘Pest Viru- | Dead Nov. 7, Do. 

lent’? subeutane- after 5 days. 

ously. 

1366) |-—-- = (0 (a). ese Sa 50 he a Ove! ates Do. 

HS 6ifg| seem CORSE = seanee ee | een dom staan een Do. 

1368 |-__-- Cowes ee Se Dead Nov. 6, Do. 

after 4 days. 

EXPERIMENTS IN IMMUNIZATION OF ANIMALS WITH KILLED 

CULTURES OF THE PEST BACILLUS. 

Series 5.—Killed bouillon cultures, with monkeys. 

The following monkeys were inoculated subcutaneously near the root of the 

tail with Haffkine’s plague prophylactic purchased by the Bureau of Health from 

The immunity of all the animals was tested eleven days after the first 

injection, in the following manner: One 24-hour agar slant culture of “Pest 

Virulent” was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of saline solution; a 10 cubic 

centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and then thrust beneath 

the shaved skin of the animal on the opposite side of the tail to which the first 

injection had been made. 

India. 
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: Amount of 

peepee ora Autopsy and remarks, 
lated. | 

| 

1234 | oicc= es Dead after 5days_| Pest septiceemia. Innumerable pest bacilli in heart’s 

blood. 

12351 || DCCs al Bese On eaer aes | Do. 

IPRS | WGe —- == KS SU Oe De ceeenl | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

1237/3) 30 CC ze==— Dead after 7 days_| Extensive hemorrhages in the mesentery. Numerous 

pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

IGE || PANGS 55 Dead after14days_| Only one or two bacilli found in smears from spleen. 

| Innumerable in smears from large necrotic bubo near 

region of left buttock (point of inoculation)—chronic 

pest. 

IPBY) |) RUCO = Alive 2 S225 e= See 

L240 1 Oc Cees | Se Clo eee Nn 
TOS), | WCCcca acl GO a 
1288 | Control___. Dead after3idays_| Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the blood and 

| spleen. 

1289 | Control ___| Dead after 7 days_| Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

Series 9.—Killed agar cultures ‘‘Pest Virulent,’’ with monkeys. g ) Y 

Six 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 

1221, second transplant) suspended in 6 cubic centimeters of saline solution (1 

cubic centimeter to each tube), the whole mixed and heated for one and one-half 

hours at 62° C. A culture taken proved the suspension to be sterile. The follow- 

ing animals were inoculated subcutaneously, each with 2 cubie centimeters (equal 

to 2 agar slant cultures) on October 18. On October 28 the animals were reinoc- 

ulated subcutaneously on the other side of the body with 1 cubie centimeter of a 

suspension of a 48-hour slant culture of living “Pest Virulent” in 5 cubic cen- 

timeters of bouillon (1 cubic centimeter equal to 2 cesen). 

Animal) Immunized : : . : : Nia. October 18. Infected October 28. Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1261 | 2 agar slant | 2 oesen ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ | Dead after | Pest septiczemia. 

cultures. subcutaneously. 4 days. 

WAP | (6 (0) See ee let OO ES=. 2 eee eee Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in 

3 days. smears from spleen. 

1263") eee dOpa= anes do eer Sey. BES SE ores dow saae Innumerable pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

CONTROL. 

1322 || 22s sa ee oesen ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ | Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

subcutaneously. 3 days. spleen. 
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SERIES 23.—Killed and living agar cultures of “Pest Virulent? with monkeys. 

Twenty-five 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig 

number 1496, second transplant) were suspended in 25 cubic centimeters of 

bouillon. The suspension was placed in an incubator registering 60° C. for one 

and one-half hours. After its removal, cultures were taken, which, two days later, 

developed colonies of pest bacilli (three colonies to two large loops of the suspen- 

sion.) Hyvidently, the temperature of the very concentrated suspension of bacilli 

had not reached 60° C., although a thermometer placed in a test tube containing 

bouillon in the incubator registered this temperature during the heating. With 

this suspension containing killed and also a moderate number of living pest bacilli 

this series of animals was inoculated as below on December 4, 1906. On December 

18, two weeks after the first inoculation, the animals which remained alive 

were reinoculated in the following manner. Nine 48-hour agar slant cultures of 

“Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1516, second transplant) were suspended 

in 45 eubie centimeters of bouillon, and each animal was reinoculated subcutane- 

ously on the opposite side of the body to that on which the first inoculation was 

made with 0.2 cubie centimeter of this suspension, that is with a little less than 4 

oese of “Pest Virulent.” 

ease al Inoculated De- Infected 
No. cember 4 subeu- | December 18 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

taneously with— with— 

Holey elee lledsaara car) seseee es eee Dead from first | A few pest bacilli in smears from 

slant ‘‘Pest Vir- inoculation the spleen. 

ulent.’’ Dec. 6, after 2 

days. 

iy) | CLO Rat SR Bee OBER Made done ari Very numerous pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

1520) | COEF eae Nearly 4 oese | Dead Dec. 20 -____ Culture from the spleen negative. 

“Pest Viru- Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

lent.” from the bubo.* 

slant ‘‘Pest Vir- 

ulent.”’ 

after 2 days. 

OlT |e ave Oe ati oe a |e ae ee 2 EAS Dead from first | Smears from point of inoculation 

inoculation show no bacilli. Culturesfrom 

Dee. 6, after 2 spleen show numerous pest 

days. bacilli. 

1528 |2 killed agar | Nearly 4 oese | Dead Jan. 4, after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

slants “Pest “Pest Viru- 17 days. from spleen. Large suppurat- 

Virulent.”’ lent.” ing bubo. 

1529 Aivieres Sere sae 

530) |e CO) es 1 | does es eae hes (loa es 

Sigs es Oe ee es Sd Oe nee | (6 (yeaa 

Sn eee Opens ee BA Oe =2ee= [ea (Oly eee eee , 

1533 Dead Dec. 24, | Abscess at point of inoculation 

after 6 days. containing pest bacilli. 

WH34 ea (0\G} 2 See eee eee doa =7 ive: = Cee 

1535u eens dalled) Sagar |222=do 2223 Dead Dee. 20, | Very numerous pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen.* 

*It is possible that these animals were suffering with a latent or chronic form of pest at the time 

of the second reinoculation, although they were apparently healthy. 
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CONTROLS. 

Aaa Inoculated De- Infected 
lnemnven cember 4subeu- | December 18 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
| taneously with— with— 

| 

1504 2s ee ote wanes Nearly 4 oese | Alive and well ___ 

“Pest Viru- 

lent.” 

| TQ |e ceeccscescses|ecsse Co (0 Yess ts al BE do 22 tes 

|e AIS QG)|eataies Gao, Doda eel ee a Gee eee Glia eee 
Nhsig O74] ateets uate Aap eee se teens do _-------| Dead Dec. 25, | Pest bubo with innumerable 

| after 7 days. baciili. 

1598 Do. 

1599 | Do. 

1600 Pest bubo with innumerable 

bacilli. Innumerable bacilli 

in the spleen. 

1601) | 22> es eee does) Dead Dec. 26, Do. 

after 8 days. 

L602 | Se Peet Sek SO ee d@e =a Alive and well ___ Do. 

1603 [2 seo eee ee eee does |Dead anys === | No evidence of pest infection. 

1604, 22 8 =e | don ssa Dead Dee. 27, | Pest bubo containing numerous 

| after 9 days. pest bacilli, No organisms 

seen in a smear from spleen. 
1605 | 22282 oeee Se oe dos Alive and well __- 

*It is possible that these animals were suffering with a latent or chronic form of pest at the time 

of the second reinoculation, although they were apparently healthy. 

The majority of the monkeys of this series, including the controls, were very 

large, weighing 5,000 grams and over, the large animals having been collected 

and saved for inoculation in the same series. A number of the controls, as will 

be seen from an examination of the table, did not die, and hence the exact value 

of the immunization is not shown by the experiments. In the series of inocula- 

tions performed after this date, whenever the monkey’s weight was over 3,000 

grams, % oese of “Pest Virulent” was employed in testing the immunity, in 

place of 4 oese. However, some of the very large monkeys were apparently as 

susceptible to pest infection as certain of the small ones. The series on the 

other hand shows very distinctly an important fact, naniely, that it is not 

possible to immunize all animals of this species with a single uniform dose, for, 

although the primary inoculation was so large that it killed some of the animals 

of this series, in other instances it failed to protect them against the subsequent 

inoculation of even less than 4 oese of “Pest Virulent,” which amount, in even 

some of the control animals, did not give rise to a fatal infection. The animals 

that succumbed to the first inoculation also demonstrate the inefficacy of a single 

heating in attenuating the pest bacillus, the few bacilli remaining alive in the 

suspension having retained their full virulence. 

SERIES 25.—Killed agar cultures of “Pest Virulent” with monkeys. 

On December 8, twenty-eight 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” 

(from guinea pig number 1514, second transplant) were suspended in 28 cubic 

centimeters of 0.085 saline solution (1 cubie centimeter to each culture) and the 

suspension placed at 65° C. for one hour. Cultures from this suspension after- 

wards proved to be sterile. Monkeys numbered 1558 to 1571 inclusive were 
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inoculated subcutaneously each with 1 cubic centimeter, monkeys numbered 1572 

to 1576 each with 2 cubic centimeters and number 1577 with 0.8 cubic centimeter. 

Three of the animals apparently succumbed from the effect of this inoculation. 

On December 26, eighteen days after the first inoculation, the animals were 

reinoculated in the following manner: Six 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest 

Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1592, second transplant) were suspended in 

30 cubie centimeters bouillon (5 cubic centimeters to each tube). Each animal 

was inoculated subcutaneously on the opposite side of the body to that on which 

the first inoculation was made with 0.33 cubie centimeter, equal to 3 oese “Pest 

Virulent.” Twelve control animals were also inoculated at the same time with 

the ‘same amount of the suspension. 

Amine Inoculated Decem- | Reinoculated 
NG! ber 8 subeutane- December 26 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

ously with— with — 

1558 | 1 killed culture 2 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 28, | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

“Pest Virulent.”’ Virulent.’’ after 2 days. smears from spleen. 

559) ees Onno eee | SS dots Dead Jan. 10, | Chronic pest. Very numerous 

after 15 days. pest bacilli in smears from 

' spleen. 
1560 |----- GO| see ae et ee | ane doeeaaa = Allivie#ias ==. ‘ 

1561 Dead Dec. 28, | Fair number of pest bacilli in 

after 2 days. smears from the spleen. Very 

numerous about point of 

inoculation. Tissues cedema- 

tous and hemorrhagic. 

15 GD eee (Se ee eee ne dota Dead Dec, 28, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 23 days. from the bubo. Culture from 

_ Spleen negative. 

UES once doe 22- 32 Ee (oye ees Dead Jan. 5, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 10 days. from spleen. Large bubo. 

Alive and well__ 

Died of first | Nothing to suggest pest about 

inoculation. point of inoculation or in the 

spleen. Smears from spleen 

negative. 

UGA = = (oye EN een 2 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Jan. 4, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

Virulent.” after 9 days. from spleen. Bubo. 

iyay eee CO ea eat ee, Beh BRE dosaas 3 Dead Dec. 30, | Few organisms in smears from 

after 4 days. the spleen. Innumerable 

about point of inoculation. 

Intense hemorrhagic reaction. 

156 8 ae (0(() Sete eee Pee EEL (Cj See ee es Dead Dee. 27, | Innumerable pest bacilli from 

: after 14 days. point of inoculation. 

UG) |esase (OKO) Cee ot ene a (6a Seere Dead Jan. 2, | Few bacilli in smears from 

after 7 days. spleen. Innumerable from 

bubo. 

1570) |e (io): Baie el ewe es ee eee Dead Dee. 11, | Nothing to suggest pest except 

from primary small hemorrhages in the 

inoculation. lungs. Nothing suggestive at 

the point of inoculation. Cul- 

tures from the spleen negative 

although large amount is 

inoculated. 

AST es donee 2 oese “Pest | Alive and well_- 

Virulent.”’ 
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Ahan Inoculated Decem- | Reinoculated | 
<a ber 8 subeutane- December 26 | Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

Z ously with— with— 

1572 | 2 killed cultures |________________| Dead Dec. 24, | No evidences of pest. Animal 

“Pest Virulent.’’ | from primary emaciated. Tissues softened, 

| inoculation. hemorrhagic and _ necrotic 

near point of infection. 

TGV GS | fees (6 (0 ee ae % oese ‘‘Pest Dead Jan. 6, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

Virulent.”” | after 11 days. from spleen. Large suppurat- 

ing bubo. 

1574 (2-2 2 dO aoe eae Ee dos == | Dead Jan. 7, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 12 days. from spleen. Large bubo. 

1575 ted Oh eee ee eee | tee do Dead Dec. 31, | Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

| after 5 days. smears from the spleen. 

15763 |G22'd 9 ee eee do. ss | Aliveand well__ 

1577 | killed culture |_____ doe == | Dead Jan. 6, | Fair number of pest bacilli in 

“Pest Virulent.”’ after 11 days. smears fromthespleen. Large 

suppurating bubo. 

CONTROLS. 

1613 |_---_-__-_------------| 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 30, | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

Virulent.”’ after 4 days. smears from spleen. 

T6140 Sn nee eae | eee dO==.=-=.2 Dead Oct. 29, Do. 

after 3 days. , 

TET Dp ee = ee ee | Bee dos Dead Dec. 30, Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

after 4 days. smears from the spleen. 

L616 | oeees ae ee ee eee dof aes == Dead Dec. 30, | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

after 4 days. smears from the spleen. 

LGU? |S 3 Se ee eee ee ee dou == Dead Dec. 29, | Do. 

after 3 days. | 

GTS) [eee eee ee een | erie do=e ae Dead Jan. 2, Very numerous pest bacilli in 

after 7 days. | smears from spleen. Also 

many post-mortem bacilli. 

TG LON et eee <a Seeker oee pecan eeay d= | Dead Dec. 31, Innumerable pest bacilli in 

| after 5 days. smears from spleen. 

1620 i} 32s eee eee See (6 (eno Se Dead Dec. 28, Few pest bacilli in smears from 

after 2 days. | spleen. Innumerable in 

| smears near point of inocula- 

| tion. No pus formation at this 

point. The tissues hzemor- 

| rhagic. 

1 621° | aoe nee em epee eee eae dose eet (a oye wre Considerable number pest bacilli 

| insmearsfromspleen. Tissues 

cedematous and hemorrhagic 

near point of inoculation in 

which pest bacilli are very 

} | numerous. 

1622"|' =o ee eeenrn lee Pee do=se- | Dead Jan. 2, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

| after 7 days. spleen. 

A sy al pelea hk al NS doesae se Dead Jan. 12, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| after 17 days. from spleen. Large open bubo 

| filled with pus. 

1624 eR ee es. peace Ones te 2 | Dead Jan. 4, | Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

after 9 days. smears from thespleen. Bubo. 
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SERIES 48.—Killed agar cultures of “Pest Virulent” with monkeys. 

Fifteen 48-hour agar cultures of the strain “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig 

number 2583, second transplant, were suspended in 15 cubie centimeters of saline 

_ solution (1 cubic centimeter to each culture), the entire suspension heated for 

one hour and fifteen minutes at 65° C. Cultures taken from the suspension 

remained sterile. 

On October 27 each monkey of the series was imoculated subcutaneously with 

1 eubie centimeter of the suspension (equal to one agar slant culture). On 

November 28, one month after the inoculations, the immunity of the animals 

was tested by the subcutaneous injeetion of 0.33 cubic centimeter of a suspension 

of the strain “Pest Virulent” (five 48-hour agar cultures from guinea pig 

number 2865, second transplant in 25 cubie centimeters bouillon) into the opposite 

side of the body to that on which the vaccination was made. 

animals were also inoculated on this date and in the same manner. 

Twenty-five control 

The immunity 

of the animals of this series was tested on the same date and in the same manner 

as was that of the animals comprising Series 49, 51, and 52 (pp. 197, 203, 217). 

Amal Vaccinated October| Reinoculated 
No 27 subcutaneously | November 28 

- with— with— 

2664 | One killed 48-hour | % oese ‘‘Pest 

culture ‘‘Pest Vir- Virulent.”’ 

ulent.”’ 

2665 |_--_ = Cio ca ee eae doses 

2666 |___-_ dos a ae ee does 

2667a a= (0 oye Se ee See | Boars Gon ae 

2668 |_____ (6 (0) easel ee Py rer Goss areas 

2669) |Boee Ch ss eee ey doseaae== 

26708 |e (elo Sane ae Not reinocu- 

lated. 

PASE eee OSes eae & oese ‘Pest 

Virulent.” 

26720|emee (Yop eae ne Se (lo) ees 

BSB} |e CO MeAnae Peat 2S LG (opens a a 

264i) ees Op ce eee Fl ee dole 

PANS) | el GO pe ae ee doze 

VARIG |p at (6 (ces eee ee | eee dome 

PAD if | lees (V0) ease he ae eee Eat 60 ee aoe 

PARC) omar Ope seen Se See |e dot = 

Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

Dead Dec. 2, 

after 4 days. 

Alive and well_ 

ares CO ea 

Dead Dee. 1, 

after 3 days. 

pass (60) eee 

Dead Dee. 2, 

after 4 days. 

Dead Nov. 5, of 

first inocula- 

tion. 

Dead Dec. 3, 

after 5 days. 

Dead Dec. 1, 

after 3 days. 

Dead Dec. 3, 

after 5 days 

Dead Dec. 1, 

after 3 days. 

Dead Dee. 2, 

after 4 days. 

Alive and well_ 

Dead Dec. 1, 

after 3 days. 

Few pest bacilli in smears from 

spleen. Numerous at point of 

inoculation. Buboes. 

Innumerable pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

Innumerable pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

Few pest bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

Careful post-mortem does not 

disclose cause of death. No 

marked local reaction. 

Buboes and pest bacilli. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Innumerable pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

Fair number of pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 
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after 3 days. 

CONTROLS. 

Agntnranl Vaccinated October} Reinoculated 
No. 27 subcutaneously | November 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— with— 

5906] sa seen ee BE 2 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 2, | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

Virulent.”’ after 4 days. smears from spleen. 

28972222 eee doe. ee Dead Dec. 3, Do. 

after 5 days. 

D808 sansa ee oat | ae (6) sae Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2899) oes. eee SE dos2/2 ss Dead Dec. 2, Do. 

after 4 days. 

2900 Do. 

2901 Do. 

29025) Sess ee ae See dose Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

D003 4] OL een Ce i ee doever era dud do _tmielen Do. 
29045 eon ee Bee oe Se fl ys oe | domenenaan Do. 
25 5 ee ee eee ope saus Dead Dec. 2, Do. 

after 4 days. 

2906 g| oe | ee doje Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2907)|==— eee cee aces |p aaee does Dead Dec. 2, Do. 

: after 4 days. 

2908) Pee see seo eee doe ea (s\o) ee et Do. 

D909) | es Se ee dons Dead Dec. 3, Do. 

after 5 days. 

2910) Ses = ee eee |e doe 22-4 Dead Dee. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

PA) 0 ee ee eee does Dead Dee. 3, Do. 

after 5 days. 

2912) | oR eae SS eee dops2oe ae doe Do. 

2913 22S sata see eee dO)=2:e2225 Dead Dee. 2, Do. 

after 4 days. 

DOVE. oa ee ee ee does 4 Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2915) jas 88S ee Se ee ey dose Dead Dec. 2, Do. 

after 4 days. 

2916 ||) === a os ee ee ee doe oe sae dQ 22 aes Do. 

2910,)| SoS ee ee doje Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2918) | ses Oe ee ee eee do== | Dead Decay 3; Do. 

after 5 days. 

2919) n= 2 ees ee doe Dead Dee. 4, Do. 

after 6 days. 

2990/5 | ae ot alae ene | eee (Choy = Dead Dee. 1, Do. 
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Series 49.—Killed bowillon cultures of ‘‘Pest Virulent,’’ with monkeys. 

The monkeys of this series were inoculated on October 27, subcutaneously near 

the root of the tail with from 10 to 15 cubic centimeters of six weeks’ old 

bouillon cultures of the virulent pest organism killed by heating for one hour 

at 65° C. On November 28, one month after the primary inoculation, the 

immunity of the animals was tested by the subcutaneous injection of % oese of 

the strain “Pest Virulent” (from a 48-hour agar culture from guinea pig number 

2865, second transplant), suspended in 0.33 cubic centimeter saline solution. 

The animals were inoculated on the opposite side of the body from that upon 

which the primary inoculation was made. Twenty-five control animals, numbered 

2896 to 2920, were also inoculated on this date and in the same manner. They 

all died of pest infection. For the details of the autopsies see Series 48. The 

immunity of the animals of this series was tested on the same date and in the 

same manner as was that of the animals comprising Series 48, 51 and 52, pp. 195, 

203, 217. 

Amsangl Inoculated October | Reinoculated 
No. 27 subeutaneously | November 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— with— 

2697 | 15 ec. killed bouil- | 3 oese ‘Pest | Dead Dec. 7, | Bubo containing pest bacilli. 

Jon culture. Virulent.’’ after 9 days. 

PES) Na (S(O oat a ee (60) ee eee Dead Dec. 5, | Buboes containing pest bacilli. 

after 7 days. 

2699) | Baan GONMIE Stra eae ee Ld Ose Alive and well _ 

2700) |e2-- = Ole22 hemes | an, bo does Dead Dec. 5, Do. 

after 7 days. 

QO) |aa (Vo) StS eat ARSC 2 do________| Dead Dec. 8, Do. 

after 10 days. 

2702 | 10 ec. killed bouil- |-_-_- (60) a eee Dead Dec. 3, Do. 

lon culture. after 5 days. 

QOS) |eeons i= Same ream seen ee dort == Alive and well . 

POO! | GO) ae ee Ee |e does: Dead Dec. 1, Do. 

after 3 days. 

20a ea Os en Ee dows ae Dead Dec. 2, Do. 

| after 4 days. 

SERIES 50.—Killed agar culture of ‘‘Pest Virulent,’”’ with guinea pigs. 

Fifteen 48-hour agar cultures of the strain “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig 

number 2583, second transplant, were suspended in 15 cubie centimeters of saline 

solution (1 cubic centimeter to each culture). The entire suspension was heated 

for one hour and fifteen minutes at 65° C. Cultures taken from the suspension 

remained sterile. On October 27 each guinea pig of the series was inoculated 
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subcutaneously with 1 cubic centimeter of the suspension, equal to 1 agar slant 

culture. On November 26, one month after vaccination, the immunity of the 

animals in each instance was tested with the strain “Pest Virulent” in exactly 

the same manner as in Series 46, 47, and 54 (pp. 211, 220, 232). Twenty-five 

control animals, numbered 2870 to 2894, were inoculated at the same time and 

in the same manner, all of which died of acute plague infection. 

of the protocols see Series 46 (p. 211). 

. 

anal Vaccinated Octo- Reinoculated ’ 
coNGw ber 27 subeutane- November 26 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

3 ously with— with— 

| 2679 | One 48-hour cul- |} 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and well - 

| ture killed sion of “Pest 

“Pest Viru- Virulent”’ 

lent.” Ttubbed over 

abdomen. 

PABA) | C6 (yee ee eA ee | (6 Ko ete cegmer ena Len do). ates 

268 asa (6 (see eee | ees Ort a2 Bee eee (6 (oye ee 

2682 «| --—= 2 (6 (0 eee ee eee meee Ft dos. Dead Dec. 4, | Numerous pest bacilli in 

after 8 days. smears from spleen. 

OYE) a (Vo yeknelr sweeney (CTraayN (0 Co yee eee ee Dead Dec. 12, | Large bubo. Typical pest 

after 16 days. spleen. 

26849 | eee (6 (0 ee See | Cea dof ee Dead Dee. 5, | Typical pest bubo and spleen. 

after 9 days. 

26855 | eae Goe= S25 ssa | eee do] ee Dead Dee. 10, Do. 

after 14 days. 

2686 |---_- (6 Kc) oe a es ey do S24 Dead Dec. 13, | Multiple buboes. Infarets in 

after 17 days. lung and spleen. 

PIASY EN eee 002 eS do: Dead Dec. 10, | Typical bubo and spleen. 

after 14 days. 

DA iste | ree do eee (coe ee oe Dead Dec. 4, Do. 

after 8 days. 

2689 |_____ do === | ee do as Se Dead Dec. 10, Do. 

after 14 days. 

96903 |52 == doe = | io Gees sa eee Alive and well _ 

GO 1m eee COs Soe | Reens (6 (op Ret oe eS Dead Dec. 8, Do. 

after 12 days. 

2692) | eae (Oo yeep set ena || ee (6 (OfRRES Seeee De Dead Dec. 4, Do. 

after 8 days. 

26939 eee GOs Si ee 2s Ae do2. 24 22 Dead Dec: 7, Do. 

after 11 days. 

For the details 
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EXPERIMENTS IN THE IMMUNIZATION OF ANIMALS WITH LIVING, 

ATTENUATED CULTURES (VACCINATION ). 

Series 4.—Inoculations with ‘‘Pest Avirulen?’ in monkeys. 

Six 24-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were suspended in 6 cubic 

centimeters of bouillon (1 eubie centimeter to each culture), the whole mixed 

and 1 eubie centimeter of the mixed suspension injected subcutaneously near the 

root of the tail of each animal on October 10. Ten days later the immunity of 

the animals was tested in the following manner: A 48-hour agar culture of 

“Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1221, second transplant) was sus- 

pended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon and animals numbered 1228 to 1231 

and controls numbered 1282 to 1285 were reinoculated by dipping a 10 cubic 

centimeter syringe needle in this suspension and then thrusting the needle beneath 

the shaven skin near the root of the tail, on the opposite side to that upon which 

the vaccination had been made. Animals numbered 1232 and 1233 and controls 

numbered 1286 and 1287 were reinoculated by dipping a scalpel several times in 

this same suspension and rubbing it over the shaved abdomen and _ slightly 

searifying the skin with the knife. ; 

Animal Vaccination Heinooulated Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1228 | 1 agar cul- | By sticking with | Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli from the spleen. 

ture. infected needle. 8 days 

1229) ees (6hoy aes dope-ee oe ee AlVe 222225 

IPBW |. (6 (oye eee ee Se GO See ewe elo do === 

TRIE eee doe ssas|-s = (00) eer | eee do==== 

1239" ees doeeas By scarification |_____ done 

with infected 

“a scalpel. 

TPSRY |e Gos See | eee LO wae ae do===== 

CONTROLS. 

1282; ee Se By sticking with | Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

infected needle. 6 days. heart’s blood and spleen, 

TIGASB 3 ee say 5s eee (EL Gore 4s Dead after | Numbers of pest bacilli in smears from 

8 days. the spleen. 

0 ee eee eel eee Ones S Sees Dead after | A few pest bacilli in smears from the 

10 days. spleen. Very numerous in smears 

from the swollen hemorrhagic glands. 

DSi | et eu Bee ace (0 Koes eee iver ea sos! 

1286s basso a By scarification |____- doe=a=—s 

with infected 

scalpel. 

IDA} eee ete ae | bee aa (Soy ee ee | do==== 
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Series 11.—Jnoculations with ‘Pest Avirulent’’ in monkeys. 

Ten 24-hour agar slant cultures (—1 per cent alkaline to phenol phthalein) * 

of the strain “Pest Avirulent” were suspended each in 1 cubic centimeter of saline 

solution, the whole 10 cubic centimeters mixed and 1 ecubie centimeter, or about 

1 agar slant, injected into each animal subcutaneously near the root of the tail. 

Eleven days later the immunity of the animals was tested in the following 

manner: Two 48-hour agar cultures of “Pest Virulent’” (monkey number 1295, 

second transplant) were suspended each in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon, and 

each animal was reinoculated subcutaneously on the opposite side of the body 

with 1 cubic centimeter of this suspension, equal to 2 oesen. 

ea Vageiuanoy er Cowan Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1277 | 1 agar cul- | 2 oesen ‘‘Pest | Dead Novy.6 | Smears from the spleen revealed only a few 

ture. Virulent.” (7 days). swollen bacilli. In smears from the heart 

no organisms were found. Insmears from 

the tissues at the point of inoculation the 

organisms are numerous. Cultures from 

the heart’s blood (2 cultures) negative; 

plenty of blood inoculated.} 

7 8 dose |b do 2.2225 Alive and 

well. 

1279) do#== (sera dots Dead Noy.2 | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

(3 days). spleen. 

1280 |_---- G0 is22-22|ae28 Gon == Dead Noy.6 | Smears from the spleen show only a few 

(7 days). degenerating bacilli. Those from the 

heart show noorganisms. Those from the 

bubo near point of inoculation show 

numerous pest bacilli. Cultures from the 

| heart reveal 6 colonies only of pest bacilli. 

TOOL |e dos eee |S do #25 = Dead Noy.7 | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

(8 days). the spleen. 

CONTROLS. 

1325)| None 22] 2 oesen ‘‘Pest | Dead Nov.2 | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

Virulent.”’ (3 days). spleen. 

13263|2= do 22-5 | dow ass Dead Noy.1 | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

(2 days). spleen. Culture from the heart=rich 

growth. 

13276 dove a= do 242 | Dead Noy.2 | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

| (3 days) spleen. ; 
TRAY je doe ses dos fea dos Do. : 

13295) aa doses 22) |=s dos | Dead Nov. 3 Do. 

(4 days). 

* The growth of the pest bacilli on this agar appeared lighter than it did on + 1 per cent acid agar 

which was used in all the other experiments. 

+ The blood of these animals has apparently acquired considerable anti-infectious power, if one 

may judge from the distribution of the bacilli. 
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Series 12.—Inoculations with ‘‘Pest Avirulent’”’ in monkeys. 

Thirteen 24-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were suspended each 

in | cubic centimeter of bouillon, the suspensions were mixed and monkeys num- 

bered 1298 to 1301 inclusive were each inoculated subcutaneously with 2 cubic 

centimeters and monkeys numbered 1302 to 1306 inclusive each with 1 cubic 

centimeter. Ten days after the vaccination the immunity of each animal was 

tested in the following manner: Two agar slant 48-hour cultures of “Pest 

Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1324, second transplant) were each suspended 

in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon and animals numbered 1298 and 1300 to 1305, 

and controls numbered 1414 to 1422 were each inoculated subcutaneously with 

0.25 cubie centimeter of this suspension, equal to 4 oese “Pest Virulent;” and 

animal number 1306, with 0.5 cubic centimeter, equal to 1 oese. 

Animal Noceipation Reioculated Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1298 | 2 agar slants | $ oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Noy.22 | No pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

“Pest Avir- Virulent.’’ (12 days). Large suppurating bubo about point of 

ulent.”’ inoculation containing pest bacilli and 

many cocci and other bacilli. 

1299) aoe CLO) See eo | ee eee | ey eee Found dead about 12 hours after vacci- 

nation. There is a large suppurating © 

wound over the abdomen. Cultures 

from this area developed colonies which 

were later identified as those of staphy- 

lococci and streptococci and of a colon 

bacillus. Cultures from the spleen 

show many staphylococci. Cultures 

near the point of inoculation show a 

few colonies of ‘‘Pest Avirulent’’ which 

have evidently survived. 

1300) 22-24 doe se=—s 3% oese ‘‘Pest | Alive and 

Virulent.”’ well. 

13015 | =aae (o\0) ees ome ss sees do=aaaes 

1302 | 1 agar slant |____- (6 Cap eee aa (Koen 

“Pest Avir- 

ulent.”’ : 

1303 |_---- (60) See eee ee dogs Dead Noy. 20 | No bacilli found in smears from spleen. 

(10 days). Suppurating bubo about point of inocu- 

lation containing pest bacilli. 

1304 Bee (CK) eel eee Goe- 222-22 Dead Noy.16 | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

(6 days). from spleen. 

1305 |--=== Go=a= teehee (koe ee Dead Noy.17 | No organisms found in smears from 

(7 days). spleen. Cultures from the heart, neg- 

ative. Bubo at point of inoculation 

comparatively small. A numberof pest 

bacilli present. 

1306 |---_- doz===--5 1 oese ‘‘Pest | Alive and 

Virulent.”’ well. 
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SERIES 12—Continued. 

CONTROLS. 

ene : | 

[ama Vaccination Reimoculated Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
| 

144s Noneee-= = 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Noy.20 | Few pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

| Virulent.” (10 days). Chronic bubo. 

Gy ees doesn aes dovsters Dead Noy.13 | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

1 (3 days). spleen. 

14165 See doses doe Dead Noy.14 | Countless pest bacilli in smears from 

(4 days). spleen. 

1417 eee does Do. 

1418 Dead Noy. 15 Do. 

(5 days). 

THI) (6 (oye Soe dope Dead Noy. 14 Do. 

(4 days). 

14207 | Pee (6 Ko) ope | ee GO 2 see Dead Noy.13 | Only comparatively few pest bacilli in 

(3 days). smears from spleen. C(dematous infil- 

| tration and countless numbers near 

| point of inoculation. 

TEA | es (6 Ce (6 Ko} eee ES doses Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

from spleen. \ 

72 See (6 Vay eee a ee doe 2s a Dead Noy. | Countless pest bacilli in smears from 

14. spleen. Hzeemorrhagicinfarction of the 

intestine. : 

. . t. . 

Serres 18.—Inoculations with ‘‘Pest Avirulent”’ in monkeys. 

On November 6, twenty 48-hour agar cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were sus- 

pended in 20 cubic centimeters of bouillon and each animal was vaccinated 

with 2 cubic centimeters of this suspension, equal to 2 agar slant cultures. On 

November 23, seventeen days after the first inoculation, two 48-hour agar slant 

cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1452, second transplant) 

were suspended in 10 cubie centimeters of bouillon and each animal was rein- 

oculated subcutaneously, on the opposite side of the body to that upon which 

the first inoculation was performed, with 0.25 cubic centimeter of this suspension, 

equal to 3 oese. Ten control animals were also inoculated at the same time with 

the same dose. 

‘ Vaccinated - 
* Reinoculated 

Animal; November 6 F = November 23 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
No. subecutane- with— 

ously with— 

1373 | 2 agar cul- | 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Noy. 29, | A few typical pest bacilli in smears 

tures ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ after 6 days. from spleen. 

Avirulent.”’ 

TS 7Ay| Seer (o\o} See | ected dona aes Alive and well _ 

13%5 | en (6 (0 yesereee ees ees (oo perenne | Sees Oe ee | 

1376.)===—— do} =e ae dO 22 eee doses ere! 

Bi GO a eee dos Dead Noy. 29, | Pest bacilli very numerous in smears 

| after 6 days. from spleen. 

1SiShiaeee= dos | See doe Alive and well _) 
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SERIES 18—Continued. 

Vaccinated . Reinoculated 
pia) Never eRe poueribes 23 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

ously with— 

1379 | 2 agar cul-| 4 oese “Pest | Dead Dec. 6, | A large sloughing ulcer 4 centimeters 

tures ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ after 13 days. in diameter about point of inocu- 

Avirulent.”’ lation. No plague bacilli in cultures 

, and smears from the spleen. Many 

bacilli and cocci in smears from the 

ulcer. The animal has evidently 

died of plague intoxication, the 

organisms multiplying locally. 

1380) |e (0 (6) so pees ae | dott Dead Noy. 30, | A fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

after 7 days. from spleen. 

LSS es Goma ee do=sssee4 Dead Dec. 2, | Only two involution forms of organ- 

after 9 days. ism found in smears from spleen; 

there is a bubo about the point of 

inoculation in smears from which a 

number of pest bacilli are present. 

1382) e222 = (0X0) See ue doses Alive and well _ 

CONTROLS NUMBERS 1484 TO 1494. 

These controls constitute the same animals given in Series 17. They all died 

of acute pest infection in from four to five days. For details of the autopsies 

see Series 17 (p. 213). 

Serres 51.—Jnoculations with “Pest Avirulent”’ in monkeys. 

Twenty-five 48-hour agar slant cultures of the strain “Pest Avirulent’’ were 

suspended in 25 cubic centimeters of saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to each 

culture). Monkeys numbered 2706 to 2712 each received subcutaneously 2 cubic 

centimeters of this suspension, equal to 2 agar cultures, and monkeys numbered 

2713 to 2720 each received 1 cubic centimeter equal to 1 agar culture. On 

November 28, one month after the vaccination, the immunity of the animals 

was tested with a suspension of the strain “Pest Virulent” in exactly the same 

manner as was the immunity of the animals comprising Series 48 and 52 (p. 217). 

Twenty-five control animals, numbered 2896 to 2920, were also inoculated on this 

date and with the same suspension. They all died of acute pest infection. For 

the details of the protocols see Series 48 (p. 195). 

. Reinoculated F Vaccinated Octo- 
praia ber 29 subeutane- N oven eu 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

: ously with— SII EUEIE 
ously with— 

2706 | Two 48-hour agar | 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 1, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

cultures ‘Pest Virulent.”’ after 3 days. spleen. Numerous at point of 

Avirulent.”’ inoculation. 

WOT ||Sa=e dot eee 2002252254 Alive and well - 

2108) eae (00) eee eel Ea COPss ees |e (6 (0) peace 

2(090| Baa does. = ohh ire dos. es Dead Dee. 4, | Buboes with few pest bacilli. 

after 6 days 

PIANC) |p (Cl oye ce etal donee Alive and well - 

ile | eee (ol) Sea ee aero doe ee eae GOs=2 = ees 

2s | eee AD eee es oe GO see SSS Es Be 2 (6 (pees ea 

55670——4 
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SERIES 51—Continued. 

as _ | Renoculated 

Animal Ve eee pee November 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
; ously with— SubeuLame: 

ously with— 

2713 | One 48-hour agar | 30ese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 1, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

culture ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ after 3 days. from spleen. 

; Avirulent.”’ 

274) eee GO\222 222 22e eS! 220 O)2seenee Dead -Dec. 2, Do. 

after 4 days. 

Pils) |e (0 Kone se eke do. ae Dead Dec. 3, | Bubo and numerous pest bacilli in 

after 5 days. smears from spleen. 

2716 |p Cae eee ee| Soe Ot) 5 - Dead Dec. 1, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 3 days. from spleen. 

2g |e 00 (a eee ee teen G0) ea Alive and well _ 

PTS} Wo GO ie eee | ee O23: ES sd 0 eae ee 

2HAG)| ee (OG P er ae a doses Dead Dec. 1, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 3 days. from spleen. 

PUPA |e aed GO see oe |e Go28 22-228 Alive and well _ 

SERIES 32.—Inoculations with “Pest Avirulent” in guinea pigs. 

May 16: Twenty-four 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were 

suspended in 24 cubic centimeters of saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to each 

culture) . Animals numbered 1975 to 1986, except number 1979, were each inoc- 

ulated intraperitoneally with 2 cubic centimeters, equal to 2 agar cultures. The 

guinea pigs comprising this series were small, averaging from 150 to 175 grams in 

On July 16, two months after the vaccination, the animals which 

remained alive were all reinoculated in the following manner: A 48-hour agar 

culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 2174, second transplant) 

was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon and 5 oesen of this suspension 

rubbed over a small, freshly shaved area on the abdomen and the skin scarified 

weight. 

with a knife. 

served for this series and for the following one. 

Twenty-five controls were inoculated in the same manner and 

(Series 37). 

ay inbupeatoseaily Betmocalated Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
: May 16 with— y 

1975 | Two 48-hour cul- | 5 oesen sus- | Alive and well _ 

tures “Pest pension 

Avirulent.”’ “Pest Viru- 

lent.” 

1976 |___<= Ok 22 te all (6 Koy Sees been HONCHO 

LOT | eee Cosa: So ah doe =.= |e dos = 

1OZSs| Sees (ofove se ae Peo ee Ee oe (0 Voy es ote Dead July 21, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 5 days. from spleen. Many swollen. 

Few postmortem bacilli. 

1980 |____- dO een Coes doseess Alive and well _ 
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SERIES 32—Continued. 

Animal neanertoneally Payie wn Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
May 16 with— 

1981 | Two 48-hour cul- |_---------_____- Not  reinocu- | No evidence of pest at the post- 

tures “Pest lated; dead mortem examination. Perito- 

Avirulent.”’ May 19, 3days neum hyperemic but no hemor- 

after vacci- rhages. In smears from spleen 

nation. no organisms seen. Cultures 

id from spleen and heart negative. 

In cultures from the abdominal 

cavity about 10 colonies devel- 

oped. Spleen not swollen. 

HOEY) Co (Gy Cee ae ra eo See ee eee Not  reinocu- | No evidence of pest. Marked hy- 

lated; dead pereemia of the abdominal wall. 

May 17, 23 Culture from the heart negative. 

hours after Culture from the abdominal 

vaccination. cavity, fair number of pest bacilli. 

1983 |-____ GI) sree eee 5 oesen sus- | Alive and well - 

pension 

“Pest Viru- 

lent.”’ 

9844) eee a (6 (0 eee en eet (a ee eee mi. See Not  reinocu- | No evidence of pest infection. No 

lated; dead | hemorrhages in abdomen. 

May 17, less Walls slightly cedematous. Cul- 

than 24 hours ture from the heart negative. 

after vacci- From abdominal cavity numer- 

nation. ous colonies of pest. 1 ce. of 

the fluid present in the abdom- 

inal cavity was injected into the 

abdomen of guinea pig No. 1998 

which remained alive. 

IGfepy ee (6 Co) ae ge |e Sn | Not ‘reinocu- | No evidences of pest. Abdominal 

lated; dead wall hyperemic. No hemor- 

May 22, 6days rhage. Spleen not swollen. No 

after vacci- fluid in abdomen. In cover slip 

nation. from the spleen and abdomen no 

bacilli seen. Culture from ab- 

domen 15 colonies of pest bacilli. 

In culture from heart, 2 colonies. 

BOSG ioe (oo ee 3 scenes (Es ee a Not  reinocu- | Culture from heart negative. Cul- 

lated; dead ture from the abdomen, numer- 

a May 20, 4days ous colonies with typical mor- 

after vacci- phology of pest bacillus. 

nation. 
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SERIES 32—Continued. 

CONTROLS. 

Aneuial intfaperiioncally ee Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
ay 16 with— 

20988) oe eee ate Sees Sa 5 oesen sus- | Dead July 21, | Pest. Numerous bacilli in smears 

pension after 5 days. from the spleen. 

“Pest Viru- 

lent.” 

2O99G oes A ek Bee Se ees dol Dead July 26, Do. 

after 10 days. 

| 2100) Aa eee ie ee 1 te eal Eine GO) ee Do. 
FAQ, | aa necaecouses ssesee |ass2 dots Dead July 23, Do. 

| aiter 7 days. 

2102 |e: Fa eee a dos Dead July 21, Do. 

after 5 days. 

2103 ss es eee Se ee do2= = 4 Dead July 23, Do. 

after 7 days. 

BO 0 Sy Acre pe does Dead July 19, Do. 
after 23 days. 

PAN S36) aaa ee eee doe Dead July 26, Do. 

after 10 days. 

21061|o i a eee Sedo Dead July 20, Do. 

after 4 days. 

DAQ TA ee Fae 2 ee aE do==23 = Dead July 23, Do. 

after 7 days. 

eet doe = 2e--2 Do. 

beue d0)s=-e == Do. 

eee dol Do. 

Dead July 20, Do. 

after 4 days. 

PAT DS he Be Ee Se ee (oye saa Dead July 24, Do. 

after 8 days. 

PANT) (Ee pee ae ee ee etal [os do ease Dead July 22, Do. 

after 6 days. 

|) DNAs Caeser Re ee ar ak a | ee doe es Dead July 23, Do. 

| after 7 days. 

QE | eet ee eel do=5=-=" 2-200 =e es Do. 

2016) | re es oe eS es (6 (0) emer see| Pee do) 22 ae Do. 

PANS by fel eoeceeee ee eA ee ees ee Gols Seal eae dows 222-4 Do. 

PAO USS meee a Se erat (Eee do, ee (6 (0a eer Do. 

DYT9, | ein sg ie Se ee ee do.2 5228 Dead July 22, Do. 

after 6 days. 

| 20190, ee re oe | eect eee dos Do. 

Dead July 23, Do. 

after 7 days. 

2122 Noe ee ee dos Eas doi Do. 
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Series 37.—IJnoculations with ‘Pest Avirulent’’ in guinea pigs. 

May 20: Ten 24-hour agar cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were suspended in 

10 cubic centimeters of normal saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to each 

culture). Hach animal received 1 cubic centimeter intraperitoneally. Some of 

the guinea pigs of this series did not. weigh over 175 grams. One of these 

apparently succumbed from the effect of the vaccination. On July 16, nearly 

two months after the vaccination, the animals were all reinoculated with 5 oesen 

of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour culture from guinea pig number 

2174, second transplant in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon), rubbed over a freshly 

shaved area on the abdomen which was scarified with a scalpel. These animals 

were all inoculated in exactly the same manner and on the same day as the 

animals comprising Series 32, 33 and 38 (pp. 218 and 219). Twenty-five control 

animals, numbers 2098 to 2122, were also inoculated, all of which died. The 

details of the autopsies are given in Series 32 (p. 206). 

Animal Immunized May Reinoculated Result. 
No. | 20intraperito- | july 16 with— Autopsy and remarks. 

neally with— 

2036' ‘One 24-hour cul= |==-= ==) = Died June 1, 12 | No pest. 

ture ‘‘Pest Avir- days after vac- 

ulent.”’ cination. 

AIRY) [sees doe 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and well ___ 

sion ‘‘Pest Vir- 

ulent’’ over 

abdomen. 

PAUB}S} |i pee doze see oe (oj aoe aha ‘Dead July 26, | Typical pestspleen and bubo. 

after 10 days. Numerous pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

2030) |2eo== Comes ae ere |e ee Gomes eS Alive and well __- 

2040 - 

2041 

2042 

2043 Small guinea pig, | No post-mortem evidence of 

180 grams, died pest. No peritonitis or 

May 21, less hemorrhages. Culture 

than 24 hours from the abdomen devel- 

after vaccina- oped from 150 to 200 colo- 

tion. nies. Evidently the ma- 

jority of the organisms had 

perished. Culture from 

heart sterile. 

2044 |_____ Oa ele 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and well __ 

sion ‘Pest Vir- 

ulent”’ over 

abdomen. 
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Series 39.—IJnoculations with ‘‘Pest Avirulent’”’ in guinea pigs. 

June 10: Fifteen 24-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent’” were sus- 

pended in 15 cubic centimeters of normal saline solution, and each guinea pig 

was inoculated subcutaneously with 1 cubic centimeter of the suspension. On 

August 3, nearly two months after the vaccination, the animals were all rein- 

oculated, 5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour culture from 

guinea pig number 2204, second transplant, in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon) 

being rubbed over a shaved area on the abdomen which was scarified with a 

knife. Twenty control guinea pigs were also inoculated at the same time and 

in the same manner. These animals also served for controls for series number 

40 (p. 219). 

: | Inoculated : 

Animal BREET eee Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
with— 

2075 | One 24-hour | 5oesen of suspen- | Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days__| Pest. 

agar cul- sion of ‘Pest 

ture ‘‘Pest Virulent” rub- 

Avirulent.” bed over ab- ¥ 

domen. 

PUVA oe Goes 2h |eaees dO 2k ees Dead Aug. 12, after 9 days__ Do. 

2077 | Alive and well _-__-________ 

2078%| = 200: 2 tees Se ad OR eee | ee GO eo ee: a8 ee 

2079 Dead Aug. 10, after 7 days__| Typical pest bubo. In- 

, humerable bacilli. 

2080 |_---- Gos see =| BES (6 (0) arches ceed Alive and well _____________ 

20815) Saas (6 (ofr eee eee nl (Oe | Dead Aug. 8, after 5 days___| Innumerable pest ba- 

cilli in smears from 

the spleen. 

2082 | Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days__ Do. 

2083 | Alive and well _________-___ 

2084 Dead Aug. 12, after 9 days__| Pest. 

1 208on ae (0 (0) Seen eee el (6 (oy aes eee eS Alive and well ____._-_______ 

2086 |____- 0222-22 |e xe (6 (0) ieee aes rere] RS QO 2 sae set 2 eee 

2087*|_____ (io eee el eh Sas (Voyene aes ee Se ae (0 ose eee eee ee 

20882 os Gow 55) dos = ee O02 ee 

2089 |____- COs oes Sebes doe aaa Dead Aug. 14, after 11 days_| Pest. Typical spleen, 

containing necrotic 

foci. 
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209 

CONTROLS. 

: Inoculated f 

ane Renee Moc e oie Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— 

DOAQM eS er ante 5 oesen of suspen- | Dead Aug. 12, after 9 days__| Innumerable pest ba- 

sion of ‘‘Pest cilli in smears from 

Viel lemmnati spleen. 

rubbed over 

abdomen. 

225 ONE seer ate Seat lS Sa oye ces ee Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days __ Do. 

Oya et a el pe ea (6 (0) eae ee ee Dead Aug. 13, after 10 days _ Do. 

UP ASYD A abe eee ae Seep ( ante (OKO ae eets Ret Dead Aug. 10, after 7 days __ Do. 

COAST) AEE a ee es (6 Koy pater eee Dead Aug. 14, after 11 days__ Do. 

Dodie eis 2a eel ee (Glo\e tere eee Dead Aug. 8, after 5 days___ Do. 

2255 Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days __ Do. 

2256 Dead Aug. 8, after 5 days___ Do. 

2257 Dead Aug. 14, after 11 days _ Do. 

2258 Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days __ Do. 

2259 Dead Aug. 7, after 4 days ___ Do. 

OG (is | eee a a ee ee Nt dor eee Dead Aug. 10, after 7 days __ Do. 

BELT | eee cn 2 ee | (60) Sus ee Dead Aug. 9, after 6 days ___ Do. 

OGD eens Se ets LoS Se OMe aeE ae Dead Aug. 13, after 10 days__ Do. 

22630 Sn sae Sen a | oe (00 Pee Sane a pe (0 (0) ee Se ey ees Do. 

QIN | | eee a |S dois. te, Dead Aug. 11, after 8 days —_ Do. 

22604 | Saree ee oe |e Oak ae ert Wem (OS ae ee ree ee Do. 

D266 n | eer Se ee | ee dower esee Dead Aug. 10, after 7 days __ Do. 

2267 Dead Aug. 9, after 6 days ___ Do. 

2268 Dead Aug. 18, after 10 days__ Do. 

* Animal was pregnant at the time of vaccination and gaye birth to two healthy young 7 days 

after its reinoculation. 

Series 41.—IJnoculations with “Pest Avirulent” in guinea pigs. 

June 30: Twenty-one 24-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent” were 

suspended in 21 cubic centimeters of saline solution and each guinea pig was 

inoculated subeutaneously with 1 cubic centimeter of this suspension. On August 

28, two months after the vaccination, the animals were all reinoculated with 

5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (two 48-hour cultures from guinea 

pig number 2315, second generation, in 10 cubic centimeters bouillon) 

rubbed over a freshly shaved and scarified area on the abdomen. 

being 

Twenty-five 

control animals were also inoculated at the same time and in the same manner. 

Vaccinated E 

aa June 30 subcu- pa ae ne Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
S| Eigeotsly with— 

2146 | One 24-hour |} 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and well --_--_-___-__ 

eulture sion of ‘Pest 

“Pest Avir- Veliratielke neta: 

ulent.” rubbed over 

abdomen. 

meg) We (ca yeeg ots |e Come re oe aes Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days __| Pest. 

OTA ST Pe waees (610) etzies ceee Na a Giopeee ee aE oe Dead Sept. 6, after 9 days --| Moderate-sized bubo 

and abscesses in the 

spleen. 
PE) ee (G0) ee |e (6\0) ne Alive and well __________ nae) 

DAN) je Oe 5| es (60) oor oe Serer Ce (0 (0) eres re 
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SERIES 4]1—Continued. 

Vaccinated . : - 

Anime Sees Se Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— with— 

2151 | One 24-hour | 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and well _____________ 

eulture sion ‘“‘Pest Viru- . 

“Pest Avir- lent’ rubbed 

ulent.”’ over abdomen. 

D152 ieee (000) es Gee. =o: ey enol O)2 see eal ed ep ee ae 

2153 — do sseee ess een do) Se ee 00-2 Sea Soe ae 

D1 5A meee (0 epee ein 2 GOR ase. aes Eis dO = a eo Se Ae ea : 

25D | eee (6 Co pes See J dO SS are le Dead Sept. 7, after 10 days _| Large bubo. Miliary 

abscesses in spleen. 
21563| eee Goa eee GO ss. ee Alive and well... =| 

PONY) ft (Owes ee | eee OO ste eee (Ost ates Sere ale oa seed 

2158) | Eas (Oe | ee (6 (oe re oe eee (6 (o] ae ee ee eee eee 

2159) ee Gojats See = |e (0 Copperas | 0 Coe ee ee 

DIG Ween (0 () gies ee ee GOs 525 ae Dead Sept. 12, after 15 days_| Pest bubo. Very few 

bacilli in the pus 

from the bubo. 
Ge eee (6 Ko ype S| Pics Sy dO ae Alive-and wells] =22 = : 

1625p (0 (oy epee fae ay (3 {oye ae G22 2s Sees 

PPS | | doje | ee Ota aes Dead Sept. 7, after 10 days__| Bubo. Spleen appar- 

Alive and well 

Dead Sept. 7, after 10 days__ 

ently normal. No 

bacilli in smears. 

Large bubo. Abscess 

in the spleen. 
2366) |B eos (s (oye es Pe doe. eed Alive and well __-----______ 

CONTROLS. 

2502 ee een 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days __| Numerous pest bacilli 

sion ‘‘Pest Viru- in smears from 

lent rubbed spleen. 

over abdomen. 

23635 bn so ae de ee Se dO) see eee | oe OO 2225553 2S Ae Do. 

PE} if | Nenee ee 2 eee ee ay SA 5/0 (Ge ee ee 5 el ae 6 (6 ee eerste sees 5 Seo Se Do. 

V1 59 (Meenas ma te» ae whee) [EMRE 5 (oe = Oe ee do =e ee eee Do. 

2366 Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

2367 Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days __ Do. 

2368 Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

751 | ed eta aes aR ey aera 0 (9 ee eee are ol ae do ee eee Do. 

23708| 28h = ee MOF eee | ee dot She ee Do. 

2371 Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days __ Do. 

2372 Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

2373 Dead Sept. 12, after 15 days_ Do. 

2374 = Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

23'/D1|-2 = eae ee do ___._____--_| Dead Sept. 8, after 11 days__ Do. 

2376 Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days _- Do. 

2377 Dead Sept. 6, after 9 days __ Do. 

2378 Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

2379 Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days _- Do. 

_ 2380 Dead Sept. 6, after 9 days __ Do. 

| 2381 Dead Sept. 2, after 5 days __ Do. 

2382 Dead Sept. 4, after 7 days __ Do. 

2383 Do. 

2384 Do. 

2385 Dead Sept. 6, after 9 days __ Do. 

2386 Dead Sept. 8, after 11 days - Do. 
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Serres 46.—Inoculations with ‘‘Pest Avirulent’’ in guinea pigs. 

October 26: Fifteen 48-hour agar slant cultures of the strain “Pest Avirulent” 

were suspended in 15 cubie centimeters of saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to 

each culture). Each guinea pig of the series was inoculated subcutaneously with 

1 eubic centimeter of this suspension. On November 26, one month after the 

vaccination, the immunity of the animals was tested in the following manner: 

Five oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (two 48-hour cultures from 

guinea pig number 2858, second transplant in 10 cubie centimeters of bouillon) 

being rubbed over a freshly shaved but not scarified area of the abdomen. 

Twenty-five control animals were also inoculated at the same time and in the 

same manner. The immunity of the animals of this series was tested on the 

same date and with exactly the same suspension as was that of the animals 

comprising Series 47, 50, and 54. (See pp. 220, 197, and 232.) 

Vaccinated 6 ‘ : Reinoculated 
Animal/October 26 sub- b No. aii eously N overates 26 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— 7 

2633 | One 24-hour | 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Dec. 4, after 8 days___| Typical pest buboes 

eulture sion of ‘Pest and spleen. 

“Pest Avir- Virulent”’ 

ulent.” rubbed over 

abdomen. 

2634 |_____ (oko ees Sve donee aaesat Alive and well _-----____-__ 

2630: |Ee-— = (6 (a) eee Sel (Oko) ate Dead Dec. 8, after 12 days __| Old bubo and few ab- 

scesses in spleen. 

2636 

2637 

2638 

2639 

2640 

2641 Large bubo. Spleen 

contains few ab- 

scesses. 

2642 

2643 

2644 

2645 

2646 

2647 

CONTROLS. 

2BT On ee ne td 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Dec. 3, after 7 days___| Typical bubo. Numer- 

sion of ‘‘Pest ous pest bacilli in 

Virulent” smears from spleen. 

rubbed over 

abdomen. 

Dead Dec. 1, after 5 days___ Do. 

Dead Dec. 3, after 7 days___ Do. 

PEI Sen oie a eee ta ae ped dom eantee rs Dead Dec. 2, after 6 days___ Do. 

PAS | aati a, ea ene Fea Ore eres es Dead Dec. 4, after 8 days___ Do. 

PAVE Ju pe i ak ae Ome == ees Dead Dee. 1, after 5 days___ Do. 

Dead Novy. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

Dead Dec. 2, after 6 days___ Do. 

Dead Noy. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

Dead Dec. 4, after 9 days__- Do. 
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SERIES 46.—Continued. 

CONTROLS—Continued. 

Vaccinated . 

ante Pentanconsly | November 25 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

| 

2980) 228 +2 ee 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Dec. 4, after 8 days___| Typical bubo. Numer- 

sion of ‘Pest ous pest bacilli in 

Virulent” smears from spleen. 

rubbed over 

abdomen. 

2881) tos 3 ane ey do]. Sass Dead Dee. 7, after 11 days__ Do. 

28824\ Sew 2S ee doa Sones Dead Novy. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

YB i cee eee el 0 Seek sas eee |e 0 ee ae Do. 

2884.) eae Se See | ea GOse es ies Dead Dec. 2, after 6 days___ Do. 

2880) 52. 50 See ee doe ae Dead Dec. 1, after 5 days___ Do. 

28867 | 2-5-2 eee dost: eae Dead Nov. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

28873 | eae oe 5 ee aes (6 0} eee em ee Dead Dec. 1, after 5 days___ Do. 

2888 bleed beeen ee do ase 2 See eS Eee do 22 ae ese Do. 

2889 hi» 8 See See ee dO Sa-=- seed Dead Nov. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

2890 | Bee ese ae jee |e do sso ee Dead Dec. 1, after 5 days___ Do. 

QSOS | ees ew ee ee ees Go) ee es Dead Nov. 30, after 4 days__ Do. 

2892 ha wb ie ee |e does Dead Dec. 3, after 7 days___ Do. 

2393) Res eee = = |e doze _-2. = Dead Dec. 1, after 5 days___ 

2894e| Sts gees S28 Ve (0 (0) ee ee ee (ko) a eet eee ee eS 

pended in 7 cubic centimeters of bouillon. 

Serres 17.—Jnoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt’ in monkeys. 

November 3: Six 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Maassen Alt” were sus- 

Animals numbered 1369 to 1371 

were each inoculated subcutaneously with 2 cubic centimeters of this sus- 

pension which equals nearly 2 agar slants, and animal number 1372 with 1 cubic 

centimeter, or nearly 1 agar slant of “Maassen Alt.” 

days after the vaccination, 2 

On November 23, twenty 

agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea 

pig number 1452, second transplant) were suspended in 10 cubic centimeters of 

bouillon and each animal was reinoculated subcutaneously, on the opposite side 

of the body to that upon which previous inoculation had been performed, with 

0.25 cubic centimeter of this suspension, which is equal to 3 oese “Pest Virulent.” 

Eleven control animals were at the same time also inoculated subcutaneously 

with the same dose. 

| 
| 
| 

Vaccinated Novem- 

“Maassen Alt.” after 6 days. 

(An ber 3 suboutaneous y Sree NO Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1369 | Nearly 2 agar slants | 3 oese ‘‘Pest Viru- | Alive and well - 

“Maassen Alt.” lent.?? 

1370) |e do) ee ee (6 Fs yee eee eae dose tes Ss 

13715 | se G0! 2 eee (6 Ko yale en Se [EES (3\ oye nee 

1372 | Nearly 1 agar slant |_-__- Oi soe eae Dead Noy. 29, | Innumerable pest bacilliin 

smears from the spleen. 
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SERIES 17—Continued. 

CONTROLS. 

aaa per subeutancously Tntected Novem: Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

NAS Te eee See ne ee + 0ese ‘‘Pest Viru- | Dead Nov. 28, | Innumerable pest bacilliin 

lent.” after 5 days. smears from the spleen. 

RL SW Stee sees eee oe ee ee ee |e ten (LO ree eee ere (60) Seana Do. 

BIAS Gp esata) elm t= as [rea (60) ase tape domes rere Do. 

EAR 7) (eee Sa hk AE Ee ee doe 2s Ee Dead Noy. 27, Do. 

after 4 days. 

TE Ye) 9] ae ee SS Se ee eo (cee ee | (00) eae Do. 

1 6048 ae a ea ee Ee Vo pee eee ee eee doe es Do. 

1490 Dead Novy. 28, Do. 

after 5 days. 

BAS ig ee ee een Ne eae ee ere ea (oe Se eee Dead Nov. 27, Do. 

after 4 days. 

NAOT Renee oer Mae ae | oe (0 Koy a ke cad Gomeness oes Do. 

19 SW Eke eee eee ee ore |e _ do mssse: Sees ee (6 Vo) eee Do. 

ASA eee ie we eee cee |e eS dose see OIG) Ss a Do. 

Series 21.—Jnoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt’’ in monkeys. 

November 14: Twenty-one 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Maassen Alt” were 

suspended in 21 cubic centimeters of bouillon. Monkeys numbered 1438 to 1445 

inclusive each received 2 cubic centimeters subcutaneously, which is equal to 2 agar 

slant cultures, and monkeys numbered 1446 to 1449 inclusive, 1 cubic centimeter 

subeutaneously, equal to 1 agar slant culture. On November 28, two weeks 

after the vaccination, the animals were all reinoculated in the following manner. 

Two agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1479, 

second transplant) were suspended in 10 cubic centimeters of bouillon and each 

animal was inoculated subcutaneously on the opposite side of the body to which 

the vaccination had been made with 0.25 cubic centimeter of this suspension, 

equal to 4 oese “Pest Virulent.” Twelve control animals were all inoculated at 

the same time with the same dose of this suspension, except animals numbered 

1503 and 1504, which were very large monkeys and which received 0.33 cubic 

centimeter. 

‘K l oy accinated Infected 
nima. ovember 14 = 4 fe No. Splarerticnne November 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

ously with— 

1438 | 2 agar slant | 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Alive and well _ 

cultures. Virulent.’’ 

1439) }=---_ (6 Ko) Sa ene dopa Dead Dee. 5, | Very few pest bacilli in smears from 

after 7 days. the spleen and near point of inocu- 

lation. Tissues near point of inocu- 

lation reddened and cedematous. 

1440 |_____ Cio) SS ee downs Alive and well - 

1441 |____- (OY0\ SS a |e (one nee ae ey ee Go Ae. Se= 522 

1440) ess do doses Dead Dec. 6,| A few bacilli in smears from the 

after 8 days. spleen, Innumerable in ulcerating 

bubo which also contains numerous 

cocci. 
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SERIES 21—Continued. 

‘Maen vaccinated) Infected as subentane- Oe er 28 Result. Autopsy and remaiks. 

| ously with— 

| 1443 | 2 agar slant | 3 oese ‘Pest Alive and well _ 

cultures. Virulent.” | 

[gl4aa |e dos sss 
| 3445 [|_____ do-aaed 

1446 | 1 agar slant 

culture. 

14475) ee do 42s a) ee doe Dead Dec. 4, | Pest bacilli fairly numerous in smears 

after 6 days.@ from the spleen. No appearance of 

bubo about point of inoculation 

| although pest bacilli are numerous 

| in the tissues in this region. 

fe SERS ee Goeeaeees ease dos 4 Dead Dec. 18, | A large sloughing abscess at the point 

| after 10 days. of inoculation in which a fair num- 

ber of pest bacilli and streptococci 

are present. Smears from spleen 

| show a few bacilli. 

1449 |_____ (oo pees mae doses Alive and well - 

CONTROLS. . 

1499 | Seer ee 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Dec. 2, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

Virulent.”’ after 4 days. from the spleen. 

| 1500 ee doses Dead Dec. 3, Do. 

} after 5 days. 

1) ADO: |e os ee aes GOs ess Dead Dec. i, | No bacilli found in one smear from 

after 3 days. spleen. At point of inoculation a 

hemorrhagic bubo is present in 

which numerous pest bacilli are 

present. 

|. \ 902; |= Ses do= === |= Ce Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| from spleen. 

15037 % oese “Pest | Dead Dec. 2, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

Virulent.”’ after 4 days. from spleen. 

15040\ 524s ee ee Go 2ss—2 Dead Dec. 4, Do. 

after 6 days. 

1905) |=2- == ee eas 3 oese ‘Pest | Dead Dec. 3, | Fairly numerous pest bacilli in smears 

Virulent.”’ after-5 days. from spleen. 

1906:)|- == ea GO pas Dead Dec. 1, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 3 days. spleen. 

1507) | o2= 22 ee oe =| es do: == Dead Dec. 3, | Fairly numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| | after 5 days. from spleen. 

1508 | = Ran ota | doe es /Dead Dec. 2, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 
| | after 4 days. from spleen. 

1509|taeees ee ee (6 (0) eee cn | dos = ae Do. 

1510) | =e eS ee do Sees | Dead Dec. 6 | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

g after 8 days. from spleen. | 
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Series 24.—J/noculations with the strain ‘“‘Maassen Alt’ in monkeys. 

On December 4, thirty-two, 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Maassen Alt” were 

suspended in 32 cubic centimeters of bouillon (1 cubic centimeter to each tube). 

Monkeys numbered 1536 to 1547 inclusive were inoculated subcutaneously each 

with 2 cubic centimeters of this suspension, equal to 2 agar cultures; monkeys num- 

bered 1548 to 1552 inclusive with 1 cubic centimeter each and monkey number 1553 

with a little less than 4 cubic centimeter, equal to about 4 culture. Four of the 

animals succumbed, apparently from the result of the vaccination. On December 

18 the surviving ones were all reinoculated in the following manner: A 48-hour 

agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 1516, second 

transplant) was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon, and each animal 

inoculated subcutaneously on the opposite side of the body to that upon which 

the first inoculation was given with 0.2 cubic centimeter, which equals a little less 

than 4 oese of ‘Pest Virulent.” Attention must be called to the fact that this series 

was inoculated exactly the same as Series 23. Among the animals comprising the 

present Series 24 there were also a number of large monkeys. For controls, the 

same animals given as controls in Series 23 (see p. 191), numbered 1594 to 

1605, were employed, all being inoculated in the same manner and on the same 

day. It will be seen from the table that a number of the controls did not die 

and hence conclusions regarding the exact value of the immunization in this 

series can not be drawn. 

Amaral Ne counted Infected 
NOL nee December 18 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

ously with— with— 

1536 qe2eaear slamt ess ee Dead Dec. | Skin burned and incised at point of inocu- 

cultures, 7, 3 days lation revealing an abscess containing 

“Maassen after first pus in which numerous organisms are 

Alt.” inocula- present. Smears from spleen are nega- 

tion. * tive. Cultures from the spleen devel- 

oped one colony of Staphylococcus aureus. 

Culture from abscess shows very numer- 

ous colonies of Staphylococcus aureus 

and also of ‘‘Maassen Alt.’”’ 

PLD eee CO re | ee rea Meee eal Dead Dec. | Cultures from the point of inoculation 

5, one day show few colonies of ‘‘Maassen Alt’’ and 

after first of Staphylococcus aureus. Culture from 

inocula- the spleen negative. 

tion. * 

HBR) ewe COs Nearly 3 oese | Alive and 

“Pest Viru- well. 

lent.” 

*It is not entirely clear that these animals succumbed to a pest infection alone. They were evi- 

dentiy in poor health and in three the Staphylococcus aureus was also isolated. In the case of 

monkey number 1552 it seems clear, however, that the animal really succumbed to pest infection. 

It must be noted that animals numbered 1536, 1537 and 1547 died in a much shorter time than one 

would expect from a pest infection with an avirulent organism. 
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SERIES 24—Continued. 

Vaccinated | 
: Infected Animal) December 4 

No. subcutane- December 18 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

ously with— 

15389 | 2 agar slant | Nearly 4 oese + Alive and 

cultures, “ Pest Viru- well. 

“Maassen lent.” 

Alt.” 

Animal considerably emaciated. No or- 

21, after 3 ganisms found in spleen. Cultures and 

days. smears from the tissues near the point of 

inoculation show numerous pest bacilli. 

1546 |____-' do s2ee 22 |B doa Alive and 

well. 

eA 7p see 0 are ee ee ee Died from | Skin burned and incised, revealing a small 

first inoc- abscess in which numerous pest bacilli 

| ulation (‘“Maassen Alt’’) are present. Cultures 

Dielea, developed numerous colonies of this or- 

| | aiter 3 ganism and of Staphylococcus aureus. 

days. * 

1548 | 1 agar slant | Nearly 3 oese | Alive -______ 

culture, “Pest Viru- 

““Maassen lent.” 

Alt.” 

1549) |2a222 C6 Co Yee (ee Coss be alae do==—= 

1550 |----- (6 (oye arenes perme COm es |e dota 

TOG tee i eeeea eee Es dow: esans [edo ees 
1502) eed O22 eae | tee | Died from | Nothing apparently abnormal about the 

first inoc- point of inoculation. No abscess or 

ulation pest bacilliseenin smears. In 2 cultures 

Dees10! from the spleen, one developed 12 colo- 

after 6 nies and the other 14 colonies of ‘‘Maas- 

days. * sen Alt.” 

1553 | About 4 agar | Nearly 3 oese | Alive -_-_-_- 

slant cul- “Pest Viru- 

ture ‘‘Maas- lent.” 

sen Alt.” 

*It is not entirely clear that these animals succumbed to a pest infection alone. They were evi- 

dently in poor health and in three the Staphylococcus aureus was also isolated. In the case of 

monkey number 1552 it seems clear, however, that the animal really succumbed to pest infection. 

_It must be noted that animals numbered 1536, 1537 and 1547 died in a much shorter time than one 

would expect from a pest infection with an avirulent organism. 
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Serres 52.—Jnoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt’’ in monkeys. 

Twenty-two 48-hour agar slant cultures of the strain “Maassen Alt’? were 

suspended in 22 cubic centimeters saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to each 

culture). Monkeys numbered 2721 to 2728 received subeutaneously each 2 cubic 

centimeters, equal to 2 agar slant cultures. Monkeys numbered 2729 to 2735 

each received 1 cubic centimeter, equal to 1 agar slant culture. On November 28, 

one month after the vaccination, the immunity of the animals was tested by 

the subcutaneous injection of the strain “Pest Virulent” in exactly the same 

manner as was the immunity of the animals in Series 48 and 51. (See pp. 195 

and 203.) Twenty-five contro] animals, numbered 2896 to 2920, were also inocu- 

lated in the same manner with the same suspension and succumbed to acute 

infection. For the details of the protocols see Series 48. 

Vaccinated Infected 
Animal/October 26 sub- = 
No. cutaneously Now jember 28 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— 

2721|2 agar cul- | 2 oese strain | Alive and well _ 

tures strain. “Pest Viru- 

“Maassen lent.” J 

Alt.” 

DON ee Oe ee | Ee Pe) as Dead Noy. 8, af- | No evidence of bubo or inflammation 

ter vaccina- at point of inoculation. Cover slips 

tion. no excess of leucocytes, no bacteria. 

Cultures from spleen and point of 

inoculation negative. Three cul- 

tures. Large amounts material in- 

oculated. 

POPP} |e ok dons ata 2 oese strain | Alive and well - 

“Pest Viru- 

lent.” 

D240 eee doe u ae donee Dead Dec. 4, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 6 days. spleen. 

2 Day aeenn OMe ee SE eer Oia akan ll Oya ees Bubo with numerous pest bacilli. 

2726 Alive and well _ 

Dian ee OSes eee see LO) bs oe Oe ae ae eo 

2728 1, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

\ after 3 days. spleen. 

2729) 1 agar cul- |_____ dows ees: Alive and well - 

ture strain 

“Maassen 

Alt.” 

Sn | eee Oye aa eee (0 (ovese Ane Dead Dec. 3,/| Bubo. Numerous pest bacilli in 

after 5 days. smears from spleen. 

PSI one ae (0 lo} Seer Se doe ze 2. Alive and well _ 

PAY A) eaenes Co Koy coer Siar ee (00) eS eae ale douse. 

PBB) | ens 6 (0 researc an | ne dot te es Dead Dee. 3, | Bubo. Few pest bacilli. 

after 5 days. 

Dias aan doze Ba | sh (Coyotes Dead Dec. 1, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after 3 days. from spleen. 

DIR) |e = (O\oye Ss eee aes dot Dead Dee. 2, | Bubo. Fair numbers of pest bacilli 

after 2 days. in smears from spleen. 
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Serres 33.—Jnoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt?’ in guinea pigs. 

May 16: Twenty-two 48-hour agar slant cultures of the strain “Maassen Alt” 

were suspended in 22 cubic centimeters of saline solution (1 cubie centimeter to 

each culture). Guinea pigs numbered 1987 to 1996 were inoculated intraperito- 

neally each with 1 cubie centimeter. On July 16, two months after the vaccina- 

tion, the animals were all reinoculated with the strain “Pest Virulent” in 

exactly the same manner as the animals in Series 32, 37 and 38 (see pp. 204, 207 

and 219), the same 25 control animals, numbered 2098 to 2122, all of which died 

of pest, serving for all three of these series. 

Vaccinated ; 5 
Animal) intraperitone- Infecte e Nol ally May 16 July 16 with— Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— 

| 1987) 1 ec. ‘“Maas- | 5 oesen ‘‘Pest Viru- | Alive and 

sen Alt.” lent rubbed over well. 

freshly shaved area 

on abdomen and 

skin lightly scari- 

fied with a knife. 

1988:)) 2s GO Sa Se 0 eee eee eee doe 

1989) 4-2 Ook ee Sek Oe ee ee ee | eee doy ee 

1990 )-.--=00)2.22 == J2 Sd Ota eee Ee does 

1990-2. 20 eas. 2 | Es dO ee Se | ee doe 

1992 - Dead May 17,-| A few hemorrhages in the ab- 

| about 21 dominalwalls. Nofluid. Cul- 

hours after ture from the abdominal cavi- 

vaccina- ty shows a fair number of pest 

| tion. bacilli. 

19937) Sones dos 5oesen ‘Pest Viru- | Alive and 

lent’? rubbed over well. 

freshly shaved area 

on abdomen and 

skin lightly seari- 

| fied with a knife. | 

(p 1994)) | seems Oo 2-2 2222 =| eee Fon 2 ee Dead May 17, | No evidences of pest infection. 

| 23 hours af- Little fluid in the abdominal 

ter vaccina- cavity, culture from heart neg- 

tion. ative. In culture from ab- 

| dominal cavity a fair number 

of pest bacilli developed. 

1995 |e Fil Ye eieeamee| ee metre cere tees Ne Dead May 18, | Cultures from heart sterile. 
2 days after Culture from abdomen, a rich 

vaccination.| growth of pest. 

19965) =eee do==4= Soesen ‘‘Pest Viru- | Alive and 

| lent’? rubbed over well. 

freshly shaved area 

| on abdomen and 

skin lightly scari- 

| fied with a knife. 
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Serres 38.—Inoculation with the strain ‘“‘Maassen Alt’? in guinea pigs. 

May 20: Hight 24-agar slant cultures of “Maassen Alt” were suspended in 8 

cubie centimeters of normal saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to each culture) 

and each animal was inoculated intraperitoneally with 1 cubic centimeter of the 

suspension. One animal succumbed from the effect of the vaccination. On July 

16, about two months after the vaccination, the animals were all reinoculated, 

5 oesen of the same suspension of “Pest Virulent” employed in reinoculating 

Series 32, 33 and 37 being rubbed over a shaved and scarified area on the abdomen. 

The same twenty-five control animals, numbered 2098 to 2122, employed in Series 

32 and 33 (see pp. 204 and 218), which all died, answered for controls for 

the present series. 

ie ; Been as ae 5 
nima. ay 20, intra- nfecte : 5 
No. pentoncelly July 16 with— Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

with— 

2045 | One 24-hour | 5 oesen suspension | Alive and well _ 

eulture of ‘Pest Virulent’’ 

“Maassen rubbed over abdo- 

Alt.” men. 

2046 |----- GO peee es awe (G (= ee ees. Se Dead July 31, | Very few pest bacilli in smears 

after 15 days. from the spleen. Small 

bubo. 

2047 Alive and well _ 

20480 ead Oak aa ee eM Ok wea ae ee eee | Ea (lo) == Sees 

2049 neta OF Sees Oia See See Glos ae 

2050 Dead May 22, 2 | Culture from heart and spleen 

days after negative. From the abdo- 

vaccination. men about 100 colonies of 

“Maassen Alt.’’ 

2051) |aaa2= (6 (oer 5 oesen suspension | Dead July 21, | Fair number of pest bacilli and 

of ‘“‘Pest Virulent’’ after 5 days. numerous post-mortem 

rubbed over abdo- invading bacilli in smears 

men. . from spleen. 

Serres 40.—Imoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt’ in guinea pigs. 

June 15: Fifteen 24-agar slant cultures of “Maassen Alt” were suspended in 

15 cubie centimeters saline solution, and each guinea pig inoculated subeutane- 

ously with 1 cubic centimeter of this suspension. On August 3, nearly one and 

one-half months after the vaccination, the animals were all but one reinoculated, 5 

oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour culture from guinea pig 

number 2204, second transplant, in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon) being rubbed over 

a shaved area on the abdomen which was lightly scarified with a knife. It is to 

be noticed that these animals were all inoculated in exactly the same manner 

as those described in Series 39. The same twenty control animals, numbered 

2249 to 2268 (see p. 209), which all died, also served for the present series. 

55670——5 
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SERIES 40—Continued. 

| ; Waceinbied 4 : 
Animal) subcutaneous- Infected August 3 2 a Seo. ly Jun eid iii Result. Autopsy and remarks, 

| with— 

| 2125 | One 24-hour | 5 oesen of suspension | Alive and well - 

eulture of ‘Pest Virulent’’ 

“Maassen rubbed over ab- 

| Alt.” domen. 

2126) |e (6 Ko pare ee |e Go 2255 ee Eee do; eee 

2127) sae doses ho GO) ee an | Bees (6 Koy he eee 

2128) | aaeee GO 28s Ss |e eee ee Dead June 16, | Culture from heart and spleen 

less than 24] negative. Cover slip from 

hours after point of inoculation shows a 

vaccination. few degenerating bacilli. 

Animal evidently died of 

plague toxemia. 

2129) 2a does 5 oesen of suspension ; Alive and well _ 

of ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ 

| rubbed over ab- 

domen. 

21305 aaa (6 (oe [ee (| ee ey ee (6 oyna eae 

PO Tt eee Cheers Rae does Sees Dead Aug. 14, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

after 11 days. spleen. 

PIG PAN (0 Ko eee ec fe (6 (0) Beye eee ae ee Alive and well _ 

2133 |_-_-- 60 (0 Sees See [eel (6 Ke Piz 3 eee Deaa Aug. 12, | Pest. 

after 9 days. 

2134 Alive and well _ 

2135 

2136 

2137 

2138 Dead Aug. 13, | Pest. 

after 10 days. 

PARE) |e d0j-- == — |b er OO22 eee Alive and well - 

Series 47.— Inoculations with the strain ‘‘Maassen Alt’ in guinea pigs. 

October 26: Fifteen 48-hour agar slant cultures of the strain “Maassen Alt” 

were suspended in 15 cubic centimeters of saline solution (1 cubic centimeter to 

each culture). Each guinea pig of the series was inoculated subcutaneously with 

1 cubie centimeter of the suspension equal to 1 agar slant culture. On November 

26, about one month after the vaccination, the immunity of the animals was 

tested in the following manner: 

Five oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent’” (two 48-hour cultures from 

guinea pig number 2858, second transplant, in 10 cubic centimeters of bouillon) 

being rubbed over the freshly shaved but not scarified area of the abdomen. 

Twenty-five control animals, numbered 2870 to 2894, were also inoculated with 

the virulent organism at the same time and in the same manner. All of these 

succumbed to acute plague infection. For the details of the protocols see 

Series 46 (p. 211). 
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SERIES 17—Continued. 

The immunity of the animals in this series was tested in the same manner 

and with exactly the same suspension as was used for the animals comprising 
Series. 46, 50, and 54. (See pp. 211, 197, and 232.) 

; Vaccinated 

Sana Co eaies N Cea Result. Autopsy and remarks. 
with— with— 

2648 | One 24-hour | 5 oesen suspen-} Alive and 

agar cul- sion of “Pest well. 

ture ‘‘Ma- Virulent”’ rub- 

assen Alt.’ bed over abdo- 

men. 

2649 |_____ (Coy ee ee eS Oe se ets Ss dose 22 

2600) |Posdo.-=5=— = |e 60) Bees ee doe 

PX.}9) i (6.(gy = See By GOs ss Safe doses 

OD2n|aeeee (0 (oy ab iS free (Xoo ear eee Fee does 

PANS |aeeee (A) eee ic Died Oct. | No plague bacilli found in cover slips 

27,1 day from abdominal cavity or from point 

after vac- of inoculation. Some fluid had en- 

cination. tered abdominal cavity. Animal 

evidently died of toxemia. 

2654 |_____ does 5 oesen suspen- | Alive and 

sion of “Pest well. 

Virulent’”’? rub- 

bed over abdo- 

2655 

2656 

2657 

2658 

2659 

2660 

2661 

2662 

EXPERIMENTS IN TIE INOCULATION OF ANIMALS WITH EXTRACTS 

OF THE STRAIN “PEST VIRULENT.” 

Serres 7.—Jnoculations in monkeys with extracts of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ ( free 

j receptors). 

Twenty-one, 48-hour slant cultures of the strain “Pest Virulent” were sus- 

pended in 21 cubic centimeters of saline solution. The organisms were killed 

by heating for one hour at 60° C. and the suspension placed in the incubator 

at 37° C. for three days. At the end of this time it was filtered through a 

Berkefeld candle. The animals were inoculated subcutaneously with the filtrate 

as shown below. Ten days later their immunity was tested by sticking them 

with a 10 cubic centimeter syringe needle which had been dipped in a suspension 

of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour agar slant “Pest Virulent,’ guinea pig number 

1243, second transplant) suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon. 
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SERIES 7—Continued. 

Animal FOr How infected.| Result. Autopsy and remarks. | 

1242 | 5 ec. autoly- | Stuck with | Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in spleen. 

tie product infected 10 7 days. 

= 50 mg. of ce. syringe 

culture. needle. 

ADT | See doe =e |e Cee Dead after | Pest septiceemia. Numerous organisms in 

6 days. the heart’s blood. 

12AG | See (6 ee Ee do ==. Dead after | Numerous organisms in the spleen. 

11 days. 

1247 | 4.8 ec. autoly- |_-__- doe Alive ______= 

tie product 

= 48 mg. of 

culture. 

CONTROLS. 

1203) Stuck with | Dead after | Smears from spleen and heart negative for 

infected 10| 4days. organisms. Culture from heart, Staphy- 

cc. syringe lococcus aureus. Pest organism prob- 

needle. ably still localized near point of inocu- 

lation. 

1294 |e 25 aes eee Nee doks=-2-= Dead after | No pest bacilli found in the smears from 

7 days. the spleen. Very numerous in smears 

from the tissues near the point of inocu- 

lation. 

296 | ee ee eel es (0 fo opera Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

4 days. spleen. Cultures from heart show B. 

pestis (pure). 

= 

Series 26.—Jnoculations in monkeys with extracts of the strain “‘Pest Virulent”’ 

( free receptors). 

On December 8 sixteen 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pig number 1514, second generation) were suspended in 16 cubic centi- 

meters of distilled water, the organisms killed by heating at 60° C. for one hour 

and the suspension then placed in the incubator at 37° C. for four days. At the 

end of this time it was filtered through a Berkefeld candle. The suspension both 

before and after filtration was sterile. On December 12 the animals of this 

series were inoculated subcutaneously with the filtrate as below. On December 

26, fourteen days after the first inoculation, the animals were infected in the 

following manner: Six 48-hour agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pig number 1592, second transplant) were suspended in 30 cubic centi- 

meters of bouillon (5 cubic centimeters to each culture). Each animal was 

inoculated subcutaneously on the opposite side of the body with 0.33 cubic 

centimeters, equal to 3 oese, of “Pest Virulent.” Twelve controls, numbered 1613 

to 1624, were all inoculated at the same time with the same dose. The details 

of the results with the controls may be seen in Table No. 25. (See p. 194.) 

All of them succumbed to acute pest infection. 
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SERIES 26—Continued. 

eciael aut neoeen nite | ‘December 2 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1583 | Free receptors extracted | 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Jan. | Few pest bacilliin smears from 

from 5 agar slant cul- Virulent. 18, after spleen. Innumerable organ- 

tures ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ 17 days. isms in a large bubo over 

which the skin is not yet 

broken. 

1584 |____- Oya es ee Sere doe Alive and 

well. 

1585 | Free receptors extracted |_____ doses Dead Jan. | Numerous pest bacilli in 

from 2 agar slant cul- 2, after 7 smears from spleen. 

ture ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ days. 

1586 | Free receptors extracted |_-_-- dO = Dead Dee. | Very numerous pest bacilli in 

from 1 agar slant cul- 31, after 5 smears from the spleen. 

ture “Pest Virulent.’’ days. 

iy eee (LO) Beh oes oe ee ee GO e sete Dead Jan.1, | Very few pest bacilli in smears 

after 6 from the spleen. Organisms 

days. very numerous in smears 

from bubo. 

Serres 29.—Inoculations with artificial pest aggressin in monkeys and guinea pigs. 

On January 27, large test tubes of agar were inoculated with first transplant 

cultures of “Pest Virulent” from guinea pigs numbered 1700, 1698, 1697 and 1676, 

all of which animals died between the 23d to the 25th of January. The cultures 

were placed at 30° C. for two days. The growth was then suspended in distilled 

water, 1 cubic centimeter being used for each culture containing about 30 milli- 

grams of the growth. The whole was mixed and placed on an electrical shaking 

machine for five days. The suspension was then heated for one and one-half 

hours at a temperature of 44° to 45° C. and 5 per cent carbolic acid added in 

sufficient quantity to form a 0.5 per cent solution. After one and one-half days 

the suspension was thoroughly centrifuged for four hours at a velocity of 

4,000 revolutions per minute and the clear fluid above pipetted and used for 

the inoculations on February 7 as given below. Cultures showed this fluid to be 

sterile. On February 24 and 25, nearly three weeks after the first inoculation, 

the animals were reinoculated in the following manner: In the case of the guinea 

pigs, the abdomen of each was freshly shaved, the skin scarified with a knife, 

and a portion of the spleen of guinea pig number 1766, which had succumbed 

this date to acute pest infection, was rubbed well over the scarified area. Three 

control guinea pigs. were inoculated in the same manner. The monkeys were 

inoculated subcutaneously with 0.33 cubic centimeter of a suspension of “Pest 

Virulent” (5 cubic centimeters of bouillon to one 48-hour agar slant culture 

from guinea pig number 1764, second generation, equal to about % oese. 

Inoculations in guinea pigs. 

Animal) Inoculated Feb- | Infected February No ruary 7 with— SYA sort Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1731 | 5 ce. artificial ag- | Abdomen mas-| Dead Mar. | Typical buboes containing nu- 

gressin intra- saged with por- 1, after 5 merous pest bacilli. 

peritoneally. tion of pest days. 

spleen. 

elie mere dos Ses a eee Goa 2 eee ES do Do. | 
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SeRtEs 29—Continued. 

CONTROLS. 

os Tnorulated eee Jnfected PeDEvary Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

| | 

1710) 2-2 o eee ee ee | Abdomen mas-| Dead Feb. | Innumerable pest bacilli, bu- 

saged with por- 27, after 3 boes, ete. 

; tion of pest days. 

| spleen. 

Te7il eeeeees ewe ewes en dO=- =e a ee | Dead Mar. | Do. 

| 1, after 5 

days. 

172 )| ee Sees eee oes eee (0 (0 pepe ee Dead Mar. Do. 

5, after 9 

days. 

Inoculations in monkeys. 

smal ee eed untested: Vepe uaty | Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1733 | 5 ce. artificial ag- | About 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Mar. |! Bubo containing pus and typical 

gressin subcu- Virulent”’ subcu- 2, after 5 pest bacilli. 

taneously. taneously. days. 

734 j| 22 eas (6 Coy cece ee ee dos Alive and 

well. 

17355| 223 GOjjdeseee cate a|ba te GO)isc hates Dead Mar. | Very numerous pest bacilli in 

1, after 4 smears from spleen. 

: days. 

TBF ea GO! soe = ue 0 (eee eee Dead Feb. | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

28, after 3 smears from spleen. 

days. 

IBY) ees (6 Ko eee eee peers | Oj. 2232-2 Dead Mar. | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

3, after 6! from spleen. 

days. 

17/38) do zeeetves: Saeed GO Estee aie Dead Mar. | Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

1, after 4 smears from spleen. 

days. 

1739 | 2.5 ec. artificial |____- dose 822 eek Dead Mar. | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

aggressin sub- 3, after 6 from spleen. 

cutaneously. days. 

740) ee (6 (0) ine ae ae 6 0 Yaeger Dead Feb. Smears from spleen negative for 

4 28, after 3 pest bacilli. Smears from 

days. point of inoculation show in- 

numerable pest bacilli. 

VAL |e dos 223 Eee GO eis. See ee Dead Mar. | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

1, after 4 smears from spleen. 

days. 

U7A2 eee (0 Voy eee ee Be ee doe =e es Dead Mar. | @dema and hemorrhage about 

2, after 5 point of inoculation. Numer- 

days. ous pest bacilli. 

1743 | 1 ce. artificial ag- |_-___ (0 oe Dead Mar. | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

gressin subcu- 3, after 6 from spleen. 

taneously. days. 

1744 |_____ 3 (oe eset onl Pee (: (eee ee Dead Feb. | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

28, after 3 smears from the spleen. 

days. 
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SERTES 29—Continued. 

enum b paki ary pute cied: epruary Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1773 | 5 ce. artificial ag- | About 3 oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Feb. | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

gressin subcu- Virulent’’ subcu- 28, after 3 smears from the spleen. 

taneously. taneously. days. 

Do. 

Do. 

27, after 2 

days. 

Wy 7GVt ee (clo eee er el eee oases Se Dead Feb. Do. 

28, after 3 

days. 

OT omc (610) ee rel eee (0 (0) oe oe Bee ere does. 5 Do. 

THES | oot (0 ee eee See ol eel 0 ee ees doe De. 

UPS) eet (CoV ree eee eel (Voy Sey ey Alive and 

well. 

WD Jesse =! (loan Seer. eee ee Choe ae ee Dead Feb. Do. 

28, after 3 

days. 

78s |e (lo cee ee en eee (Cle eee doss=s4 Do. 

TGP Ne doe ee ae es ees (loyal een do===== Do. 

LSB ets COME ees ee |e (6 (oar eee Alive and 

well. 

TSA See dO eee ee ae (6 V0 Ce eee ee | ee CW S| 

Spaces 6 (Gye a (Voy es ee Dead Feb. Do. 

28, after 3 

days. 

> WBS (0X0) aes ee er a (OG) eee ee eel doe=a=== Do. 

Sales OE ee ee aten | een Cho) a eee Sea Dead Mar. Do. 

1, after 4 

days. 

DU S8y see (1G raeep in ee HL lia do kas tse ee Dead Feb. Do. 

28, after 3 

1789 Do. 

1790 Do. 

1, after 4 

days. 

YUL eS (6 loyal ee Se SS Ee SE (0 VO) Beebe se bo eee Dead Mar. Do. 

3, after 6 

days. 

U7 AS)), et dl Oye ne a ees (Ko) ere ee ee Dead Mar. Do. 

1, after 4 

days. 

CONTROLS. 

TUM aes Se About  two-third | Dead Feb. Do. 

oese ‘‘Pest Viru- 27, after 2 

lent’? subcutane- days. 

1794 ously. Do, 

wee d= 

Dead Feb. Do. 

28, after 3 

days. 

TOS) eee ee eee (V0) Seren es een ree do====- Do. 

TO | See pa ase es ee che (610) pe ee frst do==—— Do. 
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_ Serres 30.—IJnoculations with artificial pest aggressin in guinea pigs. 

February 11: The animals of this series were inoculated with Artificial 

Ageressin I, details of the preparation of which is given in Series 29. The 

aggressin tested just before inoculation proved to be sterile. The animals were 

reinoculated on February 26 by the method described for the guinea pigs in 

Series 29. (See p. 223.) 

Annis How inoculated. | Reinoculated February 26. Result.’ Autopsy and remarks. 

= | 

1753 | 4.5 ce. Artificial | Abdomen shaved and scari- | Dead Mar. | Typical pest buboes. 

Aggressin I in- | fied and massaged with 1, after 13 

traperitoneally portion of spleen of gui- days. 

Feb. 11. nea pig No. 1768 which 

died this day of plague. 

1754s | Sema Ce oar el Ot eee ee ara |e d= Hemorrhagic buboes. 

Numerous pest bacilli 

in smears. 

CONTROLS. 

| | | } 

TS) ree Abdomen shaved and scari- | Dead Mar. | Pest. Typical buboes. 

| fied and massaged with 1, after 3 

portion of spleen of gui- days. 

nea pig No. 1768 which 

died this day of plague. 

D799) soe 228 Aes esses ees jn---- C6 (0) ge eee ee ere Freer doz Do. 

1800!) S225: ses 2S poe Ott see Dead Mar. | Pest bacilli in smears 

2, after 4| from spleen. 

days. 

Serres 31.—Jnoculations with artificial pest aggressin in guinea pigs. 

May 11: Thirty-six 48-hour, large, agar slant cultures * (from second genera-- 

tion, guinea pig number 1956) were suspended in 50 cubic centimeters of distilled 

water. The suspension was then placed on an electrical shaking machine and 

was thoroughly shaken for three days. On May 14 it was removed and cultures 

taken which later developed a pure growth of pest bacilli. Five per cent carbolic 

acid was then added in sufficient quantity to form a 0.5 per cent solution. The 

suspension was then centrifuged for five hours at a velocity of 4,000 revolutions 

per minute and the clear fluid above, pipetted from the bacterial sediment. 

Cultures from this fluid remained sterile. The animals were inoculated as below. 

On June 11, one month after the first injection, the immunity of the animals 

was tested in the following manner: One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest 

Virulent” (from guinea pig number 2067, second transplant) was suspended in 

5 cubic centimeters of bouillon, and 5 oesen of this suspension then rubbed over 

*The culture tubes designated in these experiments as “large” contain a 

surface of agar of more than twice the area of that in the tubes ordinarily 

employed in bacteriological work. 
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SERIES 31—Continued. 

a shaved area on the abdomen and the skin lightly scarified with a scalpel. 

Five control animals were all inoculated-in the same manner. 

r 

animal Tnaerated ay seeing ulateds Result. Autopsy and remarks 

1969 | 5 ec. Artificial | 5 oesen suspen- | Dead June 16, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

Aggressin II sion of ‘‘Pest after 5 days. from spleen. 

intraperito- Virulent.”’ 

neally. 

LO OR Bee OSes aes eee GO,s2s-3 = Dead June 18, | Numerous pest and post-mortem 

after 7 days. invading bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

Oe) eee (ONG) Ga eho oe | heal Co Ko) eee ee ye doe eae Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

from spleen. 3 

TAS AN | Ee 2 GG (Oy SRS ea 1s (5 Ye ey Oise Do. 

1973 Alive and well _ 

1974 Dead June 21, | Pest bubo. Numerous pest bacilli 

alter 9 days. in smears from spleen. 

CONTROLS. 

OOS N eorce sae oe 5 oesen suspen- | Dead June 16, | Pest. 

sion of ‘‘Pest after 5 days. 

Virulent.”’ 

2098 eee ase ESS AES (clos ees Dead June 18, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 7 days. from spleen. Hemorrhagic 

buboes. 

AUS eae ese (Kop eemis Bee Dead June 16, | Pest. 

after 5 days. 

DAD Bt bo eee ge a Pel [| dopeses Se a Goe=ts Do. 

PAO }S si Serene ee ee eee en) ne dojsee ae Dead June 18, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 7 days. from spleen. | 
Eel 

Series 36.—Jnoculations with artificial pest aggressin in guinea pigs. 

May 16: Sixty-seven 48-hour large agar slant cultures of “Pest Virulent” 

(from guinea pig number 1958, second generation) were suspended in 67 cubic 

centimeters distilled water. The suspension was then placed in a bottle, after- 

wards sealed and throughly shaken on an electrical machine for three days. 

On May 19 cultures were taken, these later showed numerous pest bacilli still 

alive. A 5 per cent solution of carbolic acid was added to the suspension suf- 

ficient to form a 0.5 per cent solution and it was then centrifuged for three hours 

at a velocity of 4,000 revolutions per minute. The centrifugated tubes were then 

removed and placed for two hours at a temperature between 45° and 46° C. 

The clear fluid above was then pipetted off and, after its sterility was proved, 

used on May 20 for the inoculations described in the table below. On July 16, 

two months later, the animals were all reinoculated in the following manner: 

5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour culture from guinea 

pig number 2174, second transplant) in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon were 

rubbed over a shaved area on the abdomen which was scarified with a scalpel. 
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Serres 36—Continued. 

It will be seen that these animals were inoculated in exactly the same manner 

as those used in the experiments described in Series 32 and 33. (See pp. 204, 

and 218.) The same twenty-five control guinea pigs, numbered 2098 to 2122, 

inoculated in the same manner, served for the present series as well. All of them 

died of acute pest infection. 

| 3 , 

oe | aon niet ine 48; Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

2018 | 5 ce. Artificial | 5 oesen suspen- | Dead July 22, | Moderate number of pest bacilli in 

AgeressinIII.| sion ‘“Pest| after 6 days. | Smears from spleen. 

Virulent” 

Massaged 

over abdo- 

men. 

AT) | dpe as | ee (s\o Sa ee Dead July 23, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after 7 days. from spleen. 

2020 eee dO j= =a | real Goes. ees een dos Typical pest spleen. 

AL es Os |e Oh) pe Dead July 21, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

| after 5 days. spleen. 

20225 eee (6 (0) eee eS [a (c Co eee Dead July 23, | Typical pest spleen... 

after 7 days. 

I PAUP BY ee oes doe ss does | Dead July 25, | Advanced bubo. Innumerable pest 

after 9 days. bacilli in smears from spleen. 

20243 see Goes = = ese (6 (oye ne Dead July 23, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

after 7 days. from spleen. 

2025) ae domes. == wre SEee= (60) ere re [ae (0 (oan Few pest bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

PAPAS), || et (Koy es eS dozees25 = Dead July 25, | Typical pest spleen. 

after 9 days. 

2027 | 3 cc. Artificial |_____ do = Dead July 28, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

- Aggressin ITT. after 7 days.. from spleen. 

2028 | 2 ec. Artificial |_-___ (doe es Dead July 25, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

Agegressin III. after 8 days. from spleen. 

2029 | 23 ec. Artificial |_____ doe se aera Dead July 23, Do. 

Aggressin IIT. after 7 days. al 

SERIES 42.—IJnoculations with artificial pest aggressin in guinea pigs. 

On July 16, sixty 48-hour agar cultures of the strain “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pigs numbered 2174 and 2175, second transplant) were suspended in 60 

cubic centimeters distilled water, 1 cubic centimeter to each culture. The suspen- 

sion was then placed on an electrical shaking machine for five days. The prepara- 

tion of the artificial aggressin from this point on was then continued in exactly 

the same manner as described in Series 29 (p. 223). After it was centrifuged, 

cultures from the clear fluid showed the aggressin to be sterile. 

On July 23 each guinea pig was inoculated subcutaneously with 5 cubic centi- 

meters and again on August 1, each animal receiving a repetition of this dose. 

On August 24, about three weeks after the second inoculation the immunity 

of the animals was tested by massaging the abdomen with a portion of the 

spleens of guinea pigs numbered 2315 and 2316, just dead of acute plague infection. 

Two control animals were inoculated at the same time and in the same manner. 
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SERIES 42—Continued. 

ail ae Seon Infected August 24. Result. Autopsy and 
No. with— August 1. remarks. 

2197 | 5 ec. Artifi- | 5 ec. Artifi- | Abdomen massaged with | Dead Aug. 29, | Numerous 

cial Ag- cial Ag- portions of the spleens of after 6 days. pest bacilli 

gressin gressin guinea pigs numbered 2315 in smears 

IV. IV. and 2316 just dead of acute Ome 

plague infection. spleen. 

PAGS a Caen (61) Sere ee Gomes = eR (lo). 2 ee ees Dead Sept. 2,|Subacute 

after 9 days. pest. 

2199 Alive and well - 

PRANOY || 010) Beal 00) il O10) a ee ST dope eee 

CONTROLS. 

PRU Ie ca tcl eae brie Se acee en Abdomen massaged with | Dead Aug. 29, | Pest bacilli 

portions of the spleens of after 5 days. in smears 

guinea pigs numbered 2315 ie ie (6) 0) 

and 2316 just dead of acute spleen. 

plague infection. 

CYB y cate tine eee Ge Eee aoe eee Le See! (era Oe a a, -| Dead Aug. 31, Do. 

after 7 days. 

Series 34.—Animals inoculated for the preparation of natural plaque aggressin. 

Animal No. Inoculated intraperitoneally with— Result. Abdominal exudate 
collected. H 

Rabbit 1966* | 2 oesen of the heart’s blood of guinea | Dead May 20, | 2.75 ec. for Aggressin 

pig 1958 in 10 ec. bouillon on May 14. after 6 days. E. 

Guinea pig} Portion of spleen of guinea pig No. 1957 | Dead May 14, | 5 ce. for Aggressin A. 

1964. shaken up in 5 ee. bouillon May 13. after 14 days. 

Guinea pig | 3 oese ‘‘Pest Virulent” 3 days’ culture, | Dead May 19, | 4 cc. for Aggressin C. 

1999. first transplant from guinea pig No. after 2 days. 

1957 in 10 ee. bouillon May 17. 

Guinea pig |_____ Ose ee ee ee ee Oe ae ee Dead May 18, | 4 cc. for Aggressin B. 

2000. after 1 day. 

Guinea pig |_____ Oma ss Pee =ree ye Fae Uae a a ee Dead May 19, | 2 ce. for Aggressin C. 

2001. after 2 days. 

Guinea pig |_____ 0 a ee ee SNE ee eee Mae Yead May 18, | 4.5ec. for Aggressin B. 

2002. after 1 day. 

Guinea pig |_____ (O(a See es eee ee doz==—-=-4 4 ee. for Aggressin B. 

2008. 

Guinea pig |____- CG) ce et 2 a ee |e GOne= ee 3 ec. for Aggressin B. 

2004. 

Guinea pig | 3 oese 6 days’ culture ‘Pest Virulent” | Dead May 19, | 3 ce. for Aggressin C. 

2007. from guinea pig No. 1958 first trans- after 1 day. 

plant in 10 ee. bouillon. 

Guinea pig |_---- (NO ee eee ee ee CWE eet 1.75 ec. for Aggressin 

2008. D. 

Guinea pig |--_-- Gis s2e02 cone 3 ee ee eee Dead May 20, | 4.5ec. for Aggressin E. 

2009. after 2 days. 

Guinea pig |____- (GOs ankle eS Se ae eee Dead May 19, | 4.5 ec. for Aggressin 

2010. after 1 day. iD}, 

Guinea pig |____- ORs ier Hee ES Dead May 20, | 2 ec., foul, containing 

2011. after 2 days. many post-mortem 

bacilli. Not used. 

* A number of rabbits were inoculated for the purpose of preparing natural aggressin. However, 

these animals were found in Manila to be unsatisfactory for this purpose owing to the rapid con- 

tamination of the fluid in the pleural or abdominal cavity due to post-mortem decomposition. 
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SERIES 34—Continued. 

The abdominal exudates from these guinea pigs were collected on the day of 

the death of the animal and mixed with an equal volume of normal saline 

solution. Five per cent carbolic acid was then added in sufficient amount 

to form a 0.5 per cent solution. The mixtures were then heated for two hours 

at 44° to 45° C. and subsequently centrifuged for four hours at a velocity of 

4,000 revolutions per minute. The clear fluid above was then pipetted and 

used in the inoculations described in Series 35. ° Its sterility was in each instance 

demonstrated. 

Serres 43.—Guinea pigs inoculated for the preparation of natural plague aggressin. 

Animal tp oculated intraperitoneally with— Result. Exudate obtained. 
No. 

| 
| 2201 | 1 oese ‘‘Pest Virulent” from guinea | Dead July 26, after 3 days__| 5 ec. for Aggressin F. 

| pig No. 2179 first transplant in 10 
ee. bouillon July 23. 

22024) ee O02 a eee Dead July 25, after 2 days__| 3.5 ec. foul exudate 

obtained. Not | 

used. 

22033 sae GO} Ae et fe Neher ees ae | Dead July 28, after 5 days __| 5 ec. for Aggressin G. 

2210 | 4 oese 6-day culture of ‘“‘Pest Viru- | Dead July 31, after 1 day___| 1 ce. for Aggressin H. 

lent”? guinea pig No. 2183 first 

transplant, in 5 ee. bouillon July 

30. 

PANT) ee OM te ee Dead Aug. 1, after 2 days __| 3 ce. for Aggressin I. 

PAN) |S C0 Ko aver eee ee pg ae Dead July 31, after 1 day___| 1 ce. for Aggressin H. 

2213 | eae GO) 222 2e 2 dole as2e st A ae 2 ee. for Aggressin H. 

2214 | eee, (0 opis eee = eg) Se ee ie tc (oer pee tae toe 1 ce. for Aggressin H. 

2215) ae doe a eee Dead Aug. 1, after 2 days __| 1 ce. for Aggressin I. 

716 |--- GOH i222. 2s wekates DE aaee 2 Eo Dead July 31, after 1 day___| 4 ec. for Aggressin H. 

2217 ae GO) 24.280 5. soos eS ee (6 [0 ee a ee eee Do. 

2218) |/Eaees QO 22s eh Sees ee ss] Goke2 ck. Ae eer Do. 

2219 — Oi asacS2 2S See ee eee Dead Aug. 1, after.2 days __} 2.5 cc. for Aggressin I. 

The abdominal exudates from these guinea pigs were collected on the day of 

the death of the animal and mixed with an equal volume of normal saline solution. 

Five per cent carbolic acid was then added, sufficient to form a 0.5 per cent 

solution. The mixture was then heated for from one to two hours at a tem- 

perature of 45° to 46° C. and subsequently centrifuged for four to five hours 

at a velocity of 4,000 revolutions per minute. The clear fluid above was then 

pipetted off and used in the inoculations described in Series 44. The sterility of 

the agegressin was demonstrated in each instance. 

Series 35.—Jnoculations with natural plague aggressin in guinea pigs. 

The animals were inoculated as below with natural aggressin, the preparation 

of which is described in Series 34. On July 16 they were all, with the exception 

of numbers 2053 and 2054 reinoculated by rubbing 5 oesen of a suspension of 

“Pest Virulent” (5 cubic centimeters bouillon to one 48-hour culture guinea pig 

numbered 2174, second transplant) over a shaved and lightly scarified area on the 

abdomen. These animals were inoculated in exactly the same manner as those 

given in Series 32 and 33 (see pp. 204 and 218), and the same twenty-five control 

guinea pigs numbered 2098 to 2122 were employed for the present series. Guinea 

pigs numbered 2053 and 2054 were inoculated June 18 by massaging a shaved area 

over the abdomen with a portion of the spleen of guinea pig numbered 2124 and 

scarifying the skin with a scalpel. Two control guinea pigs, numbered 2140 and 

2141, were also inoculated in the same manner. 
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SERIES 35—Continued. 

231 

Jsasianeil| - Immunized : " 
No. Dairapenioneally Reinoculated with— Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

2012 | 5 ce. Natural Ag- | 5 oesen suspension of | Dead July 26, | Pest bubo. Innumerable 

ji gressin B, May “Pest Virulent”’ after 10] pest bacilli in smears from 

19. $ over abdomen July days, spleen. 

16. 

2013 |e Gl ee ee (oo) 2 Se Dead July 25, | Pest bubo. Very numerous 

after 9 pest bacilli in smears from 

days. spleen. 

2014 | 4 ec. Natural Ag- |_____ Oe see ey) Allive=_---=*-:| 

gressin B, May 

19, 

PADS) | eee (6 (0 ee eee es See eee CLO Pee Stas oe GO =sS 

2016 | 2 ec. Natural Ag- |____- (6X0) oe See aa cee wre |e does 

gressin B, May 

19. 

2017 |___-- Gla see ee | aeee OTe aoe | ee dori es. 

2030 | 3 ec. Natural Ag- |_____ (Voy S Seve eee Dead July 23, | Numerous pest bacilli in 

gressin C, May after 7 smears from spleen. 

20. days. 

20316 | ae (0 (yee ee eee ed (O(N eae eee Oe asa Do. 

PRUE) | (6 Kote sea eee GLOt 2 eee eee See dost Pest. Typical bubo and 

spleen. 

2033 | 3.5 ce. Natural |__-_- 00 22.2328 Dead July 25, | Typical. pest spleen. Fair 

Aggressin C, after 9 number of pest bacilli in 

May 20. days. smears from spleen. 

2034 | 2.5 ce. Natural |_____ dOEsS Sse Dead July 24, | Pest. Numerous pest bacilli 

Aggressin DF after 8 in smears from spleen. 

May 20. days. 

2035) eae COU Oye ea oe ls A oe doe = eae ee Dead July 31, | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

after 15 smears from spleen. 

days. 

2006 | 5 cc. Natural Ag- |__-_-do -___-____--__-__ Dead July 26, | Numerous pest bacilli in 

gressin A, May after 6 smears from spleen. 

15. days. 

2053 | 4.5 cc. Natural | Abdomen massaged | Dead June | Innumerable pest bacilli in 

Aggressin &E, with portion of 22, after 4 smears from spleen. 

May 21. spleen of guinea days. 

pig No. 2124 on 

June 18. 

2054 |_---- GO.=2 eee dO: 2= == eee Dead June | Comparatively few bacilli in 

25, after 7 smears from spleen, 

days. 

CONTROLS. 

DYAQ Weekes ee ee Abdomen massaged | Dead June |} Innumerable pest bacilli in 

with portion of 25, after 7 smears from spleen. 

spleen of guinea days. 

pig No. 2124 on 

June 18. 

DAA 5 | Eee eae dh (0 (0) oot ee Dead June Do. 

27, after 9 

days. 

And twenty-five other controls; all dead. 

and 218.) 

(See Series 32 and 33, pp. 204 
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Series 44.—Jnoculations with natural plague aggressin in guinea pigs. 

The animals were inoculated intraperitoneally July 27 to August 3 as given 

below with natural aggressin, the preparation of which is described in Series 43 

(p. 230). On August 28, about one month after the first inoculation, they were all 

reinoculated, 5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour slant culture 

from guinea pig numbered 2315 second transplant in 10 cubic centimeters bouillon) 

being rubbed over a freshly shaved area of the abdomen of the animal and the 

skin well scarified with a scalpel. Twenty-five control animals, numbered 2362 

to 2386, were also inoculated in exactly the same manner and all died. The details 

of these autopsies were given in Series 41 (p. 210). 

P Inoculated . 
Animal ieee ec Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

2205 | July 27,4.5ee. | 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Sept. 4, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

Natural Ag- sion ‘Pest Viru- after 7 days. from spleen. 

gressin F, lent’? rubbed 

on abdomen. 

22069) aee (0 (0) eer se ee ee does rs Alive and well _ 

2225 | July 30, 4.5ce. |----- (6 (0 nearer Dead Sept. 15, | Typical bubo. No | organisms 

Natural Ag- after 18 days. found in smears from spleen. 

gressin G. 

PEMA) Nt (6 (cee [eee donee =22 aren Alive and well - 

2232) || Augael. Cee lea (6 Co rere eee er ae GOL 2 3 = ; 

Natural Ag- 

gressin H. 

2033 |_____ 0 re le es Oy kee ee Dead Sept. 5, | Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

after 8 days. | smears from spleen. 

2234) does =| GOs =. 2= 2m Dead Sept. 8, | Pest bubo. One or two abscesses 

after 11 days. | ~ in spleen. 

223 hn ane do. —= doe Seas eae Dead Sept. 4, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| after 7days. | from spleen. 

OPI [a dOcees saunas dow 232 bead Dead Sept. 7, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after 10 days. | from spleen. 

OPBY) dO sas | Rees (6 (0) eee pee ee Dead Sept. 4, Do. 

after 7 days. 

2269'| Aug. 354 ec: |e 3 do ae Alive and well _| 

Natural Ag- 

| gressin I. m 

2270) (6 [0 eoeere | em Go 228 Dead Sept. 9, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after 12 days. from spleen. 

Series 54.—Inoculations with Klein’s method in guinea pigs. 

The buboes, lungs, spleen and liver containing necrotic foci were removed from 

three guinea pigs which had died of subacute plague infection. The organs were 

finely minced, spread out on glass in thin layers over sulphuric acid and dried at 

from 46° to 47° C. for four days, and at 45° C. for two days longer. The dried 

material was thén rubbed up in a mortar with saline solution, the fluid portion 

being decanted off from the sediment which did not dissolve. 

Each animal of the series received subcutaneously 2 cubie centimeters of this 

suspension, equal to about 25 milligrams of the powder. In two of the animals, 

numbered 2822 and 2823, large sloughs of the skin followed the inoculation. On 

November 26, about one month after the injection, the immunity of the animals 

was tested with the strain “Pest Virulent” in exactly the same manner as was 
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SERIES 54—Continued. 

that of the animals comprising Series 46, 47, and 50 (pp. 211, 220 and 197). 

Twenty-five control animals, numbers 2870 to 2894, were also inoculated at the 

same time and in the same manner. AI] succumbed from acute plague infection. 

For the details of the protocols see Series 46. 

- Inoculated F A Reinoculated 
patel Oclobersuben: November 26 Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

; seer sae with— 

2821 | 2 ce. suspen- | 5 oesen suspen- | Dead Dec. 4, after 8 days___| Typical bubo. Pest 

sionofdried sion ‘‘Pest Viru- bacilli in spleen. 

plague or- lent” rubbed 

gamns. over abdomen. 

28225 eae GoG222 se Eee (0 (oes, See seme GO Rese a ee AS Do. 

28 23m |e (loys Sees eee (OVO vents eae Dead Dec. 5, after 9 days___ Do. 

2824 |..____ Go sss fF dose ees Alive and well _-___--______ 

2e20 Nee os eae Aas |e (loys See es ee OO fae ee oer 

2826) Bane dom ==222=. |e Gos ees Dead Dee. 3, after 7 days ___ Do. 

Serres 56.—IJnoculations by Klein’s method in guinea pigs. 

The buboes, lungs, spleen and liver containing necrotic foci were removed from 

three guinea pigs, numbered 3017, 3018, and 3025 which had died of plague infection 

and were used for the manufacture of the prophylactic employed in these experi- 

ments. The prophylactic was prepared after the method of Klein as described in 

Series 54 (p. 232). Hach animal received 2 cubic centimeters of the suspension. 

In three of the animals sloughs of the skin followed the inoculations. About one 

month after the inoculations the immunity of the animals was tested by rubbing 

5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent” (one 48-hour agar slant culture from 

guinea pig number 3100, second transplant in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon) over 

a shaved area on the abdomen. Three control animals inoculated in the same 

manner and at the same time all succumbed to pest infection. 

A rs . Autopsy 
anime! aA su beue Remoculated sans 12 Results. an a x e- 

3035 | 2 ce. suspension dried | 5 oesen suspension ‘‘Pest | Dead Mar. 16, after 4 days__| Pest. 

plague aggressin. Virulent’’ rubbed over 

abdomen. 

30364 [Rae Cd Omen ae eee dot =a eee Dead Mar. 20, after 8 days_ Do. 

CUBS |e LOSE Oe Fe a | OS ee rs doe Fe Alive and well] ____________- 

3038 |_---_ Oe SS a se aN (6X0) oat Dead Mar. 17, after 5 days__| Pest. 

S040) | Ea DO Sees SRA |e Coy ane is ee See Dead Mar. 16, after 4 days__ Do. 

SOL6 er aa CO ae eee ee ee el eee (60) ary 3 an Re cae Alive and well __---__-_---- 

DOLia eae (Gl oyE RLS SU eye Seta | 0 ee (SO): es eee Dead Mar. 18, after 6 days__| Pest. 

CONTROLS. 

BOD 2h | Lae = ee ee ee Se 5 oesen suspension ‘‘Pest | Dead Mar. 17, after 5 days__| Pest. 

Virulent’”’ rubbed over 

abdomen. 

S05 15 heen a a es 2 reas eae ee OVC Ee ah ee Dead Mar. 16, after 4 days__ Do. 

BIC} §| |e a ges eA ee (ee Ot es eee Dead Mar. 16, after 4 days__ Do. 
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DURATION OF IMMUNITY AFTER VACCINATION. 

SERIES 55.—Demonstrating duration of immunity in monkeys after vaccination. 

The animals comprising this series were vaccinated with the strains “Pest 

Avirulent” and “Maassen Alt” at different times, as may be seen from the table 

below. From nine to ten months after the vaccination they were all collected 

and on November 12 reinfected by the inoculation of % oese of the strain “Pest 

Virulent” (from guinea pig 2764, second transplant). 

panna Va caries Remoculated Result. Autopsy and remarks. | 

2842 | Jan. 10 | % oese ‘‘Pest | Dead Nov. 19, after 7 days__| Pest bubo containing few or- 

Virulent.”’ ganisms. No bacilli in smears 

from spleen. 

2843) sane 12) see do see Alive and well --------___ 

2344;| San ves) |=-==-doe= Dead Noy. 16, after 4 days__| Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

. from spleen. 

2845 | Jan. 16 |_____ doz = Alive and well ____-______ 

2846 | Jan. 18 |_---_ (6 Co yee Dead Nov. 20, after 8 days__| Few swollen pest bacilli in 

. smears from spleen. 

2847 | Sa 22 see do)== re Dead Dec. 1, after 19 days__| Chronie bubo containing few 

pest bacilli. 

2848 | Jan. 25 |___-- doz Dead Nov. 17, after 5 days__| Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

from spleen. 

2849 | Jan, 27 |--_-- dQ a Ses Alive and well ______-____ 

2850 | Jan. 29 |_____ CO ee ee | Oe er eee =| 



VIL. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE ANIMAL 

EXPERIMENTS IN IMMUNIZATION BY 

THE DIFFERENT METHODS. 

It will be seen from a study of the different series of experiments 

described on pages 187 to 234 that in many instances the results in 

immunization obtained by the same method of inoculation show con- 

siderable variation. ‘This is particularly so in the series of monkeys 

inoculated in the early part of the work where the immunity of the 

animals in the different series was tested with varying amounts of 

the virulent pest organism. However, many difficulties were also en- 

countered in the series in which the experiments were performed later. 

In the beginning of this article and in the records of some of the 

experiments, attention was called to the fact that the lethal dose for 

the species of monkeys employed varied considerably. In some instances 

over fifty times the lethal dose for one animal will not cause the death 

of another of about the same size. For this reason and because occa- 

sionally, in the earlier experiments, a control animal did not succumb 

to pest infection, a very large multiple of the lethal dose for the average 

monkey was finally employed; therefore, the percentage of these animals 

immunized was not as high as it might otherwise have been. It is undoubt- 

edly for this reason that so low a percentage of the monkeys which had 

previously been inoculated with killed cultures of the pest organism 

subsequently resisted the infection. On the other hand, in my experi- 

ments with guinea pigs inoculated with killed cultures, the percentage 

of immunity obtained was as high as or higher than that frequently 

encountered by other authors. 
Owing to this great individual variation in the susceptibility of 

different monkeys to pest infection, a fact discovered during the course 

of the imoculations, these animals did not prove to be as suitable as 
guinea pigs for the comparison of the value of the different methods. 

However, on the other hand, as has been mentioned above, the behavior 

of the monkey in relation to its resistance and immunity to pest 

infection probably much more closely resembles that encountered in man. 

It is obvious that the series of inoculations which have been described 

are not selected as ideal ones. The entire number performed in relation 

to immunization by the different methods has been recorded in the 

order in which the experiments were carried on, the unfavorable as 

55670——6 235 
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well as the favorable results being detailed. By no method was it possible 

by the employment of a single inoculation and a fixed dose, thoroughly 

to protect all of the animals of a series against infection. In fact 

a single vaccination of a number of animals of the series, even though 

the dose was so large as to cause the death of some of them, would not 

usually render thoroughly immune more than 75 to 80 per cent of 

the remainder. (See experiments with the strain “Maassen Alt.”) 

In spite of variations in the results of immunization sometimes 

obtained in the different series by the same method of inoculation, 

nevertheless, an examination of the experiments demonstrates conclusively 

and beyond any doubt the great value of vaccination against plague 

infection and its evident superiority to the other methods of immu- 

nization. No doubt of this fact is left after a study of the combined 

table of inoculations on page 238 where a comparison of the value of 

the different methods may be made at a glance. 

In relation to the time which the immunity takes to develop and 

the time which it persists after vaccination, it may be stated that in 

three instances attempts were made to infect monkeys numbered 1581, 

1593 and 1626 which had been vaccinated only six days previously. All 

of these animals remained alive and well. Nine monkeys, numbered 2842 

to 2850 (see Series 55, p. 234), which had been vaccinated with the stram 

“Pest Avirulent” or “Maassen Alt” between nine and ten months pre- 

viously were collected and their immunity tested by the inoculation of 

= oese of the strain “Pest Virulent;” five of the animals succumbed and 

four (44 per cent) remained alive. In connection with these experiments 

it must be emphasized that the animals during the entire time between 

the vaccination and the infection (nine to ten months) had been in close 

captivity and were not in particularly good physical condition at the time 

they were infected. Moreover, it is obvious that in testing their immunity 

a much greater amount of plague bacilli (3% oese of the virulent strain) 

was employed than either man or animals would ever receive from a 

natural plague infection. 
Prophylactic inoculations of natural aggressin appear to be next in 

value to vaccination as a means of immunization against pest. Inocula- 

tions with artificial plague aggressin did not, in my experiments, prove 

to be nearly as efficacious as those with natural aggressin. A much 

higher immunity was obtained with the latter prophylactic. However, 

as I have already pointed out elsewhere,*® there was apparently no 

difference in the quality of the immunity obtained with the natural 

“This Journal (1906), 1, 512. 
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ageressin from that produced by the artificial product, and my sub- 

sequent experiments, as did my earlier ones, have only further confirmed 

the views of Wassermann and Citron *® that the aggressins must be 
considered to be hypothetical substances and that, so far as their immu- 

nizing value is concerned, in these exudates we have to do mainly with 

the sustances extracted from the bacilli themselves. Evidently, in the 

ease of the plague bacillus, the receptors of the organism in the so-called 

ageressin exudates of animals become liberated in a more efficient 

manner for immunization and probably exist in a less altered condition 

than they do in the aqueous suspension of the bacilli obtained by 

artificial means. Obviously, in natural plague aggressin no other immu- 

nizing substances are existent than those present in the prophylactic 

against pest recommended by Terni and Bandi. The two methods 

are practically identical as Bandi** has recently pointed out. However, 

it must be admitted that Bandi did not originally explain the principle 

of the action of his prophylactic, as we understand its action to-day after 

a study of the subjects of free receptors and of aggressins. The method 

of inoculation with natural plague aggressin is not likely to come into 

general use because of the great difficulties encountered in the prepara- 

tion of the prophylactic. Moreover, in my experiments I have not 

obtained the satisfactory results with it which Hueppe and Kikuchi 

evidently anticipated. The method of vaccination, as already mentioned, 

gives a much greater degree of protection. Although Klein’s method, 

according to the small number of experiments I have performed, gives 

about the same results in immunizing guinea pigs as are obtained by the 

inoculations with natural aggressin, yet the injection of the former 

substance as prepared in my experiments produced a much greater local 

reaction than the latter. Therefore, I could not ascertain that this 

method had any particular advantage over that in which inoculations of 

natural aggressin were employed. 

I performed no experiments with Lustig’s plague prophylactic, partly 

because of the poor results which Kolle and Otto ** encountered in their 

experiments and partly because the results which have been obtained 

in this laboratory by the use of this method in extracting the immunizing 

substances from the cholera spirillum have not been encouraging for its 

further use; other methods of extraction of these substances from the 

bacilli having in my opinion given more satisfactory results. 

° Deutsche Med. Wehnschr. (1905), 31, 1101. 

1 Oentrbl. f. Bakteriol. (1906), 42, 448. 

= Zischr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 45, 517. 
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Combined table comparing efficiency of different methods of immunization. 
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VIII. THE FORMATION OF AGGLUTININS IN PLAGUE 

IMMUNE SERUM. 

After having concluded from the experiments recited above that true 

plague vaccination (inoculation with living, attenuated cultures) produced 

the highest immunity, inoculations were made in human beings with 

the strain “Pest Avirulent.” In order to ascertain if any evidences of 

immunity could be demonstrated in the inoculated, their blood was 

tested for the presence of agglutinins, anti-infectious substances and 

opsonins. This led me to investigate in detail whether, and if so, to 

what extent, these same anti-bodies existed in the blood sera of animals 

which had been immunized against plague infection. 

AGGLUTINATION OF THE PEST BACILLUS. 

Wyssokowitz and Zabolotny™ and the German Plague Commission called 

attention to the fact that the blood serum of persons who had suffered an attack 

of plague sometimes showed a weak ageglutinating action against the pest bacillus. 

The German Plague Commission further emphasized that under these cireum- 

stances the reaction was not always present and that its occurrence bore no 

relation to the severity of the disease, since in the most severe case which they 

examined it was absent, while in a mild case of plague, the strongest positive 

reaction was obtained. They studied the sera of two persons who about three 

weeks before had been vaccinated against pest by Haftkine, but found no trace 

of an agelutinating reaction. They also examined four different pest immune 

sera produced in horses and in three found practically no agglutinative action or 

only traces of it; but one of the sera showed a suggestion of a reaction above 

the dilution ‘of 1 to 20. A goat which received four injections of killed cultures 

of the pest bacillus, six cultures being finally injected, was killed about one week 

after the final inoculation. Its blood serum then showed a strong agglutinative 

action in a dilution of 1 to 30. The commission conclude that in plague infection 

the agglutination is not at all parallel with the protective and immunizing power 

of the serum. Pest sera which showed a strong agglutinating reaction, in the 

animal body proved to be entirely inactive against pest infection and vice versa. 

Zabolotny * also found that the agelutinative action of the blood serum of 

those who had suffered with pest was very inconstant. In some cases which had 

been inoculated with Haffkine’s prophylactic, he found a weak agglutinative power 

which, however, was not so marked as in cases which had recovered from a natural 

attack of the disease. 
Vagedes © investigated the ageglutinative action of the sera of thirteen persons 

who had suffered with pest in Oporto. In only two cases was a very weak, 

3 Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1897), 11, 662. 

% Arch. d. Sci. Biologiques (1901), 8, 85. 

% Klin. Jahrbeh. (1900), 7, 537, and Arb. a. d. k. Gsndhtsamte Berl. (1900), 

17, 181. 
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positive result obtained. The blood serum was collected from one to four months 
after the beginning of the illness. 

Uriate * in a study of epidemics of pest in Paraguay, Rosario and Buenos 

Ayres, found that the sero-agglutination of the pest organism occurred in cases 

of plague only late in the course of the disease and then very irregularly. It 

failed actually in more than 300 cases which, from a bacteriological and clinical 

standpoint, were certainly those of pest. 

On the other hand Paltauf,” Markl ** and Kolle and Martini® showed that 

a specific agglutination of the organism occurred in yarious dilutions with pest 

immune sera produced in horses and other animals by repeated injections of the 

plague bacillus. Paltauf found that in horses immunized by repeated inoculations 

a reaction occurred in dilutions of 1 to 20. A distinct agglutination occurred 

within one hour in dilutions of 1 to 100 with the sera with which Markl worked. 

Kolle and Martini with less virulent cultures of the pest bacillus obtained a 

reaction within one hour in dilutions of 1 to 1,000 to 1 to 6,000. Kolle and 

Otto” in the study of two pest immune sera found that agglutination occurred 

within fifteen minutes in as high dilutions as 1 to 400. Klein™ also reported | 

that the blood of vaccinated guinea pigs showed an agelutinative value in dilu- 

tions of 1 to 20 or 1 to 30, the reaction occurring in fifteen minutes. 

The German Plague Commission and Kossel and Overbeck emphasized the 

difficulty or impossibility of securing a suspension of the freshly grown pest 

bacillus which microscopically was free from clumps of the organism, and there- 

fore they recommended that the test should be made macroscopically in the test 

tube and the reaction observed with the assistance of a hand lens. The time 

recommended for the observation of the test was from one-half to one hour, the 

suspension being placed in the incubator at 37° C. for this period. However, Kolle 

and Martini recommended that the reaction be noted after five minutes, since 

in their experience spontaneous precipitation of the bacteria sometimes occurred — 

after one hour. 

Klein ™ pointed out that cultures of the pest bacillus on agar possess a sticky, 

viscid growth due to the production of a gelatinous interstitial substance which 

is insoluble in bouillon. He therefore recommended physiological salt solution 

as a medium for preparing the suspension. He also found that the addition of 

bouillon to a saline suspension of the pest organism caused clumping of the 

bacteria. 

Gauthier and Raybaud “ found that precipitation of the bacteria also frequently 

occurred with plague cultures grown on gelatine and suspended in saline solution 

and that after two hours a spontaneous, flocculent sedimentation which resembled 

true agglutination was apt to form. 

In my studies of the agglutination of the pest bacillus, I have fre- 
quently found the same difficulty in securing complete suspensions of 

the organisms owing to their sticky, viscid growth, even when saline 

* Mitt. a. d. sektion f. Hyg. d. Kongress des Ass. francaise pour l’avancement 

des sei. tenu Grenoble 1904, Arch. f. Schiffs u. Trop. Hyg. (1905), 9, 89. 

7 Wien. Klin. Wehnsch. (1897), 10, 537. 

* Centrbl. —. Bakteriol. (1901), 29, 810. 

* Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1902), 28, 46. 

° Ztschr. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh. Leipz. (1902), 40, 595. 

Arb. a. d. k. Gsndhtsamte, Berl. (1902), 18, 114. 

"2 Lancet (1901), 1, 456, 1535. 

"S Thid. 

* Compt. rend. Soc. de biol., Par. (1904), 56, 391. 
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solution has been used. The method employed in making these suspen- 
sions has been as follows: 

One cubic centimeter of an 0.85 per cent saline solution has been placed in a 

small test tube and 1 oese of a 24-or 48-hour agar culture of the organism has 

been introduced into the tube, thoroughly rubbed up against the walls by means 

of the oese and the bacteria gradually moistened with the saline solution. While 

the suspensions obtained with some pest cultures in this manner are satisfactory, 

a complete suspension of the organism can not be produced with others and it 

is necessary to combine the suspensions and either filter or allow them to stand 

until the larger clumps of bacteria have settled to the bottom of the tube, when 

the supernatant fluid may be drawn off with a pipette. 

However, while satisfactory suspensions are apparently obtained by 

these methods, the greatest difficulty is experienced with certain cultures 

of this organism in keeping the bacteria in suspension for a longer 

period than, at most, one or two hours. After this time the organisms 

begin to precipitate and sometimes at the end of two or three hours 

the bacteria may have settled almost entirely to the bottom of the tube, 

the supernatant fluid above appearing almost clear. This phenomenon 

is particularly marked with the much attenuated plague cultures. 

I haye followed the suggestion of Shibayama® of growing the bacillus 

in the ice box at a temperature of from 5° to 8° C., with the object 

of obtaining a less sticky and viscid growth of the pest bacillus and 

thus securing a more satisfactory suspension of the organism in saline 

solution. However, while I have found that with cultures which have 

grown for a number of generations at such a temperature a much less 

viscid growth apparently is obtained and one which may easily be 

suspended in the saline solution, on the other hand the bacteria so 

grown become spontaneously precipitated from the saline suspensions 

in a much shorter time than do the organisms of the same strain grown 

at a temperature of 30° C. I have also found that the addition of 

normal serum to suspensions of the pest bacilli in saline solution some- 

times retards and sometimes increases the tendency of the bacteria to 

settle out of the fluid. For these reasons pseudo-reactions are not 

infrequently encountered in performing agglutination tests with the 

plague bacillus, and great care is sometimes necessary to distinguish such 

reactions from those of true agglutination. Therefore, it is advisable 

to perform in duplicate all tests for agglutination with the different 

dilutions of the serum and at the same time to carry on a parallel series 

of experiments in the same dilutions with a normal serum from an 

animal of the same species and, moreover, to repeat all the tests with 

another transplant of the same culture upon the following day. Only 

by taking these precautions is it possible to distinguish certain pseudo- 

agelutinations of the pest bacillus from true ones. When testing the 

% Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1905), 38, 482. 
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ageglutinative reaction of supposed plague immune sera, I have occa- 

sionally encountered pseudo-agglutinative reactions in the control tubes 

containing normal serum and suspensions of plague bacilli, which 

could not be distinguished from those of true agglutination. In the 

tubes in some instances were seen typical, flocculent precipitates, visible 
to the naked eye and which settled to the bottom, leaving the overlying 

liquid clear. Such reactions occurred at the same time in the same 

dilutions of the immune serum which was being tested, but not in 

the test tubes containing the suspensions of bacilli alone, and hence 

if the control tubes with normal serum had not been prepared, the 

reactions unquestionably would have been considered as true agglutinative 

ones, which they certainly were not. It is true that the precipitation 

obtained in these instances disappeared to a greater or less extent on 

shaking the tube and it then re-formed slowly, but notwithstanding 

statements in the literature to the contrary, the same phenomenon 

(disappearance of the precipitation on shaking) occurs in the true agglu- 

tination not only of plague but also of cholera, and certain other micro- 

organisms. 

From what has been said above it is evident that the time limit for 

the completion of the agglutinative reaction of the plague bacillus is very 

important. Most observers have limited the time of the reaction to 

within two hours. However, Shibayama,** who concluded that 72-hour 

cultures of the plague bacillus, cultivated in the ice box, are ageglu- 

tinatined in much higher dilutions than are the same strains grown 

at 32° to 37° C., drew his conclusions from an examination of the 

reaction after twenty-four hours. In this connection I here shall record 

some recent experiments performed with two sera obtained from monkeys 

which had been immunized against plague and with one serum from, a 

normal monkey. The agglutinative values of these three sera were tested 
in dilutions of 1 to 10 and 1 to 20, first with 72-hour cultures of a 

virulent pest strain which had been cultivated for six generations in 

the ice box at a temperature of from 5° to 10° C. and second with 

48-hour cultures of the same strain cultivated for the same number 

of generations at 30° C. The readings of the reactions were made after 

one and one-half hours and were all found to be negative, no traces 

of agglutination appearing in any of the tubes. After sixteen hours 

the tubes were all examined again. At this time in those containing 

the suspensions which were made with the bacteria cultivated at 5° to 

10° C. there was almost complete precipitation of the organisms, the 

overlying liquid being clear in all, including the control tubes with 
‘normal serum and those containing suspensions of the bacteria in saline 

solution with no serum, as well as the tubes with the immune sera. 

In the tubes which contained the serum and suspensions of the organisms 

86 Loc. cit. 
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cultivated at 30° C. there was almost no precipitation of the bacteria, 
the fluid still being cloudy.. My experience has led me to conclude 

that the time limit of the agglutinative reaction with the plague bacillus 

should be placed at certainly not over one or two hourg at 87° C. 

at the most, since after this time the results may be very inaccurate 

and confusing owing to the tendency of the bacteria to become spon- 

taneously precipitated. 

The testing of serum supposed to contain relatively small amounts of 

' plague agglutinins has been very unsatisfactory where it was neces- 

sary to employ concentrated mixtures of the serum, for example in 

dilutions of 0.5 or 0.25. As already mentioned, the density and viscosity 

of the serum in these dilutions evidently somewhat retards the aggluti- 
nation of the pest organism, as was evident from the fact that the reaction 

occurred in some of the experiments in the higher but not in the lower 

dilutions. This phenomenon of retardation can not be explained on the 

assumption of the presence of agglutinoid, since it was noted in several 

instances with perfectly fresh sera. It may sometimes be observed in 

fresh, specific immune sera with other bacteria and must be ascribed to 

physical causes, the discussion of the nature of which will not be entered 

into here. 
I have concluded from a large number of experiments that the agglu- 

tinins are formed slowly and only in very small amounts in animals 

which are being immunized against pest infection and that they only 

oceur in demonstrable quantities in those which have been very highly im- 

munized. At most, only very minute traces of these substances are encoun- 

tered after single inoculations of either the killed or the living organisms, 

no matter how large the dose which is employed. I am convinced that 

in my earlier experiments with plague agglutination I sometimes mistook 

pseudo-agglutinations of the pest bacillus for true ones, and from a 

study of the lterature it seems to me very likely that other observers 

have also erred in this respect. A study which I have made of the blood 

sera of guinea pigs which have been vaccinated against pest infection and 

which have later shown themselves to be immune to lethal and multiple 

lethal doses of the pest bacillus has demonstrated that practically no traces 

of agglutinins exist in such sera. The same may be said of the sera of 

other animals immunized in a similar manner. Monkeys which have first 

been vaccinated with attenuated pest cultures or inoculated with killed 

cultures, and which have afterwards been shown to be immune to pest 
infection by the injection in increasing doses of from 4 oese to nearly 

1 entire agar slant culture of the living virulent strain, still have 

developed in their sera practically no traces of agglutinins. Indeed it is 

very difficult to immunize monkeys to such a high degree that the 

blood of the animals shows the presence of plague agglutinins. In a 

series comprising twelve monkeys (numbers 1232, 1233, 1239, 1240, | 
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1247, 1286, 1287, 1800, 1301, 1302, 1357, 1358), in which an attempt 

was made gradually to immunize these animals with the strain “Pest 

Virulent” up to such a degree that these anti-bodies would be demon- 

strable in their blood, only two were able to survive the inoculations 

when the immunization had reached the point in which the agglutinins 

could be detected even in small amounts. (Numbers 1300 and 1357. 

See agglutination experiments, p. 246.) The remaining ten animals 

succumbed either to pest infection or intoxication as a result of the 

injections, before agglutinins could be shown to exist in their blood. 

Moreover, notwithstanding the fact that from + to $ oese of this strain 

“Pest Virulent” represented a certain lethal dose for normal animals of 

this species and although. these monkeys were immunized to such an 

extent that in a number of instances they were able to resist and survive 

the inoculations of such large amounts as 6 to 8 oesen of this organism 

(over twelve times the maximum fatal dose), agglutinins were still not 

present in sufficient quantities to be demonstrable in their blood. 

Only small quantities of agglutinins could be detected in the exam- 

imation of several pest immune sera which were prepared from horses 

and which were known to possess, in two instances at least, considerable 

protective (anti-infectious) power. 

A horse which was being immunized against pest and which had 

acquired a sufficient immunity to withstand the injection of nearly 10 

agar cultures of a virulent pest strain, gave a serum which at this time 

showed an agglutinative reaction in dilutions of 1 to 10, but none above 

this strength. However, at the same time 1 cubic centimeter of this 
serum protected from fatal pest infection about 60 per cent of the white 

rats inoculated. (See Series 45), p. 284. A pest immune serum 

obtained from Asia, which protected about 72 per cent of the inoculated 

rats against fatal pest infection im doses of from 1 to 2 cubic centimeters 

(see Series 8, 10, and 20, pp. 274, and 281), when carefully tested 

with the virulent pest strain showed no agglutinative reaction after three 

hours. However, it must be stated that at the time its anti-infectious 

and agglutinative reactions were tested this serum had been bottled 

for about a year. A second pest serum purchased from Asia which 

showed a somewhat lower protective power (see Series 27, p. 283) also 

revealed no agglutination when tested with the strain “Pest Avirulent.” 

This serum had been bottled about nine months. Moreover, a laboratory 

immune serum which possessed a higher anti-infectious power and which 

protected about 90 per cent of the inoculated white rats against plague 

infection (see Series 53, p. 286) in doses of 1 cubic centimeter also 

showed almost no agglutinative reaction against the virulent strain giving 

only a weak reaction in a dilution of 1 to 10. 

The following selected experiments justify the preceding remarks upon 

agglutination. Experiments performed with a number of animals less 
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highly immunized and in which the blood also showed no agglutination 

will not be given. The reactions were all performed with the virulent 

strain, excepting in a few instances when it is so stated, and by the 

macroscopic method. One oese of the bacteria was suspended in 1 cubic 

centimeter, 0.85 per cent saline solution and 1 cubic centimeter of the 

serum to be tested, diluted with saline solution, was added to the suspen- 

sion. It is perhaps unnecessary to state that the microscopic method of 

observing agglutination with the plague bacillus is entirely untrustworthy. 

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

Monkey number 1231.—Vaceinated October 10 with 1 culture “Pest Avirulent.” 

Reinoculated October 20 by thrusting beneath the skin a 5 cubie centimeter 

syringe needle which had been dipped in a suspension of “Pest Virulent.” On 

October 28, 1 oese “Pest Virulent” was inoculated subeutaneously ; on November 16 

the animal was killed, and the agglutination of the serum tested in dilutions 

1: 2 and 1: 4; two controls of the reactions (of the bacterial suspension without 

serum) were performed. All were negative after one and four hours. 

Rabbit number 1960.—May 11: One 48-hour slant culture of “Pest Avirulent” 

in 1 eubi¢e centimeter of bouillon was injected intravenously. The agglutination 

was tested twelve days later in dilutions of 1: 20, 1: 40, 1: 80, 1: 160, 1: 320, two 

controls of the reaction (of the bacterial suspension without serum) were 

prepared. All the reactions were negative after one and three-fourths hours. 

After sixteen hours, pseudo-reactions in dilutions of 1: 20 to 1: 60 were observed, 

the bacteria being precipitated and the suspensions appearing clear; the two 

control reactions were negative. The serum was again tested on the following 

day in dilutions of 1: 40, 1: 80, 1: 160, with two controls. The reactions were 

all negative after one hour. After sixteen hours, pseudo-reactions in the dilution 

of 1: 40 were observed. Three days later the serum was again tested in dilutions 

of 1: 5 and 1: 10 and two controls (without serum). The results were negative 

after one and one-half hours. After sixteen hours pseudo-reactions in dilutions 

of 1: 5 and 1: 10 were observed; both controls were negative. 

Normal rabbit’s serum was tested on this same date in dilutions of 1:5 

and 1: 10, with two controls of the bacterial suspension. All were negative after 

one and one-half hours. After sixteen hours pseudo-reactions in dilutions of 

1:5 and 1: 10 were observed; both controls were negative. 

Rabbit number 1961.—May 12: One 48-hour culture of “Pest Avirulent,” sus- 

pended in 1 eubice centimeter of bouillon, was injected intravenously. Twelve 

days later the animal was killed and the agglutination tested in dilutions of 

1: 20, 1: 40, 1: 80, 1: 160, 1: 320. Three controls of the reactions without serum 

and 1 control with normal rabbit serum in a dilution of 1: 30 were performed. 

After one hour pseudo-agelutination was observed in the dilutions of 1: 20 and 

1:40. The remaining tubes were all negative; after sixteen hours pseudo- 

reactions took place in dilutions of from 1: 20 to 1: 80. The same serum tested 

the following day in dilutions of 1: 2 gave no agglutination after one and one-half 

hours. 

Rabbit number 1963.—Inoculated intravenously with 5 cubic centimeters of 

Haffkine’s prophylactic. Five days after the inoculation the animal was killed 

and the agglutination tested in dilutions of 1:2 and 1:5, with two controls. 

The results were negative after two and sixteen hours. 

Rabbit number 1965.—Inoculated with 5 cubic centimeters of Haffkine’s prophy- 

lactie intravenously. Ten days later the animal was killed and the agglutination 
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tested in dilutions of 1: 20, 1: 40, 1: 80, 1: 160, 1: 320; three controls of the 

bacterial suspension without serum and two controls with normal serum in dilu- 

tions of 1:10 and 1:40 were prepared. After one hour all reactions were 

negative; after sixteen hours precipitation of the bacteria occurred in dilutions 

of 1:20 and 1:40 and in the normal serum in dilutions of 1:10. The same 

serum tested the following day; in dilutions of 1: 2, gave a reaction after one and 

one-half hours. 

Rabbit number 1967.—Two cubic centimeters of the autolyzed product obtained 

from 20 milligrams of the strain “Pest Virulent” were injected intravenously; 

the animal was killed ten days later and the agglutination in dilution of 1: 2 

tested. The reaction was negative after one and one-half hours. 

Rabbit number 1968.—Inoculated in the same manner as number 1967 and with 

‘the same results. - 

Monkey number 1278—Inoculated subcutaneously October 19 with 1 agar 

culture of “Pest Avirulent;” on October 30 inoculated subcutaneously with 2 

oesen of “Pest Virulent.” On November 17 the animal was killed and the agglu- 

tination tested in dilutions of 1: 2, 1: 4, with two controls without serum. The 

reactions were all negative after four hours. 

Monkey number 1285.—Inoculated October 20 by thrusting beneath the skin 

a 5 cubic centimeter syringe needle dipped in a suspension of the strain “Pest 

Virulent;” on October 25 the animal was reinoculated with 2 oesen of “Pest 

Virulent;” on November 17 it was killed and the agglutination tested in dilutions 

of 1:2 and 1:4, with two controls of the bacterial suspension without serum. 

All reactions were negative after two hours. 

Monkey number 1286.—October 20: The skin over the abdomen was scarified 

and a suspension of “Pest Virulent’ rubbed over this area. On October 25, 1 

oese of “Pest Virulent” was injected subcutaneously; on December 2, % of an 

agar slant of “Pest Virulent” was given subcutaneously; on December 14, 2 of 

an agar slant of “Pest Virulent” was injected subcutaneously; on December 16 

the animal died. The serum was tested on November 17 in dilutions of 1: 2 and 

1: 4. . Both were negative after two hours. 

Monkey number 1287.—Inoculated exactly as monkey number 1286 up to 

December 14; the animal died on December 15, the day after the last inoculation. 

The serum was tested on the following day in dilutions of 1:2 and 1:4; the 

result was negative after two hours. 

Monkey number 1300— October 25, two agar slant cultures of “Pest Avirulent” 

injected subcutaneously; November 10, 4 oese “Pest Virulent;’” on December 2, 

2 oesen of “Pest Virulent” were given; on December 14, 4 oesen “Pest Virulent;” 

on February 15, one 48-hour agar slant of “Pest Virulent” and on February 27, 

two 48-hour agar slants “Pest Virulent” were injected. March 10 the agegluti- 

nation was tested in dilutions of 1:2 and 1:10. After two hours there was 

positive agglutination in dilutions of 1: 2, the fluid being almost entirely clear. 

A slight precipitation of the bacteria was observed in the dilution of 1: 10. 

Monkey number 1357—Noyvember 2, infected with a 10 cubic centimeter syringe 

needle dipped in a suspension of “Pest Virulent;” on December 2, % of an agar 

slant of “Pest Virulent’? was inoculated subcutaneously; on December 14, 2 of 

an agar slant subcutaneously; on January 10, 1 agar slant of “Pest Virulent;” 

on February 1, 14 agar slants of “Pest Virulent;” on February 27, 2 agar slants 

of “Pest Virulent;” on March 15, 3 agar slants of “Pest Virulent.” The animal 

died on March 17. The agglutination in the dilutions of 1: 5 was positive, the 

fluid being clear after one hour; in the dilution of 1: 10 there was a positive 

weak reaction after four hours. 

Monkey number 2666.—Inoculated October 27. One 48-hour culture of killed 

“Pest Virulent” being given subcutaneously; on November 28, reinoculated with 
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= oese “Pest Virulent;” on December 28 with 9 cultures of killed “Pest Virulent,” 

subcutaneously. On January 10, the animal was killed. The agglutination tested 

in dilutions of 1: 5, 1: 10 and 1: 20 were all negative after two hours. 

Monkey number 2720.—October 29, one agar culture “Pest Avirulent” injected 

subeutaneously; on November 28, % oese “Pest Virulent” given subcutaneously ; 

on December 29, 1 oese of “Pest Virulent” given subcutaneously; on February 7 

the animal was bled and the serum tested for agglutination. The serum of 

monkey number 2666 (see above) and of monkey number 3053 (normal serum) 

were also both tested on this date with 72-hour cultures of “Pest Virulent” grown 

in the ice box for six generations and with cultures grown for the same length 

of time and for the same number of generations at 30° C. 

The results obtained are as follows: 

Taste No. I.—Serwm of immune monkey number 2666—A gqlutination tests with cultures 

grown for six generations in ice box and at 80° C. 

[The term “control” throughout the experiments signifies a suspension of the bacteria in saline 

i solution without the addition of serum.] 

GROWN IN ICE BOX. 

Dilutions. After 1; hours. After 16 hours. 

LOM MN ge aitiviey=sens ane Heavy precipitate. Fluid clear. 

ALE PAO) je domes. a Do. 

ee ae bss Oloje as ees Do. 

Control. |---__ Glo ee ee Do. 

GROWN AT 30°C. 

1:10 | Negative --_------ Negative. Fluid not clear, Prac- 

tically no precipitate. 

TOPLINE cet (o Koy ete ee Do. 

(Comore | eGo) 2a ee Do. 

eater eee (60), 225 ae ee Do. 

Taste No. II.—Serum of immune monkey number 2720—Aqglutination tests with cultures 

grown for six generations in ice box and at 30° C. 

GROWN IN ICE BOX. 

Dilutions. After 14 hours. After 16 hours. 

1:10 | Negative —_---___- Heayy precipitate. Fluid almost clear. 

52205 | ees doe 9555-3 Heayy precipitate. Fluid clear. 

ee pes (6foye ees eee Do. 

Control. |----- (Oko) Seg eee Do. 

GROWN AT 30°C. 

ESO M Nera ive === os Slight precipitate. Fluid not clear. 

R200 (clo) (ane ag aes Negative. 

Controls |--=== (0 (0) eee Do. 

esate = 10 KO) eee ae Me Do. 
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TaB_E No. II1.—Normal serum of monkey number 3053—Agglutination tests with 

cultures grown for six generations in ice box and at 30° C. 

GROWN IN ICE BOX. 

Dilutions. After 1: hours. After 16 hours. 

1:10 | Negatives-2---* = Heavy precipitate. Fluid almost clear. 

IROOM) PEEL Gly) aoe Do. 
ee anche do). 234 ees Do. 

Control. |----- GO. ees, Do. 

GROWN AT 30° C. 

1:10 | Negative -_-__---- | Slight precipitaie. Fluid not clear. 

e320) Seeen do | Do. 
Control. |_____do Do. 

| ee | Do. 

| _] 

Guinea pig number 3031—Inoculated subcutaneously January 29 with one-half 

24-hour culture of “Pest Virulent” partially attenuated. The animal died 

February 11, thirteen days after its inoculation, of advanced pest pneumonia and 

pest bubo. Agelutinative values of the serum of this animal and of the serum of a 

normal guinea pig (number 3053) were tested in dilutions of 1: 5 and 1: 10; the 

reactions were negative after two hours. After three hours, a moderate precipi- 

tation occurred in all of the tubes; quite as marked in those without serum as 

in the tubes with normal serum and in those of the pest guinea pig serum. 

Guinea pig number 2636.—October 26, one culture of “Pest Avirulent” given 

subcutaneously. 2 

Guinea pig number 2648.—October 26, one culture “Pest Maassen Alt” given 

subcutaneously. On November 26 both animals were reinoculated cutaneously 

with 5 oesen of a suspension of “Pest Virulent;” on January 17 they were 

reinoculated cutaneously with a portion of the spleen of a guinea pig (number 

2993) which had just died of pest; the abdomen being deeply scarified. On 

February 7, both animals were killed and the agglutination of their sera, together 

with normal guinea pig serum (number 3053), tested in dilutions of 1: 2 and 1: 4. 

The reactions were all negative after one hour; after sixteen hours a precipitation 

of the bacteria in nearly all of the tubes occurred. 

Pest immune horse serum Number I purchased from Asia. This serum in 

doses of 1 to 2 cubic centimeters protected against fatal pest infection about 

72 per cent of the rats inoculated. (See Series 8, 10, and 20, pp. 274, 275 

and 281.) The agglutination was tested with the strain “Pest Virulent” 

(second transplant) in dilutions of 1: 2, 1:5, 1: 10, 1: 20; controls with normal 

horse serum in dilutions of 1: 2, 1: 5, 1: 10, and two controls with saline solution 

without serum were also prepared. After three hours all the reactions were 

negative; after sixteen hours sedimentation occurred in the majority of the tubes. 

In none of the tubes was the sediment more marked than it was in one of the 

control tubes of the bacteria without serum. 

Pest immune serum Number IT (obtained from horse), its anti-infectious power 

(see Series 27) being somewhat lower than that of Serum Number I. The 

agglutinative value was tested with three strains of pest bacilli of different 

virulence; at the same time a normal monkey serum was tested for control 

purposes. The results obtained are as follows: 
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FOREIGN SERUM NUMBER II. 

Dilutions. aa Ader Te After 2 hours. After 21 hours. 

1:2 | Negative _| Slight pre- | Distinct pre- | Marked precipitate. Fluid not 

ipi : ipi ; irely clear. Warulent cipitate cipitate entirely clear Ly ; 

: ee On eee Cloye eas CLO eee a | Seen Oe sseees Very heavy precipitate. Fluid 
strain. . 

cleared, 

Goutrol: | s2= do ____| Negative ___| Negative __-__ Negative. 

Bt eal asec doy. 22) Positives | a oes Heavy precipitate. Fluid 

Avirulent cleared. 

strain. 1:10 | Positive —_|_____ (0 Fo}psey ee Pee eer ee oe Do. 

Control. | Negative _|_-__- LO feet | ee ree ee Do. 

NORMAL MONKEY SERUM. 

1:2 | Negative _| Negative -__| Negative -____ Negative. 

Wienlent UWSTO eect (0(G) Hoe dope Bacteria be- | Heavy precipitate. Fluid not 

gimin ginning to entirely clear. 

sediment. 

(Comin j= A Voy es es domes Negative -___- Negative. 

i OR eee sa IPOSIGLV Cres | pee een Moderate precipitate. Fluid 

not clear. 
Avirulent 

Z Le a0) epee eee be ce ey (00) fees [eet A Se eee Heavy precipitate. Fluid en- 
strain. ‘ 

tirely cleared. 

(Coven nol |e ee (6G) ese eR | Pan RR ae Do. 

From the above experiments we can conclude only that the precipitate of the 

bacteria is coarser grained and that it occurs somewhat earlier in the immune 

serum than in the normal monkey serum. 

Taste No. V.—Foreign Serum Number II and immune monkey serum—Agglutination 
tests January 18. 

FOREIGN SERUM NUMBER II. 

Dilutions. After 14 hours. After 2 hours. After 5 hours. 

2. Negative. 

Maassen mene 0: 
: 1:20 Positive weak. 

strain. “ 
Control. Negative. 

Control. Do. 

Virulent { 1:10 Do. 

strain. Control. Do. 

IMMUNE MONKEY SERUM. 

1:2 NCP abivietewaaees nt we oe Negative. 

1:10 IR OSil iy erkeeeneertes seem, ere eit Positive. 
Maassen 

attain 1:20 Do. 

; * | Control. Negative. 

Control. Do. 

Virulent { 1:10 After 5 hours.* 

strain. Control. Negative. 

*A sedimentation is occurring and particles are collecting in the fluid, strongly simulating aggluti- 

nation. 
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Pest immune serum Number III from a horse in the process of immu- 

nization by Dr. Ruediger. 

as follows: 

The last injection before bleeding was with 

nearly 10 agar cultures of “Pest Virulent” intravenously. 

drawn and tested for agglutination fifteen days after this injection. 

horse’s normal serum was also tested at the same time. 

The serum was 

A 

The results are 

Taste No. VI.—IJmmune serum Number III and normal serum ( for control) —January 

23, agglutination with strain ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ second transplant, 24-hour cultures. 

IMMUNE SERUM NUMBER III. 

Dilution. After 1 hour. | After 4 hours. After 20 hours. 

1:2 | Negative 

L210) SBositiviewa=-= |e. 

1:2 | Negative —___- Negative. 228 | Negative. 

Tia) eee dos sess anes 0 Co pee eee ee Very slight sediment. 

teeta eee G (o)seeeees | eae (0 (0 eee eee | Positive. 

Control. |----- (5 (oe | ee (5 Re epee a | Negative. 
| | 

Taste No. VII. 

January 25, the same sera as in Table No. VI again tested, with the following 

results: 

IMMUNE SERUM NUMBER III. 

Dilution. After 1 hour. After 2 hours. After 16 hours. 

1:10 | Positive ______ Positive. Marked | Positive fluid cleared. 

precipitate. : 

1:20 | Negative _____ Negatives: =) 53 Considerable sediment. Fluid cleared. 

NORMAL SERUM (FOR CONTROL). 

1:10 Considerable sediment. Fluid almost 

cleared. 

1:20 Do. 

bres: Negative. Slight precipitate. 

Control. Do. 

= 

The same 

on this date. 

sera were tested with a 24-hour culture of the strain “Pest Avirulent” 

The results were as follows: 

e 
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TasLe Numper VIII. 

Dilution. After 1 hour. After 2 hours. After 16 hours. | 

Immune 1:10 | Positive ____ Positive. 

Serum. Veal: Negative -_- Marked precipitate. 

Normal TON Sasa does: 3 Do. 

Serum. 

Cormpeolls |) ING Sa Geel ee ee ee eee Do. 
a 1 

Agelutination tests were made of the same horse’s serum, the animal having 

received 10 agar cultures intravenously before this examination. The anti-infec- 

tious power of the serum at this time was such that 1 cubic centimeter protected 

60 per cent of the inoculated white rats against fatal pest infection. The results 

are as follows: 

TasLEe No. [X.—Jmmune serum Number III with strains ‘‘Maassen Alt?’ and ‘Pest 

Avirulent.’’ 

“MAASSEN ALT.” 

Dilution. After 4 hours. After 20 hours. 

HOUR OSItLViGS Stee eee ae ne ae Positive. Fluid cleared. 

20) Negative ua 22. 2) eee es os Moderate sediment. Fluid not clear. 

ng 0) We ee (010) Se Se see eo ee Do. 

ESO ees (CMO ee ae ee ee Do. 

Control. | Very slight precipitate of bacteria ___ Do. 

Weed INGE abies: 2262 FA ee erce ee i Behe Do. 

“PEST AVIRULENT.” 

Dilution. After 2 hours. After 4 hours. 

MALONE OSItiV.e Ss See ses oe eee wee Positive. Fluid cleared. 

1:20 | Negative Do. 

UP alo}O) eet (6 (oye ee eee Negative, Slight sediment. 

He sO) | ee (6 0 Jeena are See Do. 

WEPAO0) |e ae Momte= eee Jee Do. 

Control. |_---_ 00 ese ee ee Sediment. Fluid not clear. 

es pie we GORI Se ht eRe eee Dee Se Do. 

The agglutination of Pest immune serum Number IV, obtained from 

a horse, was tested five months after its preparation. Its anti-infectious 
value was such that 1 cubic centimeter protected 90 per cent of the 

inoculated white rats against pest. The agglutination tests were made 

with the strain “Pest Virulent” (second transplant) at this time in 

dilutions of 1:10, 1:20, 1:100, 1:500, 1:1,000, with two controls. 

All were negative after four hours except in the dilution of 1:10, where 

a weak positive reaction occurred. ag 
55670——7 
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THE AGGLUTINATING PROPERTIES OF THE BLOOD IN IMMUNIZED 

HUMAN BEINGS. 

A study of the agglutinating properties in the blood of a number of 

persons who had been vaccinated against plague, as well as of several 

cases who had suffered with the disease, is summarized in the following 

table. The blood was collected and tested from the vaccinated cases, 

from one week to ten days after the inoculation. It was taken from those 

convalescent from plague ten days after the subsidence of the fever. 

In the two cases in which it was obtained at autopsy, the patients had 

lived ten and fourteen days, respectively, after the onset of the disease. 

In order that the tests might be carefully and repeatedly made, from 10 

to 20 cubic centimeters of blood was collected in the living cases from 

a vein of the arm. In the majority of instances reactions were at the 

same time performed with fresh, normal human serum. The sera were 

all tested within a day or two after the blood was drawn. A second 

transplant 24-hour culture of the virulent strain was employed in all 

the tests. 

Taste No. X.—Tests of the agglutinating value of human immune sera. 

Manner of inoc- milton Dilutions. Results and remarks. Case No. 

I} 4 oese ‘Pest | 1:2; 1:5; 1:10; | After 1 hour all negative. After 16 hours 

Avirulent;” 1 1:20; 2 controls the precipitation of the bacteria is quite 

week later i (no serum). marked in all of the tubes but not so 

oese ‘Pest marked or of so dense a nature in the 

Avirulent.” control tubes. 

(1:2; 1:5; 1:10; | After 1 hour all negative. After 16 hours 

1:20; 1:50; sediment in all the tubes but more 

1:100; 2 con- marked in the tubes containing serum 

trols (noserum). than in the control tubes. The same 

Ti || eee doen { sera tested again the following day with 

the same results. 

leontrol horse | Positive after 1 hour. 

pest immune 

serum. 

1:10; 1:20; 41 After 1 hour all negative. After 16 hours 

controls (no sediment in all the tubes; more marked 

serum). in all tubes containing s rum than in 

control tubes. The same sera were 

tested on the following day with similar 

II | 20ese “ Best results. 

Avirulent.”” ||2 controls with 

normal human 

serum, dilu- 

\ tions 1:10; 1:20. 

1:10; 1:20; 1:40; | After 2 hours distinct precipitation of bac- 

1305 P1603 (2 teria in dilution of 1:10; after 2} hours 

controls with- precipitation appears also in dilutions 

out serum. of 1:80 and 1:160. Remaining tubes 
2oesen ‘Pest Seen 

att show no precipitation. 
Avirulent.”’ 

1 control normal 

human serum, 

1:20. 
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Taste No. X.—Tests of the agglutinating value of human immune sera—Cont’d. 

Case No. 
Manner of inoc- 

ulation. Dilutions. Results and remarks. 

NY 

VI 

VII 

Vil 

2oesen ‘Pest 

Avirulent.”’ 

Opes 20 se 0: 

18037) 11603" 2 

controls with- 

out serum. 

1 control normal 

human serum, 

1:20. 

1:2; 1:10; 2 con- 

trols (noserum). 

1 control normal 

human serum, 

oe 

1 control horse 

pest immune 

serum, 1:10. 

Orde 207140; 

1:80; 3 controls 

(no serum), 

Control normal 

human serum 

LOS 

2 ee OS a2 0: 

SAO 11803982) 

controls (no 

serum). 

Control normal 

serum 1:10. 

12 l0:5 2'con= 

trols (no 

serum). 

Control normal 

human serum 

1:5. 

Control horse 

pest immune 

serum 1:5. 

1:10; 1:20; 1:40; 

1:80; 1:160; 3 

controls (no 

serum). , 

Control normal 

human serum 

LO; 

Control horse 

pest immune 

serum, 1:5. 

After 2 hours faint precipitation of bac- 

teria in dilution of 1:10. After 3 hours 

the same precipitation appears in the 

dilution of 1:20. The control tube with 

normal serum and the remaining tubes 

show no precipitation at this time. 

Moderate precipitation of bacteria after 2 

hours in dilutions of 1:2 and1:10. No 

sediment in control tubes. 

Slight sediment of bacteria after 3 hours. 

Positive after 1 hour. 

After 2 hours marked precipitate of bacteria 

in dilutions of 1:10 to 1:40. Controls 

negative. 

Negative after 2 hours. 

After 2 hours marked precipitate of bacte- 

ria in dilutions of 1:2 to 1:40. 

Negative after 2 hours. 

After 2} hours marked precipitate of bacte- 

ria in dilution of 1:2 and 1:10. Con- 

trols negative. 

After 3 hours moderate precipitate of bac- 

teria. 

Positive after 2 hours. 

After 1 hour marked precipitate of bacte- 

ria in dilution of 1:40. After 2 hours 

marked precipitate in dilutions of 1:10, 

1:20 and 1:80. Controls negative. 

Negative after 2 hours. 

Moderate precipitate after 2 hours. 
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TasLeE No. X.—Tests of the agglutinating value of human immune seru—Cont’d. 

Case No. 
Manner of inoc- 

ulation. Dilutions. 

Vill 

Vill | 

One agar slant 

“Pest Aviru- 

lent.” 

| 

| 

H 

palit: 

| 

| 
| 
| 

| 

| 

| 
| 
| 
{(1 = 25 

‘3 controls 

( 

| 
| 

} 

\ 

| Control 

|) Control 

ea Os4 cts 20: 

1:40; 1:80; 

1:160; 1:320; 3 

controls with- 

out serum. 

Control normal 

human serum, 

2:5; 1210; 1220; 

3 controls with- 

out serum. 

i555 Set} 

1:20; 5 controls 

without serum. 

Control with 

human serum, 

MOF 11020: 

(no 

serum). 

25 15; 2econ- 

trols (no 

serum). 

Control normal 

human serum 

L, 22230: 40; 

Control normal 

human serum 

TD. Ae alib: 

i(ks22 2:25; 2 eon- 

trols (no serum). 

normal 

human serum, 

jbl Sb 

1:2; 1:5; 2 con- 

trols without 

serum. 

normal 

human serum, 

CD Sal tcieys 

1:2; 2 controls 

without serum. 

1:2; 1:5; 2 econ- 

trols without 

serum. 

| 

Results and remarks. 

After 2 hours no precipitate of bacteria in 

any of tubes. After 16 hours marked 

precipitate in dilutions of 1:5, 1:20, 

and 1:40. ; 

After 2 hours moderate precipitation of 

bacteria in dilution of 1:10; after 4 

hours in dilutions of 1:5 and 1:20. 

After 2 hours all negative. After 16 hours 

marked precipitation with clearing of 

fluid in dilutions of 1:5, 1:10 and 1:20. 

Not in 1:2. 

After 2 hours all negative. After 16 hours 

marked precipitation with clearing of 

fluid in dilutions of 1:5, 1:10, and 1:20. 

Controls negative. 

All negative after 1 hour. After 16 hours 

dilution 1:5 marked precipitation. 

Other tubes negative. 

Negative after 1 hour. After 1} hours 

| flocculent precipitate strongly resem- 

| bling agglutination appears in the dilu- 

| tion of 1:10 of one normal serum and in 

the dilution of 1:5in the other. Precipi- 

tate disappears on shaking. Dilutions 

| oi1:2 witheachserum negative. After 

| 15 hours dilutions of 1:10 and 1:5, 

| heavy precipitate. Dilutions of 1:2 

| still negative. 

All negative after 1 hour. After 16 hours 

moderate precipitate of bacteria in dilu- 

tion of 1:5. 

Negative after 1 hour. 

Negative after 1 hour. Moderate precipi- 

tate of bacteria in dilution of 1:5 after 

16 hours. 

Negative after 1 hour. Moderate precipi- 

tation of bacteria in dilution of 1:5 after 

16 hours. 

Exactly the same results obtained as in 

Case X. 

Negative after ses hours. 

Negative after 1 hour. 
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Taste No. X.—Tests of the agglutinating value of human immune sera—Cont’d. 

Manner of inoc- = 
Case No. ulation. Dilutions. Results and remarks. 

XY | One agar slant | 1:2; 1:5; 2 econ- | After 1 hour and 10 minutes a flocculent 

“Pest Aviru- trols(noserum).| precipitate began to appear in the dilu- 

lent.” tion of 1:10. (Compare with Case IX 

reaction with normal serum.) Dilution 

1:2 negative. 

220 sae All negative after 1 hour. After 16 hours 

moderate sediment in dilution of 1:5. 

PROVE | Sed Oper ;Control normal | Both negative after 1 and 16 hours. 

human serum, 

Ie oa Teta 

SRO VALI | asa GO ae Bie. 1:2; 1:5; 2 con- | Exactly the same results as with Serum 

trols(noserum).| XVII. 

XIX . 
Xx All negative after 1 hour. In Case XXI 

XXI SC Ope hol ae (Cho) Soe sees slight precipitate in dilution of 1:5 after 

XXIII 3 hours. 

SAG (0 nee eee All negative after 1 hour. 

XXIv |__. oe een Control normal | Negative after 1 hour. Slight precipitate 

human serum, in dilution of 1:5 after 3 hours. 

2 dD. 

SONS Vea (6 Ko) ie Ree eet 1:2; 1:5; 2 con-! All negative after 1 hour. Sediment in 

s trols(noserum).| dilution of 1:5 after 16 hours. 

XXVI 

ae res A Oeste a [bee Qe. ae All negative after 1 hour. 

XXXIII : 

Plage weicasea| kee bese oe. ae | dO = ae Do. 

Pala Saline | an Ses oe S| 5 {0 Koei ee - Do. 

autopsies 

IT and Il. 

A careful study of the above table brings us to the conclusion that in 

the majority of the instances no traces of agglutinins could definitely be 

demonstrated. In a few cases they perhaps were present in very small 

amounts. 

In concluding the remarks on agglutination it may again be emphasized 

that excessive precautions must be taken to distinguish between pseudo 

and true agglutination in pest, and that apparently only in the organism 

highly immunized against plague infection do the agglutinins become 

developed in sufficient quantity to be of any practical importance either 

in the diagnosis of the infection or in the demonstration of the presence 

of an immunity. It also would appear from these experiments that 

the development of the anti-infectious substances in a plague immune 
serum is quite independent of the development of the agglutinins. 



IX. THE BACTERICIDAL ACTION OF PLAGUE SERUM. 

The German Plague Commission concluded that in pest immune sera 

specific bactericidal anti-bodies were present, the action of which was 

fully analogous to that of the protective substances which had been 

demonstrated by R. Pfeiffer to exist im cholera and typhoid infection. 

However, they made no experiments which demonstrated that such sera 

possessed a bactericidal action against the pest bacillus, although some 

experiments were performed which demonstrated their preventive action 

against infection and their curative value. Nevertheless, the opinion that 

plague immune serum exerts a bactericidal action against this organism 

apparently became generally accepted, although but little experimental 

work was carried on upon the subject. 

In 1902, Kolle and Martini™ performed experiments with guinea pigs and rats 

in which the animals were inoculated with from | to 2 cubic centimeters of pest 

immune serum and after twenty-four hours were inoculated intraperitoneally with 

from 2 to 3 oesen of pest cultures of moderate virulence, suspended in saline 

solution. Three or four hours after the inoculation of the bacteria, upon 

microscopical examination according to the method of Pfeiffer, of drops of the 

exudate from the abdominal cavity, the majority of the bacilli were found to be 

swollen, degenerated, and broken up. This phenomenon was not noted in control 

animals treated with normal serum, but pest bacilli of normal appearance were 

observed, which increased in number from hour to hour up to the time of the 

death of the animal. The abdominal exudate of the animals injected with 

immune serum was sometimes apparently sterile after twenty-four hours, although 

in these cases the few remaining bacteria usually multiplied and caused the death 

of the animal at a later time. Animals, such as rats, which had been actively 

immunized against pest by repeated subcutaneous injections of living, attenuated 

cultures, when injected intraperitoneally with pest strains of moderate virulence 

also exhibited the same bactericidal action toward the bacteria, but no anti-toxic 

action. could be observed. 

Markl ® as a result of his observations found that the process of destruction of 

pest bacilli varied according to the virulence of the organism. When a culture 

of very great virulence was inoculated into the abdominal cavity of a guinea 

pig which had been treated with an immune serum, after thirty minutes a very 

extensive leucocytosis occurred and the bacteria were taken up by the phagocytes. 

Those bacteria which remained free, became agglutinated and grouped about the 

leucocytes. One hour after the injection of the immune serum he could find 

no extracellular bacilli in the peritoneal exudate and cultures made from it 

either remained sterile or developed only a few colonies. A leucocytosis also 

occurred in control animals without immune serum, but the bacilli remained in this 

% Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1902), 28, 45. 

S Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1903), 42, 244. 
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instance extracellular and cultures of the abdominal exudate on agar produced 

a rich growth of bacteria. In further experiments on rats, where strains of 

different pathogenetic power were employed, the very virulent strains were taken 

up by the phagocytes through the action of the immune serum, while avirulent 

strains (those non-lethal in doses of 2 oesen) became dissolved in the abdominal 

eavity of the animal without the aid of the phagocytes. Strains of moderate 

virulence became partially destroyed by both of these means. The same mechanism 

was observed in passive immunization with serum, as was seen in animals actively 

immunized, either with killed or with living attenuated cultures. 

Kolle® in December, 1904, on pursuing further experiments of this nature, 

confirmed Markl’s results. He also compared the method of action of plague, 

cholera and typhoid immune sera, testing the bactericidal action of plague 

serum in vitro after the method of Neisser and Wechsberg. He was unable to 

demonstrate any bactericidal reaction, in spite of the many variations in the 

experiments and the use of many different sera to supply the complement for 

the completion of the action of the amboceptors. Plague bacilli after treatment 

with the immune serum developed as plentifully in the culture media as they did 

in those instances in which they were treated with normal serum. Kolle and 

Hetsch employed fresh, normal serum from the pigeon, cow, horse, chicken, rabbit, 

donkey, and rat for supplying the complement. Upon investigating the question 

of whether the bacterial receptors of the plague bacillus were able to bind ambocep- 

tors in an immune serum, it was shown that such a binding did actually take place, 

and that the serum after being first treated with living plague bacilli lost in anti- 

infectious power, as was shown by experiments performed on rats. However, at 

the temperature of the ice box or when killed pest bacilli were substituted for 

living ones, binding of the amboceptors could not be demonstrated. Moreover, the 

union did not occur under the same quantitative relations as it does with typhoid 

and cholera immune serum. Kolle therefore concluded that the pest serum acts 

neither as a pure antitoxic serum, such as we see in diphtheria and tetanus, nor 

as a pure bactericidal one, such as we see in cholera and typhoid. 

Skschtvan “ also obtained Pfeiffer’s phenomenon in guinea pigs which were 

inoculated with 4 cubic centimeters of the Paris pest serum and sixteen to twenty 

hours later reinoculated with from 2 oesen to 1 agar culture intraperitoneally. 

When the serum was inoculated into the peritoneum, the bacteria became broken 

up in one-half hour. The control animals without serum died after one to two 

days while those inoculated with immune serum lived for from five to seven days. 

In the latter instance, in three cases, a periorchitis existed and the omentum 

was shrunken and hard. 

In 1902, Wright and Windsor ™ showed that normal human serum was entirely 

without bactericidal action upon the pest bacillus and that sterilized cultures of 

this organism were not capable of abstracting a bactericidal element from such 

blood. In the following year Wright and Douglas” further showed that, while 

no bactericidal reaction was exerted against the plague bacillus by normal human 

serum, such serum evidenced a distinct opsonic action against this organism. 

On the other hand Row™ maintained that the serum of plague convalescents 

possessed remarkable bactericidal properties. He found that while in hanging. 

® Ztschr. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1904), 48, 371. 

” Oentrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1903), 33, 271. 

mJ. of Hyg. (1902), 2, 385. 

2 Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. (1904), 73, 130. 

® Brit. Med. Jowrn. (1902), 1895. 
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drop preparations, the Bacillus pestis flourished in the serum of normal individ- 

uals, when a quantity of serum from a plague convalescent was infected with 

this organism the latter was destroyed after twenty-four hours. The growth of 

the plague bacillus was said to be inhibited, in the case of blood taken from 

patients in the early stage of the disease or from those tending to recover. In 

a later paper ™ he pointed out that this bactericidal reaction of the pest bacillus 

resulted from the action of immune bodies plus complement, and that the action 

of plague serum could be suspended by the usual method of inactivation and 

it could again be reactivated by the addition of fresh complement. He claimed 

that Roux’s serum which had been inactivated, could be reactivated by fresh 

complement obtained from either man, the dog, rat, or monkey. However, Row’s 

experiments seem inconclusive and unconvincing owing to the technique employed. 

In 1906, Lamb and Foster“ again emphasized the fact that not only normal 

human serum, but also that of other mammals, was devoid of any bactericidal 

action on Bacillus pestis. 

Schouroupoff.” who demonstrated that the pest bacilli which were injected into 

animals immunized against pest, disappeared after a very short time, concluded 

that the antipest serum is also partly bactericidal in its action. 

Léhlein™ very recently communicated the results of his studies upon phago- 

cytosis in pest and anthrax to the Association of Microbiology at Berlin. He 

found that while in the animal body almost no phagocytosis of virulent pest 

strains occurred, in vitro the organisms were taken up by the carefully washed 

white blood corpuscles of the most susceptible experimental animals and he 

further demonstrated that while phagocytosis of the virulent pest organism was: 

not dependent upon the action of dissolved opsonic substances, such action was 

promoted by normal guinea pig serum. The same phenomena were observed with 

dilutions of specific plague serum. In the case of undiluted serum, or in its 

lower dilutions, the serum was strongly agglutinative, so that the result was 

obscured. Lohlein, in accord with the experiments of Markl, found that im 

vitro the most marked prevention to the growth of virulent pest bacilli occurred 

when immune serum and leucocytes were placed in contact with the pest bacilli. 

Upon injecting virulent pest germs into the “prepared” abdominal cavity of 

guinea pigs, a marked phagocytosis of the bacteria also occurred. A rapid 

diminution of the bacteria at first, as well as of the animal cells in the abdominal 

cavity, also occurred upon injecting these organisms into the abdominal cavity 

of a normal guinea pig or rat. A dissolution of the bacteria was not observed, 

but the organisms were taken up by phagocytic cells in different portions of the 

abdomen and in the omentum. Later, a marked increase in the number of 

leucocytes in the abdominal cavity took place and especially, the bacteria became 

increased in number. These organisms, which were termed “bacteria of the 

second generation,” increased up to the time of the death of the animal. The 

bacteria which appeared after the “negative” period were not usually taken up 

by phagocytes. This failure of the leucocytes to ingest them was evidently not 

due to an injury to the phagocytic properties of these cells, as was demonstrated 

by the further injection of staphylococci into the abdominal cavity, the latter 

organisms undergoing active phagocytosis. Lohlein thought this phenomenon 

might be explained either upon the assumption of the presence of a soluble 

™ Brit. Med. Journ. (1903), 1078. 

*% Lancet (1906), 171, 9. 

™% Arch. des Sci. Biologiques (1905), 11, 196. 

7 Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Abt. I (1906), 38, 32. 
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substances such as an ageressin, in the sense in which Bail uses the term, or by 

assuming that the bacteria which appeared later in the abdominal cavity, sur- 

rounded by capsules, possessed a negative chemotactic action. Possibly both 

of these factors played a role, although he was unable to determine the question 

definitely. He also found, as Denys and Tartakowsky had done, that where 

immune serum was injected into the abdominal cavity of a guinea pig, shortly 

after the introduction of the organisms, phagocytosis in addition to agelutination 

of these bacteria of the second generation occurred. 

After a study of the experiments which had been performed in relation 

to the bactericidal action of the pest immune serum in vitro, it appeared 

to me, to judge from the careful experiments of Kolle and Hetsch on pest 

immune serum, that this question was definitely settled as far as the 

methods employed were concerned. The experiments of Wright and Lamb 

and my own already referred to, relating to the bactericidal reaction in 

vitro of normal human and other mammal’s blood, also appeared conclusive. 

However, in order further to complete the evidence, the following addi- 

tional experiments, consisting of the examination of the bactericidal power 

of horse’s perfectly fresh pest immune serum, as compared with horse’s 

fresh normal serum, were undertaken. I also studied the bactericidal 

power of horse’s inactivated pest immune serum, after the addition of 

perfectly fresh monkey serum to supply the complement. The horse’s 

immune serum in the latter instance was inactivated by heating for one 

hour at 56° C. The experiments were performed in the following way: 

In test tube I were placed 1 cubic centimeter of perfectly fresh, horse’s immune 

serum (without the addition of carbolic acid) + 1 cubic centimeter of a suspen- 

sion of an agar culture of the virulent pest bacillus in bouillon, in a dilution of 

1 to 50,000. 

In test tube II were placed 1 cubic centimeter of perfectly fresh, normal 

horse serum + 1 cubie centimeter of a suspension of an agar culture of the 

virulent pest bacillus in bouillon in a dilution of 1 to 50,000. 

After thorough mixing of the contents of each tube they were both placed for 

three hours in the incubator at 37° C., when sets of agar plates were prepared. 

No difference in the bactericidal action of the two sera could be distinguished. 

In the second series of experiments, in test tube I were placed 1 cubic 

centimeter of the inactivated, horse’s immune serum + 0.5 cubic centimeter of 

the suspension of the bacilli + 0.5 cubic centimeter of monkey’s fresh normal 

serum in a dilution of 1: 10. 
In test tube II were placed 1 cubic centimeter of horse’s inactivated, normal 

serum + 0.5 cubic centimeter of a suspension of the bacilli + 0.5 cubie centi- 

meter of monkey’s fresh, normal, serum in a dilution of 1: 10. 

In test tube III were placed 0.5 cubic centimeter of the supension of the 

bacilli + 1.5 eubie centimeters of saline solution. 

In test tube IV, 0.5 cubic centimeter of a suspension of the bacilli + 0.5 

cubie centimeter monkey’s normal serum + 0.5 cubic centimeter saline solution. 

These experiments were performed in dilutions of the serum of 1: 2, 

1:10, 1: 100, and 1:500. No marked difference could be discovered in 

the number of colonies in the plates prepared from the suspensions of 

immune serum and from that of the normal serum. 
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The success of the reaction in experiments of this nature, providing 

of course that the serum to be tested possesses a bactericidal power, 

obviously depends upon the selection of an animal serum containing 

complement with receptors suitable to unite with the amboceptors in the 

immune serum. As has been mentioned, Kolle and Hetsch in their 

experiments employed the sera of the pigeon, cow, horse, chicken, rabbit, 

donkey, and rat to furnish the complement. 

However, it was demonstrated by the following additional experiments 

that my failure, in the experiments which I have just described, to obtain 

a bactericidal reaction or to demonstrate any other injurious effect on 

the plague bacillus resulting from the action of the pest immune serum 

on this organism was not due to the fact that I had not found a suitable 
complement for the amboceptors. 

A horse’s pest immune serum (not inactivated), which at the time 

in doses of 1 cubic centimeter was able to protect against fatal pest 

infection about 90 per cent of the rats inoculated with it, was mixed with 

perfectly fresh rat serum and its bactericidal value tested according to 

the method, in vitro, which has already been described. In order that 

the phenomenon of the deflection of the complement by amboceptors, as 

deseribed by Neisser and Wechsberg, might not interfere with the reac- 

tion, the experiments were also performed with varying amounts of the 

horse’s immune serum and fresh rat serum. However, no difference could 

be detected between the results obtained with these experiments and 

with those performed in the same manner with normal horse serum plus 

fresh rat serum. 

These experiments and those of Kolle and Hetsch already outlined 

appear to demonstrate that the pest immune serum which is known to 

possess anti-infectious power in the animal, possesses in vitro no bacte- 

ricidal action whatever, that is similar to that possessed, for example, by 

typhoid immune serum. It is also clear that the pest bacilli are not 

only not killed by the immune serum, but that they. remain alive and are 

capable of subsequent development. Therefore, it is evident that some 

other factor must play an important réle in the ultimate destruction of 

the inoculated bacilli in the body of an animal either passively im- 

munized by the injection of such a serum or actively immunized by 

vaccination, and according to the conceptions of Metchnikoff it might be 

argued that since the serum in the test tube is apparently without injurious 

action upon the pest bacilli, the phagocyte must be the additional factor 
which is necessary to render harmless and to destroy the organism in 

question. 

However, before accepting this hypothesis, it seemed advisable further 
to investigate not only what action the serum has upon the life of the 

plague organism, but also what action the organism has upon the 
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immune serum. From the extensive work performed by Ehrlich, Mor- 

genroth, Pfeiffer, Wassermann, Kolle, and their co-workers, we know that 

a union occurs im vitro between the specific substances of a serum, such 

as antitoxine or bacteriolysine, and the homologous bacterial antigen. 

Although the union of these two substances follows a different law, it 

is possible to show that such a binding actually does take place and that 

the antitoxic serum loses in value after combination with toxine and the 

bactericidal one diminishes in its specific effect after treatment with its 

corresponding bacterium. 

With a view of further elucidating the subject, this problem was under- 

taken with the plague bacillus and pest immune serum; the experiments 

being performed in a somewhat similar manner to those previously carried 

on in this laboratory in 1904 with the cholera organism. The pest im- 

mune serum was first carefuly tested for its anti-infectious power on rats 

and the amount determined which would protect about 90 per cent of 

the animals inoculated with it, against the subsequent injection of a 
lethal dose of plague bacilli. (See Series 53, p. 286.) Fifteen cubic 

centimeters of this pest serum were then mixed with the living bacteria 

obtained from fifteen 48-hour agar slant cultures of the virulent pest 

strain. ‘The mixture was placed in the incubator for two hours at 37° C.; 

earbolie acid to 0.5 per cent was then added and the mixture heated for 

two hours at 46° C. and then thoroughly centrifuged. The clear fluid 

above was then drawn off from the sediment of bacteria. After the 

sterility of the serum had been demonstrated, its anti-infectious value 

was now for a»second time tested on rats and it then was found that 

the serum no longer protected these animals in the same amounts as it 

did previous to its treatment with the baceria, 70 per cent of the rats 

inoculated with the same dose succumbing when subsequently infected 

with pest.“ 

It follows from this that a binding of at least a portion of the ambo- 
ceptors of the pest immune serum to the receptors of the plague bacillus 

had occurred, and although the bacteria in question were not killed by 
the serum, neyertheless, a reaction in vitro between the serum and the 

organism had occurred. (For the details of these experiments see Series 

53, p. 286.) These results are confirmatory of those already referred 

to and obtained by Kolle and Hetsch. 

For the further study of the action of plague immune serum I per- 

formed other experiments in the abdominal cavities of guinea pigs, the 

details of which may be seen in Series 63, 64, and 65 (pp. 268, 270, and 

271). Upon injecting the strain “Pest Virulent” into the peritoneal 

78Jn performing experiments of this nature precautions must be taken to 

ascertain if sufficient amounts of dissolved receptors of the bacilli (artificial 

ageressins) remain in the serum to influence the course of the infection in the 

animal. 
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cavity of a guinea pig immunized against plague either by previous vacci- 

nation or by the injection of a dose of pest immune serum, it was found 

that Pfeiffer’s phenomenon as observed in the case of the cholera organism 

in the cholera immune animal did not occur. The virulent organism 

in question did not undergo dissolution and only with the very avirulent 

strains (“Maassen Alt” and “Pest Avirulent”) did the organisms finally 

become swollen or disintegrated. It is true that shortly after the inocu- 

lation of the virulent strain in the immunized animal, a disappearance 

of the bacteria from the abdominal cavity usually occurred, and that 

also at first but few animal cells were encountered in the abdominal 

exudate. Upon investigating the fate of the bacteria by killing the 

animals at different periods of time after the inoculation, it was found 

that shortly after the injection, both in the case of animals immunized 

against pest and in that of normal animals, the majority of the bacteria 

had been carried to or made their way to the walls of the cavity and 

particularly to the omentum, to the surface of which they had become 

adherent. Here many of them were taken up by the phagocytic cells. 

After a short period, the leucocytes became more abundant in the abdom- 

inal exudate and many of them were seen to contain bacteria. In many 

cases, in the immunized animal, the leucocytes seem to possess positive 

chemotaxis for the bacteria, judging from the manner in which the latter 

are grouped about them. 

In the case of nonimmune animals the pest bacilli outside of the 

cells increase in number up to the time of the death of the animal. 

The majority of the bacteria that are found to exist free in the cavity 

after the negative phase, are short, bipolar staining bacilli which seem 

to possess capsules ; a smaller number of large bacilli, frequently showing 

involution forms, are also encountered. After the negative phase in 

the case of the immunized animal, the leucocytes usually become much 

more numerous in the abdominal cavity. The phagocytosis of the bac- 

teria continues, both by the cells in the omentum, and by those free in 

the abdominal cavity, until very few free bacilli remain. However, as 

has been mentioned, in the nonimmune animals the bipolar staining 

organisms, which do not appear to be taken up by the leucocytes, increase 

up to the time of the death of the guinea pig. (See Series 63, 64, and 

65 (pp. 268, 270, and 271.) 

Lohlein,*® whose article was published while my experiments were in 

progress, also encountered these bipolar staining organisms. These he 

very appropriately terms “bacteria of the second generation,” and he calls 

attention to the fact that they are seldom seen to undergo phagocytosis. 

This phenomenon as mentioned he explains either upon the assumption 

that some such substance as the aggressin of Bail may be present, or that 

@ TOG cut. 
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perhaps the capsules of the bacteria act in a negatively chemotactic 

manner. My own idea is that these organisms are negatively chemotactic 

for the leucocytes, but not because they possess ageressins in the sense 

which Bail uses the term, but because they have not been changed chem- 

ically by the action of the immune serum—that is, these bacteria have 

either entirely escaped the action of the plague amboceptors, or a sufficient 

portion of their receptors have not been bound to enable the leucocytes 

to act positively chemotactic toward them and to engulf them; the 

phagocyte usually ingesting only the organism which has previously been 

affected by the immune serum; it is also possible that the encapsulated 

organisms are not readily hydrolyzed. 

Therefore, it is obvious that im vitro the amboceptors of plague immune 

serum unite with the receptors of the organism and that in the body of the 

animal the process of destruction is carried on further by the phagocytes, 

which engulf the bacteria which have been so acted upon. It is also 

evident that the bacteria are not killed in the test tube by the immune 

serum alone. Does the leucocyte accomplish this action, or is the 

organism killed in the abdominal cavity by other influences before under- 

going phagocytosis? That the latter hypothesis is not always true I 

have been able to demonstrate by transplanting to the surface of agar 

media loops of the abdominal exudate which contain phagocytes inclosing 
bacteria. The organisms under these circumstances have sometimes been 

observed to have increased within the cells and in some instances to have 

burst the leucocyte and partially to have escaped from it. 

It therefore seems that after the bacillus has been prepared for the 

action of the leucocyte by the immune serum, the leucocyte does play a 

part in the digestion and ultimate destruction of the organism. On the 

other hand, that the phagocytes in nonimmunized animals do not to any 

extent take up plague bacilli seems equally clear and this opinion may 

be confirmed by the study in plague infections of smears or sections from 

plague buboes or abscesses in other portions of the body. Here, while 

many bacteria are encountered in the endothelial cells, but very limited 

or no evidence of phagocytosis by polymorphonuclear leucocytes is en- 

countered. 
The destruction of the plague bacillus is then effected by the immune 

animal in a manner partly in accord with the humoral theory of Buchner 

and partly in accord with the phagocytic one of Metchnikoff. The action 

of the serum in its protective effect upon the animal is neither antitoxic 

nor bactericidal, but has been termed anti-infectious ; that is, it is a serum 

possessed with the power of preventing infection. 



X. OPSONIC ACTION OF PLAGUE SERUM. 

As is now generally known, Wright and Douglas *° in 1903 proposed 
the term “opsonins” to designate the elements in the blood which modi- 

fied the bacteria in a manner which rendered them a ready prey to the 

phagocytes. Their important article, at the time of its appearance, did 

not excite the attention which it merited, but in 1904 and 1905 they, 

together with Bullock,** undertook further studies relating to the varia- 

tions of the opsonic content of the blood in certain infections and explained 

the practical results to be obtained from the observation of the opsonic 

index. ‘These publications attracted wide attention. During the past 

year many articles have appeared relating to the presence of opsonins 

in different infections and of the practical results to be obtained by 

increasing the opsonic index through the injection of bacterial vaccines. 

While some of this work has been done by trained investigators, much 

of it has been performed by men who may be considered new to the 

field and it is questionable whether all of the claims of the practical 

results obtained with the various infections will be justified by more 

careful work in the future. There are many sources of error in determin- 
ing the opsonic index, and the personal equation is of considerable im- 

portance when the method described by Wright is employed. 

Among the more important articles on this subject which have appeared 

during the past year, besides those of Wright, may be particularly men- 

tioned those of Hektoen*? and his pupils and of Simon, Rosenow and 

Porter §* in the United States, and of Muir and Martin in Great Britain. 

A discussion of the entire subject can not here be entered into. 

Hektoen and Bullock beleved that the opsonins might be regarded as 

distinct from the other anti-bodies. However, it does not seem to me 

that this has been at all conclusively established, and in my experimental 

work on the subject I have not been able to convince myself that in the 

“opsonic” action in plague we have to do with any other factors than the 

binding of the receptors of the bacteria by amboceptors of the serum 

and of the union of the complement in the usual way, as in bacteriolysis, 

and believe that it is in this manner that the bacteria are prepared for 

phagocytosis. However, obviously the complement does not always neces- 

sarily cause lysis, although it always enters into the reaction. 

© Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. (1903), 72, 357. 

* Ibid. (1904), 73, 128, and Lancet (1905), 2, 1598 and 1603. These articles 

contain the other important references to Wright’s work. 

“J. Am. Med. Ass. (1906), 46, 1407, and J. Infect. Dis. (1906), 3, 434. 

J. Am. Med. Ass. (1906), 47, 1722. 
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It seems not unlikely that in some of the experiments performed in 

the study of the opsonins it is sometimes the action of the complement 

alone and sometimes, though more rarely, that of the immune body 

which has been considered to represent the opsonic action. The recent 

work of Simon ** and his associates which argues against the specific 

character of opsonins, supports these views, as does also the work of Muir 

and Martin.*® These latter authors have tested the three chief varieties 
of immune bodies (amboceptors), namely, (1) those obtained by the 

injection of red blood corpuscles, (2) serum, and (3) bacteria, and have 

found that in each case the combination of receptors plus immune bodies 

removes the opsonins of normal serum. Moreover, it seems to me that 

another very important factor in favor of the hypothesis that opsonic 

action consists of the binding in combination of amboceptors and com- 

plement is furnished by a study of the action of the plague bacillus and 

plague serum in relation to the so-called phenomenon of Bordet and 

Gengou *° of the fixation of the hemolytic complement. 

I also have been able to show that plague immune serum constantly 

produces the phenomenon and we can therefore reason from this fact and 

from the work of Muir and Martin that some complement as well as 

amboceptor enters into the opsonic reaction in plague, since we know that 
the complement is only bound according to the phenomenon of fixation 

when a union of specific amboceptor and receptor has occurred and that, 

conversely, the phenomenon only takes place when the complement is 

actually bound. (See pp. 327 and 328 for the details of these experi- 

ments. ) 

However, leaving aside the discussion of whether the opsonins really 

represent new anti-bodies of a different character from those we are 

familiar with, we may certainly say that plague immune serum possesses 

opsonic power since it prepares the organisms for phagocytosis, and we 

may add that with the plague bacillus the result of the chemical reaction 

is somewhat different from that which is observed in true bacteriolysis 

of certain other microorganisms. 

I have also investigated the question of whether the sera of human 

beings and animals vaccinated against plague develop a higher opsonic 

index against the plague organism than is possessed by normal human 

and animal sera. Some of the guinea pigs and monkeys in which the 

reaction was tested had been shown to resist plague infection after the 

vaccination. The blood was usually tested ten days after the vaccination 

or test of immunization. The method of experimentation has been as 

follows : 
A non-immunized guinea pig is inoculated intraperitoneally with 10 cubic 

centimeters of a sterile suspension of aleuronat. After from twelve to sixteen 

“4 J. Exp. Med. (1906), 8, 651. 
8% Brit. Med. Journ. (1906), 1783. 

8 Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1901), 15, 289. 
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hours the animal is killed with chloroform. The abdominal exudate, if sterile, is 

collected and mixed with an excess of 0.1 per cent of ammonium oxalate solution 

in 0.85 per cent sodium chloride solution (as proposed by Simon,)** and thoroughly 

centrifuged. The packed corpuscles are then washed several times in excess 

of saline solution and each time recentrifuged. In performing the tests one 

volume of leucocytes plus one volume of a saline suspension of the pest bacteria 

plus one volume of the serum to be tested are thoroughly mixed and incubated 

for thirty minutes at 37° C. After this time smears are prepared and stained 

with methylene blue. Two hundred leucocytes were counted and the average 

number of bacteria ingested determined. Control experiments with normal sera 

of the same species of animal were prepared as well as a control showing the 

nonphagocytic power of the washed leucocytes. The method of counting the 

phagocytic cells as suggested by Simon rather than the number of bacteria in 

each phagocyte as recommended by Wright, appears somewhat simpler and the 

error of variation between repeated counts with it was in some instances not so 

great. However, which of these methods will eventually prove to be the more 

reliable in determining the actual opsonic index I am not prepared to state. 

A few experiments were also performed in determining the opsonic 

action of vaccinated animals by another method which, however, was not 

found to be as satisfactory as the one already described. 

In these experiments the animals to be tested were first inoculated intraperi- 

toneally with a suspension of the strain “Pest Virulent” and after thirty-five 

minutes to one and one-half hours, drops of the abdominal fluid were drawn off 

and smears prepared and stained. The average number of bacteria contained in 

50 leucocytes was then counted. 

While the animals which had been vaccinated by this method usually 

showed an increased opsonic index over that of normal animals, fre- 

quently the number of leucocytes in the abdominal cavity as well as the 

number of bacteria was very small. The explanation of this phenomenon 

has already been discussed above. The difficulties in the technique were 

therefore increased and further experiments were not performed with 

this method because of the superiority of the first one described. In the 

experiments in Series 61 (p. 267) the opsonic index of the animals before 

vaccination was unfortunately not determined and hence the results are 

not as valuable for comparison. 

Carrying out experiments in this manner, the details of which are 

described in Series 61 and 62 (pp. 267 and 268), it has been possible 

to demonstrate that the blood of an individual or animal vaccinated and 

immunized against pest usually shows an increased opsonic index. How- 

ever, that this was not invariably the case may be seen from the tables 

given in Series 61 and 62. The opsonic power apparently varied some- 

what according to the virulence of the strain employed, the index usually 

being higher with the avirulent strain. No attempt was made to demon- 

* Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull. (1906), 17, 27. 
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strate the negative phase of the reaction or to plot their curves, and as 

the normal opsonic action is known to vary considerably from time to 

time, this may account for the apparent absence of the increase of the 

index in some of the cases at the time of the examination of the serum. 

Moreover, the reaction may not in some instances have reached its maxi- 

mum or it may in others have begun to decline. However, the general law 

may be determined from the study of the entire series of experiments. 

In conclusion it may then be stated that plague immune serum acts 

neither as an antitoxic serum nor as do other bactericidal sera, but its 

action may be said to be anti-infectious and opsonic in nature. 

EXPERIMENTS. 

SERIES 61.—Determination of the opsonic index in guinea pigs. 

The animals were inoculated with 1 cubic centimeter of a suspension of the 

strain “Pest Virulent” in saline solution. Thirty-five minutes to one and one-half 

hours after the injection, drops of the abdominal fluid were drawn off and smears 

prepared and stained. The average number of bacteria contained in fifty leu- 

cocytes was then counted. Unfortunately, the opsonic index was not determined 

before the animals were vaccinated and therefore the experiments were performed 

in normal as well as in vaccinated animals. 

Opsonic in- 
dex of strain 

Animal No. How immunized. “Pest Viru- 
lent’ after 
14 hours. 

1977 (vaccinated) ___| Vaccinated with 2 cultures ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ Immunity 11.3 

tested later. 

22739 (TLOTING) Gees aes ee Se lw ee gS ETE Ee Se ee eh ed 9 

1980 (vaccinated) -__| Vaccinated with 2 cultures “Pest Avirulent.”’ Immunity 

tested later. 

p22 (LO YIN 1) eames | eee te ee RE UN rcg ee ee) Se = 4.6 

2154 (vaccinated) _-_| 1 agar slant ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ Immunity tested later ______ 8 

2162 (vaccinated) —-_|_____ COMO Bs a a ee 5 

RSCML: (TONG HET Yan Ra 8 SS I eg a es ee 8 

SprRiEs 62.—Determination of the opsonic index in human beings, guinea pigs 

and monkeys. 

This series comprised the examination of the opsonic index in both human 

beings and animals vaccinated against pest. The opsonic index was tested against 

the strain “Pest Virulent” both before and after the immunization. In a few 

instances, after immunization, the opsonic index was also tested with two other 

strains of the pest bacillus, as may be seen from the table. One-tenth cubic 

centimeter of the serum, 0.1 cubic centimeter of a thoroughly washed suspension of 

guinea pig’s corpuscles, and 0.1 cubic centimeter of a suspension of the organism 

“Pest Virulent” were thoroughly mixed and the resulting suspension placed at 

37° C. for thirty minutes. Smears were then prepared and stained, two hundred 

leucocytes being counted. 

55670——8 
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SERIES 62—Continued. 

| gs se leg |e 
| BE By .|526| & ~~ % Ca _ 

= HGS Seni 
| cs 5°23 |522| 5: 

x) 25 els! = 
| Number. 33 Vaccinated with— iO) alee ee 

gs EE. |eee| £2 
aD 5 ee EUG Ce eS 

28 | ee2|st%| 2s 

fo) is) fo) ie) 

Human case 55_.| 0.4 | One 24-hour agar culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent’‘ __ 2 

Human case 56__ 3483] AO S2at. 2 Se Se ae OS ae Be eee ee 7 

Human case 58 __ 2897s (6 Ka eae a a ee Sil ee pe 

Human case 59 __ EGA) Sects GO} 28 ues ee Se ae eee LNA Ae Se eee 

Human case 60 _- Bc a eee OO 2a ese ee ee ee ee ip cere ee 

Human case 61 __ ary Peel Gosecs: 12 eek ae ee eee eee eA? |S | ee 

Human’ case 622-)) 7 152) Qe Be Ee ee a ee fa eee ee em 

Human case 64 _. 1S i GO ee aa ee eee eens 5.8 

Monkey 2666 .34 1 culture killed “Pest Virulent.” Im- 7 

(vaccinated). munity tested later. 

Monkey 2717 .64 | One 24-hour culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ Im- 2) pe aoe a 

(vaccinated). munity later tested. 

Monkey 3061 Ws | ooeee ek ee a. ee eee Pfu (eee pee 

(normal). : 

Guinea pig 2634 .42 | One 24-hour culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ Im- 1518] in ah oe |e 

(vaccinated). munity tested later. 

Guinea pig 2680 -6 | 1 eulture of killed ‘‘Pest Virulent.’’ In- 7 | 2 en ee 

(vaccinated). munity tested later. 

Guinea pig 3062 oi | SASS ee Se Se ee Li Sh eee 

(normal). 

Guinea pig 2636 .48 | One 24-hour culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent.” Im- 4 1 5.4 

(vaccinated). munity tested later. 

Guinea pig 2648 .6 | One 24-hour culture of ‘“‘Maassen Alt.’ Im- 2.4 3.2 1.8 

(vaccinated). munity tested later. 

Guinea pig 2639 .43 | One 24-hour culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ Im- 9 SE? at 

(vaccinated). munity not tested. 

Guinea pig 3053 OL | seats S2o5ass oes Se 4 -46 . 62 

(normal). 

Guinea pig 2231 DOB, |e 2 ae Se eee 2 ACR ae | 

(normal). _ 

Guinea pig 1975 1.4 | Two 24-hour cultures “Pest Avirulent.’ AAS ipee sical SS eRe 

(vaccinated). Immunity tested later. 

Guinea pig 1976 Qe WEseek (6 (0 eee elo Oe ere ne area ee tee eee See | Bo Lh eee eA eee 

(vaccinated). | | 

SERIES 63.—Haperiments relating to the mechanism of the action of plague 

- mmune serum. 

Guinea pigs numbered 2152 and 2153 which had been immunized by plague 

vaccination and numbers 2757 and 2758, which were not immunized, all received 

intraperitoneally 1 full oese of the strain “Pest Virulent” suspended in 1 cubic 

centimeter of saline solution. Guinea pigs numbered 2152, 2153, and 2757 each 

also received intraperitoneally, at the same time, 1 cubic centimeter of pest 

immune serum, and guinea pig number 2758, 1 cubic centimeter of saline solution. 

Drops of exudate were taken from the abdominal cavity at intervals of from 

twenty minutes to one and one-half hours after inoculation. Some of these 
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SERIES 63—Continued. 

were dried and stained and others were examined in a fresh condition. On micro- 

scopic examination there was no evidence whatever of bacteriolysis either in 

the fluid from the animals immunized and inoculated with immune serum or 

in that from the control animal (number 2758) although there was a diminution 

in the number of the bacteria which had been inoculated in the exudates from all. 

Those organisms which were present stained naturally and presented no evidence 

of degeneration. 

The leucocytes were much more numerous in the preparations from animals 

numbered 2152 and 2153, fewer in number in those from animal number 2757 

and still more scanty in those from animal number 2758. At a later period a 

still more marked reduction of the number of the bacteria in the abdominal 

exudate from all the animals occurred. This reduction, however, was more 

marked in the animals which had received the serum. On the following morn- 

ing the guinea pigs were all killed with chloroform and the abdominal cavity 

in each instance immediately opened and its contents examined. In guinea 

pig number 2152 there was almost no local reaction apparent about the point 

of inoculation. The abdominal cavity contained a small amount of a tenacious 

fluid. Cover slips from this exudate stained with methylene blue showed a 

considerable number of polymorphonuclear and large mononuclear_leucocytes, the 

latter variety predominating. None of the leucocytes contained any bacteria 

and no bacteria were found free in the exudate. A small portion from the edge 

of the omentum was cut off and rubbed over a glass slide and the preparation 

stained with methylene blue. This specimen showed innumerable polymorpho- 

nuclear leucocytes and large, mononuclear, endothelial phagocytes, the majority 

erowded with pest bacilli. There were a number of free organisms, but these 

were swollen and frequently stained irregularly and usually faintly so in color. 

They showed no capsules and no bipolar staining. Many appeared as involution 

forms. It seems likely that a number of these organisms have been extruded from 

cells or that the cells have burst and become destroyed and the bacteria have 

escaped. This opinion is supported by the fact that many bacilli with a similar 

appearance were seen within degenerating cells or lying about them. 

It appears evident that the bacteria have become acted upon in some manner by 

the immune serum so that the cells of the omentum to which the bacteria have 

been attracted are enabled to pick them up in large numbers. It would seem that 

the great reduction in the number of bacteria in the abdominal cavity during the 

first hour after inoculation is not due to the fact that the bacteria have been des- 

troyed but because they have been attracted to the omentum as to a sponge. That 

the bacteria inside the leucocytes were not all dead was demonstrated by placing 

some of the leucocytes containing ingested bacilli upon agar cultures. It was 

then found that when the leucocyte was removed from its natural conditions in 

the animal body the bacteria sometimes apparently multiplied within the cell 

and finally burst and destroyed it. The phagocytic cells of the omentum evidently 

play an important part in pest immunity. In guinea pigs numbered 2153 and 

2757 very much the same conditions were observed as in number 2152. The cells 

of the omentum perhaps contained not so many bacteria and there were a few 

leucocytes in the abdominal cavity which contained a few ingested bacilli. In 

number 2757 there was not as much exudate present as in number 2152. The local 

reaction about the point of inoculation was also more marked in guinea pig number 

2757, there being a hemorrhagic area about 2 cubic centimeters in diameter about 

the point of inoculation. In guinea pig number 2758 there was a very marked 

local reaction about the point of inoculation with extensive hemorrhages in the 

tissues. In this animal there was practically no fluid in the abdominal cavity 

although there were some flakes and masses of fibrin containing a fair number of 
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leucocytes and there were only a few bacteria and a moderate number of leucocytes 

which contained bacteria in the abdominal cavity. These free organisms, however, 

took a distinct bipolar stain and some of them appeared capsulated. Films made 

by rubbing portions of the omentum upon glass slides and staining the prepara- 

tions showed numerous polymorphonuclear leucocytes and large mononuclear 

phagocytes. A number of these contained bacteria, but not nearly so many eells 

had ingested bacteria as in the case of guinea pigs numbered 2152, 2153, and 

2157, neither was the number of bacteria in the cells so great. In the abdominal 

exudate of these animals and in the omentum there was a distinct reduction in 

the number of the bacteria inoculated and it would appear that the organisms 

had invaded further into the tissues and to other organs such as the spleen 

and even the blood. The slight evidence of phagocytosis observed in this animal 

would appear to be due to the fact that the bacteria had not been acted upon 

by immune serum. 

SERIES 64.—Relating to the mechanism of the action of plague immune serum. 

Guinea pig number 2852: One agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” from 

guinea pig number 2764, second transplant, was suspended in | cubic centimeter 

of saline solution. This suspension together with 1 cubic centimeter of pest 

immune serum was injected into the abdominal cavity of the animal. Micro- 

scopic examination of drops of fluid from the abdominal cavity after twenty 

minutes showed almost complete disappearence of the bacteria. There were 

numerous large mononuclear and polymorphonuclear cells present, none containing 

bacteria. After fifty minutes there was still no evidence of bacteria in the 

exudate, although the leucocytes were more numerous. The animal was killed one 

and one-half hours after inoculation. The omentum and posterior abdominal walls 

showed enormous numbers of bacteria, a large number of which had been ingested 

by leucocytes. 

Guinea pig number 2853: One agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” from 

guinea pig number 2852, second transplant, was suspended in 2 cubic centimeters 

saline solution. The animal was inoculated intraperitoneally with this suspension. 

Microscopic examination of drops of fluid examined from the abdominal cavity 

after twenty minutes showed numerous bacteria, many in groups. Comparatively 

few leucocytes were present. After fifty minutes apparently not much change 

had taken place. There were still many bacteria in the exudate and a few cells 

containing organisms. The animal was killed after one and one-half hours. A 

few leucocytes were found in the abdominal exudate; a number of these con- 

tained bacteria. In smears from the omentum enormous numbers of bacteria 

were found. There was little evidence of phagocytosis. 

Guinea pig number 2593, immune guinea pig: Inoculated intraperitoneally 

with 1 agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig number 2764, 

second generation, suspended in 2 cubic centimeters saline solution. Drops of 

fluid taken from the abdominal cavity after twenty minutes showed a few cells 

and a few free bacteria. After fifty minutes, numbers of large mononuclear cells 

were visible in the exudate, many of these were packed with bacteria, others con- 

tained bacteria lying about them. These organisms did not stain as deeply as 

normal bacteria. The animal was killed one and one-half hours after imoculation. 

An extensive phagocytosis of the bacteria by the cells of the omentum was found to 

have occurred. But there were also large numbers of bacteria which were not 

ingested. 

Guinea pig number 2854: One-half agar slant culture “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pig number 2764, second transplant) was suspended in 0.5 cubic centi- 

meter saline solution. To this suspension was added 0.5 cubic centimeter of pest 
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immune serum and the mixture injected into the abdominal cavity. Microscopic 

examination of drops of fluid after twenty minutes showed numerous bacteria 

with but few leucocytes. No evidence of phagocytosis was present. After sixteen 

hours the animal was killed. A small amount of sticky fluid was encountered in 

the abdominal cavity, containing numerous polymorphonuclear leucocytes, the 

great majority of which did not enclose bacteria. In the few which had ingested 

pest bacilli, the organisms appeared degenerated. Very few free bipolar staining 

organisms were present. In the omentum evidences of an extensive phagocytosis 

existed. However, there were still a number of free bacteria. Some of the 

bacteria had apparently invaded other organs of the body. 

Guinea pig number 2855: One-half agar slant culture “Pest Virulent’’* (from 

guinea pig number 2764, second transplant) suspended in 1 eubie centimeter of 

saline solution was inoculated into the abdominal cavity. Microscopic exaimi- 

nation of drops of fluid from the abdomen after twenty minutes showed numerous 

bacteria and comparatively few cells. After one hour a few large mononuclear 

cells containing bacteria were present. The number of bacteria was considerably 

diminished. The animal was killed after sixteen hours. Very few bacteria 

were found in the abdominal exudate. Upon the omentum and surface of the 

abdominal walls innumerable bacteria were observed. There were moderate 

numbers of leucocytes present, some of which contained organisms. There were 

also a number of free bacteria which took the bipolar stain and appeared 

encapsulated. 

SERIES 65.—Relating to the mechanism of the action of plague immune sera. 

Guinea pigs numbered 2751, 2860, 2862, 2864, 2867, 3050, and 3059 were 

all inoculated intraperitoneally with 1 cubie centimeter of pest immune serum, 

mixed with 1 cubie centimeter of a suspension of pest bacilli of the several 

strains “Pest Virulent,” “Maassen Alt,” and “Pest Avirulent.” Guinea pigs 

numbered 2863, 2868, 3051, and 3060 were employed for controls and were ino- 

culated with a suspension of the bacteria to which was added 1 cubic centimeter of 

saline solution in place of immune serum. Drops of fluid from the abdominal 

cavities of the animals were examined from time to time, from five minutes to one 

hour after the inoculation, the animals also being killed at various periods after 

the inoculation. These examinations demonstrated that the “Avirulent” strains of 

pest bacilli do to a certain extent become swollen and undergo degeneration under 

the influence of plague immune serum, outside of the phagocytes. 

However, only a portion of the bacteria inoculated showed these changes, and 

a typical Pfeiffer’s phenomenon with granular destruction of the bacilli does not 

occur, the degeneration manifesting itself by swelling of the bacilli and their 

poor and irregular staining reactions. The experiments on these animals also 

demonstrated the other phenomenon of phagocytosis, ete., encountered in the 

experiments described in the previous series. 

The individual protocols are not further detailed here, the reults of the 

experiments having been fully described in general in the text. (See p. 262.) 



XI. THE ANTI-INFECTIOUS POWER OF PLAGUE SERUM. 

Since the report of Yersin, Calmette and Borrel in 1895,** practically all 

observers have recognized what may be termed the anti-infectious action of 

plague immune serum. The disputed point has been rather in regard to 

the extent of its curative value. As has already been mentioned, it was 

considered advisable to investigate to what amount these anti-infectious 

substances became developed in the blood of animals which had been im- 

munized to plague infection by vaccination, and in others immunized 

in the same manner and the immunity of which to plague infection had in 

addition been tested, in order to ascertain whether or not these substances 

could be demonstrated in the blood of such animals in sufficient quantities 

for the method of their detection to be used as a test of the degree of 

immunity obtained in the serum of human beings vaccinated against 

plague. The method employed in investigating this question was as 

follows: A rat was inoculated intraperitoneally or subcutaneously with the 

serum to be tested’ while at the same time the animal was infected by 

thrusting beneath the skin near the tail a syringe needle which had been 

dipped in a suspension of the virulent pest organism. Numerous control 

animals were inoculated in all the series. Rats were used rather than 

mice in these experiments, since a much more accurate determination of 

the value of plague serum can be made with these animals than with mice. 

However, even with rats there is considerable individual variation in regard 
to their reaction to plague immune serum. Sometimes, after infection, 

one rat will be saved by a dose of serum, whereas another one of the 

same size and which has received the same amount of it will succumb. 

For this reason it is difficult and sometimes impossible accurately to 

determine the dose of serum which is just sufficient to save the animals. 

The method used in testing the protection obtained by the rats from the 

serum inoculations was somewhat more severe than that which has been 

used by other observers, the infecting needle employed in my experiments 

being larger; however, in spite of this, it is recognized that the values of 

the immune sera which I have experimented with were not high; a fact 

which may be seen from a study of the tables. 

The details of the experiments are given in Series 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 

19, 20, 22, 27, 45, 53, and 5% (pp. 274 to 288). 

S Amn. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1895), 9,-589. 
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We learn from a study of these experiments that the anti-infectious 

substances also become developed very slowly and in very small quantities 
in animals immunized against pest. While rabbits which have been 

given a single, small, intravenous inoculation of either living or killed 

cholera or typhoid bacilli will develop a serum which in high dilutions is 

protective for guinea pigs against multiple lethal doses of these organisms, 

on the other hand, rabbits which have been intravenously inoculated 

with large amounts of killed virulent or with living, attenuated plague 

cultures, yield sera which, when tested on rats show apparently no pro- 

tective power whatever against plague infection. Likewise, as large an 

amount as 5 cubic centimeters of a serum obtained from a rabbit pre- 

viously inoculated intravenously with 20 milligrams of artificial plague 

ageressin proved to possess no anti-infectious power when tested on 

rats. Monkeys which had been immunized against pest by vaccination, 

or otherwise by inoculation, and which had been shown to be thoroughly 

immune by the subcutaneous inoculation of multiple lethal doses of 

the virulent pest strain, furnished sera which also showed no traces of anti- 

infectious power when tested on rats. Only in the case of one monkey 

(number 1357) could a slight anti-infectious power be noted and this 

animal had received repeated, increasing doses of virulent pest bacilli 

until it resisted the injection of 1} agar slant cultures of the virulent 

pest strain. (See Series 57, p. 288.) This series of experiments is par- 

ticularly important because it illustrates that the negative results in the 

demonstration of an anti-infectious action obtained with the serum of 

monkeys less highly immunized against pest, could not be ascribed to the 

lack of a suitable complement to complete the reaction in the body of the 

rat. 

The sera of thirty-three human beings who had been vaccinated 

against pest by the inoculation of attenuated cultures were also tested, but 

in no instance did they show any demonstrable anti-infectious value. 

However, since animals which had proved themselves, thoroughly immune 

to pest infection also furnished sera which conferred no greater protec- 

tion, it would not be reasonable to expect that the human sera would reach 

a higher power; moreover, the serum of a convalescent plague patient 

collected five days after the symptoms of the disease had subsided, also 

showed no anti-infectious value. Only in the case of horse’s serum, 

where the animal had finally been inoculated with repeated, large doses 

of living pest bacilli, could any marked anti-infectious action be demon- 

strated and indeed with some of these sera it required as much as 1 cubic 

centimeter to save the rat from fatal pest infection. Therefore, it is 

unnecessary to emphasize further that the absence of the anti-infectious 

substances against pest in sufficient quantities to be demonstrated in a 
serum can not necessarily be regarded as an evidence of the absence of 
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even a considerable immunity against this disease in the individual in 

question, since in animals and human beings known to be thoroughly 

immune to pest infection it has also not been possible to demonstrate 

these protective substances. 

EXPERIMENTS IN RATS DEMONSTRATING THE ANTI-INFECTIOUS POWER OF 

PLAGUE IMMUNE SERA. 

SERIES: 8.—Haperiments with the species “Mus decwmanus.” 

One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 

1221, second transplant) was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters saline solution. 

A 5 cubic centimeter needle was dipped in the suspension and thrust under the 

skin near the root of the tail and then withdrawn. Animals numbered 1252, 1254, 

and 1256 received pest immune serum intravenously just before being stuck with 

the infected needle. 

Anuaal Serum. | Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

| | 
1249 he ee Nhe | Dead after 4 | No pest bacilli found in smears from heart’s 

1.2 days. blood. Innumerable from region near point 

| of inoculation. Buboniec abscess. 

1250 | RSA Be ota | Dead after 53 | Few pest bacilli in heart’s blood and in tissues 

| days. near point of inoculation. Quite numerous 

in smears from spleen. 

1251 | aae pis te Sd ee ee Dead after 33} | Numerous pest bacilli in heart’s blood. 

days. 

ID TEP (CO, a oyetsiy, || NU Se 

serum intraperito- 

neally. | 

19533) S25 ae Se ere | Dead after 33 | Fair numbers of pest bacilli in heart’s blood. 

| days 

1254 | 1 ec. antipest serum | Alive_________ Animal very sick for 7 days after inoculation. 

intraperitoneally. 

1256 }o- oes ees | Dead after 33 | Pestsepticeemia. Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

| days. heart’s blood. 

1256 | 1 ce. antipest serum | Alive________- 

intraperitoneally. 

12574) = ee Dead after 3 | Smears and cultures from heart and spleen show 

days. few pest bacilli. On examining the tissues 

near the point of inoculation innumerable 

| pest bacilli are found. Animal evidently 

died of pest intoxication. 

(258)|_ Se Seer eee ee | Dead after 7 | Bubo of the right inguinal gland in which pest 

| days. bacilli are present. No organisms found in 

| smears from the heart’s blood. 

|, TOD | oes ecneecceececces cess Dead after 5 | Countless pest bacilli in smears from the tissues 

| days. near point of inoculation. None seen in 

| smears from the heart’s blood. 

| 1260) js 22324 2s See, Dead after 2 | No autopsy. 

| | days. 
{ . 
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Serres 10.—Haxperiments with rats. 

One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig number 

1221, second transplant) was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of saline solution. 

A 5 eubie centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and thrust 

beneath the skin near the root of the tail of each animal. Animals numbered 

1265, 1267, 1268, and 1273 received intraperitoneally, just before being stuck with 

the infected needle, either human serum from cases previously vaccinated against. 

plague, or horses’ pest immune serum. 

Animal 
No. Serum. Result. Autopsy and remarks. * 

D264 ah aoe oa te =. eoae se Dead after 3} | Few pest bacilli in heart’s blood. 

days. 

1265 | 3 ec. human serum } Dead after 63 | Numerous pest bacilliin smears from spleen and 

ease III. _ days. liver. 

AZ G Ohi ee Se cae ee Dead after 5 | Left inguinal bubo. Smears from it show nu- 

days. merous pest bacilli and a few cocci. 

1267 | 2 ec. serum mixture |_____ dota a2) Noorganisms found in smears from blood, spleen, 

human cases VI near point of inoculation, or right axillary 

and VIII. gland. Cultures from the heart and spleen 

developed a few colonies of pest bacilli. 

1268 | 3 ce. human serum | Dead after 3} | No bacilli found in the heart’s blood. Countless 

ease V. days. pest bacilli in smears made from tissues near 

; point of inoculation. Many bacilli swollen. 

269) a eae Se ea el ls E(0 (oyna eee Very few pest bacilli in smears from heart’s 

blood. Much more numerous in smears from 

the flank. 

170) eee ie eae eee Dead after 5 | Cover slips from spleen show numerous pest 

days. bacilli. 

UPA ER ers eee ee eee Dead after 3} | Pest septicaemia. Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

days. smears from heart’s blood. 

NAT) | es ae ae ae ae | a domes Fair numbers of pest bacilli in smears from 

heart’s blood. 

1273 | 2.5 cc. antipest serum_| Dead after 11 | Pestsepticeemia. Fair numbers of pest bacilli in 

days. smears from spleen. Inguinal buboes with 

countless pest bacilli. 

ELD A ite ee ME Soy RN mi. a Dead after 3 | Few pest bacilli in smears from heart’s blood. 

days. 

LODE | Saas See = cee Dead after 22 | Chronicpest. Buboesabout point of inoculation 

days. contained pest bacilli. Numerous organisms 

in smears from spleen. 

SERIES 13.—Haperiments with rats. 

One 48-hour agar slant culture “Pest Virulent” (from monkey number 1282, 

first transplant) was suspended in 5 cubie centimeters bouillon; a 5 cubic cen- 

timeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and then thrust beneath 

the skin of each animal near the root of the tail. Rats numbered 1308, 1310, 1312, 

1314, 1316, 1318, and 1320 received intraperitoneally, just prior to being stuck 

with the infected needle, serum from human eases or from animals which had 

previously been vaccinated or otherwise inoculated against plague. 
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SERIES 13——Continued. 

|Animel SST ae EN Tee Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

18073 Se ste Bek Stuck with 5 | Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in the spleen. 

ee. syringe 3 days. 

needle. 

1308 | 2 ee. serum from |_-_-_ do sas s3 | do:2 Fair numbers of pest bacilli in smears 

case 10. from spleen. 

1309 {5222 ee eee doe Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

® 5 days. from spleen. 

1310 | 2 ee. serum from |_____ doe 2e— Dead after | Smears from spleen show a few bacilli. 

case 12. 3 days. Organisms very numerous near point 

of inoculation. 

9) eee ete [a doe 2 asl =ee doe Few pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

1312) | 2, ‘ee: “ot serum: |p ==" dot=<225 Dead after | Pest septicemia. In smears from 

from animal 23 days. spleen numerous pest bacilli. 

1965.* 

1313) | Sos eee ee ees GOs eas dose Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

1314 | 2 ee. serum from }____- dois eee Dead aiter Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

animal No. 3 days. spleen. Many within leucocytes. 

No. 1960.7 

1315 5|= 2 = ee coe eee doe saa Dead after | Few pest bacilli in tissues about point 

13 days. of inoculation. 

1316 | 2 ce. serum from |____- Gomis] Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli and post-mortem 

animal No. 1960. 3 days. invading bacilli in smears from 

spleen. : 

TS 17 joe ewe ae ee does |e doe Pest septicemia. Innumerable pest 

bacilli in smears from the spleen. 

1318 | 2 ec. serum from |-_-_- (Coie eee ee do _____-| Many post-mortem invading bacilli 

animal No. 1960. and a few pest bacilli in smears from 

the spleen. 

1319) | 5 eo eee ees | dome Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

8 days. from spleen, also a number of large 

post-mortem invading bacillipresent. 

1320 | 2 ee. from animal |_____ does Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

No. 1965. 3 days. the spleen. 

13215) S20 see eee | eee doase= =2 Dead after | A few pest bacilli in smears from the 

15 days. spleen. None found near point of 

inoculation. 

*1965 had been previously inoculated intravenously with 5 cubic centimeters Haffkine’s 
prophylactic. F 

+1960 had been previously inoculated intravenously with one 48-hour culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent.” 
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SERIES 14.—Haxperiments with rats. 

A 3-day agar culture of “Pest Virulent” (first transplant) was suspended in 

5 eubie centimeters of bouillon. A 5 cubic centimeter needle was dipped in this 

suspension and rats numbered 1330 to 1341 inoculated by thrusting the needle 

subcutaneously near the root of the tail. Rats numbered 1330 to 1337 received 

intraperitoneally, just prior to being stuck with the infected needle, serum from 

human cases which had previously been vaccinated against plague. 

euuael Sor eouealle Howenocu: Result. Autopsy and Remarks. 

1330 | 4 ce. from |} Stuck with 5 | Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears from 

ease 11. ec. syringe 3 days. spleen. Abdominal cavity appears nor- 

needle. mal. 

A3315/ on ee trom |=-he= Co Vc peepee eee et done =e Only one pest bacillus found in a smear from 

ease 12. ZA the spleen. Countless numbers near the 

point of inoculation. (dema, hemor- 

rhagic infiltration, ete., about this area. 

Abdominal cavity normal in appearance. 

1382) | 5) ‘ce. "from: |===2 dos Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

case 9. 5 days. the spleen. 

1333) |e Goymetos es al ows vee Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

3 days. spleen. Abdominal cavity normal. 

1334 | 2.5 ec. from |_-__- GOkeaes 42a ake doles Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

case 17. spleen. : 

BRB ee Gone Jes (oloys sue Dead after | Abdominal cavity appears normal. No 

13 days. serum present. Fair numbers of pest ba- 

cilli in smears made from tissues near 

point of inoculation. 

1336 | 2.5 ce. mix- |-____ Che Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears from 

ture from 3 days. spleen. 

eases 18 

and 10. 

HeRY/ eae does dot2e 2 Dead after | Few bacilli in smears from spleen. Innu- 

4 days. merable about point of inoculation. Infil- 

tration and hemorrhage about this area. 

1338) |— eee aa eee (6 (0 ee Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. 

ASSO) ee Stee ES doz 2s Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

4 days. spleen. 

AB? (0) eS St ae oye Nea (0 (0) ee Dead after | No organisms in smears from spleen. Fair 

13 days. numbers near point of inoculation. 

ps) Nl eee ee eel | ee (6 l(ybrgerer es Ee a dos. Fair numbers of pest bacilli about point of 

inoculation. 
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Serres 15.—Haxperiments with rats. 

One 48-hour agar culture “Pest Virulent” (guinea pig number 1296) sus- 

pended in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon; a 5 cubic centimter needle was dipped 

in this suspension and then thrust beneath the skin near the root of the tail of 

each animal. All the rats except the two numbered 1348 and 1353 received intra- 

peritoneally, just prior to being stuck with the infected needle, serum from human 

cases or animals previously vaccinated against plague. Z 

Antal Ser eaee ito- Hon oes; Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1342 | 5 ee. of serum | Stuck with 5 | Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

from ease 14. ec. needle. 4 days. from spleen. 

1343))}§2) (ees sot jserumy)| === s Go tas eee doops Do. 

from case 14. 

1344552. DCC SCRUM eee dope sw Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli and post-mor- 

from case 15. 2 days. tem invading bacilli in smears from 

ab spleen. i 

1345 |__-_- GOs ae ste ailben gs (6hoyE= ee Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

5 days. spleen. 

1346 | 5 ee. of serum) |_—_- dozs=es* Dead after | No bacilli found in smears from spleen. 

from animal 3 days. Innumerable from tissues near point 

No. 1965 * of inoculation. 

M34 i)| eee GO 232 Sere Asa £0 Ko ype teen eee a dona Very few bacilli found in smears from 

spleen. Innumerable near point of 

inoculation. 

3487) Se SA cet Ss eee | age [Foye te eee do Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

from the spleen. 

1349 | 5 ee. serum from |____- Go Se= 25508 | Dead after | A fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

animal No. 4 days. from spleen. 

1967. + 
13505 | do.23 = ae dorese = Dead after | No pest bacilli seen in smears from 

2 days. spleen. A few post-mortem inyad- 

ing bacilli present. 

1351 | 2.5¢e¢e. serum from |_"_-_do ________ Dead after | A few pest bacilli in smears from 

animal No. 3 days. spleen. 

1967. , 
1352 eee Goses wee. Beene do. ea, Dead after | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

r 4 days. from spleen. Numerous post-mor- 

tem invading bacilli. 

13585 | ise See eee ae dos Dead after | Few pest bacilliin smears from spleen. 

3 days, 

* Number 1965 had been previously inoculated intravenously with 5 cubic centimeters Haffkine’s 

prophylactic. : 

+ Number 1967 had been previously inoculated intravenously with 1 cubie centimeter autolyzed 

product digested from 20 milligrams of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent.”’ 
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SERIES 19. Heperiments with rats. 

November 9, one 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea 

pig number 1356, first transplant) was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of 

bouillon; a 5 cubie centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and 

each animal inoculated by thrusting the needle beneath the skin near the root 

of the tail. Animals numbered 1386 to 1407 received intraperitoneally, just prior 

to being stuck with the infected needle, serum from human eases previously vae- 

cinated against plague. Rat number 1412 received 0.5 cubie centimeters of an 

antipestic immune serum. 

pe Denia Howes Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1386 | 4.25 ee. | Stuck with | Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

from case infected 3 days. spleen. 

19. needle. 

He 7a | eee (0 Uo heer (eee (O(c) see eee doze=== Do. 

1388 | 4 ce. from |_____ (6 Keyra en dope = Do. 

case 20. 

IBY) jose CLO ee a ee dose Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

4 days. 

W90F82 ice: from) |22—== (0K Gy ee real |e doe===== Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

ease 21. Intestinal wall dark and hemorrhagic in 

places. 

1391 | 3.5 ec. from |_____ (No yee seers eee Goee=t=5 Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

case 23. spleen. 

WeRP) |p Goes asks ae CO eases eee dose Intestine hemorrhagie in places. Innu- 

merable pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

1393 | 3° ce. from |-___- dozeee=a|t oes doe == Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

case 24. spleen. 

IG EE [eet (cere reba! Gos sss SS dos Very few pest bacilli in smears from the spleen. 

Innumerable near the point of inoculation. 

TBE) {8} Cop tayo |} doje Se | Ses dora === A few pest bacilli in smears from the spleen. 

case 25. 

1396 | 4 cc. from |_____ Goes 2|-2 28 doe====s Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the 

case 26. spleen. 

BR ee (Clo) ses ee do sess Dead after | A very few typical pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. 

1398 | 4.5 ce. from |_____ {OVO} Senn aes do2= == A fair number of pest bacilli in smears from 

case 27. the spleen, appearing in clumps. 

BES) Go eats. | aeere doa Dead after | Numerous pest and post-mortem invading 

4 days. bacilli in smears from the spleen. 

1400 | 5 ce. from |_____ doz sass Dead after | No bacilli found in smears from the spleen or 

ease 28. 8 days. near point of inoculation. 
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SERIES 19—Continued. 

anime ees Howe gus Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1401 | 5 ce. from | Stuck with | Dead atter | No pest bacilli found in smears from the spleen 

case 28. infected 7 days. or in tissues near the point of inoculation. 

needle. Spleen small. No infiltration about point of 

inoculation. Itisnot clear that this rat died 

of pest infection. 

1402 | 4 ce. from |_____ dos Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

case 29. 4 days. spleen. 

14035 |S dove see domnaeee Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. 

1404 | 2.5 ee. from j_____ C6 (os med |e doais22 Very few pest bacilli in smears from the 

case 31. spleen. Innumerable in smears from tissues 

near point of inoculation. 

1405) 22 doe aes doe SS Dead day of 

inocula- 

tion. 

1406 | 3.25ce.from |_____ do == Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

case 33. 3 days. spleen. 

1407) || 2 8S do | doz Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

4 days. 

14 0S!) 2s eee ee eee ES doze Dead after | A few pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

2 days. 

1409) >t Soe ee | eed dozs==2 Dead after | A fair number of typical pest bacilli in smears 

4 days. from spleen. 

S14N1 Oh] see te | dol==—s Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

6 days. spleen. 

a Ue pcre ee dovstess Dead after |. Do. 

4 days. 

1412 | 0.5 ee. anti- |_____ (0 (o) ee ee domss Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the 

pestie spleen. Many swollen. A few near the 

serum. point of inoculation. 

1413 = Adee Eel ey dos22222 Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. 

It might be argued that not a sufficient number of animals were inoc- 

ulated in the different series with each serum for the results to be conclu- 

sive, since it is well known that in a series of rats inoculated with a pest 

immune serum of high value, a certain number of animals are not pro- 

tected and always die of pest infection after inoculation with a virulent 

organism, and indeed, the single animal of this series inoculated with the 

horse’s pest immune serum succumbed to pest. However, it seems prob- 

able that in such a long series of animals, if there were any the blood of 

which possessed marked anti-infectious power, the evidences of this fact 

would be presented by at least some of the animals. Only in the serum 

of case 28 is there any evidence whatever of an anti-infectious power and 

there is no further evidence of this nature in any of the other series 

of rats which have been inoculated with serum from human cases vac- 

cinated against plague. (Compare with Series 22, p. 281 animals 1454 
and 1455.) 
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SEriEs 20.—EHzxperiments with rats. 

November 11, one 70-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea 

pig number 1354, first transplant), was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of 

bouillon; a 5 cubic centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and 

thrust beneath the skin near the root of the tail of each animal. Animals num- 

bered 1423, 1425 and 1427, 1429 and 1431 and 1433 received intraperitoneally 1 to 

2 cubic centimeters of an antipest immune serum just prior to being stuck with 

the infected needle. 

. Amount of : 

a Scan gape uta edel| acest “ollepay quicl manent: 

1423 | 2 cc. antipest | Stuck with | Dead after | Carbolic acid poisoning. 

serum. 5 ec. syr- half hour. 

inge nee- 

dle. 

NAT aia ss a oe | dows Dead after | Few bacilli in smears from spleen. Innu- 

4 days. merable near point of inoculation. 

1425 | 2 ec. antipest |_-_-- do== Dead after | No organisms found in smears near point 

serum. 11 days. ofinoculation. In cultures from spleen 

: no pest bacilli. 

Ie Dis see ee eee ea ee a d= Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

4 days. tissues near point of inoculation. 

1427 | 2 ce. antipest |_____ doesn Alive ______- 

serum. 

1A 28). woes 8 ea ee do==sse= Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

q 4 days. spleen. 

1429 | 2 ec. antipest |_____ dos Dead after | Carbolic acid poisoning 

serum. 4 hour. 

HAZ ON eae es ee ee ee ee as dopea=== Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

5 days. spleen. 

1431 | 1 ec. antipest |____- Gosezes_ Alive —.---_- 

serum. 

SPAS 2 Pre ae ee ae ee | 610) ene Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the 

3 days. spleen. 

1433 | 0.5 ce: anti- |_____ doa Dead after | Probably carbolic poisoning. 

pest serum. 1 day. 

A(t GX al ee SERS ae Ee eel he Gey ee Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the 

d 3 days. spleen. 

SERIES 22.—Haperiments with rats. 

On November 17, one 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” (from 

guinea pig number 1383, second transplant) was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters 

bouillon, a 5 cubie centimeter needle was dipped in this suspension and thrust 

beneath the skin near the root of the tail of each animal. Rats numbered 1453 to 

1463 inclusive received intraperitoneally, just prior to being stuck with the 

infected needle, serum of monkeys which had been previously inoculated and 

subsequently had been shown to be entirely immune to large doses of the strain 

“Pest Virulent.” 
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SERIES 22—Continued. 

laa ey eee Ae Result. | Autopsy and remarks. 

| 

1453 2 ec. serum from | Stuck with | Dead after Very few pest bacilli in smears from 

monkey No. infected 4 days. | point of inoculation. 

_|  1285.* needle. 

1454 | 2 ec. serum from |__-__ dots Dead after | Few pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

monkey No. 12 days. | None found at point of inoculation. 

1278. + | 

TSG ee G0- ee — dot2i2= Dead after Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

| | 6 days. | spleen. 

1456} 5 1d 0 Ses ee dota: alae Ors | Numerous pest bacilli near point of inoc- 

| ulation. None seen in smears from 

| | the spleen. 
a5 7 eee does eee does Dead after | Very few bacilli in smears from spleen. 

4 days. No local lesion apparent. 

1458 | 0.75 ce. serum pesca does Dead after Few bacilli in smears from spleen. 

| from monkey 5 days. | Spleen greatly swollen. 

| | No. 1278. | 
1459 | 2 ec. serum from |_____ doeaaas Dead after | No pest bacilli found in smears from the 

| monkey No. 6 days. spleen. Much necrosis and cedema of 

| 1231. f | tissue near point of inoculation. 

TEAR) | Ofte ee eee OKjeee S Dead after Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| 5 days. from the spleen. 

1461) See do hinge tat LAW BY CLE Dead after Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

| 4 days. | Spleen. 

1462 [ie Sea doe aes O10) pase Dead after | 

| 1 day. 

14639 Sed okt ks saee eee d= | Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

| 5 days. from spleen. 

14645 ea ae eee eee pe do-ees Dead after Do. 

4 days. 

AGN eee ee cee fleeces dof oe do==s Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

| spleen. 

1466) ota See (ses COL eee | Dead after | Few pest bacilli near the local lesion. 

2 days. 

1467.22. aoe oe ee eee dose Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. 

TAGS: |= he > ene CO Kj 2 | Dead after | A few pest bacilli in smears from the 

| | 5 days. spleen. 

1469) ee soe oe ee ee dozen Dead after | Fairly numerous pest bacilli in smears 

4 days. from spleen. payee 

La ON oe ee a eet dona Dead aiter | Fair number pest bacilli in smears from 

3 days. spleen. - 

* Monkey number 1285 was inoculated October 20 by thrusting beneath the skin a 5 cubic centim- 
eter syringe needle which had been dipped in a bouillon suspension of an agar slant of ‘“‘Pest Viru- 
lent.’’ It suffered a mild pest infection and on October 25 was reinoculated with 2 oesen of the 
Strain ‘“‘Pest Virulent.’’ It survived this inoculation and on November 16 was killed by bleeding 
and the value of its serum tested as aboye. Its agglutinative power tested November 17 was found 
to be entirely negative even in dilutions of 1 or 2. 

+ Monkey number 1278 was vaccinated October 19 with a culture of ‘‘Pest Avirulent.’’ On October 
30 it was reinoculated with 2 oesen ‘‘Pest Virulent,’’ and proved to be immune.- It was killed 
November 16 by bleeding and the anti-infectious value of its serum tested as above. Its aggluti- 
native power tested November 17 was entirely negative in dilutions as low as 1 to 2 or1 to 4 after 
four hours. 

t Monkey number 1231 was inoculated on October 20 by thrusting beneath the skin a 5 cubie centi- 
meter syringe needle that had previously been dipped in a suspension of an agar slant of ‘‘Pest 
Virulent.’’ Itsuffered a mild pest infection and on October 25 was inoculated with 2 oesen of ‘‘Pest 
Virulent’’ which it survived. On November 16 it was killed by bleeding and the anti-infectious 
power of its serum tested as aboye. Its agglutinative value with the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ was 
tested on November 17 and found to be entirely negative in dilutions of 1 to 2 and 1 to 4 after four 
hours. 
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Serres 27.—EHxperiments with rats. 

One 48-hour agar slant culture of “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig numbered 

1668, first transplant), was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters of bouillon; a 5 

cubie centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and thrust beneath 

the skin near the root of the tail of each animal. Rats numbered 1677 to 1686 

received intraperitoneally pest immune serum just before being stuck with the 

infected needle. 

prea eee peLtene: stows Result, Autopsy and remarks. 
5 ally with— 3 

1677 | 1 ee. pest | Stuck with } Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli and post-mortem 

immune infected 7 days. organisms in smears from spleen. 

serum. needle. 

LOS e | aeeee (60) pa Seed oe | Serene doe Alive and 

well. 

1679 ;_____ Ose eee eee Coeaee Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

4 days. spleen. 

1680 |____- (ONC) oe (G1) Dead Jan- Do. 

uary 31, 

after 12 

days. 

UGH feel (0, eee WOE es Alive and 

well. ; 

1682 | 0.5 cc. pest |_---- doe Dead Jan- | Innumerable typical pest bacilli from point 

immune uary 22, of inoculation. Few if any organisms in 

serum. after 3 smears from the spleen. 

: days. 

1683 |_____ GO eet eee do===== Dead after | Fair numbers of typical pest bacilli in 

8 days. smears from the spleen. 

1684 |_____ lowest a eee (O10) eae Dead after Do. 

4 days. 

1685 |____- Coase EE d= Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

6 days. spleen. 

1686 |_---- OW Re ee) Eee Gore === Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

3 days. 

NGS Uy ease ieee SSF oe 2 doz==== Dead after | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

6 days. spleen. 

GSS) eos 2S ee as doses Dead after | No organisms found in smears from spleen. 

3 days. Innumerable pest bacilli near point of 

inoculation. 

GSO ewe a ee (Oop a = eel See doe Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

GIOS | Seta Fey a teed Opens Ease (Koy eee Fair numbers of typical pest bacilli in 

smears from spleen. 

LG Otis ees ee ee Nas SF Glove-3=25 Dead after | Typical pest bacilli from the local lesion. 

17 days. Fair numbers of typical organisms in 

smears from the spleen. 

N22 | Secee teh 8) pe | ae doer =! Dead after | Numerous typical pest bacilli in smears from 

4 days. spleen. 

Aki! bil oe eee, ees ae ol eae does Dead after | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

3 days. 

694M eee Se eee Govaene! eee doses Very numerous typical pest bacilli in 

smears from the spleen. 

IGS sy lle ee ee doze=== Dead after | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from the 

4 days. spleen. ¥ 

HG OG ie | eee eee ree LE Gio Lose ae Goes s2 Do. . 

55670——9 
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Series 45.—Haperiments with white rats. 

October 26, one 48-hour agar culture of “Pest Virulent” (from guinea pig 

number 2583, second transplant) was suspended in 5 cubie centimeters of bouillon. 

A 5 cubie centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and thrust 

beneath the skin of the animal near the base of the tail. Ten of the rats received 

intraperitoneally 1 cubic centimeter of pest immune serum at the time of being 

stuck with the infected needle, and ten received the same amount of serum twenty- 

four hours after the infection. Three received, at the time of the infection, 

human serum from a case which had suffered from bubonic plague and recovered. 

The blood was collected five days after the symptoms of the disease had subsided 

and the serum separated and preserved in 0.5 per cent carbolic acid. The remain- 

ing 15 rats received no serum. 

pouval Seneeeaiee qntegien | Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

2595 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. pest | Stuck with | Dead Oct. 30, | No pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

immune serum. 5 ec. syr- after 4 days. Innumerable about point of inoc- 

inge- ulation. 

needle 

dipped in 

suspen- : 

sion ‘‘Pest 

Virulent.” 

2596 | Oct. 27, 1 ce. pest |_--__ does Dead Oct. 31, | Very few bacilli in smears from 

‘ immune serum. after 5 days. spleen. Numerous in tissues near 

point of inoculation. 

BOOT IN ie ee ea ee ee doz | Dead Oct. 29, | Innumerable pest bacilli near point 

after 3 days. of inoculation. 

2598 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. pest |_____ doe Dead Noy. 3, | Very few bacilli in smears from 

immune serum. after 8 days. spleen. Heemorrhagic area at 

point of inoculation, containing 

numerous bacilli. 

2599 | Oct. 27, 1 ce. pest |_--_- doz Dead Oct. 30, | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

immune serum. after 4 days. from the spleen. 

2600/3 ne Ree | eee dows ees | ene {6 (oys ee Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

from spleen. 

2601)|"Oct. 2651 ces pest) |2= == doe Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

2602 | Oct. 27, 1 ec. pest }|_--__ do=s> >= |S doS=a 

immune serum. 

26039) 220 ee eae Opes Dead Oct. 30, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 4 days. spleen. 

2604 | Oct. 26, 1 cc. pest |_____ doe Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

2605 | Oct. 27, 1 cc. pest |_____ dos Dead Oct. 31, | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

immune serum. after 5 days. from spleen. 

2606:1) 22552 ele eee dol Dead Oct. 29, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2607 | Oct. 26, 1 cc. pest |_____ dos Dead Noy. 1, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

immune serum, after 6 days. spleen. More numerous near 

point of inoculation. 

2608 | Oct. 27, 1 ec. pest |_-___ doe Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

26098) 8 ae i Se ee does ee do2= == 

2610 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. pest Goes es | saeee (0 (oye ee 

immune serum. | 
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SERIES 45—Continued. 

ae Ser ee ouieeed Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

2611 | Oct. 27, 1 ee. pest | Stuck with | Alive and 

immune serum. 5 ee. syr- well. 

inge- 

needle 

dipped in 

suspen- 

sion ‘‘Pest 

Virulent.” 

GL 28 Se, ree as Sal oN et doz == Dead Oct. 29, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after3 days. from point of inoculation. 

2613 Oct. 261cG. pest: |-==—— dons. Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

2614" || Oct. 27, 1 ee. pest |=---2 do Dead Oct. 29, | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

immune serum. after3 days. from spleen. 

26 oi Pas see ee ea ea aE GOs e eee Clay aes Moderate numbers of pest bacilli in 

smears near point of inoculation. 

2616 | Oct. 26, 1 ec. pest |____- doze-= Dead Novy. 2, | Few pest bacilli in smears from the 

immune serum. after 7 days. spleen. About point of inocula- 

é tion a red spot about 3 mm. in 

diameter. Smears from this area 

show numerous pest bacilli. 

2617 | Oct. 27, 1 ec. pest |_---- do==a=== Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

DOSY | ea ewe ee eS dona Dead Oct. 30, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 4 days. spleen. 

2619 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. pest |_____ doe Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

2620 | Oct. 27, 1 ce. pest |_____ does Dead Novy. 2, | Few swollen pest bacilli in smears 

immune serum. after 7 days. from spleen. Fairly numerous 

about point of inoculation, where 

cocci are also present. 

XV ene oe eee ee| ons =! doe Dead Oct. 30, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 4 days. spleen. 

2622 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. pest |_-___ doe Alive and 

immune serum. well. 

2623 | Oct. 27, 1 ce. pest |__-__ dopeess Dead Oct. 30, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

immune serum. after 4 days. spleen. Numerous from point of 

inoculation. 

GOA | eters oh. Eee ee ee doz Dead Oct. 29, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

after 3 days. from spleen. 

2625 | Oct. 26, 2 ee. hu- |____- (6 ofp eee | Ee does Very numerous pest bacilli in smears 

man serum. from spleen. 

2626 | Oct. 26, 1 ce. hu- |_---- doess=2. Ese. does Fair number of pest bacilli in smears 

man serum. from spleen. 

26277), Pe eee ees Be Sse |e doesee! tos does Innumerable pest bacilli in smears 

from spleen. 

ISLS V ae Noe SC Se ee el [pe eee dOees=-- Dead Oct. 30, | Few pest bacilli in smears from 

after4 days. spleen. 

DRO ister ie SD) ee does Dead Oct. 29, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after 3 days. spleen. 

DESO | eee, creer eh doee-ss2 Dead Oct. 31, Do. 

after 5 days. 

9631} Oct 26, I ce. hu- }----- (6 Np pote Dead Oct. 29, Do. 

man serum after3 days. 

263.2) | aan ee ee eer ree Oe (BUG) etal Pe (lo \zeeeee Do. 

289 
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SERIES 53.—EHaperiments with white rats. 

November 6, one 3-day culture of “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig number 

2594, second transplant, was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon. A 5 

cubic centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and each rat 

inoculated by thrusting the needle beneath the skin near the root of the tail. Ten 

of the rats were given subcutaneously 1 cubic centimeter of a pest immune serum 

at the time of the infection with the needle. Ten others were given the same 

amount of serum twenty-four hours after the infection, and those which remained 

alive of the third ten (nine) were inoculated with 1 cubic centimeter of the serum 

forty-eight hours after the infection. Ten others were given subcutaneously, at 

the same time as the others, 1 cubic centimeter of this pest immune serum, which 

however had been treated previously with the virulent pest strain as described on 

page 261. 

Umma | 

Anna N mnlecied 6. cc. suber Result. Autopsy and remarks. | 

on— 

2768 | Stuck with | Noy. 6| Alive and 

5 ec. SyI- well. 

Wad) fz & 

needle. 

D169) =a doeseee: Nov. 7 | Dead Noy.13, | No pest bacilli found in smears from spleen. 

after7days. | One or two swollen organisms found after 

prolonged search in smears from tissues near 

point of inoculation. 

PHT) aan doa Nov. 8| Alive and 

well. 

2771 Gi ee dope se 

2772 7 | Dead Noy. 9, | Fairly numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

; after3 days. spleen. = 

PBS |e doje Noy. 8 | Dead Noy.11, | No bacilli in smears from spleen. About point 

after 5days. of inoculation hemorrhagic area in which 

| numerous pest bacilli are present. 

Ol ees doe Noy. 6 | Dead Noy.14, | Smears from spleen show one or two swolien ba- 

after8 days. cilli. Smears from point of inoculation show 

: no organisms. No other evidences of pest in- 

fection. 

ASO OL as Noy. 7 | Dead Noy.11, | Numerous post-mortem bacilli and a few pest 

after5days. bacilli in smears from the spleen. 

DAS ene doe Nov. 8 Dead Noy. 9, | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after3 days. spleen. 

PTH) eens do___---| Nov. 6| Alive and 

well. 

MiSs doee=== Noy. 7 | Dead Noy. 11, | No bacilli in smears from spleen. Very numer- 

after5days. ous fat point of inoculation. 

PACKS) | ae do Noy. 8 | Dead Noy. 12, | Fairly numerous pest bacilli about point of in- 

| after6days. oculation. None found in smears from spleen. 

2780) |= does. Nov. 6| Alive and 

well. 

2i8ig\ ae Gozeees= INOVe)) 7g|=as== d0i22. = 

21S2ileee oe dope Nov. 8 | Dead Noy.11, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from the 

after 5days. spleen. 
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Springs 53.—Continued. 

pemune 

Awe eantected a ec. subeu. Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

on— 

2783 | Stuck with | Nov. 6/ Alive and 

5 ee. syr- well. 

inge 

needle. 

2eho |Baaae dows WOW: t/a eet (skies soe 

Park's). || eet do. NOV» Se ee Go yeere ee. 

278GhEs= does INOWe 165|ees=e dows ess. 

PENT |leme do WOW, 7 lees do 

varstey | |e doz INOWem Sa ase (c (cee 

Oks) eee doe INOW (ees doyss22e= 

2790 )----- does NOE eee = does=s == } : 

Pari eee ae does Noy. 8 | Dead Noy. 9, | Very numerous pest bacilli in smears from 

after3 days. spleen. 

92 Neo (610) ne Noy. 6} Alive and 

well. 

PATER De et dopa INOW 0 |eense Corser aes : 

2194e| eae (Co) ese See Dead Noy. 8, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

after2 days. 

Deby lesen! does Nov. 6] Alive and 

well. 

2960 eed Olena INOVen Wien Goats: 

PAS Tiel = aes does Noy. 8 | Dead Noy. 8, | Marked symptoms of carbolic poisoning after 

after + hour inoculation of serum. Animal died few mi- 

(serum). nutes after injection. Numerous pest bacilli 

in smears from spleen. 

CONTROLS. 

2798 | Stuck with |----_-_-__ Dead Noy. 8, | Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

5 ec, Syr- after 2 days. 

inge nee- 

dle. 

2799 |—-——~! do ~----|-----____- Dead Nov. 9, Do. 

after 3 days. 

2800 |_____ (3 (0) ae eee | aE | do == s Pest and post-mortem bacilli in smears from 

spleen. 

2800 |2=-=5 dOjss2= sate ness Dead Novy. 10, | Fair number of pest bacilli in smears from 

after 4days. spleen. 

2802) Raed Oya 2 2 o--|Ee see Still alive_____ 

28035|s=sae 0 = Sa ee Dead Noy. 9, | Few bacilli in smears from spleen. Numerous 

: after3 days. at point of inoculation. 

2804 |_____ ( (oye see Ee ( (6 Kay Revo Innumerable pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

2805 |_---- (SV) set ee Dead Noy. 10, | Numerous pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

after 4 days. 

PINS! LOS G10) 2s | ee eee ee doses Do. 
PAL ene CO ee ae Seles e's Gos 5.22 Do. 

‘| 
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Series 53—Continued. 

| Immune 
; | serum 

animal Was 6. pode Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

| of ambo- 
| ceptors. = 

2810 | Stuck with ! Noy. 6, | Dead Noy. 10, |! Pest bacilli in smears from spleen. 

5 ec. syr- 1 ce. after 9 days. 

inge neé- 

dle. 

231 | eee dos ----do__-| Dead Nov. 11, Do. 

after 5days. 

Ole ee dons eo ope ae dos Do. 

2613) eas doe ___.do__-| Alive and ° 

well. 

28145 Same doe =| do __| Dead Noy. 13, Do. 

after 7 days. 

ES es doa 4 ___-do___| Dead Noy. 10, Do. 

after4 days. 

25165) =a doses ____do__-| Alive and 

well. 

281m eee dos wee Ojs=s | Paes doa 4 

ZOLon| ee dol ____do __-| Dead Nov. 11, Do. 

after 5days. 

2819 ee do=s2 _--.do___| Dead Nov. 13, Do. 

after7 days. 

SERIES 57.—Hxperiments with rats. 

February 23, one 48-hour culture of “Pest Virulent” from guinea pig numbered 

3079, second transplant, was suspended in 5 cubic centimeters bouillon. A 5 cubic 

centimeter syringe needle was dipped in this suspension and each rat inoculated 

by thrusting the needle beneath the skin near the root of the tail. Five of the 

rats were giving subcutaneously varying amounts of serum from a monkey 

(numbered 1357 *) highly immunized against plague by repeated inoculations in 

increasing doses of the strain “Pest Virulent.” The other rats which served as 

controls were given no serum. 

peter SE eae How infected. Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

3087 | 3 ce. serum from } Stuck with 5 ce. | Alived and well___- 

monkey No. 1357.*, syringe needle. 

3088 |_____ 0.2 as Se ee Cc (0 oper ae Dead after 14 days__| Few pest bacilli in point 

| of inoculation. 
3089 | 2 ec. of serum from |_____ dow ese | Alive and well _____ 

monkey No. 1357. | : 

3090 |_-_-- Ose a eee dows 24 ees Dead after 6 days___| Few pest bacilliin smears 

from spleen. 

3091 | 1 ec. serum from |__.__ QO\=-2 eee Dead after 4 days___. Numerous pest bacilli in 

monkey No. 1357. smears from spleen. 

3095 'i| 2 oe ae ee (0 [0 esmenerae ca (0 Ko eseeeee on Se eee Do. 

I BOQ! eae = beers sobeioee |e at elofade en ee Dead after 3 days___ Do. 

| 8097! J.- fs eee eee dor aN Dead after 4 days___ Do. 
} 

*Monkey number 1357 was inoculated as follows: November 2 infected by sticking with a 5 cubic 
centimeter syringe needle dipped in a suspension of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent”’. December 2, 
one-fifth agar slant culture of Pest ‘‘Virulent’”’ subcutaneously. December 14, three-fifths of an agar 
slant, same strain, subcutaneously. January 10, one agar slant ‘“‘Pest Virulent,’’ subcutaneously. 
February 1. one and one-half agar slant cultures, ‘‘Pest Virulent’”’ subcutaneously. Bled February 
22. Twenty cubic centimeters; serum tested as above. 



XII. CURATIVE VALUE OF PLAGUE SERUM. 

The opinions of different observers are widely divergent in regard to 

the action of pest immune serum upon the clinical course of the disease 

in human beings. Amost all authors agree that in advanced cases of 

infection the serum is of no value. It is not my purpose here to enter 

into a complete discussion of this subject. The question has recently been 

reviewed during the present year (1906) by Dujardin-Beaumetz,** by 

Choksy,°® and by Terni.*’ In 1905 Bannerman °* reviewed the question 

of serum therapy in plague in India and the earlier work has been carefully 

summarized and considered by Dieudonné.®* From a study of the cases 

treated and reported in these articles, together with the results obtained 

from experimentation with animals in the laboratory, there would appear 

to be little doubt of the value of the serum treatment of plague, provided 
that the serum is given early enough in the course of the disease. Up 

to the present time we have not been able to obtain a serum which 

shows any demonstrable antitoxic value by any known method of pre- 

paration, since indeed we have been unable to obtain a soluble pest toxin. 

The work of Markl upon this subject has already been considered on 

page 184 of this article. 

Besredka’s °* studies upon the endotoxins of typhoid and pest bacilli 

may be mentioned in connection with the question, but they have not 
been elaborated further. ‘Terni *® thought that he was able to prepare 

an anti-serum which was especially active against the specific pest toxin, 
by the inoculation of the animal furnishing the serum with peritoneal 

exudates from guinea pigs dead of pest and with the serum from pest 

buboes, ete. (natural plague aggressin). Such a serum he regarded as 

being better than those sera obtained by the other known methods. 

However, I have shown (see p. 236) that the immunity obtained by the 

injection of natural plague ageressin is not of a different nature from that 

secured by the inoculation of living pest cultures and that, while inocula- 

tions of natural plague aggressin produce an immunity greater than that 

which can be obtained from those of artificial plague aggressin, the 

8 Bull. d. Vinst. Pasteur. (1906), 4, 473. 

%® Report on the Treatment of Plague, Bombay (1906). 

1 Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh. Leipz. (1906), 54, 386. 

2 Scient. Mem. Med. Off. India (1905), 20. 

°° Handb. d. path. Mik. (Kolle & Wassermann) (1904), 4, 949. 

% Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1905), 19, 477. 

® Loc. cit. 
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inoculation of living cultures of pest bacilli gives rise to a higher 

immunity than either of the first two methods mentioned. 

As I have already explained in discussing the subject of the mechanism 

of the action of plague immune serum, the serum exerts its immunizing 

effect primarily by binding through its amboceptors the receptors of the 

plague bacilli and after this change has taken place, phagocytosis of the 

microdrganisms occurs. The success of the serum treatment in plague 

would appear to depend particularly upon the number of plague bacilli 

in the animal organism at the time of the inoculation of the serum; 

that is, upon the length of time the serum is injected after the infection 

has occurred. If the organism is already overwhelmed with bacteria at 

the time of the introduction of the serum, almost no favorable change 

will be noted in the course of the disease, because the serum is merely 

anti-infectious and is not anti-toxic. A study of the experiments recorded 

in Series 45 and 53 (pp. 284 and 286) confirms these views. In Series 

45 we see that in ten rats inoculated with immune serum at the time of 

their infection with pest bacilli, 60 per cent survived and 40 per cent suc- 

cumbed to the infection, while of ten rats which were inoculated with the 

serum twenty-four hours after the pest infection only 40 per cent survived 

and 60 per cent died. The experiments recorded in Series 53 are parti- 

cularly important in this connection. Here the animals were inoculated 

with the serum in three series: One at the time of the infection, a second 

twenty-four hours following the infection, and the third forty-eight 

hours after the infection. The mortality in the first series was 10 per 

cent, in the second 40 per cent, and in the third 66.6 per cent. 

It is true that there is nothing new in the idea that rodents may be 

protected against a fatal outcome of the pest infection by the injection 

of plague immune serum which has been introduced at varying periods 

of time after that of the infection. In fact, as long ago as 1895, Yersin, 

Calmette and Borrel®® called attention to the fact that mice which had been 

infected with pest could be saved from death if an inoculation of 1.5 eubic 

centimeters of pest immune serum were to be given them as late as twelve 

hours after the time of the pest infection. Moreover, this method is still 

used in the Pasteur Institute and elsewhere (usually with rats), for the — 

purpose of testing the curative value of the manufactured pest immune 

serum. 
The German Plague Commission also found it possible to save monkeys 

which had previously been infected with pest by the inoculation of pest 

immune serum injected as late as from twelve to twenty-four hours after 

the time of the infection, and many other observers have recorded numerous 

similar successful experiments in which rats were employed. I therefore 

have not called attention to my experiments recorded in Series 51 with the 

sole object of again illustrating this action of plague immune serum; 

% Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1895), 9, 591. 
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however, this series of experiments serves to illustrate particularly well 

the relations between the duration of the infection and results of the serum 

treatment. 

For example, in the case of rat number 2797 which succumbed from 

earbolic acid poisoning one-half hour after the injection of the immune 

serum, an autopsy performed immediately after death showed that nu- 

merous pest bacilli already had invaded the spleen. This animal had been 

infected with pest on November 6 and the serum was inoculated two days 

later, November 8. Rats numbered 2794 and 2798, which were also 

infected on September 6, died on September 8 of pest infection before 

recelving serum. At autopsy the infection likewise was found to be 

well advanced in both animals and innumerable bacilli were present in 

each instance in the spleen. 

It therefore seems fair to presume that, in a good proportion of the 

other rats inoculated on November 6 with the same sized dose, the infec- 

tion had also already advanced to a somewhat similar stage, and therefore 

probably in many of these animals the pest bacilli had also already invaded 

the spleen. Nevertheless, 33.3 per cent of those animals which received 

the serum forty-eight hours after the time of infection survived. There- 

fore, these experiments demonstrate not only that animals may be saved 

by the injection of immune serum at a period subsequent to the incurrence 

of the pest infection, but that animals in which the disease is fairly 

well advanced may also be saved by the serum, the percentage of deaths 

varying directly with the length of the interval between pest infection 

and serum inoculation. 

Choksy, who has a wide experience with the serum treatment of 

plague, states: 

Much depends upon the early and free use of the serum. In patients injected 

on the first day or within a few hours of the onset of the symptoms, one injec- 

tion of 100 cubic centimeters followed by another after 6 to 8 hours and then 

if necessary by a third after a similar interval, would cut short the attack if 

the ease be not pneumonic, malignant or septicemic. 

He also emphasizes the fact that the earlier the serum is used, the 

more efficacious will it be and that if good results are to be obtained 

from serum therapy the patient must be treated on the first day of the 

illness. He admits that the serum can not favorably influence all types 

of plague, or even the malignant forms of the bubonic type, but he shows 

that it is the only treatment capable of saving a large proportion in a 

certain class of patients. Therefore, it seems that in man there is a 

narrow limit beyond which the antiplague serum will not act, but that 

within this limit its use in man, as in animals, is efficacious. 

~ Roux, Yersin, and Dujardin-Beaumetz all emphasize that in the serum 

treatment of plague, as in that of cholera, the injection of the serum 

must be given intravenously, on the ground that the absorption from 
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the cellular tissue is very slow and that by the intravenous inoculation the 

organism may be saturated with the antitoxin immediately and by a 

smaller dose than it could be if used subcutaneously. Dujardin-Beau- 

metz °* further remarks that in cases where the pest bacilli appear early in 

the general circulation, there are additional advantages for the intravenous 

inoculation of serum. In my opinion in eases where plague bacilli are 

already circulating in the blood there is little hope of a successful result 

with the serum, either in man or animals. The treatment of cholera with 

intravenous inoculations of the “antitoxic cholera serum” of Brau and 

Denier so far has not been very successful, apparently because the serum 

does not evidence sufficient antitoxic action. In plague immune serum 

also, no matter by what method it is prepared, as has been demonstrated, 

we are not able to obtain any antitoxic action of value and so, for the same 

reason, we perhaps may not be justified in the hope of obtaining in plague 

any different results from the intravenous than from the subcutaneous inoc- 

ulation of the serum, other than those which, as the French authors have 

suggested, would result from its more rapid absorption. By the intra- 

peritoneal inoculation, as suggested by Dujardin-Beaumetz and others, 

a rapid absorption of the serum may also be secured. The cases of plague 
in which serum therapy will accomplish the best results are those where 

the infection is still confined to certain of the lymph channels. There 

is no doubt of the great prophylactic value of plague immune serum but, 

as was mentioned in Chapter IV, the passive immunity conferred by 

it disappears after a few days. 

* Loe. cit., p. 481. 



XIU. VIRULENCE OF THE PLAGUE BACILLUS. 

INCREASE OF VIRULENCE OF THE ORGANISM. 

The behavior of the pest bacillus in relation to its virulence is very 

interesting and in many respects quite unusual, when it is compared 
with that of the majority of the microorganisms giving rise to our other 

common infectious diseases. ‘The question obviously is also a very im- 

portant one from an epidemiological standpoint and therefore will be 

discussed somewhat at length. 

In 1895, Yersin, Calmette and Borrel * maintained that in a series of passages 

of the pest bacillus through a given species of animal, an increase of virulence 

(“a fixed virulence’) was obtained for this species of animal only, and that by 

continued passages through a series of animals of one species, its virulence for 

other species became reduced. Dujardin-Beaumetz,” during the present year 

also speaks of a hyper-virulence of the pest bacillus obtained by passage through 

guinea pigs and rats. Hankin’ found that the virulence of plague bacilli 

became reduced by passage through rats and that he was not able to kill more 

than three or four rats in a series, even though the culture in the beginning was 

fully virulent. On the other hand, he found that the virulence of the organism 

could be increased by passage from mouse to mouse. 

Walton, *** also observed that a virulent strain of pest became attenuated by 

successive passages from rat to rat. He used a suspension of a portion of the 

spleen of the dead animal for infecting the second one, and so on. He also was 

not able to infect more than three rats in a series by this method. Otto,’ from 

numerous carefully performed experiments, concluded first that in the passage 

of pest bacilli from guinea pig to guinea pig without growth on artificial media, 

there resulted no dimunition in virulence of the organism either for the guinea 

pig or for the.rabbit, rat or mouse, and second, that it did not appear to be pos- 

sible by passing the organism successively through guinea pigs to obtain a 

substantial inerease in the virulence of a culture of sufficient pathogenesis at 

the time of the beginning of the experiment, to cause the death of a guinea pig. 

The Plague Commission in India under the direction of Martin and Lamb *” 

have also very recently reported upon the effect upon its virulence of the passage 

of Bacillus pestis through series of rats, when the organism was given by sub- 

cutaneous inoculation without intermediate culture. Each rat in the series was 

infected with a suspension of the spleen of the animal which had died previously. 

s Amn. de VInst. Pastewr (1895), 9, 589. 

® Bull. de VInst. Pasteur (1906), 4, 473. 

* Rept. of the Indian Plague Commission (1899), 2, 22. 

1 Rept. of Indian Plague Commission (1900), 3, 337. 

12 Zeit. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh. Leipz. (1902), 41, 380; (1904), 48, 430. 

1% Jour. de Hyg. (1906), 6, 496, 502. 
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It was found possible to carry on the series in this way as far as the twenty-sixth 

passage, when apparently the experiments were discontinued. The rats were all 

wild, Bombay rats and were not selected with reference to species. No evidence 

was obtained by these experiments that the virulence of the bacillus used for the 

passages underwent any alteration nor was any given by those in which cutaneous 

inoculation of a series of rats was attempted. Notwithstanding the failure of 

Otto and of the Indian Plague Commission perceptibly to increase the virulence 

of pest bacilli by repeated inoculation from guinea pig to guinea pig or from 

rat to rat, Dieudonné’™ states that pest cultures which have become weakly 

virulent may again be rendered more infectious by repeated passages through 

such animals as guinea pigs and rats. He also recommends the passage from 

the pneumonic lung of the infected animal to the healthy lung of the second 

animal, such as the rat or ape, and so on through a series as a means of increas- 

ing the virulence of this organism. 

Balzaroff * also found that the virulence of a pest strain could be increased 

if it was passed successively for several generations from the pneumonic lung 

of an animal, by nasal infection, to the healthy lung of another one. 

An organism which had not the power of killing animals by hypodermic inocu- 

lation was said to be restored to virulence by inoculating a guinea pig with it 

in the nostril and upon the death of this animal, inoculating by the same portal 

of entry a second one with a portion of the spleen of the first. After the third, 

or fourth passage the organism was said again to have become virulent. 

Marsh *” claimed that if the organism was cultivated at certain temperatures 

in mixtures of carbonic acid gas and ordinary air, the bacillus increased in 

virulence and retained its vitality for a long time. 

Albrecht and Gohn,” and Kolle and Martini?’ also found that by means of 

repeated animal passages, without growth on artificial media, a strain of the pest 

bacillus was rendered more virulent for the species of animal employed in the 

experiment, and also for other species which were markedly susceptible to pest. 

On the contrary, the transmission of the pest virus from rabbit to rabbit ap- 

parently resulted in a reduction of the virulence of the organism. 

Kolle and Hetsch*” also state that some strains of pest bacilli can be 

rendered more virulent by animal passage. 

My experiments, which had the object of increasing the virulence of 

the pest bacillus, have been carried on in guinea pigs and monkeys and 

both virulent and avirulent strains of the organism have been used. 

However, no perceptible increase in virulence has been obtained for either 

rats, guinea pigs or monkeys. The strain “Pest Virulent,” as has already 

14 Handb. d. path. Mik. (Kolle and Wassermann) (1903), 2, 516. 

15 Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur (1899), 13, 385.. 

© Rep. of Indian Plague Commission (1898-99), 3, 73; also (1898-99), 5, 

App. III, 480. 

MLC, Clit. 

“8 Deutsche med. Wehnschr. (1902), 28, 1. 

*” Die Exper. Bakt. u. die Infektionskrankh., Berl. and Wien (1906), 214. 
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been stated, has been passed successively for over 247 passages from 
guinea pig to guinea pig without growth on artificial media. (See table 

of Series 58, p. 296.) These passages have occupied more than a year 

and a half. ~The method of infection was carried on as follows: 

The first guinea pig of the series was inoculated subcutaneously with one oese 

of the strain “Pest Virulent” isolated from a human case of plague. Upon the 

death of the animal two days later, its spleen was removed and a portion of it 

rubbed over a shaved area on the abdomen of a healthy guinea pig (the next 

animal of the series). The skin was sometimes slightly scarified with a knife. 

This method was employed on the third animal, when the second succumbed, and 

so on without a break throughout the series, In a few instances the autopsy 

upon the animal and the removal of the spleen did not take place until nearly 

forty-eight hours after the death of the animal. In a few others, the spleen was 

removed shortly after the death of the guinea pig and placed on ice and employed 

for the next inoculation twenty-four hours later. These instances are all noted in 

the table. They caused no change in the results of the inoculations. 

The accompanying table (58) shows that the virulence of the organism 

during this whole time has not varied. Moreover, its virulence ‘not only 

for guinea pigs, but for rats and monkeys as well, has remained the same 

at the end of the series as it was at the beginning; this may be seen from 

the numerous control animals inoculated from time to time with this 

strain throughout the series of animal experiments detailed on pages 187 

to 288. A glance at Table 58 shows that moderate differences in sus- 

ceptibility exist in the different guinea pigs, the most susceptible dying 

_in from two to four days after inoculation and the more resistant usually 

in from seven to eight days. The animals were not always of the same 

age and weight and for this reason some slight variation in susceptibility 

also probably occurred. 

Only-one animal survived for twelve days and but one other for 

eleven days after the infection. These animals represent the thirty-sixth 

and one hundred and twentieth passages respectively. The fact that in 

the thirty-fifth and thirty-seventh passages, the animals died six and four 

days respectively after infection, and in the one hundred and nineteenth 

and one hundred and twenty-first passages, four and three days respec- 

tively after inoculation, demonstrates that not even a temporary change in 

virulence in the organisms had occurred at these periods. The length of 

time the animals lived during the thirty-sixth and one hundred and 
twentieth passages therefore was probably due to their natural and slightly 

increased relative resistance to pest infection. Animal number 198 died 

twenty-four hours after its inoculation. The animal was doubtless sick 

at the time of the infection. 
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Series 58.—Showing passage of the strain ‘‘“Pest Virulent”’ from guinea pig to guinea 

pig through 247 animals by cutaneous inoculation from the spleen of one animal to the 
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abdomen of the next without growth on artificial media. 

No. of F Date SBE 
ae Animal ae How inoculated. Date ok days Coe ro 

: 

1 1220 | Oct. 8 | 1oese ‘Pest Virulent’ subcutane- } Oct. 10 2 | Bacillus pestis. 

ously. 

2 1221 | Oct. 10 | Spleen 1220 14 4. Do. 

3 1243 | Oct. 14 | Spleen 1221 19 b) Do. 

4| 1276 | Oct. 19 | Spleen 1243 24 5 Do. 
5 1297 | Oct. 24 | Spleen 1276 30 6 Do. 

6 1323) Oct. (30) !Spleeng297 = See ee Noy. 2 2 Do. 

| mi ii= “AS 2A leew dom<t|es Nivel greedws = seecewmc 2 sarees Oe LPB oes 2 Do. 
8 13545 | NOV. 122) || Spleengig 24sec peek Noy. 7 5 Do. 

9 1355 7| Sed Oe see (Cf) Oe ene nee PEEL Noy. 10 8 Do. 

10 1356 |----do ___ Nov. 7 By) Do. 

11 1383 | Nov. 7 Noy. 13 6 Do. 

12 43840|2dor= Noy. 14 7 Do. 

13 1435 | Nov, 13 Nov. 16 3 Do. 

14 1436)| =e doe ae GO fia 3 Rk Fe a era Te Sdoee 3 Do. 

15 1437 Novels S Spleen 13846 sc=seemeer se ues Serene Nev. 17 3 Do 

16 1451 | Noy. 16 | Spleen 4 Do. 
17 14575 Sead O fee | ae do 3 Do. 

18 1471 | Nov. 17 | Spleen 3 Do. 

19 1472 | Nov. 19 Spleen 3 Do. 

20 147% | Noy. 20 Spleen 4 Do. 

21 1480 |----do_-__) Spleen ‘ 7 Do. 

22) 14950 Now. 24 liGpleen (479s ene ene eal 2done4 3 Do. 
23 14963|==2--do==2| (Spleen 1472 sue ee eee Noy. 30 6 Do. 

24 1497))|| Nox. 27, || (Spleens (405 sans ee aes Dec. 3 6 Do. 

25 14937) | See do2="||'Spleantit 480 sense eee ene eee Dec. 4 7 Do. 

26 LSI NOy-s 301i Spleenk4 96) ss-see= ae eee ee dors 4 Do. 

D7 \> 1515 Dees 133 Spleent(49 7a ee ae Dec. 7 4 Doses 
28 1516) |Decre 40 Spleen 498 = eee ee ee eee eee Dec. 13 9 Do. 

29/1) do17i|2==do-="|iSpleeniis14:==== eee eee Dec. 10 6 Do. 

OnE aby il) IDEs <7 pepe Wa ee ado 3 Do. 

BE) = IBY) || Were. TD I Sileaniay a Dec. 16 6 Do. 

Were ll. TS g0) Seed Spleens 17 eee ee Dec. 15 5 Do. 
33 | 1588 | Dec. 18 | Spleen 1516 _____-____---___--_ Dec. 20 7 Do. 

34 15915 Dec lon eSpleenit5S0 = eas = ae eee Dec. 19 4 | Do. 

35 1592) sDECHAlOalEGpleenil 79) mamas enaee em ene Dec. 22 6 Do. 

36 1GOGH PD ECON Sp lee ris s9 tee eee ee eee Dee. 31 il Do. 

i 37 | 1607| Dec. 20) | Spleen 1588 = 9) es Dec. 24 4 Do. 

| 38:|| 1610) Deen 224 'Gpleenpn2 = meee eee Dec 274i alo Do. 

39 16125 Dee! 240 'Spleenkl ieee eee eee meee Dec. 28 4 Do. 

40 1625) Dec. 27a Spleens] 610 ees aa aaa er eee Dec. 31 4 Do. 

41 1627))|| DEG 283|kSpleens1 612 sas= seen se eee eens! Jan. 3 6 Do. 

| 42. 1680;|-Dee! 31 | Spleen G06. eee Jan. 4 4 Do. 

43 1631 ||=-=200 == |S p leer 625 see eee eee | oe do ___ 4 Do. 

44 1632)| Janty “34/¢Spleen 1622s en ee ee Jan. 6 3 Do. 

45 1634 | Jan. 4 | Spleen 1630 Jan. 7 3 Do. 

46 | 1635 |___-do___| Spleen 1631 ze doze 3 Do. 

47 1643 | Jan. 6) Spleen 1632 Jan. 10 | 4 Do. 

48 | 1645 | Jan. 7 | Spleen 1634 ‘Jan. 9 2 Do. 

|} 49} 1646\)..= do..| ‘Spleen Leshan === eee does 2 Do. 
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Series 58.—Showing passage of the strain ‘Pest Virulent,’’ etc.—Continued. 

No. of |, nimal| ,Date : Date of || berg! | cultur 
ree No. Tateae How inoculated. death. Ges ; Ney aE 

50 1648h Pane OulSpleentdl 640s ee ee eee Jan, 12 3 | Bacillus pestis. 

51 1649) |Es== doj==2|'Spleentl6s6 === Jan. 14 5 Do. 

52 GOON dane OF RSpleenh G43 ees = ssa ease eee e==d0==— 4 Do. 

53 WHR) | de bal, Me) || Ryo esal WC ee ee eee, Jan. 15 3 Do. 

54 UG || Vebae, GE | Syonieyenay Taye) = Jan. 18 4 Do. 

55 1668 |_---do___; Spleen 1650 ___ 2 5 Do. 

56 1669 | Jan. 15 |.Spleen 1653 -_-_--__----___-_---__--. 2 Do. 

57 UGB) Venas I7/ | Solera GS) eee 4 Do. 

58 WGA | Veemols ARS} |) Spa everat CS) ee 4 Do. 

59 L67GH Ue ON Spleen G68 me a ee eee 4 Do. 

60 1697 | Jan. 22 | Spleen 1673 *__ 2 Do. 

61 16938 Bee comes is ple eri 6 7Ayeeea eae are oe eer 2 Do. 

62 1700 | Jan. 23 | Spleen 1676 --_-_______---_--__-__--- 2 Do. 

63 NO2M Panos aS ple ena 69 7peeen == ee eee 2 Do. 

64 17 03k Bed O==a|ESpleentll 698 senee ae aa eee rae 3 Do. 

65 UKE! || Afenak, PA} || Syovkevena 70) ee 3 Do. 

66 HOSS Ran elon op leon {02 eee ene Se ee é 3 Do. 

67 ZS) || Gewel, Ye | Syoileeia IB) = ae eee Feb. 6 10 Do. 

68 TALL |} dena “sh || Sjovkeren wre! ae ee Feb. 4 7 Do. 

69 1712} Jan. 29 | Spleen 1708 31 3 Do. 

70 1714 | Jan. 31 | Spleen 1712 4 4 Do. 

71 1724 | Feb. 4 | Spleen 1711 8 4 Do. 

72 1725 |_---do___| Spleen 1714 7 3 Do. 

73 1728 | Feb. 7 | Spleen 1709 10 3 Do. 

74 1/29 T eees Ol= ao [NOD LECI 2p aa ne eee Feb. 12 5 Do. 

79 HAoneWebawas lSpleenpli/24 28-0 ee eae OO === 4 Do. 

76 TU 7layy |) Teo, IDL | PSyouleveran IPAS ee Feb. 13 2h Do. 

77 755 | Feb. 12 | Spleen 1729 Feb. 15 3 Do. 

78 756 |__--do--_| Spleen 1745 Feb. 19 7 Do. 

79 UZAY) || YRS} TGS || SPONSE UT ee Feb. 16 3 Do. 

80 (Gia Rebs Ss |e Spleeneii ome a == ee Feb. 17 2 Do. 

Gill] Tea || WED, TG] olesin WR) Feb. 19 4 Do. 
82 1764 | Feb. 17 Feb. 21 4 Do. 

83 1765 | Feb. 19 Feb. 23 4 Do. 

84 WATS eee CO es Feb. 24 5 Do. 

85 1768 | Feb. 21 Feb. 26 5 Do. 

86 1769 | Feb. 23 Mar. 2 7 Do. 

87 1770 | Feb. 24 Feb. 27 3 Do. 

88 W7Al || ==. COysa= Mar. 1 4 Do. 

89 2a een Oe Mar. 5 9 Do. 

90 1798 ; Feb. 26 Mar. 1 4 Do. 

91 1799 |_---do __- Be doe 4 Do. 

92 1800) |= doe Mar. 2 5 Do. 

93 SIS eH eb 2a |mopleenil (OSs s eo as = ae Mar. 3 4 Do. 

94 ASTON ivVerte2 Spleens ls00j-=22 24-3. ba Mar. 5 3 Do. 

95 1S20Mieiarsees tepleenwlals ==95 = 922 = ee Mar. 7 4 Do. 

96 S218 eiVieie on Spleenyl Sis == Ee ee Mar. 10 5 Do. 

97 LES IG Nar Se leSpleenhl820! 4222 = - anne Mar. 12 4 Do. 

98 UGBB) || Wiehe, 10) || Syolcesatak pil eee Mar. 13 3 Do. 

99 UCRY! | ain I Spoleaial Ikki Mar. 16 4 Do. 

*Spleen laid on ice one day before inoculation. 

+ Spleen placed on ice twenty-four hours before inoculation. 
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SERIES 58.—Showing passage of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent,”’ 

STRONG. 

etc.—Continued. 

No. of Neairrel _Date : Num- 

Bas | No: aoc How inoculated. Date “day a CeO 

100 1835)! Mar. 13) {/Spleent833 222 =e ease eee ee Mar. 16 3 | Bacillus pestis. 

101 1OO5)}/ Mar SG at's ple emis] G34 essa eee cee taene Mar. 19 3 Do. 

102 1906 |____do ==-| Spleen $3p == = eee does 3 Do. 

103 | 1907 | Mar. 19 | Spleen 1905 Mar. 23 4 Do. 

104 | 1908 |___-do___| Spleen 1906 Mar. 21 2 Do. 

105} 1909 | Mar. 21 spleen 1907 5 Do. 
106 | 1914 | Mar. 23 | spleen 1907 3 Do. 
107 1928 | Mar. 26 | Spleen 1909 5 Do. 

108) 1929"! 2-2 do =--|' Spleen bata 5 See a eee | ne Alive. 

109 | 1934 | Mar. 31 | Spleen 1928 3 | Bacillus pestis. 
110 | 1935} Apr. 3) Spleen 1934 4 Do. 

111 1936 | Apr. 7 | Spleen 1935 4 Do. 

12) | eeelOS 7 pee One| ee C5 (caer PS ear psa No | 3 Do. 

113 | 1938 | Apr. 10 | Spleen 1937 4 Do. 

114 1939 | Apr. 11 | Spleen 1936 5 Do. 

115 1940 | Apr. 14 | Spleen 1938 3 Do. 

116 | 1941 Apr. 16 | Spleen 1939 6 Do. 

117 1946 | Apr. 17 | Spleen 1940 3 Do. 

11s | 1947 | Apr. 20 | Spleen 1946 x 4 Do. 
119 19485 |PApr» 23) (Spleen sl 41% eee ee Apr. 27 4 Do. 

120 DQ525| RADE AT Sp leemal 94s oe a May 6 12 Do. 

121 195Su PAPE e 27 Spleemul 948 sees enn eee 3 Do. 

To) | TRBEM ONS BOA Nis oykereret TG eR} 4 Do. 

IVE) AES | eh ei yee Gbytes 3 Do. 

res) IESE |) WHER 7A Spares TIO GW) tp 6 Do. 

iP) || TEES Ee OO Ea Spoyletan TG 5 5 Do. 
Toys | RBS) Mee 1) | pyle 1GhG) 2. 6 Do. 
127 LOG 20 Mey STS HSC e mish 95 7 eee 3 Do. 
15} |) SRE) MUG ND | Spleen Ts 5 Do. 

129 2005)|- Mays 18) iSpleenwl95 Qs 5 Do. 

130 2002 | Maye 44 ES p leet 99 jaa eel 7 Do. 

131 | 2055 | May 23°! Spleen 2005____-------------__--- == 6 Do. 

1321}, 92060) Maye 285 'Spleenn2 02s ae eee 3 Do. 

133 20619) Maye 29 Nis leeni2 0 sa 3 Do. 

134 2062))| Ma Sly PSpleen2 06 (een eee aan 4 Do. 

135 PAV By || Uibbess ILI Siyleein es ae 4 Do. 

136 | 2066 | June 4/ Spleen 2062____ 5 Do. 
137 | 22067 |p JUMer ON Gp lees 206 pe eee eee ee |e 4 Do. 
138) |i, 120735) Sme 9) Sp leenko 066m eee ee 5 Do. 

Ibe) || AWE! Ee eC Oa Spleen Waa June 13 4 Do. 
TEC) | abs} | eee es || Gayle CO June 19 6 Do. 

141 DIAS JUNE 14 Spleen 2013 een June 18 4 Do. 

142 2140 | June 18 | Spleen 2124 June 25 7 Do. 

143 Oi Ay |e eo Koy alt ay domesasae! June 27 9 Do. 

144 2142 | June 19 | Spleen 2123 June 25 6 Do. 

145 2143 | June 25 |(Spleen) 2140253 eee June 30 5 Do. 

146 2144 |_2--d0 2-2) Spleent2140:2 =e ae eee June 29 4 Do. 

147 2145 | June’ 29i|Spleen 2144. July 2 3 Do. 

148 2167) July, 3)|Spleent2143:= sense: ee July 6 3 Do. 

149 2168))|\ Jy: -2)| (Spleen) 2145 =a ae eee July 7 5 Do. 

* Animal 1941 died on Apr. 22. Not autopsied until Apr. 23. 

+ Animal 1952 died May 6. Not autopsied until May 7. 



Series 58.—Showing passage of the strain ‘Pest Virulent,’’ 

STUDIES IN PLAGUH IMMUNITY. 299 

etc.—Continued. 

No. of |, nimal| . Date : Num- 
ess No. saree How inoculated. uae e f ‘diye Suture om 

150 DAA SUL yee Or! SP LECTIO 2G jeeee saan nee eer July, 12 6 | Bacillus pestis 

151 OAV Neate by 7/ || Keyellersyal Pa IG} ees ee ey Soe ee Sakae July 11 4 Do. 

16) | DIIZGs |anbuby SEL || Soler eats ses et July 17 6 Do. 
153 Silty |p Anbu 1D ispeliste oN aly Nae SSS oe ee July 16 4 Do. 

154 DFAS |! bby BGy || Shoe Sial, 7/7) ae ee July 23 7 Do. 

155 Pile Wedioubye Gt7) || tShol eral ily} ee = ee ee July 20 3 Do. 

156 DISSy oULy, ZO MPS ple mia Oeus = aoe eee July 24 4 Do. 

157 2193 | July 23 | Spleen 2178 Aug. 3 10 Do. 

158 2204 | July 24 | Spleen 2183 July 31 0 Do. 

159 2230 | July 31 | Spleen 2204 Aug. 6 7 Do. 

160 2248 | Aug. 3] Spleen 2193 Eidos: 3 Do. 

161 2271 | Aug. 6 | Spleen 2248 Aug. 11 5 Do. 

162 DDD Saeed Onl SLCC P2230 ere eee ee Aug. 13 7 Do. 

163 2283 | Aug. 11 | Spleen 2271 Aug. 15 4 Do. 

164 2293 | Aug. 13 | Spleen 2272 Aug. 19 6 Do. 

165 2303 | Aug. 15 | Spleen 2283 Aug. 20 5 Do. 

166 | 2315] Aug. 20 | Spleen 2293*________________________ Aug. 24 4 Do. 
167 PRG |e tO) oa}! SYNCS ROE) eee P= doe-= 4 Do. 

168 PRP [I os\qpre, Orbs Sho) Kerexol WMS) es Aug. 29 5 Do. 

169) (2323) |Eeendo==s|tSpleeni2316 === ‘Aug. 31 7 Do. 

170 PRY) | ares BIS) Il Siellesal PRY h) oe ee Sept. 4 6 Do. 

7Al || GRAS Atoes Bil |] ISjalesiol Baya SE Sept. 3 3 Do. 

ily) ||)  O8I8) |) Stee, Bh] SleGin PR) Sept. 7 4 Do. 

T7Sn || 23951) Sept. 4) Spleen(2387 2220. =e a Sept. 10 6 Do. 

174 AION ESepta (7) SDIECI2392 22 sens ee eee Sept. 12 5 Do. 

175 | 2411 | Sept. 10 | Spleem 2395_____________.____.______ Sept. 15 5 Do. 
176 DG, || Sei 1 |) Sollee 2Hh) ee Sept. 14 2 Do. 

177 DASE Septal |S PLCC 6 eee see eee ae Sept. 17 3 Do. 

178 DADO Septmlon | pSPleemh2 alder ease eae anes Sept. 21 6 Do. 

179 2446 | Sept. 17 | Spleen 2428______-_____________---_- 2 dos 4 Do. 

180 PASTE ESep un oiel ls DLC CIRZ420 ea= ete een eee a ae Sept. 24 3 Do. 

181 ASOT Ee medo =a pleenh2446 see a eee ee Sept. 26 5 Do. 

182 DNBS We Srey vie, Pel] SY Oe a) POR Se Oct. 2 8 Do. 

183 OEEBY || Sion 45) || Slo) eer PAW) eee ee Sept. 29 3 Do. 

184 D406 Hee dO aa MS DICCMUd Spas see eee ese e Oct; 2 3 Do. 

185 2498 | Oct. 2 | Spleen 2483 Oct. 5 3 Do. 

186 2499 |____do___| Spleen 2496 Oct. 4 2 Do. 

187 2500 | Oct. 4 | Spleen 2499 Oct. 95 4 Do. 

188 2501 | Oct. 5 | Spleen 2498 Oct 8 3 Do. 

189 | 2502 | Oct. 8 | Spleen 2500 Oct. 13 5 Do. 

190 2503 |____do___) Spleen 2501 Oct, 12 4 Do. 

191 2507 | Oct. 12 | Spleen 2503 Oct. 17 5 Do. 

192 2560 | Oct. 13 | Spleen 2502 Oct. 18 5 Do. 

193 2588 | Oct. 17 | Spleen 2507 Oct. 22 5 Do. 

194 2585 | Oct. 18 | Spleen 2560 Oct. 23 5 Do. 

195 2osbeOct. 227 imepleeni2o83 22-22. 2-5 = aes Oct. 26 4 Do. 

196 258 7M BOCts 257 | SPLECM 2p80 2 =) a= = paca ee sche Edo 3 Do. 

197 2594 | Oct. 26 | Spleen 2587 Oct. 30 4 Do. 

198 2663 | Oct. 26 | Spleen 2586 Oct. 27 71 Do. 

199 2694 | Oct. 27 | Spleen 2663 Nov. 5 9 Do. 

*Animal 2293 died Aug. 19. Not autopsied until Aug. 20. 

+ Probably sick, at time of pest inoculation. 

55670——10 
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Series 68.—Showing passage of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent,’’ etc.—Continued. 

= Num- 

‘yas, [ARIMAll noe How inooulatea! Date of | ber of | Culture from. 
sage. : lated. i faven f 

200 2sxbn|eOCtat3s0) | iSpleenyZ59 4 sae eee ee eee Noy. 2 3 | Bacillus pestis. 

201 ZOO NPNON.-) 221) Spleeni2 736 ee ee Nov. 5 3 Do. 

2025|)=-27645|SNOVz8 On| Spleenh2694 == sees aan oe ene Nov. 8 3 Do. 

201 2165 Ee dOjee= |" SDLECT2 750 ea eee eee 9 4 Do. 

202 DESPA WINON eth IifSyolkevern 7 (2t a . 14 6 Do. 

203 28280 EN OVoenON |DODLCCT2( Oo eae a ee aan eee a 5 10 2 Do. 

204 2841S ON OVee Ula Sp le CH2828 pee eee ee oe 5 Te! 3 Do. 

205 2858 NOs 45 Spleent 284i amas. cae ne ae ee B22 8 Do. 

206 Pas! INOnve eG) |} Syoplevera Wspy7/ Se > ate) 4 Do. 

207 286d Nove LON SPleeni2859 eee ene eee = PB} 4 Do. 

208 2866 | Nov. 22 | Spleen 2858 ___ 26 4 Do. 

209 PANS) IP INOKs 28) |) Solemn py a . 28 5 Do. 

210 OXY | Ion, Pd |) Spollevern Bij oe . 80 4 Do. 

211 2921 PNOVeE28s| Spleen 2869 = same eee eae ES 3 5 Do 

212 2928 UleDEC? won| sSpleemt2 02a ee ne es eee eel eS 5 Do. 

213 2949) |(SDeCes (8) ESpleent2 923 pee mn seen eee eli: 3 Do. 

214 2954 al Decree Spleent2949 eee sens = eee ees » 15) 4 Do. : 

215 2961 | Dec. 15 | Spleen 2954 18 3 Do. 

216 2965 | Dec. 18 | Spleen 2961 22 4 Do. 

217 2968) eC 225 "Spleent20 6b mene eee Dec. 26 4 Do. 

218 2970 | Dec. 26 | Spleen 2968 4 Do. 

219 2978 | Dec. 30 | Spleen 2970 6 Do. 

220 2982 | Jan. 5] Spleen 2978 3 Do. 

221 2987 | Jan. 8 | Spleen 2982 3 Do. 

9222 Nt) |) Ueno, 1h) Soleesa Obi oe a ee 4 Do. 

223 2993) Jan Lo Spleent2990 Se ase = ee ee 2 Do. 

224 8009 | Jan. 17 | Spleen 2993___- 2 Do. 

225 S010) Jans 19h eSpleenrs009 eae eee eee 4 Do. 

226 SONG || dens 783 || Syoleioa SU) 5 Do. 

227 3026 | Jan. 28 | Spleen 3016 _-_ 7 Do. 

228 S039 eHebie 47" Spleemeo026 pss eee one 3 Do. 

229 S048 PHebie a ESplecnks039 ee aaa mene nn eas 4 Do. 

230 S0D8h Heb yelle ES pleenis04 Sees eee eee ee 7 Do. 

231 30798) HebselS5l Spleents058 === = ae ee 3 Do. 

232 3086) ||eHebse21e'sSpleent307 9m a eae ee 4 Do. 

233 3098) |2beb a 2olll Spleenis0sGmes =a eee 4 Do. 

234 3099) Sars 1aliSpleenys098 ees =a ae 3 Do. 

235 3100) Mars 4 | |Spleent30992222 =. === see ee 2 Do. 

236 SLOIS Mars Sbul Spleens! 00 = ass =a ae eee 5 Do. 

237 31045 (Mars 119 sSpleentsi0 ease eae ee ee eee 4 Do. 

238 S10Te | MlarselorliSpleents 04 eae eee ee ee 3 Do. 

239 S112) | Marae BuiSpleenksil Omen ness ee nee eel 3 Do. 

240 Baby Nahe, Pal | Syoyecyay BN) 4 Do. 

241 3116); Mare2oc) Spleens} mass seas ee 5 Do. 

242 3118) Mars230) Spleens 6 seen ae eee 4 Do. 

243 31205 |-Apra. (3) |iSpleen sail Sessa eee ees 5 Do. 

244 3121} Apr. 8 | Spleen 3120 --_-__~ eae eee eee a x Do. 

245\| 3184)) Aprs 137) (Spleen\sivle es 6 Do. 

2469) 331375| Apr OURS pleeric to. ee ea 5 Do. 

a 247 3188) Apr: 124 | SpleentslS (esse ees 5 Do. 

i 
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As mentioned above, Otto showed that it was not possible to increase 

the pathogenicity of strains of pest bacilli of moderate virulence by 

repeated passages through animals. The strains with which he per- 

formed his experiments were all capable of killing guinea pigs in 

moderate doses at the time of the commencement of the work. 

I have attempted to increase the virulence of a more attenuated cul- 

ture of the pest bacillus (one which in large doses was not capable of 

killing guinea pigs) by experiments performed on monkeys. The strain 

“Avirulent Manila” was employed for the inoculations. This organism 

was chosen because it had at an earlier time possessed a much greater 

virulence and because its pathogenicity had been reduced artificially. 

(See p. 310.) It was therefore interesting to see if the virulence could 

be reclaimed. 

Experiments of this nature were first undertaken with the idea of 

ascertaining how long the attenuated organisms would remain alive in 

the tissues after subcutaneous inoculation. The technique of the experi- 

ments was as follows: 

The abdomen of a monkey was first shaved and a suspension of the organism 

inoculated subcutaneously. The skin was then carefully massaged until the 

fluid was apparently completely absorbed. After varying periods of time, the skin 

of the abdomen was scrubbed several times with ether and alcohol and a small 

incision made with a sterile knife through the dermis. Cultures were then taken 

from the drops of blood or from the pus which escaped from the incised wound. 

Usually, when the injection was made beneath the skin of the ab- 

domen, a few hours later about the point of inoculation an cedematous 

swelling appeared which did not entirely disappear for forty-eight 

hours. In an earlier series of experiments made with a slightly more 

attenuated pest culture, it was found that the organisms were still very 

numerous in the tissues six to eight hours after the inoculation, after 

which time they gradually disappeared so that cultures made twenty-four 

hours subsequent to the injection generally, though not always, remained 

sterile. It seemed probable that the more resistant organisms were those 

which remained alive in the tissues for the longest time and that there 

was a true “survival of the fittest.” An attempt was therefore made 

to ascertain if it would be possible to increase the pathogenicity of a 

slightly more virulent culture by this same procedure. As soon as the 

cultures made on agar from the incision in the animal developed, they 

were inoculated subcutaneously into a second monkey and so on through- 

out the series. The strain used for this series of experiments (“Avirulent 

Manila”) was so attenuated at the time of their commencement that 

one 24-hour agar slant culture usually, but not invariably, caused death 

from subacute plague infection in a guinea pig of about 250 grams 

weight. This culture was passed through twenty-five monkeys according 

to the method above described. At the end of this time its virulence 
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was found to be practically unchanged. The details of all the passages 

are given in Series 28 which follows. The monkeys employed were 

all of small size. The cultures were made from the animal, from 

one and one-half to twenty-four hours after the time of the moculation. 

In a few instances in which the quantity of inoculated bacteria was large, 

pus formation about the point of injection was found to have occurred 

on incising the skin from twenty-one to twenty-four hours after the 

‘time of the infection of the animal. However, the organisms in the 

pus did not prove infectious when inoculated into guinea pigs in a con- 

siderable amount. 

Therefore, my attempts to increase the virulence of a very virulent 

pest strain or to reclaim that of a more attenuated one have been entirely 

unsuccessful, the organisms in each instance having retained a very 

stable virulence throughout. : 
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STUDIES IN PLAGUH IMMUNITY. 309 

ARTIFICIAL ATTENUATION OF THE PLAGUE BACILLUS. 

- In gpite of the facts which have been brought out in the previous dis- 

cussion, nevertheless it is true that the virulence of different pest strains 

as they occur in nature varies greatly, the numerous cultures isolated from 

different epidemics and different cases of human plague frequently exhibit- 

ing marked variation in pathogenicity in animal experiments. It is also 

true that there are a number of references in the literature which point to 

the fact that certain strains of pest bacilli, after growing for a few genera- 

tions on artificial culture media, unaccountably lose their virulence. It 

therefore is not my purpose to argue that under certain conditions the viru- 

lence of the pest bacillus may not vary from time to time and that it may 

not frequently, under some conditions in nature, become attenuated and 

under others, such as its passage from animal to animal, even be increased. 

However, any such change as the latter is very unusual and it does 

not occur under ordinary circumstances. The important point which I 

wish to emphasize in the behavior of this organism in its passage from 

animal to animal is its stability of virulence, and this quality is also 

possessed to a remarkable degree by the organism on artificial culture 

media. 
Virulent strains of the pest bacillus when grown upon artificial media 

usually suffer no change in their pathogenicity even after long periods of 

time and after numerous generations. Cultures sealed in test tubes and 

protected from light and heat have been found to retain their full 

virulence for several years. ‘Thus Maassen found no change of virulence 

in cultures after two years and N. K. Schultze 1° observed that cultures 

in bouillon were fully virulent even after four years. Attempts to 

attenuate the virulent organism in cultures have also demonstrated its 

stability in pathogenicity and have usually resulted unsuccessfully. 

Albrecht and Gohn*™ reported that the pest bacillus could resist a continued 

temperature of 36° C. for only about fourteen days without loss of virulence, 

and that after this period a rapid diminution occurred. However, these results 

have not been confirmed by any other observers. The German Plague Com- 

mission “* suspended agar cultures of the organism in bouillon and exposed them 

to a temperature of 51° C. for varying periods of time. They found that while 

many of the organisms were killed by this treatment, those which remained 

alive had retained their full virulence. They also attempted to secure attenua- 

tion of the organism by exposing it to carbolic acid, but these experiments were 

also unsuccessful. 

Kolle and Otto found that by growing the organism at a continuous tem- 

perature of 40° to 41° C. a further attenuation was sometimes possible in 

10 Centrol. f. Bakteriol. (1901), 29, Abt. I, 169. 

m1 Toc. cit. 

12 Loc. cit. 

13 Deutsche med. Wehnschr. (1903), 29, 493. 
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cultures which already were of a low grade of virulence.* Hetsch has ex- 

perimented extensively with the question of the artificial attenuation of the 

plague organism. He found that prolonged growth of the bacilli at temperatures 

ranging from 40° to 45° C. caused no attenuation of the surviving organisms. 

Cultivation of the germ in an insusceptible animal such as the frog (in its 

dorsal lymph sac) also caused no lowering of the virulence. After experiment- 

ing with a number of chemical substances, particularly with various staining 

reagents, he found that the most satisfactory means of attenuation consisted 

of cultivating the organism in flasks of bouillon to which increasing amounts of 

alcohol were gradually added. 

I have been successful in attenuating two strains of pest bacilli by 

employing the method recommended by Hetsch. My cultures in the 

alcoholic bouillon, in addition, were frequently grown at a temperature 
of from 41° to 43° C. The strains used for the experiments were 

those designated as “Pest Virulent” and “Pest Avirulent Manila.” The 

organism was first moculated into a 50 cubic centimeter flask contaming 

bouillon ; after forty-eight hours’ growth at 30° C. the alcohol was added 

and the flask placed at a temperature of 41° to 43° C. for a period usually 

of three weeks. Cultures from the flask were then inoculated upon 

agar for many generations, a fresh one being made each day, sometimes 

for one or two weeks, and the organism usually cultivated at the same 

high temperature. Beginning with 0.1 cubic centimeter of absolute 

alcohol and 50 cubic centimeters of bouillon, the amount of the former 

was gradually increased in successive cultures up to 5 cubic centimeters 

in 50 cubic centimeters of bouillon. In some instances the alcohol in 

the flask was increased each week and in others every few days. The 

organisms in the flask containing the larger amounts of alcohol fre- 

quently perished entirely and in other instances, when inoculations were 

made from them upon agar only, a few isolated colonies developed in 

the medium. If the former took place, the cultures were obviously lost 

and the last step of the attenuation had then to be repeated with the 

previous transplant of the more virulent organism. 

This method of attenuation does not give quick Hae and as 

Hetsch admits, it is frequently not satisfactory for diminishing the 

virulence of the plague organism. Moreover, it sometimes appears to 

be very inefficient in bringing about this change when the strains are of 

very great virulence. However, it would appear to be the most successful 
method which has yet been discovered. The time during which the 

experiments were carried on in the attenuation of the strain “Pest 
Avirulent Manila” was a little over seven months, and in the strain 

“Pest Virulent” about seventeen months. 

™ Zitschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1904), 48, 443. 
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At the time of the beginning of the attenuation the strain “Pest 

Avirulent Manila,” when inoculated subcutaneously, killed guinea pigs 

of from 200 to 300 grams weight in doses of about 2 oesen. At the time 

the experiments were discontinued, the lethal dose for guinea pigs of 

the same weight was about one agar slant culture, although the animal 

sometimes even survived such a dose. 

The organism during the time of its attenuation was grown for five 

different periods in the bouillon containing the different percentages 

of alcohol. Series 59 (p. 312) gives the details of the change in virulence. 

At the time of the beginning of the experiments in the attenuation of 

the strain “Pest Virulent” the organism possessed a virulence so great 

that a portion of a spleen of a guinea pig which had died from infection 

with it, when it was rubbed over the abdomen of a second guinea pig, 

always caused the death of the animal from acute plague infection, and 

5 oesen of a suspension (prepared by adding 5 cubic centimeters of 

saline solution to a 24-hour agar slant culture of the organism) when 

rubbed over a shaved and scarified area on the abdomen of a guinea pig, 

also invariably caused it to succumb to plague. After the virulent strain 

had been grown for nearly three months in the alcoholic bouillon, $ oese 

of a 24-hour agar culture of the organism when injected subcutaneously 

into a guinea pig, still caused its death; after the experiment had been 

carried on for eleven months the virulence of the organism was found 

to be such that 2 oesen of the 48-hour agar culture, when rubbed over 

a shaved and scarified area on the abdomen of a guinea pig, or the same 

amount injected subcutaneously, no longer caused the death of the inocu- 

lated animals. However, 4 agar slant after two months more of attenua- 

tion, invariably caused fatal infection. At the time of the termination 

of the experiments which lasted for about seventeen months, the virulence 
was so reduced that 4 agar slant culture of the organism, when injected 
subeutaneously into guinea pigs, did not cause the death of more than 

40 per cent of the animals so inoculated, the remaining 60 per cent 

remaining alive and well. At the termination of the experiment the 

same original strain (unattenuated) which had been kept in a sealed 

tube and protected from light during the same period of time, was grown - 

for two successive transplants upon fresh agar and its virulence again 

tested. It was found that 0.1 oese of this culture, when rubbed over the 

scarified abdomen of a guinea pig, still caused the death of the animal, 
showing that no practical decrease in the virulence of the organism had as 

yet oceurred. The details of the attenuation of the strain are recorded 

in the series of experiments numbered 60. 
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Series 59.—Showing the attenuation of the strain ‘Pest Avirulent Manila,” in guinea pigs. 

sue Inoculated. Result. Autopsy. 

1164 | June 28, two oesen strain ‘‘Pest Avirulent | Dead July | Numerous pest bacilli in 

Manila’’ subcutaneously. 3, after 5 smears from spleen. 

days. 

1166 | July 10, two oesen strain ‘‘Pest Avirulent | Dead July Do. 

Manila’’ subcutaneously. 16, after 6 

days. 

1450 | Nov. 14, one-half agar slant culture |} Alive and 

“Pest Avirulent Manila’ (attenuated well. 

5 months) subcutaneously. 

1578 | Dec. 9, one 48-hour agar slant culture | Dead Dec. | Few involution forms of 

“Pest Avirulent Manila’’ (attenuated 6 18, after 9 plague bacilli in the heart’s 

months) subcutaneously. days blood. Six colonies develo- 

ped in one culture and none 

in the second. 

1655 | Jan. 12, three-fourths 24-hour agar slant | Alive and 

culture ‘‘Pest Avirulent Manila’ (at- well. 

tenuated 7 months) subcutaneously. 

1671 | Jan. 15, one 48-hour agar slant culture | Dead Jan. | Subacute pest. 

“Pest Avirulent Manila’ (attenuated 29, after . 

7 months) subcutaneously. 14 days. 

1751 | Feb. 11, one 30-hour agar slant ‘‘Pest | Alive and 

Ayirulent Manila’ (attenuated 73 well. 

months) subcutaneously. 

Serres 60.—Showing the attenuation of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent,”’ in guinea pigs. 

arunel Inoculated. Result. Autopsy and remarks. 

1497 | Noy. 27, abdomen shaved and rubbed with | Dead Dec. 2, | Numerous pest bacilli 

spleen of guinea pig No. 1495, just dead of after 5 days. in smears from 

plague from inoculation of the strain ‘‘Pest spleen. 

Virulent.”’ 

1763 | Feb. 16, one-half oese ‘‘Pest Virulent’”’ (at- | Dead Feb. 20, | Pest. 

tenuated 3 months) subcutaneously. after 4 days. 

2068 | June 7, one oese ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ (attenua- | Dead June 12, Do. 

ted 6 months) subcutaneously. after 5 days. 

2069) |2e= dO ee Ee ee eee ee Dead June 14, Do. 

after 7 days. 

207052 (5 {0 cea eres FSS Sey ae BREA Dead June 12, Do. 

after 5 days. 

DOT Rae GO Stet STi hw. SPR SOE ae 2 ee | Dead June 11, Do. 

after 4 days. 

2072) eee G0 22202 ee Ae eee Dead June 14, Do. 

after 7 days. 

2194 | July 23, one oese ‘‘Pest Virulent’’ (attenua- | Aliveand well__ 

ted 8 months) subcutaneously. 

2195 eae GO. 2 252552035 oe ee ee ee — OOjs=2- =o 

2196 |____- 0 _ 2222225 eee Dead Aug. 4, | Subacute pest. 

after 12 days. 

2592 | Oct. 25, two oesen ‘‘Pest Virulent’”’ (attenua- | Alive and well_ 

ted 11 months) subcutaneously. 

2093 Ea= = (6 {0 eee SE a Se oe ee Ne do 
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Series 60.—Showing the attenuation of the strain ‘‘Pest Virulent,’’ ete.—Continued. 

mal Inoculated. Result. Autopsy and eS 

3029 | Jan. 29, one agar slant culture ‘‘Pest Viru- | Dead Feb. 5, Large suppurating 

lent’? (attenuated 14 months) subcuta- after 7 days. bubo in abdominal 

neously. wall. 

3030 |_____ (oo) bat TS Ee ABS 2 0p Re AMA ee EE SES eee ee La, Bs Dead Feb. 4, | Large cyst-like bubo. 

after 6 days. 

3031 | Jan. 29, one-half agar slant culture ‘‘Pest | Dead Feb. 11, | Advanced pest pneu- 

Virulent’”’ (attenuated 14 months) subcu- after 13 days. monia. 

taneously. 

BOS 2 |e eee ee Se a ees ee Se Dead Feb. 9, | Subacute pest. 

Jan. 29, one-fourth agar slant culture ‘‘Pest after 11 days. 

3033 Virulent” (attenuated 14 months) subeu- | Aliveand well__ 

taneously. 

3034 |____- LO pee UN aS oh 2 Ph Ae Se Goisss22 ose 

3139 | Apr. 25, one-half agar slant culture ‘Pest | Dead May 6, | Largebubo. Subacute 

Virulent”’ (attenuated 17 months) subcu- after 11 days. pest. 

taneously. 

3140 |___-_ (C0) ot See ee aoe ee ee ee Alive and well__ 

Sl eg eee CO ee ie Ses eae as I OE yea ee Goa sees 

SH) tee a CLO See aie ea a See cae Sun Pe doReee sess ‘ 

3143 |----_ C6 (0) Sa te a aS a eae eey Ueee eee re se ea ey doje sens 

3144 |____- (LO ee oe aaa oe 2 el ed a (0 Co) ee 

3145 |----— OO aie ee Ee ee Makes Dead May 6, | Subacute pest. 

after 11 days. 

3146 |_---- GLO pc ae ae Pe aed ae 28 2 Dead May 3, Do. 

after 8 days. 

3147 |----- LO eee ee een Soe et eee eee Dead Apr. 26, | Not of pest infection. 

after 1 day. 

3148 |_-_-- LO Aa SS SES SE ne Se a Alive and well__ 4 

3149 | Apr. 25, one-tenth oese “Pest Virulent” | Dead Apr. 30, | “Cute Pest infection. 
(original) rubbed over abdomen. after 5 days. 

STABILITY OF VIRULENCE OF THE PLAGUE BACILLUS. 

These experiments, relating to the artificial attenuation of the pest 

bacillus in cultures, as well as those performed on animals with the 

view of increasing the pathogenicity of this organism all demonstrate its 
great stability of virulence. 

In respect to this phenomenon, it is interesting to compare the behavior 

of the cholera organism with that of the pest bacillus, both in its growth 

on artificial media and in successive passages through the animal body. 
The cholera organism if left for a few months on culture media such 

as agar, soon loses its virulence and indeed, frequently dies out, largely 

owing to the autolytic digestion of the bacteria which takes place. If, 

instead of allowing the spirillum to remain in the original tube in which 

it was inoculated, it is transplanted for a number of times on agar, a rapid 

loss of virulence is also obtained. On the other hand, this virulence 

can quickly again be increased by successive passages of the culture 

through a series of a species of animal such as the guinea pig, and in 
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from fifteen to twenty-five successive passages the maximum virulence 

of the spirillum can usually be reached if the attenuation has not been 

too great. Again, if such a culture which has attained its maximum 

virulence be left upon artificial media for a few weeks, the virulence 

becomes greatly reduced. This process of increasing and of decreasing 

the virulence of the cholera organism may be repeated at will. 

On the other hand, we have seen with the pest bacillus that it is 

impossible to reproduce these phenomena. The pest bacillus does not 

easily undergo autolysis in old agar cultures and it produces no ferments 

which are capable of causing its own destruction. Virulent pest cultures, 

whether they remain continuously in the original agar culture upon which 

they were first inoculated or are transplanted from culture to culture, 

remain alive and frequently retain their full virulence, although many 

instances of spontaneous loss of this property occur. Strains of the 

organism of moderate virulence, but which still kill guinea pigs, can not 

be rendered perceptibly more virulent by repeated passages from animal 

to animal, unless perhaps it be under certain special conditions and the 

same apples to avirulent strains of the organism which rarely kill the 

animal except in very large doses. 

This evidence is particularly interesting from an epidemiological 

standpoint, when we compare epidemics of cholera with those of plague. 

With the former disease, the epidemic—no matter which type it may 

later assume—probably begins either by the introduction of the virulent 

organism into a new district by a sick individual who has traveled 
from a region where the disease is already epidemic, or by a few cases 

of infection in the neighborhood of the new district, which are usually 

of a mild character and may entirely fail to attract attention. In case 

the water supply of the region becomes infected from some of these cases, 

the organism haying increased in virulence in its passage through the more 

susceptible individuals with which it has come in contact, the epidemic 
may assume an explosive character which is very marked and thousands 

of people may be stricken within a day or two. If the epidemic does 

not extend through the water supply, but by direct or indirect contact 

with cases of infection, a better opportunity for its study is usually 

afforded. It may then frequently be observed, although obviously this is 

not always the case, that as the epidemic extends the virulence of the 

cases increases to a maximum and then as the number of cases slowly 

subsides, the severity also usually becomes reduced, so that within a 

short period of time, at most within a year or two, the epidemic has 

either reached its maximum severity or has entirely disappeared. Such 

outbreaks of cholera would appear partially to be due (leaving meteoro- 

logical influences, relation to soil, dissemination of the organism, etc., 

out of the question), to a rise of virulence of the cholera spirillum 

which is brought about by the fact that the more or less attenuated 
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organism has come in contact with a number of particularly susceptible 

individuals and the period of the epidemic, under certain conditions 

at least, seems to be limited particularly by the virulence of the organism 

and by the number of susceptible individuals which continue to be in- 

fected with it. As the virulence of the organism diminishes, the number 

of cases of cholera in a community will diminish. Avirulent cholera 

organisms, when grown on culture media in the laboratory, are practically 

harmless when ingested by all but very susceptible human beings and 

the same is probably true of the more attenuated spirilla which occur in 

nature. It would then appear that the instability of the virulence of 

the cholera organism must frequently play an important role in determin- 

ing the character and duration of the cholera epidemic. 
- How different is the picture in at least some plague epidemies, such, 

for example, as that which has been witnessed in India for the past ten 

years and in which the number of deaths reported each year has almost 

steadily increased from 1897 to 1904-5. The reported deaths in India 

from this disease, according to the Indian Medical Gazette of July, 1906, 

are as follows: 

Deaths. 

(Wip} tovendwot pS Gee Sele ee Se Ee sh hei ee 57,965 

TUS OIS ete ieee eee CR SO ce Se en ee oe 118,103 
INGO) ete ee re ee eee 134,102 
NUD" gucaeetece Lees ai Ral ae Wee Ai A ia ale 91,627 
UU tee 98 a ae SS, Ae Ne | ee 273,679 
GOD geen teen tet eh Phere cre on meee Cyl Ee ok a) 577,427 
TGCS eS 2 ee es ont een Oe ts 851,263 
TUE) ena ee abe ee a eee ae 1,022,300 
UDB, eee ic Ses ey as ha i 950,863 
WGN ecw LT AN a eT ba see ee ol ae ee 170,000 

It can not be argued that the disease is becoming any more or any 

less virulent from year to year, judging from the death rate, for we 

know that it is still spreading and that it has not even yet extended over 

the whole of India. Burma has escaped until within the last few months, 

but is now suffering very severely. ' 

Knowing as we do from laboratory experiments that the plague bacillus 

is frequently extremely stable in its virulence in nature and that it may 

not easily become attenuated under artificial conditions, knowing also 

that the epidemic of this disease in India has not decreased in a period 

of ten years, the outlook for the extermination of the malady in that 

country by any other means than by the exhaustion of suitable susceptible 

individuals and animals does not now seem to be hopeful. 

It is for this reason that I agree with Professor Haffkine, Colonel 

Bannermann and many others in the idea that it is certain that protective 

inoculation against plague must become one of the most effective means 
55670—11 
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that can be employed in India for the extermination of the malady. 

And while in combating this disease the ordinary hygienic measures 

should in my opinion certainly not be neglected and special attention 

should be given to disinfection and particularly to the destruction of rats 
and fleas, yet it must be borne in mind that in spite of all these precau- 

tions plague may continue to exist as it has and one might almost say 

will continue to exist in India until the larger portion of the susceptible 

population is either protected artificially by vaccination or naturally by 

an attack of the disease, or until the agents which transmit the malady 
become exhausted. 

As the disease spreads and the organism becomes widely disseminated 

in new districts and new countries, if the same conditions for the 

transmission of the malady are to be encountered in the newly infected 

regions, we must not be surprised if the same virulence and the same 

high mortality continue. Only through the destruction of the bacillus 

and of the means by which it is conveyed to man (rats, fleas, etc.) 

and through the exhaustion of the supply of the more susceptible human 

beings, does it appear that some epidemics of plague may be limited. 

As long as the organisms in these epidemics are sufficiently disseminated 

and properly conveyed to man, the epidemics may continue for indefinite 

periods. In other words, there is not the same hope of a plague epidemic 

wearing itself out, so to speak, as there is of a cholera epidemic doing so. 

On the other hand, it is well known that the severe epidemics of 

the disease may be preceded by sporadic cases of mild plague, and that 

glandular swellings in cases free of fever have also frequently been reported 

to exist, before a more general outbreak of plague appears in malignant 

form. The malady may also increase in virulence if it occurs in the 

same locality in successive years, as was witnessed in the epidemic at 

Bombay in 1896-97. We also know, as has been pointed out by Simp- 

son,‘** that plague may begin in a new locality, then pass into a very 

virulent variety and after reaching epidemic proportions, gradually return 

to a mild form of the disease; or, on the other hand, that some epidemics 

may be mild and others malignant throughout. 

In this connection it is interesting to observe that J. F. Payne **® 

goes so far as to distinguish two distinct strains of plague: First, the 

Eastern Asiatic strain, distinguished by— 

(1) The frequent occurrence of epidemics of Pestis minor or mild plague; (2) 

the absence of any observed connection with the epizodtic disease of rodents; 

(3) more self-limited epidemics; (4) consequently less marked power of ex- 

tension, for the eastern Asiatic epidemics have not in modern times traveled very 

far; (5) on the whole less virulence and a lower percentage mortality. 

15 Treatise on Plague (1905), 159. Cambridge. 

ue Allbutt & Rolleston, System of Medicine (1907), 2, 388. 
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Second, the Indo-China strain which, in contrast to the first, is distin- 

guished by— 

(1) An almost invariable connection with great mortality among rats and 

less frequently among other animals; (2) less frequent occurrence of epidemics 

of Pestis minor, although it is possible that further observations may show that 

these are commoner than has been supposed; (3) remarkable power of extension 

as shown in its spread over a large part of India and conveyance to many other 

countries; (4) in general, more intense virulence and higher case mortality; 

(5) the pneumonic form accompanied by hemoptysis is much commoner. 

However, the variations in virulence of the disease are dependent 

somewhat upon the differences in the susceptibility of the individual 

attacked and are not entirely connected with the degree of virulence of 

the organism, which as we have seen from a discussion of this subject, 

may change under some of the physical conditions it meets in nature 

and in certain of the passages through the animal body. 

Therefore, it must unquestionably be admitted that the pest bacillus 

may under certain conditions become attenuated many times during the 

course of an epidemic, and under certain others regain its virulence. 

Nevertheless, the general stability of its virulence must be recognized, and 

I believe that it is this quality which may markedly influence the nature 

and course of at least some epidemics of plague. 

The plague organism in nature is not very resistant and easily becomes 

destroyed under certain conditions, but it frequently does not easily 

become attenuated, either in the animal body or outside of it. 

RELATION BETWEEN THE VIRULENCE OF THE PLAGUE BACILLUS AND ITS 

IMMUNIZING POWER. 

The question of the relation between the virulence and the immunizing 

power of different strains of the plague bacillus obviously is an im- 

portant one in its bearing upon the subject of protective inoculation, 

particularly with reference to that form in which the living, attenuated 

organism is employed. The subject of virulence in relation to the 

immunizing power of microdrganisms in general has attracted consider- 

able attention during the past few years. Pfeiffer, Friedberger ** and 
myself7** found that with cholera spirilla a greater immunity was 

obtained with the more virulent organism. Pfeiffer and Friedberger 

employed four strains in their investigations. My experiments were 

carried on with two strains of cholera spirilla of widely different viru- 

lence, and I was able conclusively to show that the virulent organism 

upon inoculation produced a higher immunity and at the same time 

bound a greater number of amboceptors in a cholera immune serum 

u7 Berl. Klin. Wehnsch. (1902), 39, 581. 

u8 Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories, Manila (1904), No. 

21; 1 J. Hap. Med. (1905), 7, 229. 
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than did the avirulent one. At the time of the publication of these 

experiments I stated that “these conclusions apply to the two strains 

of cholera spirilla employed in the foregoing experiments. Whether 

they will also hold good with other strains of this spirillum or for micro- 

organisms in general must be decided by further experimental work.” 

Wassermann,”® in studying the question with typhoid bacilli found that two 

strains of the organism which possessed a greater immunizing power and a 

greater power of binding amboceptors than a third strain, were nevertheless less 

virulent. From these experiments one would conclude that the immunizing power 

depended rather upon the binding power of the organism than upon its virulence. 

During the past year Meinicke, Jaffé and Flemming,’” have performed careful 

and much more extensive experiments with cholera spirilla, their investigations 

relating to the question of virulence with reference to the power to bind 

amboceptors and to immunize. While in some instances they found that a 

virulent cholera culture was able to bind more amboceptors than an avirulent 

one, in the great majority of their experiments they were able to show that 

the binding power was independent of virulence, since in many instances the less 

virulent culture bound a greater number of amboceptors than the more virulent 

one. 

Their experiments referring to the question of the relation between 

virulence and immunizing power are not numerous, as the authors 

admit. This seems to me to be unfortunate, for by means of their 

methods of examination and the large number of strains which they 

studied they were in a position to solve this problem conclusively. In 

one experiment they were able to show that, in one instance at least, a 

much attenuated culture was in a rabbit able to give rise to a serum of 

higher value than resulted from the use of a very virulent culture. 

Nevertheless, it would appear that an individual variation in immunity 

in the rabbit immunized with either the virulent or the avirulent 

organism, might also account for the difference in immunity obtained, 

and therefore it would appear to be injudicious to draw decided con- 

clusions from this one result. Moreover, it may be seen in the table 

which Meinicke, Jaffé and Flemming compiled, and the fact is also 

emphasized in the text of their article, that with the small doses in- 

oculated, 0.1 and 0.01 oese, there was very great variation in the value 

of the sera produced in the different rabbits. Thus, of two animals, 

each inoculated with 0.01 oese of the same culture, one furnished a 

serum showing a bactericidal value of 1: 400 and the other of 1: 1,000. 

However, it must be admitted that the experiments of these authors not 

only show that with the cholera organism binding power may be inde- 

pendent of virulence but they also suggest very strongly, if they do not 

prove conclusively, the fact that the immunizing power also may be 

independent of virulence. 

4° Festschrift Robert Koch (1903), 503. 

™ Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrank., Leipz. (1906), 52, 416. 
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Pfeiffer ** found that in immunization against plague, the degree of immunity 

produced depended not only upon the dose of the killed pest culture but also upon 

the degree of virulence of the killed organism, and concluded that the immuniz- 

ing effect of pest bacilli is, up to a certain extent, proportional to the virulence 

of the culture employed. Kolle and Martini’ found that the less virulent 

strains of pest bacilli were agglutinated by an immune serum in higher dilutions 

than more virulent ones. However, Shibayama’** could not confirm this fact. 

In my experiments in agglutination of pest bacilli, the strain “Pest 

Avirulent” was agglutinated more easily than -“Pest Virulent,” but as 

pseudo-agelutinations occurred so frequently with the former strain, I 

am not willing to draw any conclusions from my experiments in regard 

to this question. 

The pest bacillus is not a very favorable organism with which to study 

the relation between virulence and immunizing power, and a particularly 

unfavorable one with which to undertake binding experiments of the 

amboceptors in an immune serum. - For this reason, I shall only briefly 

discuss the results which were obtained in immunization with several of 

the strains of different virulence. As may be seen from a number of the 

tables of inoculation, monkeys inoculated by thrusting subcutaneously a 

syringe needle which kad_been dipped in a suspension of the strain 

“Pest Virulent,” frequently survived the inoculation and later showed 

themselves to be immune to pest infection. On the other hand, monkeys 

inoculated in the same manner, with a suspension of the strain “Pest 

Ayirulent” always survived the inoculation, but later invariably showed 

no demonstrable immunity, and all succumbed to pest when reinoculated 

with a lethal dose of the virulent strain. 

Throughout the numerous experiments performed in the vaccination 

of guinea pigs and monkeys with the strains “Pest Avirulent” and pest 

“Maassen Alt,’ it became clearly demonstrated that the latter organism 

was distinctly more virulent than the former. This fact may be con- 

firmed from a study of the series of inoculated animals given in the tables, 

and also from them it may clearly be seen that the strain pest “Maassen 

Alt” produced a higher immunity in the animals which were inoculated 

with it than was brought about in those inoculated with the strain “Pest 
Ayirulent.” The following table summarizes these results : 

Guinea pigs. Monkeys. 

Number - . A Number | Percentage Number | Percentage 
Strain of plague bacillus. juocula died found im- | Number died found im- 

ted wit from mune on inoc- from mune on 
paar inoe- |subsequent| ulated. inoe- |subsequent 
ae ulation. test. ulation. test. 

‘Pest Avindlenty = 2-2-5 aaa 60 2 68.6 44 il 52 

Pest ‘‘Maassen Alt’? _____-------- 47 6 88 49 5 70 

121 Berl. Klin. Welinsch. (1902), 39, 581. 

122 Deutsche med. Wehnsch, (1902), 28, 45. 

1 Qentrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1905), 38, 482. 
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Therefore, my experiments would appear to confirm the earlier sug- 

gestions of R. Pfeiffer that the immunizing power of the plague organism 

is, within certain limits, proportional to its virulence. However, as my 

work relating to this question was performed with only three strains of 

the pest bacillus, it can not be considered to be conclusive for this 

organism in general and it can merely be stated that with the strains © 

which I have studied, the more virulent organism gave rise to the greater 

immunity, and that the immunity within certain limits was proportional 

to the dose. (See experiments, pp. 199 to 221.) 



XIV. RELATION OF THE IMMUNITY REACTIONS BETWEEN 

PEST, RINDERPEST, AND HAUMORRHAGIC SEPTIC AIMIA. 

The relationship which certain of the immunity reactions encountered 

in the study of pest and rinderpest bear to one another is sufficiently close 

to attract attention. Perhaps the greatest resemblance is seen in the 

action of the immune serum in the two diseases, which in each instance 

is anti-infectious in nature, possessing but little curative power. In 

rinderpest as in plague, there is little hope of saving the life of the animal 

by use of the serum, if the infection is well advanced before the serum 

is Inoculated. The highest immunity in each of these diseases is also 

obtained by the inoculation of the living organism. 

However, the plague bacillus presents a more uniform structure in 

the arrangement of its receptors than many of the other organisms of 

the hemorrhagic septicemia group. Thus, for example, it has been 

found in swine plague that a serum which may show high protective 

power for mice against several strains of bacilli of this group, against 

others will in these animals exert almost no beneficial action whatsoever. 
This is not true in the case of pest. A plague immune serum produced 

with one pest strain possesses polyvalent properties in that it will exert 

its anti-infectious action against all strains of the pest bacillus no 
matter what their source, and a plague polyvalent’ serum is not more or 

less effective in its action against any one of these different strains of 

pest than is a univalent one. 

Kolle, Otto and Hetsch*** found that guinea pigs or rats, only in very 

exceptional instances, could be immunized against pest infection by 

treatment with large doses of other living bacilli of the hemorrhagic 

septicemia group, and, vice versa, that animals immune to pest infection 

rarely showed any immunity against these pest-like bacteria. 

From these experiments it seems established that the receptors of 

the two groups of bacteria are specific and differ considerably from one 

another and that the immunity is also specific in each instance and does 

not depend upon the more or less non-specific stimulation of the leucocytes, 

as Terni **° has suggested in his most recent publication on this subject. 

Jn connection with the experiments relating to the immunity reactions 
between pest bacilli and the organisms of the hemorrhagic septicemia 

group, it may be mentioned that we have noticed in Manila that cattle 

which had been rendered thoroughly immune to rinderpest were not 
immune to hemorrhagic septicemia and frequently succumbed from 

the latter disease. The immunity here is also in each instance specific. 
From all these reasons and particuarly because apparently only ruminants 

are susceptible to rinderpest infection, it did not seem at all likely that 

guinea pigs which had been inoculated with virulent rinderpest blood 

or with antirinderpest serum would later show any immunity to pest 

4 Ztschr. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1904), 48, 364. 

25 Thid. (1906), 54, 385. 
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infection, but since in testing antirinderpest serum in the laboratory 

the opportunity presented itself of carrying on these experiments, they 

will here be recorded. Ten guinea pigs (see Series 66) were inoculated 

intraperitoneally each with 0.2 cubic centimeter of virulent rinderpest 

blood, 0.1 cubic centimeter of which, inoculated on the same day, gave rise 

to a fatal rinderpest infection in a steer. The guinea pigs showed no 

unfavorable symptoms following the inoculation. From one to three 

weeks later the immunity of the animals to plague infection was tested 

by rubbing a portion of a plague spleen from a guinea pig just dead of 

pest over a shaved area of the abdomen of the animals to be tested. None 

of the guinea pigs of the series showed any plague immunity whatever, 
as may be seen from the table, and all succumbed to acute plague infection. 

Ten other guinea pigs (Series 67) were each inoculated subcutaneously 

with 2 cubic centimeters of fresh antirinderpest serum. Six days later 
the immunity against plague of the animals was tested by the same 

method and all died of acute plague infection from the second to the 

fourth day after inoculation. Therefore, no relationship in immunity 

between these two infections could be stablished by these experiments, 

and they gave no encouragement for the performance of similar experi- 

ments on the larger and more expensive animals, such as cattle. 

Series 66.—Guinea pigs inoculated with virulent rinderpest blood, followed by 

plague infection. 

Inocu- 
lated 

| Jan- 
uary 19 
| with | 

Ani-| vir- | z = a 
mal | ulent | Infected by shayingabdemen SROUOE Result. | Remarks. 
No. |rinder-| 2 : 

| pest 
| blood | 
| intra- 
| perito- | 
|neally. | 

1708 | 0.2. ee_| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1702, Jan.26_| Dead Jan. 29, after 3 | Culture from 

| days. heart, pest 

bacilli. 

1709 |___do__| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1703, Jan.27_| Dead Feb. 6, after 10 Do. 

| days. 

1711 |___do__ Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1704, Jan.28_| Dead Feb. 4, after 7 Do. 

} days. | 

1712 dose Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1708, Jan.29_| Dead Jan. 31, after 3. Do. 

aeAl days. 

1714 |__.do-_| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1712, Jan.31_| Dead Feb. 4, after 4 Do. 

| days. 

1724 ___.do__| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1711, Feb.4_| Dead Feb. 8, after 4 | Do. 
| | | 

days. 

1725 |__.do__| Pest spleen of guinea pig No 1714, Feb. 4_| Dead Feb. 7, after 3 | Do. 

days. 

| 1728 |__-do __| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1709 Feb. 7_| Dead Feb. 10, after 3 Don 

days. 

1729 |__-.do__| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1725, Feb.7_| Dead Feb, 12, after 5 Do. 

days. ; 

1745 |__-do__| Pest spleen of guinea pig No. 1724, Feb. 8_| Dead Feb. 12, after 4 Do. 

days. 
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SERIES 67. 

Each guinea pig of this series was inoculated subcutaneously with 2 cubic 

centimeters of fresh antirinderpest serum. Six days later each animal was 

reinoculated by massaging a shaved area over the abdomen with a portion of 

a spleen from a guinea pig (No. 3058) just dead of plague infection. 

t Antirinder- Infected 6 

So Ne: Sate fsceton of Result. Remarks. 
neously. serum. 

3074 | 2 cubic centi- | With pest__..__ Dead after 2 days___| Numerous pest bacilli in smears 

meters. i from spleen. 

BOLOn ee ee (Xo) See a doje s as Dead after 4 days___ Do. 

SO%Gr | eee OSes | Gorss sees Dead after 2 days___ Do. 

SOM ee (0\0) Sates SE Ee (ones es ee GOs ees as Do. 

3078) 12 =. (OXoye os Bee eee (0c) Seen See ee dose set as Do. 

BOR Ea == Gopees san |e cy doees nt Dead after 3 days___ Do. 

USK) [sce are (o),_ eee ee do tesee a a|-aee GO fet hE a 8 Do. 

GXNsaL If doesnt ees doe ==— = Dead after 4 days___ Do. 

SUG2, || eaten Oates ees e doe. Dead aiter 2 days__- Do. 

BOSON eee GO Geers ae 5, (3 Ko) essere eel |e Go Fee 



XV. PLAGUE VACCINATION IN HUMAN BEINGS. 

It having been conclusively demonstrated by animal experiments that 
by the method of vaccination against plague a much greater immunity 

could be produced than by any other method of inoculation, and earlier 

experiments **° having demonstrated the entire safety of the inoculation 

of human beings with large amounts of the strain “Pest Avirulent,” more 

extensive vaccinations were made in man with this culture. The size 

of the dose employed for an adult was always one 24-hour agar slant 

culture and for children from one-third to one-half this quantity. Sur- 

prising as it may seem, the injection of these large amounts of the 

living plague organism have not given rise to any very severe reactions. 

A few hours after the inoculation, the temperature of the individual 

usually begins to rise. When the injections have been made in the 

morning, the fever may in the evening of the first day reach from 38.5° 

to 39° C. Only in a few cases has it touched 40°. The temperature 

gradually declines on the following day and by the third of fourth one, 

has become normal. Occasionally, the cases showed a moderate leuco- 

cytosis after the injection. As in the earlier experiments, the organisms 

were always suspended in 1 cubic centimeter of 0.085 saline solution and 

the inoculations were made deeply into the deltoid muscle. Intramuscular 

instead of subcutaneous injections were performed on account of the 

quicker absorption which occurs from the former method, and because 

Meltzer and Auer?*’? found that intramuscular injections as regards 
absorption in general stand in value very near that of a direct injection 

into the circulation. On the day after the vaccination there is usually 

distinct induration and redness about the point of the injection with some 

soreness on pressure, but these symptoms subside in from one to three 

days. No visible suppuration of the tissues has ever occurred. 

In order to observe the length of time during which the organisms 

remained alive in the tissues, as mentioned, similar moculations were made 

in monkeys and the tissues near the point of injection incised at varying 

intervals after the vaccination, and microscopical preparations and 

cultures made from the drops of blood which escaped from the wound. 

The technique employed was the same as that used in the experiments 

relating to increasing the virulence of the plague organism, as described 

on page 301. In the different series of cultures made from the animals 

153 This Journal (1906), I, 181. 

11 Jour. Hap. Med. (1905), 7, 77. 
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inoculated with the strain “Pest Avirulent” it was found that from six 

to eight hours after the time of the inoculation the organisms were still 

very numerous in the tissues, after which time they gradually diminished, 

and, usually after twenty-four hours, they were no longer reclaimable 

in cultures. However, in several instances a few colonies developed in 

the cultures made after this period of time. In immunized animals 

the organism was destroyed in a shorter period, the cultures made after 

twelve hours frequently remaining sterile. In these instances smears 

from the tissues three or four hours after the inoculation showed very 

extensive phagocytosis of the bacteria. Therefore, the process of immu- 

nization occurs as in a true vaccination, the organism reproducing itself 

in the tissues for probably 100 or 200 generations and its successive groups 

of receptors stimulating the production of corresponding groups of ambo- 

ceptors in the animal body. It therefore is not difficult to understand 

why the immunity derived from vaccination in plague is greater than that 

obtained from the injection of the killed organism. 

Although abundant evidence had been obtained of the immunity pro- 

duced in animals even more susceptible to plague infection than man 

(guinea pigs) by vaccination with these attenuated cultures, yet it was 

interesting to observe what evidence could be discovered, from a study 

of the blood serum, of the immunity resulting in human beings from 

such vaccinations. Therefore, the agglutinative reaction of the blood 

serum of twenty-six of the cases and the anti-infectious power in twenty- 

four were carefully studied. In order that the experiments might be 

carefully and completely performed, from 10 to 20 cubic centimeters 

of blood was collected from a vein, in each case under aseptic precautions ; 

the blood being drawn ten days after vaccination and the reactions usually 

performed as soon as the serum had separated from the clot. The results 

of these experiments have already been recorded during the consideration 
of the agglutinative and anti-infectious properties of plague serum. The 

agelutinative reactions are also summarized in Table No. X (p. 252), and 

the anti-infectious ones in the series of moculations on pages 275 to 280. 

From these tables it will be seen that the sera possess practically no 

agelutinating or anti-infectious power, at least in demonstrable amounts. 

Only in a few instances were there traces of a reaction. However, since 

in the serum of animals which had been demonstrated to be thoroughly 

immune to plague these substances (agglutinins and anti-infectious bodies) 

could not be demonstrated, we should hardly expect to find them in the 

blood serum of vaccinated human beings. Plague agglutinins and anti- 

infectious bodies only become developed in demonstrable amounts in 

animals that have been very highly immunized by large and repeated 

inoculations of the organism, as has already conclusively been demon- 

strated. 
The opsonie power of the sera of the vaccinated individuals was next 

carefully investigated in eight instances, and this reaction proved to 
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be a much more delicate and accurate means of demonstrating the exist- 

ence of an immunity reaction following plague vaccination, than those 

already described. The experiments were performed with the strain 

“Pest Virulent” in the following manner: 

The blood was collected 10 days after vaccination. 0.1 cubic centimeter 

of the serum, 0.1 cubic centimeter of a suspension of a normal guinea pig’s 

washed leucocytes and 0.1 cubic centimeter of a suspension of the strain “Pest 

Virulent” were thoroughly mixed and the resulting suspension placed for thirty 

minutes at 37° C. Smears were then prepared and stained and 200 leucocytes 

counted. Control] experiments of the nonphagocytic power of the washed leuco- 

cytes without serum were always prepared. 

Series 62 (p. 267) shows the opsonic index both before and after vac- 

cination. No attempt was made by frequent examination, to demonstrate 

a negative phase immediately following vaccination or to plot the curve of 

the reaction. As the table demonstrates, there was usually a distinct 

increase in the opsonic index following the inoculation, but this was not 

invariably the case. The increase in the opsonic action of the blood in 

animals immunized against plague has already been discussed under the 

subject of the immunizing action of plague immune sera. (See p. 265.) 

The most satisfactory test of the demonstration of the immunity re- 

action in the blood of the vaccinated individuals was obtained from a 

study of the action of the serum in relation to the phenomenon of fixa- 

tion of the complement after the method of Bordet and Gengou. These 

experiments have already been referred to under the discussion of the 

mechanism of the action of plague immune serum. Hemolytic sera 

were first prepared by inoculating rabbits with goats’ corpuscles; these 

were then collected from the rabbits, inactivated, and their hemolytic 

power for a 5 per cent suspension of serum-free goat’s corpuscles 

carefully determined. Fresh guinea pig serum was used to furnish the 

complement, and the minimum amount of complement for the reaction 
also ascertained. The human serum to be tested for plague immune 

bodies was then inactivated by heating for one hour at 56° C. A suspen- 

sion in saline solution of a 24-hour agar culture of the virulent pest strain 

which was free of all clumps was employed. The experiments were 

performed in the following manner: 

One ecubie centimeter of the diluted human inactivated serum from the vac- 

cinated person was added to 1 cubic centimeter of the suspension of bacteria and 

the unit dose of complement mixed with it. After one hour at 37° C., twice the 

dissolving dose of inactivated rabbits’ serum specifically hemolytic for goats’ 

corpuscles and suspended in 1 cubie centimeter saline solution and 1 cubic 

centimeter of the 5 per cent solution of goats’ corpuscles was added and the 

mixtures placed at 37° C. for 2 hours. At the end of this time the reactions were 
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noted. All the necessary controls were also performed as may be seen from the 

tables where all the details of the reactions are given. The experiments were 

performed with the sera of four of the human beings and of two guinea pigs which 

had been vaccinated and with the serum of one plague immune horse. In each 

of these instances the deflection of the complement was obtained, demonstrating 

the presence of plague immune bodies in the serum tested. The results obtained 

are summarized in the following tables. 

Taste No. XI.—Showing phenomenon of fixation of the complement with the serum 

of human beings and animals vaccinated against plague. 

[Saline suspension 0.85 per cent, q. s. to 4 cubie centimeters in each test tube.] 

Inacti- ‘Vaccinated 
: uinea pig serum eane : 

rabbits Fs pen oer (inactivated). a Normal | Normal evens 
serum * aah 6O- human | guinea | human | sion of H é 
heemo- Le ahin iG serum |pigserum| serum | strain eae 
lytic for ae aan No.1 | (inacti- | (inacti- | “Pest VS 

goats cles. ment. No. I. | No. uu. | (macti- | vated). | vated). | Viru- eOHDUe vated). lent. 
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TaB_E No. XII.—Showing phenomenon of fixation of the complement with the serum 

of human beings vaccinated against plague and with horses’ pest immune serum. 

[Saline suspension 0.85 per cent, q. s. to 4 cubic centimeters in each test tube.] 

Tnacti- Vaccinated human 
vated see serum (inactivated). Saline 

rabbits’ | > Per _ Guinea | Horses ‘Normal|Normal) suspen- 
serum |CeBtsus-] pigs |. BESH | | horses’| human! sion of 
ihesno= pension | fresh se- | immune Senna | seman | Sinan 
me .| goats’ | rum for | serum = alle = eae 

lytic for a comple-| (inacti- \(inaeti-|(inacti-| ‘‘Pest 
| ‘goats’ eee S eae waren No. I. | No. II1.| No. 1V.| vated).| vated).| Viru- 
| corpus- CLES: 3 lent.” 

cles. 

Hemo- 
lysis. 
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seoeoooceoceoo++e-4++4+4+++e0ec000C0ee4+44+ 4 

Therefore, following plague vaccination in human beings, an immunity 

reaction occurs which consists in the development of anti-bodies thrown 

off into the circulation and whose presence may be demonstrated both by 

the opsonic reaction of Wright and also by the method of the fixation of 

the complement of Bordet and Gengou. 

Since my first report upon the method of vaccination against plague 

im man in 1905, such inoculations have been made from time to time 
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and during the past year nearly 200 vaccinations have been performed. 

The cultures with which I haye worked have proven themselves to be 

entirely safe for human beings *** and I have observed no unfavorable 

results in the inoculated. However, as emphasized in my previous com- 

munication, vaccinations against plague should not be made in man 

unless the investigator can guarantee the particular organism with which 

he is working to be of sufficient attenuation to be no longer dangerous 

for human beings. Strains of the bacilli which invariably no longer 

all guinea pigs of 250 grams weight upon subcutaneous inoculation in 

amounts of one agar slant culture are probably safe in small amounts 

for human beings. Owing to the great stability in virulence of the 

plague bacillus under certain conditions, its use in vaccination is much 

simplified. 

During the past year and a half I have been able to detect no change 

either in virulence, toxicity, or immunizing power in the strains with 

which I have performed my vaccinations in man and in animals. The 

cultures apparently possess the same immunizing power to-day as they 

did at the commencement of the experiments. However, it is very 

probable that they could be further attenuated by the artificial means 

previously described. 

Douglas and W. Bullock **® (whose article on plague has just appeared 

in Allbutt and Rolleston’s System of Medicine as my article goes to press) 

in commenting upon my work in vaccination against plague make the 

following statement : 

Naturally very great care would be necessary in recommending a method like 

this on a big scale in plague stricken communities, as from unforeseen circum- 

stances the virulence might increase and plague be induced. 

As I have pointed out, there is no evidence to support this statement, 

and my cultures which for nearly two years have been used at intervals 

in human beings are as safe for use in man to-day as they were at the time 

of my first imoculations. 

*SThe accident in relation to some inoculations which recently occurred in 

Bilibid Prison in Manila and about which a report will shortly be made, was not 

due to these plague vaccinations. 

™ Allbutt and Rolleston: System of Medicine (1907), 2, part 2, 408. 



XVI. CONCLUSION. 

In recommending for man vaccination against plague with suitable 

cultures I wish to emphasize the fact that the method is not infallible 

and that very brilliant results may not always be obtained by it. In the 

vaccination of large numbers of human beings, owing to individual varia- 

tions in susceptibility to plague infection and natural resistance, just as 

in the experiments described in monkeys, certainly all of the individuals 

will not be protected against lethal infection by a single vaccination with 

one agar culture, but a certain proportion of them may be immunized 

by this method and an appreciable degree of immunity may be retained 

for at least nine months. The population in a plague stricken district 

may gradually be immunized against this disease by the employment of 

vaccination. 

In plague, as in smallpox vaccinations, it may frequently be necessary 

to repeat the vaccination and perhaps with a larger dose, in order to ' 

secure a satisfactory immunity. 

As yet we know of no practical method for the detection of those cases 

which would require a second plague vaccination to produce in them a 

sufficient immunity to protect them from the natural manner of infection 

of the disease. It is perhaps possible that by a careful study of the opsonie 

index in man and animals both before and after vaccination and with sub- 
sequent attempts to infect the animal in order to observe the degree of 

immunization which has resulted, a standard may be obtained by means 

of which we may be able to judge from the amount of the increase in the 

index whether the individual has acquired a satisfactory immunity from 

the first vaccination. 

Owing to the complexity of the experiments necessary for the determi- 
nation of the phenomenon of the fixation of the complement in the 

serum of the vaccinated, this method will probably never assume prac- 

tical value for the determination in a large number of cases of the 

degree of plague immunity acquired. 

Professor Kitasato in a recent address published in a anes number 

of this JourNAL **° made the statement that: 
Plague is not only objectionable to the people of a locality but it is an enemy 

to mankind in general. All civilized nations must fight this common enemy. 

I believe there should be an international conference to discuss a plan to collect 

money and to organize an international army to combat and vanquish this 

disease wherever it appears. Expeditions should be sent to the interior regions 

10 This Journal (1906), 1, 465. - 
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of India and South China. The cost of such an enterprise would be only.a small 

part of what the civilized nations are constantly expending in keeping armies and 

navies. Even the amount which every country is spending for the prevention of 

the pestilence would suffice. My suggestion only lacks a leader, and I see that 

the United States, one of the greatest nations of the earth, has such a leader 

in the person of its president, Theodore Roosevelt, who has already done so 

much for humanity and whose noble works are being admired by the whole 

world. 

It is obvious that sufficient attention is not being given to combating 

this disease in its endemic centers and from which there is continued 

danger of invasion by the pestilence into other countries. This fact is 

conclusively demonstrated because the disease is not markedly decreasing 

in these centers. Indeed it would appear that India is at present suffer- 

ing from an epidemic of plague equal to the one which occurred there 

in 1904. The official monthly returns from that country for the present 
year (1907) show 58,438 deaths from plague in January, 98,397 in 

February and 171,522 in March.*** 

During the past year the British Indian Plague Commission, under 

the direction of Martin and Lamb, have by their very important studies 

thrown much light upon the question of the manner of transmission 

of the disease. Frequent reference has been made in the present article 

to their researches as well as to the very valuable ones of Kolle and his 

pupils in Berlin, and it is hoped that the laboratory investigations of 

these observers together with the studies of Kitasato in Japan will 

serve further to stimulate more active work in the extermination of this 

pestilence. 
From my investigations it would appear that general vaccination in 

the endemic centers will be a valuable means of assistance in accomplish- 

ing this end. 

131 Tancet. (1907), 1, 1200. 
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NECATOR AMERICANUS IN NATIVES OF THE PHILIPPINE 
ISLANDS.* 

By Criarence L. Core.’ 

In the routine examinations of patients admitted to the United States 

Army Hospital at Manila, P. I., many members of Philippine Scout 

organizations and native civilian employees have been found to have a 

few ova of Uncinaria in their stools. In these cases the presence of 

Uncinaria has not made itself manifest clinically to such an extent that 

a diagnosis of uncinariasis has often been made, and as many of these 

patients have been admitted from temporary stations in the field, where 

microscopical examinations could not be undertaken, they were therefore 

sent to the hospital accompanied by a different diagnosis. It has been 

customary to accept Uncinaria ova as belonging to the Old World species, 

without studying the adult parasites obtained after the administration 

of vermicides to those patients whose stools have shown ova, because of 

the fact that no other varieties of Uncinaria have been reported from 

the Philippine Islands. 4 
In September, 1906, a private of the Twenty-eighth Company, Philip- 

pine Scouts, was admitted to the Division Hospital, Manila, P. I., and 

ova of Uncinaria were found in his stool, they being more abundant in 

1Read at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Philippine Islands Medical As- 

sociation, Manila, February 28, 1907, with the permission of the chief surgeon, 

Philippines Division, Manila, P. I. 

2 First lieutenant and assistant surgeon, United States Army; pathologist and 

bacteriologist, United States Army, Division Hospital, Manila. 
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this case than in any other which had been examined in the preceding 

six months. Three or four ova could be observed in the field at one time 

when the 3 objective was used. A very few Uncinaria were recovered in 

the first stools after the administration of thymol; two days later, follow- 

ing a course of thymol, about ninety were obtained and ova were 

not found again until fifteen days had elapsed, when, after a third course 

of the drug a large number of Uncinaria (possibly fifty) were again 

recovered. No more ova were encountered in the stools of this patient. 

The Uncinaria obtained from this case corresponded quite closely in 

measurements to those given by Stiles* for the variety of Uncinaria 

described by him and to which he has given the name Uncinaria ameri- 

cana (Necator americanus).* When examining the female of this 

variety the position of the vulva was noticed as one of the first things 

differentiating Necator from Agchylostoma. In all the specimens ex- 

amined it has been found to be near the anterior one-third of the body. 

(Pl. I, figs. 1 and 2.) From these facts it appears that the specimens 

are Necator americanus. In the meantime, similar Uncinaria had been 

recovered from other patients. The medical publications reaching Ma- 

nila during the progress of this work established the fact that Necator 

americanus had been identified in material from Guam and China.? 

As interest had been aroused by the supposed finding of Necator 

americanus in natives of the Philippine Islands, great care was taken 

to secure as much material as possible for comparison. In addition to 

the patient mentioned above, seven other Filipino and two American sol- 

diers have been found to harbor this parasite. The stations of these 

soldiers were widely separated and in different islands of the Archipel- 

ago as follows: four from the same station as the case just referred to, 

two from the Island of Samar, another from the city of Manila, one 

American soldier was sent to this hospital from the Island of Guimaras, 

the other from Camp Daraga, Luzon. No less than five hundred Unci- 
naria have been collected from these cases.* 

The structures which are constantly present and unmistakable in 

these Uncinaria, which resemble Necator americanus more than they do 

any other of the Strongyloide, were thought to be of sufficient importance 

°P. A. & WM. H. 8. Bull. (1903), No. 10. 

*A Young Stage of the American Hookworm—Necator Americanus (Stiles 

1902) —8 to 12 Days after Skin Infection in Rabbits and Dogs. Stiles and Gold- 

berger, Am. Med. (1906), 11, 63. 

° Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp. (1906), 17, 313. 

° Photomicrographs and camera-lucida drawings have been made of a number 

of specimens, to assist in demonstrating the presence of the newly described organs 

not found in the descriptions or illustrations by Stiles; whereas the apparently 
new organs, or their homologues, were illustrated by the same author in Agchy- 
lostoma duodenale. (After Schulthess (copied from Blanchard) .) 
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to form the basis for the supposition that a new species of Necator had 

been found in the Philippine Islands. 

About the-time this conclusion had been reached and an effort had 

been made to describe this supposedly new variety of Uncinaria, it ap- 

peared that others were finding species of Necator differing from Necator 

americanus. 

Stephens * thinks that Necator americanus may be only one of many 

species which exist in different parts of the world. He has found va- 

rieties of Necator differing from Necator americanus in material collected 

in Burma and Assam. Loos *® of Cairo confirmed Stephens’s statement 

and identified at least three different species in the material which the 

latter had collected. It is not known upon what characteristics Stephens 

bases his differentiation as no specimens have been described by him. 

In January, 1907, through the kindness of Lieut. P. E. Garrison, 

United States Navy, medical zodlogist at the Bureau of Science, an 

opportunity was given to compare the Uncinaria I. had obtained with 

type specimens of Necator americanus which he had procured in Wash- 

ington from Stiles. They were found to be similar.° 

After quoting the description given by Stiles for Necator americanus 

I will attempt to demonstrate by means of drawings and photomicro- 

eraphs the characteristics of the Uncinaria found here. 

The New World hookworm of man, Uncinaria americana Stiles, 1902. 

Specific diagnosis—Uncinaria: Body eylindrical, somewhat attenuated ante- 

riorly. Buccal capsule with a ventral pair of prominent semilunar plates or lips, 

similar to U. stenocephala, and a dorsal pair of slightly developed lips of the same 

nature; dorsal conical median tooth projects prominently into the buccal cavity, 

similar to MWonodontus ; one pair of dorsal and one pair of ventral submedian lancets 

deep in buceal capsule. Male, 7 to 9 millimeters long; caudal bursa with short, 

dorsomedian lobe, which often appears as if it were divided into two lobes, and with 

prominent lateral lobes united ventrally by an indistinct ventral lobe; common 

base of dorsal and dorso-lateral rays very short; dorsal ray divided to its base, 

its two branches being prominently divergent and their tips being bipartite; spicules 

long and slender. Female, 9 to 11 millimeters long; vulva in anterior half of the 

body, but near equator. Eggs, ellipsoid, 64 to 76 » long by 36 to 40 uw broad, 

in some cases partially segmented in utero, in other (rare) cases containing a fully 

developed embryo when oviposited. 

Habitat—Small intestine of man (Homo sapiens) in America (determined to 

date (1902) for Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, 

Texas, Porto Rico, Cuba, and Brazil) . 

“Indian Med. Gaz. (1906), 41, 398. 

S [bid.. 

* The single male specimen of Necator americanus which was given me had been 

mounted for some time, and as a result of the pressure of the cover glass the 

specimen is flattened and can not be placed in as favorable position for demon- 

strating the structures in question as some-of the fresh ones from the Philip- 

pines. 
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The following characteristics may be distinguished in all the Uncinaria 

recovered from the cases here reported. 

A slight depression in the cuticular layer of the body wall upon the ventral 

surface 0.5 millimeter posterior to the oral margin. (See Pl. 1, figs. 1 to 4.) 

At the center of this depression there is an opening into the body cavity. This 

corresponds to the position of the excretory pore in Uncinaria duodenalis. In. 

many specimens this opening is surrounded by a mass of granular matter which 

can easily be removed with no disturbance of the cuticle at the site of attachment. 

The granular material may be seen within the mouth of the pore in some of the 

specimens, apparently being extruded from the body. The cervical papille are 

situated upon either side of the excretory pore. The position of the excretory 

pore is not indicated in the original drawings of Necator americanus. 

The specimens collected here do not correspond exactly in size with those 

collected in America. The extreme measurements for the male specimens are 

from 7.25 millimeters in Jength for the shortest found, to 8.5 millimeters for the 

longest: the shortest female measured 10 millimeters in length, the longest 13.5 

millimeters. 

The presence of a pair of small, ray-like organs within the caudal bursa of the 

male (not mentioned in the original description), the constant presence of an 

enlargement of the bursa adjacent to them, the shape of the dorso-lateral rays and 

the prominence of the dorsal and ventral lobes of the caudal bursa attract one’s 

attention. 

The caudal bursa of the male consists of two lateral lobes continuous with 

small dorsal leaflets. Each of the leaflets partly surrounds one of the dorsal 

rays. (See Pl. II.) Ventrally the bursa presents a slight enlargement just 

posterior to the point at which it is continuous with the body wall. (PI. IT.) 

The lateral lobes are connected ventrally by a delicate, filmy ventral lobe. (PI. II, 

figs. 3 and 4.) When the lateral lobes are closely approximated the ventral lobe 

may frequently be seen folded upon itself with the fold deep between the lateral 

bursa. (PI. II, fig. 3.) 

The dorso-lateral rays are long, slender and clavate. (PI. II, figs. 3 and 4; 

Pl. IV, fig. 1.) 

Within the bursa, anterior to the ventral rays, a pair of small organs may be 

seen resembling rays in structure, but more delicate. They are constant in all 

males. It is rarely possible to see more than one in the same focus, but the 

specimen may be rotated under the cover glass until both organs may clearly be 

distinguished. These organs are homologous with the praecaudal papille of 

Uncinaria duodenalis. They arise from the large trunks which give origin to the 

lateral, ventro-lateral, and ventral rays of their respective sides, but anterior to 

these. By placing the specimen in the position that shows the dorsal rays most 

clearly, one or perhaps both of the smaller rays may be seen directly opposite, 

upon the ventral surface, the tips of the rays projecting into the ventral enlarge- 

ment of the caudal bursa. (Pl. I, fig. 3; Pl. I1; Pl. III, fig. 1.) 

The spicules terminate in barbed tips and the length of the free ends of the 

spicules is not constant. Some may terminate within the caudal bursa while 

others protrude as much as one-half the length of the caudal bursa beyond it. 

(Pl. II, figs. 3 and 4.) 

The following measurements of three female worms illustrate the relation of 

the distance from the head to the vulva to the total length of the worm: 

No. 1: Length of worm, 11.6 millimeters; distance from head to vulva, 5 milli- 

meters. No. 2: Length of worm, 10.7 millimeters; distance from head to vulva, 
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4.4 millimeters. No. 3: Length of worm, 12.6 millimeters; distance from head to 

vulva, 5.5 millimeters. 

The ratio which the length from head to vulva bears to the length from the 

vulva to the tip of the tail in the three cases above given is as follows: 

No. 1, 1: 2.32. No. 2,1: 2.48. No. 3,1: 2.29. 

The ova are larger than those of Uncinaria duodenalis. (Pl. IV, fig. 2.) 

Harris * reports the measurements of ova of Necator americanus from 57.5 to 

80 w in length and 35 to 52.5 mu in breadth; and the average from a large number 

of ova as 66.52 uw in length by 42.53 w in breadth. In these cases the ova measured 

from 58 to 73 uw in length by 36 to 46 uw in breadth. The average measurement of 

40 ova was 66 by 40 u. 

The attention of the commanding officer of the Division Hospital, 

Major F. J. Ives, United States Army, having been invited to the num- 

ber of patients from the Twenty-eighth Company of Philippine Scouts 

admitted to the hospital and infected with Necator americanus, he re- 

quested the chief surgeon of the Philippines Division to authorize an 

investigation. The result was that Uncinaria ova were found in the 

first slide from 13 of 25 men (52 per cent) examined, who at that time 

were on duty. 

The fact that Necator americanus has been recovered from the stools 

of all enlisted men showing Uncinaria ova, admitted to this hospital 

since September, 1906, and that ova corresponding in measurements to 

those of Necator americanus have been found in the stools of 52 per cent 

of the men examined in one company, would lead one to think that a large 

percentage of natives of the Philippine Islands harbor this parasite. 

Craig ** reported cases of uncinariasis in soldiers who had returned from 

the Philippine Islands to the United States, but in those only Uncinaria 

duodenalis was found. 
As both varieties of Uncinaria are present in the Philippine Islands 

and as these investigations demonstrate that Necator americanus is quite 

prevalent, uncinariasis would appear to be one of the most common 

diseases to be found here and it would be expected that many severe cases 

would be encountered. : 
Seventy-six officers and men of the Regular Army have been treated 

for uncinariasis in the Division Hospital since its organization in 1898, 

and of this number only 38 were admitted with a diagnosis of uncina- 

riasis or ankylostomiasis. The histories of these 38 patients show gastro- 

intestinal disturbance in 32, anemia in 6, heart murmurs in 2. Dysp- 

noea and cedema were not noted among the symptoms in any of them. 

Six cases were uncomplicated by other diseases; 21 were suffering with 

dysentery as well as uncinariasis; 5 with diarrhcea; 5 with malaria; 1 

0 Uncinariasis (Ankylostomiasis) ; Its Frequency and Importance in the South- 

ern States. The Atlanta Journ.—Record of Medicine (1903). 

The Oceurrence of Uncinariasis (Ankylostomiasis) in Soldiers of the United 

States Army. Am. J. Med. Sci. (1903), 126, 798. 
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with sprue; 3 with filariasis: 1 with rheumatism; 1 with liver abscess, 

and 1 with epilepsy. 

Thirty-eight cases have been admitted to the hospital for other con- 

ditions, and ova of Uncinaria have subsequently been found in their 

stools. The diagnosis in nineteen of these has been changed to uncina- 

riasis with no complication. In nearly all of the others gastro-intestinal 

disturbance was marked ; anemia being observed in five. Of the remain- 

ing cases, dysentery, tuberculosis and malaria were common complica- 

tions. Three of these were diagnosed as beriberi and in one the diagnosis 

was changed to uncinariasis. 

I have not had an opportunity during my tour of duty in these Islands 

to travel through the country districts where one would expect to find 

conditions most favorable for the development of Uncinaria and to en- 

counter the most serious cases of uncinariasis. The patients I have had 

an opportunity to examine and the records of cases to which I have 

been able to refer, have all been of soldiers who had not more than three 

years previously passed a rigid physical examination. These men had 

only been exposed to the infection during longer or shorter periods of 

active service in the field, but some of the Scouts may have been suffer- 

ing from mild infections of a number of years’ duration. 

In the United States it has been found that women and children are 

the greatest sufferers, except in the cases where the employment of the 

men caused an exposure of the bare skin to the contaminated earth. 

Soldiers are exposed to infection by this parasite while performing field 

service and then only during the rainy season. It would hardly be pos- 

sible that cases as severe would be found among these picked men as 

among natives in a barrio. 

The health of the soldier in garrison is safeguarded by all the precau- 

tions known to the sanitarian; it would be a grave condition indeed if 

under these circumstances severe cases of uncinariasis could develop at 

all and it could hardly be possible for a severe infection to occur in any 

great number of soldiers during the short tours of field duty which are 

~ customary in these Islands. 

In the provinces no precautions at all are taken properly to dispose of 

the waste. Privies and vaults are among the rarities and the surface of 

the ground around by far the greater majority of the houses has been 

contaminated from the time that the houses were built. The abundant 

growth of vegetation around dwellings furnishes the most favorable con; 

ditions (shade and moisture) for preserving the vitality of rhabditiform 

embryos, and the barefooted householder and his family are constantly 

exposed to the infection. 
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I wish to quote a few lines from Ashford’? in regard to the severity of 

this disease in Porto Rico: ; 

There seems to be no doubt that for many years from 5,000 to 7,000 people 

have been dying annually from this easily curable and preventable disease; nor 

is it an exaggeration to say that the great majority of those affected with 

Necator americanus are physically incapable of rendering anything like their 

full quota of labor. * * * Fully 70 per cent of the worm carriers suffer more 

or less severely from their infection, and an incredibly large number of men that 

should form the bone and sinew of this healthful and beautiful island are ghost- 

like invalids, compelled to work, though sick, that their families may not starve. 

If such a condition exists in Porto Rico why should not a similar one 

be found in the Philippine Islands where we have the same parasite, all 

the favoring conditions for its growth which a tropical climate affords 

and a population whose habits are such that the greatest care could not 

facilitate the dissemination of the infection more perfectly ? 

There are two conditions existing in Porto Rico which have been found 

favorable for the spread of uncinariasis that are dissimilar in these 

Islands. They are: 

First. An occupation in which a large number of barefooted people 

are gathered together during the rainy season, and each by his careless 

habits increases the danger to the others. 

Second. The Porto Ricans are a lighter skinned race than the Fili- 

pimos. 

In the Philippine Islands the cultivation of coffee is not a very exten- 

sive industry and the number of people engaged in it is comparatively 

small. ‘There is no single industry in which great numbers of the Fili- 

pinos are engaged that presents equally favorable opportunities for uni- 

versal dissemination of the infection. Nearly every writer upon uncina- 

riasis states that the Negro living in localities where uncinariasis is 

prevalent does not suffer from the anemia which lighter skinned people 

are subject to. The Filipino being quite dark skinned may be less sus- 

ceptible than the Porto Rican. 
For many years authorities have considered the Porto Rican anzemia 

to be due to an innutritious diet. The Porto Rican Anemia Commission 

proved the fallacy of this supposition by restoring thousands to health 

by removing the Uncinaria with which the poorer people were infected. 

One would not expect the poor negro of our Southern States or of Porto 

Rico to subsist upon a more nutritious diet than the poor white of the 

same locality; yet many investigators have observed the relative infre- 

quency of severe cases of anemia in the negroes of these districts. 

2 Wilitary Surg. (1907), 20, 41. 
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CONCLUSION. 

The points which I wish to emphasize as a result of these investiga- 

tions may be summarized as follows: 

Necator americanus is a common parasite in natives of the Philip- 

pine Islands. 

This infection occasions a great loss of time to the Government 

through illness of the enlisted men, principally from the Scout organ- 

izations. 

There is an unnecessary increase of expense for medicines and hos- 

pital supplies because of this condition. 

Every man infected with Uncinaria is a menace to his comrades and 

a source of danger to the community in which he is stationed. 

No person sufferimg from uncinariasis, mild or severe, is capable of 

performing his duty as efficiently as one who is free from this infection. 
Everyone suffering from uncinariasis, although it may be mild, is 

more susceptible to other diseases and having contracted a complicating 

disease, is more severely attacked because of his weakened condition and 

also his period of illness is necessarily longer. 

Unceinariasis is a disease which yields readily to treatment, with little 

danger and with positive results. If uncinariasis is as prevalent in the 

Philippine Islands as the few examinations here reported would indicate, 

then there is no way in which the systematic expenditure of a small 

amount of money will bring a greater return in health, happiness, effi- 

ciency, and increased prosperity, than in its eradication. 



ILLUSTRATIONS. 

[Photomicrographs by Mr. Charles Martin, photographer of Bureau of Science, Manila.] 

Prats I. 

Fie. 1. Female Necator americanus. (Original.) A, the vulva; B, the excretory 

pore; C, the anus. é 

2. Photomicrograph of female Necator americanus. Magnification, 141. 

A, exeretory pore; B, vulva; C, anus. 

3. Male Necator americanus. (Original.) A, excretory pore; B, C, dorsal 

rays; D, one of the precaudal papille. 

4. High magnification of the excretory pore, Necator americanus. 400X1. 

(Original. ) 

PuateE II. 

Fie. 1. Outline drawing of the tail of the male showing both precaudal papille, 

Necator americanus. ( Original.) 

2. Tail of the male, Necator americanus. (Original.) A, dorsal rays; B, 

dorsal leaflets of the lateral lobes of the caudal bursa; C, one of the pre- 

caudal papille; D, ventral enlargement of the caudal bursa; #, ventral 

lobe of the caudal bursa. 

3. Illustration of the tail of the male Necator americanus showing the prin- 

cipal structures. (Original.) A, dorsal rays; B, dorso-lateral ray; C, 

lateral rays; D, ventro-lateral rays; H, spicules; F, ventral rays; G, 

ventral lobe of the caudal bursa; H, precaudal papilla; 7, ventral promi- 

nence of caudal bursa. 

4. Photomicrograph of tail of male Necator americanus. Magnification, 

87X1. A, dorsal rays; B, precaudal papilla; D, the ventral lobe of 

the caudal bursa; J, barbed tips of the spicules; A, dorsal leaflets of 

lateral lobes of the caudal bursa; R, the ventral enlargement of the 

caudal bursa adjacent to the precaudal papille. 

Prate III. 

Fic. 1. Photomicrograph showing precaudal papille of the specimen of Necator 

americanus given me by Dr. Garrison. Magnification, 106 x1. A, pre- 

caudal papille; B, ventral enlargement of the caudal bursa adjacent to 

the papille. 

2. Photomicrograph of male Necator americanus. Magnification, 10X1. 

3. Outline drawing showing the ventral lobe of the caudal bursa folded 

between the lateral lobes, Necator americanus.  (Original.) 

4. Illustration of the tail of the male Necator americanus dorso-ventral posi- 

tion. A, dorsal rays; B, dorso-lateral rays; CO, lateral rays; D, ven- 

tro-lateral rays; H, ventral rays; 2’, spicules. The precaudal papille 

are too delicate to be seen through the thick body. 
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Pirate IV. 

. Photomicrograph of tail of male Necator americanus, postero-ventrally. 

The same specimen illustrated by drawing. Magnification, 561. 

Illustration of ten uncinaria ova in different stages of segmentation with 

their respective measurements. (Original.) _ 1, 72X40 w; 2, 62X38 py; 

3, 58X42 w; 4, 73X42 mw: 5, 58X43 uw; 6, 68X36 uw; 7, 68X38 yu; 8, 

62X38 uw; 9, 68X38 wu; 10, 62X42 pu. ‘ 

Photomicrograph of buccal plates in mouth of Necator americanus. Mag- 

nification, 461. A, large ventral plates; B, dorsal plates. 

. Tail of the female greatly enlarged, Necator americanus. (Original.) A, 

anus. 
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THE RECENT TREND OF IMMUNITY RESEARCH.’ 

By Harry T. MARSHALL. 

(From the Biological Laboratory of the Bureau of Science, Manila, P. T.) 

The term immunity has come to have two meanings within recent 

years; it retains its older significance and it is also used broadly to 

designate the condition resulting when an organism has reacted to 

foreign albuminous material. Researches along the more general lines 

of immunity have led in such widely divergent directions that a gen- 

eral review of the literature can not be attempted within the limits of 

the time allotted to this paper. Therefore, I have selected for review 

two subjects, which possibly are somewhat fresher than the others and 

which are commanding considerable attention at present. We will con- 

sider first the phenomenon known variously as complement deflection, 

complement deviation, complement diversion or blocking of complement, 

and second, Bail’s aggressin hypothesis of infection and immunity. 

I, ‘DEFLECTION OF COMPLEMENT. 

Early in the course of Bordet’s(3) and Ehrlich’s(8) studies on the 

mechanism of hemolysis, it was found to be possible to prevent by certain 

fairly definite procedures the union of complement with red corpuscles 

previously laden with immune body. The bearing of this phenomenon 

upon the receptor theory and its value as a demonstration of the receptor 

explanation of hemolysis was discussed, and for the sake of simplicity 

the property possessed by a fluid of blocking the action of complement 

was attributed to a hypothetical substance termed “anti-complement.” 
Subsequently, what appeared to be another type of the blocking occurring 

during bacteriolysis, was described by Neisser and Wechsberg (29). 

We must remember that it never has been possible to obtain comple- 

ment pure, and that it is defined only in part, the definition at present 

demanding (a) that complement shall be capable of uniting with at- 

tached amboceptors by the hypothetical haptophore group, and (0b) that 

it shall, either by its own inherent energy, or by its mere presence, bring 

about destructive changes in the body to which it unites (red corpuscles, 

bacterium, ete.). These changes are tentatively described as being of 

Read at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Philippine Islands Medical Asso- 

ciation, Manila, March 2, 1907. 
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a fermentative or enzyme-like nature. The instability of complement 

is a more or less permanent characteristic, and equally characteristic are 

the facts that complement is normally present in varying amount in 

fresh serum, and that the quantity can not be influenced by the usual 

processes of immunization, provided the health of the animal remains 

unimpaired. If either of the first two characteristics fails, we have at 
present no means at our disposal of recognizing complement. A number 

of convincing arguments have been brought forward to prove that there 

are different complements in different serums, and also that any one 

specimen of serum contains a number of complements, although other 

observers claim that all forms of complement action are due to a single 

substance or form of energy in the serum. Whether complement has 

other actions we do not know, nor whether it is capable of uniting with a 

variety of other substances. Similarly, we do not know anything of anti- 

complement except the one fact that it prevents the action of complement. 

Whether a variety of substances or conditions could be the cause of such 

an inhibition was not determined at the time that anti-complements were 

first considered. Bordet(4) claims that specific anti-complements can be 

produced, the action of which is different from that occurring in comple- 

ment deflection, and Marshall and Morgenroth(20) found it possible with 

a nonspecific anti-complement-to block out certain definite complement 

activities from a serum without interfering with its other complement 

actions. On the other hand Pfeiffer and his colleagues (10:30) claim 

that the phenomenon of complement deflection explains reactions hitherto 

accounted for as the result of anti-amboceptor action. 

The phenomenon of complement deflection was first described in 1901 

by Bordet and Gengou(5) who found that hemolysis was no longer pro- 

duced in properly prepared corpuscles if the complement-containing 

fresh serum was previously added to a mixture of bacterial emulsion and 

specific anti-bacterial serum. 

In 1905, Gay(11, 12, 13), in Bordet’s laboratory, discussed this phe- 

nomenon, and concluded that the complement was removed by the 

union of specific precipitin with precipitable substance. He found, as 

Sachs(32) did also, that the immune body was not affected in this 

reaction, only the complement being removed. He attributed the well- 

known Neisser-Wechsberg phenomenon of deflection and the antilytic 

action of normal serum described by Pfeiffer and Friedberger, and the 

anti-complementary action of normal serum described by Sachs, to the 

same phenomenon of precipitation. He holds that the above-mentioned 

investigators overlooked minute traces of precipitable substance which 

remained attached to the corpuscles, etc., after one washing with salt 

solution, and which could be removed only by repeated washings. 

Moreschi(22, 23), working independently of Gengou and Gay, ob- 

tained similar results. His experiments led him to conclude that our 
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ideas of complement must be revised extensively, both Hhrlich’s and 

Bordet’s hypotheses failing to account for the conditions which he met 

with. Pfeiffer and Moreschi(30) and Friedberger and he(10) sup- 

posed that the disappearance of complement was in some way brought 

about by the union of precipitin and precipitable substance and varied 

with the amount of precipitation. They found that deflection occurs 

not only in vitro but also in vivo. They concluded that the phenomena 

formerly explained as depending upon the action of anti-complements 

and anti-amboceptors are actually due to complement deflection. 

Sachs(32), replying in 1905 to Gay, worked over some experiments 

of Pfeiffer and Friedberger and concluded that the phenomenon of 

deflection is not due to precipitation, but is a function of the union of 

amboceptor with its corresponding anti-genetic substance. The deflec- 

tion occurs even when no precipitate is formed and varies independently 

of the amount of precipitate, a result also obtained by Klein(17). Was- 

sermann and Bruck(35) also point out that old bacterial extracts no 

longer precipitate, but still deflect and that the same holds true of tuber- 

eulin and anti-tuberculin. The Neisser-Wechsberg studies and one by 

Lipstein also supports Sachs’s contention. 

From the first, the phenomenon of deflection has been used in prac- 

tical diagnosis. Bordet and Gengou elaborated a delicate test for the 

demonstration of anti-bodies specific for various bacteria. Subsequently, 

in 1902, Gengou(15) widened the application of this method, making 

it available for the determination of the presence of anti-bodies for the 

most diverse albuminoid solutions, such as milk, egg, etc. Neisser and 

Sachs(26, 27) employed the test for recognizing not the anti-body but 

the antigen, using their technique with special success in detecting 

minute traces of blood, and being able from these traces to determine 

the species from which the blood was derived. They advise the adop- 

tion of the method in forensic medicine, to supplement the precipitin 

test, and make mention of three cases in which they employed it. The 

advantages of the deflection method are: First, that it acts as a control 

for the precipitin method ; second, that hemolysis is a much more definite 

index than minute precipitation; third, that an opalescent serum is 

available for use; fourth, that it is not necessary to have such high 

potency serum as is needed in the precipitin test and that it is not 
necessary to wait for the clearing of the serum, which is so tedious in 

the older test. 
During the course of 1905 and 1906, Wassermann and his co-workers 

have given a new application to this technique. They found that dis- 

solved bacterial substances could be detected as readily as bacterial emul- 

sion (Med. Klin. 705), and they were able to demonstrate minute traces 

of bacterial substance in blood derived from individuals suffering from ° 

various infections. By modifying the technique they were also able to 
\ 
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recognize the early stages of reaction by proving the presence of minute 

traces of soluble anti-bacterial substances in diseased tissues. They then 

went one step further and made a novel application of this principle, 

applying it in the detection of minute traces of even unknown infectious 

agents in the infected body. 

They perform the experiment in testing for anti-tuberculin and 

tuberculin in organs as follows: 

A specific hemolytic serum is first obtained and this is used with the 

corresponding anti-genetic blood corpuscles as an indicator of deflection 

of complement; for, if a specific serum and the corresponding red cor- 

puscles are brought together and fresh serum is added, hemolysis occurs 

if the fresh serum contains free complement, it does not occur if no 

free complement is present. Hzmolysis is therefore the index of 

whether or not free complement is present in the fresh serum. If a 

fresh serum which has been shown to contain complement loses its com- 

plementary action upon being treated with a mixture of tuberculin and 
anti-tuberculin, the complement is said to be deflected, provided suitable 

controls indicate that its disappearance is directly due to the union 

occurring between tuberculin and anti-tuberculin, and is not due to 

the tuberculin alone, to the anti-tuberculin alone, or to any other agent 

involved in the experiment. 

It having been established that the union of tuberculin and antihayee 

culin deflects complement, any given tissue extract is tested for its 

content in tuberculin by noting whether the suspected extract and a 
stock preparation of anti-tuberculin will block the action of a serum 

known to contain active complement. On the other hand, a given tissue 

extract is tested for its content of anti-tuberculin by bringing together 

a stock preparation of tuberculin, the suspected extract and the com- 

plementary serum, and afterwards testing for hemolysis. 

The technique of the experiment is elaborate, a large number of controls are 

required and the test tubes must be scrupulously cleaned. The organs to be 

tested for tuberculin are removed under aseptic precautions and ground in a mortar 

with normal salt solution containing 0.5 per cent of carbolic acid. Five cubic 

centimeters of normal salt per 1 gram of organ are employed. The mixture is 

shaken in a machine for twenty-four hours at room temperature, centrifugalized 

clear of particles and the supernatant fluid drawn eff and tested by mixing vary- 

ing amounts with anti-tuberculin and fresh guinea pig serum. These three are 

brought together in a test tube and kept for one hour at 37° C. Finally, the 

mixture is added to test tubes containing 1 cubic centimeter of a 5 per cent 
suspension of serum-free sheep’s corpuscles and twice the dissolving dose of in- 
activated rabbit’s serum specifically hemolytic for sheep’s corpuscles. The volume 
of fluid in each tube is brought to 5 centimeters of salt solution. The test tubes 
are placed in the thermostat at 37° C. for two hours, are kept on ice over night, 
and in the morning are examined to determine the extent of hemolysis which they 
may exhibit. : 
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The technique in testing organ extracts for anti-tuberculin is the same, 

except that fixed quantities of a stock preparation of tuberculin and of 

complement are used with varying quantities of organ extract. 

The following controls must accompany every test: 

1. The organ extracts must be free from tissue particles, as these 

alone may bind complement. 

2. The deflecting power of organ extracts alone and of tuberculin 

alone must be determined in the test for anti-tuberculin, and that of 

organ extract alone and of anti-tuberculin alone in the test for tuber- 

culin. Occasionally, one of these substances exhibits a certain power 

of deflection. 

3. The extract to be tested must be added to the sheep corpuscle-serum 

mixture to determine whether it alone effects hemolysis. 

4. A complete parallel series must be made at the same time, using 

nontuberculous organs from the species to which the test animal belongs. 

5. The controls usual in every hemolytic experiment must, of course, 

be set also—that is, sheep’s corpuscles and salt solution; corpuscles and 

amboceptor ; corpuscles and complement alone. 

The hemolytic dose of the specific rabbit’s serum is determined in 

preliminary tests and likewise that of the complement serum. About 

twice the hemolytic dose of amboceptor and the single dose of comple- 

ment are employed in the experiment.’ 

Neisser and Sachs(28) state that deflection by serum and anti-serum 

fails if the anti-serum is first boiled, and they include a control with boiled 

anti-bedy in their forensic test. They also state that there is an optimum 

amount of the anti-serum causing deflection when added to complement 

and the suspended blood specimens. This amount is determined at a 

preliminary test in which varying amounts of anti-serum are employed 

with a fixed amount of complement, and a fixed amount (0.0001 cubic 

centimeter) of the test blood preparation. At first they recommended 

the employment of normal rabbit serum with sheep’s corpuscles as the 

hemolytic indicator, but later they advised the use of a specific serum 

with sheep’s corpuscles. 

The application of the deflection method by Wassermann and Bruck 

(35) to the study of tuberculosis apparently sheds light upon the bac- 

terial and anti-bacterial reactions occurring in tuberculous individuals. 

In tuberculous organs and in the sera of animals treated with tuberculin, 

anti-tuberculin was demonstrated, while it was absent from the sera of 

thirteen patients at different stages of phthisis. They succeeded in de- 

monstrating tuberculin also in the diseased organs. As the anti-tuberculin 

receptors are elaborated at the tuberculous focus, and as they usually 

2 For a clear description of the technique and of the controls necessary, see 

Wassermann and Bruck, Miinchen. med. Wehnschr. (1906), p. 2396, and Morgen- 

roth and Stertz, Virchow’s Archiv. (1907), 188, p. 166. 
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remain sessile for a longer or shorter time, especially in human beings, 

it results that if a tuberculous patient receives an inoculation of tuber- 

culin, nearly all of the substance becomes attached in the diseased focus, 

the tuberculin being concentrated from the plasma by the fixed anti- 

tuberculin, instead of being allowed to diffuse itself throughout the body 

fluids. The result of this concentration is that even a minute trace of 

tuberculin will produce the well-known tuberculin reaction. 

A person inoculated with tuberculin will produce anti- tuberculin 

and eventually set it free, and possibly patients having had localized 

tuberculosis for a long time may also liberate anti-tuberculin into the 

circulation, although thirteen cases were negative. This circulating anti- 

tuberculin prevents the action of a subsequently moculated dose of 

tuberculin. This fact accounts for the uncertainty of the tuberculin 

reaction in the more chronic cases of tuberculosis. 

The amount of circulating tuberculin varies in individuals and in 

species. It was easiest to obtain an anti-tuberculin serum from cattle, 

next from guinea pigs, and most difficult to obtain it from human beings. 

Wassermann and> Bruck claim that tuberculous cattle intended for 

importation into Germany are previously inoculated with tuberculin so 

that they will not react to the official tuberculin test. 

Bruck(6) was able to demonstrate the tuberculin m the circulation 

five days after the onset of severe symptoms, during the course of acute 

general miliary tuberculosis, and again on the eighth day. On the 

twelfth the circulating tuberculin had disappeared and the serum con- 

tained anti-tuberculin, the patient’s condition at the same time being 

improved. Finally, shortly before death, the anti- tuberculin disappeared 

and tuberculin was again demonstrable. 
Bruck found the deflection test equally satisfactory in the diagnosis 

of pleural exudates, of the spinal fluid in meningococus infection, of 

serum from typhoid fever patients, and in gonococcus infections(7). 

He states that Bockenheimer and Lexer could diagnose streptococcus 

sepsis and erysipelas by this method. A further study of meningococ- 

cus infection and immunity was made along these lines by Kolle and 

Wassermann(18). Miller. and Oppenheim(21) also applied this test 

successfully in gonorrhoeal arthritis, Koch and Bruck in meningitis, and 

Kitner(9) in diagnosing leprosy.* Finally, Wassermann, A. Neisser. 

and Bruck(36) obtained a serum from monkeys immunized with syphi- 

litic material and were able to obtain the specific deflection reaction with 

fresh extracts from syphilitic tissue, whereas the reaction was absent 

when fresh extracts of normal organs were employed. This result was 

? Salomon, Wien. med. Wehnsch. (1907), 75, 121, found the method of no value 

in the diagnosis of cancer. 
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confirmed later (25)—from 70 to 75.5 per cent of 163 cases giving a posi- 

tive result either for syphilitic virus or for anti-syphilitie reaction 

product. They could demonstrate the virus in the blood of patients 

taking mercury. The anti-bodies were particularly abundant in the spinal 

fluid. Wassermann and Plaut(37) employed this last fact in the inves- 

_ tigations of various paralyses. They found that the spinal fluid from a 

certain number of paralytics contained anti-syphilitic material which 

acted with fresh extracts of syphilitic organs to deflect complement. In 

some cases the spinal fluid of a paralytic had slightly greater deflecting 

action than his serum.* Wassermann(34) notes further that the test is 

available for the diagnosis of protozoén infections. 

The results obtained by Wassermann and his colleagues with this 

method are certainly extremely interesting, in fact, almost startling, but 

the work in other laboratories has not yet given that confirmation to the 

claims of Wassermann which justifies us in accepting them unreservedly. 

The criticisms have to deal with the mechanism of the phenomenon on 

the one hand, and on the other, with its practical value in diagnosis. 

Furthermore, the application of this method in each particular infection 

raises a certain number of special questions. 

The two principal hypotheses to explain the deflection have been out- 

lined above. Weil and Nakayama, Axamit(1) and F. Mayer (quoted by 

Ranzi(31)) object to the test in toto, claiming that deflection can be 

produced by mixing a complement serum with bacterial extracts alone 

without any anti-bacterial serum; Weichardt(38) adds that deflection 

can be produced by electrolysis and by heat, and Uhlenhuth(33) found 

that disappearance of complement can be brought about by diverse sub- 

stances producing mechanical precipitation, while Landsteiner and 

Stankovic(19) obtained similar results with colloidal suspensions. It 

has been observed that albuminous solutions in general absorb comple- 

ment, in amounts proportional to the quantity of albumin. Wassermann 

and Plaut recently remarked upon the unaccountable and rapid altera- 

tions in deflecting power occurring in the extracts ready for use in 
the experiment and upon the differences between various extracts, sug- 

gesting that these differences and the sediment gradully forming in 

even the clearest extracts are autolytic in origin. They speak also of the 

need of determining that the total amount of albumin in the various 

mixtures is not sufficient to deflect complement, and they suggest that 

only extracts be used which in 0.1 cubic centimeter doses, cause no 

deflection. 
“Moreschi(24) has recently concluded that the test is not sufficiently 

‘Recently the value of this method in diagnosis of syphilis has been confirmed 

by A. Schutze, Berl. Klin. Wehnsch. (1907), 126, and by Marte and Levaditi, Ann. 

de VInst. Pasteur (1907), XXI, 138. 

571712——2 
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delicate for the diagnosis of typhoid bacilli, as the bacilli alone are apt 

to cause deflection.® 

Furthermore, it has been claimed by Ganghofner and Langner(14) 

that deflection varies according to the amount and concentration of the 

ingredients and that an excess of hemolytic amboceptor and of com- 

plement destroys the results. The same writers, although they find the 

reaction a very sensitive one, conclude that it is not adapted to the 

purposes of clinical diagnosis owing to the many uncertainties inherent 

in such a complicated procedure. 

Gengou(16) tested the value of the phenomenon as a means of diag- 

nosing tubercle bacillus, using a dozen different acid-fast bacilli for com- 

parison. He concluded that there was nothing specific about the reac- 

tion, and found that serum from an animal immunized against one acid- 

fast bacillus gave the deflection test when employed with other species 

of acid-fast bacilli. 

Neisser and Sachs(28), replying to Uhlenhuth’s objections to their 

forensic test for human blood, emphasize clearly the necessity of numer- 

ous controls as a basis for judging the results obtained by this method 

and they show that Uhlenhuth neglected one control, namely, the testing 

of the deflecting power of the boiled specimen. They say that it remains 

for experience to demonstrate whether there are nonspecific deflections 

which will make the test valueless. The negative results of Uhlenhuth, 

and of Gengou are possibly due to incompleteness in their technical 

arrangements, especially to the incompleteness of the controls, and these 

results must be confirmed before they can be accepted. 

If we summarize this work we may say that the general results form 

an addition to our knowledge of the mechanism of anti-body reaction, 

although the mechanism of deflection itself remains obscure. What 

relation this reaction bears to specific anti-complement action or to the 

absorption of complement by any albuminous serum, or to mechanical 

precipitation is not clear. Before pronouncing final judgment upon 

the results described in this review, we must await the work of others 

in this field, for the number of factors entermg imto each experiment 

increases the chances of error in technique and in judgment to an extent 
that can only be controlled by an abundance of evidence. This is par- 

ticularly true of the class of experiments in which the serum is obtained 
from animals immunized by inoculation with infected organs, for here 

the amount of infecting material must be slight compared to that of 

organ material inoculated, and therefore there is great danger lest the 

5Leuchs, J.: Berl. klin. Wehnsch. (1907) 44, 68 and 107, has replied to 

Moreschi’s criticism and contends that the deflection method is exceptionally 

accurate, delicate and specific in diagnosing typhoid fever from other bacteria such 

as paratyphoid. 
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organ-antibodies obscure the phenomenon due to any existing infection- 

antibodies. Of course any experimental evidence, either for or against, 

must be reénforced with all of the numerous controls demanded, or must 

prove the uselessness of these controls. 

It is quite possible that these studies will throw some light upon the 

nature of complement. The use of the method outlined above for ordi- 

nary clinical diagnosis is evidently out of the question at the present time 

because of the special training required, but if the results above described 

are confirmed, it may well furnish a means for aiding in the discovery 

of yet unknown infectious agents, and in diagnosis, when employed by 

suitably trained specialists. 

Finally, we may refer once more to the interesting results obtained by 

applying this method to the study of the pathologic physiology of tuber- 

culosis and of syphilis. 

That the technique is a difficult and complicated one has been pointed 

out with sufficient emphasis. It remains to investigate critically the 

constancy and accuracy of the method and to remove or mitigate sources 

of error. 

In concluding I wish to refer to one other suggestion made by Was- 

sermann and Bruck(35) to the effect that the softening occurring in a 

tuberculous focus is brought about by the enzyme-like action of comple- 

ment which is bound in the diseased tissues by the recurring union of 

tuberculin and anti-tuberculin. They think that the complement comes 

from both the broken down leucocytes and from the infiltrating small 

round cells. They attribute the fever partly to a nonspecific effect such 

as follows the injection of any bacterial preparation and partly.to the 

specifie action upon the tuberculous tissue of material derived from the 

bacilli. However, another possibility suggests itself. We know that 

complement is blocked in the union of tuberculin and anti-tuberculin, 

and on the other hand we must suppose that complement has some 

definite function to perform in the healthy body, probably some function 

having to do with metabolism. Now it seems reasonable to suppose that 

the removal of complement in normal function must upset the physio- 

logical processes occurring in the body. This may well be true even 

when the binding of complement occurs locally as in an isolated tuber- 

culous focus, but in the reaction to a general infection, when bacterial 

substance and anti-substance are being bound in widely scattered parts 

of the body, or in the circulation, an enormous amount of complement 

may be blocked. It will be important to determine how much com- 

plement is so blocked during infections, whether definite complements 

are blocked by certain bacteria and whether there is any relation between 

the symptoms and the loss of complement. 

It was recently found by Pfeiffer(30), that the loss of available com- 

plement in the living body interferes with bacteriolysis. 
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Il. THE AGGRESSIN HYPOTHESIS. 

Bail’s studies im infection and immunity convinced him that bacterio- 

lysis has little or nothing to do with true immunity against disease and 

that Ehrlich and his school have followed the wrong clue. He brings 

forward the following facts in support of this contention: 

(a) A rabbit is susceptible to anthrax, although its serum is lytic for 

the germ, while the naturally immune fowl has a serum which is not 

lytic.® 

(b) In rabbits immunized against anthrax, and in those passively 

immunized, there is no bacteriolytic power. Bacteria disappear grad- 

ually as the result of the phagocytic action of cells, chiefly marrow cells, 

but do not disappear suddenly because of lysis. 

Sobernheim found that animals upon which he conferred a high 

immunity against anthrax exhibited no agglutinating action and no 

lytie action, whereas his guinea pigs, immunized with the anthrax 

bacilli which had been grown at high temperatures or killed, exhibited 

no true immunity, but a rich content in immune bodies, the richest 

anti-body serums, however, affording no true immunity. Bail found 

similar but not identical, relations to hold with typhoid. 

(c) A comparison of the sera of sheep, rabbits and cattle shows 

great variations in the amount of immune bodies contained, while these 

animals are nearly equally susceptible to anthrax. 

(d) In test-tube experiments, a bacteriolytic serum is blocked when 

_ the conditions are approximated to those in the body by adding body 

cells to the fluid. 
(e) Evidence is furnished (Hoke) that what has been said of anthrax 

holds for other organisms. 

(f) Bail concluded from his studies that animals which survive the 

Pfeiffer test owe their lives not to bacteriolysis, but to active phagocytosis. 

He considers that the virulence of bacteria depends not upon toxin pro- 

duction, but upon the power of the bacteria to multiply in the infected 

body. He shows that after intravenous inoculations of animals, one 

with anthrax, the other with hay bacillus, the early reactions are the 

same in the two animals, the difference appearing only when anthrax 

begins to multiply, and even very shortly before death the organs of the 

anthrax animal are sterile. 

He then seeks to explain the fact that a very small number of patho- 

genic bacteria may manage to obtain a foothold in the infected body and 

survive the attacks of the agencies protecting their host. He assumes 
that the protective body-forces are interfered with in some way, at first 

* For other examples of this condition see Deutsch and Feistmantel. 
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locally and then generally, by certain obscure, hypothetical substances 

which he calls “aggressins.” 

He states that these substances, which he occasionally refers to as 

simple manifestations of energy, are minute particles “of a special kind” 

thrown off or secreted by living, uninjured bacteria. These particles do 

not come from solution of the bacteria, nor are they extracts of bacteria ; 

they are thrown off as the result of irritation, which, he claims, is a 

very different process. He emphasizes particularly and repeatedly the 

importance of having living and uninjured bacteria in order to obtain 

agegressins. The aggressins are capable of promoting infection ; they may 

be preformed in the bacterium, but they are active only in the infected 

body. They are contained in the infectious exudates, such as serous 

exudates and inflammatory cedemas, and may be recovered ~by centrif- 

ugalization and sterilization at low temperature, being found then in 

the fluid part of the exudate. The substances are different from any- 

thing hitherto recognized, and their peculiarities are that they promote 

the development of an infection, and that they interfere with the action 

of the protective body-forces of the infected host, particularly, if not 

solely by inhibiting phagocytosis. 

The properties of aggressin may be grouped together as follows: 

1. Sterilized aggressin added to nonlethal doses of the corresponding bacillus 

makes these doses fatal. Thus sterilized typhoid aggressin added to a nonfatal 

dose of typhoid bacilli and inoculated, causes death. This action is apparently 

a stimulation of the bacteria so that they produce toxins. Apparently he does 

not distinguish between promotion of infection due to stimulation of the bacteria, 

and that due to inhibition of the protective mechanism of the host. 

2. Fatal doses of bacteria act more severely and acutely upon the addition of ag- 

gressin. 

3. Inoculations of aggressins into the peritoneal cavity suspend the action of a 

bacteriolytic serum introduced at the same time. 

4, Inoculations of aggressin confer immunity which is entirely different from 

bactericidal immunity. 

5. Heating for one-half hour to a temperature between 55° and 60° destroys 

agegressin, sterilization with chloroform, toluol, or dilute carbolic acid weakens it, 

and the centrifugated ageressin exudate is to be sterilized by heating to 44° in 

order to preserve it for future use. 

6. Injections of aggressin alone are only slowly poisonous, and never acutely 

fatal. 

7. A fatal dose produces a prolonged illness, with emaciation preceding death. 

8. Not all exudates contain aggressin, and it varies considerably in quantity in 

different exudates, which otherwise appear identical. 

9. The aggressin is usually most abundant in exudates which are rich in cells. 

10. Aggressins vary according to their age and mode of production, and it is 

possible, by means of serial inoculations, to increase the aggressive action of suc- 

cessive exudates very considerably, although a point is finally reached at which 

the series may suddenly terminate. 

11. Aggressins with bacteria block phagocytosis—that is, they are negatively 

chemiotactic—but aggressins alone act very slightly. 
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Basing his classification upon the power to produce aggressins, Bail 

divided bacteria into: 

(a) True parasites which always produce aggressins; (b) half para- 

sites, the aggressin power of which is very variable; (c) saprophytes. 

The body may develop bactericidal immunity against the half para- 

sites, but not against true parasites. As types of true parasites, he gives 

anthrax and chicken cholera, germs the aggressive action of which is 

unfailing. Artificial extracts of these germs have no aggressive action. 

Most epidemic diseases are produced by half parasites, as types of which 

he gives typhoid, cholera, dysentery, and plague. The toxicity of the 
half parasites is often extremely high. 

The toxicity of a germ has nothing to do with ageressivity, and ex- 

tremely toxic bacteria may be half parasites: the class depends upon the 

capacity of the germ “to infect under all conditions the susceptible living 

creature from its own natural habitat; that is, the animal that has suc- 

cumbed.” ‘True parasites readily furnish an immunity by the aggressin 

method, but their extracts do not even confer a heightened resistance. 

Half parasites vary in their power to produce aggressins and to confer 

an anti-aggressive immunity. 

There have been numerous objections to the claims made by Bail, and 

a series of articles has been published on this subject from different 

laboratories while Bail and his pupils have undertaken to, support and 

strengthen the “aggressin doctrine” as Bail names his hypothesis. Pfeif- 

fer and Friedberger(8) have shown that Bail’s attempt to explain the 

blocking of the bacteriolytic action of a serum as due to aggressins is 
not tenable. 

Wassermann and Citron(11) dispute Bail’s claim that he is dealing 

with a new substance never before found outside of the infected body. 

They obtained aggressins (a) by growing bacteria in sterile exudates 

in test tubes; (b) by growing bacteria in sterile normal rabbit serum in 

test tubes, and (c) by making aqueous extracts of bacteria. They 

concluded that Bail had nothing new, but was dealing with dissolved 

bacterial substances. However, Citron(4) im a later article, notes that 

there are differences between the extracts prepared by different proce- 

dures, and believes that according to present evidence it is probable that 

the most effective aggressins can be extracted only from living bacteria. 

Bouchard, as long ago as 1891, obtaimed typical aggressin actions by 

inoculating soluble bacterial products, together with the bacteria. 

Strong(10) by using aqueous extracts of plague, obtained a mild 

immunity in monkeys which, however, was not demonstrable in guinea 

pigs. This is of particular importance from the fact that plague im- 

munity is known to be non-bacteriolytic immunity, and Bail states re- 

peatedly that non-bacteriolytic immunity is characteristic of aggressins 
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Doerr(5) also thinks that Bail is dealing with dissolved bacterial sub- 

stances, as he obtained the precipitin reaction with aggressive exudates, 

and he brings forward criticism against the work of Bail, on the score 

of the imaccuracy of the so-called sublethal doses. He also found that 

aggressins are of themselves injurious, and that one aggressin promotes 
infection with a different species of bacillus. 

Levy and Fornet(7) were able to demonstrate the aggressive nature 

of filtrates of 24--to 48-hour bouillon cultures of typhoid and paratyphoid 

bacilli. ‘They found that these filtrates were “infection-promoting” to 

the extent of increasing fivefold the virulence of typhoid bacilli. The 

addition of filtrate or exudate aggressin to leucocytes blocked the phago- 

cytic power against typhoid bacilli, which was otherwise present.’ 

Ballner(3) found that nonbacterial exudates obtained from guinea 

pigs increased the infectious action of Friedlander’s bacillus-in rabbits, 

in other words exercised an aggressive action. He could not obtain an 

anti-aggressin immunity with this germ. 

Wolff-Hisner(13) reviews the aggressin literature at length and con- 

cludes that the aggressins are nothing but endotoxins from bacteria; 

that they alone are not present in sufficient amount to act strongly, but 

that, upon addition of fresh bacteria, a summation effect is obtained and 

the animal dies quickly. He thinks this also explains the negative 

chemiotaxis occurring with aggressins. 

What part the aggressin plays in the blocking of leucocytosis is also 

in dispute. Citron, in studying meningococcus found that there was 

no relationship between aggressivity and power to block phagocytosis, 

while Salus’ work raises the question as to whether the aggressin action 

is anti-chemiotactic at all, as the aggressin acts even though it is injected 

in a different part of the body from the bacteria. 

On the other hand, Bail and his school have published a series of 

articles dealing with the aggressins in cholera, typhoid, dysentery, plague, 

tuberculosis, Bacillus subtilis, chicken cholera, hog cholera, pneumococ- 

cus and staphylococcus. 

Bail has satisfied himself that aggressin action occurs in tuberculosis 

also, although in this case active phagocytosis continued after addition 

of aggressins. Koch long ago obtained the same action by the use of 

dead cultures, thus ruling out any vital action in the production of 

ageressins. 

The last article from Bail is a lengthy rejoinder to the criticism of 

Wassermann and Citron. He contends that the extracts used by Was- 

sermann and Citron are altogether different from aggressins, and that 

“Concerning Bail’s statement that the aggressive property of body fluids is 

due to secretion products from bacteria, see vy. Pirquet and Shick, “Die Serum- 
krankheit.” Wien, 1905. 
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the various properties which they find in these extracts in no way alter 

the significance of the properties that he has attributed to aggressins. 

The points of difference between the “natural aggressin” obtained from 

infected animals by Bail’s method, and the “artificial aggressins” ob- 

tained by the various extractive procedures are discussed at length. 

1. In the case of cholera, natural aggressims promote the infection, 

but do not destroy or stop lysis of the spirillum, nor cause loss of com- 

plement even when tested by the deflection test, the complement being 

present not only in the infected body but also in the aggressin exudate 

itself ; whereas the artificial aggressin blocks lysis strongly and promotes 

infection by this means. 

2. Similarly, when aggressin and a specific serum are inoculated into 

the peritoneal cavity of a guinea pig they do not block lysis, whereas 

the artificial aggressin with a specific serum does so. 

3. Aqueous extracts of cholera and typhoid are so full of bacterial 

particles that they furnish a precipitate even in the presence of a normal 

serum; while natural aggressins may altogether fail to precipitate, even 

in the presence of a strong specific serum. The artificial aggressins 

do not occur in the course of natural infections, and hence are altogether 

removed from comparison with natural aggressins. 

However, after disputing virulently the contention of Wassermann 

and Citron that Bail is dealing with extracts of bacterial substance, the 

latter makes certain concessions. He states that shaking bacteria in 

distilled water injures the bacteria. The extracts therefore do not 

fulfill the requirements of aggressins as defined by Bail, but he adds 

“although we acknowledge that some bacteria have loosely separated 

ageressin easily shaken off and to be obtained in small amounts.” Again, 

“it is not impossible that aggressin preéxisting in the animal body may 

be recovered in small amounts extra corpus,” and he finally expresses a 

belief that some of Citron’s artificial aggressins obtained from living 

bacteria contained small amounts of natural aggressin intermixed. 

Again, he states that not every exudate is aggressive, and not every 

aggressive exudate evidences pure aggressivity. In addition to the ag- 

gressive substances—if there are such—there may be present in an 

exudate or oedema “ordinary bacterial substances which are the original 

artificial aggressins of Wassermann and Citron and it is these latter 

which block hemolysis.” 

He also states with regard to the solution of bacterial substances that 

in experiments with typhoid he almost always obtained aggressins in 

his exudates, but could prove by the method of complement deflection 

that ordinary bacterial particles were not in the exudate. The indica- 

tions are that the aggressivity of exudates is in inverse ratio to the 
power to deflect complement. He holds that complement deflection is 
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due to bacterial particles causing precipitation. No essential solution 

of bacterial substance, then, occurs in the animals, which fact agrees, 

he thinks, with the one that typhoid bacilli after inoculation rapidly 

acquire a resistance to bacteriolysis. However, with cholera, the case 
is different, the exudate containing dissolved bacterial substance in 

solution. 

“The conclusion is evident that it depends upon the course of an infection 

whether an animal has in its exudate larger or smaller amounts of dissolved 

bacterial substance.” 

The smaller the amount of dissolved bacterial substance in an exudate, 

as determined by complement deflection, the stronger is the aggressive 

action of the exudate. 

These statements indicate a distinct recession from Bail’s original 

position, for on the one hand he acknowledges that artificial bacterial 

extracts may contain aggressin and on the other, that aggressive exu- — 

dates may contain in solution other bacterial substances together with 
ageressins. 

Bail also discusses at length the relation between complement deflec- 

tion and precipitation, particularly with regard to its bearing upon our 

understanding of aggressins. While artificial aggressins inhibit bac- 

teriolysis, Bail notes that the third of a series of guinea pigs inoculated 

in turn with cholera, furnishes a natural aggressin which contains com- 

plement completing the action of anti-cholera serum. This complement 

action of the aggressin exudate is stronger in the third than in the 
second of a series of guinea pigs; and stronger in the second than in 

the first. This change is so regular that when it is absent it is safe to 

attribute it to an overdose of bacteria in setting the test. 

In serial inoculations aggressivity increases until the danger arises 

that the series will cease from some cause not clearly understood. As 

the aggressivity increases, there is a decrease in the power of the exudate 

to block hemolysis. Bail brings this forward in rebuttal of Citron’s 

argument that the power to block hemolysis furnishes an index of the 

ageressivity of the exudate. He discusses the phenomena of precipita- 

tion, complement deflection and multiplicity of complements. He 

agrees completely with Moreschi that deflection is not a function of the 

union of amboceptors with specific substances, but is due to gross or 

microscopic precipitation. 

He states that he disregards the plurality of complement idea, which 

_he thinks was overthrown by the discovery of complement deflection, 

and he agrees with Bordet in looking upon complement as a “single 

fermentative, complementative activity” of the body juices. However, 

he is not consistent in this position, for he finds that in some of his 

ageressin experiments the heart’s blood of the animal contains hemolytic 
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complements, “and usually bactericidal complement not only for chol- 

era and typhoid, but also for anthrax.” This is a tacit confession that 

different complements are needed in these different reactions. 

He does not agree with Citron in attributing to natural ageressin the 

power of complement absorption, but he gives examples showing how 

natural aggressins may lead to the blocking of hemolysis. 

Bail considers that the leucocytes are the chief source of complement. 

He thinks that extracts of bacilli hold back leucocytes more than natural 

ageressins do. He believes that inoculation of extracts acts just as does 

the inoculation of larger amounts of bacteria to promote the growth of 
the inoculated bacteria so that these, by means of their newly acquired 

agegressivity, restrain the growth of leucocytes. This is rather a com- 

plicated mode of procedure. Aggressin alone has no power to bind 

leucocytes, but only acts in the presence of bacteria. This he can not 

explain, but he found qualitative differences. The addition of cholera 

ageressin causes death by intoxication with no leucocytosis in a guinea 

pig previously inoculated with cholera and anti-cholera serum, the action 

being unlike that following the addition of cholera extracts or of sterile 

bouillon. This he brings forward as an additional proof of the difference 

between artificial and natural aggressins. 

Turning to the question of immunity against infections, Bail holds 

that anti-bacterial immunity is not a true immunity, and that this can 

be given only by creating “anti-aggressin.” These anti-aggressins are 
distinctly different from anti-bacterial substances, for the anti-aggressin 

immunity is certainly not bactericidal immunity in the cases of anthrax, 

chicken cholera, swine plague, and plague, dysentery, capsulated bacillus, 

and typhoid; while in the case of cholera he has never succeeded in 

obtaining an anti-aggressm immunity which did not also exhibit a 

bacteriolytic immunity. The determinations in these cases were made 

both by test-tube experiments and by Pfeiffer tests. The anti-aggressin 

immunity is a phagocytic immunity, at least in the case of typhoid. 

However, even with strong anti-aggressive immunity, the infecting 

bacteria may survive and multiply in the host, but they cause no symp- 

toms. Citron could also verify this, finding virulent hog cholera bacilli 

in an immunized animal after five and one-half months. He contends 

not only that bactericidal immunity is not a true immunity, but that this 

bactericidal power can not be deduced from the power of the serum to 

block hemolysis; and, further, he claims that Wassermann and Citon 

are wrong in regarding the presence of amboceptors in an inoculated _ 

animal as an index that the reaction of immunity has occurred in those 

cases in which the cholera germ is still capable of living somewhere in 

the body of the immunized individual. 

Bail gives the occurrence of strong phagocytosis in spite of severe 

infection as a characteristic of anti-aggressin immunity. 

There is a negative stage after the inoculation of aggressin during 
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which the animal exhibits marked hypersusceptibility to fresh inoculations 

of the germ. He also states that anti-aggressin immunity is one of the 

oldest methods of immunization, although its essentials were never before 

understood. He claims that the experiments of Wassermann, Ostertag 
and Citron with vaccination with suitably weakened bacilli, is nothing 

but a modified form of Pasteur’s immunization, and adds: “We consider 

Pasteur immunity as the only true immunity, but it is nothing else than 

an aggressin immunity. This is shown by its not having a high content 

in anti-bodies.” 

A review of the work both for and against aggressins leaves it ques- 

tionable whether Bail and his school have made any real contribution 

to bacteriology or immunity. It is by no means an easy matter, in many 

cases, to obtain a clear idea of their meaning, but some of the phenomena, 

which they describe as aggressive in nature, can hardly be due to any 

single cause and are probably to be explained by considering together a 

series of processes in the bacteria and another series in the infected host. 

Their claim that their aggressins are newly described substances has been 

nearly overthrown and most of the characteristics have been found under 

other conditions. As to the newness of anti-aggressin immunity, all 

doubt is set at rest by Bail’s statement that it is the same as Pasteur’s 

immunity. 

The lessons to be learned from the aggressin work are not new; the 

same lessons are being taught by the workers upon opsonins and endo- 

toxins, and they are: 

1. That there are very great differences in activity between otherwise 

apparently identical strains of a species of bacterium; 2. That bacteria 

undergo some important alteration when transferred from a saprophytic 

to a parasitic existence; 3. That there are marked differences in the 

reactions occurring in various species of bacteria after they are inoculated 

into animals; 4. That the phenomena of agglutination, bacteriolysis or 

phagocytosis do not separately afford an explanation of anti-infectious 

immunity; 5. That the products of bacterial metabolism are numerous 

and differ among themselves, and that the products differ according to 

the pathogenicity of the bacterial strain. 
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I. Iyrropuction. 

Il. Hagsrrs AND CUSTOMS OF THE PEOPLE. 
A. The native mother. 

B. The native child. 

C. The foreign mother and child. 

IIIf. A stuDY OF THE CONDITIONS AS THEY EXIST AT PRESENT. 
The available food supply. - 

(a) Human milk. 

(6) Other fresh milks. 

1. Cows’ milk. 

2. Goats’ milk. 

3. Carabao’s milk. 

(c) Preserved milks. 

1. Cold storage milk. 

Sterilized milk (not condensed). 

. Condensed whole milk (so-called evaporated cream). 

. Condensed milk (sweetened or modified). 

Malted milks. 

6. Cream. 

(d) Foods other than milk. 

1. The home made foods. 

2. Imported prepared foods. 

3. Diluents. 

op wo WO 

LV. Drier. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 

Infant mortality is the most serious, important and urgent problem 

in preventive medicine in the Philippine Islands. The following figures 

of births and deaths for the City of Manila are taken from the records 

of the Bureau of Health: 

oe Deaths 
> | ope 4 . |(under1 Year. Births. | Deaths. year of 

age). | 

| 
OO SRE eee SEs etic Neg 2 oe on Ne ee EES Bees 3, 387 9, 394 3,872 | 

NG Oder ee a ok to a Oe eee 6, 341 11, 357 6, 029 | 

LO) pee eee Pet A A ee ee El a ae 7,779 9, 731 4,676 | 

AO ING a en se eS cece nat peepee ee 8, 679 9, 486 4, 218 

| PRO Ga Rae oe! ene aes 26, 186 39, 958 18, 795 

*Read by abstract at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Philippine Islands 
Medical Association, March 3, 1907. 
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The number 18,795, for the deaths of infants under 1 year of age, 

represents 47 per cent of the total mortality, and 71 per cent of the 

total recorded births. 

No reliable figures are available from the provinces, but it is probable 

that the ratios will not be found materially to differ from the ones derived 

from the records in Manila, for whereas Manila has better sanitary condi- 

tions, and the services of hospitals, physicians and nurses are more 

regularly sought in the city, the provinces on the other hand have fresher 

and better milk and other foods, and infections are perhaps less frequent. 

Three hundred and seven American children were born during the four 

years covered by these statistics, and while no accurate figures are avail- 

able, the infant mortality among these was less than 5 per cent. Very 

similar results are obtained from statistics which one of us personally 

compiled, containing the record of 150 native children born to educated 

parents during the same period of time. However, in these two classes 

of patients rachitic tendencies, marasmus, anemia and other damaging 

influences of malnutrition are sufficiently prevalent to prove that even 

in the absence of pure, fresh milk, we are not using the available foods 

to the best advantage. 

On examining the recorded causes of death a little more closely we 

find some interesting and instructive figures regarding the death of 

18,795 infants in Manila during the last four years. In 10,484 instances 

the cause of death is given as convulsions; in 1,416 (for three years only) 

diarrhceal diseases and dysentery; and in 780 (for three years only) 

simple meningitis is credited with the fatal result. In addition to these 

figures large numbers of certificates of death where the cause is given as 

tetanus, lack of care, debility, etc., are recorded. We but confirm the 

expressed opinion of Major E. C. Carter, formerly Commissioner of 

Health for the Philippine Islands, and many other prominent health of- 
ficials and physicians, in stating that an overwhelming percentage of 

the 10,484 deaths reported as due to convulsions were in reality caused by 

gastro-intestinal diseases, the result of dietetic errors; this number 

may also safely be increased to include most of the cases of so-called 

tetanus, meningitis, debility, ete. Tetanus is prevalent in the Philippine 

Islands and it is to be expected in a certain number of babies because of 

the lack of care in treating the cord at birth, but in six patients which 

one of us was able to see during life, and in three more where Musgrave 

made post-mortem studies, the spasms were of other etiology and tetanus 

was not present. 

Rickets and marasmus are not mentioned in the recorded causes of 

death, but both diseases are present among foreign and native children. 
We are convinced after a careful study of the records, the conditions and 

our own observations, that more than 75 per cent of the deaths of babies 
in Manila are primarily due to dietetic errors. 

s 

ns gilt oe ee Mutt ies he 
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Major E. C. Carter, formerly Commissioner of Public Health, makes 

the following statement in his annual report for 1903: 

This excessive infant mortality is one common to all tropical countries. In 

Manila it appears chiefly to depend upon ignorance with respect to the proper 

care and feeding of young children and the difficulties of obtaining suitable food 

where nursing by the mother is for any reason impracticable or the supply of 

breast milk is insufficient. Fresh milk is almost impossible to obtain, and when 

obtained is usually of poor quality and contaminated by improper handling. In 

the absence of ice its preservation is practically an imposibility and no attempt is 

made to modify its constitution so as to conform more nearly in character to 

human breast milk. The destructive epidemics of rinderpest have also largely 

destroyed the few milch cattle formerly in the Islands and there has been but 

little resort to goats as a source of milk supply. The so-called Australian milk 

is costly, its use is not general and it is not well borne by many. The employ- 

ment of«prepared infant foods is understood by but few, and their cost places 

them beyond the reach of the poorer classes. The same applies to the use of 

condensed milk, which is at present the most available source of supply of food 

for infants. When used it is frequently improperly diluted or contaminated by the 

use of water from an impure source, giving rise to intestinal disorders and mal- 

nutrition which are rapidly fatal. 

Major Carter in his annual report for 1904 again emphasized the 

statements given in his report for 1903 and in addition points to the 

invasion of the Islands by the “germ infected nursing bottle,” he calls 

attention to the use of the milk of the coconut in feeding; and he started 

a campaign of education by distributing broadcast a bulletin on the care 

of children, which was prepared by a committee of native physicians. 

Dr. V. G. Heiser, at present Director of the Bureau of Health, in his 

annual report for 1906 states that as a result of this bulletin the con- 

sumption of milk has increased by probably 500 per cent, nearly all the 

output being used as food for infants, and he further points out that 

notwithstanding this fact, there has been no appreciable decrease in 

infant mortality and he considers this to be due to the improper care 

and handling of both the milk and its containers. Dr. Heiser states 

that probably 95 per cent of the milk used is from the carabao. 

However, even the large infant mortality, disastrous as it is, does not 

tell us of the pernicious influences brought about by the conditions which 

produce this mortality, upon those who escape death in infancy. A large 

percentage additional to the 71 per cent of infants who die before the 

end of their first year, is to be credited to those who, are left with crip- 

pled constitutions and who later become unnecessarily susceptible to other 

diseases. This supplementary mortality must be charged to the same 

lack of care of the helpless ones, which makes the loss of so many infants 

possible. 

The problem of infant mortality and infant feeding is, of course, a 

fundamental one in all parts of the world and it is particularly so in 

cities, but here it is even more complex than it is in other places because 

of at least two important reasons—one, the almost complete absence of 
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good, fresh milk, and the other, the lack of satisfactory literature bear- 

ing upon the subject. So far as we are aware, there is not a book or 

exhaustive article which deals with the problem of infant feeding in 

countries where a supply of fresh milk is lacking and where, in addition, 

the ability of mothers to nurse their offspring is reduced to a minimum 

for reasons which we will discuss below. 

Il. HABITS AND CUSTOMS OF THE PEOPLE. 

A. THE NATIVE MOTHER. 

The habits and customs of the people deserve a passing notice if we 

consider that the feeding of the child begins with conception. A par- 

turient native woman is generally a happy one, proud of her condition, 

and she as a rule continues her regular habits and yocation during the 

period of her gestation. The diet during this time is of the usual 

variety, which contains an excess of carbohydrates. 

Confinement, particularly among the poorer class of people, is of a 

very primitive type. In Manila, over 50 per cent of the children are 

born. without medical attendance, usually with the -aid of a midwife 

whose presence often does more harm than good. Mechanical assistance 

is afforded to the mother by passing a rope or folded sheet around the 

body just above the fundus, whereupon one or more friends pull upon 

the ends. The bad results to both mother and child following this and 

many other even more dangerous procedures, need no discussion here. 

B. THE NATIVE CHILD. 

The native child usually has the best attention which its mother can 

afford and which she knows how to administer, but the density of the 

ignorance and even of the superstition which exists among the uneducated 

classes is remarkable, and in addition, generations of self-medication 

have resulted in the extensive adoption of customs which are of the most 

pernicious type, often maintained with a persistence which seems culpable 

and vicious in the face of gratuitous enlightenment. 

Breast feeding is probably attempted in almost every case, but the per- 

centage of exclusively breast-fed children is certainly much smaller than it 

is in many other countries. This is due to several causes among which may 

be mentioned infections, injuries to the mother at childbirth and, most 

important of all, the lack of sufficient and proper food for the mother 

during the puerperum; we also must remember that the hereditary in- 

fluences of generations of artificial feeding are always present to con- 

tend with. The average Filipino woman is poorly developed, and even 

those who have borne several children usually have small breasts, so that 

the milk-giving capacity is at a minimum. ‘The conditions which have 

been outlined and many others, bring about the necessity of instituting 

artificial food for breast milk in infant feeding to an extent, and at an 
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age of the infant, probably not surpassed if it is equaled in any other 
country. 

Mixed feeding is usually the first departure from exclusive breast 

feeding; it is instituted early and continued as long as milk may be 

obtained from the breast, or until long after the child should be weaned. 

The only contraindication to breast feeding among the poorer classes is 

the lack of milk; no cause for discontinuation being found in tuber- 

culosis, in other infectious diseases or in pregnancy. The accessory 

articles of diet in mixed feeding are very numerous, and the methods of 

preparation and administration primitive, but as they are identical with 

the ones administered in pure artificial feeding, their consideration will 

be postponed until that heading is reached. 

Artificial feeding is rarely resorted to entirely so long as the breast 

milk continues, but in most of the instances of mixed feeding the nourish- 

ment which is taken is mainly from artificial sources, which will now be 

discussed in detail. 

Milk is the most important of the articles of diet. That of cows, 
goats, and carabaos is used and a large assortment of canned and condensed 

milks is also employed. Other prepared foods of foreign manufacture 

are given to a limited extend in addition to the different milks, and 

homemade preparations in large variety make up the bulk of the infant 

food among the poor people. Most of the latter articles are mixtures 

of starch and sugar, prepared without proper regard to cleanliness, 

and among these may be mentioned the rice sticks, made by boiling 

rice and sugar until a glue is formed, which can be molded into a 
stick to be sucked by the child. Potatoes, bananas and other fruits are 

given at a very early age, and meat feeding is very frequently instituted 

before the eruption of the temporary teeth. It is not an infrequent 

occurrence at autopsies to find pieces of undigested meat in the stomachs 

of four months’ old children. Not only does the quality of the foods and 
their indiscriminate use, regardless of the age of the child, bring 

disaster, but the character and percentage of the diluents also contribute 

very much to the bad results. Throughout the sad story—and this is 

the pity of it—nothing but the ignorance of the people is to blame for 

the results. 
C. THE FOREIGN MOTHER AND CHILD. 

In Manila the social customs are such that in general the foreign 

woman neither cares so well for herself nor does she make as good a 

mother as she would in her home country. Nevertheless, the children of 

foreigners and of the educated class of Filipinos thrive, although sur- 

rounded by the same climatic and other unavoidable evils which encom- 

pass those of the ignorant classes. The infant mortality among foreign- 

ers and wealthy natives compares favorably with that in other lands; the 

children are fairly strong and not overburdened with the diseases of © 
malnutrition so common in all countries. 

57712 3 
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Ill. A STUDY OF THE CONDITIONS. 

A very complex condition appears before us for study, to judge from 

the preceding brief and incomplete résumé of facts. However, the limits 

of this paper will allow of the consideration of but one of the problems. 

namely, that of infant feeding, and in discussing this topic we will first 

take up a consideration of the available materials. 

THE AVAILABLE FOOD SUPPLY. 

Milk is the first of the articles to be considered and it may be clas- 

sified as either fresh or preserved. Among the fresh milks we will con- 

sider human, cows’, carabaos’ and goats’ milk and among the preserved 

varieties we have many brands of the sterilized, condensed and malted 

type. 
(a) HUMAN MILK. 

The percentage of American mothers who are able to nurse their 

children in Manila is higher than it is in general in American cities. 

The quality of the milk is of a very good average, perhaps with a ten- 

dency to a high sugar index, with a correspondingly lowered proteid and 

fat content, as is shown in the following table: 

TaBLEeE No. 1.—Analyses of ten samples of breast milk from American women who have 

infants from 20 days to 2 months old. 

No. | Spear Water. | Solids.| Ash. Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 

[ee eee BS eee te || Hebe | 

| Fee eee ee | 1.032 88.80 | 11.20 0. 20 2.40 | 6.10 2.50 

YE eee ee 1. 030 87.19 | 12.81 piel) BG) | 6.07 1.08 | 

ot eee See | 1.029 88.74 | 11.26 .33 | 3.48 | 6.31 | 1.14 

| eet Aaa se = Re es | 1.030 86.80 | 13.20 14) 4.44 7.58 | 1.04 | 

Top Oe BAe ee 1.027 84.47 | 15.53 11 | 7.27 7.16 38) 

| Of===seaeaceenoe es 1.027 84.44 | 15.56 25 6. 36 6.98 197 

iby (ce See ee | 1.083 89.45 | 10.55 26 1.90 6. 81 1.58 

Oe SS eee | 1.030 87.22 | 12.78 27 5. 48 6. 23 1.42 | 

jae eee ee | 1. 029 88.62 | 11.38 34 3.61 6.28 1.18 

1022 eee 1. 032 89.41 10.59 az! IES 6.78 | 1.60 

| Average ___ 1.0299 | 87.46 12. 48 . 22 4.24 6. 63 1.45 

The analyses of breast milk among the better class of Filipino women 

who can and do partake of a liberal diet and who otherwise obey the 

mandates of hygiene also gives a good average, as shown in Table No. 2. 
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Taste No. 2.—Analyses of breast milk taken from the wealthier class of Filipino 

women. 

| : 
| No. een Water. | Solids.| Ash. Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 

ESE: 2S eee 1.080 | 86.22} 13.78 0. 27 5. 78 6.33 1.40 

ss Seen e = eee 1.081 | 86.78 | 13,22 ola 4.34 7.76 95 

Qoeeiec ees aa LL 1.027 | 84.43} 15.57 26 6.34 6. 98 1.97 

dee os ee 1.029 | 85.49} 14.51 11 6. 64 6. 07 1.69 

Sedat ween eee 1.028 | 88.17) 11.83 -41 3.35 5. 91 2.16 

(SSS ae ae eee eee 1.030 | 88.30] 11.70 - 23 3. 21 7.18 1.08 

Nae ee Se eee, 1.031 | 88.82] 11.18 oH 2. 61 7.59 92 

Average __- 1.029} 86.88] 13.11 22 5. 38 6. 83 1.45 

However, a study of the breast milk among the poor people gives some 

interesting figures. In the first place, the quantity is small and the 

period of active lactation short. Analyses of ten samples of milk show 

a persistent high specific gravity, high sugar index, with low proteid and 

fat. This is apparent from the following table: 

TaBLE No. 3.—Analyses of ten specimens of breast milk from native women of the 

poorer classes, with infants from 10 days to 1 month old. 

= 

No. ae Water. | Solids.| Ash. | Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 

eS Se ee 1. 035 86, 83 13}, 17) 0.11 2.84 8.70 1.52 

Dee 2 aS te 1.088 | 87.29] 12.71 | 34} 2.55 8. 29 1,53 

pee eee Le 1.084 86. 91 13.09 15 2.33 9. 20 1.41 

AEE Seen ne 1.086 | 87.43 | 12.57 .13 2,98 8.08 1,38 

ovaeess 2 Bry hee 1. 030 87.20 12. 80 ll 3. 58 7.11 1.40 

(oss Soe ees 1.0380 86. 60 13, 40 .14 4.50 7.62 1.14 

Ne a ween 1.0380 86, 71 13.29 15 4,02 7.98 1.14 

S22 Seo aa 1. 030 88. 04 11. 96 . 09 2.67 8.14 1.02 

QR Pan wae So eet 1. 030 86. 96 13. 04 .16 3.97 7,83 1.08 

1 Q2s 2 eae aed i. 031 87.97 12.03 15 USByl 6. 87 1.31 

Average___| 1.083 87.19 12.81 | mals) 3.07 7.98 1,29 

A study of these analyses shows that even in breast feeding in Manila 

there are unusual problems to be met. In order fully to appreciate this 

fact we have taken the averages from the preceding tables and placed 

them in the following one, which also gives average human milk analyses 

from two representative sources, for comparative purposes. 
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TaBLE No. 4.—Showing comparison between human milk analyzed by several authors 

and the findings in Manila. 

Total . Whey Source. Fat. Sugar. proteid. Casein. proteid. ! 

| Averages given by Rotch _______________ 3.00-4.00 | 6.00-7.00 | 1.00-2.00 0. 59 1.23 

| Averages given by KOnig_-_-___________ 3. 80 6. 20 2.30 1.00 1.30 

| Average from American women in 

Manilag=* 42-35. 2. 5 eee 4,24 6. 63 8 Eee eee bee 

Average from Filipino women in 

Manila of— 

Better'classi=)- 6 ee 5.38 6. 83 

POOr, Class: o2 83 es So ee eee 3.07 7.98 

Some of the discrepancies between the analyses of human milks from 

women of the Tropics and of those given for other countries are usually 

explained by the difference in diet, and this also partially makes clear 

the variations due to the racial differences in women living in the Phil- 

ippine Islands. However, there are other influences such as heredity, 

nervous temperament, climate, etc., which here play an active part and 

which must not only be reckoned with in determining what is abnormal 

in the mother’s milk, but also in fixing standards of normality for the 

infant’s requirements with reference to nutrition. For example, accord- 

ing to our standards the high sugar index and the low fat content found 

in the breast milk of the native women of the lower classes are too far 

from the normal to accord with our present conception of the physiology 

of nutrition of the infant and, according to the same standards, they 

are partly responsible for the gastro-intestinal disturbances and for some 

of the malnutrition and lack of development of the children of these 

classes. 
However, it is not at all certain but that our standards of averages may 

need some adjustment in this respect, and it may be true that the child 

of parentage which for generations has lived in the Tropics may demand 

more sugar and less fat than we have been accustomed to recognize as 

normal. 
(b) OTHER FRESH MILKS. 

1. Fresh cows’ milk, because of the dearth of horned animals, due to 

rinderpest, is very difficult to obtain in any considerable quantity and its 

price is, and for some years it must remain, prohibitive for most-of the 

people. Adulteration of the available cows’ milk is exceedingly common 

and flagrant; the adulterants consist of carabaos’ or goats’ milk, canned 

milks, and often of chalk, limewater and other substances. Bacterio- 

logical examinations show this milk to be unfit for use. After repeated 

efforts we were unable to obtain ten samples from the market-in order 

to submit a table of comparative results. 
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Examinations of ten samples of fresh cows’ milk from the Bureau of 

Agriculture in Manila are given below. These animals are well selected 
and are specially cared for by Government officials. 

TABLE No. 5.—Analyses of ten samples of cows’ milk from stall-fed animals, the property 

of the Bureau of Agriculture in Manila. 

No. Ser Water. | Solids. | Ash. Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 

1.034 | 89.78 | 10.22 0.72 3.73 2. 39 3. 38 

1.032 |} 89.90} 10.10 . 63 2.63 4.36 2.48 

1.035 | 88.22] 11.78 . 65 3. 44 4.57 3.12 

1.033 | 89.50) 10.50 - 60 2.09 5.07 2.74 

1.031 | 89.55 | 10.45 .75 2.52 3. 87 3.31 

1.032 | 89.22] 10.78 3 Al 2. 42 4.40 3.25 

1.033 | 90.59 9, 41 . 65 1. 64 4.00 3. 12 

1.028 | 87.97 | 12.03 . 65 4.34 4.11 2.93 

1.034 | 86.38 | 13.62 .70 3.73 4. 86 4.33 | 

1.032 | 89.80] 10.20 . 60 1. 66 5, 07 2. 87 

Average __- 1.032 | 89.09] 10.91 . 66 2. 82 4,21 3.15 

In the following table the averages from the preceding ones are com- 

pared with those given for fresh cows’ milk by two distinguished authors: 

TaBLE No. 6.—Showing comparison between the results of examinations of cows’ milk 

as gwen by other authors and as determined in Manila. 

Total < Lact- 
Fat. Sugar. proteid. Casein. albumin. 

Average fresh cows’ milk (K6nig)_--_---____ 3. 70 4.90 3.50 | 3.00 0. 50 

Average fresh cows’ milk (Rotch) --------_- 4.00 4.75 3.50 2. 66 . 84 

Average fresh cows’ milk Manila -__________ 2. 82 4,21 3.15 | Eked Sooner |e sees 

The contents of fresh cows’ milk varies between very wide limits in all 

parts of the world, but in Manila this variation is excessive and is in part 

due to the alteration in the kind of food to which the cows have been 

accustomed, to the difference in the care of the animals and to difficulty 

of securing average milks because of the lack of large herds of cattle. As 

it is impossible to obtain an average, it 1s necessary to examine the milk 

from each animal or herd before it can intelligently be modified for 

infants’ use, and even after these precautions have been taken many of 

these milks are of a composition which renders proper modification very 

difficult. The worst cases of rickets to be seen in the Philippine Islands 

are often observed among children who are fed upon so-called fresh, cows’ 

milk. The average bacterial count in five samples of milk bought in 

the market was 2,160,000 and the average from five samples from cows 

from private families gave 765,000. As a result of personal observation 

regarding the care given to milk, animals, vessels and the surroundings 
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of the stables in general, we can not recommend the use of unboiled, 

fresh milk in Manila obtainable in the open market for human food, 

and until conditions are much improved, its use as food for infants seems 

almost criminal. 

2. Goats’ milk is to some extent employed in Manila as an infant food, 

but the supply has been limited, and it is very dirty and of poor quality 

as it is put on the market. The quality is shown by the following table: 

Tasie No. 7.—Showing the results of the examination of eight samples of ordinary 

goats’ milk in Manila. 

l 

No. paces Water. | Solids. | Ash. | Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. | 

1 a ee 1.032 | 85.69] 14.31) 1.97 5.18 3. 66 3.50 

Dee meen eS 1.030] 84.11] 15.89) 1.82 6. 56 4.13 3. 38 

Deceen en Jee 1.0385 | 84.76! 15.24) 2.07 4.95 4.01 4,21 

Ue oe eee ne 1.036 | 86.66 | 13.34) 2.07 3. 04 3.77 4.46 

DSRS is 2 Se 1.034 | 82.39] 17.61 2.45 7.73 2.39 5. 04 

GES suc ase eee | 1.034 | 85.48} 14,52 2.00 5. 01 3.81 3.70 + 

eae Sea 1.035 | 80.20} 19.80 1.75 8. 95 5. 53 3.57 

Sees 3s eee 1.030 | 88.03 | 11.97 2.02 4.41 1.02 4.52 

Average ___ 1.033 | 84.66 | 15.33 2.02 5.73 3.54 4.05 

The Government has recently imported some milch goats from Malta 

and if suitable food is available and conditions are otherwise found to 
be satisfactory for the propagation of these animals, this importation will 

result in doing much good. The reaction of the changed environment 

upon these animals is still problematical and a study of the milk to ve 

obtained from them after acclimatization remains to be made. Analyses 

of seven samples of milk from this herd after the animals had been two 

months in Manila are given in the following table: 

Taste No. 8.—Showing the ressult of the examination of seven samples of goats’ milk 

from a herd of Maltese goats imported by the Government. 

| | } 

S i 7. j j No. | Rarer (Water. Solids; Ash. | Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 
| | i 

| | | = = = 

ag eae an a Ne | 1.028 | 87.97 | 12.03 | 0.63 4.78 | 3.31 3.31 | 

Qeoates SAE ee | 1. 029 | 87.39 | 12.61 .67'| 4.29) 4.34)* 3.31 | 
Quis San eee ; 1.031) 86.96 | 13,04 .59 | 4.88] 4.34 3.38 
dee he ee |. 1.080} 87.57| 12.44] .79| 4.57| 3.45] 3.63 | 
Fa el A ER De | 1.082 | 87.97] 12:03 .63 |. 3.24 | 5.87 2.29 | 

Pgs ee son nat Eh Ts) | 1.080} 84.90 | 15.10 .60| 6.66 4.40 3.44 | 
7 Pe ks ie md |. 1.080} 86.97 | 12.03 .59| 4.88 | 4.31 3.25 

Average... 1.028 | 87.10 12.90 Sicdineas | 427) 3.23 

Averages from the two preceding tables, compared with those of goats’ 
milk given by one American and one European author, are placed in the 
following table: 
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Taste No. 9.—Showing comparison between results of the examination of goats’ milk as 

given by other authors and as determined in Manila. 

? 4 Total . Lact- | 
Kind of animal. Fat. Sugar. proteids. Casein. rail yavanna. 

American goats (Rotch) -------------------- 4,30 4.00 Ao OR ee sinn Se eS 

European goats (Kénig) _____----_-_________ 4.80 | 4.40 4,30 3.20 1.10 

Maltese goats in Manila___-_-_--___--__-___- 4.75 4,27 CPB} | titer ges (Ble nae See 

Native goats in Manila____________--__-_____ 5.73 3.54 v1 (0s eee ee | ee | 

The same objections as those already mentioned for cows’ milk must 

obtain until the general conditions for securing and caring for this milk 

haye been much improved. All of these milks as they appear on the open 

market are exceedingly dangerous bacteriologically, and the lack of large 

herds makes it impossible to obtain any quantity of average, mixed milk. 

3. Carabaos’ milk is extensively used as an infant food among the 

poorer people and it is the least adapted to this purpese of any which 

we have as yet studied. The results of analyses of 6 samples of cara- 

baos’ milk made by Charles L. Bliss, formerly of the Chemical Laboratory, 

Bureau of Science, are given in the following table: 

TaBLE No. 10.—Showing results of analyses of carabao milks. 

il Ds 3. 4, 5. 6. Averages. 

Age of animal —______-_-- 15 yrs. 13 yrs. 6 yrs. 8 yrs. 16 yrs. LOkyaroih | Saeet eee Abe 

Nr erolcalia eee ene 3 mos. 2 mos. 2 yrs. iL ARS 4 mos. EIN OS va | eaee eee ee 

Amount of milk -_-__-__ 1, 700 TY O00) | Senet aoe eA 1, 000 NS SOOF sas eee 

Specifie gravity _--___-_- 1.040 1. 037 1. 032 1, 032 1, 038 1.039 1. 036+ 

Habe 2 ee see eee 12.76 9. 55 13. 22 11. 56 8. 65 8.36 | 10.63 

Sug areas ea seeaae ee 3. 62 3. 82 3.34 2.90 4.19 4,50 8h, 78 

Proteidueessa 2 eee san 6.97 6.75 6.78 6.34 5. 54 5. 46 6, 31 

SASS nee sees een -99 09 - 90 82 . 85 . 85 . 88 

Rota ee ee eee 24, 34 20. 02 24,24 21, 62 19, 23 19.17 | 21.44 

Solids by evaporation __ 25. 28 20. 83 24, 24 22. 52 19) 92 19.79) 22.09 

Waiter! 2226-255 2 se 74. 72 79.17 75.76 77.48 80. 08 80.21 | 77:90 

Solids not fat_ -_-_------ 12, 52 11. 28 11. 02 10, 96 iby) 11. 43 11. 41 

Two samples, 3 and 4, were treated with dilute hydrochloric acid. The 

coagulum found was compared with that produced in fresh cows’ milk similarly 

treated. To 10 cubie centimeters of each of these milks 5 drops of hydrochloric 

acid of 1.12 specific gravity were added and the whole heated to 37-38° C. Both 

carabao milks became solid immediately. The coagulum very closely resembled 

that produced by rennet in cows’ milk. The result with the cows’ milk was neg- 

ative. This would indicate that carabao milk would need to be diluted con- 

siderably for infants’ feeding, as it would coagulate. 

Carabaos’ milk as it is obtained and marketed in Manila, is about as 

dangerous and dirty a mixture as it is possible to have. Bacteriologically, 

it is excessively contaminated and chemically it is not easy properly to 
modify for the use of infants. 
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(¢C) PRESERVED MILKS. 

A great variety of these are imported into Manila, and in enormous 

quantities. The records of the Bureau of Customs show that 4,041,703 

pounds of condensed milk, with an approximate value of #800,000 and 

59,809 gallons of fresh milk, with an approximate value of ®147,000 

were imported into Manila during the year 1906. 

The following Table No. 11 shows the principal brands on the market, 

with the results of the analyses of samples, each obtained in the open 
market: 

TaBLE No. 11.—Showing results of analyses of samples obtained in the open market 

of some of the most generally used preserved milks in Manila.* 

Speci- 
Name. fic gra-|Water.|Solids.} Ash.| Fat. |Sugar. pas Remarks. 

vity. ‘ 

Bear milk ____--- 1.029 | 87.87 | 12.18 | 0.67 | 4.27 | 4.06 | 3.07 | Average from 3 samples. 

Sterile. No concentra- 

tion; no adulterants. 

Dragon milk --__| 1.029 | 87.66 | 12.33) .76] 4.12} 4.35 | 3.11 Do. 

Weribest milk___| 1.032 | 88.20 | 11.20} .71] 3.24] 4.75 | 3.10 | Sterile; no concentration; 

i no adulterants. 

Highland evapo-|>1.077 | 70.61 | 29.38 | 1.80 | 7.86 | 11.13 | 8.40 | Average of 3 samples. 

rated cream. : Sterile; concentrated; no 

adulterants. 

Bear eoncen- |»1.040 | 70.95 | 29.05 | 1.75 | 9.67 9.79 | 7.84 | Sterile; concentrated; no 

trated. adulterants. 

Bear cream ¢___-_ - 943 | 55.95 | 44.09 | .46 | 38.07 | 3.22 | 2.29 | Average from 2 samples. 

Sterile; slightly concen- 

trated; no adulterants, 

Australian —----- >1.045 | 60.85 | 39.15 | 2.32 | 14.00 | 13.52 | 9.31 | Cold storage. Concentrated. 

Contained a compound 

of boron. 3 samples. 

Sego evaporated |1.033 | 73.25 | 26.75 | 1.45 | 10.08 | 8.29 | 6.95 | Sterile; concentrated; no 

cream. adulterants. 

Tulip evapo- }*1.034 | 71.18 | 28.82 | 1.57 | 10.91 | 9.20 | 7.14 Do. 

rated cream. 

St. Charles evap- |1.076 | 70.58 | 29.42 | 1.88 | 7.96 | 11.34 | 8.21 Do. 

orated cream. 

Pet evaporated />1.034 | 72.00 | 28.00] 1.20] 9.75) 9.91 | 7.14 Do. 

cream. x 

Cows’ head evap- |"1.04 | 67.58 | 32.42 | 1.80 | 10.33 | 12.19 | 8.10 | No preservatives. Concen- 

orated cream. fi trated; sterile. 

Ideal evapo- |_----_- 685270 |=aae 1.85 | 10.10 | 11.03 | 7.36 | Sterile; concentrated; no 

rated cream. adulterants. 

2Since this table was prepared a number of other milks have been received and their analyses will 

be found in Table No. 14. 

> Diluted one-half. 

¢One sample of this cream contained 9.06 per cent of sugar and 20.85 per cent fat. 
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Tasie No. 12.—Showing result of examination of samples obtained in the open market 

of some of the most generally used sweetened, condensed milks. 

Name of condensed | Total Water.| Ash.| Fat Milk | Pro- | Cane 
milk. solids. : p * |sugar.| teid. | sugar. Remarks. 

Nestles .-_._-__--_. Pasta) ke 2s See 1.84 | 10.62 | 12.53 | 7.90 | 40.56 | Analyzed by Chapin.* 

Ragle 2s"... 225 Paac yl bere 1.80 | 8.44 | 11.69 | 7.23) 41.52 Do. 

Milkmaid > ________ 27.43 | 72.57 | 1.73 | 9.63 | 11.00! 4.33 | 45.88 | Milk solids, 26.69. 

Perfection ____--___| 26.86 | 73.14 | 1.94 .50 | 12.06 | 8.54 | 50.10 | Milksolids, 23.04. A con- 

densed and sweetened 

skimmed milk. 

Meadow brand ____| 23.63 | 74.37 | 1.80 | 4.00 |) 11.55 | 8.70} 48.32 |} Milk solids, 26.05. 

Gold seal _-----___- 15.23 | 84.77 | 1.75 | 8.25 | 9.75 | 7.46 | 56.57 | Milk solids, 27.21. 

aChapin: Theory and Practice of Infant Feeding. Second edition. 

>This milk is popularly known as the ‘“‘Sefiorita brand.” 

The milks which have been tabulated above fall into three principal 

classes ; one of partially concentrated milks, sterilized, bottled, shipped and 

kept in cold storage, another of pure cows’ milk canned without any other 

alteration than simple sterilization by heat, and the last, of the various 

types of condensed milks, including the so-called evaporated creams. 

1. Cold storage milk.—The only brand of this milk on the market is 

the “Australian” which, as the name implies, is brought from Australia 

and the analyses of samples are given in Table No. 11. It is a con- 

centrated milk and the three samples analyzed contained a compound of 

boron. 

2. Sterilized, uncondensed milks are sold in Manila in five brands, and 

analyses of samples of all are given in Tables Nos. 11 and 15 and the ac- 
companying footnote.” These are all free from adulterants and pre- 

servatives and, as may be noted from the table, they are without exception 

excellent, mixed milks. To judge from the homogeneous distribution 

of the fat and from other considerations it is probable that at least a 

portion of each of them consists of goat’s milk. The proteid constituents 

of this type have not as yet been carefully examined, but preliminary 

experiments make it appear probable that the caseinogen radical is con- 

siderably in excess of the normal amount in human milks, as is true in 

all other milks from the lower animals. However this may be, they are, 

when properly modified upon a percentage basis, very satisfactory as 

infant foods, giving as good results as may be obtained with any sterilized 

food. If one of the three brands of pure canned cream on the market 

? Since this article was finished two new milk products have appeared upon the 

Manila market, namely, “Natura” and “Butterfly” brands. Analyses of samples 

of these two brands are as follows: 

ifi r, A “ Name. ae Water. | Solids.) Ash. | Fat. | Sugar. | Proteid. 

| Natura milk______-_- 1.030 | 87.00} 13.00 0. 69 3. 22 6, 22 2.87 

Nattirarerepm =. 222 4/2 0-- S 65.57 | 34.43 .54 | 27.18 4.34 2.42 

Butterfly milk_______|____--___- 87.24 | 12.76 ie 2, 92 6.95 2.16 

Butterfly e@ream —--=_|-------___ 64,92 | 35.08 -62 | 26.95 4.00 3.51 
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is used with them, any reasonable percentage formula may be obtained, 

as will be shown in chapter four, and by the use of such combinations 

many small patients in Manila who are difficult to feed may be materially 

benefited. 

3. Condensed whole milk.—There is a considerable variety of this class 

of preserved milks on the market (see Tables Nos. 11 and 15); many . 

are good and some are made from a poor quality of milk, and in a few 

instances substances have been added which may be deleterious to the 

health of the consumer. These brands are very extensively advertised 

and used throughout the Orient for cooking and other household purposes 

and as a food for infants. They may be so modified for the latter purpose 

by the percentage method as to make very good substitutes for fresh milk, 

but when they are simply diluted seven to fourteen times with water, a 

procedure often recommended and very generally practiced here, they 

are much too low in fat for the proper nourishment of the infant.* 

4. Condensed milk, sweetened or otherwise modified—Analyses some 

of which are quoted and others made in this laboratory of samples of the 

principal brands of this class on the Manila market are given in Tables 

Nos. 12 and 15. Many are honest products, and when they are diluted - 

and modified on a percentage basis, they may be used in the absence of 

more satisfactory food. These milks all contain large percentages of 

cane sugar and from some of them a portion of the natural cream has 

been removed before the process of condensation was begun. 

5. Malted milks.—There are two varieties on the market, and copies of 

analyses of samples of both are given in Table No. 13. These foods are 

extensively employed in the Philippine Islands and with proper modi- 

fications, they can be altered so as to be used as infant foods in many 

instances. The greatest objection to them hes in the large amount of 

insoluble carbohydrates which they contain. 

6. Cream.—There are three brands of cream sterilized in tins on the 

market and analyses of samples are given in Table No. 12 and footnote 

page 373. They are most useful articles in preparing percentage foods 

from preserved milks, because of the high fat percentage (26+ to 38+ 

per cent) and the low proteid content in two of them. 

* Many of the so-called brands of evaporated creams are merely unsweetened 

condensed milks, having something of the consistency and appearance, but not 

the taste or physical characteristics of cream. It is asserted by some that con- 

centration to give a sufficient amount of fat warrants the term “cream” as distinct 

from milk, and that it really makes the product cream, and not condensed milk; 

- but cream does not contain abnormal amounts of casein, lactose and mineral 

matters, for it is nothing more or less than milk containing an excess of butter 

fat. The “evaporated creams” contain as many times the normal percentages of 

all the constituents of milk as there are volumes of milk condensed. It is true 

that in each case a statement appears on the label that the “cream” is an 

unsweetened condensed milk, but this information is generally given in such a 

way as not to attract attention. 
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(d) FOODS OTHER THAN MILK. 

We have homemade and imported varieties and diluents of this class. 

1. The homemade foods of the Philippine Islands are considerable in 

number; for the greater part they consist of starch and sugar mixtures. 

Some of these, which are more or less peculiar to the country, may be 

mentioned. The rice stick which was referred to above, if it were care- 

fully made and not fed to children too early in life would compare favor- 

ably in value with some of the other starch and sugar preparations which 

sell for high prices. 

Coconut milk is used in the Philippines to a limited extent as a food 

for infants. No literature on the subject is to be found here, but the 

habit of using it is certainly peculiar to people of the Tropics. The com- 

position of this substance varies much with the age of the coconut from 

which it comes. Walker * notes some of its peculiarities and gives a 

few analyses, which however were not made with a view of determining 
its nutritional value as an infant food. This question should be carefully 

investigated, for coconuts are everywhere present in the Philippine 

Islands and it is very probable that a valuable enzymic diluent or even 

food may be found in them. he country contains many fruits which 

should contain substances much needed in those food mixtures which are 

sterilized, and which therefore are free from enzymes. 

2. Imported foods other than milk are not as yet used to the same 

extent as they are in many other countries, but there are several varieties 

on the market, some of these are good in the sense that they are honestly 

made. Analyses not made in this Laboratory of a few which are used 

in greatest quantity in Manila will be found in the following table: 

Taste No. 13.—Showing analyses of imported foods other than milk. 

Moist- 0 Solnble |Insoluble 
Name. Analyst. ‘nae, Fat. | Proteids.|carbohy-|carbohy-| Ash. 

drates. | drates. 

Allenbury’s food No. 1_-- -| Chapin_-_| 5.70} 14.00 9.70 66. 85 3.75 

Allenbury’s food No. 2__------|----- do----| 3.90] 12.30 9.20 72.10 3.50 

Horlicks malted milk___--_--_]_---- do_---| 2.55 1,41 14. 00 63. 87 57 

Nestles milk food ----.-_--___=|_-__- Ca.) 21k} 4.45 10, 72 43, 84 1. 60 

Mellins!food ==8= 222-22 = 2 sae do_..-| 4.72 30 10. 10 S25 065 | paeaeaeeee 3.50 

Carmicks soluble food ____--__|_---_ do----| 5.69 2.18 16. 60 38. 21 38.54 | 2.78 

Imperial granum ___--_-----_..|_---- do___-| 6.04 oP? 13.77 3. 94 67. 46 49 

IR1d 2 esi OO Caen see ae GO enalee Orla 48 13. 83 5. 02 69. 24 . 58 

Health Food Companies bar- |_---- dome =a|L0592 . 89 Go 98r ewes seas 80. 35 86 

ley. 

Robinson’s patent barley —----|----- do__--| 9.41 41 7.46 2.91 78. 66 94 

Bordens’ malted milk ______-_ HOlteasne 3.25 5.41 14. 04 74.31 2.99 

«Starch. 

*This Journal (1906) 1, 58. 
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3. Diluents are most important aids in infant feeding and they deserve 

especial notice here, because of the necessity for care as to the quality 

of water and of the other substances used. The following Table No. 14 

gives the contents of a few of the principal diluents used in preparing 
foods for infants. 

TaBLE No. 14.—Giving analyses of a few diluents for baby food (taken from Rotch). 

| | 

| 

>ubstance. Preparation. eure | Ash. | Fat. ‘Pro | Case: ibe ae Starch 
| Fal teid. * |min. | c 

Oat meal water__| 2 oz. cooked 3 hour, fin- | 3.52 | 0.03 | 0.08 | 0.41 |_---__|______|______ 2.99 

ished product 1,000 ee. 

DOLL. =a eet 3 oz. cooked 3 hour, fin- | 5.21} .05} .11 | .47 |-_-__-|_---__]_____ 4.58 

| ished product 1,000 ee. 

| Barley meal | 2 oz. cooked } hour, fin-| 3.48] .03] .02] .54|---_|__-__|______ 2.88 

water. | ished product 1,000 ee. | | | 

Dozt-f es" | 3 oz. cooked ¢ hour, fin- | 5.19} .04) .03) .68 |_-_--|---__|______ 4.43 

| ished product 1,000 ce. | 

Fabsirees cows |i ns eee ae ee antes 05 | 3.55 |_____ ealiews | 5200) oon 
| milk. | 
| Wahievy “Hisr iO sm |=8 See eo SS eee ee eee eee ne! [emer 

| cows’ milk. 
| | 

The contents of these diluents is not generally considered in percentage 

feeding, but in feeding infants in the Tropics, where the percentages are 

not as accurate as they are at home, it appears more advisable to include 

the contents of such substances as barley water when making the calcula- 

tions for percentages. 
Coconut water as a diluent has already briefly been noticed, and it 

would seem advisable to study this substance, as well as some others of 

local use, to ascertain their value and action upon the digestive tract of 

children. 

There is now a yoluminous literature on the employment of a solu- 

tion of sodium citrate as a modifier of the curd in cows’ milk used for 

infant feeding and its great value in this respect has been amply demon- 

strated. It is not generally employed in the Philippines and we would 
urge physicians to look more carefully into its merits. Limewater while 

an excellent modifier of the cows’ milk curd in certain cases, is too 

extensively given and is often employed in too great a concentration. 

IV. DIET. 

Facts are expressed conservatively in stating that for the last four 

years an average of 2,500 children under 1 year of age have died annually 

in the city of Manila for want of sufficient or proper food. 
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The elucidation of the technical problems in this connection is for 

members of the medical and chemical professions. A study of the avarl- 

able supply of infant food in Manila is necessary and in the preceding 

pages an’ effort in this direction has been made, but the weapons provided 

by this discussion are to be used by all the people. A successful adminis- 

tration looking to the improvement of conditions can only be furnished 

by extensive organization and education. Members of our profession in 

Manila are often indifferent in questions of infant feeding. This is 

shown by the fact that there are but very few records of examinations of 

milks, either human or animal, to determine their nourishing properties, 

to be found in the laboratories of the city. 

There is, therefore, entirely too much left to chance in the composition 

of the foods recommended and not enough adjustment of food values to 

special conditions as they are represented by individual patients. Di- 

rections should be very specific and given in writing. It is not enough 

to order a mixture of condensed milk and limewater to be given from a 

boiled bottle. The average, or even the most ignorant, mother knows 

how to prepare such mixtures herself, as she can read the directions on 

the label of the can of milk. We must far more closely study each 

infant and order a food which will properly nourish the child or remove 

the abnormal condition. . 
The service of one of us at St. Paul’s Hospital has shown some of the 

most serious of errors in very general use, one which we wish especially 

to call attention to, namely the use of excessive quantities of limewater 

as a diluent. ‘This is a very common practice, and many of the patients 

suffering from proteid starvation and chronic diarrhcea, marasmus, 

gastric atony, etc., are more apt to have the trouble caused by an exces 

of lime than by any inherent difficulties in the milk administered. 

The preparation of infant foods for all kinds of the many conditions 

encountered is a difficult task, which can best be undertaken by milk 

laboratories similar to those now in use in many American and European 

cities. This procedure would cost a considerable amount of money, but . 

with organization and education, funds might become available either 

through the Government or by gifts from philanthropic sources. 

A discussion of the conditions confronting us in Manila together with 

analyses of food stuffs has been given in chapter three, and in order to 

give a more clear understanding, the following Table No. 15, representing 

a majority of the varieties of food supply obtainable in Manila, is 

inserted. 
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Tas_Le No. 15.—Showing the essential facts taken from analyses of samples of milks and 
other most generally used infant foods available in Manila together with some normal 
working standards. 

mink | Total |case-| Lact |°Gar. “| ble car 
Substance. Fat. paeae proteid. | in. eee une Hone 3 

* | drates.| drates. 

Average human milk (Rotch) 2___:3. 00-4. 00 |6. 00-7. 00 |1.00-2.00 | 0.59 | 1.23 |________ 

Average human milk (K6nig) #___ 3. 80 6. 20 22309 lOO) |p ele s0) | ae 

Average milk, Caucasian woman, 4,24 6. 63 1.45 — SASSER Rell eS 

Manila. | 

Average milk, Filipino woman— | | 

Of better class, Manila ________ 5. 38 6.83 1045) EG ee ee 

Of lower class, Manila _______- 3.07 7.98 P29) eS ee See ane 

Average cows’ milk (Rotch)*_____ | 4.00 4.75 3.50 | 2.66 84. Se. | eee 

Average cows’ milk (K6nig) a_____ 3.70 4.90 3.50 | 3.00 00) ¢= =. 2 | ae 

Average cows’ milk, Manila ______ 2, 82 4.21 Sa kde) | awe Ee 

Average goats’ milk (Rotch) *_____| 4.30 4.00 AO} ee [2d Ree 

Average goats’ milk (Konig) *_____ | 4,80 4.40 4230)l|| 3620) | aul Oy] Sees | ea 

Average goats’ milk: | 

Natives Manila 223 asa 5.73 3.54 4.05 —— [See 2 582s 2: eee 

Maltese, Manila ___-___________ leeewalizs 4,27 BLOBS |. | phe 
Average carabao’s milk ___________ 10. 65 3.73 6.31 [eso ae | eee | 

SEHR WMI oe cee ecco sees cscs! 4,27 4.06 SOPH | eg ee Fa ae es eet 

“Dragontuntlike? =e tne = tee ee 4.12 4,35 3.11 ee a ee ae 

“VEribeStpmilll xq = =e eee ie | 3.24 4.75 3310) |L 23s \- ee Se 

SBearicream? 4222525 oe a 5 ee 38. 07 - 3.27 2329) 2-22 = Ba ee 

“St. Charles evaporated cream”’ __| 7.96 11.34 BeQY Re eet 2s | ee 

“Highland evaporated cream’’____ 7.86 11.13 8340) S>-25| Se ee eee 

“Sego evaporated cream’’_________ 10. 08 8. 29 63955) 22223) A | ee 

“Tulip evaporated cream’’ ________ 10.91 9. 20 7. 

“Bear concentrated milk” ________ 9. 67 9.79 ie 

Australian (cold storage) ~_--_--_- 14 13.52 Sh 

‘““Pet evaporated cream’? __________ | 9.75 9.91 Zs 

““Cow’s head evaporated cream’’__ 10. 33 12.19 8. 

“Tdeal evaporated cream”’ _______.. 10. 10 11. 03 ths 

“Nestles condensed milk’’_________ 10. 62 12.53 7. 

““Kagle condensed milk’? s_________ } 8.44 11. 69 7. 

“Milkmaid condensed milk’’______ 9. 63 11 4. 

“Gold seal coudensed milk”’ ______ 8.25 9.75 7. 

“Perfection condensed milk” _____ 50 12. 06 8. 

“Meodora condensed milk’’_______ 4 11.55 8. 

‘‘Allenbury’s food No. 1’? a_________ eee ee | ee 9. 

“Allenbury’s food No. 2” a______-__ 12530" Bao se ees 8), 

“Nestles milk food’’a______________ che) ee ee | 10. 

SMellinsif0od2:'33 seme a es, 30 tS eee 10 

“Carmicks soluble food” a_________ DAI eae ee 16 

“Tmperialgranumy a 222 se Sid) pone eens 13. 

‘SRidge'siiood?? 453 2s. Nae ee 6483) Sosa | 13. 

“Health Food Companies barley’’* 109)! [ome eee! 6. 

“Robinson’s patent barley” #______ —o4ftl |beeeeeccee he 

“Borden’s malted milk’’a__________ | 5.41) een 14. 

“Horlick’s malted milk” 4_____-___ | 217412 a a! 
Oat meal water (Rotch) #__________ | S08) |= ee ee 

DO: 82225 eee eee eee ees Aalst 

Barley meal water (Roteh) « __ . 02 

Dol. ee eee 04 

Fat free cows’ milk (Rotch) 4______- 05 | 5 | 300) |easan |e se (See eae 

Whey from cows’ milk (Rotch) a| Uf Sie Be Sem SALON eee ee $90) | 2s |e 

a Analysis not made in this laboratory. >» Cane sugar. eStarch. 
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It has been shown that fresh milk is practically at present eliminated 

from our armamentarium, and with this fact before us text-books on 

infant feeding become almost valueless just at the point where our 

problem begins. This condition is of course largely responsible for the 

confusion, each man being to a great extent thrown upon his own - 

resources. 
The most generally used foods among the better classes have mainly 

been the so-called evaporated creams, diluted four to ten times with 

water, with perhaps the addition of an indefinite amount of limewater 

and sugar. When diluted sufficiently to give a suitable proteid percent- 

age, the fat and sugar are far below the requisite amount. While the 

addition of milk sugar or cane sugar makes up one of the deficiencies, 

the fat percentage remains low, and as a result constipation and other 

defects of nutrition are very frequently observed. In many instances 

various mixtures of milks and of foods containing starch and sugar are 

concocted ; these overcome the constipation, but they still leave the fat 

deficient, or the proteids too high and thus other and more serious dis- 

turbances arise. 

Inasmuch as conditions are such as to make the employment of 

preserved milks imperative in the feeding of infants, it is necessary to 

use these substances to the best advantage. ‘To accomplish this end our 

experience has shown us that it is better to disregard the claims and 

directions of the milk manufacturers, to analyze their products carefully 

and by careful combinations to institute percentage feeding with the use 

of these artificial foods. It is remarkable what may be done in this way 

with patients presenting the greatest difficulties in feeding. 

However, in order to secure the best results with this percentage feeding 

of artificially prepared milks a most important prerequisite is constantly 

to «impress upon mothers and nurses the necessity of the supervision of 

the physician. It is justifiable to explain to the mother that feeding of 

the infant is a more strictly medical matter than is even medical supervi- 

sion at the birth of the child. Absolutely nothing should be fed except 

what is prescribed in writing by the physician and if members of the 

family are taught this from the birth of the infant and their confidence 

is assured by a carefully prepared formula for feeding, but little difficulty 

will be experienced in controlling the situation and insuring the health 

of many babies who would otherwise perish from dietetic errors. For 

this percentage feeding in Manila our armamentarium consists prin- 

cipally of the following substances: 

1. Plain, sterilized, uncondensed milks: There are five brands on the 

market. 
2. Pure creams: There are three brands on the market. 
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29 3. Sugars: Lactose and saccharose. ; 

4. Diluents: The usual varieties of barley water, oat-meal water, lime- 

water and sodium citrate solutions. 

5. Peptonized milks, butter milks, fat free milk and the other usual 

modifications of fresh milk may nearly all be made in a fairly satisfactory 

manner from the fresh, sterilized milks mentioned above by the use of 

appropriate ferments and other methods. 

6. In place of the plain sterilized milks, condensed whole milks or 

the so-called evaporated creams which are in reality only condensed whole 

milks, may be used provided the percentage method of dilution is used 

and the deficient fat made up by the addition of cream. 

7. In special cases and where price is an object, the condensed sweet- 

ened milks may be used by following the percentage methods in dilutions 

and by the addition of cream to replace the deficient fat. 

All the milks which have been mentioned have been carefully analyzed 

either in this laboratory or by other authorities and the averages shown 

in Tables Nos. 11 and 15 may be used as sufficiently accurate for practical 

purposes. 
By using these averages and figuring on 100 cubic centimeters of 

finished product as a percentage basis, calculations are easily made and 

the only vessel necessary in preparing the food is a clean, graduated, glass 

cylinder; one of 1,000 cubic centimeters capacity will be found most 

useful. . 4 

The rich, tinned creams do not keep very well after the can is open 

and for that reason it is well to prepare an entire day’s feeding at one 

time, fill it into the necessary number of clean nursing bottles, plug with 

cotton and keep in the ice box until ready for use. | 

Some prescriptions for percentage feeding are given below, but in 

order to make the subject still more clear the following example is 

submitted. 

Suppose it is desired to give an infant 14 months old, eight feedings 

of 100 cubic centimeters each in twenty-four hours, each feeding to 

contain fat 4 per cent, sugar 7 per cent and proteid 1 per cent. By 

simple calculation or by reference to the Cox chart number 1 we find 

that 1 per cent proteid and 4 per cent fat may be obtained by using 

24 cubic centimeters of one of the above-mentioned sterilized milks and 

11 cubic centimeters of one of the 27 per cent creams or 74 cubic centi- 

meters of the 38 per cent cream to each 100 cubic centimeters of finished 

product, or 192 cubic centimeters of milk and 88 or 60 cubic centimeters 

of cream for the entire day’s feeding of 800 cubic centimeters. Simple 

calculation shows that this substance will contain but 1.6 per cent of 

sugar and this deficiency may be made up by the addition of 5.4 grams 

of milk sugar per 100 cubic centimeters of finished product. 
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Having determined the necessary amounts of the different substances 

to be used in the finished product, a prescription should be written 

showing these amounts and the percentages of each ingredient. The 

mixture is best made in the following manner : 

Place the necessary amount of distilled or boiled water in the graduate, add 

the milk sugar and stir with a clean glass rod until solution is complete, next 

add the requisite amounts of milk and cream and stir again. Finally, add the 

limewater, sodium citrate or other modifier, stir and pour the product directly into 

the necessary number of clean nursing bottles, stopper with clean cotton and place 

in the ice chest until ready for use. 

When using sodium citrate in the food it is best to prescribe a 3 

or 5 per cent solution to which a few drops of chloroform have been added 

to prevent bacterial decomposition. 

With little care, any reasonable percentage food may be made according 

to the above method and we need not at this day emphasize the confidence 
with which such known percentages are fed, nor the excellent control 

which’ a knowledge of just what the infant is being fed gives us over 

many of the more frequent disturbances which food often causes in 

infants. 

Both the manner of percentage feeding, and its results may be further 

shown by a few illustrative cases. 

“Case 1.—Four months old, weight 9% pounds, anemic, wasted, diarrhea with 

‘excoriations about anus, mucous membranes of mouth red and inflamed, abdomen 

prominent, vomiting of food, fretful and erying much of the time. Percentage 

feeding instituted with rapid gain in weight and complete recovery. 

This baby was a normal child at birth, weighing 8 ‘pounds. The mother’s milk 

was reported to be deficient in quantity from the beginning but no examinations 

were made. At 2 weeks of age alternate feedings of breast milk and a certain 

condensed milk were instituted, the milk being prepared according to the direc- 

tions of the manufacturer. No improvement followed and at 5 weeks of age 

another milk was tried. Still the baby failed to improve and during the next 

ten weeks the giving of still another brand of artificial food was instituted. 

When the baby came under our observation a dose of castor oil was given and all 

food withheld for twenty hours, after which a prescription was given of sterilized 

milk, pure 27 per cent cream, milk sugar and sodium citrate in such proportions 

as to give a little less than the normal percentage of fat, sugar and proteid. The 

child enjoyed the food, did not vomit and improvement was rapid from the date 

the feeding was instituted. By altering the amounts of “milk” and “créam” which 

were used, the percentages of the fat, sugar and proteid were changed so that at 

54 months of age the child was taking normal amounts and was in .excellent 

health; he passed from observation at 8 months of age. <A study of the mother’s 

statements about the amount and kind of food previously given in connection with 

the analysis given in Table No. 15 shows that this baby had been receiving too 

much proteid (33 per cent) and sugar (8 per cent) and not enough fat (1.8 per 

cent), and in addition 10 per cent limewater was being used. 

CAsE 2.—Four months of age, weight 12 pounds, fretful and crying, fontanelles 

sunken, muscles wasted, constipation, head perspiring, tender joints and back, 

5i( (2 
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takes food irregularly, followed occasionally by vomicing. Percentage feeding 

instituted with rapid recovery. 

Because of failure of breast milk this normal -83-pound baby was given sub- 

stitute feeding at 3 weeks of age consisting of an “evaporated cream,” prepared ac- 

cording to the directions of the manufacturer. There was no improvement and 

when the infant came under observation it was receiving a one-fourth dilution of 

this milk plus 10 per cent limewater and 5 per cent milk sugar. Figuring from 

our Table No. 15 we see that this baby was taking about as follows: fat 2.5 per 

cent, sugar 9 per cent, and proteid 2.75 per cent. The proper percentages were 

instituted here by simply combining a 38 per cent preserved cream with a proper 

amount of the same excellent food the baby had been receiving, with the addition 

of the necessary sugar and the changing of the limewater to a solution or 

sodium citrate. 

The trouble with this patient as with the other and many more whom we 

could enumerate, was the lack of proper proportions of the essentials in the food, 

and this lack was largely due to the want of appreciation of what was necessary 

and to a manufacturer’s claims for the superiority of his milk. 

By proper adjustments of amounts of the various brands of sterilized, 

pure cow’s milk, evaporated or condensed milks and preserved and con- 

densed creams, a fairly wide variation of percentages may be made and it 

is in this way that we may obtain the best results from feeding preserved 
milks. What is most needed on the part of manufacturers is the giving 

of more accurate information concerning the composition of their foods 

and their methods of preparation, with fewer statements about what they 

will accomplish. Special results in special cases are more the result of 

elasticity in the babies’ metabolism than in any unique composition which 

may be given to any one brand of cow’s milk evaporated in vacuo. 

Chart No. 1, opposite this page, which has been prepared for us by Dr. 

A. J. Cox, Chemical Laboratory, Bureau of Science, taken in conjunction 

with Table No. 15, will help the physician in calculating his percentages 

from the principal milks to be found in the Manila market: 

Explanation of Chart No. 1.°—The fact that children of different ages 
require milks of different composition for their proper nourishment, 

makes it very desirable that we have some way of quickly ascertaining 

the proper mixture of milk and cream and its dilution. The old cut 
and dried method is unsatisfactory and extremely slow because of the 

great number of variable factors involved. 

The very close agreement between the analyses of all the brands of 

pure, sterilized milks for sale on the Manila market makes it possible to 
prepare a chart from which the amounts of lactose, water, milk, and 

cream which will give the proper percentage of constituents in the final 

product, may be calculated when any one of these milks and any standard 

pure cream are used. ‘The chart is prepared on the basis of a 38 per 

cent cream, but as is explained blow it is equally well adapted for the 

5 By Dr. A. J. Cox. 
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These numbers are chosen so as to glye the composition desired. These 

compositions—that is, the percentages of proteid, sugar, and fat—are shown by the points where the chosen ordinate representing the relations between milk and cream cuts or intersects the proteid, sugar, and fat curves, respectively, which have their lower termini in the ordinate representing the 

number of cubic centimeters of the mixture to be diluted to 100 c. c, 
Crart No. 1. 
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27 per cent creams which are now on the market. The average of the 
pure sterilized milks® previously mentioned has been taken as— 

Per cent. 

IRS pene es bck Se Men a Ese Las alee epee Le eG belt acest 4. 

SUC amie ee ret Sh Ses sk sel oe i Pasi et 5 

EERO UO Gea eee ea ae ee Nie sere so tee RII Re WE 3 

The average’ of the analyses of several samples of the 38 per cent 

cream is as follows: 
Per cent 

USN i ak Sea A A UR ay se Pe eae 38 

DS Ural ree ee te re ata oe eee Tau ne ae ee eke 3.3 

HT OCT bo cast pel ee clas eens ete es ee aaah ie 1 BO ee AS ae 2.3 

It will be seen that the percentage of proteid is roughly the same in 

both milk and cream, so that for young children the desired low proteid 

content may be obtained simply by dilution of either of these, but this 

would not suffice for the content of fat. If milk alone were diluted the 

fat would be too greatly reduced and if the cream alone were used it 

would be too high, but by using both milk and cream a mixture may be 

obtained which will also give the desired fat content. 

Enough sugar of milk may then be added to increase this constituent 

to the percentage desired: or better still, after the factors are established, 

dissolve the sugar of milk in the water before adding the milk and cream, 
for then one can see that a perfect solution is attained. 

For the mixture of cream with milk the percentage of each constituent 

varies from that of the milk toward that of the cream directly in propor- 
tion to the amount of cream added, that is, a straight line joining the per- 

centages of a constituent in the milk and the cream gives all the possible 

variations for the percentage of that constituent. Now, if this mixture is 

diluted with water we would get the same result divided by the amount of 

dilution, or a curve (straight line) parallel to the former with its lower 

end terminating on the number of cubic centimeters of the mixture which 

was diluted to 100 cubic centimeters. These results have all been ex- 

pressed in the chart. In the chart, the curves have been made for 

variations of 5 cubic centimeters in the total mixture of milk and cream 

to be diluted to 100 cubic centimeters. Closer results could be obtained 

if 1 eubic centimeter variations had been plotted, but the network of 

®1f one of the sterilized pure milks is not at hand, a milk of approximately 

the same composition may be had by diluting a volume of any of the better class 

of concentrated milks, or “evaporated creams” shown in Tables No. 11 and 15, 

with 14 volumes of distilled water, that is, every 40 cubic centimeters should be 

diluted to 100 cubic centimeters and this may be used instead. Any good quality 

of (Maltese) goat’s milk may also be used. 

7One sample which contained 20.8 per cent fat and 9 per cent sugar was not 

included in this average. 
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curves would have been confusing. The curves as they are given only 

approximate the desired results, but they are accurate enough for all 

practical purposes. 

These being the data, the following example is explanatory: For an 

average child six weeks old we desire a milk of the following com- 

position : § 
Per cent. 

EP) pe 0 en ah oe MO ec 8 a a as 4 

DS FL eee ee ee aU Dw a eRe eee i 

23 X02) 6 fees cena Re ONDER rg NOL eee Ca A a 9 Naa ha 1 

We may start with either the desired proteid or fat content.. Let us 

take the proteid simply because these curves lie closer together and it is 

easier to differentiate at the beginning. For 1 per cent content we have 

two possibilities, either the curve which terminates in the 40 or the one 

in the 35 cubic centimeters of total mixture of milk and cream to be 

diluted to 100 cubic centimeters. Let us first consider the former. If 

we follow the fat curve for this mixture to 4 per cent, the ordinate at 

that point does not cross the proteid curve at the desired point, namely, 

1 per cent. If on other hand we take the fat curve for the 35 cubic 

centimeter mixture and follow it to 4 per cent, we find the ordinate to 

cut the proteid curve at 1 per cent content, and this shows us the proper 

relation to be 274 cubic centimeters of milk and 74 cubic centimeters of 

cream. Now the sugar of milk curve which terminates on 35 cubic 

centimeters intersects the chosen ordinate 273 at 1.6 per cent. This 

gives us the sugar content of the mixture of milk, cream and water. We 

desire 7 per cent. It is necessary then to add as many grams of sugar of 

milk as the difference between the desired and actual sugar content, 

namely, 7 minus 1.6 or 5.4 grams per 100 cubic centimeters. Therefore 

the desired amounts of each are as follows: 

Water ; Baas 635) 

Miki 2 axe 8 Teo a te : 274 

Cream j 73 

Sugar of milk 5.4 

-» If a pure cream with a fat content other than that which is the basis 

of the chart,® namely 38 per cent, is used, then a correction in the quanti- 

ties of milk and of cream as given above is necessary. If a cream with 

* Roteh, T. M.: Pediatrics (1906), 196. 

®Two such samples have recently appeared on the Manila market namely “Na- 

tura” and “Butterfly Brand.” The analyses of single samples of these made by 

this Bureau are as: follows: 
; ? ' ; ; F Natura. Butterfly. 

Mat. seictes 5. tine Zifel 26.95 

Suga pac eh Be ieee Pees eae na BB eRe Relat wk es 2.3, 4.00 

Prrotel dh iss ees ee ee ee 2.4 3.51 
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a fat content lower than 38 per cent is used, then in order to give the 

desired composition the cubic centimeters of cream must be increased to 

The number of cubic 
38 — 4 

Z — centimeters of cream given 
(The per cent of fat in the cream used) — 4 iby che chart 

and the cubic centimeters of milk diminished by the amount of the 

increase in the quantity of the cream. If a cream with a fat content 

higher than 38 per cent is used, then the cubic centimeters of cream 

must be diminished to 

The number of - cubic 

centimeters of cream given 

by the chart. 

and the cubic centimeters of milk increased by the amount of the decrease 

in the quantity of the cream. The proteid and sugar of all pure creams 

have approximately constant values, so that for these the chart is always 

applicable and no appreciable error is produced when the correction for 

fat is made. 

Let us consider what the results of the above example would be were 

a 27 per cent cream to be used instead one of 38 per cent. The per- 

centage of fat in the former is lower than it is in the latter, therefore the 

cream required would be increased to ae < 7.5 or 11 cubic centi- 

meters, an increase of 3.5 cubic centimeters over the quantity of 38 per 

cent cream. The milk would be diminished by 3.5 cubic centimeters or 

reduced to 27.5—3.5 or 24 cubic centimeters. Hence, the desired 

amounts of each ingredient to give a milk of the above composition when 

a 27 per cent is used would be— 

38 — 4 

(The per cent of fat in the cream used) — 4 

NAVE TUNSV nee es ea re PRIORI: SUE ra ais. ce ahs Bes cubie centimeters.... 65 

IVI espe eee ere eee eevee See ee entra ser ee ele MAE eS abn do 24 

(CU TNA Meret eee erie ae NM re ne Ne Co cce SN hn alk tok cee! dowees 11 

Sears o fee rin hae ee ae er eee ane Mass, cat ceene a grams... 5.4 

If it is desired to add lime water (sodium citrate, etc.) then the water 

content should be diminished by the number of cubic centimeters of lime 

water (sodium citrate, etc.) to be added. If more than 100 cubic centi- 
meters of the mixture is desired, multiply the quantities of water, milk, 

cream, and sugar of milk respectively by as many times as the quantity 

desired is greater than 100. 
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GANGOSA IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

By W. E. Muscrave and Harry T. Marswatt. 

OUTLINE, 

I. Clinical report. 

II. Autopsy report. 

III. Résumé of literature. 

Gangosa has not previously been reported for the Philippine Islands. 

Because of the comparative rarity of the disease, its limited geographical 

distribution and probably infectious nature, the following case is of suf- 

ficient importance to warrant discussion. The patient was seen several 

times by Dr. N. T. McLean, United States Navy, who has had a large 

experience with the disease in Guam, and the diagnosis was confirmed 

by him. 

I. CLINICAL REPORT. 

Case record.—Gangosa; death; autopsy.—The patient, C. F. (2179) 

was admitted October 31, 1906, to Dr. McDill’s service in St. Paul’s 

Hospital. He was transferred to Dr. Musgrave’s service on December 
15, 1906, and died January 23,1907. He was a Filipino, male, 29 years 

old, single and a native of Santo Domingo de Basco, Batan Islands.+ 

The patient was an unusually ignorant native of the lower classes and the 
value of his statements was not very great. However, the following 

facts obtained at different times and repeated to different interpreters 

are probably true. Father, mother, and two brothers are living and in 

good health. The patient stated that none of his relatives has a disease 

like his but he was equally positive that several other people in the same 

town are suffering from a similar condition. Previous diseases were 

denied. The patient stated that he was never far from his native town 

until he came to Manila two years ago and that he had never been ill 

except once with calentura (fever). The last two years before entering 

the hospital he resided in one of the barrios of Manila and worked as a 
stable boy most of the time. 

1The Batanes constitute the most northern group of the Philippine Islands, 
They lie about 120 miles due north of Luzon. 

387 
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His statements about the time of the onset of his present illness 

differed very much, but Dr. Ariston Bautista y Lim, who saw him, thinks 

it was probably about five years ago that he first noticed sore throat 

and that the disease had been gradually growing worse since that time. 

He had taken many kinds of medicine during the last two years without. 

any improvement. On admission to the hospital the patient was consider- 

ably emaciated and anemic, the voice had the intonation peculiar to 

destructive conditions of the larynx and soft palate and there was an 

opening about 1 centimeter in diameter in the bridge of the nose. Upon 

closer examination it was found that the uvula was partially destroyed 

and the palate had two dirty, grayish-appearing, perforating ulcers. The 

pharynx, upper larynx, palate, posterior nasal structures, both bone and 

soft tissues, were partially destroyed by a chronic type of ulceration and 

there was a considerable amount of scar tissue, showing some evidences of 

repair. The margin of the upper lip was also destroyed, leaving a grayish, 

efanular surface. The odor from these lesions was exceedingly offensive 

and there was at times a slight discharge of granular, necrotic material. 

Microscopic examination of fresh and stained smears, made by scraping 

the surfaces of the wounds, were negative for acid-fast bacilli and for 
treponema. During the period of observation the nasal wound increased 

in size, there was more deformity due to destruction of bone, and the 

destructive lesion on the upper lip progressed slowly until death. Plate 

I is from a photograph made about one month before the fatal termina- 

tion. There was diminished sensation over the surfaces of the wound, 

which in places amounted to local anesthesia. 

The skin was otherwise rough but-apparently free from disease or 

scars. About five weeks before death a dull, chronic-appearing skin ulcer 

developed on the outer side of the left shin and this continued slowly to 

extend until death, at which time it was about 1 centimeter in diameter 

and extended through the skin.” The superficial lymphatics were slightly 

enlarged in the groins, but not more so than is commonly seen among 

the lower classes of barefoot people here. The muscles were wasted, the 

joints were free from disturbance and except as above noted, no bone 

lesions could be found. No abnormalities were found in the circulatory 

system except an anemic murmur of the heart. Temperature was normal 

and there was but shght fever at any time during which the patient was 

under observation, which was nearly three months. Two days after ad- 

mission there developed an irregular, intermittent fever varying between 

normal and 38°.5, which lasted for a few days, and again, just preceding 

the fatal termination, there was slight pyrexia. A blood examination 

on admission showed no leucocytosis and no abnormal elements. <A blood 

examination five days before death showed no malaria; leucocytes 11,600, 

hemoglobin 80 per cent. 
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There was slight cough at times during the patient’s stay in the hospital, 

but it was never annoying and the expectoration, if any, was swallowed. 

A physical examination of the chest on admission showed signs of some 

bronchitis. There were no subsequent examinations. The sputum was 

not examined because none could be obtained. ‘The tongue was con- 

stantly coated with a heavy, brownish fur, but no ulceration took place. 

The appetite was poor, the patient had to be fed largely by a tube, there 

was no yomiting or pain. The bowels were constipated, moving but 

seldom except from cathartics or enemas. Microscopic examination of the 

feces showed ova of T'richuris trichiwra. There were no disturbances 

of the urimary function. Examination of the urine showed a trace of 

albumin and a few hyaline casts. his patient never complained of pain ; 

as a rule sleep was sufficient, but during the last week of his illness there 

was considerable restlessness and insomnia. The reflexes were normal. 

The eyes were apparently normal, but hearing became somewhat defective 

toward the end. The sense of smell was almost nil and speech was of 

the Gangosa type, its peculiarity resulting from destruction of the palate. 

Treatment.—A probable diagnosis of syphilis was made when the 

patient was first admitted to the hospital; antisyphilitic treatment was 

instituted and continued for three months.- This treatment consisted of 

intramuscular injections of mercury to the point of toleration, of potas- 

sum iodide by mouth and intravenously in doses up to 10 grams per day. 

Mercury was also tried by inunction. 

The antisyphilitic treatment did not cause any improvement and it 

was discontinued after three months. This was followed by copper 

sulphate in 0.015 doses, three times a day for about one month without 

any 1mprovement and no further specific therapeutic measures were under- 

taken. Death occurred January 23,1907. Clinical diagnosis, Gangosa. 

Il. AUTOPSY REPORT. 

Autopsy.—Four hours after death. The body is markedly emaciated, 

rigor mortis of moderate grade present, one old, grayish colored ulcer on 

the left leg about 8 millimeters in diameter extends to the deeper layers 

of the skin. The muscles are wasted and pale. The superficial lym- 

phatics in the groms moderately enlarged, pale in color and quite firm. 

The left lung contains a few, reddish-colored infarcts from 7% milli- 

meters to 1 centimeter in diameter, mostly in the lower lobe. There is 
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an old, adhesive pleuritis on the right side; the right lung contains several 

areas similar to those in the left and there is also a small tuberculous 

cavity in its apex. There is a moderate bronchitis, and a few areas of 

beginning broncho-pneumonia in both organs. Nothing abnormal is 

found in the heart or its membranes. 

The abdomen is free from adhesions, the tissues and organs appear to 

be anemic and with slight enlargement of some of the mesenteric lym- 

phatics. No marked departure from the normal is seen in any of the 

organs except the stomach. ‘This shows a general hemorrhagic catarrh 

of the mucosa. 

In order to preserve good museum specimens, the soft tissues of the neck were 

divided at the upper end of the sterum, carefully dissected up from the cervical 

column and the latter cut by sawing through the first cervical section. The 

brain was removed, but nothing abnormal was found in this organ. The rest of 

the head and soft tissues of the neck were placed in formalin for two days and 

then, after hardening, they were divided antero-posteriorly in the median line. 

By this method a careful study of the lesions of both bone and soft tissues was 

made possible. 

In these specimens a condition typical of that described for gangosa 

is found. There is marked destruction and some scar formation of the 

soft parts, including the larynx, pharynx, soft palate, uvula and nasal 

tissues. The nasal septum and a considerable area in the bridge of the 

nose, including both bone and cartilage, are destroyed. The palate is 

also partially destroyed. The process in addition has extended into the 

sinuses of the cheek bones and here it has included both bone and soft 
tissues. There is no evidence of acute inflammation, the surface of the 

destroyed areas is covered with a dirty, granular material, which when 

removed leaves a gray, sponge-like tissue. Scrapings from the diseased 

areas are free from acid-fast bacilli and treponema. 

Smears from the pneumonic areas in the lungs showed a single filarial 

embryo but no others were observed during the examination of many 

preparations from similar locations. 

Anatomic diagnosis.—Chronic ulceration of the naso-pharyngeal tissues 

including destruction of the palate, nasal septum, turbinates and involve- 

ment of the maxillary sinuses; together with extensive destruction and 

scar formation of the adjacent soft parts of the larynx, pharynx and 

nasal tissues. Tuberculosis of the right lung with a small cavity in the 

right apex. Terminal broncho-pneumonia. Moderate lymphadenitis, 

more marked in the region of the neck. Acute hemorrhagic catarrh of 

gastric mucosa.” 

*The only other autopsy which has been made upon a patient with gangosa 

is one reported by Mink and McLean. In their case, a male of 18, the entire 

nasal passages, hard and soft palate were destroyed; the tonsils and pillars were 

replaced by scar tissue; there was cardiac hypertrophy, and fine adhesions existed 

between the lungs and pleaure. The diagnosis in their case was “native epidemic 
asthma.” 
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TLISTOLOGY. 

Ulcer I, edge of skin, hematoxylin and cosin.—On surface of ulcer 

there is a structureless, necrotic membrane, cloudy and purplish, in 

which one can dimly make out degenerated cells. Necrotic processes 

extend from this membrane into clefts in the tissue beneath. The 

transition is sharp between the necrotic membrane and the subjacent, 

richly cellular tissue. The latter is a loose, vascular, areolar tissue con- 

taining a moderate amount of fat and supported by heavy trabecule 

of connective tissue. A few strands of degenerating voluntary muscle 

are found in the deeper part of the section. The loose fatty tissue is 

black from accumulations of small round cells, which are abundant just 

at the necrotic border and diminish in numbers as the distance from the 

edge of the ulcer increases. Mingled with the small round cells are a 

few large mononuclears, larger epithelioid fibroblasts, and numerous 

plasma cells with small, eccentric, dark nucleus and fairly abundant 

irregular bluish protoplasm. 

The necrotic process is evidently advancing and has already involved 

several vessels. One of these, a small artery, is plugged with a hyaline 

mass and its walls can no longer be made out because of the dense, small, 

round cell infiltration, but near by a wide, thin-walled sinus shows no 

obliteration at all. With the exception of the small artery above men- 

tioned, and one other artery near the advancing edge of the ulcer, in 

which the same process is occurring, dene is no special accumulation of 

round cells around the vessels. 

The muscle in the deeper part of the section is undergoing necrosis, and 
in large measure has become converted into a homogeneous or finely gran- 

ular, bright-red mass, with fine nuclear fragments scattered through it. 

At the edge of the ulcer there are two irregular downgrowths of 

stratified epithelium, one nearly a millimeter in length. In each of 

these areas the upper layers are of irregular thickness and composed of 

large, poorly staining cells, often vacuolated, in which the nuclei show 

various irregularities. The deepest layer of cells is as a rule uniform 

in arrangement and staining, the downgrowths being no more atypical 

than those in a benign papilloma of the skin. However, along one side 

there are several delicate, finger-like projections of epithelium entering 

directly into the underlying tissue, the protoplasm extending beyond the 

last nucleus to form a protoplasmic mesh work in which several small, 

round cells are gathered. The arrangement makes it difficult to determine 

exactly where the epithelium ends and connective tissue and infiltrating 

cells begin. 

One of these epithelial areas is definitely retracted from the adjacent 

tissue, and this shows no downgrowths. 

There are none of the irregular nuclear figures nor epithelial pearls 

which occur in epithelioma and the nuclei of the cells of the deepest 
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layer of epithelium remain fairly characteristic, in spite of the irregular 

protoplasmic downgrowth. It is to be noted that the nuclei of the epithe- 

lial cells do not invade the underlying tissue, the downgrowth being 

altogether protoplasmic. 

Sections B, C, D, E, F, and G, taken from different parts of the ul- 

cerating area between the anterior nares and the pharynx, have much 

the same appearance, and are characterized by advancing necrosis with 

very little reaction on the part of the tissue. The necrosis is advancing 

upon areolar tissue, upon mucous glands, voluntary muscle, etc. In only 

one case is there any decided reaction, and that is found in a section taken 

evidently at the junction of the ulcer and face. The section passes 

through the edge of ulcer and adjacent skin. At a distance from the 

ulcer the epithelium is delicate and thin, pigment is abundant, the deep- 

est layer of cells is uniform, the under surface of the epithelium is fairly 

even, with only a few small papilla. The hair follicles, sweat glands. 

sebaceous glands and subcutaneous tissue appear normal. As the edge 

of the ulcer is approached, the subcutaneous tissue becomes slightly cede- 

matous and finally infiltrated with cells. The epithelium becomes thicker 

and thicker, the horny layer reduced, the epithelial pegs longer, thicker 

and more irregular, and the pigment disappears. Just at the edge of 

ulcer the epithelium dips down as an irregular peg, 1 millimeter into the 

subcutaneous tissue. The epithelial cells are large, cloudy and pink, 

often vacuolated, the nuclei are vesicular, pale, uniform and do not show 

the irregularities met with in epithelioma. 

Over the ulcer there is a thin layer of necrotic, granular, pinkish 
material, beneath which lies a narrow zone of disintegrating cells, red 

blood corpuscles, etc., immediately followed by a richly cellular and vas- 

cular granulation tissue. In this tissue there are many capillaries, round 
and elongated fibroblasts, disintegrating red blood corpuscles and much 

yellow blood pigment, and a fairly large amount of fibrillated intercellular 
material. In the outer border of the granulation tissue there are a small 

number of lymphocytes and cells with small, round, dark nuclei and fairly 

abundant pink to purple protoplasm, the nucleus being sometimes central, 

sometimes eccentric. Extravasated red corpuscles and yellow blood- 

pigment are found as far as the deepest limits of infiltration. There is 

no evidence of perivascular infiltration. There are no polymorphonu- 

clear leucocytes, excepting at the necrotic edge of ulcer. 

The granulation tissue is less than 2 millimeters at its thickest part. 

There is an abrupt transition from this to the slightly cedematous, fatty 

subcutaneous tissue. Within 2 to 3 millimeters of the surface of the 

ulcer two large arteries are found with their walls very cedematous, and 

the lumina becoming obliterated. At some distance below the end of 

infiltration there is found a strand of young granulation tissue and 

plasma cells,-but there is no evidence of the occurrence of young foci 
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of necrosis beyond the advancing edge of the ulcer. This section differs 

from the others in the relative abundance of granulation tissue. In the 

other sections there is very little granulation tissue formed. 

In sections stained by the Weigert-Gram method and for tubercle 

bacilli there is nothing characteristic. No acid-fast bacilli are found. 

There are a number of cocci, mostly diplococei, and a few slender, blue- 

staiming curved rods on the free surface of the ulcer; elsewhere no 

bacteria. 

The heart.—Stains well; the structure is well preserved; the epicar- 

dium shghtly cedematous; in the meshes are scattered a few small, round 

cells and occasionally, cells with red protoplasm; the muscle fibers also 

are quite widely separated, the intervening spaces being clear or con- 

taining small amounts of pale, pink, granular or fibrillated material but 

no leucocytes. The vessels are normal and show no perivascular leu- 

cocytosis. 

The protoplasm takes a bright eosin tint; striation and fibrillation are 

distinct ; the muscle nucleus is surrounded by an oval, clear space two to 

five times the length of the nucleus, containing only a slight amount of 

brownish pigment. This central clear space often makes the fibers which 

are cut on longitudinal section appear to be split, and in general the 

muscle fibers are drawn out into longer and narrower ribbons than usual. 

The nuclei are small, fairly uniform, pale and vesicular with a darker 

nuclear capsule and a variable number of chromatin dots. A moderate 

number of fibers show myocardial fragmentation with the stair-like ar- 

rangement of fibrils. 

Lung, hematoxylin and eosin and tubercle stain.—Typical, acute 

broncho-pneumonia is shown in one section. Some alveoli are nearly 

clear; others contain coagulated albumin. Congestion, cedema and de- 

squamation also occur; in other places there are consolidated areas in 

which the alveoli are packed with polymorphonuclear leucocytes, red 

blood cells and fibrin in varying amounts, fibrin being unusually abun- 

dant. A bronchiole cut in the section has its wall infiltrated with poly- 
morphonuclears and its lumen stuffed with them, together with a few 

desquamated cylindrical cells. 

In another block the lung tissue has broken down forming a small 

abscess. 
Section through another nodule presents a different appearance. Here 

the process answers to the description of disseminated tuberculosis of the 

lung. There are discrete and confluent miliary nodules, surrounded by 

consolidation beyond which is more or less normal lung tissue. 
In the center of a miliary nodule is a nearly concentric whorl of 

coarse, red, coagulated fibrillar material. Surrounding this center is a 

zone of more loosely lamellated fibrinous material, in the meshes of which 

are a moderate number of epithelioid and small, round cells. There is 
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no sharp demarcation between this zone and the necrotic center, and no 

clear zone of nuclear disintegration except in an early stage, and even 

then the nuclear fragments are diffused through the whole nodule and 

there is no karyolysis. Dividing connective tissue nuclei are found in 

the outer part of this zone, together with numbers of large cells with a 

single eccentric vesicular nucleus, and fairly abundant protoplasm which 

takes a bright eosin stain. At the outer margin of the central core, giant 

cells are occasionally found, with a dozen or more vesicular nuclei placed 

murally or at the poles of the cell, the protoplasm being abundant, ir- 

regular in outline and of a bright red color. 

New capillaries and connective tissue cells are abundant between the 

nodules, the new vessels often being engorged. The nodules contain but 

few polymorphonuclears. Apparently the nodules are grouped in the 

neighborhood of a dilated bronchiole. 

There is very little pigment deposited along the lymphatics, but dis- 

integrated red corpuscles and blood pigment are found near the foci of 

coagulation necrosis. 

In a section of this blook stained with carbol-fuchsin and methylene 

blue a small number of slender, acid-fast bacilli are found, often beaded, 

and occasionally slightly branched. 

Liver.—Sections of liver stain well; there is considerable irregular 

contraction and shrinking of the parenchyma cells, especially around the 

hepatic veins. The parenchyma cells show no pigment, they are coarsely 

granular and stain deeply in eosin, and are very irregular in size. There 

is no evidence of cellular infiltration, and no new connective tissue, even 

where the shrinkage of parenchyma cells is most marked. 

Spleen.—The section stains well; capillaries are moderately dilated; 

the contents in many cases have fallen out; the trabecule are somewhat 

loose and spongy, especially at their margins; the Malpighian bodies are 

inconspicuous, reduced in size and possibly in number. The sponginess 

of their reticulum is one factor reducing the prominence of the Malpi- 

ghian bodies. The bodies contain normal appearing lymphocytes; there 

is no proliferation. Occasionally, in the center of the Malpighian body, 

there are found several smaller or larger blocks of bright, red, struc- 
tureless hyaline material, irregular in size and shape, and apparently free 

in the tissue. In the neighborhood of such material it is common to 

find a few of the mononuclears with an increased amount of protoplasm 

which also has a bright, hyaline-red appearance and which crowds the 

nucleus to the side. 

A focus is found in the pulp resembling an encapsulated solitary 

tubercle, 2.5 millimeters in diameter. The center is composed of a mass 

of reddish detritus, mostly granular, with a few fragmenting nuclei. 

At the periphery is a narrow zone of young connective tissue, advancing 

toward the necrotic center, apparently devoid of vessels. Surrounding 
this is a narrow zone of concentric lamelle, resembling connective tissue, 
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in the loose meshes of which are rows of small, round cells, usually 

having irregular nuclei and a few adult connective tissue cells. This 

zone merges at once into the pulp. 

The endothelium of the small arteries is often thickened and irregular, 

and takes a bright-red hyaline color; the thickening is often uneven, and 

confined to one-half or less of the circumference of the vessel. This 

hyaline material appears to be amyloid in the hematoxylin and eosin 

stain, but it does not respond with iodine, iodine and sulphuric acid, 

nor with methyl violet stains. There is no increase in small, round, cells, 

nor in polymorphonuclear leucocytes. 

Kidney.—The capsule is not thickened; the capillaries and veins are 

filled with red blood corpuscles; the glomeruli are well preserved, mod- 

erately congested, the cells not increased, the capsules of Bowman delicate 

and normal. The convoluted tubules contain a small amount of granular 

débris and a fine meshwork of coagulated matter; the lining cells are 

large, granular, bright red and frequently send protoplasmic fringes into 

the lumen; the nuclei are near the basement membrane and apparently 

normal. The loops of Henle and the collecting tubules appear normal. 

The interstitial tissue is not increased. ‘There are no infiltrating cells. 

Pancreas.—The parenchyma cells have retracted from the stroma pro- 

ducing distortions. The cells are small, and rather deeply stained. The 

islands of Langerhans are normal. 

An area is found, miliary in size, having the characteristics of an early 

tubercle. The nuclei in this area are small, black, fragmenting and 

irregular; the protoplasm bright-red and hyaline. The area is not 

sharply marked off from normal pancreas. No karyolysis, no cellular 

infiltration. 

Cervical lymph gland.—In one section the blood vessels are moderately 

engorged; the lymph channels are widely distended but nearly empty; 

the stroma is loose and the strands widely separated; the cell nests are 

not seen, and the cell columns are less dense than normally. 

Two areas of necrosis over 1 millimeter in diameter are found. In 

each case the nodule consists of a large, central mass of bright-red de- 

tritus, granular and lumpy, with a few fragmenting nuclei, surrounded 

by a narrow and imperfect zone of large epithelioid cells with consider- 

able dark-red protoplasm, irregular in shape, and much red-staining 

interstitial tissue. This zone is free from capillaries and passes over 
suddenly into lymph gland tissue. 

In the peripheral sinus only a few cells are present; several of these 

are small, with deeply staining nucleus and a narrow band of red proto- 

plasm, taking much the same shade as the erythrocytes. The cells in the 

internal sinuses are (1) small round cells and (2) large cells with 

vesicular nucleus and abundant, bright-red protoplasm, apparently de- 

squamated endothelial cells. Many of these are cloudy and have only 

faint traces of the nucleus remaining. In some cases no nucleus is seen. 
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In another section the structure of lymph gland is better preserved. 
The cell nests and cell strands are clearly marked, in contrast to the 
dilated sinuses which contain many large, pale cells like those described 
above. There is no endothelioid cell proliferation at the center of the 
cell nests. 

In a section stained with Ehrlich’s triacid stain and examined with 
the oil immersion, the large cells in the sinuses take a diffuse, reddish- 
purple tint, and show no granulation. 

Tissue taken from various parts of the ulcerating area in the nares 
and prepared by the silver impregnation method of Levaditi do not show 
spirochete, nor other characteristic organisms. 

Histological diagnosis——Necrosis of the nasal passages and adjacent 

parts; tuberculous nodules in lymph gland, lung, spleen and _pan- 

creas, hyaline and amyloid (?) degeneration of spleen; acute broncho- 

pneumonia. 

REMARKS. 

The only other histological study of this disease which has come to 

our notice is that of Fordyce. He removed bits of tissue from the edge 

and center of the ulcer of his case, and made careful studies of specimens 

stained with various dyes. Although his case resembles ours in many 

respects, there are several points of difference. In both cases there was 

an ulcer bordered by tissue showing an infiltration chiefly with small 

round cells, but also showing numerous plasma cells. In his case there 

were but few polymorphonuclear cells; in ours such cells were difficult to 

find. Giant cells, which were fairly numerous in his sections, were 

absent from ours, although in one section there were proliferating capil- 

laries, which sometimes took the form of a long, vacuolated cell with 

two or three nuclei. There were no true giant cells in our other sections 

from the ulcer. In neither case was there caseous degeneration, but in 

ours, even below where the cellular infiltration was marked, there was 

diffuse, advancing degenerative change in fibrous, glandular and muscular 

tissue, which was not present in Fordyce’s case. In each, there was 

hemorrage into the tissue, which was quite a striking feature of our case, 

while new forming capillaries, abundant in his case, were noticeably 

absent from our sections, except under the ulcer at the junction with 

the skin of the face. Parakeratosis and acanthosis were noted by Fordyce. 

The epithelial changes in our case, and described above, were similar, but 

there was not an increase in the horny layer, which was in fact diminished. 

The epithelial downgrowth in Fordyce’s case gave a picture resembling 

epithelioma (Plate I), a condition which we could definitely exclude. 

Summary.—The main differences between these two cases are that 

in ours there was less reaction, no giant cells, more hemorrhage, much 

less granulation tissue formation, and an extension of the necrotising 

process beyond the line of infiltration into the structures beyond. In 
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the study of our sections no mast cells were encountered, although plasma 

cells were abundant. Such differences may readily be due to the varia- 

tions in the reactive power of different individuals, and to secondary 

infection and it seems quite probable that the two cases represent the 
same condition. 

III, RESUME OF LITERATURE. 

There is at the present day some confusion inthe differential diagnosis 

of the various forms of tropical ulceration, and there can be little doubt 

but that the disease which we treat of in this article has been described 

at different times under various names. The most complete article 

dealing with the subject of gangosa which we have found is the 

recent one by Mink and McLean, and the following summary is taken 
from this and from the papers of Leys, and of Fordyce and Arnold. 

Gangosa was described in 1828 by the Spanish Commission which 

visited the Ladrone Islands. Similar cases have been reported from the 

Caroline Islands, Fiji, British Guiana, Italy, Dominica, Nevis and Pa- 

nama. It probably exists in Ceylon under a different name.? 

“Gangosa” is a Spanish word and means a “nasal voice.” The disease 

is characterized by a slowly progressing ulceration, starting in the throat, 

or soft palate, advancing upwards and forwards through the nasal pas- 

sages, destroying in its progress the septum, hard palate and turbinates, 

and causing the falling in of the nose. In rather less than 10 per cent 

of cases the ulceration eventually attacks the anterior nares and leads to 

more or less complete destruction of the nose, so that it is possible to 

look through the nose into the mouth and throat. In the later stages 

the upper lip may be attacked and the process may extend through the 

lachrymal ducts or across the face to the eyes, leading to secondary in- 

flammations and blindness, the orbit fillmg up with granulation tissue. 

Out of eighty-one cases tabulated by Mink and McLean there were only 

two in whom hearing was affected, while the larynx was involved thirty- 

three times. In our case there was double otitis media. Phonation is 

always interfered with and the senses of smell and taste are usually lost. 

It is characteristic that the tongue and muscles of deglutition escape. 
The ulcers are nearly or quite painless. 

In a case reported by Dr. Rat, the ulceration ceed from a tubercle 

on the soft palate. Three of Mink and Mchean’s cases started with mild 
sore throat or coryza. At first the ulcer is superficial, moveable and 

covered with a dirty, brownish-gray pelicle. It spreads rapidly, later it 

becomes chronic and granulation tissue is formed around the base. The 

ulceration may advance steadily for many years or may become arrested 

at any time, leaving a chronic ulcer. In most of the cases of Mink and 

2On a recent visit to the Batanes Mr. Fergusson, of this Bureau, found several 

colonies of apparently gangotic sufferers living in quarters more or less isolated 

from the main villages. These people are regarded as lepers. 

57712——5 
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McLean the ulceration became quiescent after from one to seven years, 

the average time being two years, while in seven cases the advance was 

continuous for from ten to thirty-five years. Periods of advance and 

quiescence may alternate. During quiescence there is an abundant, very 

offensive discharge. It is remarkable that the general health is hardly 

affected, even with extensive and long continued ulceration. An excep- 

tion to this rule is to be noted in the case of children under 5 years, in 

gangotic families, who may die within forty-eight hours from a fulminat- 

ing type of the disease, almost like diphtheria. The ulceration in gangosa 

is limited to the throat and adjacent parts. No similar ulcers are found 

in other parts of the body. 

We had no opportunity to determine the etiological factors in our case. 

Mink and McLean analyzed 125 cases at Guam and estimate that about 

two per thousand of the native population are affected, whereas Arnold 

gives a higher estimate. No cases have been seen in white people or 
in those of mixed blood. The majority of all cases develop during the 

second and third decades, and more during the second than at any other 

equal interval; but the disease may appear at any age front three to sixty 

or eighty. Women are attacked more frequently than men. Gangosa is 

not hereditary, but is probably infectious. The natives think that it 

comes from eating fish. The degree of infectiousness must be low. 

Gangosa must be differentiated from other forms of chronic ulceration. 
Leprosy can be excluded by the absence of nodules, infiltrations and 
anesthesia, the fact that the characteristic bacilli can not be found in 

the ulcer, by the sudden onset of gangosa, and by the general good con- 

dition of the patient. From the other granulomata, the differential 

diagnosis should not be difficult. Epithelioma maybe excluded by the 

wide prevalence of gangosa in a small community, by the early age of 

onset, the protracted course, the absence of metastases, the softer base of 
the ulcer and the histological features. 

In certain respects the disease resembles an unchecked Vincent’s angina 

or noma. The protracted course and the absence of general symptoms 

exclude noma. In our case, tissues stamed by Levaditi’s silver method, 

by Gram-Weigert and by the carbol-fuchsin methylene blue method for 
tubercle bacilli failed to show the spirocheta of Plaut and Vincent. 

The differential diagnosis from syphilis and yaws is difficult. We do 

not wish to enter into the syphilis-yaws controversy at this time, and we 

will merely state that we have never seen any lesions of yaws which pre- 

sented the faintest resemblance to gangosa, although the typical fram- 

boesial skin lesions are not uncommon in this region. However, it is 

obvious that gangosa bears a strikingly similar appearance to the ulcera- 
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tion occurring in syphilis, and Hutchinson * has presented a strong case 

for those who maintain that syphilis and yaws are modified forms of the 

same disease. Neither Mink and McLean, nor Leys, found any syphilis 

whatever among the natives of Guam where gangosa prevails so widely 

and they satisfied themselves that there is no casual connection between 

syphilis and gangosa. Mink and McLean also convinced . themselves 

that the disease is independent of yaws. Fordyce and Arnold excluded 

syphilis from the diagnosis of their case, because of the long duration 

of the ulcer in a limited area, the failure of antisyphilitic remedies to 

relieve the condition, and because they considered it unusual to have 

the lachrymal duct involved by direct extension of intranasal syphilitic 

ulceration. In our ease, the patient failed to respond to vigorous anti- 

syphilitic treatment. There were no other signs suggestive of syphilis 

either clinically or at autopsy, the histological features of the ulcer were 

not suggestive of syphilis and no spirochetz could be found in the 

tissues after impregnation with silver according to the method of Le- 

vaditi. 
Considering both the literature and our case, we think that the weight 

of evidence is in favor of the view that gangosa is a disease independent 

of syphilis, but we do not regard this asa definitely established fact. 

Tuberculosis must also be-differentiated. In our case the patient had 

unquestionably a chronic pulmonary tuberculosis with a few small tuber- 

cles in various organs, but no tuberculous lesion existed along the ad- 
vancing edge of the ulcer, and no tubercle bacilli could be found in 
it. In Fordyce’s case the inoculation of guinea pigs and the test with 

tuberculin proved to be negative for tuberculosis, and, as in our case, 

the general histological appearances were unlike that disease. At the 

same time, there were giant cells in Fordyce’s sections and in both his 

and ours there were extravasated red blood corpuscles. According to 

Stelwagon,° lupus not infrequently attacks the mucous membranes, and 

may affect the soft palate, hard palate, or velum, the mucous membrane 

involvement taking place in 45 or even 70 or 80 per cent of the cases. 

Against tuberculosis are (1) the painlessness of the lesion, (2) the long 

duration, (3) the continued good health of the patient and (4) the 

absence of symptoms of tuberculosis elsewhere. 

The considerations enumerated above dispose us to take the view that 

this patient suffered primarily from gangosa, apparently a separate 

disease, that the tuberculous process was secondary and that he died of 

a terminal acute broncho-pneumonia. 

“Framboesial Syphilis (Yaws and Parangi); Atlas of Clinical Medicine, 
Surgery and Pathology of the New Sydenham Society. Part I, Fasciculus XIV 

(1902). 
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It will require careful obervations on several cases under prolonged 

treatment to justify a positive expression of opinion as to the part played 

by syphilis or yaws in the gangotic process.® 

REFERENCES. 

(1) Fordyce and Arnold: J. of Cutaneous Diseases (1906), XXIV, 1. 

(2) Leys: J. Trop. Med. (1906), IX, 47. 

(3) Mink and McLean: J. Am. Med. Ass. (1906), XLVII, 1166. 

5 Diseases of the skin: W. B. Saunders, 4th Ed. (1905), 687. 

® While this article was in press Stitt (U. S. Naval Med. Bull. (1907), I, 96) 

reported a case of gangosa, the first in a white man. The patient, a sailor, 

had recently come from Guam, where he had exposed himself to gangosa, but he 

also had a history of syphilis five years before. Antisyphilitic treatment did not 

check the disease. 



ILLUSTRATION. 

PxiatE I. A photograph showing the deformity of the nose and lip produced by 

gangosa. : 
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Infection, Immunity and Serum Therapy in Relation to the Infectious Diseases 

which Attack Man, with Considerations of the Allied Subjects of Agglu- 

_tination, Precipitation, Hemolysis, ete. By H. T. Ricketts, M. D. Cloth. 

Pp., x +600. Price, $2.50. Chicago: American Medical Association Press, 

1906. 

This excellent review has become so widely known and was received 

so favorably on its first appearance in the columns of the Journal of 

the American Medical Association that an extensive analysis seems 

superfluous. 

The book is divided into two parts, a general and a special. In the 

first 234 pages the facts and theories of infection and immunity, together 

with a consideration of antibody formation in general, are set forth 

clearly, interestingly and with reasonable fullness. In this place hemoly- 

sis and allied processes are considered. 

In the second division of the book the diseases of an infectious nature 

are classified in accordance with the theoretical considerations of part 

one. A review of the recent work which tends to throw light upon the 

nature of the process involved is given for each disease, and an acccount 
is given of the methods of immunization and the results obtained. In 

addition, the etiology and pathogenesis is entered into in some instances, 

notably in the cases of the protozodn infections. 

In general the style is so clear that the book will prove intelligible and 

interesting to medical men who have not had special laboratory training 

in immunity research. The general arrangement, subdivision and index- 

ing makes the book available for quick reference. 

ies Agios 

Diagnostic Methods. By Prof. Dr. Hermann Sahli. Edited with additions, by 

Francis P. Kinnicutt, M. D., and Nath’l Bowditch Potter, M. D. Authorized 

translation from the fourth revised German edition. Cloth. Pp., 1008. Price, 

$6.50 net. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1906. 

With the additions made by the American editors, this book forms 

the most exhaustive and complete attempt yet published upon the sub- 

ject of diagnosis. Every practicable method of obtaining, classifying 
and properly weighing data looking to a determining diagnosis is con- 

sidered, including subjective and objective information as well as that 
403 
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secured by laboratory methods and by the use of instruments of preci- 

sion. The most remarkable feature of the book is its originality, it 

being largely built up from Professor Sahli’s own experience. 

The chapter on history taking and general consideration of subjective 

data is exceedingly satisfactory and complete, including special considera- 

tion of the more frequently occurring and striking local manifestations 

common to more than one disease, such as cedemas, exanthemata, etc. 

Physical diagnosis is clearly explained and some of its phenomena 

interestingly illustrated by diagrams which are intelligible. Blood pres- 

sure and the pulse, including venous pulsation, are given with a clearness 

which can only be obtained by one thoroughly familiar with the subject 

and in a manner so attractive as to stimulate one to more careful obser- 
vation in these subjects. 

Stomach disorders have probably received the author’s closest attention 

for many years, and the section of his book dealing with this subject is 

an interesting and very complete statement of the known facts bearing 

upon the diagnosis of these complex diseases. 

There are a few criticisms upon the book, some of which may be men- 

tioned. The arrangement of the subject-matter is apparently without 

a well-defined system and is somewhat confusing to the American stu- 

dent; trypanosomiasis is not mentioned and clinical bacteriology is placed 

here and there in the book and is not considered with the fullness its 

importance deserves in a work of such magnitude. 

The book may be highly recommended. 

W. EH. M. 

' The Practitioner’s Medical Dictionary. An illustrated dictionary of medicine 

and allied subjects, including all the words and phrases generally used 

in medicine, with their proper pronunciation, derivation, and definition. 

Based on recent medical literature. By George M. Gould, A. M., M. D. 

Illustrated. Flexible leather. Pp., xvi -+ 1043. Price, $5.00 net. Philadel- 

phia: P. Blakiston’s Son & Co., 1907. 

We have put this book to a practical test and have found it admirably 

to fulfill the object for which it was designed. The practitioner who 

desires to be abreast of the times can not afford to ignore the beauty 

and advantages of this new work. The specialist will find it not only 

an indispensable aid, but he will rarely need to look further than its pages 

for anything that can reasonably be expected of a medical dictionary. 

No pains have been spared by author or publisher to make of it a conven- 

ient, reliable and complete working guide to the spelling, pronunciation, 

derivation and definition of all the words and phrases generally used in 

medicine. Where illustrations could be added with advantage they have 

been inserted with due regard to economy of space. All new words of 

importance have been added while retaining all old ones, except those 

which have deservedly fallen into disuse. Due recognition has been given 
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the metric system and the additions and changes of the new United States 

Pharmacopeeia have been included. The volume contains 1,043 octavo 

pages, is printed on thin paper of fine quality and will be sure to please 

and help the student, physician or specialist. : 

Id. On tss 

The Physician’s Visiting List (Lindsay & Blakiston’s) for 1907. Fifty-sixth 

year. Limp leather. Price, $1.00. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s & Co. 

This well-known record system maintains the excellence of previous 

editions. The arrangement of subject-matter is very simple, compact 

and complete. The information given is limited to essentials given in 

a brief but satisfactory manner. ‘The Visiting List may be recommended 

as a time saver if indeed it is not a necessity. 

W. EH. M. 

Retinoscopy (or Shadow Test) in the Determination of Refraction at one Meter 

Distance, with the Plane Mirror. By James Thorington, A. M., M.D. Fifth 

edition, revised. Fifty-four illustrations, ten of which are colored. Cloth. 

Pp., xtIv-+ 67. Price, $1.00 net. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s Son & Co., 

1906. 

A clear, concise, condensation of the best that is known of the subject. 

The author has shown that the subject, which is looked upon as compli- 

sated by many, is indeed a simple matter which any physician can under- 

stand, and by following the instructions learn the practical technique of 

making objective refractions. As the writer of this review has been re- 

facting objeetively for the past number of years with more than moderate 

success, without having seen a practical demonstration and having had no 

instruction in the method other than by following Thorington’s method, 

he feels that his own experience justifies the extolling of the art with 

which the subject is presented. 

The passing over, with but few remarks; of the use of the concave 

mirror is to be commended, as the treating of it fully in a book of this 

kind tends to confuse the student. 

A typographical error is found on page 40, which is liable to cause 

considerable confusion to the beginner, especially to one who is not 

accustomed to handle the plus and minus signs. 

The manner described of working out the refraction of an eye when 

the scissors movement is found, is very simple and most satisfactory. 

The axonometer does not appeal to the writer, because when accessories 

are used, the entire number, including an accurate device for ascertaining 

the axis of the astigmatism is found in the Geneva Combined Opthal- 
moscope and Retinoscope, which is much easier of manipulation than the 
different accessories separately. 

Ji S: 
57712 ——6 
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The Practice of Obstetrics, Designed for the Use of Students and Practitioners of 

Medicine. By J. Clifton Edgar. With 1,279 illustrations, including five 

colored plates and 38 figures printed in colors. Third edition, revised. 

Cloth. Pp., 1071. Price, $6.00. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston’s Son & Co., 

1907. 

If the measure of success of an individual’s work be attainment of aim, 

we may congratulate the author of this book, who expresses the desire “to 

present the subject of midwifery from a practical and clinical standpoint, 

so that it will best facilitate the requirements of the student of medicine, 

and of the active obstetrician.” 

The book is divided into ten parts, and each part carefully and fully 

subdivided for convenience of reference, which is certainly obtained. 

The sections on Hygiene of the Sexual Function, Hygiene of Pregnancy 

and the Hygiene of the Newly Born are full of good suggestions. In 

the section on physiological pregnancy, much space is given to the “Ex- 

amination of Pregnancy” and the possibilities of Roentgen-ray pelvimetry 

hinted at... The section on pathological pregnancy is.important, contain- 

ing lengthy discussions on all possible anomalies and diseases of the 

membranes, placenta and cord, while unusual length of description is 

given to deformities and monstrosities of the fcetus. 

In antenatal diseases of the foetus, the author regards variola, cholera, 

typhoid fever and syphilis as being most uniformly harmful to feetal life. 

The toxemia of pregnancy is defined as a state of the blood and of meta- 

bolism possibly arising from hepatic insufficiency and is discussed at 

length under the diagnoses of hyperemesis, eclampsia, polyneuritis, ete. 

Abortion and ectopic gestation each have lengthy chapters devoted to 

them. : 

The sections on labor, both physiological and. pathological, contain 

very plain, clear statements and illustrations so that it would seem im- 

possible for anyone to go astray after having read these chapters.. 

Dystocia is discussed from every possible standpoint, even to the adop- 

tion of an “anti-dystocia diet” according to Prochownik’s scheme. 

The section on the physiological puerperium is particularly useful in 

its clear statements of good management through the period. 
Morbidity in the puerperium is careful analyzed and classified. The 

author does not seem to favor the use of antistreptococcic serum, either 

as a preventive or as a curative agent in the treatment of puerperal 

infection. 

The section on the “Newly-Born” is very complete and lucid. 
The final section on “Obstetric Surgery” includes an interesting study 

on “Posture in Obstetrics and its relation to increase or decrease of pelvic 

diameters, also valuable hints as to corrections of faulty positions, the 

use of the forceps, Ceesarian section, etc.” 
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The size and weight of the book are against it, and there are many 

repetitions, perhaps unavoidable according to its plan, but the evidences 

of years of rich clinical experience and diligent research, combined with 

the art of the teacher in presenting a subject clearly and fully, overcome 

any slight objections. 

The type is good, the illustrations clear and profuse, while the table of 

contents and index are all that can be desired in their line. 

IDs ede 
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SOME REMARKS CONCERNING KUBISAGARI OR 
VERTIGE PARALYSANT.’ 

By KInNosuKE MIuRA. 

(Professor of internal medicine in the Imperial Japanese Unwersity at Tokyo.) 

An interesting disease has prevailed for a considerable period of time 

among the working peasant class of Japan, in the Northern Provinces, 

especially in the neighborhood of Homori and Iwateken. The principal 

symptoms consist in a dimness of vision, ptosis, diplopia; difficulty in 

speech, in deglutition and in mastication, as well as weakness in the 

muscles of the back of the neck and of the extremities. At a later time 

the investigations of my assistant, Takemura, demonstrated that this same 

disease occurs in some villages of Tokushimaken on the Island of Shikoku, 

but in a less pronounced form. My investigations in the regions men- 

tioned above, undertaken in the years 1894 and 1895, demonstrated the 

affection to be identical with endemic paralytic vertigo observed by 

Gerlier in Ferney, Switzerland. So far as is known to me, no similar 

reports have come from other parts of the world and therefore I have 

called your attention to this disease. 

Endemic paralytic vertigo (or kubisagari) has, if I can compare it 

with a disease known to you, a great similarity to myasthenia gravis, with 

this difference, that our disease appears more generally in the summer 

time in restricted neighborhoods where it is endemic and epidemic, and 

that the paresis appears simultaneously in various muscular regions. 

' The symptoms are as follows: 

1. Eye symptoms, namely, ptosis, dimness of vision, diplopia, hyper- 

emia of the papilla and its surroundings. 

2. Motor disturbances of the tongue, and lips and interference with 

mastication, more seldom with deglutition. 

3. Paresis of the muscles of the back of the neck and gluteal region. 

1 Read at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Philippine Islands Medical Associa- 

tion, Manila. 
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4. Paresis of the muscles of the extremities. 
According to Gerlier there may also be added neuralgic radiating pains 

to the back of the neck, back and to the periphery (such as forehead, 

shoulder and arms) ; more seldom an increase of the secretions of the 

nose, tear ducts and salivary glands is observed. Cramps, anesthesia, 

hyperesthesia, and disturbances of the organs of sense, or of the bladder 

and large intestine are always lacking. 

To begin with, the symptoms observed in the eyes, obscureness of vision 

and ptosis, are the most important. The first of these begins with a 

blurring of the contours of objects which are observed ; the patients state 

that they see everything as if it were surrounded by a fog. Some remark 

that they see near objects indistinctly, with others it is the reverse, still 

others have impaired vision both for near and far objects. In addition 

to the dimness of vision, ptosis is a frequent symptom and one which is 

more easily shown in an objective manner. This can exist in a slight 

degree even at times when the patient is otherwise apparently free from 

the disease. It appears in different degrees; it may be so slight that it 

only gives the patient a sleepy appearance or it may be so pronounced 

that only a hair-like slit is seen between the lids. It is brought about 

by a paresis of the levator muscles of the upper lid and is generally 

bilateral. Diplopia is less frequent and according to my observation is 

caused by a paresis of the rectus internus muscle. Gerlier, in addition, 

mentions photophobia, photopsia and disturbances in the color sense. 

Eperon, Sulzer and I demonstrated hyperemia of the papilla, the optic 

nerves and their surroundings, during the attack. 

Disturbances of speech, of the movements of mastication and deglu- 

tition are only seen in severe cases. During lengthy conversation the 

speech gradually becomes more and more indistinct and difficult to 

understand, because of increasing weakness of the tongue and lips. The 

muscles participating in mastication and deglutition at the same time 

lose their normal strength, so that the patient soon is unable strongly 

to bite on a finger thrust into his mouth, and finally he is unable even 

to swallow water. It is therefore not a rare occurrence that a person 
suffering from kubisagari loses all his food from his mouth during a 

meal, instead of swallowing it. 

The paresis of the muscles of the back of the neck, back and extremities 
is observed most frequently when the peasants are working in swampy 

rice fields bent over their work, as occurs in planting rice and in weeding. 

Under these circumstances they first observe pressure and heaviness in 

the back of the neck, the head sinks forward and can only be raised with 

difficulty, so that in these cases a bandage is tied over the forehead and 

fastened by a string to the belt, in order to allow the sick one to work. 

The paresis of the muscles of the loins is manifested by the fact that the 

sufferer finds difficulty in raising himself to an erect posture after bending 

forward, and he must support himself by this hands on his thighs or hips; 
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he also complains of weakness in the body. Paresis of the extremities 

is manifested by dropping objects from the hands, or the patient moves 

painfully with a cane or along a wall or similar support. As the ptosis 

and dimness of vision is in these cases generally intense, the patients 

are usually compelled to keep quiet and await the passing away of 

the attack. All the motor disturbances first appear in muscles which 

are exerted, especially in cases of repeated, identical movements, as for 

example, during mowing with a scythe, pumping, marching, chewing, 

writing, ete. 

The symptoms given above do not appear simultaneously nor with equal 

intensity in all cases, but one more generally finds them together in severe 

attacks; in the lighter ones there is either only ptosis with dimness of 

vision, or in addition only weakness of the muscles of the back of the neck. 

The length of the attack is generally short, it rarely exceeds ten or 

fifteen minutes, but it reappears readily as soon as the customary work 

is continued. 
The patients are well in the intervals between the paroxysms. They 

are neither anzemic nor nervous; the liver, spleen and other organs show no 

abnormalities, the blood contains no parasites either during the attacks 

or in the interval, the corpuscular elements are also not materially altered. 

Only patients who have suffered from repeated, severe attacks are left 
with a certain degree of ptosis and weakness of the muscles of the back 
of the neck, trembling of the hands, uncertainty of gait and speech 

(Gerlier) as well as increased reflexes. 

Causative factors of the attacks are bodily exertion, notably labor in a 
stooping position, and repeated, uniform motions, especially on an empty 

stomach or after the ingestion of food difficult of digestion. Writing, 

reading, steady attention, mixing with crowds of persons and similar 

circumstances .also act in a similar manner. On the other hand, the 

attacks are diminished or stopped by rest and change of location. This 

fact renders the study of the disease in hospitals almost impossible. 

In regard to differential diagnosis, in the first place myasthenic para- 

lysis must be taken into consideration as in this disease also, generally 

by repeated movements, the muscular strength gradually diminishes. 

On the other hand, in kubisagari there is sometimes a weak indication 
of the myasthenic reaction, but kubisagari is distinguished from the 

above-named disease by its endemic-epidemic character as well as by 
its sudden appearance, by the dimness of vision and by the rapid and 

_more general extent of muscular weakness, etc. It is scarcely necessary 
here to enter upon a more exact discussion of the differential diagnosis 

between the disease and neurasthenia (ordinary paroxysmal lameness. ) 

The etiology of this peculiar disease is obscure. The superstitious 

peasants in Japan have thought of a supernatural influence of the 

wandering spirits of the dead who have found no resting place. 

The Swiss peasants believed in witchcraft. Jadame contends that 
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the epidemic spreading of the infection may be attributed to obscure 

psychic influences. David suggested adulterated alcoholic beverages, or 

a poisoning by bread or lentils. Other physicians in Japan and in 

Europe believe that latent malaria is the cause, but the clinical picture 
and the blood examination are against this view. Gerlier was the first 

who emphasized the close connection between this disease and those who 

work in horse’s and cow’s stables. After he had excluded the possible 

etiologic factors, one by one, he emphasized that it appears most frequently 

in peasants, day laborers, or persons who are occupied with the care of 

cows and horses, whereas landowners and women are free from endemic 

paralytic vertigo. Kubisagari also is general in those regions of Japan 

where a portion of the dwelling is used as a stable for horses or cows and 

when there is no idea of cleanliness. If we compare the region in 

Switzerland, where endemic paralytic vertigo is frequently encountered, 

with Aomori and Iwate, where kubisagari is endemic, we observe great 

differences in the geological structure of the region and the food of the 

peasants. Only one point is in common—in Switzerland the custom of 

sleeping in the stable and in Japan the imperfect separation of stable and 

dwelling. 

Gerlier maintains “dans le bassin de Léman, il est d’usage qu’on couche 

4 Vetable, ce qui n’est pas admis dans les cantons de Berne et de Tribourg 

ou la maladie est inconnue.” With us in Japan the region of Aomori 

and Iwate is the territory where agriculture and the raising of cattle 

take place side by side, so that in each peasant’s cottage, horses or cattle 

are maintained and cared for more carefully than the children. The 

inhabitants of this region generally have the barn so arranged that a 

part is used as a stable, and only an incomplete partition exists between 

the two spaces, so that not only the air but also insects have free access 

to all parts. The structure of the houses is planned for the winter 

months. The stable, however, is the place where throughout the year, 

processes of decomposition are going on and where there is a certain 

degree of heat in conjunction with imperfect lighting, a true incubator 

of micro-organisms, for the manure is only cleaned out twice a year. 

At this point our knowledge ends. Is the etiologic factor an animal 

or a vegetable micro-parasite? Is the disease transferred by air, food, 

insects or domestic animals? The answer to these questions must be 

left to the future. Horses and cattle seem to resist this disease, but cats 

and chickens have been observed to be attacked by it, but much more 

rarely than human beings. 

Prophylactic measures are the removal from the neighborhood of horse’s 

or cow’s stables and the avoidance of such places for the midday or night 

sleep. No great hope can be entertained from the use of medicaments, 

the best results are obtained from a combination of potassium iodide 

and arsenic. So far as is now known, no deaths have resulted from this 

disease, although it runs a course with bulbar appearances. 



THE INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED ON BY THE BIOLOGICAL 

LABORATORY IN RELATION TO THE SUPPRESSION 
OF THE RECENT CHOLERA OUTBREAK 

IN MANILA. 

By Ricwarp P. Srrone. 

(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.) 

The epidemic of Asiatic cholera which has recently passed through these 

Islands and has now subsided, occasions me at this time briefly to sum- 

marize the work of this laboratory in connection with the suppression of 

the outbreak. In all, there were 7,085 cases of cholera with 5,248 deaths 

reported by the Bureau of Health for the Philippine Islands. Dr. Victor 

G. Heiser, Director of Health, in an admirable article, has recently 

discussed the origin and history of the outbreak and the general hygienic 

measures employed in combating the disease. My remarks will be limited 

to the laboratory measures carried on in connection with the epidemic. 

The first case of cholera discovered in the outbreak occurred in Bilibid 

Prison on August 23, 1905. An autopsy was performed and a bacterio- 

logical diagnosis of cholera was reported sixteen hours later to the Bureau 

of Health. The Philippine Islands had supposedly been entirely free 

from cholera for the preceding seventeen months. Following the labor- 

atory diagnosis of the first case, others suspicious of this disease were 

‘ discovered by the representatives of the Bureau of Health, and within 

the next few weeks a positive bacteriologic diagnosis of cholera had 

been rendered by the laboratory in over one hundred instances. Soon 

after the report of the first case was made public, numerous specimens 

of the feces of other patients suspected of having cholera were sent to 

the laboratory for bacteriological study and throughout the course of the 

epidemic examinations were carried on by members of the laboratory staff 

‘either in the central building or in the several hospitals where the sus- 

pected cases had been brought. An assistant of this laboratory was also 
stationed at the cholera hospital and was prepared at any hour of the day 

or night to undertake the bacteriological diagnosis of the cases admitted. 
The cholera spirillum was found present in 412 of 582 specimens of 

tAm. Med. (1907), 48, 856. 
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feeces examined, and in 304 autopsies performed by members of the labor- 

atory staff on cases supposed to have died of cholera, the diagnosis of this 

disease was confirmed in 260; 129 specimens of drinking water, collected 

from reservoirs, wells and other sources of supply were also sent to be 
examined for infection with the cholera spirillum, but from only 3 of 

these was this organism isolated. 

METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE BACTERIOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS. 

Several methods were employed in performing the _bacteriologic 

diagnosis from the feces, an attempt being made in each instance to 

secure as prompt a result as possible. All methods which were not based 

upon the isolation of a pure culture of the cholera organism to be 

employed in the subsequent tests proved at times to be untrustworthy. 

The one which was demonstrated to be perfectly reliable in practically 

all acute cases and by means of which, in addition, a definite diagnosis 

could usually be reached within six to eight hours and almost invariably 

in from sixteen to eighteen hours, was as follows: Numerous alkaline 

agar plate cultures were prepared directly from the cholera stools, some 
being inoculated with large and others with small portions of the feces, 

various dilutions being prepared; the cultures were placed at 37° C. and 

as soon as the colonies became sufficiently developed, those which re- 

sembled colonies of the cholera spirillum were suspended in saline solu- 

tion. Agglutinative and bacteriolytic tests by the microscopic method 

were then performed with them and a standard fresh cholera serum in 

proper dilutions. The morphology and motility of the organism were 

also noted. Frequently, after twelve to sixteen hours from the time 

of the inoculation of the plates, sufficient growth was obtained in addi- 

tion to carry out the Pfeiffer bacteriolytic test with the same cholera 

serum, in the abdominal cavity of a guinea pig. This method frequently, 

although not invariably, proved to be the quickest means by which a 

diagnosis could be made, and the preparation of the plate cultures 

from the suspected fecal material soon became a routine one in the 

laboratory. In case a positive diagnosis was reached by methods re- 

quiring a briefer period of time, the subsequent agglutimative and 
bacteriolytic tests by the first described method were not always per- 

formed, but if a negative result was obtained by the briefer procedures, 

then these tests were carried out and they sometimes finally resulted in 

establishing a diagnosis of cholera. 
Another method which frequently could be relied upon for diagnosis 

in case of a positive result, consisted in making the inoculations from 
the stool directly into tubes of 2 per cent peptone solution and of the 

performance of the agglutinative test by the microscopic method with 

drops of this medium taken from the surface and added to a cholera 
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immune serum. ‘This test, together with the examination of the mor- 

phology and motility of the organism, was performed five or six hours 

after the inoculation of the cultures and in case a negative result was 

obtained, was repeated after from sixteen to twenty-four hours. Only 
when positive reactions are encountered by this method can the diagnosis 

be considered to be conclusive. In case of a negative result, a study of 

the plate cultures which should previously have been~prepared should 

be resorted to. In some cases in which no agglutination of the organ- 

isms which has been cultivated in this way by the enriching process 

resulted, cholera spirilla were later isolated and identified by means of 

plate cultures. The success of the peptone solution method in securing 

a positive diagnosis obviously depends chiefly upon the number of cho- 

lera spirilla which exist in the stool. 

A number of experiments in diagnosis were also carried on according 

to the method advised by Dunbar ° and by means of which an immediate 

diagnosis of cholera may occasionally be made from the feces. However, 

it 1s worth while to undertake this method only with specimens of 

excreta in which numerous organisms with more or less typical morphol- 

ogy of the cholera spirillum are present. In stools of this nature the 

reaction should always be attempted because of the immediate results 

which may sometimes be obtained. Care must be taken to distinguish 

pseudo-reactions, and only those cases should be considered as conclu- 

sive in which the agglutination is distinct and well marked. The re- 

action frequently failed in instances of undoubted cholera from which 

pure cultures of the cholera spirillum were later isolated and identified. 

The so-called cholera-red reaction, performed with peptone cultures and 

with nitrite free sulphuric acid, could only be considered in determining 

the diagnosis when a positive result was obtained, and even then the 
reaction could only be regarded as confirmatory from a _ bacteriologic 

standpoint. A single negative reaction, even though a satisfactory 
peptone media had been employed, could not be looked upon as an 

important argument against a positive diagnosis of the cholera organism, 

since different strains were found to vary in this respect. Obviously, 

the cholera-red reaction, unless performed with pure cultures of the 

spirillum, is entirely untrustworthy and the results can not be depended 

upon even as an aid in diagnosis. 

No experiments were performed with the specimens sent for diag- 
nosis, with the object of differentiating by means of the blood-agar of 

Prausnitz? the cholera spirillum from other cholera-like vibrous in 

the stools, the agglutinative and bacteriolytic tests having by practical 

experience proved to be satisfactory for clinical diagnostic purposes, 

2 Berl. Klin. Wehnsch. (1905), 42, 1237. 

3 Berl. Klin. Wehnsch. (1905), 42, 561. 
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notwithstanding the experiments of Kraus. The bacteriologic diagnosis 
in cases of cholera in the late stages of the disease was sometimes very 

difficult, and a careful study of the feces by plate cultures, prepared 

both directly from the stool and from the surface of peptone solution 

cultures previously inoculated with large amounts (several cubic centi- 

meters) of the stool, is sometimes necessary in such cases before the 
organism is isolated. Frequently, an examination of the agglutinative 

and bactericidal reaction of the blood serum of the patient in these 

subacute cases will render further assistance in reaching a diagnosis, 

particularly if the reactions are positive. 

PREPARATION AND FURNISHING OF CHOLERA IMMUNE SERA FOR DIAGNOSIS. 

In addition to the preparation of fresh cholera immune sera for diag- 

nostic purposes in the central laboratory, such sera were also prepared 

and furnished to various physicians and institutions in the city and 

in certain of the provinces for use in the bacteriologic diagnosis of the 

disease. No dried cholera serum was issued, it having been found 
practicable and more desirable to furnish a fresh serum by means ol 

which not only an agglutinative test, but also a bacteriolytic one under 

the microscope according to the method of Bordet could be performed. 

It was found that a single intravenous inoculation of a rabbit with the 

immunizing substances extracted from about 60 to 70 milligrams of a 

virulent cholera organism would furnish a serum of sufficient value 

for all practical purposes in diagnosis. The animal may be bled to 

death on the sixth or seventh day after such an inoculation and the 

serum separated. Such sera almost invariably show an agglutinative 

value of from 1:1,000 to 1: 2,000; values as low as 1: 800 have been 

obtained only in exceptional cases. The bactericidal almost invariably 

exceeds the agglutinative value of the serum prepared in this manner, 

the different sera reacting bactericidally in amounts of from 0.2 to 0.05 

milligram. 

After the serum had been standardized it was sealed in test tubes 

and was ready for delivery. Fresh serum produced by this method was 

kept on hand throughout the epidemic. 

PROPHYLACTIC INOCULATIONS. 

The laboratory in addition to the diagnostic work was particularly 

occupied in the preparation and standardization of cholera prophylactic 

and in the performance of the protective inoculations against the disease 
in certain badly infected cholera districts in Manila and the provinces. 

The prophylactic prepared and employed consisted of the immuniz- 

ing substances extracted from the cholera spirillum and suspended in 
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saline solution.‘ The method of its preparation has been described 

in detail in former articles from this laboratory. It will be sufficient 

to state here that an organism known to possess high immunizing and. 

peptonizing powers and one of maximum virulence is selected and grown 

upon the surface of large test tubes contaiming 1 per cent alkaline agar. 

After twenty hours, the growth of one-half of the number of inoculated 

culture tubes is suspended in 0.85 per cent saline solution, 1 cubic 

centimeter being employed for approximately every 30 to 35 milligrams 

of bacteria. ‘The suspension is heated for one hour at 60° OC. and then 

placed at a temperature of 37° for from three to four days. At the end 

cf this time its sterility is tested, it is filtered through a Berkefeld 

candle and the filtrate saved. The remaining half of the twenty-hour 

agar cultures is suspended in sterile distilled water, 1 cubic centimeter 

to each 30 to 35 milligrams. This suspension of the ving organisms 

is then placed on an electrical shaking machine and throughly shaken 

for from three to four days. At the end of this time cultures are taken 

to ascertain if the growth is pure and the suspension is then also filtered 
through a Berkefeld candle. The two filtrates are subsequently mixed 

in equal proportions and carbolic acid added to 0.5 per cent. ‘The pro- 

phylactic is finally bottled in glass flasks, the smaller ones being sealed 

in the flame. ‘Two cubic centimeters of this mixture represents an adult 

dose. After the sterility of each sample of the vaccine has been tested 
by animal inoculation and by anaérobic cultures, it is standardized 

according to the number of units of immunity to which it gives rise 
after inoculation ; one unit of immunity equaling the amount of immune 

serum which will protect a guinea pig of 250 grams weight against the 

intraperitoneal inoculation of ten times the fatal dose of living cholera 

organisms. If 1 cubic centimeter of the vaccine, when injected intra- 

venously into a rabbit, does not give rise to at least 10,000 units of 

*The process by means of which this prophylactic is prepared may be regarded 

as the outcome of the experimental work performed by Koch, Neisser and Shiga, 

Wassermann, Brieger, and myself. The idea of using the immunizing substances 

(free receptors) extracted from Bacillus typhosus and Bacillus dysenteriae for 

producing immune sera originated in Hhrlich’s laboratory with Neisser and 

Shiga ° in 1903, and that of using the extracted free receptors of the cholera 

spirillum for prophylaxis against cholera in Wassermann’s laboratory a few 

months later (during the same year) where I° was able to carry on the first 

extensive and conclusive experiments in regard to its value. Later Shiga‘ 

advocated and used the method for preparing a prophylactic against typhoid 

fever. 

Brieger and Mayer * called attention to the advantage of extracting the soluble 

substances of the organisms by shaking in distilled water. 

° Deutsche med. Wehnsch. (1903), 4, 61. 

*Am. Med. (1903), 6, 272. : 

7 Berl. klin. Wehnsch. (1904), 4, 79. 

8 Deutsche Med. Wehnsch. (1904), 30, 980. 
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immunity, it is not issued for human inoculation. No method of 

standardizing the small amount of anti-endotoxin which the prophylactic 

will give rise to in animals has been found to be either practicable or 
of value. During the period of the epidemic the prophylactic was man- 

ufactured and used in large quantities and a sufficient supply was kept 

on hand for emergencies. . 

EFFICIENCY OF THE PROPHYLACTIC. 

I called attention to the fact in my previous publications on the 

subject of protective inoculation against Asiatic cholera, that animals 

could invariably be protected against a subsequent cholera infection with 

even multiple lethal doses of the organism as the result of a single 

inoculation of this prophylactic, in doses of from 1 to 5 cubic centi- 

meters: and that in addition agglutinative and bactericidal substances 

became developed in considerable quantities in the blood sera of such 

animals. However, the antitoxic value of these sera was only moderate. 

It was also demonstrated that the antibodies which developed in the 

blood of individuals after inoculation with the prophylactic were iden- 

tical with those which were encountered in patients convalescent from 

cholera, and, in addition, that these immunizing substances were fre- 

quently present in greater amounts after vaccination than after a natural 

attack of the disease. Moreover, it was shown that animals which con- 

tained these same antibodies in sufficient quantities in their sera were 

also invariably immune to cholera infection, the amount of the immune 

bodies in the serum being proportional to the degree of immunity to 

infection possessed by the animal. 

‘From a single intravenous inoculation of rabbits with an amount 

of the prophylactic containing the receptors extracted from 2 oesen of 

a virulent cholera organism, sera were obtained which showed an aggluti- 

native value of from 1:300 to 1: 600, and a bactericidal one of from 

0.1 to 0.08 milligram, while from a similar inoculation of the receptors 

extracted from 12 oesen of the same strain, sera resulted showing aggluti- 

native values of from 1:600 to 1:1,000 and bactericidal values of 

0.08 to 0.04 milligram. From a single intravenous inoculation of 4 

oese of a living agar culture of this same cholera strain, sera were 

obtained with an agglunative value from 1:400 to 1:800 and a 
bactericidal one of from about 0.1 to 0.06 milligram. 

It is important to observe that 0.5 oese of the living organism gave 

rise to sera of almost the same value as did the receptors which could 

be extracted from 2 oesen of the bacteria, but that the receptors extracted 

from 12 oesen of the organism furnished sera of far greater value. The 

best antitoxic serum which was produced following a single intravenous 

inoculation of the prophylactic was found not to be able to neutralize 

above four lethal doses of the cholera endotoxin. 
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From the subcutaneous inoculation of rabbits with 5 cubic centimeters 

of this prophylactic containing the receptors which could be extracted 
from 40 oesen of the same strain, sera were obtained with an aggluti- 
native value of from 1: 500 to 1: 600 and a bactericidal one in from 0.14 

to 0.1 of a milligram. Animals have been found to retain these immune 

bodies in their sera for as long a period as one year. 
A brown powder was obtained by evaporating the prophylactic to dry- 

hess in a vacuum. ‘This was placed in sealed tubes and when desired 

for use redissolved in saline solution. The intravenous inoculation of 

rabbits with from 3 to 10 milligrams of this redissolved powder furnished 

sera of an agglunative value of from 1:50 to 1: 100 and a bactericidal 
one of from 2.5 to 0.25 milligram. ‘These sera were obviously of much 

lower value than were those which resulted from the inoculation of the 

prophylactic before evaporation. 

In man after the subcutaneous injection of 2 cubic centimeters of the 

prophylactic, sera showing agglutinative values of from 1:40 to 1: 600 

and bactericidal ones of from 1 to 0.25 milligram were obtained. 

The advantages which this prophylactic seems ac possess over other 

forms of anti-cholera inoculation are: 

First, there is practically no local reaction or only a slight one after 

its use, the irritating oxidizing substances which existed in the bodies 

of the bacteria and which have nothing to do with the immunizing 

substances, having been removed. 

Second, we therefore are able to inject an amount of these immunizing 

substances which is from fifteen to thirty times as great as would be 

practicable if either the living or killed bacteria were inoculated. Both 

Haftkine and Murata in their extensive inoculations in human beings 

injected from 2 to 4 milligrams of culture. In our human inoculations 

the immunizing substances extracted from about 60 to 70 milligrams of 
culture are inoculated, hence a higher immunity is obtained by this 

procedure. 

Third, the prophylactic may be sealed in flasks and stored ready for 

use and it preserves its immunizing properties for at least a year. 

The great disadvantage which the method possesses is that each step 

of the manufacture of the prophylactic must be carried on with great 

care. It is obvious that the product which we recommend and employ 

is far more difficult to prepare than is either a simple suspension of the 

killed or of the living cholera organism. A well-equipped laboratory 

and trained assistants are necessary for its manufacture. However, it 

is equally clear that a higher immunity against cholera infection can be 

obtained by a single injection of this prophylactic than by single mocula- 
tions of either the killed or living organisms. ‘The reasons for this have 

already been emphasized. 

Therefore, it has been shown that it is easy to produce in man a 
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high bactericidal serum by the injection of the prophylactic just described. 

However, the question arises whether such a serum in man really repre- 

sents an immunity against the disease Asiatic cholera—that is, does it 
protect the individual against intestinal infection? This question ap- 

parently resolves itself chiefly into one as to whether the organisms which 
give rise to the symptoms of the disease actually come into contact with 

the fluids of the body. ; 

All articles upon the pathologic histology of cholera agree that the 

spirilla are found in the superficial layers of epithelial cells of the 

mucosa, and, sometimes in large numbers, penetrate well into the sub- 

mucous lining. Exfoliation of the epithelium is almost a constant 

occurrence in severe infections, and in cases of longer standing the 

organisms are sometimes encountered in large numbers at the bases 

of erosions or ulcerations which have resulted in the large intestine. 

In addition, the mucosa is usually distinctly cedematous, and there ob- 
viously is no doubt but that the bacteria in any of these situations would 

come into contact with whatever immunizing substances might exist 

in the blood serum, and if bactericidal substances were present in suffi- 

cient strength, the bacteria would be destroyed. However, we know that 

very large numbers of the cholera spirilla remain in the lumen of the 

intestine in the rice-water discharges and do not invade the intestinal 
coats. We do not know whether these organisms which so remain in 

the bowel give rise to the symptoms of the disease, since satisfactory 

evidence that the cholera spirillum produces a soluble toxin has not yet 

been presented; but even granting for the moment that they do, then 

what influence if any would bactericidal substances in the blood serum 

exert upon them? We are aware that one of the most common and 

striking findings at post-mortem examinations in Asiatic cholera is the 

so-called ”rice-water’” contents of the small intestine. The characteristics 
of the rice-water stool are due to the flakes of mucus and the epithelial 

cells which appear in suspension in the liquid contents. If we examine 

these floccules of mucus bacteriologically we find that the spirilla are 

usually most abundant in them, sometimes in almost pure culture. 

However, this mucus is largely a secretion of the epithelial cells of 

the intestine, although it is usually also mixed with a certain amount of 

serum and such a secretion will probably possess the same bactericidal 

substances as the blood serum itself, just as the sweat, the tears, and 

the milk of immunized individuals contain these antibodies. Indeed, 

it seems very probable that the intestinal epithelial cells which give 

rise to the mucus are perhaps particularly able to produce these immuniz- 

ing substances, since there is probably a special affmity or combining 

power between these cells and the cholera organism, which is demon- 

strated by the production of toxic substances in far greater amount in 
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the human intestine than the injection of these bacteria into the cireula- 

tion, or beneath the skin either of man or animals ever gives rise to. 

Having investigated the agglutinating power of a fresh extract obtained 

from the intestinal epithelial cells of two rabbits previously imoculated 

intravenously with the immunizing substances extracted from the cholera 

organism by autolysis, and having found traces of agglutinins present 

_ in these extracts, it occurred to me that it would be advisable to under- 

take the investigation of the bactericidal value of the rice-water stools 

obtained from cholera cases and also to examine whether the cells of 

the intestinal mucosa in rabbits immunized with our chojera prophylactic 

possessed an increased affinity for cholera receptors. It was also of 

interest to discover if extracts of these cells from the inoculated rabbits 

possessed bactericidal properties. This study was undertaken by Dr. 

Edwards of this laboratory who reported his results at the Third Annual 

Meeting of the Philippine Islands Medical Association in 1906. Owing 

to the difficulties encountered in the technique, produced by decomposi- 

tion of the extracts obtained from the intestinal cells, admixture with 

other bacteria, etc., he was not able to arrive at any satisfactory conclu- 

sions in regard to these questions. 

It has been supposed that when cholera organisms are injected 

intravenously into animals, the immunizing substances are anchored par- 

ticularly to the cells of the spleen, the bone marrow, and lymph glands, 

since it was in these organs, according to the investigations of Pfeiffer 

and Marx,® that the specific protective substances seemed particularly 

to be formed. However, Wassermann and Citron *° demonstrated that 

the location of the development of the immunizing substances depends 

to a large extent upon the point at which the injections of the corre- 

sponding bacterial antigens were made. Nevertheless, the combining 

power of intestinal epithelial cells for the receptors of the cholera 

spirillum has not been definitely determined,* although as has been 

mentioned it seems not unlikely that in the human intestinal infection 

the epithelial cells of the mucosa may possess receptors with special 

combining powers for the corresponding cholera antigens and hence 

°Zitschr. f. Hyg. u. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1898), 27, 272. 

” [bid. (1905), 53, 331. 
u Brieger and his assistant took per os repeatedly from 5 to 15 centimeters 

of Brieger’s vaccine (aqueous extract of typhoid bacilli) but no development of 

bacteriolysins occurred in their blood.* This experiment throws no light upon 

the subject since perhaps, the bacterial antigens were changed or destroyed by 

the gastric and intestinal juices before their immunizing power was exerted upon 

the intestinal cells. 

* Bischoff, H.: Das Typhus-Immunisierungsverfahren nach Brieger. Ztschr. 

f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1906), 54, 298. 
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give rise to the production of amboceptors (immunizing substances) in 

excess, which may pass off in the exudates from the cells, as for example 
in the intestinal secretion containing mucus and serum. However, while 

it is interesting to review this evidence that the organisms in the 

intestine in Asiatic cholera do, indeed, come into contact with the serum 

and tissues of the host, the most definite proof that this really takes 

place is furnished by the fact that after an attack of the disease, both 

bactericidal and agglutinative substances are produced and may be 

demonstrated in the blood serum of the individual. It therefore seems 

to be proved that if cholera organisms should find their way into the 

intestine of one whose blood serum possesses a high bactericidal power 

against the spirillum, the individual in question would be in a much more 

favorable condition for overcoming the infection, or indeed of throwing 

it off entirely, than if no such bactericidal substances were present. 

Haffkine’s extensive statistics demonstrate this fact conclusively and 

show the value of protective inoculation against this disease, the number 

of cases of cholera among the inoculated being only about one-tenth 

that observed in the uninoculated. I have no such extensive statistics 

to offer in regard to the use of our prophylactic, since we have pursued 

our inoculations during the past year only in those districts where 

it was thought that the value of the inoculations might be clearly 

determined. The first town in which extensive vaccinations were prac- 

ticed was Angat and its barrios in the Province of Bulacan. The 

village is situated directly upon a small river from which it derives its 

entire drinking water supply. Considerable drainage from the town in 

wet weather passes into this river. Cholera was not present in the 

town at the time the inoculations were performed, but it had been present 

there a short time before and it was thought probable that it might 

recur in that locality during the rainy season. About one-sixth of the © 

population of the village—that is, all who volunteered, 1,078 in number— 

was injected with the prophylactic. A few months later cholera appeared 

in the village and 122 persons were stricken with the disease, 121 of 

whom were among the noninoculated. In the villages of Siniloan, 

Mabitac, and Malolos, 2,706 persons were inoculated, but since the inocu- 
lations were performed there has not been sufficient cholera in these 

localities to draw conclusions of any particular value as to their efficacy. 

However, only three of the entire number of persons inoculated have 

contracted the disease. In Bilibid Prison a little over one-half (1,838) 

of all the inmates was inoculated. During the twelve months following 

the injections, according to official reports of the Bureau of Health, there 
have been twenty-four cases of cholera in the prison, only four of 

which were among the inoculated. 
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REVIEW OF THE RECENT WORK UPON PROTECTIVE INOCULATIONS AGAINST 

CHOLERA. 

Having briefly outlined the work carried on in this laboratory in 

connection with prophylaxis against cholera, I wish to review the results 

which several other observers have obtained with different methods of 

anti-cholera inoculation, since the publication of my last article upon 

the subject.?? 

Bertarelli * in April, 1905, performed a few experiments in cholera immuniza- 

tion, using for the injections the receptors of the spirillum separated by autolysis, 

but the strength of the autolytic product employed is not given. He inoculated 

himself subcutaneously with 3.6 cubic centimeters and a rabbit with 5 cubic 

centimeters of such a prophylactic and was able for more than six months after 

the inoculation to demonstrate agglutinative and bactericidal substances in the 

blood in each instance. During the previous year, I had already shown that in 

the blood these antibodies persisted for a longer period of time than six months 

after inoculation with the immunizing substances extracted by autolysis from 

the organism. Bertarelli’s experiments do not appear to be sufficiently extensive 

to throw much light upon the value of the method of immunization with the 

autolytic extracts of the cholera organism, although he apparently considers this 

method of inoculation of value. 

Heller,“ (Schweizer Serum und Impfinstitut, Bern), after pointing out the 

advantages of protective inoculation against cholera with cholera nucleo-proteid 

prepared by Lustig’s method, reports the results of an experiment in a rabbit 

in which the animal had finally received 0.25 gram of the nucleo-proteid. The 

serum was then tested and showed an agglutinative value in a dilution of 1: 400. 

By finally inoculating 0.8 of a gram of the nucleo-proteid this value was increased 

to 1: 1,000. A rabbit which was inoculated with the entire cholera organism 

produced an agglutinative serum in a dilution of from 1: 1,000 to 1: 3,000. The 

author emphasizes the fact that the injection of the nucleo-proteid causes but a 

moderate reaction and gives rise to a high immunity which lasts for months, 

and that the prophylactic does not readily -deteriorate. 

Friedberger and Moreschi,” in a study of the comparative value of the active 

immunization of rabbits against cholera and typhoid infection obtained by 

different methods, performed numerous experiments with cultures of the cholera 

organism killed by diverse means and with others dried at high temperatures or 

autolytically digested. Their conclusions in this article throw but little light 

upon the value of autolytic digestion as a practicable means of obtaining the 

immunizing substances from the spirillum for use in cholera prophylaxis. In 

their conclusions regarding this subject, they state that with the Pfeiffer-Kolle 

method, or with one recommended by Loeffler (in which the bacteria are killed 

at 120° C.), autolysis carried on at body temperature produces no distinct 

influence upon the activity of the antigens in immunization, and that certainly 

these substances do not become increased. In another portion of their article they 

2 Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories, Manila (1904), 

16, 1, and J. Infect. Dis. (1905), 2, 107. 

38 Oentrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1905), 38, 584. 

14 Tbid, 39, 106. 

6 Ibid, 453. 
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point out that three days’ autolysis of cholera cultures killed at 60° causes no 

loss of their ability to produce bacteriolytic substances upon injection. 

Obviously, a given cholera organism is endowed with a certain number of 

receptors. It is difficult to conceive how these receptors could be increased by 

autolytic digestion of the organism. The advantage of autolytic digestion in 

obtaining the immunizing substances from the cholera spirillum for use in 

prophylaxis is that it permits these substances to be separated from other 

injurious and nonimmunizing substances in the protoplasm of the cell, and hence 

permits of the inoculation of a larger dose of immune bodies than does the 

method in which the entire bacterial cell is injected. 

A consideration of great practical importance—namely, the influence of the size 

of the dose upon the antibody production—is discussed by Friedberger and 

Moreschi, who point out that 1/500 oese injected intravenously gives rise to the 

production of the same amount of antibodies not only as 1/100 or even 1/10 oese, 

but to the same amount as does a 2,000 times larger injection, namely 4 oesen. 

These results of Friedberger and Moreschi have not been confirmed by other authors, 

and the immunity obtained in cholera must still be considered within certain 

limits to be proportional to the dose inoculated, as I pointed out several years 

ago.?® 

Schmitz,” in a very exhaustive article from the Institute for the Investigation 

of Infectious Diseases in Bern, calls attention to the immunizing value of cholera 

prophylactic prepared according to the method of Lustig, and shows that by its 

use animals may be immunized against cholera infection and that, following 

inoculations with it, both agglutinative and bacteriolytic substances develop in 

their sera. However, these antibodies according to his experiments were not 

produced in very great amounts, an agglutinative value of only 1: 400 being 

obtained after an injection of 0.25 milligram of the vaccine and only one 1: 800 

after the size of the dose had been increased to 0.8 milligram. 

B. Klein* performed a few experiments for the purpose of comparing the 

value of immunization with killed agar and bouillon cultures of the cholera 

organism with that produced by the autolytic extracts of the spirillum. Im all, 

eleven animals were immunized, four with the autolytic extracts and five with 

the killed cultures. All were found later to be immune to cholera infection. In 

concluding his remarks the author quotes Wysokowicz, who states that it is still 

unproved how long the immunity is retained after inoculation with the autolytic 

extracts of the cholera organism and that the method of preparation of the 

prophylactic is more complicated than with that recommended by Kolle. How- 

ever, in very susceptible persons the autolytic extracts are recommended because 

of the fact that the local and general reaction following their use is milder than 

when Kolle’s method is employed. é 

Serkowski™ during the epidemic at Lodz inoculated eighteen persons, eleven 

with killed agar cultures of the cholera organism and seven with the separated 

frée receptors. Upon the later examination of the bactericidal properties of the 

blood serum of the inoculated, he found no difference in value between those vac- 

cinated with the killed cultures and those with the extracts of the organism. 

However, he points out that the preparation of the vaccine according to the 

former method is much simpler. The size of the dose employed in either method 

° Publications Bureau of Government Laboratories, Biological Laboratory 

(1904), 21, 1. J. Exp. Med. (1905), 7, 229. 
“Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankh. (1905), 52, 1. Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. 

Orig. (1906), 41, 118. 
* Centrol. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1906), 41, 118. 

* Ibid, 255. 
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is not given. In the further inoculation of a number of human beings with killed 

cultures, in some of whom the injection was repeated a second and third time, 

it was demonstrated that there was a distinct relationship between the bacteri- 

cidal immunity obtained and the size of the dose. However, there appeared to 

be no direct relation between the size of the dose and the agglutinative value of 

the blood, nor between the agglutinative value and the bactericidal power; neither 

did the number of vaccinations seem to be directly related to the formation of the 

agglutinins. 

Meinicke, Jaffé and Flemming” have carefully considered the binding power 

of the cholera vibrio in relation to the production of immunity. Their experi- 

ments performed upon the relation between binding power and virulence are of 

great practical importance in regard to the subject of protective inoculation in 

man. They conclude that binding power and virulence are independent of each 

other, since in some cases the ayirulent cholera organism revealed a greater 

binding power and in others a lesser than certain more virulent ones. They 

believe that the apparent quantitative differences in the binding power between 

different cholera strains can be explained by the qualificative differences m the 

structure of the receptors of the organism. They also conclude, although their 

experiments in relation to this point are few in number, that the virulence of 

a cholera culture bears no relation to its immunizing power. They were unable 

to confirm the work of Friedberger and Moreschi in regard to obtaining sera 

of as high a value from the intravenous inoculation of 1/100 oese of a cholera 

culture as from a much larger dose. Even with the intravenous inoculation of 

1/10 oese they were able to produce sera of moderate value only in about 

half of the animals inoculated. Differences in the value of the sera were much 

greater when the small doses were used than when larger ones were employed. 

They believe that Friedberger and Moreschi’s results can be explained by the 

fact that in immunization with such small doses, the value of the serum obtained 

depends largely upon individual variations in the animals furnishing the serum. 

Fichera’s,** experiments in relation to binding power and virulence are mainly 

confirmatory of those of Meinicke, Jaffé and Flemming. This author found that 

strains of the cholera organism which had been isolated for long periods of time 

still possessed the same binding power for cholera amboceptors as freshly isolated 

cholera cultures. Fichera also investigated the relation between the immunity 

produced and the size of the dose. He found, contrary to Friedberger and 

Moreschi, that rabbits inoculated intravenously with 1/100 of a 24-hour culture 

killed at 60° C. furnished sera which had an agglutinative value of about 1/10 

or even less of that furnished by animals inoculated with 1/20 of the culture. 

The bactericidal value of the sera obtained from the inoculation of 1/100 of a 

culture was about one-fifth the value of the latter. The results of Friedberger 

and Moreschi, as the author points out, may be explained on the ground of 

individual variation in the immunity of the different animals. A human being 

was inoculated intravenously with 1/100 oese of a cholera culture killed at 60°, 

but no practical increase in the immune bodies of the serum was demonstrated, 

therefore the author does not recommend this small dose for active immunization. 

Fichera recalls that, with those methods of cholera immunization in which 

specific sera are added to the bacteria before inoculation, the immunizing value 

of the organism is lost in proportion to the saturation of its receptors with 

amboceptors before the injection. In case the vibrios were saturated, so to speak, 

with the serum, the animals were only immunized slightly or not at all. 

» Ztschr. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankh., Leipz. (1906), 52, 416. 

1 Oentrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1906), 41, 576, 671. 

60337——2 
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Karwacki* inoculated nine persons with about 1 oese of killed cholera 

organisms suspended in saline solution. After five days a second dose of 2 oesen 

was injected, following which, apparently quite marked local reaction occurred. 

The reactions were usually milder after the second than after the first injection. 

After the first vaccination the bactericidal value of the serum was 0.02 in eight 

of the cases (50 units) ; after the second the sera showed values of from 2,000 

to 10,000 units. The agglutination after the first inoculation in no case reached 

over 1:50. In some instances there was no reaction in dilutions of 1:5, while 

after the second vaccination the agglutination was in no case below 1:5 and in 

one it had reached 1: 400. 

Blell * (from the Institute for the Investigation of Infectious Diseases in 

Bern) has also reported in detail upon the value of cholera immunization with 

cholera nucleo-proteid. The agglutinative and bactericidal value of the blood 

sera of a large number of animals was studied. Many of these had received 

repeated and increasing doses of the prophylactic. In two cases the bactericidal 

value of the rabbit’s blood was determined after single injections of 0.1 gram 

and 0.05 gram, respectively, of the nucleo-proteid and was found to be 5 milli- 

grams and 10 milligrams. In the rabbits which had received a number of 

repeated inoculations, sera to a maximum value of 0.8 of a milligram were 

obtained. 

The author also reports experiments from the results of which he believes that 

cholera immune serum produced by inoculation of the nucleo-proteid may exert 

a curative effect on animals which are inoculated with it in from one to four 

hours after infection with living cholera spirilla. 

Finally, we have the report of Haffkine * which gives a summary of the work 

performed on anti-cholera inoculation in India. Haffkine refers to the recent 

work of Pfeiffer and Friedberger and of myself, which seemed to demonstrate that 

the vaccinating power of a cholera culture varies in direct relation with the 

degree of its virulence, a principle he remarks which served Pasteur for twenty 

years as a basis for his “traitement intensif” in rabies. Haffkine points out that 

for this reason in the beginning of his work on protective inoculation against 

cholera he sought to obtain a “virus fixe” with the cholera vibrio. 

In his very extensive inoculations in man he has observed that the intensity 

and duration of the symptoms provoked by the subcutaneous inoculation of the 

living vibrios are directly proportional to the virulence of the culture and the 

quantity injected. He again describes the methods by means of which the fixed 

and the attenuated virus used in making the inoculations are prepared. He has 

found that if the cultures of the organism are killed by heat or by antiseptics 

such as carbolic or inorganic acids, or by other means, they retain the power of 

producing an immunity upon inoculation, but this is considerably reduced. The 

reaction produced after injection of the killed cultures was of the same nature 

as that brought about by the living ones, only it was less intense. Up to the year 

1895 Haffkine always employed two vaccines, the first consisting of a culture 

attenuated by growing it in contact with the oxygen of the air, and the second, 

a virus of fixed virulence obtained by passage through guinea pigs. Since 1895, 

owing to the fact that it was found impracticable sometimes to give the second 

inoculation, experiments were made by Haffkine and Powell to see if the first 

vaccination with the attenuated culture could not be omitted. As much as 4 

of a gelatin culture of the fixed virus alone was injected in a large number of 

2 Zischr. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankh., Leipz. (1906), 54, 39. 

* Zischr. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankh., Leipz. (1906), 55, 187. 

* Bull. Inst. Pasteur. (1906), 4, 694 and 737. 
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cases without any serious illness resulting. Between April, 1896 and 1899, 

somewhat more than 6,500 cases were vaccinated in this manner. Powell, in a 

report of these cases in 1899, showed that among 6,549 nonvaccinated individuals 

there were 198 cases and 124 deaths from cholera, while among 5,778 of the 

vaccinated there were only 27 cases and 14 deaths. 3 

Haffkine points out that while the vaccinated individual is obviously less apt 

to contract cholera than the nonvaccinated, if the former should actually be 

striken with the disease he is as likely to succumb to it as the latter (since no 

marked antitoxic immunity has been produced by the vaccination). The im- 

munity following the vaccination may persist for fourteen months, after which 

time it diminishes and probably disappears. During the period of active im- 

munity the number of cases of cholera among the vaccinated is but one-tenth of 

that observed in the uninoculated. 
The statistics which Haffkine quotes in his paper conclusively prove the value 

of protective inoculation against this disease. 

We see from this review of the recent work on protective inoculation 

against cholera that three observers, all from Bern, have reported upon 

the value of cholera nucleo-proteid as a means of immunization against 

the disease and have performed numerous experiments showing that anti- 

bodies enter into the blood sera of animals inoculated with this form of 

prophylactic. From single inoculations in rabbits, sera having as high 

an agelutinative value as 1: 500 and a bactericidal one of 5 milligrams 

were obtained, but none were higher. However, these values are some- 

. what low when compared with those I have encountered in rabbits after 

a single inoculation of the prophylactic I have described. 

Turning now to the experiments which have been performed by other 

observers, it may be seen that no very extensive studies other than my 

own have been made with the immunizing substances of the cholera 

spirillum obtained and separated by autolysis, either in man or animals. 

All of those who have reported upon the use of the method have ap- 

parently lost sight of what seems to me to be its most important 

advantage, namely, that when the immunizing substances are extracted 

from the cholera organism they may be injected in much larger amounts 

at one time than if the whole organism is used. I have inoculated 

myself with three oesen (6 milligrams) of a living, virulent, cholera 

organism at a single dose, and the local and general reaction experienced 

was such as to make me conclude that a larger amount than this would 

not be practicable nor desirable as a method for general inoculation. On 

the other hand, as I have pointed out, our routine method of human 

inoculation consists of the injection of the immunizing substances in 
colloidal suspension or in solution, extracted from 60 to 70 milligrams 

of the bacteria. Obviously, we are not able to separate and obtain all 

the receptors of the organism by the method I have employed. This was 

demostrated by my earlier experiments, when it was shown that 4 oese 

of the living organisms furnished as good immune sera as the receptors 

extracted from 2 oesen of the same culture. However, the receptors 
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extracted from 12 oesen gave rise to far better sera. A much larger 

dose than 3 oese of the living organisms could not have been resisted by 

the animals, as they would have succumbed to an infection with the 

spirillum. 
LOCAL REACTION FOLLOWING INOCULATION. 

Several of the observers who. have used in man the method of injecting 

extracts obtained by autolysis remark upon the fact that the local re- 

action is less marked than in the case of the inoculation of either the 

killed or living spirilla. There can be no doubt of this fact and we 

have had opportunity to compare the reaction produced by each of these 

methods in man as well as in animals. In animals the differences 

are very striking and may easily be observed. If a guinea pig is in- 

oculated in the abdominal cavity and tissues overlying the abdominal 

wall with $ oese of a virulent cholera organism of which the lethal 

dose is about 1/10 of an oese, or with 5 or 6 oesen of the same killed 

organism, at autopsy in the neighborhood of the track of the syringe 

needle there is found a hemorrhagic and infiltrated area which is 

usually sharply circumscribed and of a bright or dark red color. If, on 

the other hand, a guinea pig is inoculated with a large dose—for example, 

5 eubic centimeters—of the extracted prophylactic I have described, the 

animal may succumb to the injection from intoxication, but at autopsy 

no hemorrhagic area will be observed about the point of inoculation. 

The walls of the abdomen are swollen and cedematous, but there are no 

evidences of an acute, inflammatory process such as occurs when the 

living or killed organism itself is inoculated. On the other hand, if 

inoculations in amounts just below the lethal dose are made with each 

form of prophylactic, no difference in the quality of the immunity can 

be detected in the two animals, variation only being found in relation 

to the quantity of the amboceptors; the animals inoculated with a large 
amount of the prophylactic yielding a better serum than those which had 

been given the living organisms. 

Therefore, it seems unquestionable that there are other irritating sub- 

stances in the cell of the cholera organism which have nothing to do 

with the production of the immunity, and it is these substances which 

may be separated to a large extent from the immunizing antigens by 

autolysis. 

The action of these irritating substances in the cholera cell seems to 

be particularly active when a large amount of the organism in con- 

centrated suspension is introduced into the tissues; thus, in deaths from 

Asiatic cholera we do not see markedly haemorrhagic areas in the 

intestinal wall where the organisms are spread out over the surface of 

the mucosa, but if several oesen of the living organisms are introduced 

into the subcutaneous tissues in man, the hemorrhagic condition may 

be produced, as I have demonstrated by an experiment performed upon 
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myself. Inoculation of the human being with the extracted prophy- 

lactic which I have described does not produce this hemorrhagic change 

in the tissues. Haffkine in relation to this question and of the inocula- 

tion of this fixed virus says: 

En inogulation scuscutanée au cobaye, le virus ne tuait pas, mais produsait 

une mortification des tissus et une eschare de grand extension. 

If this local reaction is entirely due to the immunizing substances of 

the cholera organism, why are not similar lesions encountered elsewhere 

in the animal body? Cholera is an intoxication and it seems almost 

unreasonable to suppose that all of the toxin is bound locally, either 

in the intestine in natural infection or in the subcutaneous tissues after 

artificial subcutaneous injection; the immunizing substances are soluble 

and must pass to the other organs of the body. It rather appears that 

with the cholera spirillum, as with the diphtheria bacillus, we have to 

do also with substances within the bacterial cell which give rise to a 
lecal inflammatory reaction, but which have nothing to do with the true 

immunity in the disease. However, in cholera, of course the toxin is of 

an entirely different nature from that encountered in diphtheria and 

probably only becomes liberated at the time of the disintegration of the 
spirilla. i 

Before ending this discussion upon the subject of the local reaction 

produced by the extracted prophylactic, I wish to call attention to the 

fact that Hetsch and Kutscher,?*° who employed the method of inocula- 

tion of the free receptors in the typhoid bacilli prepared according to 

the method of Neisser and Shiga, reported that very marked inflam- 

matory local reactions followed the injection of 0.5 cubic centimeter of 

the prophylactic in the inoculation of some of the German troops. Red- 

ness and swelling of the tissues occurred three hours after the injection. 

The inflammatory area about the point of inoculation became of a scarlet- 

red color, sharply circumscribed, resembling the inflammation frequently 
seen in erysipelas. These manifestations subsided after forty-eight 

hours, but the injections were not repeated because of the marked local 

reaction which occurred from the first inoculation. ; 

I wish to emphasize that these results obtained with extracts of the 

typhoid bacilli are entirely contrary to those which we have encountered 

with the free receptors of the cholera organisms. In very numerous 

inoculations performed in Americans and natives of these Islands we 

have had abundant opportunity to observe the local reactions following 

the inoculation of the prophylactic I have described; none of these have 
been severe and the great majority have been very mild. Our injections 

have been made intramuscularly because of the quick absorption which 

occurs from the muscular tissues. Since the immunizing substances 

in the extracted prophylactic are either in solution or colloidal suspension, 

2° Klin. Jahrbuch. (1905), 14, 148, 156. 
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they apparently are in a condition in which they are capable of being 

much more easily absorbed than when they are injected bound to the 

bacterial cells. However this may be, with the cholera organism the 
local reactions are unquestionably less severe after inoculation with 

our prophylactic than from the injection of the living spirillum. I have 

received inoculations by both methods, and the suffering caused by the 
living organisms is much more marked. 

SIZE OF THE DOSE AND STANDARDIZATION OF THE PROPHYLACTIC. 

Most observers, in discussing the size of the dose in inoculations against 
cholera, agree that the immunity obtained is in proportion to the amount 

of the immunizing substances injected. This was shown very conclu- 

sively by my early experiments which have been referred to in this article. 

However, Friedberger and Moreschi combat this view and, as has been 

mentioned, believe that as high an immunity can be obtained from 

the intravenous injection of very small amounts of the cholera spirillum 

as from the subcutaneous injection of much larger ones. I haye not 

had any experience with the intravenous inoculation of the cholera 

organism in such small quantities as Friedberger and Moreschi have 

employed. The experiments of Fischera and of Meinicke, Jaffé and 

Flemming do not confirm Friedberger and Moreschi’s results, as has been 
mentioned in the discussion of the literature; moreover, they believe 

that with such small quantities of the organism the very favorable 

results obtained may have depended more upon the individual variation 

of the animal in regard to susceptibility and immunity than upon the 

amount injected. In relation to the size of the dose imoculated it 

may be recalled that Wright,** in his inoculations against typhoid fever 

in the English army, attempted to inject each individual with almost 
exactly the same number of killed typhoid bacilh. In order to ac 

complish this purpose he employed a twenty-four. hour broth culture of 

a known and proved strain of Bacillus typhosus and enumerated the 

number of bacteria in this culture by the imgenious blood counting 

method which he devised. 

Leishman and Harrison,** in further pursuing the question of typhoid 

inoculation among the English troops, also attempted to standardize 
their vaccine by the procedure advanced by Wright. However, they 

found that in spite of all precautions, errors in the broth cultures of 

from. 50 to 100 per cent in counts of the same films were by no means 

uncommon. Leishman and Harrison also spent some time in their 

efforts accurately to standardize their typhoid prophylactic (consisting 

of the killed typhoid organisms,) by estimating in addition with the 
assistance of Martin, the weight of the dried bacterial bodies in a 

* Brit. Med. Journ. (1900), 1, 122, and Lancet (1902), 2, 11. 

* J. of Hyg. (1905), 5, 380. 
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measured quantity of vaccine and a correlation obtained from this weight 

and the number of bacteria as estimated by the living and dead count- 

ing methods. Even by all these methods it was impossible finally to 

arrive at an accurate standardization such as they apparently desired. 

In my opinion these experiments performed in the standardization 

of either typhoid or cholera prophylactic are superfluous and unnecessary. 

The most practicable and accurate method I have been able to devise 

for the standardization of a prophylactic of this nature is the determi- 

nation of the degree of immunization within certain limits which will 

usually be produced by approximately equal quantities of it in an 

animal. Hvidently, exactly the same amount of immunity in a series 

of inoculated animals is practically never produced even though the 

dose injected is exactly the same, owing to the natural individual 

variations in the immunity of the animals. 

Having determined upon an arbitrary unit of immunization and upon 

the minimum number of units of immunity a given volume of the 

vaccine must usually produce in animals, so that the inoculation of the 

same amount will give rise to the production of a satisfactory quantity 

of immune bodies in a few human beings, it is only necessary always 

to employ for man the amount of vaccine which will give rise in the 
animal to at least the minimum determined number of units of im- 

munity. Since individual variations in immunity in human beings are 

so marked, it probably does not make any practical difference whether 

one individual is inoculated subcutaneously with a few hundred or 

perhaps even a thousand more killed organisms than is another one. 

Thus, while for adults the regular dose of the extracted prophylactic we 

employ is 2 cubic centinieters (which must give rise to at least 10,000 

units of immunity in a rabbit), nevertheless, the results obtained in 

human beings inoculated with the same lot of prophylactic and with 

the same dose were surprisingly variable. Moreover, they conclusively 

demonstrated that nothing of practical importance was to be gained in 

attempting to inoculate each individual of a large number of people in 

a community with exactly the same quantity of receptors. I have ob- 

served two individuals, each inoculated with the same dose of the same 

fluid prophylactic, one of whom developed forty times as great a quantity 

of antibodies as the other. Such variations in the immunity produced in 

human beings after inoculation are not uncommon.** ‘The same condi- 

* Agelutinins do not invariably develop in the blood sera of human beings 

inoculated either with our prophylactic or with the living cholera organism. 

Two physicians were each inoculated with 2 cubic centimeters of the same lot 

of our prophylactic. After ten days the blood serum of one showed an agelu- 

tinative reaction in a dilution of 1: 700, while that of the other gave practically 

no agglutinative reaction. At about the same time I was inoculated with 3 

oesen of the living cholera organism, and although a very marked local and 

general reaction was obtained, my blood serum ten days later showed practically 

no agglutinative reaction against the cholera spirillum. 
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tions are sometimes encountered in the immunization of monkeys, but 

they are less variable in the other lower animals. 

Lamb and Forster *® have proposed to adopt Wright’s method of 

standardizing typhoid vaccine by determining the amount of the vaccine 

which will completely neutralize or remove the amboceptor content of 

a fixed quantity of normal goat’s serum. However, since the binding 

power in vitro of the receptors in the vaccine, for the amboceptors 

of the serum may perhaps not exactly represent the immunizing power 

of the vaccine in the animal body, we have preferred to employ the 

method I have described. This method of standardization of the pro- 

phylactic by the units of immunity it gives rise to is obviously not 

an accurate one, but it is sufficiently accurate for all practical pur- 

poses. In standardizing our smallpox vaccine we regard the reaction 

obtained in a monkey following inoculation with it as the most import- 
ant test of its efficacy; the exact degree of the reaction (which varies 

with the natural variation in the immunity of the animals) is not so 

important so long as a distinct reaction is obtained. In standardizing 

our cholera prophylactic we also seek to obtain a certain reaction in the 

serum of the rabbit, following its inoculation. The exact degree of the 

reaction obtained, provided a certain limit has been reached, is obviously 

of less importance, for the reason already given. 

IMMUNIZING POWER AND VIRULENCE OF THE ORGANISM. 

Another point about which some further discussion seems necessary 

is that of the immunizing power of the cholera organism to be chosen 

for the preparation of the prophylactic. 

Pfeiffer, Friedberger *® and I ** found that, with cholera spills a 

greater immunity was obtained with the more virulent organism. 

Pfeiffer and Friedberger employed four straims in their investigations. 

My experiments were carried on with two strains of cholera spirilla of 

widely different virulence and I was able conclusively to show that the 

virulent organism, upon inoculation, produced a higher immunity and 

at the same time bound a greater number of amboceptors in a cholera 

immune serum than did the avirulent one. At the time of the publica- 

tion of these experiments I stated that “these conclusions apply to the two 
strains of cholera spirilla employed in the foregoing experiments. 

Whether they will also hold good with other strains of this spirillum or 

for micro-organisms in general must be decided by further experimental 

work.” The experiments of Meinicke, Jaffé and Flemming seem con- 

clusively to show that with different strains of the cholera spirillam 

” Scient. Mem. Med. and San. Off., India, Calcutta (1906), 21, 7 

” Berl. Klin Wehnseh. (1902), 39, 581. 

* Publications of the Bureaw of Government Laboratories, Biological Labora- 

tory, Manila (1904), 21, 1, and J. Hap. Med. (1905), 7, 229. 
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in vitro, the binding power of the organism for amboceptors in a cholera 

immune serum is independent of the virulence of the organism. In 

some instances they found that a virulent cholera culture was able to 

bind more amboceptors than an avirulent one, but in many instances 

the reverse was the case. 

Their experiments referring to the relation between virulence and 

immunizing power are not numerous. This seems to me to be un- 

fortunate, for by means of their method of examination and the large 

number of cultures which they studied, they were in a position to solve 

this problem conclusively. In fact, in the small number of experiments 

they record, only one instance is given in their table of results in which 

they found that 1/10 oese of'a killed avirulent organism, when injected 

intravenously into a single rabbit, furnished a serum with a bactericidal 

value of 1: 1,000, while 1/10 oese of a killed, highly virulent strain in 

another animal produced a bactericidal value of only 1: 200. However, 

while the results of those experiments suggest that immunizing power 

is independent of virulence, nevertheless, in the inoculation with such 

small amounts of the organism, the individual variation in the immunity 

of an animal plays such an important role that it would not be prudent 

to draw any general conclusions from this single result. For example 

in this same series of experiments three other rabbits were inoculated 

with 1/10 oese of the cholera strain (number 74) ; one of these gave a 

serum of a bactericidal value of 1: 2,000, one of 1: 1,000, and one of 

1:400. Therefore, it would seem that further experiments are neces- 

sary before we can reach a final conclusion on this subject. This ques- 

tion in particular is not settled in regard to the inoculation of the living 

organisms of different virulence, and of the relative immunity produced. 

I* recently performed some experiments with living plague bacilli 

of different virulence and found that the more virulent organism fur- 

nished the greater immunity. However, as I worked with but three 

strains of this bacillus my experiments also can not be considered as en- 

tirely conclusive for other strains of the plague organism. It seems 

possible that the coefficient of growth of the spirillum may play some 

part in the degree of cholera immunity produced; that is, the virulent 

organism may multiply more rapidly after inoculation than the less 

virulent one, as Gotsclich and Wiegand found in cultures; this need 

not necessarily imply that a greater volume of growth js obtained with 

the virulent organism, in fact the individual spirilla may be smaller 
in size than in the case of the avirulent culture. The larger forms of 

the spirillum, it has been observed, are much more common in cultures 

of the avirulent strains than they are in those of virulent ones. It must 

be recalled that Haffkine in connection with the question of virulence 

“This Journal, Sec. B., Med. Sct. (1907), 2, 187. 
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and immunizing power emphasizes the fact that the more virulent 

cholera organism produces the greater immunity, and MacFadyan * 

states that cholera cultures of high virulence yield the most toxic and 
cultures of low virulence the least toxic juices, while in those instances 

in which the virulence had been allowed to diminish to such an extent 

that 2 platinum loops of a culture did not kill a guinea pig, the toxicity 

of the juices suffered a corresponding drop, 0.5 and even 1 cubic cen- 

timeter failing to kill, whereas the animal succumbed to acute infection 

from 0.1 cubic centimeter from a virulent culture. This led Mac- 

Fadyan to conclude that virulence and toxicity were intimately related 

as regards the cholera endotoxin, inasmuch as increased virulence implied 

increased toxicity and vice versa. 

Therefore, in preparing our cholera prophylactic we select an organ- 

ism which is known to possess high immunizing value and in addition 

one of maximum virulence. 

THE SERUM TREATMENT OF CHOLERA. 

Recently the question of the serum treatment of cholera has again 

attracted attention owing to the studies of Roux, Brau, and Denier, 

Kraus and MacFadyan, and before entering into a discussion of the 

subject I will briefly review their results. 

Brau and Denier™ found that they were able to obtain a very active toxin 

from the cholera vibrio by growing this organism in a special culture medium 

consisting of bouillon Martin gélatiné, 45 cubic centimeters, normal serum of 

the horse 45 cubic centimeters, defibrinated blood 10 cubic centimeters, heated to 

60° C. for three hours. By growth of the organism upon this medium they were 

able to obtain the toxin regularly and in increased amount. After four days’ 

development the cultures had become liquified; hemolysis occurred after twenty- 

four hours; after seven days they were filtered through paper and then through 

a Chamberlain F. candle. Certain precautions are necessary in order to obtain 

the toxin in satisfactory amounts. They advise that the serum be heated at 

60° C. for three hours in order to destroy the substances antagonistic to the 

development of the cholera vibrio. The thermostat must be kept at a constant 

temperature, variations even of 1° interfering with the production of the toxin; 

the optimum temperature was found to be between 38° and 39° C. It is also 

necessary for the cultures to be well aérated and shaken each day. Finally, the 

strain of cholera spirillum employed must not have been passed through animals, 

since such a passage diminished the toxic power of the organism with great 
rapidity. 

Following this method they were able to obtain a cholera toxin with 26 cul- 

tures of vibrios isolated in Saigon, with two strains obtained from the Pasteur 

Institute, one of which was isolated in Bombay and the other in Nasik, and 

with three strains from Egypt. They concluded that a soluble toxin may be 

obtained from vibrios isolated from cholera stools and that the production of the 

toxin may be increased by cultivating the organisms in their special culture 

8 Lancet (1906), 171, 495. 

% Compt. rend. Acad. d. Sc., Par. (1905), 141, 397. 
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media. In the following year* the same authors called attention to the fact 

that this cholera toxin manifested its effect quickly and without a period of 

incubation when injected into an animal. Guinea pigs and rabbits could be 

immunized against the toxin so that they were able to resist two fatal doses 

injected at one time, and horses which had been inoculated intravenously at 

intervals of 6 months with 4 liter of the toxin, furnished a serum of which 0.02 

cubie centimeter neutralized two fatal doses of the cholera toxin after a contact 

of thirty minutes in vitvo. The serum also exerted antimicrobic, agglutinating 

and precipitating qualities. The cholera toxin was not destroyed by boiling and 

the boiled toxin produced as good a serum as the unboiled one. It was also 

found that the injection of cultures of the living cholera vibrio into the veins of 

a horse furnished an antitoxic serum which was even more active than that 

prepared with the soluble toxin. They admit that the cholera toxin appears to 

be analogous to the endotoxins of the pest and typhoid bacilli, although in their 

final conclusions they state that the organism produces a soluble toxin the action 

of which is rapid and without a period of incubation. They also believe that 

the cholera toxin contained in the exudates of the bacteria and that obtained 

in the liquid culture media, can not be distinguished. The authors in their last 

article emphasize some further precautions to be observed in order to secure a 

good production of the toxin. The media finally employed consisted of 20 cubic 

centimeters of normal serum of the horse plus 10 cubic centimeters of defibrinated 

blood. The serum and defibrinated blood must be at least three weeks old before 

use, as otherwise almost no production of toxin occurs. 

In 1903-4, in studying the question of protective inoculation against cholera, 

I called attention to the fact that judging from my experiments “it would appear 

that the most advantageous method for the extraction of the intracellular toxins 

of the cholera spirillum would be the one which MacFadyan has recently applied 

to the typhoid bacillus with the same end in view. By this method the bacteria 

were ground up at the temperature of liquid air, the disintegration having 

occurred under conditions which precluded the possibility of chemical change.” 

MacFadyan * during the present year, 1906, has undertaken experiments of 

this nature with sterile juices obtained from the cholera organism. Toxic 

extracts were obtained from the most virulent cultures which killed guinea pigs 

acutely in doses of 0.1 to 0.05 cubic centimeter while 0.02 cubic centimeter ren- 

dered the animals ill. The endotoxin also exerted its action when injected 

subcutaneously in quantities of 1 and 2 cubic centimeters. Doses of 0.1 to 0.05 

cubic centimeter killed rabbits on intravenous injection. The juices deteriorated 

in toxic power on keeping, and the latter was destroyed by heating at a tem- 

perature from 55° to 60° C. Goats were immunized with increasing doses of 

the endotoxin and a serum was obtained of which 0.002 cubic centimeter neutral- 

ized from three to four ascertained lethal doses of the endotoxin for a guinea pig. 

This property was not possessed by 1 cubic centimeter of normal serum. 

Kraus,” in 1904, in working with a vibrio designated as “Nasik,” was able to 

obtain a powerful toxin from filtered bouillon cultures of this organism. By 

heating to 50° C. its poisonous properties were destroyed. Kraus concluded that 

his organism was not a true cholera vibrio owing to its agglutinative, bactericidal, 

precipitating, and haemolytic properties. Since this time the same author * 

% Compt. rend. Acad. d. Sc. Par. (1906), 142, 728, and Ann. d. Vinst. Pasteur 

(1906), 20, 578. 

% Lancet (1906), 2, 494. 

3 Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1904), 34, 488. 

8 Tbid, (1906), 41, 15, and Wien. klin. Wehnsch. (1906), 19, 655. 
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has carried on extensive experiments with a number of different vibrios, which 

can not here be considered in detail. In his most recent article on the subject * 

he concludes that the cholera vibrio of Koch produces no haemotoxin either in 

buillon cultures or in goat’s blood-agar plates. However, it gives rise to a toxin 

which is either produced by the spirillum only in the living organism, or also 

in vitro. The cholera poison is a true, soluble toxin and may be destroyed by 

antitoxin. It is to be differentiated from Pfeiffer’s endogenous poison, which 

in the organism produces no antitoxin. Cholera is therefore an intoxication which 

is excited by a secreted, soluble toxin. 

A study of Kraus’ experiments does not seem to me entirely to justify 

his conclusions. Moreover, his results are not altogether in accord with 

those of Brau and Denier. Kraus distinguishes two kinds of soluble 

poisons in the different spirilla, one, which is the most potent, acutely act- 

ing toxin, such as that produced by the Vibrio nasik, and a large number 

of other not true cholera vibrios, and a second which is a slowly acting, 

poisonous substance encountered in filtrates of true cholera cultures and 

which he regards as the toxin which gives rise to the cholera symptoms 

observed in man. Brau and Denier state that the toxin they obtained 

from the cholera vibrio acts acutely and without an incubation period, 

and that they secured this toxin from the Vibrio nasik, as well as from 

many other undoubted cholera strains. The toxin with which they 

worked was not destroyed by boiling, while the one which Kraus obtained 

from the Vibrio nasik was destroyed at a temperature of 50° C. How- 

ever, Brau and Denier in their last publication on this subject incline to 

the belief that they formerly encountered two toxins, one of which was 

destroyed by boiling and the other not. Kraus has apparently lost sight 

of the fact that MacFadyan has obtained an anti-endotoxic serum of such 

potency that 0.002 cubic centimeter protected a guinea pig against three 

lethal doses of the cholera endotoxin, while Brau and Denier found that 

0.002 cubic centimeter of horse’s cholera immune serum, the animal hay- 

ing received 0.5 liter of toxin intravenously, was able to neutralize but 

two fatal doses of the toxin after standing one-half hour in vitro. This 

serum did not follow the law of multiples, as 0.05 of a cubic centimeter 

was necessary to neutralize 3 lethal doses of toxin, while 1 cubic centi- 

meter was required to neutralize 4 doses. 

I demonstrated in 1903 that 0.2 cubic centimeter of a cholera anti- 

endotoxic serum would neutralize 4 lethal doses of toxin, when mixed 

immediately before inoculation. I also found, as MacFadyan has since 

done, that a temperature of 60° C. destroys most of this primary poison, 

or at least converts the toxin into toxoid. It would appear that the toxin 

which Kraus has obtained and which he designates as a secretion of the 

organism and as a soluble toxin, is none other than the one with which 

Brau and Denier, MacFadyan, and myself worked and that it should 

°° Centrbl. f. Bakteriol. Referate, (1906), 38, Beil. 84. 
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rather be regarded as an endotoxin, for convincing evidence to the con- 

trary at least has not yet been brought forward. 

During the year, opportunity was afforded to study the antitoxic serum 

of Denier and to witness its practical application in the treatment of 

Asiatic cholera. A request having been made by Dr. Denier to carry on 

the experimental serum treatment of cholera in the Government cholera 

hospital in Manila, I was called upon to examine the sera and report upon 

them before this method of treatment was undertaken. The two sera 
which Dr. Denier emploved were of a different nature. One serum 

designated as “A” was prepared by injecting the horse with the cholera 

toxin entirely free from the bacteria, and the second one, “B,’ was 

“produced by injecting the horse with the living organisms. ‘These sera 

were, upon examination, found to possess specific agglutinative and bac- 

tericidal properties, serum “B” showing a much higher value in this 

respect. No study was made of the neutralizing power of the sera for 

lethal amounts of the filtered cholera toxin. Guinea pigs inoculated with 

1 cubic centimeter of serum “B” and at the same time with 1 or even 2 

oesen of a cholera vibrio, of which the lethal dose was 1/10 oese, survived 

the inoculation ; however, when they were inoculated with 5 oesen and 2 

cubie centimeters of the serum, they invariably succumbed. Pfeiffer’s 

phenomenon seemed to have been complete, as was shown by the post- 

mortem examination of a number of these animals, since microscopic 

preparations from the exudate in the abdominal cavity showed no motile 

yibrios and the animals had apparently died rather from an intoxication 

than from an infection. However, these experiments obviously do not 

demonstrate whether death had occurred from the effect of the endotoxin 

contained in such a large amount of the spirillum (5 oesen) or from 

the effects of another soluble toxin. 

Serum “B” was found to protect against larger doses of the living 

organism than serum “A” as was proved by testing the bactericidal 

power of the two sera. The bactericidal value of the sera was ap- 

parently, at all events so far as the living organisms were concerned, 

the most important factor in protecting the animals, at least up to a 

certain dose. In many of the animals which died and which had not 

received excessively large doses of the cholera spirillum, Pfeiffer’s pheno- 

menon was also found to be complete or almost so. - 

In all, 52 human cases of cholera were treated by Dr. Denier with the 

sera. In each instance a bacteriologic diagnosis of cholera was made 

by Dr. Denier and also by this laboratory, as was customary with all 

cases in the Government hospital. The injections of the sera were given 

intravenously and in large quantities, as much as 250 cubic centimeters in 

a liter of Hayem’s solution being inoculated at a single dose. Following 

this primary inoculation, 100 cubic centimeters of serum were injected 

in an equal amount of saline solution every three hours until a reaction 
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on the part of the patient occurred. The average amount of serum 

given was from 300 to 500 cubic centimeters, but in one case 1,000 cubic 

centimeters were inoculated in twenty-four hours. The cases in the hospi- 

tal were treated alternately with serum, that is, every other case admitted 

received this treatment. Dr. Denier remained at the hospital day and 

night and was indefatigable in his efforts to treat and care for the sick. 

The injections of the serum were usually given very shortly after the 

time of the admission of the case to the hospital. Obviously, the patients 

were frequently in collapse at the time of their arrival. Dr. Denier *° 

has prepared the following table which at a glance shows the results of _ 

the serum treatment. 

| | Cholera | 
|spirillum Percent- 

Number | not iso- 
of cases. | lated Dead. 

|from the 
| stools. 

[Controls toe ae ee | 21 | 3 13 | 
Pe Serum ACen tito xie= === eee 16 | 1 a 

| Serum “B’? antimicrobie——--—-—-—__- | 2) eee ee 2) 

From this table it is evident, as Denier points out, that the cases 

_ which received the antitoxic serum were not benefited by it; the mortal- 

ity being even higher than in the ones which received no serum. The 

number of cases which received the antimicrobic serum is too small to 

justify decided conclusions, although the mortality is much lower. 

Denier calls attention to the fact that liquid and frequent serous move- 

ments occurred shortly after the inoculations, with the patients who 
received intravenously a large amount of the serum in Hayem’s fluid, 

these movements in volume approximately equaled that of the liquid 

injected. Therefore, he thought that possibly the antitoxic serum was 

not retained in the body for a sufficient length of time to accomplish its 

action and that it was perhaps excreted into the intestine and passed in 

the stool. He suggests that the injection of the serum might therefore, 

under proper aseptic conditions, be made with better -results into the 

abdominal cavity. It has occurred to me that, if the inoculated serum 

was excreted into the intestine, more favorable results might perhaps be 

obtained, at least in the early cases, with a serum of higher bacteriolytic 

power, since, in the event of the excretion of the serum by the mucosa of 

the intestine, it would be brought into direct contact with the cholera 

spirillum. Probably such a serum would exert no favorable influences 
by its bacteriolytic properties in the later stages of the disease. It would 

® Report & Monsieur le Gouveneur Général de l’Indo-Chine, Hanoi, Saigon, 

Oct. (1906.) 
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be interesting to ascertain whether better results could be noted in the 
treatment of cholera by the use of the antitoxic serum prepared accord- 

ing to the method recommended by MacFadyan, since he has, according 

to published reports, prepared the serum of the highest endotoxic power.** 

As yet we have not by our own experiments, been convinced of the 

production in cultures of a soluble toxin by the cholera spirillum, even 

when it is freshly isolated from the cholera stool. On the other hand, 

it does not appear to me definitely to have been determined that the toxin 

which MacFadyan and others have obtained from the protoplasm of 

the organism, really is the toxin in the same condition in which it gives 

rise to all of the symptoms of the disease in man. At all events, it 

would appear that the cell juices which MacFadyan has isolated probably 

also, in addition to the pure specific cholera toxin, contain certain other 

poisonous substances. A more extensive routine study of the cholera 

vibrios isolated freshly from the cholera stools, as well as of the strains 

of Bacillus dysenterie encountered in dysentery faeces, in relation to the 

formation by them of soluble toxins, will be pursued in this laboratory 

as opportunity offers. 

“In a personal communication from Dr. Denier I am informed that Dr. 

Besredka has recently succeeded in preparing an antitoxic cholera serum which 

possesses a much greater value than did the serum with which Dr. Denier per- 

formed his experiments in the treatment of human cases of this disease during the 

preceding year. 





OBSERVATIONS UPON TREPONEMA PERTENUIS CASTEL- 

LANI OF YAWS AND THE EXPERIMENTAL PRO- 

DUCTION OF THE DISEASE IN MONKEYS. 

By P. M. AsHpurn and Cuartes F. Crate. 

(From the laboratory of the United States Army Board for the Study of 

Tropical Diseases, Diwision Hospital, Manila, P. I. and the 

Biological Laboratory of the Bureau of Science.) 

PART I. 

HISTORICAL. 

Schaudinn and Hoffman(3) in May, 1905, announced their discovery 

of a spiral-shaped parasite in the lesions of syphilis, which they named 

Spirochete pallida. 

As spirochete, Cohn, 1872, is an amended spelling of Spirocheta, Ehren- 

berg, 1834, the name Spirochwte pallida became Spirocheta pallida. In the 

same year Vuillemin(4) selected Spirocheta pallida as the type of a new 

genus which he called Spironema, the organism found in syphilis thus becoming 

Spironema pallidum, a classification accepted by Schaudinn in 1905. Further 

investigation developed the fact that the name Spironema had been previously 

employed to designate a genus of mollusks, and accordingly could not be used 

in this connection. Stiles and Pfender(5) proposed the name Microspironema 

pallidum for the organism but before their publication appeared Schaudinn(6) 

had proposed the generic term Treponema and the specific name Treponema pal- 

lidum, Schaudinn, which is the correct name of the parasite of syphilis. 

In February, 1905, Castellani(7) while investigating the etiology of yaws 

at Colombo, Ceylon, discovered spirochetz in the serum of yaws lesions, one of 

which resembled very closely Treponema pallidum in its morphology. In the 

announcement of this discovery, which appeared in the “Journal of the Ceylon 

Branch of the British Medical Association,” June 17, 1905, he named the organ- 

ism Spirocheta pertenwis, but as it undoubtedly belongs to the genus Treponema, 

the correct name is Treponema pertenuis Castellani. Several papers by this in- 

vestigator have since appeared (8, 9, 10, 11, 12) dealing with the etiology of 

yaws and a few confirmatory reports of the presence in the lesions of yaws of 

Treponema pertenuis. 

Wellman(13), in South Angola, Africa, was the first to confirm Castellani’s 

observations, finding the organism in scrapings from yaws lesions in one case. 

1p. M. Ashburn, captain and assistant surgeon, United States Army, and 

Charles F. Craig, first lieutenant and assistant surgeon, United States Army, 

constituting the United States Army Board for the Study of Tropical Diseases 
as they Occur in the Philippine Islands. 
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He was not aware of Castellani’s discovery at the time, July, 1905, so that his 

observations amount to an independent discovery of Treponema pertenwis, 

although the organism was first seen and described by Castellani. In a sup- 

plementary note regarding the spirochete found in yaws. Wellman says(14) : 

“It is significant that this observation which has been spoken of as one of the 

most important discoveries of recent times, considering the fact that the Spiro- 

cheta pallida has been found by Schaudinn in syphilis; and considering the 

relation said to exist between yaws and syphilis (15) should have been made 

almost simultaneously in two such widely separated countries as Ceylon and 

West Africa.” 

Further confirmations of the presence of Treponema pertenws Castellani in 

the lesions of yaws have been published by Powell(16), Borne(17) and Mac- 

Lennan(18). Powell and McLennan found the organism in but one case, but 

Borne encountered the treponema in nine of eleven cases examined, and the latter 

wrote Castellani(19) that he had found them in forty-nine out of fifty-nine cases. 

Connor (20) was unable to demonstrate Treponema pertenwis in two cases of yaws 

occurring in Manipur State, India, using Leishman’s stain, the method advocated 

by Castellani. 

Description—The following résumé is compiled from the published descriptions 

of the organism by Castellani. The treponema were found by him in the serum 

from the nonulcerated lesions and in smaller numbers in the ulcerated lesions of 

yaws. 

The majority of the organisms are extremely delicate, though some individuals 

are thicker and stain more intensely, but all are thinner than “refringens” or other 

spirochete with the exception of Treponema pallidum Schaudinn. The length © 

varies from a few u to 18 or 20 or more. Both extremities are often pointed, 

but forms are met with presenting blunt extremities or one extremity blunt and 

the other pointed. Rarely, one extremity may show a pear-shaped expansion or 

a loop-like formation. The organisms are spiriliform, the number of waves in 

the spiral varying, but generally being numerous, uniform, and of small dimen- 

sions; sometimes an organism is observed having uniform, narrow wayes for a 

portion of its length, the remainder being almost or quite straight. Two 

organisms may be attached together end to end, or twisted about one another. 

Castellani has seen forms indicating longitudinal division, two organisms lying 

parallel, close together and united at one end; he has also observed a few 

chromatoid points scattered irregularly in some organisms. With Leishman’s or 

Giemsa’s stain the organism takes a pale, reddish tint. Castellani also found, in 

very rare instances, a few oval or roundish bodies 5 to 6 uw in length, and 4 to 

6 » broad, staining purplish or bluish with Leishman’s stain, and containing 

chromatin, collected at one point or scattered throughout the bodies. He suggests 

that these bodies may be a developmental stage of the Treponema pertenuis. In 

the open ulcerative sores of frambesia Castellani found, along with Treponema 

pertenuis, three varieties of spirochetz, as follows: 

1. A thick, easily stained form, identical morphologically with S. refringens 

Schandinn. 

2. A thin, delicate form, with waves varying in size and number, and blunt 

at both ends. He named this organism S. obtusa. 

3. A thin, delicate form, tapering at both ends, which he named 8S. acwminata. 

Castellani found Treponema pertenuis present in the lesions of yaws in eleven 

of fourteen cases. Regarding its morphological resemblance and its relation to 

Treponema pallidum he said in 1906 (21): 

“The spirochete found in the non-open lesions and some of those found in 

open sores of yaws are, in my opinion, morphologically identical with the 

S. pallida of Schaudinn. This is also the opinion of Schaudinn himself who 
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very kindly has examined several of my specimens, but that if future investigation 

will prove that yaws is a spirochete disease, the yaws spirochete will have to be 

considered to be biologically different from the spirochete of syphilis.” 

Careful and frequent inquiries among the medical officers of the Army 

and civilian practitioners in Manila, during a period of almost a year, 

had but confirmed the impression gained from the literature (1 and 2), 

that yaws is a rare disease in the Philippine Islands, when we were 

shown some cases at Paranaque, through the courtesy of Dr. Luis Gue- 

rrero. At the time of our first visit there we saw four cases and at 
subsequent visits four others, while we were informed by the patients 

and their friends that the disease is very common throughout all the 

region about Paranaque, and we haye since heard of it as common in 

certain towns of Tarlac Province, Luzon, and in the neighborhood of 

Parang-Parang, Mindanao, and it is quite probable that it is frequently 

seen and well known by the natives in most parts of the Archipelago. 

We have also seen five cases in San Lazaro Hospital, Manila, all in 

lepers. We have not had an opportunity to treat any case that we have 

seen, but we have examined all and in ten we looked for Treponema perte- 

nuts, finding it in all of them. 

Our examinations of yaws cases, which have been made at relatively 

infrequent intervals for the reason that we had none under our im- 

mediate control and supervision, embraced inquiries into the clinical mani- 

festations of the disease. In this regard they brought out nothing new 

that is important and the description which we might give of the clinical 

appearance of the disease would not differ greatly from those of most 

recent authors and even from those of a century ago* by Winterbottom 
and Bateman(22), except that we think the large, ulcerative lesions are 

probably due to secondary infections and should not be credited to 

pure yaws, any more than suppuration in syphilitic lesions should be 

attributed to Treponema pallidum. 
The observations which we shall discuss herein consist principally, 

then, of studies of the fresh and stained serous exudate from yaws 

lesions, which contained the T’reponema pertenuts, as described by Castel- 

Jani and others. As the serum presented nothing peculiar or charac- 

teristic of yaws except the treponema, the great bulk of our work 

consisted in observations on that parasite. These observations were made 

on three varieties of preparations of the serum. 

METHODS OF EXAMINATION. 

A. Stained smears.—TYhese were prepared by removing the yellowish, beeswax- 

like tops from the papillomatous lesions, either by pulling them off entire or 

by washing them off by friction with wet gauze, and taking on the end of a 

slide a bit of the clear serum which then exudes from the lesion and making a 

very thin smear of it across a thoroughly cleaned slide. Preparations so made 

were then stained with either Wright’s or Giemsa’s stain, preferably the latter. 

A more profuse flow of serum is obtained if the crust or cap of the swelling 
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be washed away, as the friction necessary in this process probably causes an 

increased flow of blood to the lesion; at any rate, a remarkably profuse flow is 

so obtained. On the other hand, if the cap be merely pulled off, the serous flow 

may be very slight and it only becomes profuse when the papilloma is rubbed with 

the end of a slide or with a piece of gauze, and even then it is not so abundant 

and so free from cells as the serum obtained by the first method. 

It is remarkable how clean and how free from body cells and bacteria the 

slides thus made may be. 

B. Fresh serum.—This was obtained in the same way as that for staining, 

except that it was generally allowed to flow into capillary tubes, whence it was 

blown out upon slides and diluted or not, as seemed desirable, with a small 

amount of normal saline solution. It was then covered with a thin cover glass, 

the glass ringed with vaseline and examination made with a high power. 

C.—Capillary tube preparations were made as indicated above, the tubes being 

sealed when filled and kept at room temperature (usually about 30° centigrade) 

for variable lengths of time, when they were broken, the contents blown out and 

examined stained or unstained, or both. 

In addition to the examinations made of the serum, in the ways just indicated, 

we excised two papillomata and sectioned and stained them by Levaditi’s method. 

We were unable to demonstrate the Treponema in these preparations, but in 

sections similarly stained and sent to us by Captain Russell, acting curator of 

the Army Medical Museum, they are seen in great numbers, lying among the 

epithelial cells, but less mumerous among the deeper layers of these. The 

organisms are in many instances aggregated into clumps similar to those obtained 

in the capillary tubes. The cells among which the organisms are found always 

show signs of degeneration, loss of outline, indistinctness of nuclei, and vacuola- 

tion. Such areas are localized and present the appearance of lacune of degen- 

eration. 

DESCRIPTION OF TREPONEMA PERTENUIS CASTELLANT. 

a. Morphology.—The morphology of the treponema may be very briefly 

described by the statement that it is indistinguishable, so far as we can 

determine, from that of Treponema pallidum. In shape, size, staining 

reactions, appearance of ends, etc., the two are similar, and neither we nor 
-the many medical men and inyestigators to whom we have shown the 

organisms and whose opinion we have sought, are able to differentiate 
them. 

In length Treponema pertenws varies considerably, some short forms 

not being longer than about 4”. It is possible that other forms may 
be even shorter than this, but if so they are not recognizable as treponema. 

More commonly they are about 10 to 12 » in length, while individuals are 

even longer. Occasionally very long forms are seen, 20 and 25 or very 

rarely even 30 p», but whether these are single individuals, or multiplying 

or agglutinating forms in which two individuals are joined end to end, 

we can not yet determine. 

The width of the organism -is so very slight that we are unable to 
measure it with exactness. We estimate its width as probably varying 

from one-sixth to one-half of a micron. If the line of a filar micrometer 
is brought as near to one side of a loop of the treponema as is possible 
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without covering the latter, and the line of the instrument be moved ¢ 

or +, toward the treponema, the side of the loop will be hidden in most 

Instances. Whether it will be completely covered, or more than covered 

by the line, we can not say. We can not be more definite than to say 

that in our opinion the width of the organism is not far from 0.25 p, but 

it may be either greater or less. The length of the spiral turns averages 

very close to 1.5 ~, measured from crest to crest. When we first began to 

study the organism we thought that Treponema pertenws was probably a 

trifle wider and a trifle more open in its curves than Treponema pallidum, 

and we yet think that this may possibly be true for the average of large 

numbers, but our average measurements are the same for both, and there 

is no form that we have seen which we felt justified in designating as 

either pallidum or pertenuis, one and not the other, unless we knew the 

_ source from which it was derived. 

The curves of both species of treponema vary somewhat in width and 

regularity, but these variations are not peculiar to or even much more 

common for either species. In general, the curves are fine, about 1 to 

1.2 4 in depth, regular and rather rigid. The last-named character is 

especially noticeable in unstained, fluid preparations. Here the organisms 

are seen as fine and fairly rigid spirals, usually straight or almost so. 

The appearance is the miniature of that produced by a long spiral wire 

spring. Such a spring may be bent by slight pressures, but it at once 

resumes its straight form when the pressure is relieved, and in either the 

straight or the bent form it retains its spiral turns. 

This description applies particularly to fluid preparations from a few 

hours to a few days old. In quite fresh preparations the treponema can 

not usually be seen, or if seen, recognized. Flashes of very motile 

organisms may be observed, and it is a fair presumption that some or 

all of them may be treponema, but the motion is so rapid and the glimpse 
of the organism so fleeting that no deductions can be drawn as to mor- 

phological characteristics. 

It is important to note that in fluid preparations the morphology of the 

organisms is much more regular than in stained ones, and it is therefore 
probable that many of the variations in the latter class may be due to 

the drying and staining process. This statement applies to our ex- 
perience with both pallidum and pertenuis and we think that it lessens 

the value of the deductions based solely on the morphology of stained 

specimens. 

However, since the described morphology of both Treponema pallidum 

and Treponema pertenuis heretofore rested almost entirely on the descrip- 
tions of stained specimens, it is well to consider such specimens here ; but 

it should be borne in mind, that no matter how many shapes, sizes and 

forms the stained organisms may show, there is not one of them which can 

not be imitated by the use of the spiral wire spring to which we hkened 
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those in the wet preparations, if the spring be subjected to forces anal- 

ogous to those acting on the treponema during the making and drying 

of the smear. 

The stained forms, presenting many variations as to size and shape, 

may be most conveniently described by dividing them into types or 

classes. While the length and number of curves vary greatly, the exam- 

ination of a large number of Treponema pertenuis shows the average 

number of curves to be about eight. Seventeen is the greatest number 

counted on one organism, two the smallest. Many individuals show 

only four or five turns, only a few have more than twelve. All types, 

shapes and sizes stain with difficulty, showing best with Giemsa’s stain, 

which gives them a pinkish-violet color. 

Type A (see Pl. IV) is probably the most common stained type of 

Treponema pertenuts, as it is of Treponema pallidum. This may be said 

to be the classical type of the latter, but the other forms to be described 

for pertenuis may also be found for it. 

This type is usually straight, or but slightly bent; it shows regular and 

even curves which are very fine, and terminates in narrow pointed ends 

which have been interpreted as flagella. It stains evenly throughout, 

although the finely poimted ends show less distinctly than the main part, 

probably because of their size. 

Type B is likewise very common, and differs from A in having a 

straight and usually thin portion in some part of its course, frequently 

near the middle. This appearance has been variously interpreted by 

different observers; principally as a union of two organisms by their 

flagella in beginning agglutination, as an incomplete separation of indi- 

viduals resulting from longitudinal division, or as beginning or incom- 

plete transverse division. 
A spiral wire spring may be made to present a similar appearance if 

one or more of its coils is straightened out by traction and pressure. 

Type C corresponds most closely with that we consider the unaltered 

form as seen in wet preparations. It -corresponds to type A except 

that instead of terminating in finely pointed ends, it shows a dot or little 
knob at one end or often one at each end. This is the appearance seen 

almost uniformly in wet preparations and we think that it is due to a 

tight curling of the ends, such as %s-seen on the shoots of many young 

plants. This curl may straighten out under the influence of age or 

drying, and the end may then appear as a finely attenuated point or 

flagellum. 

Type D is also common and differs from A and C in that one or both 

ends, instead of showing a finely attenuated point or blunt dot, show a 

ring. 

This ring frequently appears thicker and heavier than the main part of 

the body. With the spiral wire we may obtain a similar picture if we 
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turn up an end or the ends of the spiral so as to look down through part 
of it and view another part from the side. That such bends should 

frequently be caused by the spreading and drying of the serum is readily 

to be believed for the reason that we often see the same thing entirely 

in profile, that is, the spiral turns are still preserved, but the whole spiral 

so bent as to form two or three sides of a quadrangle. 

Type EH may present the terminal features of any of the above but it 

also shows in its continuity a complete, circular loop, or more than one. 
The spiral wire assumes a similar appearance if one turn be pressed 

down or back. 

Type F represents a short, loosely curved organism attached to a ring 

or two rings, one at either end. This, we think, differs from D only in 

the proportions of the spiral viewed from the end, and in the fact that the 

part viewed in profile has the regularity of its curves more altered by pres- 
sure or drying. 

Type G represents various irregular forms which differ from the more 

characteristic individuals in form only, not in size or staining power. It 

is possible to produce all of them by pressure or traction applied in various 

ways to the wire spiral. 

Type H embraces the individuals which show dots in some part of 

their continuity. ‘These have been referred to by various writers as 
chromatin dots, as representing nucleus, blepharoplast, etc. Whether or 

not they be such, or are merely kinks or twists in the organism, we do 
not know. We are unable to determine any constancy in the frequency, 

number, or localization of their occurrence, and an analogous appearance 

may be caused in the wire coil by kinking or twisting it. 

These various types may be found pure or in a great variety of com- 

binations, such as B C, GD, CD H, HG, A H, ete. 

Types A, B and C are seen in the wet preparations, and of the three, 

C is by far the most common. It is unusual to see in such preparations 

any individuals which do not show the knob-like ends and the regular 

curves throughout their length. The other forms D, H, F,G, and H we 

have rarely or never seen in wet preparations, but occasionally we have 

observed individuals, particularly in old ones, which presented a some- 

what beaded appearance that might represent type H of the stained 

specimens. 

MOTILITY. 

In neither fresh nor stained specimens have we seen anything that we 

interpreted as an undulating membrane, nor anything that was differ- 

entiated as a flagellum in the distinct manner in which flagella are 
differentiated on certain bacteria or trypanosomata. The motility of the 

organisms ag seen in wet preparations probably varies from the extremely 

active movement already mentioned, which permits one to see a flash of 
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glancing light but no more, to avery sluggish motion which so closely ~ 

simulates entire passivity as to leave the observer in serious doubt as to 

whether any is present, other than that due to currents in the serum. 

When motion has ceased to a sufficient degree to permit of the organ- 

ism being well seen and clearly identified, it is always slow. It consists 

of a slight rotation on the axis of the spiral representing the appearance 

of a corkscrew movement, and a mild and gentle waving and bending of 

the entire organism. ‘These two varieties of motion combined, cause the 

treponema to pass across the field, to rise and sink, necessitatmg much 

change of focus, or, if one end of the organism it attached to the cover 
glass, or to foreign matter in the field, as is frequently the case, to lash 

or to swing im an indolent manner from this fixed point. 

This motion and what we consider the common form of the organism 

may best be observed in capillary tube preparations about one day old. 

In that length of time the accompanying bacteria have usually not multi- 

plied so greatly as to occupy the large part of the field they do later, 

while the treponema have ceased to move actively, and have usually 

increased in number and are readily found. In these preparations, or 

stained ones made from them, what are most commonly called the 

dividing forms are more frequently seen. 

DIVIDING FORMS. 

For ease of description we may designate these forms as additional 

types I, K, L and M. 

Type I is fairly common and, as indicated by Plate IV shows some 

variety in the arrangement of its component parts. Essentially it con- 

sists of two or more spirals which are attached one to another by their 

ends. In some, this attachment is such as to be almost or quite indistin- 
guishable from type B. 

Type K is also quite common and differs from I in that the attachment 

is firmer and involves a greater part of the length of the parasite. It 

is as though the wire of the spiral had been split throughout a quarter, 

a half, or three quarters of its length, the turns being preserved. How- ~ 
ever, the two sections of the spiral are frequently unequal in length. The 

appearance presented in such cases has been figured by Siedlecki and 

Krystalowicz(23) as representing conjugation. 

Type L is probably the most striking and pretty form to be seen. 
Here the two component parts are intertwined throughout their length, 

the two ends at one extremity, however, being free. Occasionally all 

four ends are free, but more commonly those at one extremity are fused, 

or they take their origin from a common dot or knob. - 

These types, I, K, and L, have usually been considered indicative of 
longitudinal division, and they so appear to us. 
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However, some writers, particularly Novy and Knapp(24), have con- 

sidered it possible that division of Treponema may be by transverse 

fission, and type M, which is very rare, would seem to be an example. 

In this type we see what looks like one organism but it shows a break 

in its continuity. More than one break rarely occurs. Whether these 

apparent breaks are really such, or are merely artefacts, we do not know. 

They usually appear like the latter. We have seen the appearance indi- 

eated both in stained preparations and in photomicrographs, but not in 

wet specimens. 
VIABILITY. 

We have found treponema which showed shght motion and preserved 

their forms in a capillary tube preparation of serum made thirty-four 

days prior to the time of its examination; apparently the organisms 

were alive but we made no inoculations with them. The bacteria, which 

had been very numerous in other preparations made at the time, but not 

kept so long, had so far as we could see all died, leaving a pure culture 

of Treponema pertenuss. 
Undoubted motion is preserved by organisms in tube preparations for 

a period of several days, although it is always sluggish after a few hours 

and often after one hour or less. 

CULTIVATION. 

At the suggestion of Dr. Miyajima we studied capillary tube prepara- 

tions of the serum from yaws lesions, in the hope of obtaining aggluti- 

nation of the treponema, as Dr. Miyajima said that he had obtained it 

in similar preparations from chancres. Our hopes in that direction 

were speedly realized, as we obtained marked clumping in the first one 

we made. These tubes were examined on the second, third and fourth 

days. 

We have not since had an opportunity to discuss the matter with Dr. 

Miyajima, and therefore are not quite sure as to what he meant by the 

term “agglutination.” If he used it as meaning merely the aggregation 

of already existing organisms into clumps, we think that his statement 

was not sufficiently broad, as it is our opinion that the numbers of 

treponema in such preparations are greatly increased after one day to a 

week. 

Usually, the increase is manifest within 24 hours; however, at times, 

it takes place more slowly and may only become well marked after several 

days. The increase in numbers and the clumping are both almost, but 

not quite, constant; of the two increase is, in our opinion, the more so. 

We obtained a similar result in one of the two cases of syphilis in which 

' we made the same experiment with serum from the chancre. 

It is difficult to determine accurately whether a smear preparation 
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containing scattered treponema has as many organisms as another prep- 

aration in which they are in clumps. Novy and Knapp, who describe 

agglutination of Spirillum obermeieri say that m the case of that organ- 
ism there is no increase in number. Counts being out of the question, 

the observers’ estimate must be relied upon. Our belief, based on many 

examinations of sera made on the first, second, and third days, ete., 

is that in most instances 7'reponema pertenuis multiplies greatly when 

kept in the serum in capillary tubes, and in some instances the in- 

crease seems to occur without the agglutination. Our opinion that 

the organisms multiply in such preparations is based not only on the 

greater number of them found in the tube preparations as compared with 

smears made at the same time, but also on the appearance of the clumps 

and the great preponderance of what we consider dividing forms as 

described under types I, K and L. The nature of some such clumps 

and dividing forms are shown in the accompanying photomicrographs. 

(Pl. 1, figs. 5 and 6.) 

Exceptionally, neither multiplication nor agglutination developed in 

the tubes, and the failures, while infrequent, are somewhat irregular and 

do not admit of what we consider a thoroughly satisfactory explanation. 

However, in general terms, we are of the opinion that they are due to 

one or both of the following reasons: 

First. Variability in the immunity of the yaws patient and in the 

amount of antibodies contained in the serum; possibly the variability of 

immunity may even be local, or toxins elaborated by bacteria may be 

present locally to inhibit the growth. An interesting observation which 

may bear on this point was made in a case of syphilis. 

Serum from a chancre was taken up in tubes on Monday. The 

chancre was then washed with bichloride solution and dressed with 

calomel. On Tuesday it was thoroughly cleaned and more serum placed 

in tubes. The tubes of Monday showed marked increase and clumping 

of treponema, those of Tuesday, neither. The patient was not taking 

any general treatment. 

Second. Variability in the bacterial content of the tubes and conse- 

quently in their content of soluble toxins. 3 

While it is readily possible to make fresh smear preparations of yaws 

serum which show very few or no bacteria, it has not been possible, in 

our experience, to obtain a serum really free from these organisms, and 

in the sealed tubes they multiply enormously. However, the fact that 

both multipheation and clumping occur in the great majority of tubes 
encouraged us in the idea that we might cultivate the treponema indefi- 

nitely, and as the favorable medium seemed to be the serum of sus- 

ceptible persons or animals, we endeavored to obtain growth on monkey 

blood and on ascitic fluid from a patient who was suffering from cirrhosis 
of the liver who also gave a history of syphilis. The ascitic fluid was 
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used in two ways, plain and heated to 60° C. for thirty minutes to destroy 

complement. In none of these media did we obtain any growth of the 

treponema, although bacteria developed in all. 

However, we did not have the opportunity to repeat these experiments, 

and we are not convinced that cultivation of the treponema is impossible. 

PATHOGENESIS. 

It has been stated by different authors that yaws is inoculable on lower 

animals, notably cats and monkeys, and that it is inoculable from person 

to person. We have made no inoculation experiments on persons, and 

none on lower animals other than monkeys (Cynomolgus philippinensis 

Geoff.). Of these we inoculated five, using serum from the yaws of 

three different patients. All five of the monkeys developed yaws lesions 

of a sufficiently characteristic appearance to permit of diagnosis based 

on that feature alone. 

In addition to this typical appearance we found Treponema pertenwis 

in all of the lesions. The organisms did not differ in any demonstrable 

way from those seen in serum from human lesions. In numbers, meas- 

urements, staining reactions, shape and motion they were similar. 

However, the monkeys did not show the secondary lesions of a 

generalized infection, nor could we, in the instance in which we tried it, 

induce yaws in other monkeys by inoculating them with the blood or 

splenic juice of an infected animal. ‘The yaws lesion did spread, and in 

that way give rise to what might be termed secondary lesions, but this 

was always by continuity and we observed no evidence to make us think 

that it was ever through a general blood or lymph infection. 

BIOLOGICAL POSITION OF TREPONEMA PERTENUIS. 

We see no reason to doubt that the biological position of Treponema 

pertenwis is as close to that of Treponema pallidum as one species may 

be to another. The almost overwhelming weight of scientific opinion 
at the present time seems to leave the latter organism where Schaudinn 

placed it, among the Protozoa. 

However, its protozoal nature is not universally accepted, and probably 

will not be for some time to come. Our opinion is that both organisms 

are protozoal, but while so eminent a zoologist as Stiles(25) concedes to 

others the right to regard pallidum as of vegetable nature, we feel that 

we may safely grant the same latitude in respect to Treponema pertenuis. 

What we believe to be more immediately important and more easily 

determinable are the following propositions: 

First. That Treponema pertenws is constantly found in the serum 

from yaws lesions. 
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Second. That it can, at the present time, be differentiated from Tre- 

ponema pallidum only by the consideration of the lesion from which 

it is obtained, or by the inoculation of certain animals. 

Third. That its many forms in stained preparations are all explainable 

on the supposition that it is a regular spiral, often deformed by the 

forces or processes concerned in the spreading, drying and staining of 

the smears. 

Fourth. That, as will be shown more fully in Part II of this paper, 

the inoculation of serum contaiming this organism causes yaws in mon- 

keys, and that the organism is again found in the lesions of the in- 

oculated animals. 

Fifth. That Treponema pertenwis is the cause of yaws. 

PART II. 

THE EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OF YAWS IN MONKEYS. 

Historical_—The literature relating to the production of frambeesia in monkeys 

by the inoculation of material from the lesions of the disease is very limited 

and so far as we have been able to determine Neisser, Baerman and Halberstiidter, 

working together in Batavia, Java, and Castellani, in Colombo, Ceylon, have been 

the only investigators to produce the disease in these animals. To Castellani 

belongs the credit of demonstrating Treponema pertenuis in the experimental 

lesions in monkeys, the other investigators mentioned not searching for the 

organism, although, in their report they mention Castellami’s discovery of a 

spirocheta in the lesions in man. 

Neisser, Baerman and Halberstiidter (26) inoculated seven monkeys with serum 

from yaws papules, the inoculation being made upon the breast and over the 

eyebrow, by rubbing the infective material into small abrasions in the regions 

mentioned. Frambeesia developed in all of the animals, the incubation period 

varying from thirteen to fourteen days in two Gibbons, to 96 days in Macaccus. 

In the latter, five in all, the incubation period was twenty-two, thirty-one, sixty- 

five, ninety-one and ninety-six days, respectively. So-called secondary lesions 

- developed in three of the animals, forty, forty-nine and seventy days after the 

primary lesions had appeared, the authors stating that the secondary lesions 

always appeared upon the site of the initial one and extended in a serpiginous 

manner into the surrounding skin. They did not observe a generalized eruption in 

any of the animals. They also inoculated seven monkeys (Macacus nemestrin, MU. 

niger and M. cynomolgus) with material from yaws papules in monkeys suffering 

from the disease. In only one of these animals (M. niger) inoculated from a MW. 

nemestrin, did the disease develop after an incubation period of thirty-four days. 

The authors then endeavored to produce the disease in monkeys by subcuta- 

neous inoculation of a mixture of splenic juice, bone marrow and lymph glands 

from a Gibbon suffering from yaws. They injected three WU. cynomolgus, with 

negative results in all. Inoculation of three monkeys of the same species with 

splenic pulp and three with the bone marrow from an infected M. cynomolgus, 

resulted in one of the three inoculated with bone marrow developing frambeesia 

after an incubation period of forty-four days. 

These investigators also demonstrated that monkeys successfully inoculated 

with syphilis developed frambeesia upon inoculation. Im one instance a monkey 

(M. niger) was inoculated upon April 17 with syphilis and developed the primary 

syphilitic lesion upon May 13. On May 28 the same monkey was inoculated with 
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frambesia and the typical yaws papule developed at the site of inoculation upon 

August 1. Another monkey (M. cynomolgus) was inoculated September 23 with 

frambeesia, and on October 25 with syphilis. Upon November 8 a typical yaws 

papule appeared at the site of inoculation, while on November 15 the characteristic 

syphilitic lesion appeared. 

From their experiments the authors mentioned draw the following conclusions: 

1. Frambeesia is inoculable from man to higher and lower apes. 

2. Frambeesia is inoculable from ape to ape. 

3. Infection in monkeys following inoculation of the bone marrow proves that . 

frambeesia is a general and not a local disease. 

4. Apes infected with syphilis are susceptible to frambesia. 

Castellani(27) inoculated four Ceylon monkeys (species not given) with 

frambesia. Only one of these developed the disease after an incubation period 

of nineteen days. A small papule, which enlarged slowly and became covered with 

a crust, developed at the site of inoculation. Two months later, the original 

papule being still present, four others appeared, two upon the forehead near 

the first lesion, and two upon the upper lip; one of these papules disappeared in a 

few days, but the other three enlarged slightly, became moist and a yellowish crust 

formed over each. At the end of three months all of the lesions had healed. In 

the scrapings from the lesions, Treponema pertenuis was demonstrated repeatedly. 

Six weeks after the disappearance of the yaws lesions this “monkey was 

inoculated with syphilis, and sixteen days later a typical syphilitic lesion de- 

veloped, accompanied by general glandular enlargement. 

The positive results obtained by the investigators whose work we have 

briefly reviewed, led us to repeat partially their experiments with a view 

of determining if the native monkey of the Philippines, Cynomolgus phil- 

ippinensis Geoff., could be infected with frambcesia, and of adding, if 

possible, something to our knowledge concerning the disease as observed 

in these animals and the relation of T’reponema pertenuis to the lesions 

produced by experimental inoculation. While our observations can not 

be considered as completed, we believe the results so far obtained are of 

interest and should be put upon record. In the main, our work has con- — 

firmed the results of the above mentioned investigators and we believe we 

are justified in asserting that frambeesia is easily inoculable from man 

to monkeys and that Treponema pertenws is constantly present in the 

active experimental lesions and stands in a causal relationship to them. 

Material and methods—The monkeys used in our experiments were all 

Cynomolgus philippinensis Geoft., the common native monkey of the Philippine 

Islands. We have experimented with eleven monkeys, the inoculations in such 

animals being both by the subcutaneous pocket method and by vaccination, that 

is, rubbing a little of the yaws serum into slight abrasions upon the skin. The 

site of inoculation was generally the skin of the abdomen and forehead, but the 

inside of the thigh was used in inoculating with syphilitic serum. The method 

by vaccination proved, in our experience, slightly more successful than the sub- 

cutaneous pocket method, but it is probable that if a larger number of animals 

were used there would be found to be no difference in the results obtained. In 

every instance of successful inoculation, the slight wounds healed rapidly and 

the site of inoculation appeared normal until the development of the yaws papules 

at periods varying from sixteen to thirty-five or forty-five days after the inocula- 

tion. The serum used in making the inoculations was obtained in the manner 

already described for securing smears for staining. 
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In searching for Treponema pertenwis in the lesions in monkeys the same 

methods of securing specimens of the serum and staining them were used as have 

been already described in Part I of this report. 

We also endeavored to secure cultures of Treponema pertenuis from the lesions 

in monkeys, using methods similar to those employed in our endeavors to cultivate 

the organism from human lesions. 

In considering the experimental production of frambcesia in these 

animals we were desirous of investigating many problems intimately 

connected with the subject, aside from the mere successful result of in- 

oculation, and while we have attempted to solve some of them, we do not 

feel justified as yet in expressing an opinion regarding our results in 

certain directions. This is especially true of our experiments regarding 

re-infection and the local or general nature of the disease as it is observed 

in monkeys in general, for our experiments in these directions are too 

few to be of definite value, although they are suggestive. The following 

protocols of our inoculations include those already completed and those 

in which it is too early as yet to predict the result. 

PROTOCOLS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

Monkey No. 1 (3070).—This monkey was inoculated on February 16, 1907, 

with serum from a typical yaws papule on a young Filipina girl. A sub- 

cutaneous pocket inoculation was made in the skin of the abdomen, and some 

of the serum was rubbed into a scarified area over the left eyebrow. Smears 

of the serum, prepared at the time the inoculation was made, showed numerous 

examples of Treponema pertenuis. The inoculation wound healed rapidly 

and the animal appeared normal until March 4, when a small papule covered 

with a yellowish crust was noticed at the point of the inoculation upon the 

abdomen;-the crust was removed and smears made from the serum which 

exuded from the minute granulations. An examination of these smears demon- 

strated the presence of Treponema pertenuis in large numbers. The period 

of incubation was about sixteen days. Upon March 8, a small, crusted papule 

had appeared at the point of inoculation over the left eyebrow and smears 

of serum from this lesion also showed Treponema pertenuis. Both the lesions 

enlarged slowly, especially the abdominal one, and healing in the center, ex- 

tended in a circular manner into the surrounding healthy skin. The lesion 

upon the head had disappeared by May 14, but the abdominal lesion persisted 

until May 28. Duration of the disease, eighty-two days. On May 15, this 

animal, still showing a yaws papilloma upon the abdomen, was inoculated 

with serum from a chancre which contained numerous Treponema pallidum. 

A subcutaneous pocket inoculation was made in the skin of the abdomen and 

in addition some of the serum from the chancre was rubbed into an abrasion 

upon the inside of the left thigh. No results have followed these inoculations 

to date, June 30, 1907. 

Monkey No. 2 (3071).—On February 16, 1907, this animal was inocu- 

lated subcutaneously on the abdomen and through an abrasion over the left 

eyebrow with serum from a yaws tubercle from the same case as monkey 

No. 1 (3070). On March 8, a small. crusted papule was observed at the 

site of inoculation on the head, which gradually enlarged until it reached the 

size of a small hazelnut; a typical, yellowish crust developed, which upon 

removal disclosed the characteristic. pink. granulating surface of a yaws papil- 
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loma. Examination of the serum from the lesion demonstrated repeatedly 

the presence of Treponema pertenuis. The incubation period in this case 

was twenty days. The lesion had entirely disappeared on May 2, thus making 

the duration of the disease fifty-six days. On May 16 this animal was re- 

inoculated with yaws serum through a subcutaneous pocket upon the abdomen 

and an abrasion over the right eyebrow. No lesion has appeared to date, June 

30, upon the abdomen, but the inoculation wound over the right eyebrow sup- 

purated and a deeply excavated ulcer resulted. Repeated examinations of the 

material from the ulcer have always resulted negatively for Treponema pertenuis. 

Monkey No. 3 (38072).—This animal was inoculated February 26, 1907, with 

serum from a yaws tubercle on a native woman, the inoculation being made upon 

the abdomen and over the left eyebrow in the manner described. The serum 

used contained many examples of Treponema pertenuis. On March 8 after an 

incubation period of twenty days, a small, crusted papule was noticed at the site 

of inoculation upon both the abdomen and the head. Both lesions enlarged, 

became covered with a typical crust, and the examinations, which were made 

repeatedly, were always positive for Treponema pertenus. This monkey did not 

stand close confinement well, became weaker and weaker, and was chloroformed 

on March 18, ten days after the appearance of the yaws lesion. At autopsy the- 

viscera appeared normal, but the cervical and inguinal glands were slightly en- 

larged. The yaws tubercle upon the abdomen measured 1 by 0.75 centimeters, 

was considerably raised above the surrounding skin and covered with a yellowish 

erust. The lesion upon the head was 1.5 by 1 centimeter, and was very typical 

of the yaws papilloma as seen in man. The pathologic material was handed to 

Dr. H. T. Marshall, pathologist of the Bureau of Science, for examination. 

Monkey No. 4 (3073) was inoculated February 26, 1907, upon the abdomen and 

over the left eyebrow in the manner described, with serum from a yaws tubercle 

in a native woman. Upon March 8, twenty days after inoculation, a typical 

yaws papule developed at the site of vaccination upon the head. ‘This lesion 

enlarged slightly, became covered with the characteristic crust, and the examina- 

tion of the serum from the granulation tissue revealed upon the removal of the 

crust showed the presence, repeatedly, of a few Treponema pertenuis. By April 

16, the lesion had healed, the duration of the disease being about thirty-nine 

days. On May 15, this animal was inoculated upon the abdomen and right 

thigh with serum from a chancre showing many examples of 7'’reponema pallidum. 

No results have been obtained from this experiment to date, June 30, 1907. 

Monkey No. 5 (A).—This animal was inoculated April 10, 1907, upon the 

abdomen and right eyebrow, with serum from a yaws tubercle in a leper woman, 

the inoculation upon the head being subcutaneous. upon the abdomen by rubbing 

the serum into a slight abrasion. No lesion appeared upon this monkey until 

May 29, when a well-developed papule about 1 centimeter in diameter and covered 

with a thick. yellowish crust was observed. This lesion had evidently existed for 

several days, so that the incubation period is uncertain, probably between thirty- 

five and forty-five days. Upon removal of the crust the typical pink, rasp- 

berry-like growth was well marked and examination of the serum from the lesion 

demonstrated Treponema pertenuis. In this case the lesion enlarged but slightly 

and by June 12 had disappeared, the duration of the disease being about two 

weeks. : 

Monkey No. 6 (3109).—This monkey was inoculated on March 18 by the 

subeutaneous pocket method upon the abdomen and through an abrasion upon 

the forehead, with blood from the heart of monkey No. 3 (3072), obtained at the 

time of autopsy. No lesions have developed in this animal to date, June 30, 1907. 
n 

Monkey No. 7 (3110).—Was inoculated March 18, 1907, in the same manner 
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as monkey No. 6 (3109) with splenic juice from monkey No. 3 (3072) obtained 

at autopsy. No lesions have developed in this animal to date, June 30, 1907, but 

there is marked enlargement of the inguinal lymphatic glands. 

Monkey No. 8 (3111).—Inoculated as above with serum from the yaws lesion 

upon head of monkey No. 3 (3072) obtained at the time of autopsy, March 18. 

This animal was in a weakened condition from continued confinement at the time of 

inoculation and died on April 6, nineteen days after the inoculation. No lesions 

of yaws had appeared at the time of death and the autopsy did not show anything 

of interest beyond enlargement of the spleen, liver, kidneys and the lymphatics 

of the abdomen. 

Monkey No. 9 (B)=—This animal was inoculated April 13 in the manner 

already described with yaws serum from a leper woman, the serum having been 

kept in a glass capillary tube for three days. No lesions have appeared in this 

monkey to date, June 30, 1907. 

Monkey No. 10 (C).—Inoculated through a subcutaneous pocket upon the 

abdomen May 15 and through an abrasion upon the inside of left thigh, with 

serum from a chancre, showing very numerous examples of Treponema pertenuis. 

No lesions have appeared to date, June 30, 1907. 

Monkey No. 11 (D).—Inoculated May 15 in the same manner as monkey 

No. 10 (C) with serum from a chancre showing the presence of Treponema 

pallidum. No lesions have appeared in this monkey to date, June 30, 1907. 

The two latter animals were used as controls to our inoculation of syphilis in 

yaws monkeys No. 1 (3070) and No. 4 (3073). 

SUMMARY. 

The protocols given show that, in all, eleven monkeys have been used 

in our experimental work. Of these, five were inoculated directly with 

serum from human yaws lesions; one with serum from a human lesion, 

the serum having been kept in a glass capillary tube for three days; one 

with blood from the heart ofa monkey that had developed yaws; one 

with splenic juice from the same monkey; one with serum from a yaws — 
papilloma in a monkey; and two with serum from a primary syphilitic 

lesion. In addition, one monkey after recovery from yaws was reinocu- 

lated with human yaws serum, and two after recovery were inoculated 

with syphilis. As regards results; of the five monkeys inoculated with 

yaws serum taken immediately from the human lesions all developed 

typical yaws tubercles; the animal inoculated with serum from a yaws 

lesion in a monkey died before the period of incubation, as shown by our 

experiments, had expired; the monkey reimoculated with yaws after 
recovery has developed no lesions. Lastly, in not one of the four 

monkeys inoculated with syphilis have any lesions developed. 

PERIOD OF INCUBATION. 

As will be seen upon referring to the protocols, the period of imcuba- 

tion of yaws in the moukeys we experimented with varied from sixteen 

to about forty-five days, but it should be understood that this is 

only approximate, as owing to the distance of the location of the animals 

from us and pressure of work, the animals were not inspected every day 

and thus the lesions-may have existed a short time before they were 
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noticed. However, the limit of error in this respect is small and of no 

practical importance. ‘The approximate period of incubation in our five 

successful inoculations was as follows: 
Days 

Mom ere NO mm le (3 O10) at eater cee erie ee ee ee eee 16 

Ilona keene ING 2) (SADIE ase 2 eerie ante ea cae aoa eee ee a kee ee 20 

INNO SSUES INTO Shot (SIO /22) eset ae a seed See eae ae ea eae 20 

NiromnleryaeIN er a ((3, Oifi3)) actrees meen aes cee 2 J en Oe ee eee 20 

INGOT Ea SING) aaNet eC te ee ae 35 to 45 

In the case of monkey No. 5 (A), the yaws Jesion, when first noticed, 

was-about the size of a small pea and had obviously been present for a 

number of days. 

Comparing our results with these of Neisser, Baermann and Hal- 
berstadter (28), it is noticeable that in our monkeys the period of incuba- 
tion was much shorter, as a rule, although the same low type of animal 

was used. Indeed, the incubation period of yaws in Cynomolgus phil- 

ippinensis Geoff., approaches more nearly that in Gibbons, as is shown 

by the investigators mentioned. Thus, in the lower types of monkeys used 

by them, the incubation period in five animals was found to be twenty-two, 

thirty-one, sixty-five, ninety-one and ninety-six days respectively, while 

in only one of our five animals did it probably exceed twenty days. If we 

add to this result the probability that the lesions in all of our cases may 

have existed for a day or two before they were noticed, thus shortening 

the period. of incubation still further, the difference in our results and 

those in the German commission becomes more noticeable. The regula- 

rity of the period in our animals is also worthy of notice, four of them 

developing the disease between the fifteenth and twentieth day after 

inoculation. ! 

Duration of the disease—In the five monkeys in which we produced 

frambeesia by inoculation the duration of the lesion was as follows: 

Monkey No. 1 (3070), eighty-four days; No. 2 (3071), fifty-seven days; No. 3 

(3072), ten days (this animal was chloroformed while the lesions were still 

active) ; No. 4 (3073), thirty-nine days; No. 5 (A), fourteen to twenty-one days. 

It was invariably our experience that in the more severe cases the 

primary lesion tended to spread into the surrounding skin, and the more 
marked this tendency was, the longer the disease lasted. We failed to 

observe any general glandular enlargement or any symptoms pointing to 

a general infection. 

The lesions of frambesia as observed in monkeys—The lesions pro- 

duced by the experimental inoculation or frambcesia in monkeys do not 

differ essentially, in their morphology, from those occuring in the disease 

in man, but we have never observed the secondary or generalized erup- 

tion, which, according to most authors, follows the primary lesion in 

the human subject. Neisser, Baermann and Halberstadter regard as 

secondary eruptions the extension of the infection from the site of the 
603374 
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original lesion and in one of our animals, Monkey No. 1 (3070), such 

an extension occurred. However, we do not believe the new lesions so 

produced to constitute a secondary eruption, but simply to be an invasion 

of the contiguous healthy tissue by the organism causing the disease; 

that is, the treponema. Castellani appears to have secured true second- 

ary lesions situated at a distance from the original papule in his one 

successful inoculation, and in this case a general infection might be 
supposed to exist. 

The evidence obtained from our experiments would appear to indicate 

that experimental frambcesia in the monkey, at least in Cynomolgus 

philippinensis Geoff., is a purely local infection which readily heals after 

a period of time varying from a few days to several weeks. As we have 

stated, a few days after inoculation, the wounds had completely healed, 

although when the infection was conveyed by means of a subcutaneous 

pocket a slight thickening about the site of inoculation persisted for a 

short time, finally disappearing before the appearance of the yaws papule. 

In all of our animals the yaws lesion appeared at the site of inocula- 
tion and when first diagnosed consisted of a small papule, very slightly 

elevated above the surrounding skin and covered with a yellowish cap 

or crust. The papules varied in size from that of a large pin’s head to 

a small pea. The epidermis had been replaced by the yellowish crust, 

which upon removal revealed a moist surface composed of minute, closely 

aggregated, but separate, pinkish points, from which a thin, slightly 

milky fluid exuded. 

The initial papule gradually enlarged, became in most instances eleva- 

ted, and the crust, formed of the exuded serum, became thicker and more 

noticeable. The lesions were circular in form and firm upon pressure. 

Even when fully developed they were not greatly elevated, as is so fre- 
quently the case in human yaws tubercles, and in only one of our animals 

did they project markedly above the surrounding surface. While the 

crust covering them was always more or less elevated, it would almost 

invariably be found upon its removal that the granulating surface was 

but slightly raised, although very distinctly demarcated from the healthy 
skin surrounding it. 

The crust covering the fully developed yaws lesion in the monkey was 

perfectly characteristic of that over similar lesions in man, varying in 

thickness, easily removed, and yellowish-brown im color, sometimes 

streaked with reddish-brown due to admixtures with blood. 
The surface of the fully developed yaws papule in the monkey, after 

the removal of the crust, was typical of that observed in human lesions. 
The color varied from a light pink to a bright red, and a colorless or 

slightly whitish serum oozed from the raw surface which consisted of 

minute, closely aggregated papille, situated upon a slightly raised base 
and surrounded by apparently healthy skin. In some of our animals 

the typical “raspberry” appearance, so characteristic of the human yaws 
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tubercle, was well illustrated. When fully developed the papules aver- 

aged 1 centimeter in diameter. In one of our animals, Monkey No. 1 
(3070), the lesion both upon the head and the abdomen was typical of 

that variety of the disease described by Pierez(29), Scheube(30), Man- 

son(31) and others as “ringworm yaws.” ‘The first lesion appeared 

upon the abdomen and presented the appearance already described. 

After a few days it was observed that in both the abdominal lesion and 

that which had meanwhile appeared on the head, healing was occurring 

at the center while the edges were covered with an elevated crust. At 

this time the lesion resembled a ringworm infection so closely that we 
made an examination for the fungus, with negative results. 

The lesion upon the head, when fully developed, measured about 2 

centimeters in diameter and consisted of a perfect ring of raised, gran- 

ulating tissue covered with the characteristic yellowish crust, and in- 

closing the original site of the yaws papule; which had healed without 

sear formation and but httle pigmentation. Removal of the crust dis- 

closed the usual moist, pink surface and an examination of the serum 

exuding from it demonstrated the presence of Treponema pertenwis in 

large numbers. A slight extension of this lesion occurred in the form 

of a small, characteristic papule developing at its lower portion and 

slightly involving the eyelid. 

The abdominal lesion enlarged rapidly and for some time presented 
the appearance of a large yaws tubercle, markedly elevated and covered 

with a mammillated yellow crust. Healing began at the center of the 

tubercle and soon a typical, “ringworm” appearance was assumed but 

here a very considerable invasion of the surrounding skin occurred, new 

papules appeared at the periphery of the original lesion, so that eventually 

nearly one-half of the surface of the abdomen was involved in the process. 
The new lesions were easily demonstrated to be extensions, in direct con- 

tinuity with preéxisting ones and sound skin was never found separating 

these lesions while in the active stage. ‘Their progress answered perfectly 

to the so-called secondary lesions described by Neisser, Baermann and 

Halberstidter, but as we have stated, we can not regard them as an 

evidence of a general infection and therefore as “secondary” in the sense 

in which the term is used in connection with syphilis. 

After persisting for a varying period of time, the lesions of frambeesia 

heal in the same manner as those occurring in man, the hypertrophied 

papille atrophy, the crust covering the papilloma shrivels up and falls 

off, and a slightly discolored, but apparently sound area of skin, devoid 

of hair, marks their former site. After a few days the hair again grows 

and it becomes practically impossible to discover the point of the in- 

oculation. As it is now nearly three months since our animals have 

recovered from the infection, and as we have seen no evidence of a gen- 

eralized secondary eruption, we believe we are justified in asserting that 
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in the species of monkey we used, a general eruption of yaws does not 

occur after experimental inoculation. While the lesions of frambesia 

are undoubtedly modified somewhat in the monkeys of the low type 

used in our work, they are yet so characteristic that we believe, from 

their appearance alone, a clinical diagnosis could be made even in 

the mildest case of infection we have observed, while in the more severe 

infections, such as Monkey No. 1 (3070), the nature of the lesion was 

apparent at a glance. It is probable that if higher species of apes were 
used, ihe lesions would be much more pronounced and a generalized 

eruption of yaws tubercles might occur. 

Examination for Treponema pertenuis.—We have examined the lesions 

in all of our sucessfully moculated animals for Treponema pertenwms and 

have repeatedly demonstrated its presence in every case, without any spe- 

cial difficulty. The organisms occurred usually in the very earliest stage 

of growth of the yaws papule and persisted until the lesion had nearly 
healed, beg most numerous.during the active growth of the papule and 

decreasing in number as the healing process advanced. As we have stated, 

the treponema occurring in the lesions in monkeys did not differ in any 

particular from the ones found in the serum from the lesions in man. 

In most instances no other spirocheete were observed in the preparation, 

although, in one or two cases, organisms corresponding to the type 

of S. refrigens were observed, but these were very rare. As in man, 

the lesions covered with crust showed the treponema unmixed with other 

spirochete, while in those in which the crust had been removed, for 

instance by scratching, thus allowing secondary infections to occur, 

organisms corresponding to the types described by Castellani were infre- 

quently observed. 

Serum from the lesions in some of our inoculated animals was col- 

lected in capillary tubes and kept for varying periods of time. Apparent 

multiplication of Treponema pertenwis occurred in some, and the organ- 

isms remained motile for several days. In the material so collected the 

organisms occurred singly, in pairs, or in clumps. Agglutination and 

apparent longitudinal division were also observed in the serum from the 

lesions in these animals. 
We consider the constant presence of Treponema pertemus in the ex- 

perimental lesions of yaws in monkeys, produced by the inoculation from 

the lesions in man, of serum containing them and their absence in 

other conditions, to be conclusive proof of their etiological relationship 
to frambeesia. If we add to this the fact that as the lesions heal, the 

treponema gradually disappear and the further fact, as proved by the 
case of Monkey No. 2 (3071), that the organisms can not be found in 

pyogenic ulcerations even when inoculated, unless frambeesia be induced, 

it appears to us that the evidence is complete. Treponema pertenuwis is 

found constantly and only in the lesions of frambeesia, whether they are 
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natural, as in human infection, or experimental, as in the infection of 

animals. 

Reinfection.—In only one instance [Monkey No. 2 (3071) | have we 

attempted to reinfect a monkey that had recovered from framboesia, and 

in this animal the reinoculation of human yaws serum resulted nega- 

tively. 

Inoculation from monkey to monkey.—In one instance [Monkey No. 

8 (3111) ] we attempted to inoculate a monkey with the serum from a 

well-marked lesion occurring in another animal of the same species, but 

unfortunately the inoculated animal died in nineteen days, before the 
probable period of incubation had expired. In view of the results of 

Neisser, Baermann and Halberstidter, who obtained only one successful 

result from the inoculation of seven monkeys with the serum of infected 

animals, it is obvious that no conclusions can be drawn from our single 

experiment. 
Inoculation of blood and splenic pulp.—tn order to determine whether 

frambeesia, as observed in infected animals, is a general or local disease 

we inoculated one monkey [No. 6 (3109) ] with blood from the heart 
of an animal infected with yaws, and another [No. 7 (3110)] with 

splenic pulp from the same animal. No results followed these inoc- 

ulations, but we do not consider that the experiments prove anything 

as Neisser, Baermann and Halberstadter obtained only negative results 

in six monkeys inoculated with splenic pulp and with a mixture of 

splenic juice, bone marrow and mesenteric glands and only one positive 

result in three animals inoculated with bone marrow. We did not at- 

tempt the inoculation of bone marrow, but in view of the fact, that of 

the nine animals injected by the investigators mentioned, the only 

positive result was obtained by the inoculation of this substance, we feel 

that our negative result with the blood and splenic pulp does not justify 

us in drawing a definite conclusion as to the production of the disease in 

this manner. 

Inoculation of yaws and syphilis—Both Castellani(32) and Neisser 

and his co-workers appear to have proved conclusively that monkeys 

which have recovered from yaws are susceptible to syphilis. We have 

endeavored to repeat their experiments, but have failed to produce 
syphilis either in monkeys which have recovered from yaws or in those 

that have never suffered from the disease. 

As shown in the protocols of our experiments, we inoculated two 

animals, Monkey No. 1 (3070) and Monkey No. 4 (3073), both of 

which had recovered from well-marked yaws lessions, with serum from 

a chancre containing at the time of inoculation numerous examples of 

Treponema pallidum. As controls we inoculated two healthy animals 

with serum from the same case. At the present time, two months after 
inoculation, none of these monkeys has developed syphilitic lesions, 
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and we are forced to the conclusion that it is extremely difficult, if not 

impossible, to inoculate syphilis in the species of monkeys used in our 

experiments (Cynomolgus philippinensis Geoff.). This difficulty, com- 

pared with the ease with which frambeesia in transmitted to the same 

species, speaks very strongly against the identity of the two diseases. 
Yaws and syphilis——As is well known, the question of the relation of 

yaws to syphilis has always excited much controversy, and Hutchinson’s 

theory that yaws is the original form of syphilis, the latter disease, as 

we observe it to-day, being frambcesia modified by passage through the 

Caucasian race, still has many supporters. The discovery of an organ- 

ism in yaws lesions indistinguishable morphologically from Treponema 
pallidum, at first sight appeared to lend additional evidence to the claim 

that yaws and syphilis are identical, but the experimental evidence al- 

ready at hand demonstrates that the lesions produced by Treponema 
pertenuis differ greatly from those caused by Treponema pallidum, and 

that infection with one of these organisms does not produce immunity 
against the other. Treponema pertenuis and Treponema pallidum. are, 

therefore, distinct species, and the lesions produced by each are charac- 

teristic and easily distinguished clinically, in uncomplicated cases. 

There is no room for doubt in our minds, after consulting the work 

of other authors and investigators and our own clinical and experi- 

mental experience, that yaws and syphilis are distinct diseases, our be- 

hef being based upon the following facts: ; 

(a) The pleomorphism of the lesions of syphilis, the uniformity of 

those of yaws. 

(b) The granulomata (yaws papules) are the primary lesions of yaws; 

such lesions, if syphilitic, could only be secondary or tertiary. 

(c) The presence of the very peculiar and typical yellow cap, or 

crust, covering the yaws lesions. 

(d) In infected regions every uncomplicated case of yaws, whether 

in children or adults, presents the same characteristic lesion (the pap- 

ule covered with a yellow crust.) If the disease were syphilitic a wider 

variation in the type of the lesion would be observed. 

(e) The epidemic occurrence of yaws, especially among young chil- 

dren, and the greater prevalence of the disease in children. 

(f) The absence of genital infections in any case observed by us. 

(g) The absence in yaws of such striking symptoms as loss of hair 
and iritis. 

(h) The auto-inoculability of yaws, even when a general eruption is 
present. 

(7) The ready inoculability of yaws into such a low type of monkey 

as Cynomolgus philippinensis Geoff., and. the negative result of the 
inoculation of syphilis in this species of monkey. 
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(7) The fact, as proved by Neisser, Baermann, and Halberstidter, and 

by Castellani, that monkeys susceptible to both yaws and syphilis can 

be infected with both, no immunity being conferred against the one by 
an attack of the other.? 

(k) The facts as proved by Charlouis (33) and Powell (34), that 

patients suffering from yaws can be infected with syphilis. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

As a result of our observations, both clinical and experimental, we 

believe that we are justified in drawing the following conclusions: 

1. That Treponema pertenuis is the cause of yaws. 
2. That Treponema pertenwis is constantly present in the serum from 

yaws lesions. 

3. That the variations in the morphology of Treponema pertenus are 

explainable by the deformities produced during the preparation of the 

serum for examination. . 

4. That Treponema pertenwis and Treponema pallidum can be dif- 

ferentiated by the results obtained from the inoculation of monkeys. 

5. That the inoculation of the serum from human yaws lesions con- 
taining Treponema pertenws causes yaws in monkeys and that the 

organism can easily be demonstrated in the lesions of the infected 

animals. 
6. That the length of the period of incubation in Cynomolgus philip- 

pinensis Geoff. is approximately twenty days. 

%. That the duration of the inoculated disease in this species of 

monkey varies from twenty-one to eighty-four days. 

8. That yaws and syphilis are distinct diseases. 

9. That Treponema pertenuis can be demonstrated in sections of yaws 

papillomata by the Levaditi method. 

Castellani, in au article published in the Journal of Hygiene for July, 1907, 

and only reaching here after the preceding paper had gone to the printer, draws 

the following summary and conclusions: 

“7. Monkeys are susceptible to yaws. The skin eruption in the monkeys I 

have experimented with (Semnopithecus priamus and Macacus pileatus) is, as 

a rule, confined to the seat of inoculation, but the infection is general, as is 

2On September 6, 1907, all of the experimental monkeys, except the two men- 

tioned above as dead and monkey No. 2 (3071), which was killed, were examined 

and none of them showed signs of either syphilis or yaws. One of the monkeys 

utilized in the experiments detailed in this report [No. 2 (3071)] was killed 

on July 22, 1907, because of the extension of the pyogenic ulcer on his brow to 

the orbit. All of the others are still living on October 7, 1907, and one of them 

[No. 11 (D)] has given birth to young. No one of them has shown signs or 

symptoms of either yaws or syphilis since they were last noted in the report. 
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proved by the presence of the Spirocheta pertenuwis in the spleen and lymphatic 

glands. E 

“2. Material obtained from persons suffering from yaws and apparently con- 

taining Spirocheta pertenwis only is infective to monkeys. 

“3. When the Spirocheta pertenuis has been removed from this material by 

filtration, the latter becomes inert. . 

“4. The inoculation of blood from the general circulation and blood taken 

from the spleen of yaws patients into monkeys may give positive results. 

“5. The inoculation of the cerebro-spinal fluid of yaws patients gives negative 

results. 

“6. Monkeys successfully inoculated with yaws do not become immune for 

syphilis. 

“7, Monkeys successfully inoculated with syphilis do not become immune for 

yaws. 

“8. By means of the Bordet-Gengou reaction it is possible to detect specific 

yaws antibodies and antigen. : 

“9. Yaws antibodies and antigen are entirely different from syphilitic anti- 

bodies and antigen. 

“10. The presence of the Spirocheta pertenuis in monkeys experimentally in- 

oculated, as well as in yaws patients, is practically constant in the unbroken 

eruptive lesions; the Spirocheta is frequently present in the spleen and lymphatic 

glands. 

“71. Yaws is generally conveyed by actual contact, but under certain circum- 

stances it may be conveyed by flies and possibly by other insects.” 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Puate I. 

T. pertenuis from human yaws lesion. 1 X 1500 (approximate 

T. perlenwis from human yaws lesion. 1 X 1500 (approximate). 

1 X 1500 ( 

5 
E 

)e 

) 
T. pertenwis from human yaws lesion. approximate) . 

T. pertenuis from human yaws lesion. 1 X 1200 (approximate). 

. I. pertenuis from capillary tube culture, showing agelutination and prob- 

able longitudinal division. 1 X 1200 (approximate). Note compar- 

ative size of treponema and cocci. 

Same. 1 X 1500. 

PLATE II. 

T. pertenwis from capillary tube culture, showing agglutination and prob- 

able longitudinal division. 1 X 1500 (approximate). Note compar- 

ative size of treponema and cocci. 

T. pertenwis from inoculated yaws in monkey. 1 X 300 (approximate) . 

T. pertenwis from inoculated yaws in monkey. 1 X 1500 (approximate). 

T. pallidum from human syphilis. 1 X 1500 (approximate). 

T. pertenuis in degenerated area of epithelium of human yaws lesion. 

Leyaditi method. 

Puate ITI. 

Fras. 12-15. Examples of yaws lesions as seen in Tilipinos. 

PLATE IV. 

Diagrammatic illustration of types exhibited by 7. pertenwis in stained prepa- 

rations. 
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YAWS: A HISTOLOGIC STUDY. 

By Harry T. MARSHALL, 

(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.) 

Doctors Ashburn and Craig kindly turned over to me the tissues from 
the cases discussed in the preceding paper, for study. The tissues exam- 

ined consisted (1) of an early yaws papule removed from a patient 

suffering with leprosy and yaws, and (2) of ulcerating yaws nodules 

from a monkey inoculated from a patient seen near Manila. 

As the photographs illustrate, the lesions in the two cases are essen- 

tially. alike and a single description suffices for them. 

Sections through the papule and ulcers were fixed in Zenker’s fluid 

immediately after removal and were treated with the ordinary stains. 

Hematoxylin and eosin gave the clearest pictures. The sections show 

(a) regressive, (0) vascular and exudative, and (c) regenerative changes. 

The regressive ones are confined to the epithelial structures ; the exudative 

are most marked immediately beneath the epithelium; the regenerative 

changes are evidenced as atypical epithelial formations and by the pres- 

ence of a few epithelioid connective tissue cells. 

(a) The degenerative changes are confined to the epithelial structures, 

including surface epithelium, epithelial downgrowths, hair follicles, seba- 

ceous and sweat glands. ‘There is at first an increase in the thickness 

of the epithelium affecting chiefly the polyhedral cells, with blurring of 

the outlines between the separate layers and disappearance of the pig- 

ment layer. The horny layer is thrown off and the epithelium appears 

as a greatly thickened structure, made up of large, swollen, cloudy, vacu- 

lated cells, with swollen, pale nuclei, showing irregular dots of chromatin. 
The columnar cell layer is the only one that is well preserved. Where 

the disease is more advanced, the surface layers have been thrown off, 

exposing either the columnar layer of cells or the subjacent corium. 

The ulcer is coated in places with a crust of necrotic material, leucocytes, 

etc. (See Pl. I, fig. 1, a, b, c, e.) Similar changes appear in the 

epithelial downgrowths, the hair follicles, and to a lesser extent in the 

sweat glands; the centrally placed epithelial cells being swollen, very 

cloudy, vacuolated, and often replaced by cavities containing a few leuco- 

cytes and a small amount of granular débris, while the peripheral one 
or two rows of cells preserve fairly well their columnar shape, alignment, 
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and staining properties. (See Pls. I and II, figs. 1 ¢; 2b; 3.) Cross 

sections through an epithelial downgrowth or hair follicle with central 
softening, may be slightly suggestive of the “pearls” of epithelioma. 

(See Pls. I and III, figs. 1 ¢; 2¢;4.) Charlouis, Unna, and others note 

especially that the hair follicles and hair shafts are unaffected, but this 

does not hold true of the nodules now under consideration. The sections 

from the human case did not pass through any hair follicles, but in the 

sections from monkeys, hair follicles are abundant and the outer root 
sheath shows exactly the same necrotic changes as are met with in the 

other epithelial structures. The sweat glands and sebaceous glands are 

altered less than the hair follicles and downgrowths. 

(b) The vascular and exudative changes ,are marked in the corium, 

and extend only a short distance into the heavier strands of subcutaneous 

tissue. There is a very great dilatation of the capillaries extending to the 

under surface of epithelium. Many capillaries are empty, others contain 

polymorphonuclears, eosinophiles and a few mononuclears, while others 

are full of erythrocytes. At first sight it appears as if most of the 

erythrocytes are free in the tissue, but in my sections I have been able 

to make out a limiting capillary wall in most cases and find only small 

extravasations. The corium is markedly cedematous, the cedema ex- 

tending into the epithelium and for a slight distance into the sub- 

cutaneous tissue. The early yaws papule contains many leucocytes and 

the ulcerating nodule is packed with them. A few polymorphonuclears 

are found in the epithelial structures, while the downgrowths and other 

degenerating parts are surrounded with collections of polymorphonu- 

clears, large and small mononuclears, many of which are plasma cells, 

with occasional eosinophiles. A few lymphocytes are found and only a 

small number of extravasated erythrocytes. The eosinophiles have poly- 

morphous nuclei. The leucocytes are also found both within capillaries 

and surrounding them, and it is most probable that they have arrived 

by way of the blood vessels and have wandered out from them. The 

distribution of eosinophiles is interesting. At the edge of the nodule, 

beyond the line of epithelial degeneration and at a point where the 

cedema and leucocytic infiltration is not very great, the number of 

eosinophiles is both relatively and absolutely greater than it is beneath 

the center of the lesion where the infiltration is denser. The eosinophiles 
vary from 9 to 35 in one field of the microscope (Zeiss DD objective, 

No. 3 eyepiece). They are scattered diffusely, but occur in greater 

numbers around and in the dilated capillaries. (For exudative changes 

see Pls. I and II, figs. 1, 2, 3.) At no point is there any evidence of 

the perivascular infiltration with mononuclears, which is so characteristic 

of syphilis. 

(c) Regenerative changes. There is indication of slight new forma- 

tion of capillaries in the corium and of a minor degree of connective tissue 
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new growth, but the most obvious changes occur in the epithelium. At 

the edges of the ulcer there is a marked increase in the thickness of 

epithelium and a striking increase in the number and size of the epithe- 

lial downgrowths. Irregularities and distortions in the epithelial down- 

growths are also seen beneath the surface of the ulcer, from which the 

epithelial covering has been lost. (See Pl. I, figs. 1 d; 2.) It is 

evident that, while new growth of epithelium is occurring from the 

columnar layer, degenerative changes are taking place in the older, more 

centrally placed portions of the epithelial downgrowths. (See Pls. I, 

iP ancdebheetioss line -touacnAs) 

Tissues from these cases were treated by the method of Levaditi, 

_with negative results, but through the courtesy of Drs. Ashburn and 

Craig I have had an opportunity to examine a successful silver stain of 

a yaws papule prepared in Washington from tissue obtained in the 

Philippines. In this section enormous numbers of spirochete are found 

in the degenerating central parts of the epithelial downgrowths. 'The 
spirocheete are free in the necrotic material resulting from breaking down 

of epithelial cells. None were found within cells, within nuclei, nor in 

any part of the corium. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS. 

We may conclude from a study of these specimens, that we are dealing 

with a primary degenerative change resembling colliquative necrosis, 

affecting the epithelial structures and caused by spirocheetee, which are 

very abundant in the necrotic material, at least at some stage of the 

disease. The degeneration leads to ulcer formation. Following the 

degeneration there is irregular, new formation of epithelium in the 

form of downgrowths, which in turn often degenerate. Accompanying 

these changes vascular dilatation, cedema and leucocytic infiltration occur 

in the corium, with a minor degree of new formation of capillaries and 

connective tissue. There is no endarteritis, nor are there any other 

changes suggestive of syphilis. The majority of the infiltrating cells 

are polymorphonuclears at an early stage of the lesion, while mononu- 

clears, many of which are of the plasma cell type, are almost equally 

abundant. In the tissue from the human being the plasma cells out- 

number the polymorphonuclears. Polymorphonuclear eosinophiles are 

abundant and have a peculiar distribution. 

The changes are essentially the same in lesions from monkeys and 

human beings. 

The histological characteristics of the yaws nodules have been studied 

by Charlowis, Unna, Glogner, Plehn and others. 

Charlouis (Vierteljahresschrift (Archiv) f. Dermatologie und Syphilis (1881), 

431, quoted by Unna and others) describes particularly the epithelial over- 

growth and the leucocytic infiltration, the hair follicles escaping, while the 
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sebaceous glands are enlarged. Glogner (Virchow’s Archiv. (1902), 168, 443) 

notes in addition a reduction in the connective and elastic tissue fibrils in the 

large nodules, and the occurrence of occasional pigment cells and free erythro- 

cytes in the tissues. He did not find plasma cells but found mast cells and a . 

few giant cells. He also encountered a lymphocytosis in the blood of 30 to 50 

per cent of the patients. Plehn (Mense, Handbuch der Tropenkrankheiten (1906), 

2, 60) states that the hair follicles and sweat glands are unaffected, that the 

cutis is infiltrated with cells, chiefly plasma cells, and that the nodule presents 

the histologic picture of a granuloma, which can be distinguished from syphilis 

(1) by the fact that in yaws the primary affection is in the epithelium, in 

syphilis it is in the cutis, (2) in yaws the edema is greater and there is no 

periarteritis nor endarteritis, (3) the infiltrating cells are of a different char- 

acter in yaws, and there are no signs of necrosis in this disease. He found no 

giant cells. 

The most detailed description is that given by Unna. (Die Histopathologic 

der Hautkrankheiten. Orth’s Pathologische Anatomie, Berlin (1894), Ergiin- 

zungsband 2, 503.) He quotes Pontoppidan (Yaiws und Framboesia (1882), 201) 

as stating that the primary seat of the affection is in the prickle cell layer of 

the epithelium. Unna’s description is based upon the study of a large, full- 

grown dry yaws nodule. The nodule rose abruptly from the level of the skin. 

The epithelial overgrowth began at the border and rapidly imcreased «in extent 

within the limits of the nodule. The papilla were not more numerous, but 

were ten or twenty times as long as usual. There was marked hyperkeratosis 

with accumulations of a many-layered, horny covering. Acanthosis led here, as 

in condyloma, to the formation of prickle cell masses, principally as interpapillary 

projections, while the superficial layer of prickle cells was reduced, and occasional, 

minute hemorrhages escaped through into the crust above. Epithelial mitoses 

were infrequent. At the periphery, the granular layer was reduced, with crust 

formation from fibrin and leucocytes, at other places-the granular layer was 

increased in thickness. Fibrin and leucocytes were found also between the 

deeper epithelial cells. The chief change in the cutis was a solid, cellular infiltra- 

tion consisting chiefly of beautiful, large plasma cells. These surrounded like a 

mantle the epithelial projections and spread in thin lines into the separate 

papille. Beneath the epithelial growths they spread out into a uniform layer with 

processes extending laterally and downwards. The processes accompanied par- 

ticularly the greatly dilated veins and were not directly related to the epithelial 

structures. The lumina of the sweat glands were dilated, and the epithelial lining 

swollen, while the hair follicles and hair shafts were unaltered either in the 

deeper tissue. where the plasma cell accumulation occurred, or while penetrating 

the acanthomatous part at the surface. At no place was there evidence of plasma 

cell degeneration, the tumor representing the purest type of plasmoma tissue. 

The spindle cells of the cutis were enlarged, but not appreciably increased in 

numbers. Except for the usual rarefaction around the plasmoma foci, there 

was no progressive nor regressive change in the interstitial collaginous and 

elastic tissue. There was no appreciable increase in mast cells. 

The pigment, which was heaped up in the basal prickle cells at the periphery 

of the nodule, spread in streams between the cells of the hypertrophied epithelial 

portion. The streams surrounded nuclei and entire, unaltered epithelial cells, 

producing appearances like pigment cells. There were other “pigment cells” of 

the same structure with two or three nuclei according to the number of epithelial 

cells which were surrounded by the pigment stream. 

“All in all the structure of the frombeesial nodule is simple; a marked epithe- 

lial growth with hyperkeratosis accompanied by plasmoma formation in the cutis. 
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The absence of any degenerative changes in the plasmoma, either as giant cell 

formation or as fusion, makes the structure simpler than that of a syphilide of 

which the yaws nodule is otherwise suggestive.” It is especially like a condy- 

loma, from which it is distinguished by the greater dryness of the cutis in yaws 

and by the more marked keratinization. This explains the firmness and resistance 

of the nodule. Its cranberry form results from the overgrown papillary bodies 

which are covered by such a thin layer of prickle cells—that is, it is the result 

of the great vascular dilatation in. the papille. 

He thinks Charlouis was mistaken in interpreting his infiltrating cells as 

leucocytes, and suggests that they must have been plasma cells, while the 

leucocytes entered as a result of secondary infections. He thinks that “there 

is no question that the cause of frambesia should be sought only in the first 

stages of the exanthem and should be looked for in the cutis.” He observed the 

“abscess-like areas” in the keratinizing epithelium, but attributed them to 

secondary pyogenic infections. As another point against Charlouis’ interpreta- 

tion of the leucocytes he mentions that he could not find them around the 

dilated capillaries or veins. 

Comparing these accounts, is seems clear that the histologic picture 

of the yaws papule at an early stage is somewhat different from’ that of 

the older nodules. The description given in this article and those given 

by Charlouis, Glogner, and to a less extent by Plehn, evidently refer to 

the younger nodules, while Unna’s description is true only of the older 

ones. 

The characteristic features of the early stage are (1) the epithelial 

degeneration, with (2) epithelial downgrowths into the cutis in the 

form of irregular columns; it seems clear that this appearance is due 

to the actual downgrowth of epithelium and not entirely to the upgrowth 

from the cutis, (3) capillary dilatation with engorgement, marked 

cedema and cellular infiltration limited quite sharply to the cutis and 

most marked at the under border of epithelium. ‘The cells occurring 

are chiefly polymorphonuclears, large and small mononuclears, and 

plasma cells and cesinophiles. It is clear that the infiltrating cells are 

derived, at least in great measure, from the vessels. In addition Plehn 

found mast cells and Glogner giant cells. This last finding has been 

verified by no other writer. The changes in the fixed tissue cells of the 

cutis are relatively slight. 
In the older nodule the chief difference concerns the infiltrating cells. 

The epithelial changes are the same, the cedema has largely disappeared, 

and the plasma cells are present in such enormous numbers as to domi- 

nate the picture. Here again, the changes in the fixed tissue cells of 

the cutis are of minor extent. 

Remembering the remarkable regenerative power of epithelium, and 

noting how slight are the degenerative and regenerative changes in the 

eutis, we can understand how it comes about that when recovery occurs 

there is so little scar formation at the seat of a yaws ulcer. 

A comparison of the descriptions of the different writers mentioned 

above, with Unna’s description of the syphilitic condyloma does not 
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leave a wide margin of difference. The differences are that the degener- 

ation in yaws is confined to the epithelium, the spirochete beimg found 
in the degenerating areas, while the changes in the cutis are unimpor- 

tant; that there is no periarterial or endarterial change in yaws; that the 

infiltrating cells at the early stage of the nodule are different from those 

in syphilis; and that there are no areas of necrosis and no giant cells 

in yaws, with the exception of the cases described by Glogner. The 

clinical appearance of yaws is so characteristic that it is surprising to 

find how closely the histological description agrees with that of the 

syphilide. It will be important to make a comparative study of the 

yaws papule and condyloma, examining lesions of the same ages, and 

using the silver impregnation method in the demonstration of the 

parasites. The claim is made that syphilis attacks primarily the cutis, 

while yaws, as we have seen above, is essentially a disease of the 
epithelium.* 

*JIn an article which has recently arrived, Schiiffner (Miinchen. med. Wehnsch. 

(1907), 54, 1364) reviews one hundred and twenty-nine cases of yaws seen im 

Sumatra, and for the sake of completeness his article is abstracted. Im one 

hundred and four cases he found the treponema, and of those cases examined 

_ more than once he found it in 98 per cent. The Romanowsky stain, or some 

modification, proved most satisfactory, especially when preceded by osmic acid 

or formalin vapor fixation. By the use of Levaditi’s silver stain he found that 

the parasites occurred only in the diseased portion of the epidermis, especially 

in the deeper layers of pritkle cells, and in this situation they were often 

extremely abundant. They were entirely absent elsewhere, notably in the peri- 

thelial situation common in syphilis. 

While syphilis and yaws are closely parallel, he is convinced that yaws is an 

independent affection. 

He gives a brief review of the histologic appearance, but of particular interest 

is his careful description of unusual skin manifestations in yaws. Under this 

heading he describes ring-shaped or kidney-shaped efflorescences and others which 

are impetiginous or vesicular. In others there was a definite roseola. In more 

than one-fourth of his cases there was a peculiar, macular eruption in which 

rounded spots from 1 to 3 centimeters in diameter were surrounded by minute 

papules, often becoming vesicular. Of especial interest is his description of the 

bone and joint pains in yaws, which he found to occur in 20 per cent of cases 

in adults. Periostitis was also- very common. He thinks from his studies of 

yaws that as the result of further investigation and discrimination “syphilis 

will be dissolved into a group of independent diseases.” 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Puate I. 

. Young papule from patient with leprosy and yaws. Magnification, 95 x 1. 

a, Edge of crust over the ulcer, composed of necrotic epithelium, leuco- 

eytes, ete. 6, Hypertrophied epithelium. c, Epithelial downgrowth, 

with leucoeytie infiltration. d, Base of ulcer, showing preservation of 

deepest layer of epithelium, beginning epithelial downgrowth, and cover- 

ing of epithelial débris. e, Downgrowth, showing preservation of the 

columnar cell layer with degeneration of the central portion. f, f, Cap- 

illary dilatation in the cedematous cutis. 

. Early papule from monkey. Magnification, 95 X 1. a, Beginning loss of 

surface epithelium. 6, 6, Epithelial overgrowth. c, Cross section of 

epithelial downgrowth, showing central degeneration. d, d, d, Capillary 

dilatation in cedematous corium. e, Portion enlarged in Pl. II, fig. 3. 

Puate II. 

. Portion of fig. 2 enlarged. Magnification, 415 x 1. «a, Beginning degener- 

ation of epithelium. 6, 6b, 6, Capillary dilatation. 

Puate III. 

. Cross section through an epithelial downgrowth from an older nodule 

from a monkey, showing the necrosis of the central cells with preserva- 

tion of younger cells at the margins. The edema of the cutis also is 

well indicated. Magnification, 520 X 1. 
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THE ETIOLOGY OF MYCETOMA. 

REPORT OF A CASE OF THE OCHROID VARIETY OCCURRING IN THE PHIL- 

IPPINE ISLANDS AND CAUSED BY A NEW SPECIES OF STREP- 

TOTHRIX (STREPTOTHRIX FREERI). 

By W. E. MuseraAve and M. T. Creae. 

(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.) 

OUTLINE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Casr REporT. 
Study of the amputated foot. 

Gross pathology. 

Histology. 

‘THE STREPTOTHRIX. 
Morphology. 

Cultures. 

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS. 

History AND LITERATURE. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Fully to appreciate the confusion which exists at the present time 

concerning the etiology of mycetoma, it is only necessary to consult the 

two systems of medicine which are now appearing simultaneously in the 

English language. J. H. Wright, in Osler’s Modern Medicine, main- 

tains that the black variety of mycetoma is a separate and distinct disease 

caused by a Hyphomycete which he cultivated from the black granules 
62668 477 
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taken from a patient encountered in the Massachusetts General Hospital, 

although the author states that the etiologic relation of the Hyphomycete 

remains to be established by animal experiment. Wright, in discussing 

the ochroid variety of the disease, says that “at the present time the 

ochroid or pale form of mycetoma must be regarded as actinomycosis of 

the part.” 

On the other hand, MacLeod, in Allbutt’s System of Medicine, recog- 

nizes Vincent’s Streptothrix madure as the cause of the ochroid variety 

and states that it is a Streptothria closely allied to, but differing from 

Actinomyces. This author, referring to the black type, is of the opinion 

that the fungus is a degenerate variety of the one causing the ochroid 

form of infection, rather than that it is a distinct species. MacLeod 

therefore considers the two varieties of the disease as being different 

stages or types of the same infection and of a single etiology. Other 

recent observers believe that the condition may be the result of the action 

of several closely allied species of Streptothriz. 

We have isolated by culture and demonstrated conclusively the etio- 

logic role of a new species of Streptothrix im a case of the ochroid 

variety of the disease, as will be seen in the following report, and have 

written to various colleagues for cultures of other organisms which have 

been isolated from types of the disease. As soon as practicable we hope, 

by a comparative study of these cultures and by observing their action on 

monkeys, to determine the etiologic importance of the other cultivated 

species of the Streptothriz. 

CASE REPORT. 

Mycetoma, ochroid variety; duration three years; amputation of foot; 

recovery. Streptothrix (Streptothrix freert sp. nov.) cultivated from 

the lesions and its etiologic significance established. 

P. B. (St. Paul’s Hospital, No. 3256) —A Filipina woman from the Province 

of Bulacan; age 30, married, with two healthy children 2 and 5 years of age; 

was admitted on August 5, 1907, to Musgrave’s service in St. Paul’s Hospital. | 

She complained of a large and painful right foot and stated that the disease 

was of three years’ duration. The family and previous history of the patient 

furnished no data of importance. The patient stated, with reference to the present 

disease, that about three years before admission, while she was doing laundry 

work in the river, a sliver of bamboo entered the flesh between the great and second 

toes of the right foot. The splinter was withdrawn and the wound then healed. 

After about one month, pain in the region of the injury developed and the wound 

again opened and discharged pus. Following the first lesion, other nodular lesions 

developed in various places in the foot, and then subsequently opened and dis- 

charged pus. The foot slowly grew larger until it attained its present size. 

The patient, on admission, is a somewhat frail, anemic woman, apparently 

about 40 years of age, although she states she is but 30. She says she is in 

good health, were it not for pain and soreness of the right foot and her inability 

to walk, because of the size and weight of this member. The heart and -vessels. 
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if a considerable prominence of the superficial veins about the chest is excepted, 

appear to be normal. The blood is free from parasites. Hemoglobin, 85 per 

cent; red cells, 4,200,000; leucocytes, 7,000.- The leucocytes by differential de- 

termination show 4 per cent eosinophiles as the only departure from normal. 

Her appetite is good and no disturbance of the bowel function is apparent; although 

the cecum on palpation appears to be thickened and tender. There is no cough, 
and a physical examination of the chest is negative. There are no symptoms 

attributable to disturbance of the urinary system and the urine is normal. The 

uterus is retroflexed and bound down by adhesions and there is tenderness in 

the region of the right ovary. The cutaneous system appears to be normal, except- 

ing over the right foot. The superficial lymphatics, particularly in the right 

groin, are moderately enlarged and quite firm. Pain of a dull character and 

not severe is present in the right foot, more pronounced when the patient is in 

the upright position. The reflexes and sensation in general are normal. 

The right foot (shown in PI. I, fig. 1) is much enlarged and has the appearance 

described in mycetoma. The toes are spread apart and appear to be turned 

upward, because of the swelling of the ball of the foot. There are numerous 

punched-out, craterlike openings which communicate by sinuses throughout the 

foot. These are so extensive that a probe may be passed in almost any direction 

through the member. Pressure shows a moderately firm, but spongy consist- 

ency and if applied on one point will cause a discharge from several openings 

at the same time. There is some general tenderness and but slight alteration 

in sensation. The process apparently stops short at the ankle. Other, earlier 

lesions are present in addition to those already mentioned. These appear some- 

what to differ from the usually described, early lesions of mycetoma. They 

consist of soft, dark-colored, nodular masses of various sizes which, when opened, 

bleed most profusely, exuding a dark venous-like blood. 

The lesions, when examined microscopically, in addition to blood, contain 

other degenerating cells. The Streptothrix about to be described may also be 

observed. Cultures and smears were made from the lesions. The Streptothrix 

was seen in the smears, but all cultures made at this time remained sterile. 

The patient was transferred to the surgical service of Drs. McDill and Dudley. 

and acting upon the recommendations made in the literature, Dr. F. W. Dudley 

performed an amputation of the leg at the lower third. 

The patient made a satisfactory recovery from the operation, and after five 

months there has been no recurrence of the disease. 

STUDY OF THE AMPUTATED FOOT. 

Gross pathology—The foot was sent to the authors at the Bureau of 

Science immediately after the operation. An examination of sawed 

sections of the tibia and fibula shows that the mycetomatous lesion 

extends to about 5 centimeters above the ankle joint, the parasitic growth 

being demonstrated in the bone marrow and the medullary canal of the 

tibia. The appearance of the foot in general corresponds with the usual 

descriptions given for a well-advanced mycetoma of the ochroid variety. 

There is general enlargement to at least twice the normal size. This en- 

largement is perhaps more marked on the ball of the foot, giving to the 

toes the appearance of being turned upward and spread apart. The 

external lesions are of two kinds, the first being craterlike, nodular and 

more or less whitish in color, usually containing an opening in the 
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center; the second are the earlier, reddish, soft, fluctuating nodules, 

which when opened seem to contain a dark material appéaring like 

venous blood. Stages of the lesions in character between these two 

may be seen, and smaller nodules, from 2 to 8 millimeters in diameter, 

resembling the large ones in all respects except that they contain no 

openings, are also present. The skin in general is not much thickened, 

but it is rather tense over the swollen subcutaneous and other tissues. 

The openings on the cutaneous surface are directly continuous with 

sinuses which run in all directions through the foot and which connect 

freely with each other. It is very easy to section the foot, the knife 

passing readily in all directions because of almost complete destruction of 

the bony tissues. The cut surface shows a mass of disorganized and 

degenerated tissue, without evidence of inflammation, and an abundance 

of oily, slightly tenacious liquid exudes not only from these surfaces 

but also from the’ sinuses exposed by the section. This fluid contains 

the so-called “fish roe” granules, which vary in size from those only 

observable under the microscope to others 2 millimeters or more in 

diameter. The masses have a yellowish color and when pressed out and 

examined under the microscope are seen to be made up of degenerated 

cells, débris, and the Streptothriz about to be described. 

Histology.—Nothing very definite can be observed in the sections. 

There is uniform destruction of the tissues, with but shght evidence of 

repair. Many specimens from all parts of the diseased foot were re- 

moved for section and were prepared by the Zenker, alcohol and for- 

malin, and by the Levaditi method; and for purposes of study many 

stains were used, including the Ziehl-Neelson stain for tubercle bacilli ; 

the Gram-Weigert; Levaditi’s methylene blue; Wright’s blood stain; 

Giemsa’s and the general aniline dyes. The first two of these were very 

satisfactory, particularly the Gram-Weigert method. 

The following method used by Mr. Willyoung is particularly good 

for studying sections of the larger granules: 

The tissue is stained in warm carbol-fuchsin for ten minutes, decolorized in 

5 per cent nitric acid-alcohol for from five to fifteen seconds; washed in water, 

counter-stained for five minutes in a concentrated aqueous solution of methylene 

blue; washed in water, then in 95 per cent alcohol and finally in absolute alcohol, 

cleared in xylol and mounted in balsam. With this stain the Streptothriz takes 

a bright red color, whereas the tissues become blue. 

Sections taken from the skin at a distance from the openings demon- 

strate very little change. In some places the walls of the small blood 

vessels are thickened and in a few instances these are surrounded by an 

area of moderate, round-cell infiltration. Sections through the margins 

of the openings show a necrotic zone without any areas of infiltration, 

or any other marked evidence of tissue repair or reaction. Some of 
these sections contain small granules of the Streptothrix and in other 
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instances mycelial threads may be seen, The alteration in tissue in sec- 

tions from many other places in the foot is so great as to render the 

differentiation of the various elements impossible. 

The whole foot is practically a mass of degenerated tissue, débris, 

and fungus elements, in which an occasional, recognizable piece of nerve, 

bone, or tendon may be seen. ‘There are areas of fixed tissue-cell prolif- 

eration, in places usually surrounding a partially occluded blood vessel 

or a granule of the fungus mass. Evidences of repair of tissue or of 

acute inflammation are almost entirely absent. The Streptothria is 

found in the sections in the form of granules and of occasional mycelial 
threads, both of these types being evident in masses of débris lying in 

somewhat definitely outlined cavities, and again among better preserved 

tissue cells. The granules vary in size from about 25 » to 5 millimeters 

or more, and although they usually are oval or round in the smaller 

masses, they are of dumb-bell or more irregular shapes in the larger ones. 

The smaller granules, when appropriately stained, appear as conglomerate 

masses of mycelia, like puffballs, in which degenerated cells, crystals, 

and unstainable débris may be embedded; the margins of these granules 

often show a more or less definite radiation of fibers from the central 

mass, coccoid and other irregular forms being rare. The picture is 

somewhat different in the larger granules. These, when they are cut 

through in the process of sectioning, show three fairly well-marked 

zones. ‘The outer of these is made up largely of radiating, mycelial 

bodies of varying shapes, some appearing as hyphe, others as twisted 

and bent mycelia, and in some sections a more or less definite “club” 

formation may be noted: The middle zone is composed of irregularly 

interwoven mycelia with a few irregular forms, a mass of poorly stain- 

ing material, degenerated cells, and a few crystals is embedded in it. The 

third or inner zone seems to resemble a cavity filled with granular and 

hyaline matter, broken-down cells and irregular forms of the Strepto- 

thrix; these latter being of several shapes, of which the bacillary and 

coccus-like predominate. (PI. 3, fig. 1.) 

THE STREPTOTHRIX. 

Morphology—A Streptothrix answering to the following description 

was found in large numbers in the discharges from the open sinuses 

and the various tissues of the diseased foot after amputation; it was 

cultivated and the disease was produced in monkeys’ feet by inoculation 

with cultures and scrapings from the amputated member. 

The discharges and scrapings from the cut surfaces of the foot, on 

microscopic examination, show the distribution of the Streptothrix 

to be very general and not confined to any particular tissue, or even to 

the sinuses and cavities. The organism is easily recognizable in fresh 
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coverglass preparations. It occurs in several forms.. The most im- 
portant of these are granules of varying sizes, the larger ones being of 

the “fish roe” type discussed by several authors. These granules are of 

a dull, yellowish-white; the yellowish color being more pronounced in 

the larger and hardly noticeable in the smaller ones. They are of a 

tough, dough-like consistency, they may be washed and handled with 

impunity, and show evidences of considerable elasticity.. They vary in 

diameter from 0.25 to 5 millimeters or more, are of diverse shapes, the 

very small ones usually being oval, the conformation differmg as they 

grow larger. When pressed out by a cover glass and examined under a 

low power of the microscope, they somewhat resemble in appearance 

similar preparations of Actinomyces hominis; however, the ray forma- 

tion is a much less distinctive feature and the “club” appearances are ab- 

sent, or much less noticeable. Under the high powers of the microscope 

the smaller granules are seen to be made up of a mass of interwoven, 

fungoid filaments with a more or less definite picture of radiation of the 

filaments at the margins. The central portion in larger and older gran- 

ules contains fewer of the filamentous forms, but there are numerous, 

baeillary and coccus-like varieties together with crystals, bright, shining, 

small, round bodies, and débris, the whole making up a more or less 

dense mass which, as it were, constitutes a cave for the granule. Outside 

of this mass there is a zone of interlacing filaments, in which cells and 

débris are embedded and, finally, the outer fringe is made up largely of 

terminal branches, loops, and hyphz, which are forms of the fungus. 

Here, as is the case in the smaller nodules, there is some attempt at 

radiation and in certain of the specimens definite “clubs” may be seen. 

The Streptothriz likewise often appears in the fresh material as a some- 
what skein-like mass of filaments or mycelia, with hyphz and occasional 

round forms. These filaments are often found free in the discharge, 

and because of their loose structure are good specimens for examina- 

tion. Still other types of the Streptothriz are sometimes present. 

These consist of a single filament, or of a few small, round, glistening 

bodies lying free in the secretion. The nature of these small, round, 

refractive bodies is not entirely clear. They are found free, bound up 

in meshes of mycelia, and what appear to be similar structures are some- 

times observed inclosed within large fixed tissue cells, this process of 

inclosure apparently being one of phagocytosis. Yellowish crystals of 

various sizes and shapes, the products of parasitic activity, occur in the 

discharge in small groups, or singly. A pigment of the appearance of 

hemoglobin may also be seen. 
The individual elements of the Streptothrix give interesting pictures 

when they are examined with the highest powers of the microscope. 

The hyphe-like forms seem to be made up of a delicate membrane, 
covering a homogeneous and unbroken core; in the older, mycelial types 
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the outer membrane appears to be irregular in thickness and density and 

absent in places; the inner portion is also frequently and irregularly 

broken, and thus the appearances of bacillary and ovoid or coccal sections 

is produced. Branching forms are plentiful, the branches first appar- 

ently appearing as buds, which grow to hyphe from the side of the 

mycelial thread. True dichotomous division has not been observed. 

The small, round bodies mentioned above often appear to have a double 

containing wall and they vary in diameter from 3 to 10 up. 

Staining.—The Streptothria takes the majority of the ordinary stains 

in preparations of fresh material; it is stained by the Gram-Weigert 

method, and its acid-fast and alcohol-fast properties are quite marked, 

particularly in the older filaments. 

The Ziehl-Neelson-Gabbet method for staining the tubercle bacillus 

is also very satisfactory for Streptothriz freeri, the fungus elements 

assuming the same bright red color which is imparted to tubercle bacilli. 

The structure of the granules becomes fairly apparent by the various 

methods of staining and the specimens confirm the observations already 

recorded when discussing the fresh materials. 

Stained specimens which show the individual elements give some 

interesting results. Some specimens, when they are colored by the 
method used for tubercle bacilli, contain so many of the bacillary forms 

which take the red stain and which closely resemble Bacillus tuberculosis, 
that we at first thought the latter organism was also present in our 

cultures. However, further study has shown these, as well as the coccal 

and other irregular forms, to result from the breaking up of the older 
mycelial filaments. These bodies which resemble tubercle bacilli may 

sometimes be seen in the filamentous mycelia, still surrounded by the 

unbroken sheath. 

Cultures.—Cultures on agar and glycerin agar, from the open wounds 

before amputation and after the foot had been dressed for twenty-four 

hours in a wet bichloride dressing, remained sterile. The Streptothrix 

was cultivated without difficulty from the sinuses and tissues of the 

amputated foot and no bacteria were present except when the cultures 

were taken from those surfaces contaminated by the knife in opening 

the foot; in the latter instances saprophytic bacteria were also present. 

Lesions from which the Streptothriz was obtained in pure culture 

were produced in monkeys after the inoculation of fresh material. 

The microdrganism is aérobic and it grows with greater or less readi- 

ness upon most of the ordinary laboratory media. Cultures upon media 

containing sugar or glycerin and upon potato have some color, which 

varies in intensity. ; 

A profuse growth appears in a few days in certain media, but in others 

the development is much slower. Potato, sugar containing media, and 

glycerin agar at 37° C., are best adapted to the growth of the fungus, 
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but a slower development takes place even at ordinary room temperature 

(30° C.). The organism is an obligate aérobe. 

Potato.—Growth becomes visible after twenty-four hours and after seventy- 

two becomes luxuriant. The colonies, when they first become apparent, are small, 

discrete and slightly raised, and have a delicate, pink color. As growth proceeds 

they become larger at the base and raised to a height of at least 0.1 millimeter. 

The upper portion of the colony appears as a short shred which often folds upon 

itself, giving it the appearance of being umbilicated. The whole inoculated surface 

finally changes to a heaped-up mass which has a yellow-ocher color in the 

center, with a pinkish or white periphery. The medium becomes darkened and 

moist. The growth may be lifted in heaps on a platinum loop. Desegmentation 

occurs when it is placed in water and small, flat particles, from delicate pink 

to a yellowish-brown color and which resemble dry bran, float upon the surface; 

on shaking the vessel the particles adhere to the sides of the vessel. (Pl. IV, 

fig. 2.) 

Glycerin agar.—Growth appears after three days; later it becomes heaped up, 

the medium remaining moist. The colonies at first are discrete, but they soon 

become confluent, but not diffuse; they are raised and in some instances have 

the umbilicated appearance observed on potato. As the cultures grow older, 

they to some extent resemble those of the tubercle bacillus on the same medium. 

A yellowish pigment is produced, more pronounced in the central portion where 

the growth is more luxuriant; with a pink to pinkish-white periphery. The 

growth may readily be peeled from the surface of the medium, and when observed 

in bulk it has a moist appearance. No pigmentation of the medium occurs. 

(GEIL IDWS aie, I) 

Agar-agar 1 per cent acid and 1 per cent alkaline to phenolphthalein.—The 

growth after four days’ incubation appears as a smooth, white and glistening, 

very slightly raised mass. The colonies do not develop the central pit, thus 

differing from their appearance on potato, glycerin agar and the media containing 

sugar, neither do they produce the pigment which is characteristic of growth 

on the latter, but on the contrary they first assume a porcelain-white color and 

later develop a delicate. diffuse pink. There is no pigmentation of the medium. 

Loeffler’s blood serum.—Growth on this is much slower than on other media. 

The pigmentation and growth are very similar to those on plain agar-agar. After 

two weeks’ incubation no change in the medium occurs. 

Glucose agar stab.—Colonies do not develop along the track of the needle, but 

they grow luxuriantly on the surface of the medium forming a heaped-up center, 

with a wrinkled periphery. The center is yellow in color, the periphery pink 

to pinkish-white. No pigmentation of the medium occurs. The growth on this 

medium shows the aérobic tendencies of the microdrganism. 

Gelatin.—This medium is not liquefied; growth is similar to that on glucose 

agar. 

' Bouillon, alkaline and acid.—Floating, flat particles appear on the surface of 

the medium after three days’ incubation. These particles, when the tube is 

shaken, adhere to its sides. On further incubation, a sediment in the form of 

a tenacious mass settles to the bottom. The medium does not become cloudy, but 

on long incubation it changes to a darker color. 

Alkaline litmus-milk.—Growth appears after three days on the surface of 

the medium in the form of dry. flat particles, which later become confluent, form- 

ing a heaped-up, yellowish mass. A tenacious sediment forms at the bottom 

of the tube; in this portion of the medium the milk is gradually decolorized; 

however, it does not become red. The milk is not coagulated. 
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Lactose-litmus agar stab.—The growth on this medium is similar to that 

on the glucose-agar stab and it produces no change in the reaction of the medium. 

Potato infusion—The growth is similar to that on bouillon; however, no 

pigment is produced and the medium is not altered. 

Relation of growth to temperature and resistance to heat.—Growth 

was observed both at room temperature and at 37° C., but under the 

former condition it was much slower and less pigment is produced than 

at the temperature of the incubator. No growth occurs in cultures 

after exposure to 70° for 15 minutes. 

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS. 

The series includes forty monkeys (Cynomolgus philippinensis 

Geoff.), guinea pigs, rabbits, dogs and pigeons. In nearly every in- 

stance lesions characteristic of mycetoma were artificially produced by 

intraperitoneal inoculation, with the exception of the rabbits and pigeons. 

Three typical examples of Madura foot developed in monkeys after 
injection of the organism into the foot. (See Pl. I, figs. 2 and 3.) On 

the other hand, in no instance was a progressive disease produced by 
subcutaneous inoculation in other parts of the body. 

INTRAPERITONEAL INOCULATIONS OF MONKEYS. 
« 

Monkey nwmber 3268—Inoculated into the abdominal cavity with material 

from the original case. After five days, a small tumor was located above the 

_ bladder in the left inguinal region and three days later the animal was found 

to be in a dying condition. It was immediately killed and autopsy performed. 

Autopsy.—Heart and lungs appear normal; no fluid in either cavity. Spleen, 

liver and kidneys normal, some fluid found in the abdominal cavity. A tumor 

2 centimeters in diameter is present just above and to the left of the bladder. 

This tumor is surrounded by adhesions and is adherent to the omentum, abdominal 

wall and intestine, it is extremely firm in the center, with a surrounding 

edematous coat. The cut section shows several small sinuses, from which small 

quantities of pus may be expressed. Small, distinct, refractive granules can 

be seen macroscopically, none larger than a pin head. Smears show the pres- 

ence of a Streptothrix and SN. freeri was reclaimed in pure cultures. 

Monkey number 3269.—Inoculated with the material from the previous animal. 

After six days the animal showed a disposition to sit in a cramped position. 

On palpation a nodule, about 2 centimeters in diameter, which seemed to be 

attached to the abdominal wall was located in the abdominal cavity. Hight 

days later the animal was found to be in a dying condition. It was killed and 

autopsy performed immediately. : 

Autopsy.—tLungs, heart, liver and kidneys normal. Some fluid is found in the 

abdominal cavity. Above the bladder, and occupying the entire abdominal cavity 

there is a firm mass composed of necrotic tissue and compact adhesions of the 

intestinal coils to the abdominal wall and to the omentum. A cut section shows 

numerous sinuses surrounded by thickened walls, in some instances these sinuses 

have burrowed through the walls of the intestines and in others into the wall of 

the abdomen. A thick, cream-like discharge in which small, glistening grains 

or granules are visible, can be pressed from the cavities. Pure cultures of the 

Streptothrix were obtained. 
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Monkey number 3307—Inoculated with 0.2 of a potato slant culture obtained 

from monkey number 3268. After ten days a small nodule could be felt above 

the bladder in the left inguinal region. Several days later, multiple nodules 

developed, and ten days afterward the animal died. 

Autopsy.—Several distinct nodules, which contain thick, cream-like pus are 

present. Anterior to, and a little above the bladder there is a tumor 2 centi- 

meters in diameter, bound by adhesions to the mesentery of the descending colon, 

to coils of the small intestine and to the abdominal wall. On section of the 

tumor, a heavy, cream-like pus is discharged from the center; the surrounding 

mass is composed of a necrotic material containing small sinuses filled with pus. 

Smears show numerous growths of the Streptothric. 

Monkey number 3308.—Inoculated with 0.25 of a potato slant culture. The 

animal died ten days later, the lesions being similar to those found in animal 

number 3307. : 

Monkey number 3309—Inoculated with 0.25 of a potato slant culture in the 

abdominal cavity. The animal is still living, thirty days after the inoculation. 

On palpation, a small nodule can be distinguished in the lower portion of the 

abdominal cavity. 

INTRAPERITONEAL INOCULATION OF GUINEA PIGS. 

Guinea pig number 3313.—Inoculated with a small amount of the culture grown 

from monkey number 3269. The animal died seven days after the inoculation. 

Autopsy.—Ten cubic centimeters of a clear fluid are found in the abdominal 

cavity, the heart is slightly dilated, the lungs congested, the diaphragm shows 

numerous, small, superficial abscesses varying in size, the largest not more than 

2 millimeters in diameter. The liver is intensely congested and contains similar 

abscesses, and they are also found in the omentum, mesentery and spleen. Pure 

cultures of the microdrganism were obtained from the abscesses. 

Guinea pig number 3314.—Inoculated with a small amount of the culture grown 

from monkey number 3269. The animal died ten days later. 

Autopsy demonstrates lesions identical in character with those found in guinea 

pig number 3313. , 

Guinea pig number 3323—Inoculated with 0.5 cubic centimeter of an emulsion 

of material from abscesses from monkey number 3269. At the present time, one 

month later, the animal is still living and seems to be in good health. 

INTRAPERITONEAL INOCULATIONS OF DOGS, RABBITS AND PIGEONS. 

Three healthy dogs weighing about 8 kilograms each were used in these experi- 

ments. In every case lesions identical in appearance with those described in the 
monkeys developed. 

Ten rabbits and three pigeons were inoculated with fresh material from lesions 

and with cultures of varying ages, but in all cases the results were negative. 

SUBCUTANEOUS AND INTRAVENOUS INOCULATIONS. 

Subcutaneous inoculations into a large number of rabbits, guinea pigs, dogs 

and monkeys all gave the same results. Small nodules developed only at the 

points of inoculation; these soon underwent resolution and finally healed. In 

many instances pure cultures of the Streptothriz were obtained from the 

discharges. 

Cultures and emulsions of the fresh material were used for intravenous inocula- 

tion of rabbits, but all the results were negative. 
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INOCULATIONS INTO MONKEYS’ FEET. 

Monkey number 3266 was inoculated with fresh material, in the left foot, after 

incision and scraping the metatarsal bones. Sixteen days later a marked swelling 

of the foot developed, and after twenty days, numerous, suppurative lesions 

appeared between the toes, on the ball of the foot, and on the heel. The animal 

died of malnutrition. 

Section of the foot.—A cut section of foot showed a slight necrosis of the tarsal 

bones and numerous sinuses, containing pus, surrounded by necrotic material 

extended throughout the organ. A pure culture of the microdrganism was isolated 

from the discharge. 

Monkey number 3310.—Inoculated with 0.25 of a potato slant culture in the 

ball of the foot. After ten days a marked swelling developed, this afterward sup- 

purated and broke down, discharging a viscid, cream-like pus, containing a quan- 

tity of the Streptothria. At present the animal is still living and shows a 

typical Madura foot. (See Pl. I, fig. 2.) 

Monkey number 3311.-—Inoculated with 0.25 of a slant potato culture in the 

ball of the foot, the animal is still living and presents the same characteristic 

lesions as does monkey number 3310. (See Pl. I, fig. 3.) 

HISTORY AND LITERATURE. 

Notwithstanding the inaccessibility of many of the older articles in 

the original, we have been able to study practically all of the important 

discussions of this subject, and from these, as well as from other refer- 

ences, Miss Polk, librarian of the Bureau, has been able to compile a fairly 

complete bibliography. No article of great importance, except from an 

historical standpoint, existed before the observations of Vandyke Carter, 

which extended from 1859 to 1874. The greater part of the oldest 

literature is in the English Army Reports from India and therefore is 

not available to the general public. 

Kampfer (1712), according to Scheube, was the first Huropean physician to 

mention the disease, which he discussed under the name ‘Perical.” The same 

author states that Heynes (1806) reviewed the subject in his historic and statis- 

tical news of India. Both of these writers, and perhaps all others before 1840, 

confused Madura foot with elephantiasis and other independent diseases. How- 

ever, to judge from the translation of some of the older native names it seems 

that it was considered to be something specific and definite by the natives of 

India. Scheube informs us that Brett (1840) was the first author to indicate 

that Madura foot is a specific disease. 

During the ten years from 1840 to 1850, mention of the disease occurs 

several times; the following may be mentioned: Gill (1842) reported it from 

Madura; Godfrey (1844) from Bellary; Colebrook (1844) from Madras; 

Gunther (1844) from Coddapah. Eyre (1848) reported cases from Bellary 

and according to Hirsch made the first collection of the literature and he 

as well as Godfrey and Colebrook* (1850) gave a general description of the 

disease, the latter indicating its specific character. Scheube states that Ballingal 

(1855) reported one case and first described the infection in detail as being 

of a parasitic nature. A careful description was also given by Eyre (1860), 

by Collas (1861), (Hirsch) and Biddle (1862), who reported cases, and by 

1 Military Med. Reports, Madras (1850). 
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Hirsch” (1863 and 1886), who gave a general and historical review. Co- 

querel (1866) published a report of one case of mycetoma. He recognized and 

illustrated the fungus elements present in the lesions. Hirsch also states that 

Minas added several cases from Hindostan to the literature, and Atchison gave 

several instances of the disease from Jhelm in the Punjab. According to Le 

Dantec, Duval, Berénger-Férand, and Carpot encountered cases which they men- 

tioned in the literature in Senegambia, and Legrain in Algiers. Moxon and Hogg ®* 

note fungus-like filaments in the granules in an instance of ochroid mycetoma. 

Bristowe* made a study of the melanoid granules in one case. He recognized 

the presence of a fungus which he considered to be identical with that discovered 

by Carter. During® and Rochefort,® according to Scheube, also mention the 

disease. Hogg* studied a case of the melanoid type and recognized the presence 

of a fungus in the black granules. The patient was cut on the foot by a stone 

six months before the development of the symptoms. Berkeley* cultivated a 

fungus from specimens sent to him by Carter and named it Chionyphe carteri, but 

subsequently denied the etiologic significance of this parasite. Fox * reported cases 

of the disease and in discussing the etiology questioned the importance of the 

fungoid elements which had been described in this connection. 

Lewis and Cunningham” after a study of the tissues obtained from a case 

of the infection came to the conclusion that mycetoma was “essentially a 

degeneration of the fatty tissues, independent of the local presence or influence of 

any parasites whatever.” j 

Regardless of the previous history of mycetoma, we owe the establish- 

ment of the condition as an independent and specific disease to which this 

author gave the accepted name, mycetoma, to the researches of Vandyke 

Carter, who began the work in 1859 and who finished his publications 

by a monograph* in 1874. In the first of his articles Dr. Carter 

strongly upholds the fungus nature of the infection and his publication 

is so complete as to leave but little to add, even at this day, excepting 

discussions concerning the etiology and histology of Madura foot. Carter 

states that in October, 1859, he examined an amputated foot immediately 

after operation and “found the clearest possible evidence of the true 

fungus structure of the black (melanoid) particles now well enough 

known.” This observation was afterwards invariably confirmed by him- 
self and, according to his own statement, also by Bristowe.** This dis- 

cussion concerns the black variety of the infection. 

2 Arch. f. path. Anat., Berl. (Virchow’s Arch.) (1863), 27, 98, and Handb. der 

historisch-geographischen Path. (1886). 

’ Trans. Path. Soc. Lond. (1870). 

* Trans. Path. Soc. Lond. (1871) (Vincent gives it 1881). 
° Eulenburg’s Real-Ency. d. ges. Heilk. (3d ed.) 14, 203. 

6 Arch. d. Med. Nav. (1876), 25. 

*Med. Times and Gaz. -(1871), July 22, 93, and Trans. Path. Soc. Lond. 

(1872), 18, 294. 

8’ Wed. Press and Cir. (1876), 465. 
°Trans. Path. Soc. Lond. ( 

(1876), 190. 
11th An. Rep. San. Com. Govt. India, Caleutta (1875-88). 

1 On Mycetoma or the Fungus Disease of India, Lond. (1874). 

2 Trans. Path. Soc. Lond. (1871), 22. 
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In November, 1859, Carter examined a foot before and after amputa- 

tion, and found in it and in the discharges from the openings on the 

surface “numerous minute, pale particles, which also presented a decided 

fungus structure.” The fungus-like appearance of these bodies was 

subsequently confirmed, Carter says, by the members of the Medical and 
Physical Society to whom he showed his specimens at one of their 

meetings. Therefore, Carter concluded that although there were ap- 

parent differences between the fungi of the pale and black types, and that 

those of the former were very peculiar structures, Chionyphe could be seen 

to spring from the particles (sclerotia) obtained from them as well as 

from those of the black variety, and it was his opinion that the two forms 

are but varieties or different stages of the same disease. 

After further discussion Carter concludes as follows: 

“The foot disease of India is not a carious, strumous, or myeloid, or any 

like affection; but a veritable parasitic disease, due to the growth and extension, 

within the tissues of the human foot, of an indigenous mould or fungus of true 

plant nature.” 

Tt is apparent from a review™* of his monograph * that Dr. Carter 

was a pioneer in his observations in the establishment of the cause of 

the disease, and in maintaining the identity of the two varieties. How- 

ever, the reviewers of his monograph criticized Carter’s conclusions and 

pointed to the lack of evidence submitted by him in support of the 

parasitic nature of the so-called fungus. 

Corre (1883), in reporting the notes of Dr. Collas, states that the latter 

observer considered Hpulis gravis, the pseudo-cancer of the inferior maxilla found 

in Pondicherry, to be identical with mycetoma. Vincent, Roux (1888) and Brun 

(1893) describe the early symptoms of the disease; Lebroux (Bordeaux 1887) 

in a thesis (not available to us) discussed the whole subject of mycetoma and 

Bassini (1888) reported a case (the first in Europe) of melanoid mycetoma which 

occurred in Italy. He recognized the fungus nature of the granules, the radiat- 

ing type of the filaments and the irregular swellings in segments. He considered 

them to be somewhat of the nature of the Aspergilli or Mucorim. Bassini’s 

patient pricked his foot in an ox stall; the wound healed, but a tumor developed 

and by the seventh or eighth month the patient could not walk. The fungus was 

found in the typical tumor removed at operation, but attempts at cultivation 

were not successful. 

The decade from 1890 to 1900 furnished a number of interesting contributions 

to the subject. 

Hewlett (1892 and 1893) in his first article described findings obtained from 

the study of a preserved specimen sent from India and concluded that mycetoma 

is identical with actinomycosis. In his second paper he reports two cases of the 

ochroid variety, and reiterates his belief that the process is the same as actino- 

mycosis. 

Kanthack (1892 and 1893) studied sections from the prepared material obtained 

from three cases of the black variety; he noted the fungoid elements and although 

% Lancet (1874), 591. 

14“On Mycetoma or the Fungus Disease of India, Lond.” (1874), 113, 
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he “found it difficult to convince himself of their vegetable nature,” he thought 

that they might be degenerating types of an organism similar to Actinomyces. 

KXanthack also examined sections from preserved material taken from twelve 

cases of the ochroid variety, and states that “the parasite of the ochroid variety 

agrees morphologically and structurally with the typical and perfect ray fungus, 

and there can be no reasonable doubt that both belong to the same botanical 

group.” Kanthack concludes that “(1) the fish-roe masses are undoubtedly a 

form of actinomyces; (2) the black masses in their most perfect shape are also 

of this nature, but in a state of degeneration; (3) a degenerated form of the 

yellow variety is occasionally found, in appearance not wholly unlike these black 

masses, so that the relation between all these forms seems to be fully established.” 

Boyce and Surveyor (1893 and 1894), in addition to a thorough discussion 

of the etiology of the disease with special reference to the difference between the 

two varieties, have given one of the most succinct and comprehensive general 

descriptions of mycetoma which we have seen. Their description is so lucid and 

brief that we quote from it as follows: 

“The Madura foot of India is a very chronic affection, lasting in some cases 

twenty-five years. It is purely a local disease of the extremities, chiefly the 

foot, and generalization has not been observed. It usually oceurs in people 

who go barefoot and are working in fields. In most cases it has been traced 

to some injury. The big toe is often affected at first. The disease stops at 

the ankle for a short time. then it spreads up to the knee. and eventually may 

even reach the thigh. One of us has had the opportunity of seeing a recurrence 

in the scar after amputation; this, however, must be very rare, and amputation 

affords complete relief * * * and is, indeed, one of the most successful 

operations in India. The foot * * * is greatly altered; it is enlarged, 

often many times the natural size. The overgrowth of the foot is irregular; 

the toes may become buried, * * * and the surface becomes studded over 

with mammillated, or even villous, projections. A large number of the mam- 

millated projections mark the presence of sinuses, which pass deeply into the 

foot; and on section these may be seen to honeycomb it. From the opening of 

the sinuses a purulent or sanguinous discharge can be pressed out, and in this 

are found, in one series of cases, small particles of a light yellow color, which 

have been compared to fish roe; while, in the remaining cases, deep brown or 

black particles, resembling grains of gunpowder, may be seen. The disorganiza- 

tion of the interior of the foot becomes very complete in time; the bones 

undergo a rarefactive ostitis, and are ultimately absorbed, granulation tissue 

also invades the muscles and fat, and lends to their disappearance. Associated 

with the hypertrophy of the granulation tissue there may be considerable hyper- 

plasia of the epithelium of the skin. This overgrowth gives rise to the mam- 

millated and papillomatous projections previously referred to. 

“The only difference which one at present finds, clinically and microscopically, 

in the numerous cases of Madura foot is the difference in the size and color of 

the particles. Carter termed that form of the disease in which the black particles 

were present the “melanoid” variety, while under the “white” or “ochroid” were 

grouped those cases in which the fish-roe like bodies were found. It will be 

understood that only those cases of Madura disease in which the particles can be 

demonstrated macroscopically or microscopically will be admitted as genuine. 

The disease appears to be confounded with scrofula and various forms of elephan- 

tiasis, in the production of which probably other parasites play an important part.” 

Boyce and Surveyor examined, in a most careful manner, tissues from six 

cases of the melanoid and from fifteen of the ochroid variety of the infection. 

In an addendum to their article, they mention having studied “a large number 
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of cases of the disease” including fifteen more of the melanoid type. The authors 

“bring forward reasons for believing that there are at least two distinct fungi— 

one, a very highly organized species, the other a very delicate and lowly organized 

type, presenting very many of the characters of Actinomyces.” 

By the use of sodium hypochlorite as a clearing agent in the case of the 

black granules, and logwood as a stain, they very clearly showed the fungus 

nature of the granules and their illustrations are very clear. They write, while 

discussing the granules of the ochroid variety, that whereas in some respects 

these granules resemble those of actinomycosis “it would be rash to state that 

the white particles are always actinomycotic.” Boyce and Surveyor failed to 

grow the parasite upon artificial media. Their article is interesting and valuable 

and may be commended to anyone who wishes to review the subject. 

In 1894 Boyce states that the organism of the black variety is a 

richly growing fungus, which is rendered more visible by solutions of 

sodium hypochlorite; that of the white one is a more delicate organism, 

closely resembling that of actinomycosis. This author had secured ad- 

ditional data by means of cultures of the parasite. Agar tubes, in- 

oculated by friends in India and forwarded to him, were usually con- 

taminated by other organisms, but one tube which contained the white 

variety was, upon its receipt by the author, free from them. 

Microscopic examination of this culture showed colonies of a thick mycelium, 

firm and difficult to tear apart; the mycelium contained vacuoles, and its 

membrane was very thin. Club-shaped forms were not found and dichotomous 

branching was present. Subcultures were secured on grape sugar, agar and 

glycerin agar at 35° to 37°. Growth was very slow, much more so than in the 

case of Actinomyces. Colonies having a peculiar appearance slowly developed. 

These colonies had odd markings. At first quadrates appeared, following them 

there were more divisions, until finally they were separated into many segments, 

no fusion of the colonies being apparent. Growth is almost entirely inhibited on 

potato or on acid or alkaline bouillon. There was no formation of pigment on 

potato or agar, the growth therefore differed from Actinomyces. A comparison 

between the cultures and particles taken directly from the foot showed great 

similarity. 

The author conducted a number of experiments with animals and 

demonstrated that subcutaneous inoculations of rabbits, guinea pigs, 

monkeys and rats always gave a local reaction which took the form of 

a tumor, increasing in size during two or three weeks, after which time 

it became smaller and harder. Boyce concluded that the fungus which 

he described was a new variety causing the white type of Madura foot. 

Boyce and Surveyor (1894) in a third article, continue their discussion 

of the cultivation of the parasite of Madura foot. Their material was 

imoculated into culture media in India and forwarded to them in 

England. The following quotation from their later work has an im- 
portant bearing on the history of the subject: 

“This organism grows slowly on most of the nutrient media we have tried. 

In gelatin and broth it does not seem to grow at all, but cultures taken from 

these media begin to grow when transferred to potato or glycerin-sugar-agar. 

On these media the growth does not appear to. make any progress for about a 
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week. but after that the margin around the inoculated area shows slight pro- 

jections, which thicken gradually and give the growth a radiate appearance. 

Minute colonies are found around the central growth, and these show a cross- 

like depression, which becomes more marked as they increase in size. The growth 

is firmly adherent to the nutrient medium at the margins, while the central 

part is loosely attached. The color is dull white or slightly pinkish.” 

“The culture is brittle and crumbles easily. It grows best at 39°. It is 

aérobic. “In an atmosphere of hydrogen the growth is excessively slow. In this 

respect it differs from actinomyces which grows easily in an atmosphere of 

hydrogen.” 

The organism was readily stained by aniline dyes and by Gram’s 

method. The filaments were long and slender, no septa could be dis- 

tinguished and dichotamous division was not observed. Inoculation 

experiments with the cultures were not made. 

Le Dantec (1894) reported cases from Africa. According to Scheube, Le 

Dantec cultivated Staphylococci, Streptococci, and short bacilli from the truffle- 

shaped bodies. In bouillon the bacilli grew into long filaments without ramifica- 

tion. Cultures on solid media were only obtained by transplants from bouillon 

and not directly from the material. All cultures gradually assumed a reddish-rust 

color and rabbits and guinea pigs were not susceptible to infection by them. 

Hatch and Childe (1894) report a case of the black, or a combined black and 

ochroid variety, in an African negro. The disease primarily involved the knee, 

and subsequently extended to the abdominal wall and internal abdominal struc- 

tures, particularly the lymphatics. The fungus failed to grow on bouillon or 

glycerin agar. The descriptions and illustrations of this case show characteristics 

making it probable that the disease was actinomycosis rather than mycetoma. 

Vincent (1894) reported a case of ochroid variety and cultivated a Streptothria 

from the lesions. The granules resembled Actinomyces, being yellowish-white in 

color and insoluble in potash and in acetic acid; when stained by Loeffler’s method 

or by fuchsin and enlarged 400 to 500 times, they were seen to be made up of 

filaments and mycelial débris. The peripheries of the granules showed filaments 

of radiating types. Vincent considered the parasite to be a Streptothria and 

named it S. madure. The filaments when examined under the high powers of 

the microscope were shown to contain elements of varying size, some being so 

small as to resemble micrococci. Scheube’s abstract is so satisfactory that we 

have quoted it, after comparing the original. 

The material used by Vincent for the preparation of cultures was taken by him 

direct from the diseased tissue. “It exhibited but little growth in bouillon, but 

infusions of hay and straw (15 grams to 1 liter) not neutralized, and therefore 

with an acid reaction were found to be suitable nutritive media. The same holds 

good for meat soups, to which yellow turnips, carrots, and more especially potatoes 

(20 grams to 1] liter) have been added, after previous filtration and sterilization. 

The temperature should be about 37° C; if it is over 40°, growth stops. The 

cultures, which are placed in wide tubes or Ehrlenmeyer’s flasks, to which air 

is accessible, exhibit small, gray flakes, round or flat, on the fourth or fifth 

day; these cling to the wall and bottom of the tube, and after from twenty to 

thirty days attain the dimensions of a small pea. Some of the flakes exhibit 

a brown tinge in the center, while others that lie near the surface of the liquid 

become pink or red after a month or two. The nutritive fluid never becomes 

cloudy, for most of the flakes lie at the bottom, where they form a covering 

which exceeds 0.5 to 1 centimeter in thickness. The nutritive fluid, previously 

acid, in time assumes an alkaline reaction, and becomes pale-blue. 
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“In ordinary gelatin the Streptothrix madure only exhibits a weak growth 

of white colonies along the inoculative puncture on the surface. Vincent considers 

that the best solid nutritive soil is 100 cubic centimeters of an infusion of 

hay or potatoes, with the addition of 9 grams of gelatin, 4 grams of glycerin, 

and 4 grams of glucose, neutralized and sterilized in the usual manner. The 

Streptothric does not liquefy the gelatin. On this soil fine, luxuriant, round, 

glazed colonies of a white or pale yellow color are obtained, which later on 

often assume a pink or even red color. If very many colonies form on the gelatin 

they remain small, but if fewer are present they attain almost the size of a pea. 

They then resemble an inoculation pustule sunk in the middle, and are of a 

white color, the margins assuming a red tint. Old cultures fade and become dull 

white. The colonies are of a horny consistency, and cling very firmly to the 

nutritive media. 

“The parasite grows fairly well on milk without coagulating it, though it 

becomes slowly peptonized. On eges and serum, however, it does not flourish 

at all. 
“On potatoes, from the fifth day, and at 37°, small, uncolored, or whitish 

prominences are seen, which assume a pale, reddish color after a month. This 

gradually deepens and becomes sometimes a bright pink, sometimes orange-color 

or red, sometimes a fine, dark red. This occurs particularly when the potatoes 

have a strong acid reaction, whereas on some potatoes there is no coloring at all. 

On carrot media the red coloring is more pronounced than on potato. 

“Some colonies are covered by a fine, white dust which consists of spores. 

“The parasite is aérobic. The parasite stains well with basic aniline stains, 

more faintly with safranin and eosin. It can also be stained according to the 

methods of Gram and Weigert. A solution of iodine stains it yellowish-brown, 

while hematoxylin causes it to assume a violet color. 

“The fungoid filaments are finer in the cultures than in the little bodies de- 

scribed above; their breadth does not exceed 1 uw. The irregular swellings and 

contractions observed in the little bodies are not observed in the cultures, which, 

however, when two weeks old often exhibit a series of spores at the end of the 

filaments. They are ovoid, light refracting and about 1.5 w in breadth and 2 

# in length. They stain well with aniline dyes and according to Gram’s method. 
They exhibit very little resistence to heat; they are killed in three minutes at 85°, 

and in five minutes at 75°. The cultures that do not carry spores die in three 

to five minutes at 60°. 

“The formation of spores takes place best where the mycelium comes into 

contact with the air, and this is the case in fluid mutritive media as well as on 

potato. Cultures with hay broth are the most suitable for this purpose. 

“One may actually see the spores develop in fresh broth and in suspended drops. 

“The cultures are very resistant to desiccation; even after a period of twenty- 

one months they exhibited a capacity for development. 

“The Streptothrix madure does not prove pathogenic to animals (rabbits, 

guinea pigs, mice, cats). Bocarro’s experimental] transmissions with fresh 

material of both varieties were negative in rabbits as well as in dogs. Nocard 

also inoculated with cultures guinea pigs, rabbits, pigeons, hens, dogs and sheep, 

by intravenous, subcutaneous and intraperitoneal inoculations, with negative 

results in every case. 

“By means of parallel cultures arranged and kept under exactly the same 

conditions, Vincent confirmed the difference between the Streptothrix madure 

and the actinomyces, as shown on the table. 

“Boyce and Surveyor likewise succeeded in cultivating a streptothrix in a case 

62668——2 
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of the white variety; it exhibited a condition similar to that cultivated by Vincent, 

but no ramifications and spores could be discovered. 

“Legrain could not cultivate colonies in infusions of hay, but succeeded in 

doing so on gelatin with malt and peptone. The colonies were round, prominent, 

glazed, very adherent to the lower surface, at first pale, then golden-yellow, and 

soon after became of a vivid red color and finally became decolorized. 

“In the nodules which exhibited suppurative degeneration, Vincent found 

Staphylococcus pyogenes albus and aureus in addition to the parasites described.” 

Vincent gives the following comparative table of the cultural char- 

acteristics of S. madure and Actinomyces: 

TaBLe No. I.—Comparison between S. madure and Actinomyces. 

No. | Cultures or inoculations. Streptothrix madure. Actinomyces. 

| 
1 | Peptonized beef tea ________ Moderate growth__--_----------_- | Luxuriant growth. 

2 Sterilized infusion of hay | Principal nutritive soil; growth | No growth. 

| or straw. rapid (4 days) and luxuriant. 

3 | Ordinary peptone-gelatin __| Does not liquefy___-______________ | Liquefies. 

4 | Gelatin with infusion of | Very quick growth; the culture ; Whitish, very weak 

| hay. becomes pink or red on the culture. 

surface. 

5 | Glycerin gelatin.___________ Colonies which at firstare white, | At first white, later on 

| then pink or red, and umbil- grayish spots; folded. 

| icated. 

6: Potato S22 te ee es Bright pink, vivid or dark red | Close,wart-likeyellowand 

| culture; does not brown the white, black-edged col- 

substratum, onies; potato becomes 

brown. 

7 | Cabbage, yellow. turnip, No growth. 

| carrot. 

8; | SSerum meet Se ee al Growth. 
9)! Tp eres 22 ne ee ee ell Do. 

10 | Cultures in areas deprived Facultatively anaérobic. 

of air. | 

1S | moculations=ss== === | Not transferable to any animal __| Transferable to rabbits, 

: guinea pigs, calves. 
ii 

S. madure according to Vincent differs culturally from the fungi 

isolated by Nocard,** Almquist,*® and Eppinger.7 The Nocard organism 

develops rapidly in peptone-bouillon and it does not grow in hay infusion. 

The cultural characteristics upon agar and potato present no analogy. 

Nocard’s organism is inoculable in guinea pigs. 

Vincent also discusses the question of the identity of actinomycosis 

and mycetoma and notes the following differences: Potassium iodide 

does not give the same positive results with Madura foot as it does with 

actinomycosis. Different results are obtained with the two parasites, 
not only morphologically but also in cultures in various media and in 
inoculation experiments. . 

% Ann. d. V inst. Pasteur (1888), 2, 293. 

* Ztschr. f. Hyg. wu. Infectionskrankh., Leipz. (1890), 7, 189. 

™ Wien. Klin. Wehnsch. (1890). 
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Vincent and Gémy (1896) mention a second case of ochroid variety 

and the cultivation of the same Streptothrix already reported by Vincent. 

Preliminary mention was also made by these authors at the Congrés de 

Dermatologie et de Syphilis in Paris on April 25, 1892.18 

Shattuck (1898) reported to the Pathological Society of London a 

case which he designated as Mycetoma papillomatosum. The skin ex- 

hibited a pronounced papillomatous condition, and secondary papille 

with sinuses and fungi were found within the larger growths. Mait- 

land (1898) reported a case involving the thigh and abdominal wall of 

a man, and Smyth (1898) published one involving the tissues of the 

neck. 5 

Plehn, according to’ Scheube, observed three cases in Suahelinese on the 

Tanga coast; however, probably these had been carried to that point from 

India. Vincent mentions the fact that Layet encountered the disease in 

Chile and Crookshank (1897) discussed the infection after collecting data ob- 

tained by the examination of a specimen sent from India. Boccaro (1893) 

analyzed one hundred cases, and in seventeen instances he saw evidence of a 

prick by an acacia thorn. In many of these cases the thorn itself was found. 

The same author also reports a case of mycetoma involving the tissues between 

the vertebral column and the scapula. Descriptions of the infection are also 

given by Delbanco (1897 and 1898); by Huntly (1890 and 1899), Kobner 

(1891), Paltauf (1894), Ruelle (1893), Shah (1893) and the pathology is 

fully outlined by Unna (1897). 

The first case in America was reported by Kemper and Jameston,”® but the 

article is not available to us. 

Adami and Kirkpatrick” studied a case of the ochroid variety in Canada and 

considered the granules to be identical in appearance with those from actino- 

mycosis, and Hyde, Senn and Bishop (1896) reported one from Chicago. In the 

latter instance the fungus suggested Actinomyces. No club-shaped forms were 

seen, and in sections the central portion of the granules stained faintly with 

hematoxylin. Under high power, delicate, radiating filamentary threads were 

observed in the masses. Delbanco, (1897) (according to Scheube) who studied 

materials sent him by the authors reporting this case, concluded that it was acti- 

nomycosis and not Madura foot. The record of Pope and Lamb’s case (1896) is 

not available to us. Arwine and Lamb~ (1899) mention another case in a native 

of Texas. Dr. Carroll who examined sections from the specimen considered the 

disease to be actinomycosis. 

J. H. Wright” (1898) reviewed some of the literature of the subject and 

reported one case of the melanoid variety from the service of Dr. Beach in 

the Massachusetts’ General Hospital in Boston. Wright’s patient was an 

' Italian woman who had resided in the United States for several years, but the 

disease had been noticed less than a year before she came under his care. The 

clinical. manifestations of the infection and the pathological alterations in the 

specimen taken from this patient, as they are described by Wright, are. very 

8 Ann. de dermat. (1892), May. 

12 Am. Practitioner (1876), 577. 

” Trans. Ass. Am. Physicians (1895), 10, 92, and Montreal Med. Journ. 

(1905-6), 24, 485. : 

1 Am. J. Med. Sc. (1899), N. S. 188, 393- 

2 J. Hap. Med. (1898), 3, 421. 
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similar to those which have been given by other authors. The description of 

the granules is very clear and Wright states that when bleached and softened by 

solutions of sodium hypochlorite or of potassium hydroxide, they are “found to 

consist of a mass of fungus structures, together with more or less brown, pig- 

mented imbedding or investing material, as described and figured by Boyce and 

Surveyor.” No spores were observed and the test for hemin in the granules was 

negative. The latter were deeply stained by the basic aniline dyes, but not by 

hematoxylin. “The Gram stain and the Weigert fibrin stain, or modifications 

of them, stain the substance of the granules to a variable extent depending on 

the amount of the decolorizing agents applied.” Wright cultivated a “Hypho- 

mycete” from approximately twenty-five of sixty-five of the black granules. 

Stapylococcus albus also grew in most of his cultures. The growth developed from 

the granule used in inoculation and appeared after an interval of four or five 

days or even later. Growth occurred as follows in most of the media used: 

Potato.—A dense, widely spreading, coherent layer of velvety surface; pale 

brown in the central portion and white at the edges. Small droplets of dark, 

coffee-colored fluid develop on the surface of the cultures. The medium becomes 

dark brown and very moist. 

Bouwillon.—Growth proceeds from the inoculated material in fine, radiating 

filaments and produces a puffball-like appearance, and eventually the whole fluid 

is filled up with radiating mycelia, the fluid becomes a deep coffee-brown color 

and a mycelium layer develops on the surface. 

Potato infusion (20 grams boiled in water, with a finished filtered product of 

1,000 cubic centimeters and not neutralized)—Growth is much the same as in 

bouillon, but no surface layer appears and in old cultures there are found 

numerous, black granules about 1 millimeter or less in diameter in the midst of 

the mycelium. 

“These granules consist of closely packed, spherical or polyhedral cells, together 

with some short, thick, segmented hyphe. The walls of these cells have a black 

appearance and masses of them are black and opaque under the microscope. 

Wright considered these granules to be “masses of interlacing hyphe whose 

segments have been much shortened, and widened and otherwise changed.” They 

were examined by W. G. Farlow and pronounced to be ‘Sclerotia.’ 

Agar (plain and glucose).—“Growth appears as a mesh work of widely 

spreading filaments, of grayish color. on the surface of the medium.” “Sclerotia”’ 

develop in old cultures, and in slant cultures growth only takes place on the 

surface. : 

Morphologically the Hyphomycete consists of long, branching hyphe from 3 to 

S » in diameter. Young forms show delicate transverse septa and older ones 

swellings at the points of branching and the hyphe may appear as a string of 

oval-ended, plump segments. The filaments have a definite wall and branching 

oceurs by lateral budding. No spore-bearing organs were observed. 

Animal inoculations——‘“No results were obtained from the inoculation of 

animals with the original granules or with cultures.” 

Histology.—The tissues composing the nodules consist essentially of a forma- 

tion of more or less atypical connective tissue in various stages of development 

in which foci of suppuration are present in association with granules. 

“Some of the granules lie in small cavities containing polynuclear leucocytes. 

loose epithelial cells and cellular detritus. These cavities may be lined either by 

a wall of vascular granulation tissue or by massess of epithelioid cells, together 

with multinucleated giant cells. Other granules are closely invested by a zone of 

epithelioid and giant cells, and outside of this there may be an infiltration with 
lymphoid and plasma cells. The nodule thus formed about the granule resembles 
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very closely a tubercle in structure. The giant cells are often of large size and 

may have a peripheral arrangement of their nuclei. They are a very prominent 

element in the lesions. 

“The primary effect produced by the parasites upon the tissues seems to be the 

development of nodules of epithelioid cells and of giant cells from the tissues im- 

mediately about them. Later, suppurative processes occur in the nodules and 

abscesses are formed, which in the tissue give rise to the development of granu- 

lation and connective tissue in large amount.” 

Unna and Delbanco’s (1900) discussion of the subject is mentioned by MacLeod. 

Brumpt (1901) reported a case of the black variety of mycetoma from Suakim, 

Sudan. He gives the usual description of the granules. The grains are composed 

of an enveloping membrane made up of mycelial filaments. The inner portion is 

very friable and easily crushed. Cultures in hay infusion and bouillon gave neg- 

ative results. Fourlerton and Jones (1902) published an exhaustive article 

dealing with the pathogenesis of the Streptothria group in general; the authors 

in discussing Mycetoma consider Streptothrix madure Vincent as the cause of the 

ochroid variety, and J. H. Wright’s Streptothria as that of the black type. 

Laveran * studied an anatomical specimen of the black variety sent to him by 

Bouffard. He found and described a Streptothrix in the granules and named this 

organ S. mycetomi. The author does not report any experiments in the culti- 

vation of the fungus. 

Madden ™ published two cases of the pink variety of mycetoma occurring in the 

Sudan. In one of the patients the primary lesion was in the thigh, and later 

the disease involved the abdominal wall. Pinoy succeeded in one month in culti- 

vating a Streptothrix in anaérobic, sweetened bouillon. With these cultures he 

was able to infect a pigeon’s foot. 

Scheube (1903) discusses the question of the identity of actinomycosis and 

Madura foot as follows: 

“T need only recall the different size and coloring of the fungoid masses, in the 

two diseases, their different localization, and the difference of their course, which 

in Madura foot is more benign and more chronic than in actinomycosis. The 

pronounced tendency also for actinomycosis to spread to other near or distant 

parts of the body, to attack the internal organs, and the transmissibility of acti- 

nomycosis to healthy persons, are qualities which, at least according to our present 

knowledge, are not possessed by Madura foot. Moreover, the hyphomycetes of 

Madura foot are more delicate, and stain remarkable well with hematoxylin, 

showing the prisms and columns described above as staining with difficulty. 

Actinomycosis, on the other hand, is not stainable with hematoxylin and develops 

elubs and knobs which are difficult to stain.” 

Manson (1906) in discussing S. madure Vincent considers that “though 

closely allied to the better known fungus (Actinomyces), apparently it is not 

specifically identical with it.” 

Nicolle and Brunswic-LeBihan ” report mycetoma in an Arabian woman. The 

original lesion was produced by a barley spore introduced one year before the 

mycetoma was established, and Nicolle and Pinoy * report a case of the ochroid 

variety of the disease in an Arab. They described and cultivated a Streptothrix 

from the lesions. The organism was grown upon sweetened hay infusion and 

developed on the surface of the medium as a light gray superstratum upon a 

3 Bul. Acad. de Med. (1902), (3); 47, 773. 

*4 J. Trop. Med. (1902), 5, 243. i. 

* Bul. Acad. de Med. (1906), (3), 55, 132. 

* Arch. d. Parasit. (1906), 10, 437. 
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brownish-red membrane. The authors consider carrots to be the best medium for 

rapid development of the organism, and growth occurs best at 37°, appearing as 

a white scum which rapidly becomes yellowish. Small spots of various colors 

also develop, according to the acidity of the media, the colors varying from grayish 

to brick red. Roux tubes in which were placed reeds and water, sterilized, con- 

stitute a favorable culture medium. In less than forty-eight hours a glaucescent 

growth covers the surfaces of the reeds. 

Potato——A white growth develops in forty-eight hours, this increases up to 

eight days, becoming brownish. The medium becomes dark. 

Gelatin.—On this medium the growth is very feeble and no liquefaction 

occurs. 

Agar and Sabourand’s gelose—The growth consists of a brownish, folded 

membrane frosted with white, slowly becoming yellow. : 

Animal experiments——Subcutaneous inoculation of monkeys and rabbits gave 

negative results. Subcutaneous inoculation in the foot of a rat produced small 

granulations which contained mycelial filaments; these granulations were grad- 

ually reabsorbed. Intravenous inoculations in rabbits were without result. The 

author discusses the question of the etiology of the disease and the identification 

of the fungi. 

E. Brumpt * has written a critical review of the entire subject with particular 

reference to the parasites. He divides the fungi into two genera and several 

species, gives the generic and specific diagnosis of each, and places the previously 

described parasites in what he considers their proper position. He considers 

mycetoma to be a clinical type of disease which may be caused by any one of the 

several species of Streptothria which have been described by various authors. The 

work is very exhaustive and the plates are excellent, but after close study it 

seems to us that his classification has been made upon insufficient data. 

Foulerton (1907) in his recent and complete study of the pathology of 

Streptothri« infections in general, divides the group into several classes according 

to the lesions produced, the cultural characteristics, and so on; in one of these 

groups he includes 8. madure Vincent and the other allied organisms which 

from time to time have been published as the etiologic agents in Madura foot. 

The author was unable to demonstrate acid-fast properties in cultures of 

S. madure with which he worked. In considering the acid-fast properties of 

Streptothrix in general, the author states that the number of these organisms 

is still too small to justify fully definite conclusions, and in addition to B. 

tuberculosis and other well known bacilli of the same type, he mentions S. ep- 

pingeri, S. nocordui, 8. capre as well as Sabrazis’ and Rivére’s organisms as 

having a similar acid-fast character. As our own Streptothri# is of this class 

of acid-fast organisms, a comparative study of the group is interesting and will 

be taken up more in detail in a subsequent paper. 

Wright ** in. Osler’s Modern Medicine discusses the question of the existence 

of two varieties of the disease. This author states that “at the present time 

the ochroid or pale form of mycetoma must be regarded as actinomycosis of the 

part.” However, in the melanoid variety he recognizes the specifie fungoid 

nature of the affection, although, as he himself states, the etiology of the 

disease remains to be proved by animal experimentation. Wright * was probably 

the first one to cultivate the fungus of the black variety. Its cultural character- 

istics have been given and are shown in the parallel column of Table IL facing 

page 500. 

* Arch. d. parisit (1906), 10, 489. 

* Osler’s Modern Medicine (1907), 1, 344. 

* Loe. cit. 
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A very recent article by MacLeod discusses the etiology of the disease in 

the following manner: “It is caused by the presence in the skin and underlying 

tissues of a Streptothriz closely allied to, but differing from, actinomycosis. 

The name Streptothric madure has been given it by Vincent. This fungus 

forms the ‘fish roe’ like granules of the white variety, which is the common 

form of the disease.” The author in describing the nature of the black variety 

states that there is a considerable variance of opinion, but he does not adhere 

to the belief that its fungus is a degenerative condition of the infection produced 

by the white type, but rather that it is a different species, as is claimed by 

several writers. MacLeod also recognized a red variety of the mycetoma in 

addition to the ochroid and melanoid types. In considering the differential 

diagnosis of the disease from actinomycosis the author states: “Actinomycosis 

is a disease which is transmitted from animals to man, and can be inoculated 

in animals; it occurs in temperate latitudes, often runs a rapid course, affects 

internal organs and mucous membranes, and has yellow granules in its dis- 

charges; Madura foot is confined to man, has not been successfully inoculated 

in lower animals, occurs in the tropics, runs a slow course, does not become 

generalized, and presents granules of various colors.” : 

Caminiti* (1907) reports a new Streptothrix and discusses very fully the 

whole group of Streptothrmz ; however, but little attention is given to mycetoma. 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

The study of our case of Madura foot, a report of which is given 

in the first part of this paper, after a careful review of the literature, 

establishes for the first time definitely so far as we have been able 

to determine, the etiology of mycetoma according to the usual re- 

quirements of investigators, including the transmission of the disease 

by animal experiment. The causative organism we have determined to 

be a Streptothrix, and as it apparently differs from previously described 

fungi of the same genus we have named it Streptothrix freerit. We 

believe this investigation fully establishes the etiologic importance of 

S. freeri m one case of the pale or ochroid variety of Madura foot, but 

nevertheless we are of the opinion that it does not finally settle the 
-entire question of the etiology of the disease. Some of the most im- 

portant questions open for discussion are as follows: 

1. Is S. freert sufficiently different from previously described organ- 

isms to entitle it to be classified as a new species? __ 

2. Is mycetoma a distinct disease etiologically, or is it one type of 

manifestation of more than one species of Streptothrix infection ? 

3. Are the “ochroid” and “melanoid” varieties different stages of a 

single etiologic entity, or are they due to different species of Streptothria ? 

4, What is the relation of mycetoma to actinomycosis ? 

In spite of all of the admirable older investigations on the subject 

and giving all due credit to the writers of former contributions, there 

are but two articles dealing with the etiology of the disease which are 

% Albutts’ System of Medicine (1907), 2, 754. 

3 Oentrbl. f. Bakteriol. Orig. (1907), 44, 193. 
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sufficiently clear and which follow required methods closely enough to 

be of value in a comparative study. These are Vincent’s report on S: 

madure as the cause of the infection in the ochroid variety, and Wright’s 

article reporting a Hyphomycete as the etiologic factor in the melanoid 

type of the disease. The work of both these authors seems to have been 

carefully carried out and their conclusions appear to be sound, but in 

neither investigation did the authors establish the etiologic relation of 

their organisms to Madura foot by experiments on animals. However, 
leaving this omission out of consideration and studying the cultural 

characteristics of their fungi alone, the evidence seems to be conclusive 

that S. freeri differs from both of their organisms. This is not only so, 

but when we compare its characteristics with the description of other 

species of pathogenic Streptothrix which have been cultivated by others, 

we find our organism clearly to be distinct. The table opposite gives 

.a comparative summary of the characteristics of six of these Streptothrices, 

and it includes those of S. actinomyces. 

There can be no reasonable doubt but that all types of mycetoma 

are due to Streptothria infections, but whether all the forms are caused 

by an infection with a uniform organism or whether more than one 

species plays a part in the disease, can not now positively be stated. 

However, it is very probable that Madura foot may be produced by any 

one of several species of Steptothriz, and that lesions of etiology identical 

with the ones occurring in the foot may be produced in various parts 

of the body. Such infections are now occasionally recognized. It seems 

likely that some of these lesions, located in places other than the foot, 

are not considered to be mycetoma, more because of their location than 

because of any specific differences in the parasites. However, if the 

methods employed by observers who have reported mycetoma in parts 

-of the body other than the foot are examined, it is certain that the 

diagnoses of these infections were based upon morphologic considerations 

of the Streptothriz as a whole, and therefore were not conclusive as 

to the determination of species. 

S. freert is as pathogenic for monkeys, when it is inoculated in the 

deep tissues in other parts of the body, as it is when injected into the 

foot, where it produces typical mycetoma clinically and pathologically. 

It seems probable that mycetoma most often occurs in the foot because 

of the accidents to which that member is exposed and in this connection 

it may be stated that the right foot is more frequently affected than the 

left one. If the general infections produced in animals by S. freeri 

prove to be experimentally practical with other types of the disease, 

then Madura foot becomes a variety of streptothricosis differing from 
other types more in anatomical position than in specific etiologic 
distinctions. 

The review of the literature which has been given shows that there 

is much difference of opinion in regard to the etiology of Madura foot. 



| Actinomyces according to Wright. Streptothrix freeri according to Musgrave and Clegg. 

| 

NUT el Peyraleo UA Koy Ke} ees oh oe: ) tS eemeee eer Per RaSeeer en ee eenpy Maca unin eSReNn= see smeniy ena Man ; foot. 
Varies in the different media. Sometimes forms. clubs...... Long, branching filaments, 2 to 7 y in diameter. Trans- 

verse segments are shown of various lengths from 
| coccoid to 10 yw in length. Branching occurs as 
| lateral hyphe developing from the segments. The fil- 

aments have a definite wall. Spores have not been 
observed. 

All strains of the micro-organism stain well by Gram’s | Smear preparation from lesions and cultures from 5 
method with the exception of one. Smear preparation days’ to 2 months’ old stained by Ziehl-Neelson’s 
from cultures of ten cases were not found acid-fast method showed many acid-fast portions. These were 
toward Gabbet’s decolorizing solution after staining also alcohol-fast. Stain well by Gram’s method. 
with carbol fuchsin. 

‘Amaerobie) preferences: -..-.2.2-/.22s-.iice-eee----ceee eee See sa eee Obligative aérobic. Growth appears after 3 days as 
| dry, opaque, discrete colonies. No liquefaction. Aft- 

er 3 months medium becomes slightly darkened. 
Stab cultures: No growth along needle tract. 

secistciit: GaSe SUSAR Ee Soe ES Eee ee CREE ee ane aE EE HP ieee nse eae ee eran SEE Appears after 3 days as a dry, smooth, opaque and 
' slightly raised growth; at first a porcelain white, 

| which later develops a delicate pink color. No pig- 
: mentation of medium. 

Growth occurs in bouillon in the form of solid, whitish | Growth occurs after 3 days as flat particles on the 
Masses at the bottom of the tube; there is never surface of the medium. These produce in time a 
growth at the surface. When first isolated from the delicate, pink color, and on shaking the tube adhere 
lesions these masses of growth appear in the form ot to its sides. As the growth proceeds a granular mass 
nodular, irregular, spherical structures, often coherent collects in the bottom of the tube, this mass is more 
to one another and forming mulberry-like masses. or less coherent. Medium does not become cloudy 
Under continued cultivation most of the strains of the but in time becomes darkened. 
microorganism grow in the form of flaky, friable, 
amorphous »masses, which in some instances after 

} some days in the incubator became transformed into 
stringy, viscid material. One strain after months of 
cultivation still retained its mulberry like character. 
Medium not clouded. 

Tubes were inoculated with fourteen strains and main- | Growth appears after 3 days on surface of medium as 
tained under both’ anaérobic and aérobic conditions. flat, dry-appearing particles. These later become 
Some slight or doubtful growth was abserved on six. confluent, forming a heaped-up, pinkish-yellow mass. 

: No reaction occurs in medium until after second 
week when the color gradually fades but does not 
become red. This decolorization begins at the bot- 

4 tom of the tube. Milk is not coagulated. 
Fourteen strains were planted and all except two were | Growth appears as small, pinkish colonies, later raised 

observed under both anaérobic and aérobic conditions ; and becoming confluent; after a few days the growth 
in no instance was anything like a luxurient growth assumes a heaped-up appearance resembling a mass 
obtained. of yellow curls. Medium becomes moist and dark. 

|| Cultures of five strains were placed under anaérobic con- | Growth similar to bouillon. 
/ ditions. In no instance was evidence of growth ob- 

tained except in one tube, in which there might have J 
been a slight growth. 

In some instances a very slight growth appeared, in | Growth appears after 3 days smooth and of a delicate 
others none. pink color. Growth does not change character of me- 

dium after 3 weeks’ incubation. 

soa Oe NC rOWUleappeansm ietmonCayicm lateme DecOMmesm Lunn amt 
with a heaped-up and wrinkled appearance. The 
center assumes a pinkish-yellow color, with a grad- 
ual elimination to a delicate pink and to a white 
periphery. Stab cultures show only surface growth 

. with same pigment characteristics. 
ee On ea Crows well eappearme ation sidayscassammaised. neaped— 

up, moist growth; produces a yellow pigment in 
center, with a pale periphery. 

Growth observed practically only at 37° C. Resistance | Is killed at an exposure to 70° C. for 15 minutes. 
to drying showed that the microdrganism survived 
longer on plain surfaces than in culture media, 50 
days compared with 6 to 10 days according to strain 
used. Thermal death point 60° to 64° C. for 10 to 11 
minutes. 

Guinea pigs and rabbits were mostly used in these ino- | Intraperitoneal inoculations of guinea pigs, monkeys, 
culations. The results were not constant; with some and dogs with material from lesions and from cul- 
stains typical lesions were produced which were ana- tures in nearly every case produced processes result- 
tomically and histologically identical with those of ing in death after two weeks. Rabbits and pigeons 
actinomycosis. were not affected other than by the production of small 

nodules at site of inoculations in subcutaneous injec- 
tion ; these soon underwent resolution and healed. No 
progressive lesions were produced by subcutaneous 
inoculations. In monkeys inoculated in the foot with 
cultures extensive lesions were produced anatomic- 
ally resembling Madura foot. Pure cultures were 
obtained in every instance from experimental lesions. 
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Source .. 
Morphology 

Staining characteristics ............ 

Growth on gelatin, 22° C........ | 

Maltose agar. 

Peptone broth... 

Alkaline litmus milk... 

Potato 

Potato infusion... 

Léffler's blood serum 
sated horse serum. 

and inspis- 

Glucose agar. 

Glycerin agar - 

Diastatic action... 

Resistance to heat, drying, relative 
growth to temperature, thermal 
death point. 

Pathogenicity for lower animals. 

.| Growth occurs, 

Cattle in Guadalope. 

Ziehl-Neelson method showed many acid-fast 
portions and these were also alcohol-fast. 

Aerobic. Streak cultures: Growth appears after 
4 days as a fine, white opacity with uneven 
surface. Stab cultures: Slightly raised knob at 
top of gelatin and a fine, filmy growth along 
needle track, No liquefaction or pigmentation 
of medium. 

Appears after 48 hours as a pale, straw-colored 
growth, with dull, flattened, granular, surface; 

| to pigmentation of medium, 

Growth appears after 24 hours as a grayish, floc- 
culent mass at the bottom of the tube. No 
pigmentation of medium. 

but reaction and appearance of 
medium not obyiously altered after 20 days’ 
incubation. 

Appears after 48 hours as a buff-yellow granular 
growth. 
dium. 

Very slow growth. 

None manifested during 14 days’ 
starch, peptone and broth. 

Sporulating cultures resist an exposure to 45° C. 
for 30 minutes, but are killed at an exposure 
to 60° G. for the same period. (Cultures resist 
exposure to 65° for 15 minutes but are killed 
by exposure to 70° C. for 10 minutes.— 
(Nocard.) 

Rabbits, dogs, cats, horses, and oxen are not af- 
fected by intraperitoneal or intravenous injec- 
tions. In guinea pigs intraperitoneal or intra- 
venous injections cause constantly within 20 
days a miliary tuberculosis similar to that pro- 
duced by bacillus tuberculosis. 

incubation in 

Streptothrix of Nocard according to the Fullerton. 

Cultures from 9 days to 3 months old stained by 

No pigmentation or erosion of me- | 

No liquefaction of medium.___. 

Streptothrix of Bppinger according to Fullerton. 

1.—Cultural characteristics of various types 

Streptothrix of Vincent according to Vincent and 

of Streptothrin and of Actinomyces. 

Pullerton. 

Man; brain abscess 

| Cultures from 2 to 3 
Ziehi-Neelson method showed portions which 
are acid-fast but not alcohol-fast. 

months old stained by 

Aérobiec. Streak cultures: Growth appears after 

a deep orange center, and a paler often thinned 
out periphery. No liquefaction or pigmenta- 
tion of medium. 

Growth appears after the fifth day as a slightly 
raised yellowish mass with a pale, flat, polished 
periphery; later the growth assumes a deeper 
yellow to a burnt-ocher color. No pigmentation 
of medium. 

Growth appears after 24 hours as a small, white 
granules, forming a pellicle and adhering to 
sides of tube; some portions fall to the bottom. 
No pigmentation of medium. 

After 3 days the medium turns pink; by the 
eighth day the color is discharged and milk has 
become alkaline, but even after a month's in- 
cubation the medium does not clear. 

| | 
| Growth appears after 48 hours as a granular lay 

er, at first 
| red. This is later coyered by a fine, 

powdery efflorescence, culture 
sugar almond, 

white, 
resembling a 

Growth appears after 48 hours. 
or pigmentation of medium 

No liquefaction 

None manifested during 14 days’ incubation in 
starch, and peptone broth. 

Sporulating cultures resist an exposure to 60° C. 
for 80 minutes, but are killed at an exposure 
to 75° G. for the same period. 

Not pathogenic for white mice. Three rabbits 
inoculated subcutaneously recovered after de- 
veloping temporary local swellings. One rabbit 
inoculated in anterior chamber of eye developed 
a nodule on the iris but no general Infection. 
One rabbit inoculated intravenously and an- 
other in the kidney died on the fifth and 
seventh days respectively. Two guinea. pigs 
inoculated intraperitoneally died on the eight- 
eenth and twenty-fourth day. 

White, becoming yellow to brick- | 

6 days as a slightly raised. wrinkled layer with } 

Man; foot... 

Cultures 

| Aérobic. 

yellow 

or less cohering 

dium. 

Growth occurs. 

begins to clear. 

peared (Vincent). 

case. 

up to 14 weeks old stained by Zlehl- 
Neelson method showed no acid-fast portions. 

Growth appears after 8 to 21 days, al- 
ways scanty, opaque, whitish, raised, more or 
less discrete colonies, 
mentation of medium, 
superimposed flattened globular opaque, whitish, 
colonies occur along needl 

Growth appears after 8 di 
sh-white colonies with 

later often developing pink pigment. 

Growth appears as opaque, white, globular, more 

Surface growth rare. 

No obyious change happens in 
the milk until after 20 days’ 
Medium then becomes pink and after 4 weeks 

Growth appears after 72 hours as a heaped-up, ir- 
regular mass of a creamy-yellowish-white color, 
often showing patches of pink coloration. 
pigmentation or erosion of medium. 

Growth slow and scanty. No liquefaction or pig- 
mentation of medium. 

None manifested during 14 days’ incubation in 
starch, peptone and broth, © 

Sporulating cultures resist an exposure to 45° G, 
for 30 minutes, but are killed at an exposure to 
60° C. for the same period, 

The inoculation of cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, and 
mice produced nothing more than 
nodule at the site of injection and these disap- 

itoneal, intravenous and subcutaneous inocula- 
tions of dogs, sheep, rabbits, guinea pigs, fowls, 
and pigeons; his results were negative in every 

Streptothrix of Wright according to Wright. Actinomyces according to Wright. Streptothrix freeri according to Musgrave and Clegg. 

Man; foot........ 
Long branching hypha 

young forms delicate 

plump segments, 

seen. 

were observed, 

agent applied. ‘The 

methods. 
Aérobic 

No liquefaction or pig- 
Stab cultures: Series of 

le track. 
yS a8 small, discrete, 

waxy, wrinkled 

Growth always proceeds 
colonies at bottom er grains or fragme! of tube. 

No pigmentation of me- 
appearance, 

a coffee-brown color. 

incubation; the 

| or layer of velvety 
No 

pheral portion, 

surface layer 

about 1 
mycelium. 

medium. 
in potato infusion. 
only at the surface. 

a small 

Nocard carried out intraper- 

hold the stain longest. 
could the hypha be differentially stained by these 

fine, radiating filaments and soon produces a puff 
Eventually the whole 

filled with radiating mycelium and a definite mycelial 
layer is formed on the surface. 

millimeter in diameter 

from 3 to 8 w in diameter. 
transyerse septa are present. 

The filaments have a definite wall, 
and in their interfor granules or pale areas may be 

The branching occurs by the formation of later- 
al outgrowths or buds. No spore-bearing organisms. 

Gram’s stain and Weigert’s fibrin stain, or modifications 
of them, stain the substance of the granules to a yari- 
able extent, depending upon the amount of decolorizing 

marginal portion of the granules 
Tn only a very few instance 

from the planted material, wheth- 
nts of mycelium in the form of 

area of fluid 

The medium acquires 

It forms a dense, widely spreading, coherent membrane 
surface, pale brown in color 

throughout its central portion and white at its peri- 
A marked feature is the appearance of 

small, spherical, globules or droplets of dark coffee- 
colored fluid on the surface of this layer. 
takes a dark brown color and becomes mois | 

In this the growth proceeds ag In bouillon except that no 
is formed. 

The potato 

A peculiarity noted in old 
cultures is the appearance of numerous, black granules 

in the midst of the 

The growth appears as a mesh work of widely spreading 
filaments of a grayish color on the surface of the 

Tn old cultures black sclerotia are found as 
In stab cultures growth appears 

No results were obtained from the inoculation of animals 
with the original granule or with cultures. 

In 
In 

older forms there may be swelling at these points and 
the hyphm may appear as a string of oval-ended, 

Man and lower animals... 
Varies in the different media. Sometimes forms clubs. 

All strains of the micro-organism stain well by Gram's 
method with the exception of one, Smear preparation 
from cultures of ten) cases were not found acid-fast 
toward Gabbet's decolorizing solution after staining 
with carbol fuchsin. 

Anaérobic preferences 

Growth occurs in bouillon in the form of solid, whitish 
Masses at the bottom of the tube; there is never 
growth at the surface. When first isolated from the 
lesions these masses of growth appear in the form of 
nodular, irregular, spherical structures, often coherent 
to one another and forming mulberry-like masses. 
Under continued cultivation most of the strains of the 
microérganism grow in the form of flaky, friable, 
amorphous masses, which in some instances after 
some days in the incubator became transformed into 
stringy, viscid inaterial. One strain after months of 
cultivation still retained its mulberry like character. 
Medium not clouded- 

Tubes were inoculated with fourteen strains and main- 
tained under both anaerobic and aérobic conditions. 
Some slight or doubtful growth was abserved on six. 

Fourteen strains were planted and all except two were 
observed under both anaerobic and aSrobic conditions; 
in no instance was anything like a luxurient growth 
obtained. 

Cultures of five strains were placed under anaérobie con- 
ditions, In no instance was evidence of growth ob- 
tained except in one tube, in which there might have 
been a slight growth. 

In some Instances a yery slight growth appeared, 
others none. 

in 

Growth observed practically only at 37° C. Resistance 
to drying showed that the microérganism survived 
longer on plain surfaces than in culture media, 50 
days compared with 6 to 10 days according to strain 
used. Thermal death point 60° to G4° C. for 10 to 11 
minutes. 

Guinea pigs and rabbits were mostly used in these ino- 
culations. The results were not constant; with some 
stains typical lesions were produced which were ana- 
tomically and histologically identical with those of 
actinomycosis. 

Man ; foot. 
Long branching filaments, 2 to 7 4 in diameter. Trans- 

verse segments are shown of various lengths from 
coccoid to 10 uw in length, Branching occurs as 
lateral hyphm developing from the segments. ‘The fil- 
aments haye a definite wall, Spores have not been 
observed, 

Smear preparation from lesions and cultures from 5 
days’ to 2 months’ old stained by Ziehl-Neelson’s 
method showed many acid-fast portions. These were 
also alcohol-fast. Stain well by Gram’s method. 

Obligatiye atrobic. Growth appears after 3 days as 
dry, opaque, discrete colonies. No liquefaction. Aft- 
er 3 months medium becomes slightly darkened, 
Stab cultures: No growth along needle tract. 

Appears after 3 days as a dry, smooth, opaque and 
slightly raised growth; at first a porcelain white, 
which later develops a delicate pink color. No pig- 
mentation of medium. 

Growth occurs after 3 days as flat particles on the 
surface of the medium. These produce in time a 
delicate, pink color, and on shaking the tube adhere 
to its sides. As the growth proceeds a granular niass 
collects In the bottom of the tube, this mass is more 
or less coherent. Medium does not become cloudy 
but in time becomes darkened, 

Growth appears after 3 days on surface of medium as 
flat, dry-nppearing particles. These later become 
confluent, forming a heaped-up, pinkish-yellow mass. 
No reaction occurs in medium until after second 
week when the color gradually fades but does not 
become red. This decolorization begins at the bot- 
tom of the tube. Milk is not coagulated. 

Growth appears as small, pinkish colonies, later raised 
and becoming confluent; after a few days the growth 
assumes a heaped-up appearance resembling a mass 
of yellow curls. Medium becomes moist and dark. 

Growth similar to bouillon. 

Growth appears after 2 days smooth and of a delicate 
pink color, Growth does not change character of me- 
dium after 3 weeks’ incubation. 

Growth appears after 3 days, later becomes luxuriant 
with a heaped-up and wrinkled appearance. The 
center assumes a pinkish-yellow color, with a grad- 
ual elimination to a delicate pink and to a white 
periphery. Stab cultures show only surface growth 
with same pigment characteristics. 

Grows well, appearing after 3 days as a raised, heaped- 
up, moist growth; produces a yellow pigment in 
center, with a pale periphery, 

Ts killed at an exposure to 70" G. for 15 minutes. 

Intraperitoneal inoculations of guinea pigs, monkeys, 
and dogs with material from lesions and from cul- 
tures in nearly every case produced processes result- 
ing in death after two weeks. Rabbits and pigeons 
were not affected other than by the production of small 
nodules at site of inoculations in subcutaneous tnjec- 
tion ; these soon underwent resolution and healed. No 
progressive lesions were produced by subcutaneous 
inoculations. In monkeys inoculated in the foot with 
cultures extensive lesions were produced anatomic- 
ally resembling Madura foot. Pure cultures were 
obtained in every instance from experimental lesions, 
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ETIOLOGY OF MYCETOMA. 5O1 

The only important data tending to show that different types of the 

disease exist are found in the varying color of the granules from the 

different varieties and the results of Wright’s cultivation experiments. 

While Wright could not establish the etiologic importance of his or- 

ganism, it is probable that it was the cause of the disease in his case; 

this being true, the etiologic identity of the two varieties must be 

questioned until further experimental work is done with both Wright’s 

and our own organisms. 
One of our experiments on monkeys is suggestive. A fair number 

of small, black granules were produced in the tissues of monkey number 

3267 imoculated subcutaneously, and a less decided, but positive, varia- 

tion in the color of the granules has been noticed in other inoculated 

animals. 

The statement which has often been repeated, that the ochroid variety 

of mycetoma is actinomycosis, 1s not supported by the weight of evidence 

in the literature, and it is positively disproved by our work. 

There is no doubt but that actinomycosis has been mistaken for 

Madura foot, both of the ochroid and black variety, in some of the 

reported cases, but it is equally certain that Actinomyces hominis is a 

different species of Streptothric from those producing mycetoma. 
Furthermore, the two diseases show decided differences in clinical mani- 

festations and in the pathologie findings. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

PLATE I. 

. Madura foot, mycetoma. 

Monkey’s foot after ten days. Inoculated with cultures from the lesions 

of foot shown in Plate I, fig. 1. 

Monkey’s foot after fifteen days. Inoculated with scrapings from the 

lesions of foot shown in Plate I, fig. 1. 

PuLateE II. 

. Section from the foot of the original case; stained preparation. 1 X 75. 

. Section from the foot of the original case; stained preparation. 1 X 100. 

Section from abdominal tumor of dog number 3390; stained with 
Sterling’s gentian-violet iodine solution (1—2-200) decolorized with 

aniline oil. 1 X 390. 

Pirate III. 

. Fresh smear from the lesions of the original case. 1 X 850. 

Fresh smear from a thirty days’ culture on eglycerin-agar. 1 X 850. y day sty: g 

PLATE LY. 

. Drawing of a ten days’ culture of Streptothrix freeri on glycerin-agar. 

Potato culture of Streptothrix freeri showing. ten days’ growth. 
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EXPERIMENTS IN MALARIAL TRANSMISSION BY MEANS OF 

MYZOMYIA LUDLOWII THEOB. 

’ 

By CuHaries 8. BANKS, 

(From the Entomological section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, 

Manila, P. I.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

BREEDING PLACES OF THE MOSQUITOES. 

Lirr History or Myzomyia LUDLOWIL THEOB. 

Mosqurrors AND MALARIAL PARASITES. HR OS 0 

INTRODUCTION. 

Physicians in the Philippine Islands have for several years been 

desirous of determining with greater certainty the exact species of 

Anopheline responsible for the transmission of malaria in this region, 

although as far as I am aware no definite experiments looking to this 

end have ever been carried on. 

In the year 1906 a very severe epidemic of zstivo-autummal fever, 

resulting in several deaths both among the American and Filipino 

workmen, broke out in a camp some 6 kilometers from Manila on the line 

of the new waterworks excavations. I went to the scene of the trouble 

to study the features of the infection, but not until some time after it 

had been decided to abandon this camp and all the workmen, including 

also the families of the Filipinos, had moved away. A very brief visit 

of two or three hours, made at a time previous to the breaking up of the 

camp, enabled me to determine the actual state of existence of these 

people and to find out that practically none of the Filipinos and very few 

of the Americans used mosquito nets. A great many specimens of 

Nyssorhynchus barbirostris Theob., were found among clothing in the 

huts of the workmen. 

A reconnaissance of the immediate vicinity of the camp at the time of 

the second visit revealed the abundant breeding places of the species 

of mosquito just referred to, but no further attempts were made defi- 

nitely to fix the blame of malarial transmission upon the species found. 

In December, 1906, word came from the United States naval station 

at Olongapo, Zambales, that malaria was very prevalent among the 

large body of marines in barracks at that place and that it was of a very 
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pernicious type. It had been noted for some time previously that com- 

panies going for target practice to the marine rifle range at Maquinaya, 

some 5 kilometers north of Olongapo on the east shore of Subig Bay, 

invariably returned to Olongapo with a large percentage of their person- 

nel infected with malaria, in one instance as many as 85 per cent having 

the fever. : 

It was not possible, owing to pressure of other work in Manila, for me 

to reach Olongapo before the 1st of April, so that upon my arrival I 

found the disease to have diminished markedly, although cases were by 

no means of rare occurrence. 

GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY. 

The naval station of Olongapo is situated at the southeast end of the 
small island of that name, lying in the eastern part of Subig Bay and 

separated from the mainland of Luzon by the Kalaklan River. It is 

really one of a series of deltas formed at the mouths of the Kalaklan, 

Santa Rita and Biniktigan Rivers. The region roundabout is hilly, 

often to the coast, the main axes of the hills running at an angle with 

the coast line and having broad valleys between them, especially on the 
east shore of the bay. More or less sluggish streams flow through these 

valleys and upon reaching the coast they naturally spread out, forming 

areas of mangrove swamp in which a certain species of large crustacean 

has built up mounds of earth which in time, owing to vegetation and the 

further deposit of earth by the rivers, have united to form a more or less 

level tract having an elevation of from 3 to 10 decimeters above mean tide. 

Numerous channels are cut through these tracts of land at the time of 

floods, and when the tides are high the waters of these channels are con- 

tinuously mixed with that from the sea. At no time is the water in or 

around these areas fresh, and where the tide recedes it leaves the land- 

locked pools to become more salty by evaporation. The shores for several 

kilometers around Olongapo in all directions are of this character, and this 

condition is only relieved by the terminal talus slopes of the surrounding 

hills. 

Engineering operations carried on by the Navy with reference to harbor 

improvements at the station, have altered the course of the Biniktigan 

River while causing large bodies of water to become more landlocked 

than previously, with the result that now the area of stagnant or semi- 

stagnant water in the vicinity of the station is about doubled. 

The same condition obtains at the Maquinaya rifle range, except that 

the swamps at this place le farther landward, whereas the camp itself 

is located on a sandy beach, upon which fair sized trees of various species 

grow. 
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LOCATION AND BUILDINGS. 

The navy-yard proper is located on a sand spit and is surrounded by 

a wall built in Spanish times; all the offices and the quarters of most of 
the naval and marine officers and the hospital are located within this 

wall. Outside, and along the west beach of the island are the other 

marine officers’ quarters and eastward from these, at a distance of some 

120 meters, are the five large buildings erected for barracks for the troops. 

Four of these barracks are within a few meters of the swamp regions. 

They are built on cement piers about 1 meter from the ground level and 

are well ventilated. Sewage is carried into Subig Bay by pipe lines 

and there is no stagnant water in the immediate vicinity. Each building 

is provided with a tank on the upper veranda into which water is pumped 

for bathing purposes and for flushing the closets. The ground area 

beneath and around the barracks is kept in a scrupulously clean condition, 

many of the posts and piers being frequently whitewashed and no weeds 

are allowed to grow. The parade ground at the west and south of the 

barracks is not yet finished and therefore it is cut in many places by 

trenches and ditches into which tide water finds its way and where Culex 

microannulatus Theob., and Myzomyia ludloww Theob., breed in great 

numbers. Larvee of both the above-mentioned species of mosquitoes were 

found at the Maquinaya rifle range, freely breeding in salt water less 

than 60 meters from the camp, which consisted of tents for both officers 

and men. 

_ According to regulations, all men are obliged to sleep under mosquito 

nettings, but I am of the opinion that these do not completely serve their 

purpose in preventing the men from being bitten, for few sleep so quietly 

that at some time during the night their arms or legs do not come in 

contact with the sides of the narrow nets, thus offering a ready mark 

for mosquitoes. 

PLAN OF WORK AT OLONGAPO. 

It was decided that the first requisite was the discovery of all species 

of mosquitoes which might play an important rdle in the transmission 

of disease, as well as to study the conditions under which the insects 

breed most readily. A considerable amount of time was consequently 

spent in reconnaissance in the neighborhood both of Olongapo itself and 

the rifle range at Maquinaya. During this period mosquito larve were 

collected and bred, and breeding grounds mapped out. This work enabled 

me to narrow the species of Anophelinw down to Myzomyia ludlowit 

Theob., as the most probable transmitter of malaria. 
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FACILITIES. 

The breeding grounds of Anophelinew were so near to the laboratory 

where my indoor investigations were carried on, that it was an easy matter 

to go from the outdoor cages to the workroom several times a day if 

necessary. At first, certain places were simply watched daily and the 

development of the larvee and pup noted, but as work went on it was 

found desirable to isolate individuals and eggs in order to determine with 

exactness the various periods of growth. I took with me from Manila 

most of the portable apparatus necessary, but many features which needed 

to be constructed on the spot were furnished by the naval authorities, 

all of whom, without exception, did everything in their power to aid my 

work. I wish in this place to express my thanks for their assistance. 

SUBSIDIARY INVESTIGATIONS. 

On the 22d of April a battalion of marines, fully equipped for heavy 

marching, left Olongapo under the command of Maj. E. K. Cole, United 

States Marine Corps, for a military reconnaissance of the region around 

Mount Pinatubo to the north of Olongapo and distant some 48 kilometers. 

This expedition from the time of starting until the return to Olongapo 

occupied five and a half days, during which time the whole command slept 

at no one place for two consecutive nights. We left the seacoast at the 

town of Subig 12} kilometers north of Olongapo at the head of Subig 

Bay and struck inland, there being a continuous and gradual rise in 

the land until the second day, when the country became strictly moun- 

tainous. The night camps were always pitched in the vicinity of running 

water, but in no case was stagnant or semistagnant water encountered 

during the trip. A few mosquito larve were found at Santa Fé in the 

river near the camp, but the specimens collected died before reaching 

maturity. However, they were not Anophelines. 

On the last night of the expedition (April 26) at a small place south 

of Castillejos, Zambales, the sleepers were annoyed by considerable num- 

bers of Devoidya joloensis Ludlow (D. fusca Theobald, var. joloensis 

Ludlow).*. This species probably breeds in the rather sluggish river 

near this place, although a search did not reveal the larve at that time. 
These mosquitoes were the only ones encountered on the trip and it 

is noteworthy that no single individual of the entire expedition, com- 

prising some one hundred and twenty-five men, was attacked by malaria 

subsequent to his return to Olongapo, within the usual incubation period 

of the disease; in fact, a careful observation of the men of the command 

for two months after their return showed that, where there was any 

malaria, it was a recrudescence of the estivo-autummal type and in indi- 

viduals who had been suffering from the disease for some time before this 

trip. 

* Theobald says in Mono. Culic. (1907), 4, 165, that this variety merits specific 

rank and I have so indicated it. 
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THE BREEDING OF MOSQUITOES. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

Most of the species of mosquitoes breed in fresh water; in ponds, 

sluggish streams, the margins of lakes and swamps or in cisterns, wells, 

water tanks and all other receptacles for collecting water around houses, 

which are not covered by wire gauze or other mosquito-proof covering. 

Certain species breed only in open meadow or marsh waters, others only 

in woodland waters and again others only in receptacles in or near houses. 

Examples, respectively, of these three classes in the Philippines are 

Nyssorhynchus barbirostris Van‘ der Wulp, Desvoidya fusca Theob., Wor- 

cesteria grata Banks, Culex fatigans Wied., and Stegomyia persistans 

Banks. The total number of known species of Culicidee found to breed 

in salt or even brackish water is so very small that the finding of a true 

anopheline breeding under such conditions is remarkable. 

Only the following species of Culex are known to multiply in salt or 

brackish waters in the United States: C. solicitans Walk., C. salinarius 

Coq., C. teniorhynchus Wied., and C. cantator Coq. In Europe Bancroft 

and Ficall record larvee of Culea salinus Fic., from salt water, while 

Theobald adds Culex marinus Theob. 

Three species of mosquitoes have been found breeding in salt water in 

the Philippine Islands; they are Culex microannulatus Theob., Myzomyia 

ludlowvi Theob., and Culea sp. indet. In a former publication ° I stated 

that C. microannulatus Theob., breeds in brackish water, but it has since 

been found in the same places as M. /udloww Theob.; that is, in water 

‘which upon analysis yields a greater percentage of salt than that of 

Manila Bay. Myzomyia ludlowi Theobald was the species used in the 

transmission of malarial parasites in the series of experiments recorded 

in this paper. It is quite evident from collections made in the various 

parts of the Philippine Islands, that this species is quite generally distrib- 

uted. It has been taken in Pampanga Province, in Jolo, Panay, Negros, 

Cebu, Manila, Cavite and Mindoro, so that its range is probably general 

in this Archipelago. It is always found in what we might term tidal 

backwaters, namely in swampy regions where the incoming tide floods 

considerable areas intersected by channels and dikes. In these places 

a certain amount of water is left by the outgoing tide, and as evaporation 

takes place, the remaining water becomes more salty until the next tide, 

when it is once more restored to nearly its ordinary specific gravity. 

The amount of rain during the season when these mosquitoes are 

most abundant, namely from November to July, is not sufficient to render 

the water which remains in their breeding places sufficiently fresh to 

injure or destroy the plant hfe upon which the mosquitoes feed, or to 

be detrimental to the insects themselves; on the other hand it has been 

2 This Journal (1906), 1, 988. 
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conclusively proved that they can not live in fresh water, nor in salt 

water which has been brought up to the point of saturation. Certain 

species of alge are always found in salt water where Myzomyia ludlowu 

Theob., breeds. The commonest of these forms are Enteromorpha sp. 

indet. and Chaetomorpha sp. imdet.* and the cells of these plants are 

found in the mosquitoes’ stomachs. The insects are top feeders and 

make little or no use of the slimy alge which grow upon the muddy 

bottoms of the pools or ditches in which they live, unless the water has 

so far receded as to bring these plants to within half a centimeter of the 

surface. Few other water plants are found in the breeding places of 

Myzomyia ludlowti Theob., but these, where they occur in small quantity, 

do not appear to affect the larve. The fact that none of the latter are 

found in water the surface of which is covered more or less completely 

with leaves of aquatic plants, goes to prove further that these imsects 

in the larval and pupal stages thrive best under the almost uninterrupted 

glare of the sunlight, and that they retire to the shaded places only at 

the time of metamorphosis, when they remain below the surface for con- 

siderable periods hefore they came to the top to breathe. 

In laboratory breeding experiments the plants in the water begin to 

die within three to five days, while the larve appear to feed in a desul- 

tory manner. The time for their natural transformation to the pupa 

comes and goes and they still remain as larve. The foulness of the 

water, due to organic decomposition, appears not to affect them, but on 

the other hand, the lack of proper food seems to cause them to remain 

in an indefinite larval stage, until after three weeks or more they grad- 

ually begin to die. Pupz brought in and kept under similar conditions 

develop normally and the mosquitoes emerging from them appear not 

to have suffered from lack of sunshine in their previous stage. The 

conclusions are, therefore, that direct sunlight is absolutely necessary 

for the best development of this mosquito. 

In order to obtain a sufficient number of individuals for experiments in biting, a 

large, white, gauze net was built over a pond the area of which was approximately 

7 square meters. This net was high enough so that a man could enter by stooping 

down, and go from one part of the inclosure to the other on boards about 15 cen- 

timeters above the surface of the water. The earth banked up inside and outside 

the net held it in place and kept the mosquitoes from creeping out beneath the 

flaps; it also served as a resting place for the newly emerged adults. They were 

never found upon the net itself, but always upon the earth, and being so nearly of 

the same color it was not an easy matter to find them. 

While there was no appreciable difference in sthe appearance or rate of develop- 

ment of the larve, the adult mosquitoes were of a slightly paler color when they 

were reared under nets and for some reason appeared to be less active or wary than 

those individuals encountered in the open. 

Care was taken in constructing the net to exclude all small fish that might 

*T am indebted to Dr. W. R. Shaw. Philippine Normal School, for these iden- 

tifications. 
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be enemies of the mosquito larve, so that when masses of alg containing large 

numbers of mosquito eggs were placed in the water, the insects could develop 

without menace from this source. However, it is probable that a limited number 

of the larve and pupe fell a prey to the tiny water beetles and their larve, which 

could not all be removed from the water owing to the fact that many of them 

burrowed in the mud when the pond was disturbed. One or two dragon-fly larve 

were left in the water and they reached maturity. They were seen to capture 

some of the hundreds of Wyzomyia ludlowiw Theob., and Culex microannulatus 

Theob., which emerged, but their quota must have been very insignificant, since 

they were small damsel-flies and not the larger and more voracious Libelluline. 

One of the most satisfactory methods of collecting the adult mosquitoes for 

experiment was to permit a large number of the larve to pupate under the net 

among the alge and, within a day of the time for their emerging as adults, to 

collect as many as needed with a scoop net. They were then placed in a jar of salt 

water and covered; the next morning all of the adults would be found, they having 

emerged during the previous evening. 

Many attempts were made to raise these mosquitoes in confinement, 

but I succeeded only after numerous trials. Under ordinary conditions 

evaporation is so rapid that water must be added each day; this so disturbs 

the larvee that they do not thrive well, especially when an attempt is made 

thoroughly to mix the water at the time of its‘addition. Another detri- 

mental feature is the amount of reflection of hght from the sides of the 

vessel. ‘Thermometric tests show that the air just above the water con- 

tained in a 10-liter porcelain evaporating dish is from 5° to 7° C. above 

that of the outside. In 20-hter cylindrical glass vessels of 35 to 40 

centimeters height it is from 8° to 10° C. Direct sunlight does not 

detrimentally affect the larvee and pupx, but the adults die within fifteen 

to twenty minutes when so exposed, so that those emerging under such 

conditions in a covered vessel never reach the stage where they can fly. 

Those not killed directly by the sunhght become so thoroughly soaked 

by the moisture collecting on the sides of the vessel that they soon die. 

It is possible, by using a large porcelain evaporating dish and shading 

a portion of it with a black cloth under white, to keep the temperature 

down 2° or 3°, but even under such conditions great vigilance and a 

repeated change in the position of the vessel to a shady place for an hour 

or so and then back into the sunshine, is necessary. 

LIFE HISTORY OF MYZOMYIA LUDLOWII THEOB. 

The egg—One and eight-tenths millimeters in length and 0.95 millimeter at 

its widest point including the air-cells, it being slightly wider than deep. The ege 

(Pl. I, figs. 1 and 2) is nearly jet black, the surface being covered with an 

iridescent, reticulated film which separates when the egg dries. It is blunt canoe- 

shaped, the lower surface strongly convex, the upper concave lengthwise. At 

each end is a small, round, lighter area having 7 to 8 tiny black dots within its 

circumference. A rim of air-cells extends around the entire upper part and at 

each side near the top and midway between the extremities occupying nearly one- 

half the length is an arrangement of air-cells which extends from the top halfway 

down the side of the ege (PI. I, fig. 2). These cells run dorso-ventrally, each one 

widening downward. 
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The eggs are usually laid in the afternoon after 4 o’clock. When 
ovipositing the insect alights upon the water at a place where a mass of 

alge exists. After walking around for a brief time, it finally extrudes 

the eggs one after another, at the rate of about one per second until five or 

six have been laid; it then walks a short distance away and then deposits 

a few more. It has thus far been impossible to determine the number 

laid by a single female, but counts of the eggs found in the ovaries and 

oviducts of new females show it to be seventy-five to one hundred and 

fifty, the average being about one hundred. 

Larva (Pl. I, fig. 3) —The larve hatch in from thirty-six to sixty hours from 

the time of oviposition, the period of incubation depending upon the temperature. 

The ege shell in hatching splits longitudinally on the upper surface, somewhat 

in the manner of the eges of Muscidz, the small piece breaking out and the shell 

afterward shriveling and rolling up. The young larve are pale gray, almost 

transparent and have a white spot on the anterior area of the thorax. The head 

is marked by a prominent, black band extending around the entire posterior 

margin and there are a few dark brown markings on its surface. The dark, 

triangular spots before the eyes persist throughout the larval period and are the 

beginnings of the adult compound eyes. This may easily be seen just befor» 

the last molt and when the pupa has formed within the larval skin. 

The full grown larva (Pl. I, fig. 3) is greenish-gray, the abdomen is dorsally 

of this color, slightly darker near the median line. The region around the 

anterior dorsal and ventral portions of the thorax has a decidedly blue color 

subcutaneously. There is a small, transverse, black tergite between every two 

abdominal segments. These tergites appear at first sight to be the result of 

great transparency and the consequent visibility of the stomach and intestinal 

contents, but they are of course cutaneous. The ventral surface of the thorax 

and abdomen is pale bluish-green-gray. 

The head is light buff, with the following dark brown markings above: The 

small, round eyes at the lateral prominences; a large subtriangular band, repre- 

senting the compound eyes of the adult in front of each eye; a narrow band around 

the posterior rim of the head; a transverse, broken, wavy band five-eighths the 

distance across the top, before the eyes; a V-shaped line medially, opening ante- 

riorly and connected posteriorly with thé band on the posterior rim of the head; 

a small, triangular, median dot between the legs of the V; a smalk round dot 

behind the eye, halfway from the posterior margin. 

On the underside, the head is marked as follows: A large, brown patch on the 

ventro-lateral area posteriorly; a furcula-shaped mark, its apex at the mouth, 

extending posteriorly nearly to the margin; a small dot at the basal angles of the 

labium. The tips of the mandibles are black. (PI. I, fig. 5.) 

The labial plate is of peculiar structure, being bilaminate, the proximal lamina 

has 9 teeth, the external lamina 5. A thin, chitinous prolongation of the cusps 

extends into the head and serves as a brace. (PI. II, fig. 4.) 

The labium is composed of a movable portion which has 15 very stout, blunt, 

curved bristles along its margin and is covered with smaller, scale-like processes 

extending also to the clypeus. (PI. II, fig. 2.) 

Dorsally on each of the second to sixth abdominal segments, midway between the 

median line and the lateral angle, is a small tuft of stellate hairs, used for 

supporting the larva horizontally beneath the surface film. When it comes to 

the surface these hairs spread out, engaging the film. Each abdominal segment 
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has laterally one or two pectinate bristles, diminishing in size toward the anal 

extremity. 

Chetotaxy of the full grown larva.—tIn order to avoid confusion the arrange- 

ment of the hairs on one side of the median line is given. 

Head (Pl. Il, fig. 1).—At the base of the clypeus, projecting anteriad over 

and to end of the brush, is 1 straight, simple bristle, slightly to one side of the 

median line; postero-mediad to the base of the antenna | straight pectinate bristle 

and 2 more in a transverse line mediad to it and equidistant; exteriad and 

ventrad to the antenna, curving anteriad, is 1 pectinate bristle; ventrad to this 

is a group of 3 short, straight hairs of equal size projecting from the same 

point; posteriad to this another group of 3, antero-ventrad to the simple eye 

and slightly remote therefrom; anteriad to the median angle of the compound 

eye-spot is 1 simple bristle projecting at a right angle to the surface of the 

head; there are no hairs or bristles on the ventral surface. The maxillary 

palpus is armed with a compound, palmate-pectinate bristle at the outer side 

of the apex, before the articulation of the terminal joint. (Plate II, fig. 3.) 

Thorax.—On the anterior face (Pl. III, fig. 2) laterad to the point of articula- 

tion of the head is a very small, bi- or tri-fureate bristle projecting anteriad; 2 

long bristles in a transverse line on the anterior area of the dorsum, laterad of 

the median line; laterad of the exterior of these and distant from it three times its 

distance from the interior bristle, is a short, stout, pectinate bristle projecting 

anteriad; exteriad to this is another, more slender, nearly twice as long, projecting 

parallel with it, the latter followed laterad by a slender, simple bristle of its own 

length, projecting latero-anteriad; latero-ventrad to this is a pectinate bristle 

nearly twice its length, projecting latero-anteriad; ventrad of this is a curved, 

pectinate bristle projecting anteriad on the anterior face of the thorax; at the 

intersection of an imaginary transverse line through the middle of the thorax and 

one a little more than midway between the median line and the dorso-lateral 

margin, is a long, pectinate bristle projecting antero-laterad; laterad of this are 

2 small, simple bristles and exteriad to these, 4 others, the most ventral of 

which is quadrifureate; on the posterior lateral or metathoracic area aré 4 

curved pectinate bristles, all twice the length of those on the anterior or 

prothoracic area of the thorax. These bristles are all movable by means of 

voluntary muscles. The most ventral bristle has a small pseudopod at its origin. 

(Pl. III, fig. 3.) The same is true of the most ventrad of the anterior or 

prothoracie bristles and of a similar one medio-latero-ventrad on the mesothorax. 

When a larva is examined yentrally it will be seen that the pseudopoda 

occupy a position relative to the six feet of a coleopterous or lepidop- 

terous larva, a pair on the pro-, meso- and metathorax respectively. 

They are located on prominent, tumescent tubercles and are all capable 

of a slight motion in conjunction with the pectinate bristles. The 

middle and posterior pair are the only ones which show signs of articu- 

lation, each pseudopod being composed of two segments, not only visible 

in the hving larva but also in the exuvie and in macerated speciments. 

Lam thoroughly convinced that these organs represent atrophied or degen- 

erate organs of locomotion, not only because of their morphology, but 

also from their function, as observed in the living larva when it crawls 

over vegetation, or upon a rough, moist surface. I do not recall that 

any previous author has mentioned these organs and I call attention to 
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them at this time in order to elicit a further discussion as to their origin 

and possible significance. I have noted the same organs in the larve 

of Worcesteria grata Banks and in those of certain other Culicide. I 

hope to present drawings of them in a paper dealing with the life his- 

tories of the Philippine mosquitoes. 

Abdomen (PI. I, fig. 3) —The first segment has a pair of lateral, approximate, 

pectinate sete, curving forward as on the thorax; ventrad to this is a tuft of 

3 simple sete, submediad on the posterior area of the ventrum is a tuft of 3 

short, simple sete; the second segment is as the first, except that on the 

sublateral, posterior area is a tuft of 3 to 5 palmate hairs, laterad of which 

are 3 short, erect sete in a transverse line; the third segment has a single, 

lateral, pectinate seta, a palmate-hair tuft consisting of 11 to 12 parts, 3 short 

sete on a line anteriad of the palmate tuft and a small tuft of simple sete 

posteriad of the pectinate seta, in addition to the ventral tuft; the fourth 

segment has a small, pectinate seta laterad and a subsidiary tuft of 3 to 4, 

simple sete slightly posteriad. The palmate tuft on this segment contains 14 

hairs and antero-laterad of this is a simple, erect seta, four times the length 

of the hairs in the tuft; the fifth segment is similar to the fourth, but its 

palmate tuft contains only 8 hairs; the sixth segment has several pale, scattering, 

simple sete on the latero-dorsal area posteriad. Its palmate tuft is composed 

of 10 to 12 hairs.- The seventh segment is similar to the sixth; the eighth, 

bearing the respiratory siphonette (PI. I, fig. 6), has a few scattering sete 

laterad. The ninth has a quadri-pectinate bristle, laterad, near its apex, and 

a series of 9 very long (twice the length of the segment) pectinate hairs, 

curving at their tips and articulated on a special, movable tubercle (Pl. I, 

fig. 6), the whole serving the double purpose of rudder and propeller in the 

locomotion of the insect. At the extreme caudal end of this segment, dorsad 

to the ana] aperture are 4 palmate, brush-like sete, the ventral pair of which 

has coarser branches than the dorsal, their number being 18 (in 9 pairs) and 

their extremities being curved. They are used by the insect for anchoring itself 

to plants on the surface of the water. The whole dorsum of this segment is 

covered by a single, chitinous sclerite (Pl. II, fig. 5) from the middle of each 

side of which projects a pair of simple, erect sete. 

The tracheal gills (anal gills) (Pl. I, fig. 6) are very short as compared 

with those of Culex and Stegomyia larve, which remain a long time beneath 

the water. These gills lie immediately around the anus and are about twice 

as long as broad. 

The length of the larval period is from nine to thirteen days from the hatching 

of the egg to the transformation to the pupa. During this time the larva 

molts five times, the first stage being one and one-half to two days, the second two 

to three, the third two to three, the fourth two to five and the fifth two days. 

The respiratory siphonette (PI. I, figs. 3, 4 and 6).—This organ, situated on 

the posterior, dorsal area of the eighth segment, which is obliquely truncated 

to receive it, is of very peculiar structure and merits a detailed description. 

When open (PI. I, fig. 4) it has the form of an irregular, elongated five-pointed 

star, the lobes of which are rounded. The anterior lobe is the largest and lies 

mediad. It is thin, mica-like in appearance, hinged at its base, and has a 

vitelline, globular tubercle at the median point of the base. This vitelline 

tuberele fits into a socket when the lobe is closed over the two tracheal apertures, 

each of which lies a little to one side of the median line. When the organ is 

closed, the two remaining anterior lobes fit against the respective posterior 

lobes, the latter doubling outward along their axes and inward along their 
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points of union with the anterior lobes. The four lateral lobes close before the 

median, which fits against the others, effectually locking itself by means of the 

tubercle and socket and precluding the entrance of water. The entire structure 

is reénforéed with strips of chitin running through various parts as shown by 

the darker lines in the figure. On each side of the siphonette is a lateral comb 

(Pl. I, fig. 6, and Pl. II, fig. 6) composed of fifteen teeth, those ventrad being 

lengest and all pointed directly caudad. The comb is surrounded ventrad, 

anteriad and dorsad by a black, chitinous brace, from the dorsal cusp of which 

projects a quadrifid seta (Pl. I, fig. 7) four times the length of the comb teeth. 

Pupa (Pl. IV, fig. 1).—The color of the pupa is dull gray, with a slightly 

greenish tinge. The last abdominal segment is light ocher. The first abdominal 

segment is darker dorsally than any succeeding one. The respiratory siphon is 

dark gray externally, the inner surface being pearly-white and striate. The 

eye-spots of the adult mosquito are plainly visible as dark areas on the 

antero-lateral region of the pupal cephalo-thorax. 

The chetotaxy of the pupa is as follows, the hairs and bristles of but one 

side being given as in the larva: Submediad on the anterior margin of the 

metathorax is 1 small, simple erect hair, on the scutello-abdominal suture of 

the first abdominal segment, submediad, is a short, erect, bifurcate bristle, 

followed laterad by 2 simple bristles, the second of which is 3 times as far from 

it as the first; submediad on the middle of the second abdominal segment is a 

palmate tuft of hairs composed of about 30 simple and bifurcate branches; 

submediad on the third segment at its middle is a quadrifurcate bristle, followed 

laterad by a simple, stout, curved bristle; on the fourth segment is a long, 

trifurcate bristle, submediad on the posterior margins of the tergite, followed 

laterad by two other simple bristles, the first of which is anterior to the margin, 

the second on the margin; on the fifth segment there is a bifurcate, submedian 

bristle, followed laterad by a trifurcate bristle and antero-laterad by a bifurcate, 

smaller one; the sixth segment has a simple, submedian bristle, longer than the 

segment, on the posterior margin of the tergite, followed laterad by a quadrifur- 

eate bristle, the seventh and eighth have bristles arranged similarly to those 

on the sixth except that on the seventh there is a very small hair, mediad of 

the long bristle, and its lateral bristle is bifurcate; on the eighth segment there 

is a trifurcate bristle anteriad of the long, simple bristle; the ninth segment 

bears a stout, dark brown, slightly curved bristle at the posterior lateral angle 

and a single, submedian, dorsal hair at the posterior margin. 

Ventrally the fifth and sixth segments have a stout, latero-ventral bristle at 

their posterior margins, while on the seventh and eighth there is a submedian 

bristle on the posterior margin. 

The caudal fins, or pinnura (PI. IV, figs. 4, 5), have the central and external 

marginal veins brown at their bases, while the prolongation of the central 

veins, the urachete, are long, slender and recurved at their apices, forming a 

hook (Pl. IV, fig. 5). The external margins of the pinnura are fringed with 

delicate hairs from the urachete to the apex of the external veins. 

Length of pupal period.—The pupal stage lasts from two and one-half to three 

days according to weather conditions. ; 

Habits of pwpe.—The pupe, as a rule, remain at the surface in full sunshine, 

but swim very rapidly to the bottom or among or beneath the layers of alew when 

any object comes near. They can remain submerged for from fifteen to forty- 

five seconds, but usually return to the surface almost immediately. Their pale 

gray color makes them very difficult to detect, and were they to remain quiet at 

the surface they would be well protected by the background of green or light 

gray of the decaying, matted alge. No special or notworthy difference appears to 

exist between their position and that of the pupe of Culex microannulatus Theob., 
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with which they are often intimately associated. A mass of congregated pup 

will frequently contain individuals of both species in about equal number and 

the pupe of Wyzomyia are only distinguishable by their lighter color and slightly 

smaller size. : 

Myzomyia ludlowii Theob. 

Description of adult female * (P1. V, fig. 1). —Palpi deep brown, the apex broadly 

white-banded, another small band close to it and a third much lower down (PI. 

VII, fig. 2) ; proboscis deep brown, with distinct, creamy-white tip. Thorax fawn- 

colored in the middle, dark brown at the sides, with a median and lateral dark 

lines and curved, hair-like, pale scales; abdomen brown, with pale hairs. Legs 

mottled and spotted with yellow; tarsi apically and basally pale, banded. Wings 

with 4 large costal spots and one or two small basal ones, most of the veins of 

wing area pale scaled. (PI. VII, fig. 3.) 

@ Head pale brown, with narrow, pale scales and pale and brown, upright, 

forked ones, a pale, median tuft projecting forwards; antennz brown, basal joint 

pale ferruginous; proboscis deep brown, apex creamy, palpi deep brown, with 

a broad, creamy, apical band, and near it another narrow, pale band, the re- 

mainder divided by another narrow, pale band, base densely dark scaled. 

Thorax fawn-colored in the middle, dark brown at the sides, with a median, 

dark line and a narrow, dark line on each side of the pale area, with scanty, 

hair-like, curved, pale scales and traces of a dark spot before the scutellum, which 

is pale brown, with narrow hair-like scales; pleure brown, mottled with gray. 

Abdomen brown, with narrow, curved, hair-like scales and pale posterior 

border-bristles. : 
Legs brown, the femora and tibie and metatarsi, especially in the hind legs, 

spotted with yellow; tarsi with broad. apical and basal, pale banding, especially 

on the hind legs; ungues small, equal and simple. 

Wings with 4 large, dark, costal spots and two small, basal ones, the apical 

spot small, extending evenly on to the first long vein: this is followed by a pale 

area nearly twice as long as the black apical spot. The second black spot is 

about the same length as the preceding pale one, and spreads evenly on to the 

first long vein; the next pale area is slightly longer. The third black spot is the 

largest and spreads nearly evenly on to the subcostal vein, while beneath it on 

the first longitudinal is a large, black line and then a small, pale area followed 

by a small, black spot, the black line not beginning directly under the costal spot. 

The fourth black spot is separated from the third by a very small, pale area, 

and extends evenly on to the subcestal and first longitudinal; at the base is 

another small, black spot. The second long vein has dark scales on each side 

of the cross-vein and a dark spot on the upper branch of the fork-cell under 

the apical costal spot, and another small one near its base; the lower branch has 

an apical spot and a larger one near its base. The third long vein has a black, 

apical spot and a dark patch on each side of the cross-veins; the fourth is mainly 

dark on each side of the cross-veins, and has 2 dark spots on the upper branch, 

one near the base and two on the lower branch; the fifth has a black spot at its 

root, 3 on the upper branch and one at the apex of the lower branch; the sixth 

has 2 dark spots. The first submarginal cell is a little longer and decidedly 

narrower than the second posterior cell, its base slightly nearer the apex of the 

wing than that of the second posterior cell, its stem as long as the cell; stem of 

the second posterior considerably longer than the cell; supernumerary and mid 

‘This description of the female adult (PI. V, fig. 1) is taken from Theobald, 

Mono. Oulic. (1903). 3, 42. while that of the male is prepared by myself, this 

sex having neyer been described. 
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cross-veins in one line, the posterior rather more than twice its length distant 

from the mid, but very variable, sometimes step-like; fringed with pale spots. 

Length.—4 to 4.8 millimeters. 

Habitat.—Luzon, Philippine Islands (Miss C. 8. Ludlow). 2 

Time of captuwre—April. 

Observations.—Described from a number of specimens. A very variable species, 
somewhat like Rosii at first sight, but easily told by the spotted legs and much 

shorter fork-cells. The base of the first submarginal is always slightly nearer 

the apex of the wing, and the costal spots differ slightly, but are to some extent 

variable. The cross-veins are most unstable. The palpi are very similar, but 

the apical band in Rossii is rather longer. The chief difference is that in Rossii 

the second white band is a third of the way down the paJpi; in this species it 

is less, and the black, intervening area is much smaller. 

Description of adult male (Pl. V, fig. 2).—Pale-gray, the dise of the thorax 

being lighter than other parts of the body, the abdomen and pleure of thorax 

darkest. Head with dark-brown, erect scales at sides and white ones in middle 

of occiput. Eyes ruby-red, with curved bristles projecting over them anteriad 

from their posterior margins; frontal tuft long, cristate, prominent, antenne 

pale golden-brown two distal segments dark-brown; the 3-jointed palpi long, 

slender, except the two apical segments which are tumescent (PI. VII, fig. 1), 

with rounded apices and the penultimate having an internal tuft of long, golden 

hairs at its base; basal 2 of first papal joint dark-brown, followed by narrow, 

white band; apical 3 or less, dark-brown with a long, narrow, white spot covering 

its middle third and a transverse, triangular, white spot at its apex. The second 

segment all white above, except a narrow, brown area at its base, the entire under 

surface being brown also; the apical segment nearly all white, except a very 

narrow area of brown at its base, the proboscis dark-brown, except the tip which 

is lighter. The palpi and proboscis are of the same length. Around the lower 

rim of the eyes is a fringe of dark-brown hairs, pointing posteriad. 

The denuded thorax shows one median and one submedian, thin, dark line on 

anterior #, the remaining surface being covered with a whitish pruinescence. 

The costs of the thorax are longitudinally striped dark brown and gray, 

there being approximately 13 or 14 stripes. The prothoracic lobes are well defined 

and bear a tuft of dark-brown set. The scutellum is perfectly nude, gray and 

with a transverse, median, dark brown spot; the meanotum nude, dark gray. 

Halters pale gray with brown knobs. 

The abdominal segments uniformly dark mottled-brown with the entire surface 

uniformly decorated with fine, golden sete. On the eighth segment and the 

harpes dorsally the surface is covered with white scales, in addition to the 

abundant, golden setze. 

The wings are as in the female, except that they are paler. 

The legs are uniformly golden and brown mottled, the apices of the tibia, 

metatarsi and tarsi being pale, banded, especially the posterior tarsi which are 

themselves darker than the remainder of the legs. 

The first anterior tarsal joint has a double row of short, stout, dark spines on 

its entire lower surface, there being about 108 in alternate succession. The 

empodium is 4% the length.of the fifth tarsal joint, its median seta making its 

total length 3 that of the joint. There is a small, blunt spur at its base. 
The anterior tarsal ungues (PI. VIII, fig. 1) are unequal, the larger being 

curved and having a single tooth at the middle. 

Length of ¢ 5 millimeters, length of wing 3 millimeters. 

Manila, P. I. 

Time of breeding, 14 August, 1906. 

Type 3g, No. 5744 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I. 

62668——4 ; 
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Only the female of this species has been described previously by Theo- 

bald, and I find no mention of the male having been taken. All my males 

were obtained by breeding. They are about equally as abundant as the: 

females in bred material. 
I have noted that when at rest, the males fold their wings so that the 

costal edges instead of being parallel, as in the female, converge pos- 

teriorly, giving the insect a distinctly tapering appearance. This feature 

will be a sure guide to distinguishing the sexes in living specimens when 

they are at rest, and even when the palpi are not readily visible or distin- 

guishable. The males feed readily on banana and suck large quantities 

of salt water, their abdomina often appearing almost transparent from 

the amount taken. The structure of the mouth-parts of the male is such 

that it is impossible for it to puncture the skin and therefore it can not 

bite. 

IABITS OF THE ADULT. 

Contrary to the general rule and to my expectations, this mosquito is 

essentially a dry-season form; that is to say, it is most prevalent during 

the months from November to June. I believe it to be a strictly salt- 

water form, delighting, during the larval and pupal stages, in the brightest 

sunshine. This explains its comparative scarcity in the rainy season. 

Its breeding grounds, because of the tides, never dry completely. The 

temperature during the dry period is very favorable to the multiplication 

.of several generations. The lack of hard rains, which would beat the 

surface of the water in the breeding places, makes it possible for the 

greatest number of eggs to hatch and of larve to reach maturity, while 

the adults find sufficient shelter from the sun, which is fatal to them, in 

the dense foliage and along the banks of their breeding places. 

Tf the adults are disturbed during the bright, sunny hours of the day, 

they invariably fly but a short distance, alighting in the characteristic 

attitude, always in the shade and usually upon the underside of a leaf. 

These mosquitoes are frequently found in houses and their favorite 

resting places are the undersides of tables, cupboards, beds, in the dark 

corners of ceilings or upon the portions of dark clothing which are shaded. 

The females are the ones invariably encountered. It appears that the 

males never leave the vicinity of their breeding places. 

I have observed that both sexes drink salt water when they are kept 

in confinement, usually within an hour after their emerging from the 

pupa. 

Copulation.—The sexes are equally active and in the late afternoon they may 

be found copulating. both in the free state and in captivity. The mode of copula- 

tion is the same as that of Stegomyia. The females which hang from the leaf 

or the gauze over the breeding jars, loose their hold with their middle legs and 

hang only by the fore legs when approached by the males. The latter fly against — 
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them from the ventral side, entangling their legs with those of the female, the 

anterior pair being clasped around the thorax just back of the neck and the 

middle pair being sometimes apposed to those of the female, sometimes entangled. 

The act of copulation then takes place and may last as long as 30 seconds, the 

male flying away to another part of the jar and the female proceeding to preen 

herself after the manner of house flies: One male has been observed to copulate 

with four or five females within as many minutes. None of these mosquitoes 

have been observed doing so while on the wing, although it is not unlikely that 

this does occur. 

Bgg-laying.—The female when about to lay her eggs wanders on the wing just 

above a place where the alge are partly out of the water. She settles down 

after a short time, walking somewhat rapidly over the surface, trying different 

places with the tip of the abdomen. During this latter process the body is about 

parallel with the surface of the water, while the head and palpi are inclined down- 

ward. This is apparently the only time in this mosquito’s life as an adult when 

her head and proboscis are not in a line with the main axis of the body. When 

the oyvipositor encounters a small particle either of the alge or of other material 

projecting a short distance above the surface film, the female stops, palpates 

with the tip of the body and almost immediately oviposits, going thus from 

point to point till she has laid from ten to twenty-five eggs, she then stops for a 

time to preen herself and to rest. Sometimes as many as seven or eight eggs will 

be laid in a place. As the females which laid their eggs in captivity did so only 

after having been fed a meal of blood, I suppose that those observed in nature 

had also procured such food, although at the time of the observations their 

bodies showed no signs of having blood within them. This may be due to the 

fact that the eggs are laid some five or six days after the insect has fed. Those 

mosquitoes which were observed laying in captivity were seen to have white 

masses of eges within the abdomen posteriorly, just before they were observed 

to begin ovipositing. 

Habits of the female——The female is much more active than the 
male after copulation, which occurs after thirty-six hours of emergence. 

Although she remains quiescent during the day, she is very alert-after 

5 o’clock in the afternoon. In both sexes the position of the body is 

even more pronounced than that shown in drawings and sketches of 

Anopheline by various authors. In some instances individuals are seen 

which have the body nearly at a right angle to the surface upon which 

they are at rest and the posterior pair of legs is bent up over the back so 

that the tarsi are not very remote from the dorsum of the thorax. The 

female when disturbed flies off very rapidly in a straight line, and if 

annoyed when in the act of inserting her proboscis for biting, she almost 

invariably returns to the same point to renew the attack. When resting 

upon a wall or other object the females of Myzomyia ludloww Theob., 

are not difficult to capture in very small vials, provided the extended 

hind legs are not touched. These limbs are evidently intended to serve 

the same purpose as the rostral hairs of animals like tigers, cats or mice. 

They are kept in almost constant motion, sometimes one is elevated, 

more frequently both. The males are somewhat more wary than the 

females. 
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Blood-sucking.—The females of these mosquitoes attack readily in 

the evening; during the day it is not easy to persuade them, even when 

the receptacle containing them is covered with a black cloth. When 

one of the insects settles upon a chosen spot, its palpi are immediately 

elevated and the stylets of the proboscis inserted, sometimes to within 

less than a millimeter of their base. During the process of inserting 

the stylets, the female wriggles her palpi in a manner which seems plainly 

to suggest the pleasure which the act affords. After she has begun to 

draw blood, the motion of the palpi decreases somewhat, but does not 

entirely cease until she has completed the meal and withdrawn her 

proboscis. 

An invariable habit of these mosquitoes while feeding on blood for 

the first time is that of voiding a serum-lke lquid from the anus in a 

continuous stream of droplets. This is succeeded by pure blood with the 

corpuscles intact. An amount equal to that retained in the body will 
frequently be expelled in this manner in five or six minutes from the 

time the insect begins to bite. These dejecta retain all the microscopic 

appearances of uningested blood, excepting that the corpuscles are fewer 

in number, the greater part having been retained, probably in the stomach. 

All dejecta, subsequent to this peculiar one, are of the normal flyspeck 

kind, and contain the usual waste products of digestion. It appears as 

if the first meal of blood which the insect takes, acts as a very rapid cathar- 

tic and prepares the system for the digesting and assimilating of succeed- 

ing meals. Unfortunately, no observations were made upon mosquitoes 

fed, previous to sucking blood, on the juice of bananas. 

Susceptibilities and idiosyncracies—Female mosquitoes of this spe- 

cies stand confinement very much better than males, the latter dying 

in from two to four days after emerging, even when abundantly supplied 

with food which they appear to enjoy. The females may be kept alive 
for at least twenty-three days by feeding them on blood every alternate 

day. It has been stated that unmodified sunlight is fatal to the adult 

mosquito, but the males succumb to such conditions very much more 

rapidly than the females. They are in-every way more fragile than the 

other sex. They have never been seen to gorge themselves, either with 

juice from ripe bananas, water or sugar sirup, as do the females, and 

of course they positively do not suck blood. This has been thoroughly 

demonstrated by trials with more than five hundred male mosquitoes 

under every condition which could arise. If they can be directed to a 

drop of blood placed on the side of the vessel containing them, they will 

sip it up daintily for a short time, but never remain at it, as do the 

females, until the last bit has been drawn up. 

°It may be that the saline character of the blood gives it this cathartic effect. 
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MOSQUITOES AND MALARIAL PARASITES. 

The examination of some five hundred blood smears from about fifty 

patients in the “naval sick quarters” at Olongapo demonstrated the 

presence of both tertian and exstivo-autumnal parasites, the former com- 

prising about 65 per cent of the cases, the latter 35 per cent. In 

no instance was the parasite of the quartan infection positively identified, 

either microscopically or clinically. Abundant material was therefore 

continuously at hand for purposes of experimentation, and there was not 

a single case in which any of the men objected to allowing themselves 

to be bitten as many times as I desired. Many of the men were examined 

only once, but a number had fifty to sixty slides made from their blood 

in various stages of the development of the parasite and several of them 

were bitten by not fewer than twenty-five to thirty mosquitoes, this, of 

course, including some who were bitten as often as twelve to fourteen 

times by the same insect. 

METHODS OF BREEDING. 

Two methods were used for obtaining the adult mosquitoes for purposes 

of biting, one being to construct a cage over the breeding pond and to 

take the adult females during the early morning; the other to collect 

many of the mature pupe at about 4 o’clock in the afternoon and to wait 

for the emergence of the insects on the same evening, which in the great 

majority of cases took place between 6 and 8 o’clock, although in fewer 

Mstances the time was retarded until the next morning. It was found 

that those emerging at eventide were ready and willing to bite by 9 or 

9.30 o’clock at night, but that those which appeared in the early morning 

seldom were ready to attack until the succeeding night after 6 o’clock. 

As soon as the adult mosquitoes emerged and had dried sufficiently 

to be able to take flight, they were removed from the breeding receptacle 
directly into glass tubes 16 centimeters long and 4 centimeters in diameter, 

over one end of which were fastened, by means of rubber bands, pieces of 

plain gauze. Wads of absorbent cotton were pressed into the other ends 

of the tubes, but not too tightly to prevent a circulation of air. When 

in the tube, the mosquitoes generally rested upon the gauze and this was 

sprinkled daily with water, which the insects drank each time it was 

applied. I attempted to observe whether the insects would copulate in 

the tubes, but have never seen them do so, although eggs developed in one 

or two females, so that fecundation had probably taken place. In placing 

males and females into the tubes, care was taken to select only those 

females which had not copulated in the breeding jar. They were care- 

fully watched during emergence and removed, in some cases, even before 

the integument had dried. None of these mosquitoes were used for 

breeding purposes. 
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INOCULATION OF MOSQUITOES. 

At the beginning of the work numbers of mosquitoes were fed upon 

blood from persons negative for the malarial parasite, and I also allowed 

several of the insects to bite me. The mosquitoes were dissected at inter- 

vals of from eighteen hours to several days after biting, for the purpose 

of becoming perfectly familiar with the appearance of the internal organs, 

including the stomach, the thoracic cavity, muscles, and the salivary glands 

under normal conditions. After this had been done and the technique 

thoroughly outlined, patients were selected whose blood had, upon exam- 

ination, shown the greatest number of parasites of the estivo-autumnal 

type, which was chosen because of its great prevalence among the troops 

and the presence in the hospital of men who at the time were well infected 

by the crescent forms. The tubes used to carry on the work were prepared 

so that some contained a single insect, others held six and others twelve; 

those with but one being kept for voluntary cases who would submit to 

being bitten by the infected mosquitoes. The others contained insects 

which were to be allowed to bite malarial persons and then were to be 

placed in alcohol or dissected at various periods in the development of the 

parasites. 

Dissection of mosquitoes.—Six hours after the mosquitoes had first 

bitten the patient, the insects were dissected and, from the blood within 

the ventral reservoir, smears were made upon slides, fixed and stained 

with Wright’s stain after the usual method. At first some difficulty was 

experienced in obtaining a satisfactory adhesion of this blood to the 
slides. It was found that by either heating alone, or fixing with absolute 

alcohol and ether alone, the blood would largely be removed when it 

came to staining the slide. Finally, a combination of the two processes 

was used, heating first and treating with alcohol-ether afterwards being 

resorted to. 
The crescents and ovoids were demonstrated in the blood obtaimed as 

above, but, unfortunately, mosquitoes in this stage were not placed in 

alcohol, so that no specimens of this part of the phenomenon were pre- 
served except on the smears of blood taken from the stomachs of the 

insects. 

Mosquitoes were dissected daily from the time of ‘the first ingestion 

of blood, but nothing of interest was noted in the unstained tissues up 
to the day when the swellings in the gastric mucosa indicated the probable 

growth of the odcysts. The fourth and fifth days’ dissection demonstrated 

a considerable enlargement of the odcysts, which attained a diameter of 

from 380 to 60». On the sixth and seventh days they were for the greater 

part found as collapsed bodies on the ccelular surface of the stomach wall. 

Sectioning of mosquitoes——Further tracing of the parasites in any 

but sectioned specimens was impracticable. Mosquitoes were therefore 

put into alcohol and sent to Manila for sectioning, so that all stages of the 
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passage of the parasites to the salivary glands might be traced. By this 

means their presence in all the intervening tissues between the stomach 

and the salivary glands was demonstrated. The accompanying photo- 
micrographs (PI. IX, figs. 2, 3, and 4, and Pl. X) show them also in the 

interstices between the muscle-fibers of the thorax, and in the salivary 

glands themselves. 

Appearance of the sporozoites.—Specimens stained with hematoxy- 

lin-eosin, prepared according to the ordinary formula, show the normal 

museular, glandular, and connective tissues stained red or blue, while 

within the cell structure itself innumerable, extremely small granules, 

either globular or elongate, appear, measuring not more than 0.75 pw in 

diameter and of a dark brown color. They are not only found within 
the cells of the tissue, but also, as is shown by certain salivary glands 

examined, adherent to the external walls of the gland cells. This phe- 

nomenon is shown in Plate IX, fig. 4, at the point marked spor. 

TRANSMISSION OF THE PARASITE. 

Upon going to Olongapo, it was not my intention as it was not my 

hope to procure volunteers who would be willing to submit to being 

bitten by mosquitoes infected with malarial organisms, so that I said 

nothing except in a suggestive way to the gentlemen in charge of the 

medical work at this station, until I had reached to the stage of demon- 

strating the odcysts in the stomach wall of the mosquito. Finally I 

obtained one volunteer, the result being as follows: 

CasE I. Volunteer malarial infection.—J. C. B. had been in the Philippines 

nearly two years; his medical history during his six years’ service in the Navy 

gave no indication of his ever having had malaria. His statements were also 

to the effect that he had never had malaria, chills and fever, or any illness that 

would point to his having been infected. Many examinations of his blood demon- 

strated continuous absence of malarial parasites. 

The patient was first bitten by a malaria-infected mosquito at 5 p. m. of June 

1, 1907. This mosquito did not draw any blood, after having repeatedly thrust 

its proboscis into the patient’s arms at different points. On the morning of June 

2 at 8 he was again bitten by the same mosquito and by two others which were 

confined together in another tube. At 10.30 on the morning of June 3, at 10.30 

a.m. of June 4, and at 8.30 a. m. of June 6 he was rebitten by the same three 

mosquitoes, they having had no other alimentation beyond that furnished by his 

blood. Every day, except on June 8, he showed a slight rise of temperature, but 

never above 37.4° C. On June 9 the patient complained of malaise, severe head- 

ache and chill, which latter was not very marked. Temperature at 12 o’clock, 

38.3° C. In the evening the patient again felt well and during the next day his 

temperature was practically normal. On June 11 the temperature rose to 38° C., 

the patient having a slight chill, although he did not lie down nor desist from 

his routine work. From June 11] until the time of my departure, he had no 

further rise of temperature and no chill; he, however, continued his chart up 

to and including July 6. It shows that on June 24 he had a slight chill and 

that on the next day his temperature was 37.7° not rising again until June 28 

when it reached 38° C., and again on July 2, 38.2° C. On July 1 the patient 

had headache, nausea, and general listlessness, with loss of appetite and frequent 

dizzy spells. On September 4 he reported as follows: “I had a spell of fever 
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commencing with August 3 to August 14. I kept track of my morning and 

evening temperatures * * * noting them down in my * * * journal 

The afternoon of August 3 I had a chill and a temperature of 38.5°, then around 

37.2° and 38.3° C. until August 6 when I had another chill and a temperature 

of 39.2° C., then fever off and on till the 14th of August.” 

Examination of blood from the patient—On June 3 three slides were taken at 

8 o'clock. Transparent, motile amceboid bodies moving freely from one red corpus- 

cle to another were observed in a glass cell. They were evidently parasites which 

were too debile to enter the corpuscles. Nothing was noted on June 4. On the 

morning of June 5 the same bodies were seen in the blood serum. They appeared 

to move with greater vigor. The eosinophiles had attached large numbers of 

these bodies to themselves and in many instances they had engulfed them. On 

June 6 a stained slide gave a blue body within the pink corpuscle, but its iden- 

tification was not certain. On the morning of June 7 the first positive iden- 

tification of a parasite was made. It was half grown, of the xstivo-autumnal 

type. It was moving very slowly around an axis without appreciably changing 

its shape. The nucleus was plainly visible when stained and pigmentation had 

just begun. Another slide was taken on the same morning and stained by 

Wright’s method. It demonstrated several parasites in the half-grown stage. On 

June 9 the parasites were again positively identified, also on June 10 to 12, but 

not on the 13th. On June 14 parasites were observed in the presegmenting stage, 

and on June 15 and 16 they were seen in all stages up to that of presegmentation. 

On June 17 a perfect xestivo-autummal pre-crescent ring was found, as also on the 

18th, which was the last day of taking the blood. 

A noteworthy feature of these blood examinations was the great 

numbers of parasites that were included by the phagocytes. Parasites 

which were seen to attack a red corpuscle at one moment would be 

engulfed the next by an eosinophile, although the phenomenon of the 

parasite entering the red corpuscle was frequently observed. 

It should be borne in mind that the patient was bitten by infected 

mosquitoes up to June 6, so that naturally his blood would present an 
increasing number of parasites in the peripheral circulation toward 

the latter part of the experiment. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The work on transmission performed upon the case cited above was 

in every way of such a positive character, the after effects so marked and 

the previous history of the patient so well ascertained that there remains 

no doubt in my mind as to the validity of the tests made. However, it 

seems very desirable, in order to subject this question to further concise 

test, that a number of volunteers be secured to undergo, in properly con- 

structed cages, an isolation period followed by inoculation by Myzomyia 

ludlowti Theob., and as soon as the season of abundance for these mosqui- 

toes returns I shall carry out further experiments looking to this end. 

The results of the continuous experiment at Olongapo have been published 

at this time as it may not be possible to furnish further proof until several 

months have elapsed, and it was not thought desirable to delay the 
publication of the work so far done. 
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region with breeding places where Myzomyia ludlowi Theob., was 

actually found, indicated by red cross lines. 

PLATE I. 

ge of Myzomyia ludlowi Theob., top view, showing micropyles. 1X25. 

oO 

chambers. 1X25. 

. Full grown larva of MW. ludlowii Theob. 1X10. 

. Respiratory aperture of siphonette of larva, showing vitelline tubercle in 

center of upper ray with the corresponding socket near middle of star 

and tracheal openings in upper part on each side. 1X40. 

. Right mandible of larva, showing dentation and auxiliary bristles and 

palpuli. 1240. 

. Eighth and ninth abdominal segments of larva, showing (A) anchor 

bristles, (B) respiratory siphonette, (C’) lateral comb, (D) tubercle for 

propelling setz, (#) anal gills, and (/) propelling set. 

. Quadrifureate seta from comb, the type of numerous sete distributed over 

various parts of the body of the larva. 1240. 

PuLatTE II. 

Head of full grown larva, showing chetotaxy and markings. 1X60. 

Labium of larva, with base of clypeus. 1400. ; 

Maxilla of larva, showing external, multiple seta and palpus. 1400. 

. Ventral and lateral aspects of the labial plate of larva, the lateral aspect 

showing its double laminate structure. 1400. 

Dorsal chitinous sclerite of ninth abdominal segment of larva, showing 

paired anchor sete (the outer ones) and propulsory sete. 1400. 

Lateral comb from eighth abdominal segment of larva with chitinous 

brace and part of quadrifurcate seta. 1400. 

PuatTe IIT. 

. Head and thorax of larva in penultimate stage showing great width of 

colored, basal band on head. 1X60. 

Dorsal aspect of thorax of full grown larva, showing chetotaxy. 1X60. 

Ventral view of thorax, showing pseudopoda and chextotaxy. 160. 
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‘Prate IV. 

Lateral aspect of pupa, showing chetotaxy and respiratory siphons. 

1X12. 

Lateral aspect of respiratory siphon. 1X25. 

Dorsal aspect of respiratory siphon (1X25), showing opening lined with 

short, fine hairs which preclude entrance of water. 

. Dorsal aspect of abdomen of pupa. showing second to ninth segments and 

pinnure or caudal fins. 1X12. 

. Pinnura or caudal fin, showing form and position of urocheta. 1X25. 

. Perspective of abdomen of adult female mosquito, showing ovipositor and 

chitinous sclerites which compose the ninth segment. 1X60. 

. Perspective of abdomen of adult male mosquito, showing harpes and hairs 

together with sclerites which compose the ninth segment. 1X60. 

Arrangement of supernumerary and cross veins in wing of male. (1150): 

I. Supernumerary. II. Mid cross vein. III. Posterior cross vein. 

. Arrangement of supernumerary and cross veins in female. 1X150. 

PLATE V. 

. Adult female of Wyzomyia ludlowi Theob. 1X8. 

. Adult male of Myzomyia ludlowii Theob. 1X8. 

PLATE VI. 

. Adult male of Myzomyia ludlowti Theob. Note position of claspers which 

is characteristic. This photomicrograph, as also the following, is made 

from a balsam preparation of a specimen treated with 5 per cent potas- 

sium hydroxide. 

. Adult female of same. Note the extruded spermatheca below the ovipos- 

itor. This organ lies normally within the eighth segment. The scu- 

tellum appears in profile as a knob at the base of the right wing. 

PLATE VIT. 

. Eyes, antenne, palpi, and proboscis of male Myzomyia ludlowii Theob. 

Note the construction at the middle of the second palpal segment, rep- 

resenting ankylosis of two segments. 

. The same of the female, showing the lancet and other punctorial setx 

removed from the proboscis or labium. 

. Wing of Myzomyia ludlowti Theob., showing spots (female). 

. Wing showing arrangement of cross veins in the female. 

. Three ultimate abdominal segments of female showing spermatheca in 

position. 

. Eighth abdominal segment showing circi-like ovipositor with squamation. 

PLatTe VIII. 

. Ungues of forefoot of male. 

. Ungues of forefoot of female. 

. Ungues of middle foot of male. 

. Ungues of middle foot of female. 

. Ungues of hind-foot of male. 

. Ungues of hind-foot of female. 
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PLATE IX. 

Genitalia of male of Myzomyia ludlowti Theob. 

. Section of thorax of infected mosquito, showing group of sporozoites of 

malaria at A. 11600. 

Section of thorax of mosquito in vicinity of salivary glands, showing 

migratory sporozoites. 11600. 

. The lobes of salivary glands of mosquito with sporozoites thickly congre- 

gated around the upper one of them at spor. 1X1600. 

PLATE X. 

Section of salivary duct of mosquito, showing agglomeration of malarial 

parasites with meganucleated cells in upper right. Best group of 

parasites at A. 1X1600. 

Section of thorax of mosquito, showing sporozoites migrating through 

intermuscular spaces. 11600. 

PLATE XI. 

Clinical chart of J. C. B., upon whom experiments in inoculation with malarial 

parasites were performed. 
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AS PREEIMINARY REPORT UPON THE SPECIFIC IDENTITY 

OF rE eSSsiODE PARASITES ‘OF MAN IN THE 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS WITH A DESCRIPTION 

OF A NEW SPECIES OF TANIA. 

By Puri EH. GARRIson.* 

(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

The present paper embodies the results of careful determinative work 

upon such cestode material as has been collected for the Helminthological 

Collection of the Philippine Bureau of Science and is intended as the 

first of three or four papers, to appear as soon as the specimens in other 

groups can be properly worked over. 

It is my purpose to endeavor to present in a systematic way some 

definite knowledge with regard to the specific identity of the more 

common animal parasites of man in the Philippine Islands. While the 

primary object of these publications is to clear the field for future work 

in the localities in question, rather than to present new helminthological 

findings, they naturally will include the description of forms coming to 

my attention in this preliminary work which seem to justify the establish- 

ment of new species or other systematic groups. 

Our present knowledge of Philippine helminthology has been derived 

from a few determinations made by professional zodlogists upon material 

received from the Islands, from the reports of infections in Americans 

recently returned from a more or less prolonged residence in the Philip- 

pines, and from the work of resident medical scientists. While the 

information suppled by these sources has in many cases been lacking in 

the positive and precise identification of the parasites reported, it has 

established with reasonable certainty the presence in the Philippines of 

several forms already known in other parts of the world and has included 

the description of two new species of human entozoa, besides contributing 

considerable knowledge concerning the general prevalence of animal 

parasites in the Islands. F 

A summary of any results already published will be given in the con- 

sideration of each genus and species reported. 

+ Assistant Surgeon, United States Navy; detailed medical zoélogist to the 

Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I. 
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MATERIAL. 

The greater part of the material forming the basis of the present study 

has been collected from native prisoners in Bilibid Prison, a large propor- 

tion of whom were examined and treated in quarantine immediately upon 

their arrival from various provinces scattered throughout the Islands. 

Numerous other specimens have been received from patients in the 

private practice of physicians and in the hospitals of Manila. 

The present reports deal simply with the identification of specimens 

collected and they do not undertake to consider the proportion of persons 

infected to those examined; therefore they can not properly be taken 

as an index to the frequency of infection in the population. However, 

considering that from 3,000 to 4,000 persons gathered from widely scat- 

tered localities have been examined for animal parasites at Bulibid 

during the current year, and that specimens have been received from 

various classes and conditions of social life, it would seem fairly probable 

that our Helminthological Collection at present contains representatives 

of most of the species of the parasites of man which are generally prevalent 

in the Islands, and furthermore that, with certain exceptions which will 

be noted in the text of this and the following papers, the collection may 

be accepted tentatively as a rough indication of the relative prevalence 

of the different species.* 

; CESTODA. 

The relative infrequency of cestode infections compared to infection 

with the common nematodes, and on the other hand the greater famil- 

iarity with tapeworms and their relative imnocuousness compared with 

trematodes, are probably responsible for the fact that, while valuable 

contributions have been made to the study of the Nematoda, Trema- 

toda, and the Protozoa of the Philippines, the Cestoda have been almost 

entirely neglected. 

So far as we have been able to discover, the following are the only 

published references to cestode infections in the Philippines: 

Strong? 1901, reporting the results of 1,793 stool examinations and 386 

necropsies, states that only two adult Zaenia had been found, but that both 

T. saginata and T. solium are present in the Islands, the former species being 

most frequently seen in American troops, the latter occasionally occurring among 

the natives. 

In the annual reports of the Superintendent of Government Laboratories of 

the Philippine Bureau of Science for the years 1902 to 1905, inclusive,* in 

“I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Edwin C. Shattuck, resident 

physician of Bilibid Prison, for numerous specimens placed at my disposal and 

deposited in the Bureau of Science Helminthological Collection. 

° Circulars on Tropical Diseases, Manila (1901), 1, 15. 

*An. Rep. of the Superintendent of Government Laboratories, Report of the 

Biological Laboratory, Manila (1902), 569; (1903), 413; (1904), 443; (1905), 

357. 
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which Dr. Strong, Director of the Biological Laboratory, includes the results of 

over 6,000 microscopic examinations of faeces, only five cestode infections are 

reported, all with the genus T’@nia, species not noted. Hallock,’ at Fort Porter, 

Buffalo, N. Y., reported two’ infections with Hymenolepis nana in American 

soldiers recently returned from the Philippines. Stiles and Garrison,® at the 

Government Hospital for the Insane, District of Columbia, found no cestode 

infections in making microscopic examinations of the stools of 115 American 

soldiers who had returned from Philippine service. In 1906, Foster’ reported 

two infections with Hymenolepis nana in American soldiers on duty near Manila. 

During the past nine months there have come to our attention about 

fifty intestinal infections with cestodes, representing three genera and 

five species. 

TANIA. 

Of the fifty cestode infections about forty were with worms of the 
genus Twma. Specific diagnosis from the ova alone was not attempted. 

Thirty-one specimens of adult Tania have been deposited in the collec- 

tion. 
The cases given in the annual reports of the Superintendent of Govern- 

ment Laboratories and the statement given by Strong in 1901, above 

noted, appear to be the only mention, at least within recent years, of the 

presence of this genus in the Philippines. 

Tena saginata Goeze, 1782. Twenty-six of the thirty-one Tena 

specimens are Tenia saginata, twenty-two being from native Filipinos ; 

fourteen possess the scolex and strobila entire, while twelve were deter- 

mined from the strobila alone. ‘Two other specimens which were received 

probably belong to this species, but owing to poor preservation the 

characters could not clearly be made out and the identity is considered 

doubtful. One worm in the recent state presented a fairly distinct 

post-suctorial ridge around the scolex, resembling that described for 

Tenia hominis Linstow, 1902. Further examination failed to reveal 

any other characters described for that species and seemed to establish 

the specimen’s identity with 7. saginata. In all cases presenting any 

peculiarities which might throw doubt upon the determination, the 

specimens were studied in stained sections in comparison with material 

of known identity. 

Tenia philippina sp. nov. The establishment of this species is pro- 

posed upon a single specimen obtained in 1905 by Mr. Hare of the Bureau 

of Science, from a prisoner in Bilibid Prison and placed in the museum 

of the Bureau of Science without determination. For specific diagnosis 

and description of type specimen, see pp. 542-550, figs. 1-17. 

5 J. Am. Med. Ass. (1904), 42, 891. 

° Bull. Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health & Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Wash. (1906), No. 28, 

50, 51. 

™J. Am. Med. Ass. (1906), 47, 685, 686. 
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Tenia solium Linnaeus, 1758. Two specimens of the pork tapeworm 

were obtained from native prisoners in Bilibid. Although the scolex 

was absent from each specimen, the size of the strobile, the massive 

uterine branches, not more than fifteen in number, the “third ovarian 

lobe” cut off by the vagina and the absence of extreme lengthening of 

the terminal segments seemed to render the diagnosis reasonably certain. 

The proportion of the number of specimens of Tenia saginata (26) 

to the number of specimens .of Tenia. solium (2) here reported would 

seem to indicate with fair probability that the former is the much more 

prevalent of the two species; however, further work is necessary before 

the relative frequency of infection by these two species can be established 

with even approximate accuracy.® 

HYMENOLEPIS. 

Five infections with this genus have come to our attention, one in a | 

native child under the professional care of Surgeon D. N. Carpenter, 

United States Navy, at Cavite, and four in adult males at Bilibid Prison, 

one of whom was Chinese and the others native. Parasites were recoy- 

ered from two of the latter cases after treatment. Specific diagnosis 

of the child’s infection was made, it is believed, with fair certainty, from 

the ova. 

Hymenolepis nana (Siebold, 1852) Blanchard, 1891. One undamaged 

specimen of this species was taken from one of the Bilibid prisoners. 

The size of the ova obtained from Dr. Carpenter’s case (from 40 by 

35 p to 57 by 42 pw, outer shell) and the absence of a granular layer 

between the outer and inner shells seemed fairly safe evidence that the 

infection was with H. nana rather than with H. diminuta. A careful 

study of the ova was not made in two of the infections with Hymenole- 

pis and worms could not be secured. 

It must be borne in mind in forming a judgment from the cases here 

reported regarding the frequency of infection with the dwarf tapeworm 

in the Islands, that in other countries Hymenolepis nana has appeared 

to show a marked tendency to infect children more frequently than 

adults ® and that our work has been almost exclusively with the latter. 

*The results of meat inspection in Manila by the Bureau of Agriculture show 

a much higher percentage of cysticercosis in hogs than in cattle and I was led 

to expect a correspondingly greater prevalence of the pork tapeworm. However, 

I have been informed by Dr. Moberly, chief veterinarian, that most of the animals 

slaughtered in Manila are imported, nearly all of the native hogs and cattle 

being killed in the provinces, where meat inspection has not yet been established. 

The results of inspection, therefore, are not indicative of the relative prevalence 

of Cysticercus cellulosae and of C. bovis in native animals. 

°Cima, Francesco: Pediatria Napoli (1893), 1, 39; Ibid. (1896), 4, 303; 

Ransom, Brayton H.: Bull. Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health & Mar.-Hosp. Serv., 

Wash. (1904), No. 18, 61; Stiles, Ch. Wardell, and Garrison, Philip E.: Ibid. 

(1906), No. 24, 24. 
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Hallock’s two infections with Hymenolepis nana in American soldiers 

recently returned from service in the Philippines and the two cases of 

American soldiers serving in the Philippines reported by Foster (see 

page 539) are, so far as we are aware, the only published reports for 

this species in the Islands. ‘Through very indirect channels we have 

heard of one unpublished case found by a medical officer of the United 

States Army in one of the southern islands. Further, Dr. W. E. Musgrave 

informs us that he has noticed the ova several times in making fecal 

examinations of natives and Americans during the past few years. 

Hymenolepis diminuta (Rudolphi, 1819) Blanchard, 1891. A stool 

from a Chinese prisoner at Bilibid was brought to us with the diagnosis 

of Hymenolepis nana. However, the ova were very large, and for- 

tunately all doubts regarding the specific identity of the parasites were 

removed by finding in the specimen from ten to twelve adult worms, 

from 3 to 6 centimeters in length, with a rudimentary, unarmed rostellum. 

These, upon further study of stained specimens, gave all the characters 

of Hymenolepis diminuta. 

Unless cases have been published too recently to have come to our 

attention in Manila, this is the thirteenth infection with Hymenolepis 

dimunuta reported for man. Unfortunately, the prisoner was discharged 

the day the specimens were passed and no history was secured. There- 

fore, it must remain an open question whether the infection was im- 

ported or contracted in the Islands. There are two other specimens 

of this species in the Bureau of Science Collection which were obtained 

from rats in Manila. 
DIBOTHRIOCEPHALUS. 

No infections in man with parasites of this genus have been found. 

It is mentioned in this connection because of the strong probability that 

it is present among the natives and because of the published opinion 

of at least one prominent helminthologist 1° that it may be found to 

be an important parasite in the Philippines. This expressed probability 

is based upon the great importance of fish in the diet of the natives, 

upon the proximity of Japan, where D. latus has been found in man, 

and upon the further fact that the presence in the Islands of at least 

one representative of Dibothriocephalus has been established recently by 

finding in the intestine of a domestic cat a worm of this genus which 

closely resembles, if it is not identical with, D. latus in its specific 

characters. 
; DIPLOGONOPORUS. 

Diplogonoporus grandis (Blanchard, 1894) Luche, 1899, the double- 

pored, Japanese tapeworm, has also been mentioned as a possible Phil- 

ippine parasite upon much the same grounds as Dibothriocephalus. 

Up to the present time it has not been observed. 

Stiles, Ch. Wardell: Jbid. (1906), No. 25, 9. 

62668——5 
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SOMATIC CESTODE INFECTIONS. 

No human infections with larval cestodes have been found. Strong, 

reports two human infections with larval Hchinococcus and upon inquiry 

we have learned of two or three cases of cysticercosis and of at least one 

_ other of echinococcus infection occurring in Manila within a few years. 

These verbal reports are all more or less indefinite and no specimens 

appear to have been preserved. 
Two specimens of pork infected with Cysticercus cellulose have been 

received and this parasite appears to be rather common among the native 

hogs. The collection of the Bureau of Science also contains two speci- 

mens of adult Hchinococcus ** obtained from native dogs. 

Tzenia philippina sp. nov. 

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.—Tema (Teniarhynchus): Strobila 80 to 100 centimeters 

in length; 1 centimeter in maximum hreadth; composed of about 800 proglottides. 

Head cuboid, 1 to 1.5 millimeters in diameter: suckers 0.35 by 0.40 millimeter; 

their lumena cylindrical to conical, directed forward and outward, 0.22 to 0.26 

millimeter deep by 0.19 to 0.21 millimeter broad at their bases. Neck segmented, 

its minimum transverse diameter, 0.70 millimeter, at about the 75th segment and 

about 3 millimeters from posterior border of head.. Sexual maturity first present 

at from 15 to 18 centimeters from anterior extremity and in about the 470th 

segment. Sexually mature proglottides 4 to 5 millimeters transversely by 0.8 

to 1 millimeter longitudinally by from 1 to 1.3 millimeters dorso-ventrally; 

genital pore very slightly posterior to middle of lateral margin; cloaca 0.32 milli- 

meter deep; cirrus distinct, 0.1 millimeter long by 0.03 millimeter broad; cirrus 

pouch 0.38 millimeter long by 0.10 millimeter broad; vas deferens forms loop 

within cirrus pouch, is without vesicula seminalis, and ends in a dilated 

extremity before reaching median line; testicles 0.13 to 0.16 millimeter long by 

0.06 to 0.08 millimeter in their transverse diameters; vagina without sete and 

forms two spiral coils between cloaca and excretory canal; vitellogen gland 

greatly elongated transversely, lies close against transverse canal, filling posterior 

one-tenth of medullary space in median line, its extremities attenuated and ex- 

tending laterally two-thirds the distance from median line to excretory canals; 

Ovaries composed of two unequal, transversely elongated lobes which lie close 

against the vitellogen gland posteriorly and extend laterally through three-fourths 

the distance from median line to excretory canals; the smaller lobe, proximal 

to pore of segment, is bounded internally by the median line and anteriorly by 

the vagina; the larger, distal lobe extends anteriorly to transverse plane passed 

through genital pore, its anterior third projecting across the median line, 

overlapping anteriorly the median extremity of the opposite lobe and filling the 

space between the two limbs of the posterior V-shaped portion of the uterus; 

the uterine stem presents a V-shaped course in the posterior half of the 

segment with its apex to the pore side of segment, its posterior extremity lying 

4 Circulars on Tropical Diseases (1901), 1, 22. 

™ Echinococcus granulosus (Batsch, 1786) Rudolphi, 1805 = Tenia echinococcus 

Siebold, 1853. (See Stiles, Ch. Wardell, Bull. Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health & 

Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Wash, (1906), No. 25, 75 et seq. 
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in the median line between the ovarian lobes, its anterior limb turning directly 

cephalad in the median line at about the center of the segment and presenting, 

in the anterior half of the segment, a spiral formation consisting of from four to 

six distinct, closely wound coils. In the gravid segment, the uterus presents an 

exceedingly compact formation consisting of a median stem and numerous long, 

slender, dichotomous branches, separated by thin partitions and frequently 

overlapping one another dorso-ventrally. Terminal segments equilateral or 

slightly longer than broad, measuring from 6 to 8 millimeters in longitudinal 

and transverse diameters and 3 millimeters dorso-ventrally. Hmbryophore oval, 

35 to 41 uw long by 26 to 35 wu broad. 

CYSTICERCUS unknown. 

TYPE HOST.—Homo sapiens. 

TYPE LocaLiry.—Manina, P. I. 

TYPE SPECIMEN.—No. 140, Helminthological Collection, Bureau of Science, 

Manila, P. I. 

DESCRIPTION OF TYPE SPECIMEN. 

Length 82.8 centimeters: transverse and dorso-ventral diameters respectively ; 

of head, 1.5 millimeters by 0.75 millimeter; of neck, 0.72 by 0.24 millimeter; 

of mature proglottides, 10 by 1.3 millimeters; of terminal proglottides, 6 to 8 

by 3 millimeters. Indentations of lateral margins suggesting segmentation are 

present close behind suckers; distinct segmentation appears 1 millimeter behind 

suckers; greatest constriction of neck, 3.5 millimeters behind suckers. (Figs. 

2 to 4.) Transverse diameters of segments greater than longitudinal diameters 

except in terminal proglottides which are equilateral or slightly longer than broad. 

(Figs. 1, 18.) Genital pores prominent, and slightly behind middle of lateral 

margins of segments. (Figs. 1, 16 to 18.) Surfaces and margins of segments 

extend posteriorly in an elongated, cuff-like projection overlapping the succeeding 

segment and are indented by transverse infoldings of the cuticle, which appear to 

be formed in part, and perhaps wholly, by longitudinal contraction of the 

specimen. (Figs. 1, 5 to 7.) Calcareous corpuscles absent. 

Head.—Transverse diameter, 1:5 millimeters; dorso-ventral diameter 0.75 

millimeter, the lesser, dorso-ventral diameter appearing to be due to flattening 

by cover-glass pressure. Other dimensions as follows: From tip of head to 

plane passed through anterior borders of suckers, 0.15 millimeter, to posterior 

border of suckers, 0.64 millimeter; approximate longitudinal diameter of head, 

1 millimeter. Rostellum (fig. 3) without hooks and retracted completely within 

head, its musculature globular, 0.16 millimeter in longitudinal by 0.112 millimeter 

in transverse diameter ; slight depression at tip marks opening of lumen of minute 

apical sucker. Suckers (figs. 2 and 3) well embedded in musculature of head 

at its dorso- and ventro-lateral borders with the longitudinal axis of their lumena 

directed forward and outward; transverse diameter, 0.34 to 0.37 millimeter; 

longitudinal diameter, 0.37 to 0.4 millimeter; lumena cylindrical to conical, 

0.224 to 0.260 millimeter deep by 0.19 to 0.21 millimeter broad at their bases. 

Nervous system.—Situated 0.8 millimeter from anterior extremity of the head 

and 0.15 millimeter behind plane passed through posterior border of suckers, a 

large cavity (0.25 by 0.20 millimeter) incloses what appears to be a contracted, 

globular nerve ganglion (0.16 by 0.11 millimeter). (Fig. 3.) The nerve trunks 

proceed posteriorly in a straight course, at first dorso-lateral and later directly 

lateral of ventral excretory canals; concomitant dorsal and ventral fasciculi not 
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apparent; lateral nerve trunks rather crescentic on cross section and measure 

0.025 millimeter transversely by 0.150 dorso-ventrally in mature segments. 

Excretory system.—tThe ventral excretory canals pass in a straight course from 

the head through the lateral borders of the strobila, at first ventrad to and later 

directly in the median saggital plane. They attain their maximum diameter in 

the first gravid proglottides (0.35 to 0.40 millimeter in median transverse plane) 

and present a wide dilation (0.45 to 0.65 millimeter longitudinally by 0.80 to 0.90 

millimeter transversely and dorso-ventrally) at each segmental junction. (Figs. 

7, 8, 16, 17.) The transverse canals decrease in size as they pass inward from 

the dilated portions of the ventral canals, are oval or diamond shaped on cross 

section (figs. 5, 10) and are situated at the extreme posterior borders of the 

proximal segments, it being impossible in either young, mature, or gravid pro- 

glottides, to detect any extension of the proximal segment posterior to the canal. 

(Figs. 5, 8, 13, 17.) ; 

The dorsal excretory canals can be traced as loosely wound, spiral tubules, 

18 to 20 uw in diameter, as far as the first sexually mature proglottides. The coils 

of the spiral extend through a space of from 0.15 to 0.25 millimeter transversely 

and dorso-ventrally and number five to six complete turns in each segment. 

(Figs. 5, 7.) ; 

Genital organs.—The primordium of the vas deferens and vagina appears in 

about the 150th segment, which measures 0.72 millimeter transversely by 0.24 

millimeter longitudinally, and is situated 12 millimeters from anterior extremity. 

At about the 300th segment (1.75 millimeter by 0.45 millimeter, 2 centimeters 

from anterior extremity) the uterine stem is present as a distinct tract beginning 

posteriorly in the bulbous mass at the median extremity of the vagina, and 

passing diagonally anterolaterally toward the pore side of the segment until it 

reaches the angle between the vagina and vas deferens, which are now separated ~ 

throughout the inner half of their course; thence turning at an acute angle, it 

takes an antero-median course to the median line, and along the median line to 

the anterior border of the segment. (Figs. 6, 7.) In the 400th segment (3 

millimeters by 0.64 millimeter, 6 centimeters from anterior extremity) the female 

organs have became differentiated into the ovarian lobes and vitellogen gland, 

the testicles are appearing in lateral fields of medullary layer, the cloaca is 

forming at the lateral margin, the V-shaped course of the uterine stem in the 

posterior half of the segment is more sharply defined and its anterior prolonga- 

tion in the median line is coiled in one or two loose spiral turns. The 475th 

proglottid is sexually mature. (Figs. 8, 10.) 

Sexually mature proglottid.—Measurements: 5 millimeters transversely by 1 

millimeter longitudinally by 1.35 millimeters dorso-ventrally, situated 15.5 cen- 

timeters from anterior extremity of specimen. Genital pore slightly posterior to 

middle of lateral margin (fig. 8); cloaca 0.32 millimeter deep (figs. 8, 12, 15); 

cirrus 0.1 millimeter long by 0.03 millimeter broad (fig. 15); cirrus pouch 0.35 

millimeter long by 0.1 millimeter broad (fig. 15); vas deferens makes distinct 

In the absence of specific staining for the nerve tissues, the nature of the 

globular structure in the posterior part of the head can not definitely be deter- 

mined. The interpretation here made is based upon the marked similarity in 

appearance and structure in cross section between the lateral nerve trunks and 

the body in question when stained with carmine, upon the faint tracings of what 

appear to be nerve trunks arising from it. upon its position, and upon the 

elimination of other possible interpretations. The presence of a large, globular, 

well-defined ganglion as the center of the nervous system instead of the usual 

commissural arrangement of fibers would be an important character, but in view 

of the uncertainty of interpretation, it is not included in the diagnosis. 
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loop within cirrus pouch (fig. 15), is extremely convoluted after passing ventral 

canal, and ends shortly before reaching median line in distinct dilation (0.075 

millimeter broad) which receives numerous vasa efferentia; testicles (figs. 8, 9, 13) 

measure 0.13 to 0.16 millimeter in length (dorso-ventral diameter of segment) 

by 0.06 to 0.08 millimeter in their transverse diameters. 

Vagina makes two spiral coils before reaching excretory canal (figs. 11, 12) 

and after passing dorsad of the canal turns sharply ventrad, sweeps posteriorly, 

and near the median line it dilates to about twice its former diameter to form a 

muscular receptaculum seminis (0.040 millimeter in diameter) which abruptly 

enters a large globular chamber (0.16 millimeter in diameter) situated ventrally 

in the median line between the median extremities of the ovaries and the vitellogen 

gland and containing immature ova. (Figs. 7, 8, 13, 14.) From the posterior 

border of the chamber a tubule, 0.05 millimeter in diameter, passes dorsally in 

a convoluted course, taking up the vitellogen and shell gland ducts, and empties 

in the dilated posterior extremity of the uterus. 

The vitellogen gland (figs. 8, 10, 13) lies along the extreme posterior border, 

close against the transverse canal, extending laterally two-thirds the distance 

from the median line to the ventral canals (1.2 millimeters). On longitudinal 

section in the median line it measures 0.3 millimeter dorso-ventrally by 0.01 

millimeter longitudinally, filling the posterior one-tenth of the medullary space. 

Its lateral extremities are attenuated and lie entirely ventrad to the median 

sageital plane. 

The ovary (figs. 8, 10, 13) is composed of two unequal, transversely elongated 

lobes with their posterior and ventral surfaces lying close against the vitellogen 

gland and the ventral boundary of the medullary layer respectively. Each lobe 

extends laterally three-fourths the distance from the median line to the ventral 

canals and is thickest in the posterior half of its median third where it com- 

pletely fills the medullary space dorso-ventrally. The dorsal surfaces of the 

lobes are convex, approaching the ventral boundary of the medullary space at 

their median, anterior, and lateral margins. 

The lesser lobe, proximal to the pore side of segment, is bounded anteriorly by 

the course of the vagina, except in its median third where, as it approaches the 

median line, a few filaments may pass ventrad to the vagina and reach a more 

anterior position. 

The greater lobe, distad to the pore, extends anteriorly to or slightly beyond 

a transverse plane passed through genital pore; its anterior third is extended 

across the median line, slightly overlapping anteriorly the inner extremity of 

the opposite lobe. 

The uterus (figs. 8 to 10) begins posteriorly as a pyriform dilation, 0.45 

millimeter in diameter, situated obliquely between, but slightly dorsad to, the 

median borders of the ovarian lobes; diminishing in size the uterine stem 

passes obliquely antero-laterally toward the pore side of the segment until it 

reaches a point posterior to the median extremity of the vas deferens, when it 

turns inwardly at a sharp angle to its former course and, passing around the 

extended extremity of the greater ovarian lobe, continues obliquely forward and 

inward to the median line, which it reaches at about the center of the longitudinal 

axis of the segment; it then turns anteriorly and, in a spiral course-.of from 

four to six closely wound turns, reaches the anterior segmental border. In the 

spiral anterior limb the diameter of the uterine tube is about 0.035 millimeter, 

while the spiral fills a space of from 0.080 to 0.130 millimeter, the spiral coils 

becoming wider as they approach the anterior border of the segment. 

Further development of the wterus (figs. 13. 16 to 18).—In the 500th segment 

(fig. 13) the dilated posterior extremity of the uterine tube has enlarged to a 

chamber measuring 0.32 millimeter dorso-ventrally and antero-posteriorly, by 
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0.8 millimeter transversely, which nearly fills the posterior portion of the 

medullary space in the median one-sixth of the segment. This joins a second 

dilation of about equal dimensions situated at the apex of the V-shaped portion 

of the uterine tube. In the anterior half of the segment the original four 

to six spiral turns are still distinct. The dilated, outer walls of the coils fill the 

dorso-ventral diameter of the medullary space, extend 0.4 millimeter on each 

side the median line, and project prominently forward into the transverse 

excretory canal. A number of shallow diverticula have grown out from the 

lateral walls of both the two posterior cavities and of the anterior spiral. 

In segments 550 to 560 (fig. 16) from five to seven diverticula or branches 

have grown out from the lateral walls of the two posterior uterine dilations, 

extending laterally 1.17 millimeters or four-fifths the distance from the median 

line to the ventral canals. In the anterior half of the segments the original four 

to six coils of the spiral formation are distinguishable, and extend laterally 

1.30 millimeters from the median line, or about two-thirds the distance to the 

lateral canals. The anterior extremity of the spiral has expanded laterally into 

a cavity which encroaches upon the lumen of the transverse canal. As they extend 

toward the lateral borders, the anterior coils and the posterior diverticula 

apparently by reason of mutual pressure and unequal growth, have more or 

less lost the regularity of their earlier structure, some pressing toward the 

dorsal and others toward the ventral surface and some are inclosed at their lateral 

extremities by two adjacent and more laterally extended outgrowths. As a 

result of this irregular development, saggital and longitudinal sections in different 

planes present widely differing pictures, resembling in some cases the uterine 

branches extending laterally from a median stem as in other species of Tenia and 

in others giving the appearance of the egg-sack formation found in other 

genera. 

As a whole, the structure is remarkably compact, the ovic chambers being 

closely pressed together and the partitions between them extremely thin. 

In the terminal proglottides (figs. 17, 18) the uterus fills the entire medullary 

space, encroaches upon the transverse and longitudinal canals, and short diver- 

ticula even press outward the muscular tissue of the cortex. A few of the 

outgrowths reach the lateral canals without division and in the same plane. 

Usually, their lateral extremities divide into two or three secondary branches, 

which may again divide, the divisions taking place in any plane, but usually 

antero-posteriorly. In a median saggital section it is sometimes possible to follow 

a single branch from the median line, or even slightly across it, to the lateral 

canal, but in most cases it passes dorsad or ventrad and its further lateral course 

can be followed only in sections in other planes. Occasionally, a branch ends 

considerably short of the lateral canals, other branches closing in around its 

lateral extremity. 

Ova.—An outer shell could not be distinguished in either young or matured 

ova. The embryophore is oval, with a thick, radially striated shell. Measurement 

of fifty embryophores gave the following results in microns: 

32.5><30 37 X30 35 31.5 38. 9X33. 3 37 X33.3 

37 (X<31.5 40 31.5 36 29.6 387) X33.3 37.533 

37.5><29.6 38 31.5 38 X28 40. 7X33. 3 36 28 

36 X27 37 X33.3 37.526 40. 733.3 37 ~X31.5 

38 28.5 40. 7X33.3 38 X33 37 X28 37 X34 

39 «(X29 40 33 40. 7X33. 3 36.529. 6 37 X32 

37 X29.6 38.935 37 X30 37 ~X<30 38.833. 3 

40.732 35 29.6 37 X33 40 29.6 40. 733.3 

37.533.5 34 29.6 40.733. 3 38.529. 6 37 X29.6 

37 (4X 29.6 38 33.3 37 X30 37 X27 39 X33 

Maximum dimensions, 40.7 X35 4; minimum, 35X26 w; average, 37.8X31.1 uw. 
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DISCUSSION. 

- The type specimen, although preserved for about two years in for- 

malin, was in good condition, except that it was considerably, although 

apparently uniformly, contracted. In the description of the specimen, 

actual measurements are given, but in stating dimensions in the specific 

diagnosis I have endeavored to make a safe allowance for this contracted 

condition of the specimen and for individual differences which other 

specimens may present. While the examination of further material may 

lead to changes in the diagnosis of the species, either by the elimination 

of some characters now included or by the addition of new ones, it is 

believed that the principal morphological features described, namely, the 

transversely elongated ovarian lobes and vitellogen gland, the V and 

spiral formation of the uterine stem, the compact structure of the 

eravid uterus, the loop of the vas deferens, the length of the strobila, 

and the relative length and breadth of the individual segments, form a 

combination of characters which could neither be accounted for by 

peculiarities in the living individual nor by its post-mortem distortion. 

We have, upon the presence of the rudimentary unarmed rostellum, 

placed the species tentatively in the subgenus T'eniarhynchus Wein- 

land, 1853, pending the examination of the material by a systematic 

zoologist. ° 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

[Fig. 1 is from unstained material. All other material was stained with acid carmine, 

picric acid being used in some cases for counterstaining. Sections vary from 25 to 

250 uw in thickness. The magnification was governed with the view of bringing out 

as well as possible the desired structures, rather than by the consideration of 

uniformity. ] 
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Puate I. 

. Portion of strobila. Natural size. 

. Section of head through two suckers and border of neural cavity. 1X75. 

. Section of head in different plane, showing (?) neural cavity and ganglion, 

retracted rostellum and traces of excretory canals.- 1X75. 

. Longitudinal section through neck, showing beginning of segmentation. 

1X30. 
Prats II. 

Longitudinal sections of segments 372, 373 just internal to ventral excre- 

tory canal, showing spiral course of dorsal canal. 1X80. 

Segments 375 to 397, showing the early appearance of the uterus and 

genital pore. 1X10. : 

. Saggital sections of segments 398 to 403, showing in different planes the 

early appearance of genital organs. 1X12. 

Puate III. 

Saggital sections of segments 451 to 455, showing sexual organs about 

mature. 1X12. 

. The same, highly magnified to show the form of uterus in a single segment. 

1X98. 

Transverse section of segment, showing the coils of vagina between cloaca 

and ventral canal. 1X80. 

Saggital section of a younger segment showing the same. 1X82. 

Transverse section of segment showing genital pore, cirrus, and loop of 

vas deferens in cirrus pouch. 1X90. 

PLATE LV. 

Saggital sections of segments 493 to 495 in slightly different planes, 

showing posterior dilations of the uterus and its anterior coils which 

have nearly reached their maximum expansion before dividing. The 

heavily stained vitellogen gland extending along the transverse canal, 

and the more lightly stained ovarian lobes lying closely anterior to 

it are at their greatest development. 1X20. 

Sagegital section of segment, in a ventral plane, highly magnified to show 

inner length of vagina as it enters globular chamber from which 

the ovospermatic duct proceeds posteriorly toward the vitellogen gland 

and turns dorsally toward the shell gland which lies in a deeper plane. 

1X40. 

549 
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15. Longitudinal median section of segment 475, showing below, the vitellogen 

gland resting on the transverse canal; above and to the left the shell 

gland, above which the posterior extremity of uterus is faintly visible; 

more anteriorly the inner extremity of the greater ovarian lobe appears 

as it crosses the median line; above it are seen the well-expanded coils 

of the uterus. 1X60. 

PLATE V. 

Fie. 16. Saggital section of segments 555 to 556, showing further development of 

the uterus; numerous diverticula have spread laterally, in different 

planes from the outer walls of the uterine dilations and spiral coils. 

1X10. 

17. Saggital sections of segments 647 to 648 showing the irregular, compact 

structure of the uterus in gravid segments. 1X12. 

18. Segment slightly compressed. showing gravid uterus. 1X10. 
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NOTES ON CHRONIC ULCERS OCCURRING IN THE 

PHILIPPINES. 

By Grorer CHEYNE SHATTUCK. 

(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. T.) 

On the occasion of a recent visit to Manila opportunity was afforded 

me to work in the biological: laboratory of the Bureau of Science and 

I became interested in attempting to determine whether or not Oriental 

sore occurs in Manila and in investigating the etiology of tropical 

ulcerations in general, as the question of etiology at present is in a 

state of much confusion. 

This paper, embodying the results of my investigations, is based on 

clinical notes and microscopic findings in thirty-four cases of chronic 

ulcerative processes. With the exception of one Chinaman, all the 

patients were Filipinos. Fifteen of them lived in or near Manila,' 

and nineteen in the neigkborhood of Catbalogan, on the Island of Samar. 

The Catbalogan cases were found among a number of natives suspected 
of leprosy who were being inspected by Dr. Heiser, Director of the 

Bureau of Health. They were held under observation for one week, 

and the ulcers examined repeatedly. Leprosy was not present in any 

of the patients of this series. In the Manila cases, smears were taken 

from the exudate on the surface of the ulcer and from the deeper 

tissues exposed by the curette. A piece of tissue? was removed and 

sectioned in four of these cases. In all the Catbalogan cases smears 

were taken from the exudate on the ulcer and from blood or serum 

expressed from a needle puncture close to the lesion. Giemsa’s(9) 

new stain was used on the smears and a variety of stains were employed 

for the sections. 

TABLE I1.—Catbalogan cases. 

[r.=right; 1.=left.] 

Location of ulcers and sears. 

No. Other lesions. 
Hands and 

Legs. Feet. Arms. ncawsnelenik. Other places. 

at || Sey eee eae SOB, Wocae eee se aece sees | seca ace ecole eee Hypertrophic peri- 

ostitis, tibia,r.;con- 

tracture of toes, r. 

1 Twelve cases are from Dr. Saleeby’s clinic at St. Luke’s Dispensary, two from 

the service of Dr. Dudley at St. Paul’s Hospital and one from that of Dr. Edwin 

C. Shattuck at the hospital of Bilibid Prison. 

* Tissue was first put im alcohol and subsequently treated with acetone and 

embedded in paraffin. Thickness of sections 4 yu. 
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TasBie I.—Catbalogan cases—Continued. ~ 

[r.=right; 1.—left.] 

Location of ulcers and scars. 

Other lesions. | No 

Legs. Feet. Arms. Hands one Other places. 

2)|;9carts, tT. and) Star EE Scars, shonl=) |= === Amputation of sec- 

1.; ulcer, r. der; ulcer ond finger, r. 

hand, r. 

3) Sear ankle..3) Uleers lato ee ee Soft palate 

and uvu- 

la gone. | 
4| Uleers, r.:and! | Uleers, ri|-2 =. oe ee eee || -Ewo}toesamputatede 

L and 1. r.; contractures, 

knees, and foot, 1]. 

5: | (Sears, 1 anda so ee Sears, wrists _| Sears, shoul- |_---------_-__ Finger amputated r. 

1.; ulcer, 1. ders and 

hands 
G5 | Se Se ea Ea | ee ee | ee ee | ea 

7.,.| Sears, 7 ‘ands |b = Scars, evand | ees 22 — sae eee Sear, nose __ 

1.; ulcers, r. 1. 

and 1. 

8: SCarssar. «a0 3-8 eee Sears Sere’ NRE oonn 2 pees ee eee ee ee Two toes amputa- 

1.; ulcers, ted, r. 

ankles. 1 

Oui;Scars; r5.and"| Sears, 2 ;Scars,elbows=|2ess. ees ee ee Contracture legs. 

1.; ulcers, r. andl. | Z 

and 1. 
NO posse ee ee ee ee SCars, Tan) 222 ee as SE ee ee 

| 1.; ulcers, 

elbow, 1. 

11 | Sears, ankle |------------ Scali T= 2 ea eee Sears, fore- | Bones of forearm 

1;  uleers, | head. half destroyed; 1. 

ankle, 1. epitrochlea. 

12 | Sears,r.and1_) Sears, r. | Sears, elbow _} Sears, shoul- |____- doe Bone destruction, 

| and 1; ders. forehead. 

ulcer, r. } 
133 7Sears; 7: 4andg|-= se Sears, tang | 2==-=don =e ee Cs Co yereeees Do. 

1.; uleers, r. | 1.; ulcer, 

wrist, 1. 

14 | Sears, r. and | Scars, r. | Scars, elbow _|___- CG (yee el eee dos == Do. 

1; ulcers r.; andl. ; 

and 1. 

15 | Scars and | Sears, r___| Sears, ].; ul- | Sears, shoul- | Secars,cheek 

uleers, 1; cers, l. der, 1. 

sears knees. | 

16-; Sears ;andoul- |e 352 ale ee es een eee ee 

cers, ankle | 

YT) Sears; ly oi 

17 '|(Sears-and"ul=s| "2-62 = sa) Sees ie ee ee eS es ee Contracture, foot,]. 

cers, 1. 

18 | Sears‘ and WI=. |=2222 52-2 <2|0s ee | ee ee ee Hypertrophic peri- 

cer, r. ostitis, tibia 1.; 

hand swollen and 

deformed. 

On eee does | ister neo |) an Se cececececs sess Hypertrophic peri- 

ulcers, r. ostitis, tibia 1. 

«No. 6 was not tabulated. 
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Taste I1.—Location and character of lesions in Manila cases. 

{z.=right; 1.—left.] 

No. Legs. Other places. Miscellaneous. 

414319 | Uleer, ankle; r ~~--------..-- 

DDG 97 | aeea ee eS Ee ot Ulcer, perineum, groin, | General glandular en- 

penis. largement. 
C6550-o=EaSCarsel yanaole-m LCE 1. 22-4 | uve S eeereneen eee Cea e ee 

EA G18 ee eee ae Oe ae Uleers buttock, 12s 

214584 | Sears, r. and 1.; ulcer, r____| Inguinal glands _-_________- 

61495 |_____ GO) ak Fe Scarsh viliveaee nea 

SAND | eS aE ee ee es eee Sears, foot and arm, r___-_- 

a11778 | Sears, r. and 1.; ulcer, 1 ___-| Ulcer, palate Hypertrophic periostitis, 

PIAA SR ECCHT Store am Celeste COTS mig ne eens eee ee tibia, r. 

and 1. 
MET AG te ee ie ee ee Sears and ulcer, foot, 1 ---_- 

SISOAeEGSCAES. fe ANG te MICOS Teles ele eee eee et 

and 1. 
DADIS as) ae ee ee Re eee Uleer, sole of foot ---------- 

414560 | Ulcer, ankle________________ 

S1S64 ey WCET Tl => 2) ees SEES 

BST AD SIh athens cee ee hn tee Sears and ulcers, foot, ] ____ 

aSt. Luke’s Hospital number. >St. Paul’s Hospital number. ¢Bilibid Hospital number. 

Strong(1) described three very different types of ulcer found in 

Manila, exclusive of those due to tuberculosis, leprosy or syphilis. His 

first two cases can best be discussed in relation to the first and second 

eases described below. His third variety, observed in whites only, was 

not found in this series. The report of cases follows. 

FIRST TYPE OF ULCERATION. 

Case I.—Native,’ age 30, a laborer. Neither the patient nor his family have 

previously had any similar disease. Patient stated that four years ago, without 

assignable cause, a small boil appeared on his foot, that it burst spontaneously 

and did not heal. When he began coming to the dispensary, a month before I 

saw him, a diagnosis of phthisis was made. The patient denied that anything had 

ever been done except to apply dressings but when Dr. Saleeby went on service 

about that time he removed a stitch which was in the base of the ulcer. The 

patient was fairly well nourished, had no scars suggesting syphilis, and only the 

one external lesion. This was situated just below the external malleolus on the 

right foot where there was an ovoid swelling 2.5 X 2.5 X 0.75 centimeters in size, 

with a gash across it that went down nearly to the periosteum. The walls of the 

gash were somewhat ragged and the lower side was undermined. A little, yellow- 

ish slough was adherent to the base and sides. There was scarcely any discharge. 

The superficial skin over the swelling was thick and rough. The subcutaneous 

tissues were thickened. The swelling was firm. There was no tenderness, redness 

nor pigmentation. The lesion was curetted and a small piece excised for examina- 

tion. The wound healed rapidly under simple dressings. 

°St. Luke’s Dispensary, No. 14319. First seen March 30, 1907. 
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A smear from the scrapings showed many polymorphonuclear leucocytes, a 

few large and small basophiles and occasionally a plasma cell. A very few 

cocci were observed, but no other bacteria nor parasites. In addition, a few round 

bodies identified as blastomyces by their contour and budding were evident in 

the smear from the exudate. A section stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

showed all the layers of the skin and a little subcutaneous tissue. Ulceration, 

infiltration, and necrosis of the upper layers of the skin appeared at one edge of 

the section. There was an increase of dense, fibrous tissue in the deeper parts 

of the sections and strands of this tissue ran out to the edge of the ulceration. 

The tissue near the ulceration was cedematous. Coagulation-necrosis, deposit 

of fibrin and considerable infiltration with small round and plasma cells and 

a few polymorphonuclear leucocytes was present. Other sections were stained 

for tubercle bacilli, as well as by the methods of Wright, Giemsa, Gram-Weigert, 

and silver impregnation. A few Gram-staining cocci were seen near the edge 

of the ulcer, but no blastomyces. 

This lesion corresponds pretty closely to Strong’s description of his 

“ulceration of the first type.” On the one hand, the scarcity of pus is 

common to both, and the mode of onset is much the same; on the other, 

Strong encountered an oval blastomyces in the tissues, whereas in this 

case a round one was found sparingly in the exudate. It must be borne 

in mind that in this case the condition had existed for four years when it 

came under treatment, and that probably the lesion had been thoroughly 

curetted when the stitch was put in before specimens were obtained. 

Supposing it to be of parasitic origin, the parasites may either have 

died or have been scraped out. The duration of the ulcer in this in- 

stance was four times as long as is usual with Oriental sore. The find- 

ing of blastomyces in the exudate, which might have been secondary 

invaders, is of no yalue, and yet the assumption of a blastomycotic 

origin would explain the chronicity and mildness of the lesion better 

than any other diagnosis I can make. 

SECOND TYPE OF ULCERATION. 

CasE II.—Native, age 21.* Patient says that five months ago he had swel- 

lings in both groins which disappeared under treatment by a Chinese physician. 

There was also a sore on his penis. Then a small boil appeared in the right groin, 

resulting in an ulcer which spread slowly in spite of treatment. Another 

ulcer developed later between scrotum and thigh. The patient was treated for 

a month in the out-patient clinic and was admitted to the wards a month ago 

because the ulcers were obstinate. At the time of entrance he had a large 

chaneroid on the penis. The chancroid has improved, but the large ulcer has 

remained in spite of vigorous anti-syphilitic treatment. On the contrary, several 

small ulcers have appeared recently near the anus. 

The patient was fairly well nourished. He had no skin lesions other than 

those already mentioned. There was slight, general, glandular enlargement. 

The throat was negative and there was no periostitis. Extending from the base 

of the scrotum to the inner aspect of the right thigh was a smooth, granulating 

area neither elevated nor depressed and measuring about 10.5 centimeters in 

+ St. Paul’s No. 2697. First seen April 24, 1907. 
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greatest diameter. Its outline was made up of curves like the ares of intersect- 

ing circles. The margin was clearly defined, a little raised and slightly under- 

mined. The surface of the granulations was level; they were boggy and dark 

bluish-red in color. No slough was visible. Several round, ulcerated papules 

appeared near the anus. Their interior resembled the surface of the large ulcer. 

There was an ulcer of moderate size in the groin which appeared to be improving. 

Dr. Dudley euretted the large ulcer and those near the anus. The granulations 

were so soft that they could almost have been wiped away. The fascia beneath 

appeared healthy. A week later the ulcer was covered with healthy granulation 

tissue, but at the end of the second week the surface was uneven and covered 

with small patches of grayish slough. The granulations at the edge were slightly 

exuberant, and those in the other portions appeared as if gnawed away. The 

color of the granulation was light red. The ulcer of the groin presented the 

Same appearence. ‘There had not been much change in the size of the ulcers. 

Smears from the ulcerated surface showed ordinary pus and a few diplococci, 

but no other bacteria. Smears from the depths showed neither bacteria nor 

parasites. After curetting, agar cultures were made from the base in the 

ordinary way and under anaérobic conditions. They remained sterile. A culture 

on blood serum showed one colony of staphylococcus and several colonies of a 

white mould. A section stained with hematoxylin and eosin showed a rounded 

edge covered with epithelium and undermined by ulceration. The papillary 

layer of the epithelium was hypertrophied. ‘The fibrous tissue of the corium was 

much increased and infiltrated with a few small round cells. There was a 

fibrinous exudate on the surface of the ulceration, having polymorphonuclear 

leucocytes and plasma cells in its meshes. Other sections were stained with 

eosin and methylene blue, by silver impregnation, by Gram’s method, and for 

tubercle bacilli, but neither parasites nor bacteria were found in the tissues. 

Like Dr. Strong’s second case this ulcer began without previous 

injury, spread slowly in spite of treatment, and did not improve until 

after curetting. It differed clinically from Strong’s case in having 

a smooth base and no slough, although the lesions may have been 

modified by the two months’ treatment. The discoloration and bog- 

giness of the surface recalls Scheube’s (4) description of phagedenic 

ulcers. Against the supposition that this ulcer was due to the same 

organism as the chancroid, we have the fact that the lesions reacted differ- 

ently to treatment, one healing and the other not. Syphilis is ruled 

out by the failure to respond to energetic treatment with iodide and 

mercurials. The appearance and behavior of the ulcer was not as 

it would have been if produced by tuberculosis. When first seen it 

differed from the description of ulcerative venereal granuloma (Mense 

and Manson) (2 and 3) in having a dull, bluish appearance, a smooth 

surface, a comparatively rapid development, and the absence of a 

tendency to heal in the center. Dr. Dudley is sure that until he curet- 

ted the ulcer it had neither been trimmed nor scraped nor cauterized, 

but only dressed. Its appearance was not that of ulcerative venereal 

granuloma. In favor of phagedena are the obstinacy of the ulcer, the 

discoloration of the granulation tissue, and the fact that common 

causes can be excluded. 
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THIRD TYPE OF ULCERATION. 

CasE III.—Native,° age 37. The patient states that he had smallpox long ago, 

but no other illness or skin affection until two years previously when he received 

a wound from a board on the left leg. <A large ulcer developed from the wound 

and at about the same time others appeared spontaneously on the other leg. 

These healed, but the primary ulcer did not. The patient was unusually well 

developed and well nourished. There were no lesions in the throat, no glandular 

enlargement and no anesthetic areas nor infiltrated nodules. 

On the anterior surface of the left leg, midway between knee and ankle, was 

a smooth scar about 15 centimeters long and 0.5 centimeter wide. The skin 

over the scar was pale, and the hair along its margin was white. On the external 

aspect of the leg, surrounded by pigmented scar tissue, was a shallow, granulating 

area. The edges were neither elevated nor undermined. The surface was clean. 

There was a small ulcer on the front of the leg, covered with a viscid, purulent 

exudate and a brownish crust. Grouped around the right ankle were many pig- 

mented scars. The man was put on small doses of potassium iodide the day 

before I saw him and antiseptic dressings were used. When he was again seen 

six weeks later, the large ulcer had a border of new skin around the edge, and the 

granulations in the center appeared healthy. Two smears from the exudate of 

the small ulcer were examined. None were taken from the large ulcer because 

it had been cleaned. They showed polymorphonuclear leucocytes in abundance, 

tissue fragments and very numerous cocci and bacilli, some lying intra- and 

some extra-cellular. 

The history and course of this case is typical of many others in 

which chronic ulcers developing after trauma have been followed by 

ulcerations in other parts of the body, particularly on the leg. It may 

be seen that lesions occurring in this manner are not all alike by refer- 

ring to the second case described under the fourth type of ulceration. 

Some cases gave little indication of syphilis, but others had_ lesions 

suggesting this disease strongly. The second case ® (Case V, p. 557) of 

the fourth type of ulceration is such a one. 

Mense (3) states from personal observation that leg ulcers from 
trauma are yery common in Africa among the negroes. He says that 

they heal without antisyphilitic treatment, are often large, but generally - 

single. In our case the balance seems to swing toward syphilis as the 

most probabie diagnosis, but there is much room for doubt. The bac- 

teria observed were probably nothing more than secondary invaders. 

In favor of syphilis are the multiplicity of the lesions and their close 
resemblance to other lesions seen in undoubted syphilitics. Other 

characteristics are ambiguous. 

> 6536-3-P, Bilibid Prison. First seen March 22, 1907, 

°St. Luke’s No. 14584. 
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FOURTH TYPE OF ULCERATION. 

Case IV.—Native," coachman, age 33. Patient denied having had any skin 

lesion until three years ago when he was scratched by harness. An ulcer de- 

veloped at the site of the scratch and gradually increased in size. The patient 

appeared healthy and showed none of the ordinary signs of syphilis. The lesion 

was roughly circular, 17 to 20 centimeters in diameter and occupied most of 

the posterior surface of the right buttock. It extended a short distance across 

the median line to the left buttock. The skin around the lesion appeared normal. 

The margin of the lesion was elevated and composed of a dense, inelastic tissue 

covered with pink, scaling epidermis, which was adherent and immovable. The 

same sort of tissue covered the greater part of the lesion. The ulcers near the 

margin were small, deep, pit-like and of uniform size. Their edges were firm, 

inverted and slightly undermined. They contained sero-purulent exudate and 

there was a yellowish slough at the base of each. In the central part of the 

lesion the ulcers were deeper, larger and serpiginous as if formed by confluence 

of smaller ones. 

A smear showed polymorphonuclear leucocytes in fair numbers, a few large 

basophilic cells, and an occasional, small lymphocyte and eosinophile. A few 

diplococci were observed but no other organisms. A section taken from the edge 

of an ulcer, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, showed thickening of the 

Malpighian and papillary layers of the epidermis and vacuolation of some of 

the cells of the upper stratum lucidum. The normal pigment in one place was 

wanting. The reticular stratum appeared cedematous and showed a marked in- 

crease of connective tissue cells. The lymph spaces were wide and contained 

polymorphonuclear leucocytes and plasma cells. There was no small round-cell 

infiltration about the veins and no endarteritis. The epidermis at one end of 

the section was undermined by ulceration. At this point traces only of the 

structure of the corium remained. There was much fibrinous exudate. Other 

sections stained by the Gram-Weigert method and for tubercle bacilli show many 

diplococci and a few bacilli in the horny layer but none in the deeper tissues. 

No tubercle bacilli were found and a section stained with silver showed no 

spirochete. 

The patient was put on small doses of potassium iodide and the lesion was 

cleaned and covered with a wet bichloride dressing. It appeared much better 

after two days and at the end of six weeks the remnants of ulceration were covered 

with a few small scabs. The skin over the site of the lesion was still pink, but 

the subcutaneous induration had disappeared and the skin was soft. 

Casz V.—Native,* age 55. History unreliable. The patient states that he 

was kicked by a horse seven months ago on the left leg, and that a chronic ulcer 

developed from the wound. The right leg became ulcerated at about the same 

_time. The patient was poorly nourished. There were no scars in the throat nor 

any typical mucous patches. The inguinal glands were somewhat enlarged and 

hard, but the other glands were not. On the front of the left lower leg was a 

large, serpiginous, pocketed ulcer. The pockets contained moist, grayish slough 

and necrotic granulation tissue. The margin was indurated and bands of firm, 

inelastic tissue covered with adherent skin intersected the ulcer. The left leg 

presented a few pigmented scars around the ankle. The ulcer was cleaned and 

7St. Luke’s No. 14612. First seen March 22, 1907. 

8 St. Luke’s No. 14584. First seen March 20, 1907. 

62668—_6 
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dressed with an antiseptic. The ulcer when seen again two days later appeared 
very much better. A piece of tissue was removed from one of the knobs in the 

base of the ulcer. The patient stopped coming and has not been seen since. 

Smears from scrapings showed blood, with a few polymorphonuclear leucocytes 

and many cocci and thick bacilli, the latter intra- and extra-cellular. One slide 

also contained a few blastomyces. A section stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

showed hypertrophy of the middle and papillary layers of the epidermis. There 

were a few polymorphonuclear leucocytes and plasma cells in the corium, but 

no lymphocytes around the vessels and no endarteritis. No necrotic nor ul- 

cerated areas were seen. The silver stain and that for tubercle bacilli gave 

negative results. The Gram-Weigert stain showed many diplococci and bacilli in 

the horny layer (the former were positive and the latter negative to Gram). 

Case VIA young native woman.’ The patient was poor and emaciated, the 

throat negative and the glands not enlarged. The lesions were confined to the legs 

and feet, which presented an appearance suggesting elephantiasis. The knees 

could not be completely straightened. The left foot was firmly held in the posi- 

tion of equinus by contracted, atrophied muscles. The right foot and ankle were 

much enlarged and held immovable by the dense, wooden character of the swelling. 

The skin was pink, unyielding and immovable with a macerated, scaling surface 

which merged into large ulcers encircling both ankles. There were sloughing, 

ragged ulcers of varying size and depth on the feet. The great and second toes 

of the right foot were absent, but the bone was not exposed. On the legs there 

were many small, round, punched-out ulcers of equal size, having firm, inverted 

edges and a yellowish slough at the base from which exuded a sero-purulent, 

sticky fluid. The legs were bathed in this foul-smelling exudate. They were not 

anzsthetic. This patient was under observation for a week. The lesions improved 
under simple washing. 

Smears from the exudate taken on two occasions showed pus and enormous 

numbers of bacteria of many kinds. Spirochet were present in three out of four 

specimens and were very abundant in two of these. The fourth specimen con- 

tained blood with a little pus and only a few bacteria. Many of the spirochete 

could fairly be classed as Sp. refringens Schaudinn, but the characteristics of the 

majority were midway between these of typical refringens and typical Treponema 

pallidum Schaudinn. No typical examples of pallidum were seen. 

No. 17 (see Table I) is an excellent example of the same sort of hypertrophy 

and ulceration. The toes on the affected limb were drawn up by contractures. 

These four cases had two important common characters: First, a 

similar hypertrophic process affecting the skin in the same way; second, 

punched-out ulcers of the same type. These fundamental resemblances 

were noticeable at a glance. Stelwagon (6) in his description of ulcerat- 

ing gummata says that an “elephantoid” condition with punched-out 

ulcers is common, that it has no clear limits and that in a few months 

it takes on a violaceous hue, softens, and breaks down or is absorbed. 

The indications are that the hypertrophic condition in the first and 
third cases has lasted much longer than the limit which this auther has 

given. The process in the first case was pretty definitely cireum- 

scribed, but its limits in the third case could not be determined. Chronic 

* No. 4 of Catbalogan series. First seen April 10, 1907. 
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inflammation is shown in the sections. They are not characteristic of 

syphilis nor of tuberculosis. The bacteria and spirochaete found in 

the smears probably were all secondary invaders, for the most part 

saprophytic. Their absence in sections points to this conclusion. If 

we concede that the four cases have the same etiology, we may say that 

they are due to a chronic, but curable, nontuberculous disease causing 

hypertrophy and ulceration, and that the disease is probably infectious. 

The diagnosis of syphilis is almost forced upon us. Blastomycotic 

infection and tertiary lesions of yaws are far less probable than syphilis. 

Hlephantiasis does not require serious consideration as a possible diag- 

nosis. Whether we do or do not concede that these cases have the same 

etiology, it must be recognized that they have many differences. The 

contracture and loss of toes in the third case and contracture in the 

fourth are not easily explained by assuming that syphilis alone is present. 

They may have resulted from long antecedent phagedenic ulcers which 

preceded the hypertrophic process. The present condition of the skin 

renders it difficult to judge of this by observation. Nerve leprosy 

seems less probable as an explanation in view of the careful consideration 

it was given and the negative verdict. Congenital defects and trauma 

are possible, but not probable, etiologic factors. 

Table I of the Catbalogan cases shows (1) a strikingly large number 

of lesions on the legs, (2) multiplicity of lesions, (3) a marked resem- 

blance in the distribution of lesions, and (4) a considerable number of 

deformities. Clinically, the resemblance between individual lesions 

in different cases and between individual cases themselves is very strik- 

ing. This points to a common etiology. 

Leprosy, tuberculosis, and syphilis require careful consideration in 

the diagnosis of this group. Against leprosy we have the facts that 

there were no signs such as loss of evebrows, there were no nodules, 

spots, nor anesthesia, and also six or more smears taken from inside 

the nose, the lobes of the ears and from the lesions in every case were 

negative. Were the bone lesions tuberculous, sinuses or typical tuber- 

cular lesions of the skin would have been present in some of the cases. 

Nothing of this sort was found and no tubercle bacilli were seen in the 

smears made for leprosy. 

The following lesions: Destruction of soft palate, dactylitis, destruc- 

tion of the phalanges, depressions in the bone of the forehead, and 

“elephantoid” swellings of the legs, with gumma-like ulcerations indicate 

the presence of syphilis. The microscopic evidence is negative. Syphilis, 

then, is a probable diagnosis, but syphilis, uncomplicated, rarely produces 

ulcerations deep enough to cripple limbs or amputate toes. According to 

Scheube, tropical ulcerating phagedena does this very thing. It com- 

monly invades unprotected lesions in the Tropics. Therefore, the diag- 

nosis of syphilis complicated by phagedena might be made. 
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Tas_e IL1.—TZabular summary of all cases. 

l 
| Location and character of lesions. | Nees of becse eo 

Ulcers or sears of lower'extremity == —— == == Bo SS et 32 94 

| Wicersior Scarsiotupperiextremity Ses a 13 35 

UlcersiorScarsiin. otherlocations 22222 3223. = eee | 14 41 

Generaliglandular enlargementi=2 5! 2- Sok ae ee ee ee 1 3 

Hypertrophic bone‘lesions S=-2) - =) =a ee eee 4 12 

Destructiveibone lesions ==> — =< == Se ee ee ee 4 12 

|) pAcmnp Uta GO S22 ae see ee eee 4 12 

| Conttractures:-=__ = 2 A ee eee 5 15 

Table II of the Manila cases shows the preponderance of lesions on 

the legs, as is the case in Table I, and also demonstrates that the number 

and variety of lesions in the Manila cases was much less than in those 

from Catbalogan. Their essential characters are the same. 

The spirochetze which were seen present some interesting features. 

The organisms were found in five of the thirty-four cases (about 15 per 

cent). There were several varieties which may be divided into three 
classes. 

TaBLe 1V.—Occurrence of spirochete, 

| | 

|, Case” | class A: ClassB. | Class C. | 

4 | Numerous ____| Abundant oho Rare. | 

Bi Meese ee Numerous -___. | 

AD fee doses Hew sn s-e oes | 

14560 |____- doa aus Numerous ____ 

12846 | Numerous ____-| Abundant ____ 

Characteristics of Class A: 1. Outline wavy, rather than spiral. 2. 

Curves very large and sweeping. 3. Curves few, rarely more than six. 

4. Body wide and short. 5. Body as a whole nearly straight. 6. Ends 

gradually tapering to a point. 7. Stains dark blue with Giemsa. 8. 

Stains heavily. 

Characteristics of Class B: 1. Outline wavy rather than spiral. 2. 

Average length of curve is moderate. 3. Curves shallow. 4. Number 

of curves rarely more than ten. 5. Curves often of different sizes in 

same individual. 6. Body often bent, curved or looped. 7%. Body of 

medium thickness and medium length. 8. Both ends tapered as a rule; 

sometimes one end is truncated. 9. Stains blue or purple with Giemsa. 

Characteristics of Class C: 1. Outline wavy or spiral. 2. Curves 

very short. 3. Curves shallow. 4. Number of curves rarely more than 

fourteen. 5. Curves of nearly uniform size. 6. Body as a whole nearly 
straight. 7. Body very thin and long. 8. Ends tapered. 9. Stains 
light blue with Giemsa; sometimes purple. 10. Stains faintly. 
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Evidence of transverse division was observed in all three classes. It 

was indicated by a pale area between two curves or at the top of a curve 

near the middle of the organism (PI. I, fig. 1, a), or at two points in 

the same organism, dividing it into thirds. The pale area appeared to 

be narrower than the rest of the body. ‘This is particularly well shown 

in examples of Class A, when the division, if such it be, is nearly com- 

plete. It might be argued that two individuals happening to lie end 

to end would produce a false impression of transverse division, but 

against this assumption are the facts that many instances can be found 

in a single specimen and that the line of the curve is unbroken. These 

appearances occur, but they are by no means as distinct in Classes B 

and C as in Class A; similar ones have been described by Goldhorn (8) 

and Fox (5) for Treponema pallidum, and by Novy and Knapp (7) for 

Spirocheta obermeien. Classes B and C also at times suggest longi- 

tudinal division or agglutination, or both. A very few examples were 

observed in which one end of the organism was distinctly forked. 'T'wo 

organisms, intertwined, were not uncommonly seen, but in many of these 

instances four separate ends could be distinguished, so that the arrange- 

ment might have come about either by longitudinal division or by 

agglutination. One large bundle of organisms of Class C was observed, 

the individuals being arranged nearly parallel to each other. One 

spirocheta projecting from the side of the bundle showed a forked 

extremity, with the junction of the ends entirely clear of the bundle 

where it could plainly be seen. As the number of specimens which I 

have examined is a small one, these data on the question of multiplication 

of spirochete are not considered to be sufficient to prove the occurrence 

of either form of division. 

I could not establish the causal relationship between the spirochaete 
and the ulcers. 

SUMMARY. 

Four different types of ulceration were studied. The first and second 

types were not definitely diagnosed. They were probably infections 

sui generis. In the third type the weight of evidence is slightly in favor 

of syphilis. Many examples of this were seen. In the fourth type the 

probability of syphilis is strong. The remaining cases of the series 

seem to be variations of types three and four, which might all be placed 

in one group. ‘Together they would comprise 94 per cent of the series 

(thirty-two cases). The diagnoses were all made clinically, because the 

microscopical findings were negative or ambiguous. 

The cellular content of the exudates was nearly the same in all the 

cases. ‘The bacteria were as a rule also identical. 

Blastomyces were found in the exudate from two cases, but were not 

proved to be of etiological importance. 
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Spirocheta refringens and two other varieties of spirochete were 

observed, but they were not believed to bear a causal relationship to 

the ulcers. Evidence of division was seen among the spirochete. 

Microscopical findings in brief. 

| Number of | Percent- 
cases. age. | 

| 

| Pus and pyogenic bacteria _____--_____ 34 100 | 

| Spirochetes-<- 2 se ee 5 15 

Blastomiy CeS® =---="- 5-2 2 ee 2 6 - 

CONCLUSION. 

Oriental sore as described in the text-books, Madura foot, and the 

typical phagedenic ulcer of Manson and Scheube were looked for in 

vain. No varicose ulcers were seen. The proportion of ulcers due 
to typical phagedena, blastomyces, and infections swi generis is small. 

A very large proportion of the chronic ulcers are syphilitic. Owing 

to neglect, the lesions are unusual in degree if not in kind, and they 

become very destructive. 

The view that Spirocheta refringens is a bacterium is supported by 

strong evidence of transverse division. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

(Photonucrographs by Mr. Charles Martin, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.) 
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PLATE I. 

Spirocheta refringens (Class A) giving appearance of transverse divison 

nearly complete; also an unidentified spirocheta of Class B. (1,000 

diam. ) 

Spirocheta refringens (Class A) showing signs of transverse division. 

(1,000 diam.) 

Spirocheta of Class B, one of them showing a forked end suggesting 

longitudinal division. (1,000 diam.) 

Twisted examples of Class B. (1,000 diam.) 

Spirocheta of Class CO, which approaches Treponema pallidum, side by 

side with Spirocheta refringens. (1,000 diam.) 

Spirocheta of Class C, undergoing division. Separation incomplete. 

(1,200 diam.) 
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